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BKIEF

OF HIS HOLINESS GREGORY XVI.

To THE AtTIHOB.

The author of the Catechism of Perseverance had the honour

of presenting to the Holy Father a copy of this and his other works.

"While staying at Rome, he was frequently admitted to a special

audience with the Supreme Pontiff. On these occasions, he heard

from the lips of the Vicar of Jesus Christ the kindest words and

the most flattering encouragements. A few days after the last of

these interviews, His Holiness was pleased to send him the

following Brief, accompanied with the Cross of the Order of St.

Sylvester :—

GREGORIUS PP. XVI. GREGORY XVL, POPE,

DXLECTO FlLIO PbESBYTEBO To OUB BELOVED SON,

J. Gaume J- Gaume,

Canonico Cathedralis Ecclesioe Priest, Canon of the Cathedral

Nivernensis. of Fevers.

Dilecte F. i, salutem et apostoli- Beloved son, health and aposto-

cam benedictionem. lie benediction.

Lattdis, atque honoris praomia,

et Pontificiae Nostrae beneficentioe

munera, iis potissimum ecclesias

tic- i s viris libenterconferre solemus

qui ingenio et virtute spectati,

atque huic Petri Cathedrae fir-

miter adhserentcs, de catholica

rebgionc optime mereri summop-

The rewards of praise and honour,

together with other marks of Our

Pontifical benevolence, We are

accustomed most willingly to

bestow on those persons, espe

cially ecclesiastics, who, distin

guished for talent and Yirtue,

and professing a devoted attach-
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ere gloriantur. Itaque quum

notum perspectumque sit Nobis,

te egregiis animi dotibus ornatum

et ad omnem virtatem institu-

tum, pietatis laude, ac vitas in-

tegritate, morumque gravitate

cuique probatum, omui cura,

studio, contentione in rei catho

lics; bonum procurandum incum-

bere, tuisque editis operibus non

levem operam illijuvandoe praesti-

tisse, ac singulari Nos, et hanc

Apostolicam sedem, obsequio ct

veneratione prosequi : idcirco

aliquam Nostras in te voluntatis

significationem exhibendam cen-

suimus. Peculiari ergo te honore

afficere volentes, teque a qui-

busvis excommunicationis, sus

pensions et interdicti, aliisque

ecclesiasticis censuris, sententiis

et pcenis quovis modo et qua-

cumque de causa latis, si quas

forte incurristi, hujus tanturn rei

gratia absolventes et absolutum

fore censentes, Auctoritate Nostra

Apostolica hisce Litteris te Equi-

tem Ordinis Auratto Militise, a

Nobis nuper instaurati et majori

splendore aucti, dicimus et re-

nuntiamus, et Equitum aliorum

militise ejusmodi ccetui ac numero

inferimus. Quare ut ejusdcm

Ordinis Crucem gestare possis,

utque utaris, fruaris omnibus et

singulis privilegiis, praerogativis,

indultis, quibus alii Equites

commemoratae Militiae utuntur,

fruuntur, vel uti, frui possunt

ac poterunt, citra tamen facul-

tates sublatas a concilio Tri-

dentino hujus Apostolicse Sedis

Auctoritate confirmato, tibi con-

cediinus et indulgemus: non

ment to this Chair of Peter,

place all their glory in deserving

well of the Catholic Religion.

Wherefore, it being perfectly

evident to us that, adorned with

the most admirable qualities of

mind and heart, and recom

mended by a piety, an integrity

of life, and a gravity of manners

known to everyone, you apply

yourself with all earnestness,

care, and labour to procure the

good of the Catholic Religion, to

which you have rendered no small

service indeed by the works that

you have published ; aware, also,

that you profess towards TJs and

this Apostolic See a singular re

gard and veneration, We have

thought it fit to give you some

mark of Our good will towards

you. Wishing, therefore, to

honour you in a particular man

ner; having, in the first place,

for this purpose alone, absolved

you, and declaring you absolved,

from any excommunication, sus

pension, interdict, or other eccle

siastical censure, sentence, or

penalty whatsoever, which you

may perchance have incurred : We

create and nominate you by these

presents, and in virtue of Our

Apostolic Authority, a Knight of

the Order of the Golden Militia,

lately restoredby Us, and invested

withnew splendour, andWe asso

ciate you to the rank of the other

Knights that compose it. Ac

cordingly, We permit and au

thorise you to wear the Cross of

the said Order, and to enjoy each

and every privilege, prerogative,

and favour that the other
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obstantibus Constitutionibus et

Sanetionibus Apostolicis cacter-

isque contrariis quibuscumque.

Volumus autem ut dictum in-

signe, nempe Crucem auream

octangulam alba superficie ima-

ginem S. Sylvestri PP. in medio

referentcm, ad pectus taenia

serica rubro nigroque distincta

colore, extremis oris rubra, ap-

pensam ex communi Equitum

more in parte veatis sinistra,

junta formam in Nostris simili-

bus Apostolicis Litteris, die xxxi

octobris, anno MDCCCXLI, de

eodem Ordine editis praescriptam,

gestare omnino debeas, alioquin

ab bujus indulti juribus excidas.

Ut autem magis magisque Nos

trum in te benevolentiam per-

opicere possis, Crucem ipsam tibi

tradi mandamus.

Datum Romae, apud Sanctum

Petrum, sub Annulo Piscatoris,

die xxix Martii MDCCCXLII,

Pontificatus nostri anno duode

cimo.

A. Cabs. Lahbbuschibi.

Knights of the said Order enjoy

or may or shall enjoy, save and

except the faculties withdrawn

by the Council of Trent, having

the approval of this Apostolic See:

all Apostolic Constitutions and

Decrees, and other things what

soever, to the contrary, notwith

standing. Now,We wishthat you

should wear the emblem of the

Order, namely, an octangular

Golden Cross, bearing, in the

centre, on an enamelled silver

ground, an image of the Supremo

Pontiff St. Sylvester, and sus

pended from the breast by a red

and black ribbon, embroidered

with red, on the left side of the

garment, according to the usual

manner of the Knights, and to

the form prescribed >n Our Apos

tolic Letter of the 31st October,

1841, regarding the said Order :

otherwise, you will forfeit the

advantages of this grant. Finally,

that you may be still better ac

quainted with Our good will in

your regard, We have ordered

that the Cross itself should be

forwarded to you.

Given at St. Peter's, Rome,

under the Fisherman's Ring, on

the 29th day of March, 1842, the

twelfth year of our Pontificate.

A. Cass. Lajibrubchthi.



APPEOBATIONS.

From Monsignor the Archbishop ofBordeaux.

Ferdinand Francis Augustus Donnet, by the divine mercy and

the favour of the Holy Apostolic See, Archbishop of Bordeaux and

Primate of Aquitaine :—

Having become personally acquainted with the book entitled

" The Catechism of Perseverance ; or, an historical, dogmatical,

moral, and liturgical exposition of religion from the beginning of the

world to the present day," by the Abbe Gaume, Canon of Nevers,

we approved and now again approve of this work for our dio

cese. Useful to the faithful of every age and class, the reading of

this book will be especially so to the young, and to those who are

charged with their education. The " Catechism of Perseverance" is a

summary of many works on religion, and alone supplies their place ;

its doctrine is taken from the best sources ; the style is clear, attrac

tive, vivid, and forcible ; the plan immense, embracing at once a

history of Christianity, with our religious orders, an exposition of

dogmas, and an explanation of morals, as well as of the sacraments

and the ceremonies of the Church : the method employed by the

author is that which was followed with so much success by the

Greek and the Latin fathers, and which, in fine, it was the earnest

desire of Fenelon and many other great bishops to see revived

amongst us.

Given at our archiepiscopal palace, Bordeaux, under our seal

and signature, and the signature of our secretary, the 26th Decem

ber, 1839.

►J< Feedinakd.

Archbishop of Bordeaux.

By order of Monsignor the Archbishop,

H. de Lanoalebie,

Hon. Sec. Genl.
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From Motuignor the Bishop of Gap, nominated to the Archbishopric

of Auch.

Nicholas Augustine De La Croix D'Azolette, Bishop of Gap

nominated Archbishop of Auch :

We have read and examined the work entitled " Catechism of

Perseverance," by the Abbe Gaume, Canon of Nevers, and we have

found that the esteemed author treats in a learned and attractive

manner of the creation, the fall and redemption of man, and the

establishment, propagation, and preservation of Christianity : in a

word, that this work, under so modest a title, contains at once the

soundest instructions on the faith, morality, and liturgy of the

Catholic Church, and of itself alone, forms a little religious library

that we would wish to see in the hands of all the laity and clergy

of our diocese.

Paris, 25th January, 1840.

>J< N. A., Bishop of Gap.

Nominated to the Archbishopric of Auch.

From Monsignor the Bishop of Belley.

Alexander Raymond Devie, Bishop of Belley:

In accordance with the reports that have reached us regard

ing the work entitled " The Catechism of Perseverance, or an

historical, dogmatical, moral, and liturgical exposition of religion,

fta," by the Abbe Gaume, Canon of Nevers, and from the knowledge

that we ourselves possess of it, we are anxious to recommend its

use to the clergy and laity of our flock; they will find in it an ex

planation of doctrine, and a history of religion, replete with interest.

Ecclesiastics, especially, will be able to draw from it a multitude of

arguments, illustrations, and historical sketches for the explanation

of the ordinary catechism, and, more particularly still, for their dis

courses from the pulpit, or for those assemblies or reunions which

now take place in a great many parishes, to fortify the rising gene-

ration in the doctrines and practices of religion.

Belley, 7th February, 1840.

►Ji A. 11. Bishop of Belley.
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From Monsignor the Bishop of Saint Flow.

We, Frederick Mary Gabriel Francis De Marguerye, by the grace

of God and the authority of the holy apostolic See, Bishop of Saint

Flour:

Havinghadthe work entitled "Catechism of Perseverance," by the

Abbe Gaume, Canon ofNevers, examined, we are desiroustorecommend

its perusal to the clergy and laity of our diocese. We hare read the

first five 1 volumes ourselves with the liveliest interest ; and we con

gratulate the Abbe Gaume on having conceived the idea of a work

that, under the modest title of Catechism, contains an admirable

history of religion, with an exposition of its proofs, its mysteries, its

morality, and the immense benefits for which man and society are

indebted to it here below, while awaiting the rewards of eternal jus

tice hereafter. It is impossible to read this series of lessons, equally

instructive and affecting, on the origin of the world and of man, on

our renovation in Jesus Christ, on the happy influence of the evan

gelical law in promoting the welfare of nations and individuals, on

the combats and triumphs of the Church, on the beauty of Catholic

feasts, at the same time so poetic and so social that they relieve

the weary Christian's heart, sinking under the burden of labour and

sorrow, and give a foretaste of paradise ; it is impossible to read these

pages without admiring, without esteeming, and without soon prac

tising a religion so full of consolations for the present and so rich in

hopes for the future. Hence, we have witnessed with pleasure the

circulation of the " Catechism of Perseverance" through our diocese,

and we have requested our clergy to recommend its perusal in

Christian families, well assured that it will produce abundant fruits

of salvation and peace.

Given at Riom-es-Montagnes, during the course of our pas

toral visitation, 30th May, 1841.

^ Frederic,

Bishop of Saint Flour.

From Monsignor the Archlishop of Reims.

Thomas Mary Joseph Gousset, Archbishop of Reims, &c.

We have examined the work entitled " Catechism of Perseve

rance ; or, an historical, dogmatical, moral, and liturgical exposition

of religion," by the Abbe Gaume, Canon of Nevers ; we have found

1 The French work is published in eight vols. (7V.)
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nothing contrary to the doctrine of the Church in it, and it appears

to us equally useful to the laity and to ecclesiastics charged with the

dnty of explaining to the people the dogmas of religion, the mora

lity of the Gospel, and the ceremonies of Catholic worship. Hence,

we desire to see the work spread through all the parishes of our

diocese.

Reims, 4th November, 1841.

►J< Thomas,

Archbishop of Reims.

From Momignor the Bishop of Soiiwns and Laon.

Jules Francis De Simony, by the divine mercy and the favour of

the holy apostolic See, Bishop of Soissons and Laon, senior suffragan

of the province of Reims :

The " Catechism of Perseverance," by the Abbe Gaume, is a

work known and appreciated. The testimonials that it has re

ceived from many of our venerable colleagues ; the praises that

have been given it by such of our clergy as we have deputed to

examine it; and, in fine, the knowledge that we ourselves have

personally acquired regarding it, lead us to approve and recommend

its use throughout our diocese, as a work most useful for its depth

and abundance of doctrine, and most admirable for the elegance of

its style and the clearness of its arrangement.

Given at Soissons, 15th April, 1842.

►£< Jtrc.Es Feancis,

Bishop of Soissons and Laon.

From Momignor the Bishop of Agen.

John De Levezon De Vesius, by the divine mercy and the favoui

of the holy apostolic See, Bishop of Agen :

Having acquired a knowledge of the work entitled " The Cute-

:li ism of Perseverance; or, an historical, &c.," by Monsignor J.

Gaume, Canon of Nevers, we are happy to say that the doctrine

contained in the work is conformable to Catholic doctrine, and that

the method adopted by the author is clear, and well calculated to
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engrave on the minds of the faithful the history and the truths of

our holy religion.

We therefore approve the work for our diocese, and recommend

its perusal.

Given at Agen, under our signature and seal, and the signature

of our secretary.

►£< John,

Bishop of Agen.

By order,

DeYCHE,

Can. Sec. Gen.

Agen, 8th November, 1842.

From Monstgnor the Bishop of New Orleans.

We are happy to join our recommendations to those of so many

illustrious European prelates who have honoured with their appro

bation the " Catechism of Perseverance," by the Abbe Gaume,

Canon of Nevers. The knowledge that our brief moments of

leisure have allowed us to acquire personally of the work, and

particularly the testimony that is rendered to its merits by nu

merous ecclesiastics of our diocese, who continually avail themselves

of it with the greatest fruit, make us desire most earnestly to see it

in the hands, not only of all the clergy, but of all Christian families

in our diocese. The " Catechism of Perseverance" is alone amply

sufficient to enlighten the minds of the laity in our provinces, and

to supply priests in the pastoral office with subjects of solid instruc

tion on faith and morals, as well as on the liturgy of the Church.

►J< Aht., Bishop of New Orleans.

New Orleans, 20th February, 1843.

From Montignor the Bishop of Nevers.

We, Dominic Augustine Dufetre, by the grace of God and the

authority of the holy apostolic See, Bishop of Nevers :

We consider ourselves dispensed from the necessity of praising

the " Catechism of Perseverance," by the Abb6 Gaume, our Vicar-

General. This work, of which new editions have followed one
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another so rapidly, has taken its place among the best treatises on

Religion, and we are not aware of any other in existence so com

plete.

"We believe it called to produce the happiest fruits among the

faithful, but we recommend it above all to the youth of both sexes.

The good that it has wrought in the bosom of the " Catechism of

Perseverance " in our episcopal city, is a sure guarantee with us of

what it may accomplish elsewhere.

We have the most ardent wish that this book, to which we give

onr fullest approbation, may be circulated more and more through

out our diocese, and become the book of every family. We exhort

our fellow-labourers to encourage its perusal as much as possible, and

to take it themselves as their guide in those instructions which will

be so necessary for children after their first communion, in order to

secure their perseverance.

Given at Nevers, under our signature and seal, and the signature

of our secretary, 15th February, 1845.

►Jn Augustine Dosiinic,

Bishop of Nevers.

By order,

Delacboix,

Canon Secretary.





PEEFACE.

Whebe are we ? Is there any hope of solvation still left

for society ? Or, rather, is the end come, and should we

hide our heads P

Such are the questions addressed every day to one

another by men accustomed to reflect on the great interests

of the human family. We ask the latest news regarding

soeiety, as we should inquire about an army whose destruc

tion was every day threatened, or of an agonising patient

whose death seemed every moment at hand. These ques

tions ought not to astonish us, so critical is our situation ;

and certainly they are sufficiently important to merit our

consideration.

This is not the place to examine and characterise the

symptoms of life or death that the social body exhibits at

the present day.

It only concerns us to state a principle, whioh is

admitted by all great and upright minds, namely, that the

world will not recoverfrom its present crisis but inasmuch as Reli

gion is allowed to resume her sway. And if you inquire by what

means can Religion again form the rule of faith and morals,

the answer will be returned in one voice : Religion cannot

enter into minds or hearts but through the rising genera

tions.

If the justness of the answer were not self-evident, its

proof would be furnished in the incredible zeal with which

the emissaries of iniquity and the apostles of deceit labour

continually for the destruction of youth.
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Suoh is, then, the grand problem of our period : to make

the rising generation truly and sincerely Christian. It is a

great matter ; a matter of life or death.

On the one hand, it is to the young that the future

belongs; on the other, there are no true creeds, no pure

morals, no peace in the family, no happiness in society,

outside of Christianity. This is the simple fact; let him

who has eyes to see, see it : no one is required to prove the

existence of the sun.

But, in order to fix the coming generations immovably

in Christianity, despite the fickleness of their hearts, despite

the storms that rage around them, even from the cradle,

despite the scandals of word and deed that are every

where to be met with, and, above all, despite the vanities of

the world, so directly opposed to everything that Chris

tians should believe, and love, and practise ; what, I ask, are

the transitory lessons of childhood ? Superficial instructions,

which the weakness and levity of young people hinder from

being understood or remembered, and which, never sinking

into the depths of the soul, cannot make that impression

which is capable of determining their conduct in after-life.

Inquire of those venerable priests who, every year, re

ceive at the Holy Table so large a number of youthful

Christians, how many persevere ? They will reply in the

anguish of their souls by showing you perhaps here and

there a few children, sad remains left as it were by a

miracle out of the general shipwreok in whioh the rest

perished. They will tell you that, especially of late years,

their ministry has seemed reduced to the agonising farce of

enlisting victims for corruption and impiety.

Formerly it was not so : the child found in the family
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oircle the means of perseverance. But, since Religion has

generally deserted the domestic hearth, it has been forced,

under pain of beholding the rising generations perish like

those before them, to supply for the absence of parental care

by extraordinary solioitude, and by instructions more co

herent, specific, and conseoutive than previously, continued

even beyond that critical age in which the rising passions

begin to show their violent nature, and so often drive the

inexperienced minds and hearts of youth far from the paths

of virtue.

Examine now the question ; turn it, and consider it on

every side; and say do you know any better means for

attaining the end we have in view than the establishment

in every parish of a " Catechism of Perseverance after First

Communion."

What we know for certain is that Supreme Pontiffs

have most warmly encouraged this means of salvation, so

imperatively called for by the circumstances of our time.1

What we also know for certain is that the pious Bishops

who govern our churches perfectly coincide on this matter

with the Pastor of Pastors ; hence, they eagerly establish

branches of this invaluable association throughout their

dioceses.

Other parochial associations have undoubtedly done, and

still do, much good. Yet it seems to us that they are not

so directly adapted to meet our actual wants.

Established chiefly with a view to nourish piety, they

suppose in their members an extensive knowledge of the

1 See the rescripts of Pius VIII, dated 10th May, 1830 ; of Gregory

XVI, dated 13th September, 1831 ; and of Pius IX, to the " Catechism of

Perseverance" atNeyers, dated 11th Dtcember, 1840.
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truths of faith ; for their only desire is to give meat to the

strong, not milk to children. The information that they

fail to communicate would indeed be supplied in better

times by the teaching of the family.

At the present day the world is greatly ohanged : our

youth are no longer possessed of a sufficient knowledge of

Religion. To think of forming them to piety without first

laying a solid foundation of instruction is merely to build

upon sand ; it is to calculate on those affectionate sentiments

which adorn a heart of fifteen years for its maintenance in

virtue through all the disorders and perplexities of after-life.

Surely there is no straighter road to numerous and bitter

disappointments.

" The Catechism of Perseverance," having for its object,

as its name denotes, to secure perseverance in the study of

Religion and the practice of our religious duties, we regard

it, with our superiors in the faith, as the best means for

making the generations of the present day sincerely

Christian.

Providence, which never fails to place the remedy near

the evil, brought forth this eminently useful work amongst

us at the precise moment when the family, forgetting its

noble vocation, ceased to be a domestic church : this was

about the middle of the seventeenth century.

Paganism, which had drawn away so many of the

higher classes, soon opened the door to that corruption of

morals and deplorable indifference which are the Bcourge

of our own day.

About that time, the venerable M. Olier was appointed

pastor of Saint Sulpice, Paris. He took possession of his

parish in 1642.
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Such were the ignorance and immorality that reigned

throughout his district that it was termed the " sink of

Paris." Its name was a by-word. Yet the zealous pastor

was not discouraged. He saw that there was one means

left him of renewing the face of that land and purging

it of its iniquities—the education of the young—and to this

he applied himself with heroic zeal. 0 holy priest ! may the

world hless thee, while heaven crowns thy merits !

"Catechisms preparatory for First Communion," hut,

above all, " Catechisms of Perseverance," were established :

nothing was neglected to ensure their success. While the

new apostle planted and watered, God gave the increase ;

and before very long, thanks to the " Catechisms," the

parish of St. Sulpice was changed: its shame was taken

away, and from being one of the most abandoned, it became

one of the most edifying in Paris.'

Directed with like zeal by the successors of M. Olier,

the "Catechisms of Perseverance" continued to produce

similar fruit. Such was the state of affairs till the period

of the French Revolution. At this disastrous epoch, the

** Catechisms " shared the fate of every other publio exercise

of Religion. But on the return of calmer days, they were

quickly re-established : a beginning was made in the year

1804.

Never had this great means of salvation been more neces

sary. Hence, the re-opening of the " Catechisms " of St.

Sulpice was a signal for the establishment of a great number

of others throughout the capital and the provinces. The

' See Hittoire des Catichimus de Saint-Sulpice. On the discipline of

the " Catechisms of Perseverance," see Methods dc Saint-Sulpiec.

VOL. I. !*
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most consoling experience has continually justified the

patronage that so many distinguished prelates and vene

rable priests have at all times bestowed on this preoious

institution.

Called ourselves to direct, during the space of twenty

years, one of these " Catechisms," we also must render glory

to God for the blessings bestowed on the work. That we

may contribute, as far as lies in our power, to facilitate its

propagation, we now publish, for the ninth time, the com

plete course of our instructions.

We present it, first of all, to our brethren in the ministry.

A complete exposition of Christianity, in its history, its

dogmas, its morality, its worship, its letter, and its spirit,

with all that can enlighten the mind, touch the heart, or

warm the imagination; in a word, Religion, such as in

our eyes it ought to be presonted, especially at the present

day, in order to be accepted, embraced, and praotised : this

is the work that we present to them, according to the measure

of our ability, under the title of the Catechism of PERSEVE

RANCE,

To you also, Christian parents, masters and mistresses,

who place education before instruction, virtue before know

ledge, the interests of eternity before those of time, wo pre

sent this work. You will find in it the means of rearing up

children truly useful to society, by makiug them pious

Christians, capablo of rendering an account of their faith

and their hope.

And to you also, our young friends, the only hope of the

future, we present this work. Like ourselves, the unhappy

children of an age of scepticism and turmoil, you wearily

seek the precious treasure of truth for which your hearts
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were made. Alas ! some sophists, coming forward with

their deceitful systems, have presented to you an unintel

ligible abstraction or a dangerous Utopia. What they never

can or could present to you, this work presents to you.

Do not let its name inspire you with contempt or disgust.

Do not suppose that it is a dry and barren abridgment,

cut up into questions and answers. Under the simple title

of Catechism, which literally means Vocal Instruction, you

will find the most interesting history that ever charmed your

leisure hours, the most admirable philosophy that you ever

studied, nay, we venture to say it, an epic poem of such thrill

ing interest that never before did your heart beat with the

perusal of anything so enchanting.

This name, though commonplace, is not unpoetio. It

reminds you of two great epochs in the history of mankind—

that of the Patriarchs and that of the Early Christians—the

tents of Sennaar and the catacombs of Rome : poetic reminis

cences, if ever there were any ; memorable periods, when

truth had for its sole interpreter the venerable voice of the aged

patriarch, whitened with years, or the still more venerable

voice'of the pontiff, riohwith the trophies of his sufferings.

There are other persons still to whom we venture to pre

sent this work.

Among the multitudes advanced on the road of life, many

persons are to be met with who have only heard of Christianity

in the vaguest manner. They entertain only some pass

ing thoughts and crude ideas on this most important of all

subjects. Others, still more unfortunate, scarcely know the

Incarnate Son of God—the most beautiful of the children of

men—in any way but through prejudices and calumnies be

queathed to them by the last century and communicated
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to them in their early education. At the same time, the

necessity of believing and loving makes itself felt in their

inmost souls.

Like the Eomans of the second century,1 alluded to by Ter-

tullian, they are inclined in prosperity to turn their eyes

towards the capitol ; but when adversity seats itself ' at

their doors, they hasten to raise their sorrowful looks

towards heaven : this is the moment in which they become

Christians. Unfortunately, their Christianity, not being

established on the basis of a profound conviction, which is

the result of sound instruction, their beautiful sentiments

vanish with their fears and griefs.

"What is the greatest want of all such persons at the pre

sent day but a full and complete Exposition of the Faith ? We

endeavour to supply it to them. Here they will find no

bitterness, no polemics, but a simple history of Christianity.

This work, then, we present to you, 0 men, whosoever you

are, that wander without star or compass on the stormy sea

of life, ignorant whence you came, what you are, or whither

you go ; and whose hearts, the constant scene of indescribable

struggles, become too often the victims of some cruel decep

tion, and, alas I at times of inconsolable sadness.

This work, like an inspired philosopher, will teach you

to know yourselves ; like a tender comforter, it will pour a

salutary balm over the wounds of your soul ; like an experi

enced mariner, it will direct your barque towards the shores

where there are neither sighs nor tears.

Pause a moment. Can you refuse to hear us? We

would speak to you of God and of yourselves.

Let us tell you the plan that we have adopted.

1 Tertull., AfoL, c. xvii.
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St. Augustr? e, being asked by a deaoon of Carthage the best method

of teaching Religion, replied to the question by writing an admirable

treatise, entitled : Be Catichezandis Jtudibus : 1

" The true manner of teaching Religion," says the great Bishop

of Hippo, " ia to ascend to the words : In the beginning God created

heaven and earth, and to develop the whole history of Christianity

down to the present day. Not that one should relate the Old and the

NewTestament from beginning to end : the thing is neither practicable

nor necessary. Make an abridgment thereof ; insist especially on

that which appears most important, and pass lightly over the rest.

By this means, you will not weary the mind of him whose ardour

you would excite, nor overburden the memory of him whom you

should instruct.

" Now, to show the whole connection of religion, remember

that the Old Testament is a figure of tho New ; that the Mosaic

religion—the patriarchs, their lives, their alliances, their sacrifices-

are so many figures of what we now behold ; that the whole Jewish

people and its government, are only a great prophecy concerning Jesus

Christ and his Church."2

Such, according to St. Augustine, should be the manner of

teaching the letter of Religion. Its spirit, according to the same

holy doctor, the faithful interpreter of our Divine Master, consists

in the love of God and our neighbour. The following are his re

markable words:

1 Manner of teaching Religion to the ignorant.

* Narratio plena eat cum quisque primo catochizatur ab eo quod scriptum.

est, in principio fecit Deus cesium et terrain, usque ad presentia tempore Ec-

clesiae. Non tamen debemus totum Pentateuchuin totosque Judicum et Begum

et Esdne libros narrando erolvero et explicare : quod nec teinpus capit,

nec ulla necessitas postulat ; sed cuncta euinmatim generatimque couiplecti, etc.

(Cap. iii. n. 6 et seq.)

Quapropter in Veteri Tcstamento est occultatio Novi, in Novo Testamento

est M&nifestatio Vetcria. (Id., n. 8.)

Deniojue universa ipsa gens totumque regnum prophetic Christ christian!-

que regui. (Contra Faust., lib. mrii. et passim.)

VOL. I. -
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" You begin your narration, then, with an account of the crea

tion of all things in a state of perfection, and you continue it down to

the present state of the Church. Your only object will be to show

that everything which precedes the Incarnation of the Word tends

to manifest the love of God in the fulfilment of this mystery. What

do we learn from Christ Himself, immolated for us, but the immense

love which God has testified for us in giving us his only Son ?

" But if, on the one hand, the principal object of the Word in

coming on earth was to teach men how much they are beloved by

God, and if this knowledge has no other object than to enkindle in

the hearts of men a love for God by whom they have been first

loved, and a love for their neighbour, in accordance with our

Saviour's precept and example ; if, on the other hand, the Scrip

tures before Jesus Christ are intended only to announce his coming,

and if everything subsequent to Him speaks only of Christ and

charity, is it not evident, that not only the law and the prophets,

but even the whole New Testament may be reduced to these two

great precepts : the love of God and the love of the neighbour ?

" You will render a satisfactory account of everything you. re

late ; you will show the cause and the end of all events to be love,

in such a manner that this great idea shall be ever present to the

eyes of the mind and heart. The two-fold love of God and the

neighbour being the term or limit of everything you have to say,

you will describe what you relate in such a manner as to lead the

listener to faith, from faith to hope, and from hope to charity." 1

Such is the plan which we have endeavoured to follow. Could

we anywhere select a better ? Will the youth of the nineteenth

century be lost, if we introduce St. Augustine as a catechist ? Hence,

an exposition of Religion from the beginning of the world until our

own day ; Religion before, during, and after the preaching of our

Lord Jesus Christ; Religion in its letter and spirit: this is the

object of our work.

The course of our lessons continues for four years.

FIRST YEAR.

1. GOn—VOCAL AND WRITTEN TEACHING—WORK OP THE SIX DAYS.

Dubing the first year, we give some indispensable ideas on the two-

old manner in which Religion has been taught, as well as on

1 Hoc ergo dilectiono tibi tanquam fine proposito qud referas omnia qua

dicis, quidquid narras ita narra, ut illo cui loquoria audiendo credat, credeudo

speret, aporando amet. (Aug., Ve Catechu. End.)
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Scripture and tradition, the two great sources of all religious truths ;

then, ascending to that beginning which precedes all beginnings,

we adore in his ineffable essence the God of eternity, who has made

both time and every creature existing in time. The perfections

of this adorable Being engage all our attention. We speak of

his power, his wisdom, his goodness, his liberty, his immutability,

and his providence.

After having contemplated Him in Himself, we contemplate

Him in his works. With the morning stars 1 we assist at the mag

nificent spectacle of the creation of the universe. Every day of

the great week which it occupies adds a new portion to that word,

which we may read in the clearest characters on the brow of every

creature: namely, God.

All things speak to us of the unity, power, wisdom, goodness,

and providence of the great Being, who watches with equal care

over those immense worlds, careering along their majestic courses,

from age to age, and the blade of grass, which, springing forth with

the sunrise, withers, perhaps, with the day. Hymns of gratitude

and admiration ascend unconsciously from our lips, and nature be

comes the first great book in which the Christian child learns to

know and to love its God.

In this manner, we follow not only the advice and example of

St. Augustine and the most illustrious Fathers of the Church, but

even the formal invitation of the Holy Ghost. Ask now the beasts,

the Divine Spirit says, and they shall teach thee : the birds of the air,

and they shall tell thee. Speak to tlte earth, and it shall answer thee :

and the fishes of the sea shall relate to thee the wonders of their

Creator.3

We know that our great masters in the art of teaching Religion,

such as St. Basil, St. Gregory, St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, and St.

Chrysostom, regarded it as a sacred duty to explain to their people

the work of the six days.3 If we are not sufficiently acquainted

with the grounds of their conduct, we shall be informed on tho

matter by the eloquent patriarch of Constantinople.

" You inquire of us," says St. Chrysostom, " how God taught

men to know Him before there were any books. How ? In the

same manner that we ourselves havo adopted, to lead you to tho

knowledge of this Supreme Being. We have conducted you in

' Ubi eras quando ponobam fundaments terrte, cum me laudarent simul

astra matutina, et jubilarcnt omnes lilii Dei ? (Job, xxxviii.)

3 Interroga juinenta, et docebunt te; et volatilia cceli, et indicabunt tibi.

Loquero terrae, et narrabunt pisces maris. Quis ignorat quod omnia haec manua

Domini feeerit ? (Job, lii. 7.)

1 See their Hcxameron, and their Sermons on Genesis.
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spirit through the whole universe ; we have shown you heaven,

earth, the sea, the plains, the fields, the riches and varieties of na

ture; we have searched into the elements of the different productions;

and, uniting our voices in one glad transport of admiration, at tho

sight of so many wonders, we have cried out:—"How great are thy

works, 0 Lord ! how profound are thy thoughts ! ' 1

Thus, the Fathers of the Church hegan the teaching of Religion,

as God Himself began it. They explained, before all things, that

great book in which the Creator has been pleased that the children

of men should first read of his existence and his adorable perfections.

"We are also asked," continues St. Chrysostom, "why, the

book of the Scriptures being so useful, it was not given to the world

from the beginning. The reason is, because God wished to instruct

men by the objects of nature, and not by books. If God had begun

our instruction by means of characters intelligible only to the learned,

the ignorant would have been but little benefited. The rich might have

purchased books; but the poor could not. To derive any advantage

i/om them, it would have been necessary to understand the language

in which they were written ; therefore, they would have been use

less to the Scythian, the Indian, the Egyptian, in a word, to every

man unacquainted with their language.

" Such is not the case with the grand spectacle of the universe:

whose language is understood by every nation of the earth. This

book is laid open without distinction to learned and ignorant, to rich

and poor. Hence, the prophet does not say that the heavens testify,

but that they relate, the glory of God : eloquent preachers, indeed,

whose auditory is the whole human race." 2

According to the admirable models that we have selected, we

begin our teaching of lleligion by an explanation of the work of

the six days. In an age when men understand nothing but what

falls under their senses, an explanation of this kind appears more

necessary than ever. It renders the great truths of lleligion pal

pable, so to speak. It brings God back into every part of the

physical world, from which the materialistic science of the last cen

tury had banished Him, and the indifferentism of the present still

endeavours to keep Him separated. The universe is no longer for

man an empty temple. God is everywhere present, animating all

things, preserving all things, vivifying all things.

Does his august presence say nothing to the heart ? Can it be

that a man, surrounded by so many wonders, whose harmony, and

end, and meaning, we shall be careful to explain to him, will fail

at length to become more grateful and more Christian ? Whatever

1 Serin, i., on Gen. 2 Homil, xi., ad pojml. Antkch.
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otie may say, when wc make nature serve Religion, does it not

correspond with the intentions of the Creator, and do we not imitate

an example, which has often heen given us in the Gospel by the

Divine Teacher of the human race ?

In this admirable record, we show inferior creatures, pointing

always to superior ones, those which precede calling on those whioh

follow, and all, together, acknowledging man : man the centre of so

many rays; man, the keystone of nature's magnificent dome; man, the

mediator, representative, and pontiff, by whom all creatures, de

scended from God, should continually ascend again to God. For

these reasons, man appears last on the scene.

" Acknowledge," says again the eloquent partriarch of Constan

tinople, " the inexhaustible goodness of the Sovereign Lord of

nature in regard to man. He begins by preparing a splendid ban

quet, served with as much elegance as variety ; by constructing

a palace for the ruler of the new empire contaning in itself every

thing that is beautiful and select. When everything was thus

completed, He creates man, to take possession of so many treasures,

and to become the master of nature. It is thus, when an emperor

is about to enter a city, all the members of his suite take care that

everything may be found in proper order on the arrival of their

sovereign."1

It is no longer difficult to understand the meaning of that salu

tary expression : Man, acknowledge thy dignity, and beware of de

grading thysdf by any conduct unworthy ofthy greatness ! " 9

"We speak of the creation of man, his glory, his power his

primitivo royalty. We follow him to the terrestrial paradise ; we

enjoy his delighful abode. We hear the Creator giving our first

parents his easy command ; Thou thalt not eat the fruit of the tree of

the knowledge ofgood and evil? Such is the homage required by

the Lord of creation from his noble vassal. Is it too much ? Happi

ness, in the fullest extent of the word, is attached to the fidelity of

our first parents.

Here we speak of that happiness which should be our rightful

inheritance ; in other words, of the state of man before his fall.

Primitive State.—Formed in a state of grace and supernatural

justice, man was endowed with a clear knowledge of God, himself,

and nature : so much for the understanding. Framed to know, as

the eye is to see, the intellect of the first man was satisfied.

In this respect, therefore, there was happiness.

1 ITomil. vii., in Gen. Serai, ii. ct ITomil. viii., in id'

5 St. Leo, Serin, ii., dc Salic.

• Grni. iii. 3.
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He loved God with a strong, tender, pure, and tranquil love, and

in God and for God he loved himself, as well as all other creatures :

so much for the heart. Framed to love, as the fire is to burn, the

heart of the first man was satisfied. In this second respect, there-

lore, there was happiness.

Exempt from infirmities and diseases, he was never to be ac

quainted with death. In his body, therefore, he was happy. In

a word, united to that Being who is the very source of happiness

and immortality, man enjoyed an ample share of happiness and im

mortality.1

Hence, in the primitive state, God could exercise his dominion

over man without resistance, and through man over all creatures :

omnia in omnibus (all in all). For man, trath, charity, and immor

tality ; between God and man, an intimate union ; glory for God,

peace for man, order and harmony for the whole creation !

Then re-echoed from all parts of the universe, that magnificent

canticle, which the angels, four thousand years later, should again

proclaim to the earth, when the Desired of Nations had como to

repair his work : Glory be to God on high, and peace on earth to men

ofgood will ! '

Fall and Redemption.—Such was man, such was the world in the

days of innocence. Scarcely have we studied this beautiful page

in our history—for, alas ! the happiness of man on earth is written

in a single page—than we arrive at that tremendous catastrophe

whose remembrance is at once so deep and so universal that it is

found engraven at the head of the theology of every nation.

Man is fallen ! Almost choked with sorrow at this terrible

blow, a deep sigh escapes us, and we involuntarily exclaim, alas !

' Cum Adam peccaverit, manifestum est quod Deura per essentiam non

videbat. Cognoseebat tnmen Deurn quadain altioi i cognitione quam nos nunc

cognoscainus, et sic quodainmodo ejus cognitio media erat inter cognitionem

praisenlia status ct cognitionem patriae, qua Deus per essentiam videtur. Betta

fecit kominem rectum (Bed. vii.). Hjbo autein fecit rectitudo hominis divinitus

instituti, ut inferiora supeiioribus subderentur, et suporiora nb inferioribus

non iinpcdirentur. Unde homo primus non impediebatur per res extcriores

a claru ct firma contcmplatione intelligibilium effoctuum quos irradiatione

primal veritatis percipicbat sive naturali cognitione, sire gratuita. Und«

Aug., in Gen. ii., ad litt. ixxiii., quod fortassis Deus primus hominibus antca

loquebatur, ricut cum angelis loquitur ; ipsa incommutabili veritato illustrans

mentes eorum, et si non tnnta participatione divinsc essentiae quantum capiunt

angel i. (S. Thos., q. xciv., art. 1.)

The " Angel of the Schools" then describes at considerable length the preroga

tives of man in a state of innocence : what we say here and elsewhere is onlv

an abridgment of his doctrine.

1 Lute, ii. 11.
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alas ! and for ever alas! But, behold, a voice is heard in the twilight

ofages, which cries out : 0 felix culpa ! (0 happy fault !) Presently

the conduct of the Almighty towards his fallen creatures justifies

the adoption of these marvellous words.

Far from destroying the human race upon the spot, as it deserved,

far from treating it as He had treated the rebel angels, God allowed

it a time of trial in which to recover itself. This was not enough ;

man should be furnished with a superabundance of means, to

reacquire the goods which he had forfeited through his own

fault, and to obtain even greater. To whom are we indebted for

so unmerited a favour? Here begins the great mystery of

mercy.

As the adorable Trinity had taken counsel regarding the creation

of man so It now takes counsel in order to save him. The Eternal

Word offers Himself to his Father, as a victim of expiation for

guilty man : the mediation is accepted. From this moment, it takes

effect ; grace is restored, with new privileges. 1 The supernatural

bond which, before the commission of sin, had united man to God

is renewed. This re-union, or rather this second union, the mediator

of which is Jesus Christ, is called Religion.*

Hereby, we clearly see that all religion is but one great grace, a

grace diversified in a thousand ways; that its dogmas, its pre

cepts, its sacraments, the ceremonies of its worship, so various, aDd

so beautiful, are like so many channels, which convey the waters of

this fountain to our minds, our hearts, and our senses. It is not,

without reason that, at the very outset, we thus present religion from

a point of view at once so just and so calculated to touch the heart-

The ignorance of man, and, above all, his vicious inclinations, too

often persuade him that religion is a burdensome yoke, and a present

from the hand of God anything but desirable. Victims of this de

plorable error, a great many persons never submit to the salutary

prescriptions of faith, except from fear ; others, whose case is still

more deplorable, either abandon these prescriptions entirely, or livo

in a criminal indifference to them.

Hereby, we also see that the Religion of Jesus Christ, or Chris

tianity, is as ancient as the fall of man.3 Thus is made palpable

that great truth, which it is so important to remember at the present

day, namely, that Christianity is the religion of ages; that there

1 Where sin abounded, grace did more abound. (Rom. v. 20.)

1 This is the explanation given by St. Augustine in his Retractatir.nci.
J According to some grave theologians, Christianity reaches etill further

bock. They teach that man was created in a supernatural atata only in con-

f
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never has been, and it is impossible there ever could be in the

future, any other religion ; for, in the state of fallen nature, there

is no religion without a mediator, and there is no other mediator

than Jesus Christ, because there is no other Man-God than He.1

We next show, in a few pages, the certainty of revelation, the

truth and necessity of religion, and the obligation of all men, both

rich and poor, kings and people, to observe one great law ; also, the

folly, the guilt, and the misery of that indifference, which so rapidly

conducts our modern world either to an abyss itself in the bloody sa

turnalia of anarchy, or to sink under the yoke of the most frightful

despotism that ever oppressed the human race.

To re-establish and perfect the primitive union of man with God

is the mission of the Mediator. To accomplish it, He should remove

sin from the world, sin which alone had thwarted the Divine plan.

In order to satisfy the Divine justice, He should be a Victim; to re

pair in man the sad ravages of sin, He should be a Teacher and a

Physician. In the person of the Mediator the human race should

triumph fully and perfectly over sin and its consequences, as, in the

person of the first Adam, sin had unfortunately triumphed over man

in his mind, his will, and his body.

Now, as it is evident, that by our union with the first Adam, we

have become miserable and guilty,2 so it is evident, that it is onlv

sideration of the merits of the Word, whose Incarnation would hare taken

place, eren on the supposition that man had not sinned. Benedict XIV. for

mally authorises this opinion. Here are his words:—"Merito Sixtus Papn IV.

animadverts in nonnullos theologos qui censura afficicbant opinionem in his

Torsiculis contentam : I'cccatores non abhorrcs sine guibus nunquam fores diffna

tanto Filio, teste liiago, lib. 1, Annal. c. xxxiii., ubi sensum dicti Pontiflcis ex-

ponit his verbis : Cum duplex sit opinio Catholicorum doctorum circa cmisas

pracciaas Incarnationis ; altera quod si Adam non peccasset, Dei Filius carnem

non sumpsisset; altera quod ctiam si huuiana nnlura in Adam non fuisset lapsa

adhuc divinum Verbum factum fuisset homo, ct utraque opinio pietati, fidei,

nurtoritatibus et rationibus subsistat, atque priori opinioni versus innitantur:

dicimus quidquid contra ipsos attentatum fuerit, tomerarium, presumptuosum

et pcena dignum fuissc." (Do Canonizat et beatif. Sanct. lib. 2, c. xxviii., n.

10.) Everyone knows that Benedict XIV. was one of the most learned Popes

that ever ascended the chair of St. Peter, and that he himself approved his

Treatise on the Canonization of the Saints, composed while he was yet Arch

bishop of Bologna.

1 For there is no other name under heaven given to men, whereby we musk

be saved. (Acts, iv. 12.) For there is one God, and one mediator of God and

men, the man Christ Jesus. ( Tim. ii. 5.)

2 Sicut revera homines, nisi ex sctnimB Adte propagati nascerentur non nas-

eerontur injusti ; cum ea propngatione, per lpsum dutu concipiuntur, propriam

injustitinm contrahunt : ita, nisi in Cnristo renascerentur, nunquam justiflca-

rentur. (Cvncil. Trident., sees. 5, cap. iii.)
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by our union with the second Adam that we can he saved. The

aim of temporal life, the labour of every man, should therefore be,

to unite himself with Jesus Christ in a complete and permanent

union ; commenced on earth, this union will be perfected only in

heaven, where, as in the early days of the world, God will be all

in all.

Such, in a few words, is the Divine plan of Redemption.

This admirable design was not unveiled by God at once : He

wished to disclose it little by little, and to prepare the way for its

reception. It was also necessary that man should understand, by a

long experience, the need he had of a Redeemer. Yet the Divine

wisdom and goodness told him enough of it, according to times

and circumstances, to console him in his misfortunes, to support his

confidence, and to elevate his works to a supernatural rank ; thougi.

not so much as to take away the merit of faith, or to dazzle his

eyes with too brilliant a light.

God proportions Himself to the wants and strength of man.

He makes the sun of revelation rise like the sun of the physical

world, gradually. The gentle breaking of dawn prepares the eyt

for the brighter rays of the aurora ; and these in turn dispose it to

endure the effulgence of mid-day. The spiritual is in many respects

analogous to the material world, and we are careful in our explana

tions not to deviate from this providential system.

This is the reason why, beginning at the origin of time, we

pursue through the course of ages the progressive manifestation of

•.he great mystery of Redemption. As it rests either on Jesus Christ

already come, or Jesus Christ to come, it is still Jesus Christ we seek,

follow, show everywhere, from the first to the last of our lessons.

Historical facts are merely links between the promises, the figures,

and the prophecies. That which predominates in every one of our

instructions is the grand image of the ilessias.

In this manner we realise the views of St. Augustine, who de

sires that throughout the Old Testament we should behold only one

object, Jesus Christ.1 The Lamb sacrificed from the beginning of the

world, the Heir of bygone ages, and the world to come of the future

age; the Corner-stone uniting the ancient and the modern people ; the

Centre of all things in the intellectual, moral, and political orders :

Jesus Christ was yesterday, is to-day, and will be for ever. It is of

Him that all the Scriptures speak; is it not of Him that this whulu

work should speak ? Hence, as we have said above, Jesus Christ

1 Omnia Seriptura Christum narrat et eharitatem docet. .... Tuti >r

e.-avirla erat Christo. (Contra Faust.)
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regenerating the world, is the centre ; the Alpha and the Omega ;

the beginning, the middle, and the end of our Catechism.

Having shown in what the nature, system, and object of

Christianity consist ; having learned that, according to the eternal

counsels of the Divine wisdom, the Redeemer should not come

immediately ; we seek that which the Divine goodness should do

for man, in order to console him during a delay of four thousand

years.

Now, there is not much trouble in conceiving what God should

do:' 1. To promise the Redeemer to man ; 2. To give some sign

by which He might be recognised on his arrival ; 3. To prepare the

world for his reception and kingdom.

This is what God does, in a manner worthy of his infinite good*

ness and his profound wisdom. We show, in point of fact, that

from the fall of man till the coming of the Messias, it is to the

latter all important event that the counsels of God are directed.

Therefore, the successive explanation of the promises, figures, pro

phecies, and preparations, for the approach of the Messias follows.

The Messias promised.—To strengthen the heart of man against

despair, and to make him learn patience during four thousand years,

God should first, as we have seen, promise man a Redeemer.

And hence the king of creation has scarcely fallen from his

throne, when a first promise, like a ray of hope, shines before his

eyes, all wet with tears : From the woman shall be born a son, who

shall crush the serpen?s head. 1 Adam understands this mysterious

word, and faithfully transmits it to his children. During two

thousand years, this first promise was the only hope of the human

nice. Although given in very general terms it sufficed to uphold

the courage of the just in those days, and to render their works

meritorious.

The second promise was more specific. It was made to Abraham,

and settled on the posterity of the holy patriarch. As ages rolled on,

and man became capable of more enlightened views, new promises

succeeded one another in terms more and more precise. It is admir

able to follow the links of this long chain of Divine promises,

which, mutually explaining, conduct us step by step from various

nations to a particular people, from this people to a particular

tribe, and from this tribe to a particular family. Arrived there,

God pauses ; the promises are ended, but not so our uncertainties.

It is true that man is assured of receiving a Redeemer, and that

' The meaning of this expression is esuily understood.

» Gen. iii. 15.
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this Redeemer shall spring from the family of David. But in the

family of David, which shall exist, without being confounded with

any other, until the ruin of Jerusalem and the Jewish nation, that

is to say, during a space of more than a thousand years, there will

be many whom we must reject. If then some new lights do not

break in upon us, it will be impossible to recognise among so many

persons, that Son of David who is to save the world. Here is,

therefore, the human race exposed to the danger either of disown

ing its Redeemer, when He shall come with outstretched hands to

raise it from its fallen state, or of attaching itself to the first im

postor of the race of David who shall caD himself the Messias : the

risk is grave. But let us be re-assured ; God provides for it : He

will supply us with certain marks, by which we may distinguish,

smong the posterity of David, that Child to whom the world shall

owe its salvation.

The Memos pointed out Here, as in the promises, we show

that God accommodates Himself to the weakness of man, and makes

the truth known only by insensible degrees. The mind is developed

lite the body.

He begins by sketching in certain great personages the charac

teristic marks of the Liberator. During more than three thousand

rears, that is, from Adam to Jonas, there appear many distinguished

personages, who all point out the Messias, in some circumstances

of his birth, life, death, resurrection, or triumph. God overrules

i thousand events, and establishes a great variety of ceremonies

and sacrifices, which are like so many scattered strokes, whose com

bination forms a distinct outline of the Desired of Nations. Among

all the figures of the Messias, the most significant were the sacri

fices. Every day saw the blood of victims shed ; the perpetual sacrifice

of the lamb, in the temple ofJerusalem, reminded the Jewish people

of the future Victim, whose sacrifice should rep! ice all others, to

which it had previously given their merit : a standing mystery,

with which the whole people were well acquainted.1

If, in the Catechism, we have explained only a limited number of

these wonderful figures, it is because we should keep within rea

sonable bounds. We have selected those which the sacred authors

and the fathers of the Church mention as the most striking, and

which assist in the explanation of a great number of historical facts.

1 Quorum quidem sacrifieiorurn significationem esplicite majores (the mora

enlightened) cognosrebant: minores autem (the lcs3 enlightened ; this is the

meaning attached by St. Thomas himself to the word, art. 4) sob velamine

ilJorum sacriticiorum credentes ea divinitus csbc disposita, de Christo venture

"*jdammodo Imbebant velatam cognitionem. (St. Thos. ii. q. 2, ort, 7.)
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The figures which we develop form a portrait so exact, and so exclu

sively correspond to the Messias, our Lord Jesus Christ, that it

is impossible not to recognise Him as their type and model.

Then, unless one maintains that all these admirable resemblances

are only the result of chance ; unless one denies the testimony of

the fathers of the Church, and even of the sacred writers of the

New Testament, it is necessary to admit that, in these figures, God

has really desired to furnish an outline and a description, by which

the Messias should be represented and known.1

At the same time, we must confess that these different traits

do not suffice; the sketch is not the portrait, and yet it is the

portrait we want. These scattered rays of light, mixed with

shadows more or less dark, at best produce but a misty light,

and convey but a yet vague knowledge of the future Messias.

Now, God wills that this description shall be so clear, so character

istic, so circumstantial, that it shall be impossible for man, unless

he is voluntarily blind, to be deceived, or to fail in recognising his

Redeemer.

It is necessary then to dispel the clouds, to give the finishing:

touches, to put an end to all uncertainties. How, then, does God act?

In his infinite wisdom He raises up the prophets. Associating

their understanding to his infinite intelligence, He reveals to them

the secrets of the future. Before their eyes He places the Desired of

Nations, and directs them to depict Him in such accurate and minute

terms, that it will be the easiest thing possible to distinguish among

the children of David that One who should save the world. What,

then, are the prophecies? They are the complete description of the

Redeemer, promised from the origin of time, and prefigured under

a thousand different forms.

"Infact," says one of our most celebrated Oriental scholars,

" we clearly find, by an attentive examination of the sacred text,

that all the prophecies, during the four thousand years which pre

ceded the Messias, form only one great circle, whose radii meet in

a common centre, which is no other, and can be no other, than our

Lord Jesus Christ, the Redeemer of the human race, involved in

guilt since the fall of Adam. Such is the object, and the only

object, of all the prophecies ; they concur in pointing out the Re

deemer in so clear a light that He cannot be mistaken. They form

altogether a most perfect picture. The more ancient prophets draw

'Sec St. Aug., Dc Calech. Ihul. nml Omtra Faust, lib. xxii. ; Contra Felic

manich, Euscb., Dcmonst. crattfj.. lib. iv. ; Catcch. Cone. Trid., p. 63; Bossuet,

Stir la caraclercs dcs thtuc alliances; and the general preface to tbe Bible of

Vence.
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the faint outliue ; others, in succession, complete the details left

unfinished by their predecessors ; the noarer thoy approach to the

event, the brighter the colours glow ; and when the painting is

finished the artists disappear. The last, as he retires, is careful to

mention the personage who should draw aside the veil : " Belwld I

wtV tend you, says he (Mai. iv. 5), in the name of the Eternal, Eliot

the prophet (John the Baptist) before tlw coming of the great and

dreadful day of the Lord."1

Ia the Catechism we give the description such as it has been

left by the prophets. With this at hand, we seek among the

children of David, who lived before the destruction of the second

Temple, which, according to the prophets themselves, the Messias

sliould enter, Him to whom it answers in every respect and

particular. Our search is neither long nor troublesome. Like the

navigator who, on the appearance of the desired shore, cries out,

in a transport of enthusiasm : "Land! land!" we soon fall on our

kne°s, and, in the liveliest sentiments of admiration, love, and

gratitu/ic, proclaim the adorable name of the Babe of Beth

lehem.

In explaining the prophecies, we are careful to illustrate :in

essential fact, but one which is, perhaps, too little observed, "namely,

that the prophets never fail to authenticate their predictions con

cerning the Messias by the announcement of events near at hand,

or, if remote, whose accomplishment should be as visible as the sun

at noon. We shall here cite a single example.

Who can doubt the truth of the oracles of Isaias regarding the

Redeemer, when he compares the words of this great prophet

regarding the city of Tyre with subsequent events? At the time

Isaias spoke, Tyre was one of the greatest and most powerful cities

in Asia, perhaps even the most opulent city in the world. Yet the

prophet announces in distinct terms, that this queen of the sea shall

one day be no more than a miserable village, occupied by a few poor

fishermen, who will wash their nets on the very beach, where

anchored of old the proud ships of every nation. Such a village is

Tyre to-day. It is not left only to the impious Volncy, standing

on its ruins, and reading Isaias, to cry out, The oracle is fulfilled !

But, blind man! if this oracle is fulfilled, then the others, of which it is

the proof, are also fulfilled : noluit intelligere ut bene ageret (he was

'M. Drach, Premiire lettrc aux Israllites, p. 41.

1 It has been remarked by Pascal, who expresses himself thus : " The words

of the prophets are blended with particular prophecies and with prophecies of the

Henias, in order that the prophecies of the Messias should not. be without their

proof, nor the particular prophecies without their fruit." (I'msien, ch. xv. o. 13.)
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unwilling to understand, lest he should be obliged to change his

life).

We also show how incontrovertible is the proof of the divinity of

religion drawn from the prophecies. As a matter of fact, God alone

knows the future, that future which, depending on the free election

of human wills and passions, escapes all our calculations. The

gift of this knowledge, which makes the created intelligence a par

ticipant in the lights of the uncreated intelligence, is one of the

greatest miracles that God can work. But God cannot work miracles

in favour of deceit. Therefore, Jesus Christ, whom He has an

nounced so many ages beforehand, by the agency of a great number

of prophets, unknown to one another, as the Redeemer of the World,

the Ambassador of Heaven, the Messias promised from the origin of

time, is not an impostor ; nor his religion a fable. To deny this

conclusion is to extinguish in oneself the last ray of reason, and to

take one's place among the lower order of creation.

A last point, on which we equally insist in our explanation of

the prophecies, is the admirable means chosen by God to. place

above all suspicion the antiquity and genuineness of the sacred books.

A copy of every prophecy was deposited in the temple of Jerusalem,

and confided to the guardianship of the priests. Numerous other

copies were in the hands of the people, who made them the subject

of constant reading in their homes and synagogues. How impossible

to alter a work possessed at the same time by millions of persons

unknown to the author !

This is not all. By an admirable arrangement of Providence,

the Jewish nation ceases to be the only depository of the Scriptures

about two centuries before the coming of the Messias. At the

request of an idolatrous king, their ancients or doctors, to the num

ber of seventy-two, make a translation of the holy books. Deposited

in the most famous library of the world, this translation is placed

beyond the reach of any falsifying attempt. When the auspicious

moment arrives it will be impossible for the synagogue to deny or

to alter the testimonies of Moses and the prophets in favour of the

Messias ; this translation we still possess.

Since the coming of the Messias, these same books have been

found in the hands of two societies, diametrically opposed to each

other. How unlikely, nay impossible, that there could be collusion

between them. It is precisely of the Jewish people themselves thnt

God avails Himself to prove to demonstration the antiquity and

genuineness of the prophecies; it is to the people most interested in

destroying or altering these documents that their guardianship is

confided.

Though convicted in the sight of the world of the greatest crime

and the most inconceivable folly, their zeal is no less impassioned
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at the present day for these sacred books. The Jews preserve them

religiously, love them a9 the miser loves his treasure, and even at

the peril of life, bear testimony to them. What do I say ? Not only

has God made the Jewish nation the incorruptible guardian of the

prophecies, but He has made the Jews their indefatigable propagator.

Behold the reason why this people cannot take root in any part of

the earth ! Behold the reason why it is scattered everywhere without

a home, bearing to all places, in its wandering career, and reading

to all nations with whom it comes in contact, the books whioh it

does not understand.

This is not yet all. During eighteen centuries, by a singular

prodigy in the annals of the world, this people, or rather this corpse

of a people, is preserved, without ruler, without pontiff, without

country, without altar, without sacrifice, everywhere rejected, every

where despised, isolated among the nations, accommodating itself

to all climates, the last remnant of antiquity, surviving the ruins

and revolutions of ages without mixture or confusion, a people

evidently designed to serve as an everlasting witness to the

Messias.'

Now, we say that the Jews were sufficiently acquainted with

these promises, figures, and prophecies, to expect with confidence

and to recognise with ease the future Redeemer.

First, they all believed in the coming of a Messias ; this was

the chief article of their creed, the foundation of their religion.

They knew well that the Messias should be born of Abraham, in

the line of Isaac, Jacob, Juda, and David. This Divine Messias,

Himself conversing among them, one day asked : What think you of

Christ, whose son is hef They immediately answered,3 without any

hesitation: "David's." If they knew that the Messias should be

man, they also knew that He should be God. Addressing our Lord,

the high priest spoke in these terms: Iadjure thee by the living God,

that thou tell us if thou art the Christ the Son of God. It is manifest

that the Jews did not separate the idea of the Son of God from that of

Christ. Elsewhere, astonished to hear Jesus speak of his death,

they exclaimed : Is not the Christ to live for ever P

1 " Dispersi, palabundi, et cceli et soli sui eitorres, vagantur per orbem, sine

nomine, sine Deo et rege, quibus nee advenarum jure terrain patriam saltern

vestigiosalutare conccditur," says Tertullian, Apol. xvi. Science has proved

that the Jewish people, different from all others, are acclimatized everywhere,

that is, that they live and multiply in the warmest as well as the coldest cli

mates. The reason is to bo found in the mission that is appointed them. See

Geoff, medic., by Dr. Bondin, v. 1 1 , c. iv.

* Matt, xxii.42.
• John, xii. 31. "Ce Messie, la Synagogue luttendait comma une des troia
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As for the figures, especially the sacrifices, " the more enlight

ened," says St. Thomas, " had an explicit knowledge of them ;

the others had all the intelligence necessary to discover in them', at

least obscurely, the different characteristics of the Redeemer."

Is there question of the prophecies ? They tell you confidently,

that, according to the prophets, Christ should be born in Bethlehem

of Juda, should deliver the house of Israel, should be King. And

how, in fact, can it be supposed, that they had not an understand

ing of the book, placed expressly in their hands to announce to them

the Restorer of the world, and which, from its first to its last page,

speaks only of Him ?l

First, then, the promises, figures, and prophecies were given for

the Jews; but they were also, and even in a higher degree, given

for us. To us, Christians, they reveal the admirable plan of our

redemption, begun at the origin of time, and developed without in

terruption during a long course of ages.

Thereby they establish our faith on an immovable basis, showing

us that the Christian religion extends its roots even to the earliest

days of the world, that it is th,e inheritor of all things great, and

that it is impossible for a religion, whose founder, mysteries, struggles,

and victories are announced, prefigured, and foretold ages before,

not to be the work of God. Moreover, the prophecies which have

already been verified, are a guarantee to Us for the accomplishment

of all those which relate to future ages ; and, thus, the certainty of

our fnith reposes both on the past and the future, according to the

remark of St. Augustine.2

The way for the Messias prepared.—God employs five hundred

years to give, by the instrumentality of prophets, a complete

description of the Messias. The place of his birth, the time of his

coming, every detail of his conduct, is foretold. "What remains? A

few moments will show. "When a great king, tenderly beloved by

his people, and impatiently expected home after a period of absence,

is about to enter into the capital of his kingdom, every one is

anxious to adorn the way, to open the gates, to increase the general

ersonnes de l'cseeneo divine de Jehova bypostatiquement unie a la nature

umaine forraee miraculeusement dans le sein pur, immacule de la Vierge

royalo, cette Vierge signalee six cents ans d'avance par lc prophete Isaie." Such

are the words of Chevalier Drach, a converted rabbi, and the librarian of the

Propaganda, in his learned work, printed at Rome in 1840, by order of

Pope Gregory XVI., Du Divorce dans la Synagogue, p. 15 See also, Pretties

di la divinite du Mesne, drawn from ancient traditions, p. 385, et acq., by the

same nuthor.

1 Acts, 1. 14.

' J)e Catoch. Rud., n, ultiiu.
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enthusiasm; in like manner, when the Eternal "Word, the immortal

King of Ages, the Desired of Nations, was about to make his

entrance into the world, it pleased the Eternal Father to prepare his

way, to open the gates, to dispose the minds of men for his recep

tion, and to make all events whatsoever concur in the establishment

of his eternal kingdom. A grand and majestic preparation, which

begina to be felt at the vocation of Abraham, and becomes evident

five hundred years before the arrival of the Messias.1

Here we develop the Divine plan, and show, on the testimony

of the prophets, that all political events anterior to the Messias, and

particularly the four great empires, which, according to Daniel,

would precede his coming, concur, each in its peculiar manner, to

the establishment of the kingdom of the Desired of Nations, by

whom, and for whom, all things have been made.

Now, if we consider that these four great empires are raised up

only during a long course of ages; that they are prepared for one

object by a multitude of events, such as wars, victories, aud

alliances, of which both east and west have been the scene from the

remotest antiquity ; in fine, that they are developed, only by absorb

ing all surrounding kingdoms : then we see clearly that these four

empires bear the whole world to the feet of Jesus Christ ; like those

mighty rivers, which bear to the ocean, not only the waters of their

source, but also the waters of their innumerable tributaries.

It is thus that sacred and profane history unite to give us a

palpable proof of the sublime saying, that Jesus Christ is the heir oj

all things (Heb. i, 2); that all ages refer to Him ; and that not only

the Jewish, but every other nation on the face of the earth, has

borne Him in its womb.

On the authority of the prophets, we show that the first of the

four great empires predicted by Daniel, that of the Assyrians or

Babylonians, was providentially intended to oblige the Jews to pre

serve intact among them the sacred deposit of the promise of a

Liberator, together with his perfect worship.

We show that the second great empire, that of the Persians, was

intended to bring about the birth of the Messias in Judea, and to

secure the accomplishment of the prophecies, according to which He

should be known as the Son of David, and should enter into the

second temple.

1 " Tota lex gravida erat Christo." St. Jerome uses the same language. Here

are his remarkable words : " The whole economy of the visible and the invisible

world, before and after the creation, refers to the coming of Jesus Christ on

earth. The cross of Jesus Christ is the centre in which all things meet, the

summary of the history of the world." {Comment, on the Epistles of St. l'aul.)

VOL. I. 3
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We show that the third great empire, that of the Greeks, was

intended to prepare men's minds for the kingdom of the Messias, and

to facilitate its establishment, by diffusing everywhere the language

in which the gospel should be announced, or by drawing the Jews

forth into all known countries, or by spreading over the world,

through the Alexandrian translation, a knowledge of the holy books,

seeurely lodged beyond tho reach of Jewish falsification.

We show, in line, that tho fourth empire, that of the Romans,

was intended to smooth the way for the preaching of the gospel, by

overthrowing the barriers that still separated different races, and

by levelling the face of the earth and laying down everywhere vast,

noble, and extensive roads ; also, to fulfil the celebrated prophecy of

Jacob on his deathbed, and to put tho finishing stroke to the prepara

tion for the gospel, by having the Messias born at Bethlehem.1

Admirable philosophy of religion ! which, in three lines, con

tains the universal history of the whole world, during four thousand

years :—

All for Christ,

Christ for man,

Man for God I

Yes, truly admirable philosophy of religion! whoso sublimitv

astonishes tho learned, and whoso simplicity adapts itself to Un

capacity of the meanest intelligence. Experience has demonstrate! 1

to us that it is not one of those exalted studies which are too ele

vated for simple minds.

Thus, God, man, tho world ; Jesus Christ promised and de

scribed, with the preparations for his arrival ; such are the subjects

of our lessons during the first year.

SECOND YEAR.

Life of the Messias.—The times are fulfilled. We issue from

the region of shadows and figures to enter on that of lights and

realities. What is our first duty henceforward, unless, in accord-

1 Let us add that all this was dono without the intention of tho founder,

prater intentioncm fundatoris. Satan was, in one sense, the founder of those

great empires, which formed his city, or the city of evil. It was on this account

that God showed them to Daniel under the lismvs of unclean and cruel beus;.*.

Being the work of tho beast, they performed tho works of tho boast. To exalt

Roine was, during all antiquity, the great thought, of Satan and the constant

aim of his policy. God allowed him to succeed. When Rome had reached the

zenith of its power and Satan imagined his empire indestructible, St. Peter

came to overthrow it. We hereby sec, in all its splendour, the miracle of the

establishment of Christianity. (See our Trails du tiaint Fi-yrit, I. 1, eii. xx»i.)
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ance with the advice of tke holy Bishop of Hippo, to present the

gospel as the Divine commentary on, and accomplishment of, the

Old Testament ?1

Hence, we hasten to show, with the Fathers of the Church,

that Eeligion, born with the world, known by the patriarchs,

developed under Moses and the prophets, has been perfected under

the gospel. We add, with St. Ambrose and St. Thomas, that the

Church is an intermediate state between the synagogue and hea

ven ; the Jew had only shadows, without the reality; the Christian

possesses the truth, hidden under veils ; the saint beholds God, face

to face.* The Old Testament is revealed in the New ; and the New

will be revealed in heaven.

In this manner, we show young Christians that their religion,

like God, who is its Author, enjoys an everlasting duration; that it

was yesterday, that it is to-day, that it shall continue throughout

eternity. Still, though always the same, it has not been always

equally developed. It has had a continual progress ; from Adam

to the Messias, the promises, figures, and prophecies, went on de

veloping themselves successively.3 Like the sun, it rises only

gradually from the eastern horizon, till at noon it pours forth in the

richest profusion its sparkling rays ; like the tender acorn, it is

only with years that it becomes the majestic oak ; like man, in fine,

it must pass through the various stages of existence, without ever

losing its individuality.

"When, then, we have sketched the general state of minds, and

the particular condition of Judea, at the time of the coming of the

Messias, we show the Son of the Holy Virgin of Juda, engaged

from the time of his birth, not in founding a new Religion, but in

perfecting the old, in regard to dogma, morality, and worship,

replacing weak elements by sacraments full of grace and efficacy ;

abolishing all those rites that were peculiar to the Jewish people;

proclaiming the object of his mission in these luminous words : lam

not come to destroy the law and the prophets, but to fulfil and verify

them (Matt. v. 17): attaching thus his work to the ancient work,

«r rather teaching ub that the Old and the New Testaments are

1 Qua propter in Veteri Testamento est occultatio Novi, in Novo Testamento

•st manifestatio Veterii. {I)e Catech. Rod.)

* Ilia nobis expectanda aunt, in quibus perfect io, in quibus Veritas est. Hie

umbra, hie imago, illic Veritas. Umbra in lege, imago in Evangelio, Veritas in

ccelestibus (Ambr., De Offic., lib. 1, c. xlviii.)—Status novre legis medius est

inter statum veteris Legis .... at inter statum glorias.—Lei vetus est via ad

Legem novam, sicut lex nova ad coelestcm Eccelesiam, seu ad coolestem hierarch-

iam. (S. Th. passim.)
•Eteaquae ad mysteria Christi pertinont, tanto distinetius cognoverunt,

quaato Christo propinquiores fuerunt. (S. Th. 1 1 , q. 2, art. 7•)
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but one great edifice, of which he is the foundation-stone (Eph.

ii. 20).

Obliged to abridge the account of His marvellous works, we

endeavour to relate, in detail, those in which He more conspicuously

appears as Victim, Model, Teacher, Physician, in other words, as

the Redeemer and Saviour of the human race. We pass lightly-

over the rest. Having shown Him in his birth, in his life, in his

instructions as the Man-God, we consider Him in his death, dying

as a God-Man, and proving his divinity more incontestably by his

death than by his life.

To the scene of his sorrows we conduct onr Christian children.

Who does not love to visit the place of his birth ? Calvary was our

cradle ; we bring forward even the infidel to prove it. From Cal

vary, we pass with our Saviour to the tomb; thence we follow into

Limbo Him who was free among the dead, preaching the gospel to

the just souls, and spreading through their shadowy abodes the

light of liberty.

The three days marked by the prophets are rolled away ; the

Son of the Eternal arises from the tomb, Conquerer of sin and of

death, which is the satellite of sin. We point out his enemies

confounded, reduced to the extremity of purchasing for silver the

lying depositions of sleeping witnesses. Then come the principal

proofs of the resurrection of the Messias, which is the pledge of

our resurrection, and the basis of Christianity. We relate his

various apparitions, and the tests to which his condescension induced

Him to submit, in order to convince the apostles.

Here we draw a syllogism, whose magnificent premisses are

formed of four thousand years of promises, figures, prophecies, and

preparations, literally realised in our Lord Jesus Christ, and whose

necessary consequence is the Divinity of our Saviour.

Moreover, by an examination of general facts, we show that our

Lord is truly the Messias, promised to the human race, and expected

by all people.

The first fact is, that at the period of his birth, the expectation

of a Messias, who should renovate mankind, had disappeared, after

a long existence and wide diffusion, according to the acknowledg

ment of unbelievers themselves, from every nation, except the

Jewish. But this exception itself is entirely in our favour. It was

formally predicted that the Jews would not receive the Messias,

when He should come (Dan. ix. 26), so that if they had received

Him as our Lord Jesus Christ, He would not have been the Messias,

or the prophets would have spoken falsely. Thus everything con-

tributss to render unquestionable the certainty of his divinity.

The second fact is, that our Lord has really accomplished the
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mission of the promised Messias, the Desired of Nations, in all its

extent. What should the Messias do? One single thing, contain

ing everything in itself: take away the sins of the world, or, accord

ing to the word of God Himself to the first woman : crush the

serpent's head.

Now, we show that our Lord has really removed sin. In regard

to God, He has rendered an infinite homage to the Divine majesty

and an infinite satisfaction to the Divine justice. The crib and the

cross are glorious proofs of it. In regard to man, He has been obe

dient to death, and even the death of the cross, in order to take

away a disobedience, whose guilt was infinite. In regard to God and

man, He is both God and man, in order to re-unite iu the most per

fect manner those whom sin had separated.

He has remedied all the consequences of sin, viz.—ignorance, con

cupiscence, death; in his divine person, manhas knownGod perfectly,

has been fully freed from concupiscence and death, and reigns to-day

triumphant in heaven. And then we show the head of the serpent

crashed, that is, the empire of the devil overthrown from its founda

tions by the teaching and miracles of our Lord. Meanwhile, his

apostles, heirs of his power, and preachers of his doctrine, go forth in

his name to scatter to the winds the temples and idols that are ho

noured from one end of the world to the other. All these truths,

recorded in the life of our Lord, are historical facts. " Now, the

facts regarding Jesus Christ," observes the philosopher of Genera,

" are better proved than those regarding Socrates, of which no one

doubts "

The Messias is tlie New Adam.—Thus, in the person of the Man-

God, the human race has been perfectly restored to its true life ; but

it is necessary that each one of us should individually participate in

this restoration : otherwise, Christ will profit us nothing. Here

comes forward naturally the explanation of a fundamental truth,

without a knowledge of which one cannot understand anything of

Christianity.' Let us hear it from the lips of the most sublime in

terpreter of Divine thoughts, the most profound searcher into the

mystery of redemption.

St. Paul beholds only two men in the world : the first Adam,

and the second Adam, or our Lord.3 The first represents the human

•GW.v.2.

2 " The whole science of religion," says St. Augustine, " the tfhole Christian

Faith, consists properly in a knowledge of the two Adams—what we have in

herited from tne first, what wo have received gratuitously from the second.

Nature fallen in Adam, nature repaired in Jesus Christ: behold the sum of

religion !" ( On Oritj. Sin.)

* Rom. v. ; Cor. iv. ; Ephes. iv. See also the Council of Trent, cited above.
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race fallen ; the second represents the human race restored. It was

the union of the whole human race with its first head that ren

dered it guilty and miserable ; it is its union with the second Head

that renders it just and happy. The union of the human race with

the first Adam was a complete,1 though moral union. This is the

reason why man has been degraded in every part of his being.

What, then, must we do to be regenerated? We must, replies

the great Apostle, bear in ourselves the image of the heavenly Man,

as we have borne in ourselves the image of the earthly man; we

must become the children of the New Adam, by a communication,

of his spirit and his Divine being, as we were born children of the

first Adam by a participation in his sinful flesh.2 Hence, for each ofus,

there is an indispensable necessity to be united with the New Adam .'

Union of Man with the New Adam.—The indispensable union,

which has just been pointed out, is acquired in tho present life by

means of faith, hope, and charity. " These three v:rtues," says

the incomparable St. Thomas, " added to the nature o. man by the

mercy of his Redeemer, raise him to a Godlike union, by rendering

him, according to the saying of St. Peter, a participator in the Di

vine nature. Faith elevates the mind, enriching it with super

natural truths, made known by a Divine light. Hope elevates the

will, by directing it towards the possession of a supernatural good

promised to us. Charity elevates the heart, by forming a tender

union between it and the supernatural good, its object." 4

1 Omnes erant unus Adam. (Aug.)

* 2 Pet. i. 4; 1 Cor. iv. 49 ; Heb. ii. 14 ; id. iii. 14.

» Sicut fuit vetus Adam effusus per totum hominem et totum occuparit ; ita

modo totitm obtineat Christus qui totum creavit, totum redimit, totum et glori-

llcabit. (Bern., Serm. iv. de Advent, n. 2 et 5.)

* Per virtutetu perflcitur hoinoad actus quibus in beatitudinem ordinatur.

Est autem duplex hominis beatitudo, sive felicitas. Una quidem proportionata

buruanae nature, ad quam scilicet homo pervenire potest por principia suie na-

tune. Alia autem est beatitudo naturam hominis excedens, ad quam homo sola

divina virtutc pcrvenire potest, secundum quamdam Divinitatis participationein

secundum quod dicitur (2 Pet. i.) quod per Christum facti sumus consortea

divina: nature.

Et quia hujusmodi beatitudo proportionem humanru natural excedit, prin

cipia naturalia hominis. ex quibus procedit nd beno agendum, secundum suam

proportionem, non sufllciunt ad ordinandi™ hominem in beatitudinem praslic-

tam ; unde oportet quod superaddantur hominis divinitus aliqua principia, per

quae ita ordinetur ad beatitudinem supernaturalem, sicut per principia naturalia

ordinatur ad finem conaturalem ; non tamen absque adjutorio divino : et hujus

modi principia virtutes dicuntur theologies : turn quia habent Deum pro objecto,

in quantum per eas recte ordinamur in Deum ; turn quia a solo Deo nobis infun

duntur ; turn quia sola dirina revelatione in sacra Scrip tura hujusmodi virtutes

traduntur ....

TTnde opovtnit quod aliquid homini supernaturoliter adderetur nd ordinan-
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Tc believe, to hope, to lore: such are the three fundamental acts

of co-operation required from us by the New Adam, in order that

we may be united to Him. Thence, in fact, flows the whole economy

of our sanctification on earth, and our glorification in heaven. Faith

commences our union with God; hope continues it; charity com

pletes it.' This view, at once so luminous and comprehensive, being

established, we pursue, in our work, the following order and con

nection in the different parts of the Christian Doctrine or Catechism,

properly so-called:—

Faith, with its object, God, the Essential Truth ; also, revealed

troth : the Creed.

Hope, with its object, God, the Sovereign Bounty ; what it pro

mises us, grace and glory ; the means of obtaining grace, prayer and

the sacraments.

Charity, with its object, God, the Supreme Good ; also, what it

requires from us, either by itself or its sinless spouse: the command

ments of God and of the Church.

Next, we treat of the causes which dissolve this Divine union :

the passions, with their attendant, sin. Then, the preservatives

against that only evil—namely, the virtues opposed to the corrupt

inclinations of the human heart.

It is here, especially, that n perfectly regular system is neces

sary. Between all the parts of the Christian Doctrine thero exists

an intimate relation with which it is most important to be acquainted.

Should anyone have the misfortune to despise it, or the imprudence

to neglect it, the chapters of the Catechism would succeed one an

other, without any rational order. Each part would form, in some

manner, an isolated whole; the subject going before would not

evoke that which follows; the fundamental truths would not appear

in a sufficiently clear light—perhaps they might even be found in a

secondary rank : the teaching would be deprived of its energy and

perspicuity, in the absence of its logical connection. Hencefor

ward, the child would not understand whither he went, and his

wearied memory would soon allow those doctrines to escape, whose

dum ipsum ad finem supernaturalcm. Etprimo quidem quantum ad intellec

tual adduntur homini quaxLun principia supcrunturalia, qute divino lumiuo,

capiuntur; et baecaunt, credibilia, do quibus est fides. Socuudovcro est volun

tas, qute ordinatur in ilium linem et quantum ad uiotum iutentiunis in ipsum

tendentem, aicut in quod est possibile consequi, quod portinet ad span ; et

quantum ad unionem quamdam ipiritualem, per quum quodnmmodo transfor-

matur in ilium finem, quod fit pet c/iariiatcm. (la. 2a. q. 02, art. 1. cor., et

3 cor.)

1 Domua Dei credendo fundatur, sperando erigitur, diligeudo r-c:£ci.u',

(3, Aug. Sen* xixrii. t, 1.)
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explanation had been presented to him with as little regularity or

harmony as might be found among a handful of needles thrown on

a table.

The first advantage of the plan which we have followed is, that

it avoids this inconvenience.

The second is, that it places in the rank of honour suitable to

them the three great virtues of Faith. Hope, and Charity, showing

them forth as the three sources of salvation, the three foundation

courses of the edifice of religion.

The third is, that it is as simple as fruitful ; for it embraces,

without an effort, every part of the Christian Doctrine: every part

entering naturally into the place assigned it by logic, like the vari

ous pieces of a beautiful mosaic work, in the copy of some grand old

masterpiece.

The fourth is, that it is most secure. Amongst others, it has

been followed by Bellannine, in his Roman Catechism, solemnly

approved by many sovereign Pontiffs.' In this the learned Cardinal

was but a disciple of St. Augustine, who continually desires that all

instruction on Religion should lead to Faith, Hope, and Charity.1

Thus, we delight in saying it, for our general plan, St. Augus

tine; for our secondary plan, St. Augustine, together with Bellar-

mine : such are the masters, in whose footsteps we follow. Let us

dass on to a development of the matter.

Union of Man with the New Adam by Faith.—The admirable

economy of Christianity, to which we have just referred, and the

indispensable conditions of our salvation, were the particular sub-

' Among: others, Clement VIII., 15th July, 1595; and Benedict XIII.,

K7th Aug. 1728,

1 Quidquid narras, ita narra ut illo cui loqueris audiendo crcdat, credendo

speret, sperando nmet .... divinaru ccolestemque rempublicam, cui noa

cives adsciscit, fides, spes, charitas. Quando omnis terra cantat cauticum no

vum, domus Dei est. Cantando redificatur, credendo fundatur, sperando

erigitur,diligendoperficitur. Modo ergo sedificatur; sed in fine eteculi dedi-

catur. {fit catech. rud., Epist., das. iii., t. 11, p. 622 ; Bern, xxvii., t. v., p. 206,

cap. 1.)

Bellannine founds bis plan on our last quotation from St, Augustine ; but bo

slightly modifies the idea of the holy doctor, which we have followed in all ita

sublime simplicity. Thus, Bellarmine places the Sacraments under their own

special title ; he makes them a separate part, which St. Augustine does not do.

The means of obtaining grace we arrange under the heading of Hope, where

Bellarmine himself places one of the means of obtaining grace, namely, Prayer.

But let us give the original words of the illustrious prince of the Church :—

" Le parti principali pit! necessarie di questa dottrina sono quattro; tire il

Credo, il Pater noster, i died Commandamcnti, ed i sette Sacrament*.

" Perchi sono quattro ne piu ne meno ?

" Pcrohc tre sono lo virtu principali, fede, tperanza, e caritd. U credo &
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jects of our Saviour's conversation with his apostles during the forty

days which elapsed between his resurrection and ascension. It was

then that he gave them an understanding of the Scriptures, and in

structed them in the depths of the mysteries of the kingdom of

Sod !' On this account, we place at this epoch, a detailed explana

tion of his whole doctrine.

The Saviour was not content with saying in general, He who

beliereth not shall be condemned ; but, entering into details, He taught

his apostles the various truths which they should preach to the

world, and which man should believe in order to be united with his

Redeemer, and participate in the benefits of redemption. The

apostles composed an abridgment of these truths.

This is the place in which, after having shown the necessity of

Faith, we explain the Catholic Symbol or Creed. In it are sum

marized the fundamental truths of religion and philosophy.

God, one in nature, three in persons : the Father—the work of

creation and the government of the world ; the Son—the work of

redemption ; the Holy Ghost—the work of sanctification ; and, as a

consequence, the Church, with its magnificent hierarchy and im-

Man, mysterious compound ; created innocent, degraded by his

fall, subjected to trials ; surrounded with the means of regaining his

primitive perfection, together with other advantages, and obliged to

render an account when his days are ended, of the use he has made

of the opportunities afforded him ; happiness or misery without

change or end, the inevitable lot which awaits him after the last

judgment.

necessario par U/ede, perche c'insegna quello che abbiamo da credere. Il Pater

noseer é necessario per la speranza, perche c'insegna quello che abbiamo da

sperare. Li dieci Commandamenti sono necessari, per la carità, perche c'insegnano

quello cho abbiamo eia faro per piacere a Dio. I Sacramenti sono necessari,

perche sono gli istrumenti con i quali si ricevono e conservano le virtù, le quali

abbiamo detto esser necessarie per salvarsi.

" Santo Agostino Scrm. XX., de Verb. Apcst. (vetus edit.), ci dà la similitu

dine della casa : perche, siccome per fare una casa è necessario mettere primo il

fondamento, e poi alzare le mura, ed alla fine coprirla con il tetto, e per fare

queste cose ci bisognano alcuni istrumenti ; cosi per fare nella anima l'edifìcio

della salute, ci bisognano il fondamento della fede, le mura della speranza, il

tetto della carità, e gli' istrumenti che sono i santissimi sacramenti.' {Dottrina

Oirt.,c.I.,p. 7,8,9.)

We see here that the learned cardinal adds to St. Augustine's idea, and that

he makes four parts, while St. Augustine counts only three. We also see, how

ever, that this modification does not affect the fundamental division.

1 Acts, i. 3.—Such is also the sentiment of St. Leo : " Non ergo ii dies qui

inter resurrectionem Domini ascensionemque fluxerunt, otioso transiere decursu,

ted magna in his confiruiata sacramenta, magna sunt revelata mytteria." (Strm.

1, de Asccns.)
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The World, created by God, regulated by the laws of a universal

Providence, and destined to be consumed by fire, on the day marked

out for it by Him, who first drew it forth from nothing.

These are the truths, in a few words, which the Creed reveals to

us on the great subjects : God, Man, and the World.

To understand this Creed in all its sublime simplicity, compare

it with the creeds of the thousand sects, which have in turn appeared

upon the earth. Remark particularly how every one of its articles

destroys some of the absurd theories divulged by pagan philosophers

on God, man, and the world : dreams renewed again with such dar

ing effrontery by some of our impious moderns. Every word is a

ray of light, dissipating a portion of the darkness in which man's

reason has been enveloped since the fall ; and the whole assemblage

of rays is but the bright sun of truth, before whose presence al

darkness disappears, like the shadows of night before the king o

day.

Let anyone examine the Creed with impartiality, and say whether

anything can be found in the world more perfect, more useful, mors

consoling, or more venerable.

Modern philosophers ! so jealous of your knowledge, know that

it is to the Catholic Creed you are indebted for your intellectual

superiority over other nations, in both past and present times ; to it

you owe your deliverance from the gross errors and infamous super

stitions of the Senate and the Areopagus. It alone has substituted

for the despondent doctrine of a blind destiny and an inexorable

fatality, theconsoling belief of a universal Providence, which rules the

world, and watches over man, as man himself watches over the

apple of his eye. Let him who chooses, say now whether the

Christian dogmas are useless in themselves, or contrary to reason.

The Creed being the truth, it follows that the mind which re

ceives it receives something of God.1 The Divine thoughts of the

New Adam replace pur human, false, imperfect thoughts, inherited

from the first Adam. Thus is effected our intellectual union with,

or rather transformation into, the Redeemer. On this account,

every believer may say : " It is not I, a son of the old Adam, who

live, but Jesus Christ liveth in me."

Union of Man with tlie New Adam ly Hope.—Wo have seen how

magnificent are the operations of Faith in the intellect. Reaching

into the future, this messenger of eternity brings to the pilgrim of

time, the substance of things hoped for ; » opens to his eyes a new

1 Lox tua Veritas. (Psalm cxlii.) Non minus est verbum Dei quam corpus

Christi. (Aug., in Gen.)

» Et autcm fides sperandarum substantia rcvinn, argumentum non apparen-

tium. (Ad Heb. zi. 1.) St. Thomas explains these words thus: "Be eptrands
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heaven and anew earth ; shows him God, not only as the Author of

nature, but as his Father, Redeemer, and Last End ; unveils to him

his origin and destiny ; traces the way for him, and, by its omni

potent power, supports him to the end of his journey. Elevated

into a new region of existence, the understanding has no longer

anything to desire but the clear vision of the truths which it pos

sesses.1

Nevertheless, by Faith our union with the New Adam is not

complete; it is perfected by Hope. In point of fact, man is not all

mind, he is also will ; consequently, unless these future realities are

to be considered as torments instead of benefits, the goods of the

supernatural world can no more remain an object of mere idle con

templation than a treasure presented to the grasping hands of a

miser, or food to the perishing looks of a starving man ; they must

be accessible to the will. Now, it is Hope that assures us of their

possession.

Raising the will above the transitory goods of this life, it places

God and the new heaven and earth of eternity, with the means of

obtaining them, in a word, the substance of those future goods, at the

head of all its undertakings and actions * It is the queen of immor

tality, ennobling the desires ofman, supporting him in his continual

combats, assuaging his sorrows, and caressing his soul. It is the

fiery chariot of Elias, transporting us to the heavens, raising us above

ourselves, and holding us suspended between heaven and earth, be

tween time and eternity. Such are the properties and effects of

Hope. It elevates our will, by setting before us a Divine object,

and filling us with Divine tendencies. Under this new head, the

Christian can say: " It is not I, a son of the old Adam, who live,

but Jesus Christ liveth in me."

Now, among the means of acquiring the supernatural goods

which Hope presents to the laudable ambition of man, who is

enlightened by Faith, there is one in particular which may be said

nut sicut nrbor in semino virtuto latens, ac per fidem quodammodo jam exis-

tunt in nobis. (See also Corn, a Lnpide, in kp. ad Htb. c. xi. ].)

1 Partiripes enim Christi effecti sinmis, si tainon initium substantial ejus

retineamus. (Id. c. iii. 14.) Initium substantias vocat fidem, per quam primo

mpiinus quasi subsistere in substantia spirituali et divina, factique sumus diviiiie

consorts* natural. (Id. c. iii. 14.)

1 Merito apostolus fidem spevandarum rerum substantiain esse definit, quod

Tidelicet non credita nemo sperare phisquam super inane pingero possit. IJicit

ergo fides : Parata sunt magna et inexcogitabilia bona a Deo fidelibus suis.

Dieitspes: Mihi ilia servantur. Nam tertia quidem ebaritas : Curro, mihi ait,

ad ilia. (St. Bern. Serm. in Ps. xc.)
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to embrace all others : it is Grace—Grace, so perfectly defined as the

beginning of glory.1

We have seen at the outset of our lessons, that man was created

in a supernatural state, that is, destined for a happiness which the

conditions of his simple nature did not require. "We hare also seen

how sin degraded him, but how Jeeus Christ restored him to his

primitive state, that is, returned to him again the right of seeing

God face to face in heaven. With much reason, therefore, is reli

gion, which conducts man to supernatural felicity, termed a Grace,

n gratuitous favour, a magnificent alms. It evidently follows,

hence, that man, of his own natural strength, cannot arrive at the

triple union, of which we have spoken, with the New Adam ; for

such an effort Grace is necessary. This was the case with man

before his fall, as the supernatural state in which he was created

shows. With much more reason, then, is grace necessary to him

after the injury done to all his powers by original sin.3 Grace is,

therefore, the great object of Hope.

Now, Grace, the powerful and universal succour granted in con

sideration of the merits of the New Adam ; Grace, by which God

lowers Himself and becomes present to man; Grace, by which

man, strengthened and illuminated, reascends to his supernatural

state, is obtained by two principal means : Prayer and the Sacra

ments.

Prayer, the mysterious power which brings the creature close to

the Creator, is an indispensable condition of the supernatural union

of man with God. Hence, among all people may be found an un

interrupted practice of Prayer, from the beginning of the world.

Hence, also, the precept, by which the New Adam lays down, and

formulizes the necessity of this fundamental act of Religion : Pray

always, without ceasing—a precept at once positive and negative.

To pray is not less necessary for the life of the soul than to breathe

is for the life of the body.

It is easily seen that we here mean Prayer in the general accep-

1 Gratia nihil aliud cat quam quicdam inchoatio glorite in nobis. (S. Th. p.

1, q. iv. Art. 8, ad 2.)
1 Diccndum quod homo post peccatum ntl plura indiget gratia, quam ants

peccatum, sed non magis ; quia homo etiam ante peceatum indigebat gratia nd

vitam aitcrnam consequendam, quae e$t principalis necessitas gratia:. Sed homo

post peccatum super hoc indiget gratia, etiam ad peccati remissionem, et infir-

mitatis sustentationem. (S. Th. Summ. p. 1, q. xcv. art. 4, ad I.) Quia et

divina gratia Dei eit et largitio quodammodo ipsius divinitatis. (Cassian, De

Iticarn. Chr. b. II. c. Ti.) Sic igitur per hoc, quod dicitur homo gratiam Dei

habere, signifieatur quidam supernaturalo in homine a Deo proveniens. (S. Th.

ftmm. p. I, q. ex. Art. L)
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tation of the term.1 We call it, therefore, the soul or life of Chris

tianity. Amorjg.the early Christians, Prayer and Christianity were

synonymous. With them a Christian was a man who prayed.»

Even among the savage tribes of the new world, the same beautiful

and just idea is found. In their language, Christianity is styled,

not Religion, but Prayer ; to become a man of Prayer is to become

a Christian.

To this view succeeds that of Prayer, strictly so called. St.

Augustine, with his loving heart, his mighty genius, and hit

piercing intellect, is joined by Tertullian and St. Cyprian, in the

explanation which our Catechism affords of the most beautiful of all

prayers, the Lord's Prayer.

The second means of obtaining Grace, is the Sacraments. In

order to meet the requirements of the twofold nature of man, uniting

both his soul and senses tOjhis Redeemer ; in order to preserve him in

humility, a permanent condition of his restoration, by placing before

his eyes the omnipotence of Him, who, in the order of grace as

well as in the order of nature, has need only of the weakest instru

ments for the accomplishment of the mightiest works; in order to

supply all the wants of our supernatural life, God, in his profound

wisdom, has instituted the Sacraments.

Sensible signs, they captivate the outward man, by rendering

palpable to us, through the elements which serve as their matter,

ihe marvellous effects wrought by them on the inward man ; sacred

sign3, they reveal, in the supernatural order, the sovereign dominion

of Him, who reigns as absolute Master in the natural order; per

manent and varied signs, regulated by spiritual laws, they do for

the maintenance of the life of the soul, that which creatures and

physical laws do incessantly for the maintenance of the life of the

body. Admirable harmony ! which displays, with so much splen

dour, the finger of God, and the intimate relations established be

tween nature and grace, by Him, who is the Author of both !

Indeed, there are seven things necessary for man in order to

lead, preserve, and utilize his natural life : ho must bo

born; he must grow ; he must be nourished ; he must be healed, if

wounded ; he must recover his strength, if sick ; he must be sur

rounded by authorities, invested with the power of maintaining

> " To pray alwavs," says St. Augustine, "is to seek always to please Gotl." In

ipsa ergo fide, et spe, et caritate continuato desiderio semper oraiuus. Ac per

boc, et quod ait Apostolus: Sine intcrmissionc orate; quid est aliud quam

bottom vitam, qinc nulla nisi ffiterna est, ub eo qui earn solus dure potest, siuo

intermissione desiderare ? Semper ergo banc a Domino Deo desidcremue, et

oremus semper. (Epist. exxx. n. 16.)

» Ecte eniin orat. (Acts, ix. 11.)
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order and promoting the public welfare; in fine, he must be perpe

tuated. All these things are equally necessary for the spiritual life,

and, in consequence, explain the reasons of the seven Sacraments.

By Baptism we are born again in the New Adam ; by Confirma

tion we grow ; by the Eucharist we are nourished ; by Penanco wo

are healed; by Extreme Unction the strength of our soul is renewed

for the last combat ; by Holy Orders we are surrounded with the

ministers of religion ; by Matrimony the faithful are perpetuated.

To the foregoing harmony there is joined another not less ad

mirable. As, in the firmament, all the planets gravitate towards

the sun, so, in the Church, all the other sacraments gravitate to

wards the Blessed Eucharist. " The Eucharist," says St. Thomas,

" is the end of all the other sacraments ; for all refer to it, and find

in it their perfection." 1 Baptism makes us capable of receiving it;

Confirmation renders us more worthy of receiving it, or assists us to

preserve the Divine union wrought by it ; Penance puts us in a fit

state again, if made unfit by sin ; Extreme Unction maintains us in

this state against the most violent attacks of the devil at the last

moment ; in fine, Holy Orders and Matrimony perpetuate the

Blessed Eucharist by perpetuating the Church.

Since, on the one hand, the Eucharist is the end of all the other

-saoraments, the supreme mystery of faith, and love, and unity, or,

as St. Thomas says, the consummation of the spiritual life; and, on

the other, the Eucharist is our Lord Jesus Christ Himself, perpetu

ally incarnate in the midst of the world ; there follow, hence, two

great consequences, eminently calculated to place this august Sacra

ment in the high rank of honour which belongs to it.

1 Eucharistia eat qunsi consummate spiritualis vita, et omnium sacramen

torum finis. Per sanctificationes enim omnium sacramentorum fit praeparatio ad

suspiciendam vel consecrandaui Eucbaristiam. (S. Th. III. q. lxxiii. art. 3.)

SaeramentumEucharistim estpotissimum inter alia sacramenta nam

in sacramento Eucharistite continetur ipse Christus substantialiter. In aliis

autem sacraincntis continetur quaedam virtus instrumental participata a

Christo Semper autem quod est per cssentiam potius est quam quod eat

per participationem. Insuper omnia alia sacramenta ordinari videntur ad hoc

sacramentum sicutad finem. Manifestum est enim quod sacramentum ordinis

ordinatur ad Eucharistiae consecrationem ; sacramentum vero baptismi ordina-

t ur ad Eucbaristite receptioncm ; in quo etiam perficitur aUquis per oonfirma-

tionem, ut non vereatur so eubtrahcre a tali sacramento ; per poenitentiam

etiam et extrcmam unctionem praeparatur homo ad digue sumendum corpus

Christi ; matrimonium etiam saltein sua significatione attingit hoc sacramen

tum, in quantum signiflcat conjunctionem Christi et Ecclcsite, cujus unitas per

sacramentum Ecclesite signatur. Tandem hoc apparet e* ritu sacramentorum ;

nam fere omnia sacramenta in Eucharistia consummantur, ut Dionys. di it,

e. iii. Catlest. hierarck, est sacramentum sacramentorum, quia saenmentia omni

bus consummatam perfectiotiom confort. (S. Th. lor. tup. rit.)
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First, under the gospel, as under the law, Jesus Christ is ever

the Alpha and the Omega of religion; everything refers to Him,

and to our union with Him. From the moment of original sin there

has been no salvation for man, except in a union with Jesus Christ,

through the three possible modes of Faith, Hope, and Charity—

consequently, by communion, the Jew could and should believe in

Jesus Christ to come; could and should hope in Him, could and

should love Him, could and should communicate with Him, by par

ticipation in the victims which represented Him.1 Like the ancient

worship in general, this figurative communion was only a shadow

of the real communion, reserved for the law of Grace. Hence, that

admirable expression of St. Ambrose ; " The Jew had shadows, with

out the reality ; the Christian possesses the truth, hidden under

veils; the saint enjoys the truth, without veils." 2

1 Communion is to bo found among: all peoples, with the great idea of ex

piation attached to the sacrificing and eating of victims. " No doubt is enter

tained amongst us,'" says Pelisson, " that all false religions have como from the

tone, and the sacrifices of paganism, from the sacrifices instituted by the first

men, of which Abel and Cain give us an example—sacrifices that were only a

figure and a shadow of a great sacrifice, in which God Himself should be immo

lated for us. Throughout thewhole earth, the ilesh of victims was eaten ; in all

nations, the sacrifice that ended thus, was regarded as a solemn feast between

man and God : whence it happens that, among tuo ancient pagan poet*, we find

mention so frequently of the feast of Jupiier, tho viands of Neptune, „ .. re

ferring to the victims that were eaten after being immolated to these ... >o

diviinties; and, if among the Jews there were holocausts, that is, sacrifices u\

which the victim was wholly consumed by fire, they were accompanied with

oblations of cakes, in order that, even in these sacrifices, there should be some

thing for man to eat. ( Traite dc VEucharistic, p. 182 )

Whence did the strange idea come to tho human race, thst man, communi-

tettd with the Divinity by the aid of substances sacrificed to it? What rela

tion could there be between the immolation or the eating of an animal and the

remission of sins or the sanctification of souls ? Sid tho vilo blood of victims

that fell under the sacred knife, possess tho virtue of purifying the conscience ?

Sever did auch a foolish notion prevail in the world. But tho whole world

had faith in that which was represented by these sacrifices. All that was known

was that they figured a divine mystery of justice and grace ; and, from tho

depths of this mystery, which the future should roveal, four thousand years

heard ascending tho voice of hope. (See Ectaircissemcnts sur les sacrifices, by

De Maiatre.)

Amsd, une communion a la grace, a Diou, a la foi spirituelle et corporeMe,

invisible dans son essenco et visiblement manifested : tel ctait le centre auquel

aboutissaient, dans ce que elles avaient do commun, les liturgies de tous les

peuples, tel etait lo foyer vital du culte universel. (l)ogma yincraUtir, &c.,

par Mgr. Gerbet.)

2 In order to remain here within the limits of Catholic faith, on the neces

sity of communion, relatively to salvation, it is well to remember tho doctrine

of St. Thomas. This angel of theology expresses himself thus: "Cokclusio

Quanquam non quoad reakm pcrceptioncm, sicut Baftismus, EticharistUe sacra
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Secondly, the Eucharist is the same in the spiritual "as the sun

in the physical, world. Everywhere its light and heat diffuse in

numerable blessings to mankind. By it the whole creation, flowing

continually from the bosom of the Creator, continually returns

thither again. The eyes have only to be opened to behold the

accomplishment of this mysterious law.

All creatures tend to a state of perfection, that is, to pass from

a life less perfect to one more perfect ; but, to do so, they must lose

their peculiar life. Thus, inorganic bodies, air and water, for ex

ample, lose their peculiar life, in order to take that of some other

creature to which they are assimilated ; the vegetable, in its turn,

is absorbed by the animal, and acquires a new life; the vegetable

and the animal, being absorbed by man, acquire a still nobler life.

God, in fine, draws man to Himself, and communicates to him his

Divine and immortal life, Then man can truly say : " It is not I

who live, but God, who lives in me." Who will not here adore, in

silent love and admiration, the touching mystery by which is

accomplished the grand transformation that leads the world to

unity ?

Treating of the Sacraments, we are careful not to omit an ex

planation of those admirable ceremonies and sublimo prayers which

accompany their administration. Is it possible to find anything

more venerable, more instructive, more eminently philosophical, and

mentum est necessarium ad salutem. In hoc Sacramento duo est considerate :

scilicit ipsum sacramentum et rem sacramenti. Dictum est autem quod ret

hujus sacramenti est unitas corporis mystici sine qua non potest esse salus:

nulli enim patet oditus saint is extra Ecclesiam, sicut nee in diluvio absque arcs

Noe, quae significat Ecclesiam. Dictum est autem quod res ulicujus sacramenti

liaberi potest ante perceptionem sacramenti, ex ipso voto sacramenti percipieudi.

TJnde ante perceptionem hujus sacramenti potest homo habere salutem ex voto

percipiendi hoc sacramentum : sicut et ante Baptismum ex voto Baptismi. Est

tamen differentia quantum ad duo : primo quidem quia Bap'jsmus est princi-

pium spiritalis vitae et janua sacramentorum ; Eucharistia vero est quasi con-

summatio spiritalis vitsu et omnium sacramentorum finis. Per sanctificationes

enim omnium sacramentorum fit prasparatio ad suscipiendam vel consecrandom

Eucharistiam, et ideo perceptio Baptismi est necessaria ad incboandam sip-ri

talem vitam ; perceptio autem Eucharistise est nocossaria ad consummandam

ipsam : non ad hoc quod simpliciter habeatur, sed sufflcit earn habere in voto

sicut et finis habetur in desiderio et intentione. Alia differentia est, quia per

Baplismum ordinatur homo ad Eucharistiam, et ideo ex hoc ipso quod pueri

baptizantur, ordinantur per Ecclesiam ad Eucharistiam. Et sicut exfide Eccletut

credunt, sic ex intentione Ecclesite desiderant Eucharistiam, et per consequent re-

cipiunt rem ipsius ; sed ad Baptismum non ordinantur per aliud praecedens

sacramentum, et ideo ante susceptionem Baptismi non hubent pueri aliquoinodo

Baptismum in voto, sed soli adulti. Unde rem sacramenti non possunt percipcro

sine perceptions sacramenti. Et ideo hoc sacramentum non hoc modo est de

necessitate salutis sicut Baptismus." (S. Th. p. III. q. lixiii. art. 3.)
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yet, we are obliged to say it, more generally unknown than the

liturgy ? How many rites and usages whose signification carries

the mind back to the earliest days of the Church, or raises it to the

contemplation of the most sublime mysteries, remain as a dead letter

to us, a species of unintelligible hieroglyphic, of which the ignorant

Catholic is unable to render an account, and at which the still more

ignorant sceptic does not hesitate to scoff !

Besides the advantage of enlightening the Christian's piety, our

explanation of these beautiful ceremonies has that also of proving

the constant tradition of the Church on each of the Sacraments: a

tradition of fact—more striking, it appears to us, and more easily

grasped, than the tradition of oral testimony.

Union of Man with the New Adam by Charity.—United to the

New Adam by Faith, which, according to the expression of the

Fathers, deifies the mind, by Hope, which deifies the will, and by

Communion, which deifies the whole being, has man anything more

to desire or to do? Certainly. That God whom he receives under

passing veils, the new heaven and earth of eternity, all those super

natural goods which Faith shows him in the distance, and Hope

promises him, he must endeavour with his utmost power to unite

himself to, in a complete and permanent manner, becoming rich

with their riches, happy with their happiness, and perfect with their

perfection.

To believe is not sufficient for the fervent Christian, to hope is

not sufficient for him, to possess imperfectly and temporarily is not

sufficient for him: he wishes to enjoy, to enjoy completely, to enjoy

eternally ; for joy is union, and union is love, and love is the most

noble and imperative want of man, the first and the last command

ment of the New Adam, the fulfilment of the law and the prophets,

the end of Faith and Hope, the supreme bond of perfection on earth,

and the essence of felicity in heaven. Hence, the expression of St.

Bernard: "With reason does the apostle define Faith, the substance

of things hoped for. It is, indeed, as impossible to hope for that in

which one does not believe as to paint in the air. Faith says :

God has prepared ineffable joys for his faithful servants. Hope

says : they are reserved for me. Charity says : I run to possess

them." 1

We now see that Faith and Hope are only means to arrive at

Charity ; it is therefore evident that man cannot, ought not, limit

himself to these two virtues : the New Adam calls him to a more

perfect union. Communion itself is but a means, not an end ; it is

1 Already cited. The mme saint adds : Conformitas cum Verbo in charitnto

maritat animam Vcrbo (Serin, lxxxiii. in Cantie.).
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a nourishment intended for the renovation of our strength, that we

may continue our work. Man is here below a labourer, whose day

is not ended.

When then he is weak with the warfare of well-doing, the labour

of virtue, he acquires fresh vigour by communicating ; on his de

parture from the sacred table, burning with a holy ardour, he

returns to his work, and his work becomes love in action ; for love

does not solely consist in the contemplation of the perfections of God,

but also in the accomplishment of the Divine will. We love God,

says St. John, if we keep his commandments, and his commandment*

are not heavy (I John, v. 3). The reason is now plain why, in the

order of our lessons, we place Charity after Faith and Hope, the

Commandments after the Creed and the Sacraments.

Now, if the Creed is the tutor of our weak reason and the chief

regenerator of our thoughts, the Decalogue is the guardian of our

heart and the chief regenerator of our affections. We do ourselves

an incalculable amount of good by carefully considering the meaning

of each Commandment. Human love, degraded by the primitive

fall, is inclined to abandon itself to everything beneath it. A proof

of this humiliating truth is easily found in the irreligion of both

ancient and modern times. Our poor heart, fike the idolatrous

priest, who searches in the reeking entrails of victims for the secrets

of heaven, having wandered among all creatures, and roamed

through all pleasures, in search of happiness, is at length obliged to

exclaim : Vanity ! falsehood ! affliction I Truly it is a merciless

deception and a fearful torment, from which the Redeemer has been

pleased to deliver us, by recalling us to the only objects worthy of

our affection I

All the commandments are reduced to two : the love of God,

and, for the love of God, the love of the neighbour j hence, in our

neighbour, it is God Himself whom we love.

0 Love of God ! Thou greatest want of man, the first law of his

existence, the precious treasure carried away by the robber-serpent,

recovered but by the New Adam, and restored to the human race for

its happiness and glory in time and eternity, thou descendest to the

world by the Decalogue ! This sacred code is the organic law of

Charity : its end is to regulate, to nourish, and to protect its manifes

tation, to nourish and protect it in the midst of a thousand dangers.

Hence, in the Decalogue, there are two kinds of precepts : posi

tive and negative. By the first, the New Adam teaches us that we

should love God, and man for the love of God. The first Adam

brought misery on himself and his posterity by violating this pri

mordial law ; the second Adam places all our happiness in a return

to the sweet law of love.
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Thus, by regulating our affections, Jesus Christ shows Himself

tally the Saviour of our hearts, as by teaching us what to believe,

He shows Himself the Saviour of our minds. In a word, the

Decalogue delivers the heart of man from the degrading yoke of

concupiscence, as the Creed delivers his mind from the wretched

yoke of ignorance.

By the negative precepts the New Adam protects our heart against

every foreign, inimical, usurping love. All that can be the object

of a legitimate love : the life of our body and the life of our soul,

the peace of families, the sanctity of the marriage tie, our property,

even our reputation, He surrounds with a barrier more sacred than

could be afforded by the whole collection of human laws.1

Hence follows the truth, unfortunately so little known, that each

of the Commandments of God is a benefit, a pledge of happiness,

even on earth.' Such is the supremely just point of view, from

which we exhibit this divine code. Is anything more important?

Alas ! is it not because so many unfortunates consider it a painful

- jke that they trample it under their feet ? No, no, mistaken men !

Lhe Decalogue would not fetter your liberty, but perfect it; nor

retard your pace, but regulate it; it would not embarrass your

steps, but direct and enlighten them.'

A traveller advances towards a magnificent city, in which not only

his beloved family, but an immense fortune, awaits him. Between

him and the desired city there lies an unfathomable abyss. Thick

darkness overspreads the way. He has neither guide nor lantern.

Across the abyss there is only one narrow, unsteady plank. The

unfortunate man is accustomed to make false steps : his numerous

and deplorable falls heretofore have been but too convincing a proof

of his weakness.

Tell me, now, if a charitable guide came forward to take this

traveller by the hand, if he erected on each side of the dangerous

plank a strong barrier, if he suspended around the place a number

of bright lamps, so that it would be impossible for any one to go

astray, or to fall into the abyss, unless by deliberately leaping from

1 Perfectus amordocet veritatem, quia in dilectione tota lex pendet et pro

phets. Quidquid latet, etquidquid patet in divinis sermonibus et in tota sacra

Scriptura, dilectio ipsa comprenendit ; quia scriptum est : Plenitudo legis e9t

dilectio. Nam tota lex, irao tota scriptura, aut prcecipit et consulit ea quae

faciunt ad tuam et proximi dilectionem, sicut patet in praccptis affirmatiuis ; aut

inhibet et dissuadet ilia, quie impediunt et dirimunt dilectionem, ut liquet in

praeepHs ntgatiuis. (Idiot. Oontempl. c. xxri. n. 1.)

a Tollite jugum meum super vos .... jugum enim mourn suave est, et

onus meum leve . . . . et invenietis roquiem animabus vestria. (Matt. xi. 29, 30.)

J Lucerna pedibus ineis verbum tuum. (Pa. cxviii. 105.)
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the brink or parapet into it, would you regard these fences as im

pediments, these lamps as insults, so many cares as wrongs done tho

traveller ? Would this friendly guide deserve the name of a tyrant

for having lent his hand and secured a prosperous journey to a

stranger beset with so many perils ?

The application is easy ; the traveller, subject to so many false

steps, is man on earth. The blessed city, where fortune, glory, a

beloved family, await him is heaven. The dark abyss is hell. The

narrow.'frail, trembling plank is life. The kindly guide is God. The

barriers and the lamps are the Commandments of the Lord.

Let the blinded man now say that the Decalogue is an obstacle

to his liberty; as for us, 0 my God! we shall always acknowledge

that it is oar sweetest support, and consequently, one of Thy

greatest benefits ; and, not to fall into the bottomless pit, we shall

always be careful not to offend against it.

As, by believing in the Creed, our mind is united, so, by accept

ing the Decalogue, our heart is united to the New Adam. In fact,

the Decalogue is Charity. See how soon the heart, that is humble

and pliable under the law of love, overflows with Divine instincts.

Tho New Adam becomes the principle and life of its affections.

The regenerated man can say, from this point of view also : " It is

not I, a son of the old Adam, who live, but Jesus Christ liveth

in me." Henceforward, there are found in him, as in the Man-

God, but two loves ; the love of God, and the love of his neighbour;

though, indeed, the two are but one; and thus he finds himself

conducted back to the primitive unity of the state of innocence,

when all was pure, holy, noble, and great in man.

Volumes upon volumes would not suffice to explain the riches,

honour?, and advantages, which are contained, for the benefit of

nations and individuals, in this Decalogue, alas ! so little known,

and so unmeritedly violated in our hapless days. How sadly is

human love degraded ! Moderns, beware ! already you have made

more than one step towards paganism. Imprudent men, in trampl

ing under your feet the Decalogue, the bases of your ancient glory,

you sport with the thunderbolt !

End of our Union with the New Adam. Having shown, as well

as we could, the nature, necessity, and conditions of our union with

the Redeemer, we seek what object the Word proposed to Himself, in

uniting Himself so closely to us. We learn it immediately from

Himself / am eo ne, that they may have life, and may have it more

abundantly ; that you and I may be one ;' it is, that we may live by

his life on earth and in heaven.

1 John, jcrii.
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Here the life of the New Adam is proposed for universal imita

tion. The great Physician, who has descended from heaven for the

benefit of mankind, who lay grovelling on the earth, is not content

with pouring a salutary balm over the wounds of the human race ;

nor even with placing it on the road again, and saying, Walk ; but,

like the royal eagle, which encourages its young ones to fly, by

flying before them, He takes his Divine flight towards heaven,

in the presence of man, teaching man to follow Him thither. In

his tender goodness, He passed through all the stages of man's

existence, and sanctified them, teaching us to do likewise.

The New Adam is then our Model ; as we have borne the image

of the terrestrial man, it is necessary that we should also bear the

image of the Heavenly Man. Yes, heaven is closed against every

one who does not bear an exact resemblance to our Redeemer I

He is the Model of every age, state, and condition. Christ

is Man ; such is the point of view from which wc present Him.

He is the Model of our interior life—it is according to his judg

ments, affections, thoughts, and desires, that those of all men should

be formed. What has the New Adam, thought, what has lie loved f

Such should be the touchstone of all human thoughts and affections.

0 admirable philosophy, contained in these few words I

He is the Model of our exterior life—his conduct may be summed

up in one expression : He did all things well.1

He is the Model of inferiors—his life may be expressed in the

words : He was subject.3

He is the Model of superiors—He went about doing good.*

He is the Model of all sufferers, whether superiors or inferiors—

May it be so, 0 Father, for so it hath seemed good in thy sight."

This essential part of Religion is not explained in any Catechism,

at least, according to our view, as it should be explained. In

general, the Saviour is only shown as our Model during his mortal

life ; while, in fact, it is otherwise.

Lest future generations should forget his example, or falsely

imagine that it was intended only for certain times or places, the

New Adam has established his permanent abode amongst us in the

Holy Eucharist. Dwelling in town and country, in every climate and

every age, He repeats from his tabernacle, and will continue to

repeat to all future generations, the lessons which He once gave

in Judea ; He presents the same example to-day as He did eighteen

centuries ago ; and He exhorts us to attend to Him in the same words

1 Rom, yiii. 29. « Mark, vu. 37. i Luke, ii. 61 .

1 Acts, x. 38. s Matt. xi. 26.
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which were heard of old along the hanks of the Jordan : " See,

and do all things according to the pattern which was shown thee." 1

0 men ! whoever you are weigh well this truth. It will give

you wondrous light to understand the lessons which continually

manate from the tabernacle. From this pulpit of truth, the

great Master of heaven utters, in the simplest and sweetest tones,

the grand maxims of Christian perfection. Think well on it; if

it is true, that, in consequence of his incarnation, the New Adam

bore the title of Master and the character of Teacher of Justice ; if

He fulfilled his duties so worthily during the course of his mortal

life, it is no less true that He still conducts the school of all virtues

in the adorable Sacrament of the Eucharist.

If we cannot contemplate Him living amongst men in the

exercise of an ardent charity, a profound humility, an extreme

poverty, a boundless generosity, and an unwearying patience,

without feeling within us a desire of following and imitating Him,

with how much more reason should we be affected with similar

sentiments, when we consider Him, glorious as He is, still residing

in our holy tabernacles, and giving us a continual example of the

self-same virtues !

The end of our union with the New Adam is then to sanctify

us in time, and render us happy in eternity. Sublime and delightful

union! which, transforming man into God, restores the human race to

its primitive perfection ; but a union, which, alas ! at any time during

the period of our earthly trial, may easily be broken ! *

In order to inspire a sovereign horror of sin, we speak here of

that frightful evil, which alone can destroy, in regard to each of us,

the benefit of our Redemption, separate us for ever from the New

Adam, and by making us depart this life more guilty than wc

entered into it, fix our abode irrevocably in the company of tho

devil and his angels. To preserve young Christians from this

dreadful evil, this only real evil, we endeavour to show it to them

in its causes, its progress, its occasions, its effects, its punish

ments, and its remedies.

Perpetuity of our Union with the New Adam. The forty days which

our Lord should remain on earth after his resurrection, drew to an

end. The Divine Master had instructed his apostles in the

mysteries of the kingdom of God. He had given them the under

standing of the Scriptures. The admirable economy of man's Re

demption, the object for which the Incarnate Word was born into

1 Eiod. xxv. 40.

2 "Entretiena sur la vio cacheo de JClus-Chriet dans l'Eucharistio," par Ie

F, Lajlemant, p. 0 et 7.
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the world, lived, died, and rose again ; the necessity for all men

to unite themselves to Him by faith, hope, and charity ; the end

of this union in time being the imitation of his life, and in eternity

the participation of his glory ; the only cause which can sever this

holy union and render Christ unprofitable to us, is sin ; all these

matters were henceforward known to the apostles, who were charged

with instructing the whole world regarding them.

Was there anything else still to be done by the New Adam ?

Yes ; to secure the preservation and provide for the propagation of

his Divine work, in order that all men coming into the world might

gather its fruits. He would not himself impart instruction, person

ally, much longer; his earthly mission was fulfilled; He was about

to ascend to the- right hand of his Father. How would He per

petuate the benefit of redemption, and render it accessible to all

persons, even to the consummation of time ?

He substitutes another for Himself; He selects a vicar on whom

He will confer the plenitude of power which He has received from

his Father, and to whom He will confide the care of perpetuating

and extending the great work which He Himself has come to

begin. Never will man bo elevated to a higher dignity ; never

will a more formidable responsibility be laid upon the shoulders of

a mortal.

Who will be this viceroy of the Son of God ? 0 abyss of mercy

and wisdom ! Even he, who, but a few days ago, thrice denied

his Master at the voice of a servant. All that is most weak is

chosen for the work that is all important ! A reed to support

the world ! A great sinner to bo the teacher of faith, and the

father of Christians ! In a word, the vicar of the New Adam will

be the apostle St. Peter.

How sublime and affecting are the circumstances of his con

secration !

"When a king wishes to confide some important charge to one

of his subjects, he looks for a guarantee or security ; so does Jesus

Christ. This Divine Shepherd, who camo to shed his blood for

the salvation of his sheep, is on the point of quitting them. Beforo

confiding to St. Peter so precious a flock, He required some

guarantee or security. But what can He expect from a poor,

illiterate fisherman, without any other fortune than a boat and its

nets ? The greatest and safest pledge that man can give, namely,

love ; but a love carried even to heroism, a love ready to sacrifice

itself for the service of its Master and the interests of its charge.

Such is the meaning of these admirable words, so earnestly

repeated : Simon, son of John, lovest thou me more than then t It

is only after having obtained the assurance of this love, proof
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against every trial, that the Divine Shepherd says to him : Feed

my lambs, feed my sheep.1 Everything that breathes of paternal

devotedness in authority, everything that breathes of filial gentle

ness in submission, consequently everything that is indestructible

in the social bonds, is contained in this model consecration of

the chief of all superiors ; a consecration unique in the annals

of the world, and displaying in itself alone more social philosophy

than all the books that were ever written. Absolute power to

govern the Church, the right of confirming his brethren, the

primacy of honour and of jurisdiction, infallibility as supreme

teacher in faith and morals ; such are the prerogatives of Peter,

ever living in his successors.

Having appointed a supreme head to the Church, the New

Adam associates co-operators with Him. He approaches his apostles

and says to them, with all the majesty becoming the greatness 01

the occasion: All power is given to me in heaven and on earth; go,

therefore, teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.1

Judges of the faith with St. Peter, the apostles and their chief

form the teaching Church. Jesus Christ calls it his body, that is,

the visible organ of his spirit, by which He addresses the world.

He promises to be with it, even to the consummation of the world,

as the soul is with the body. Now, Christ does not die; his

Church, therefore, will be an immortal body, which, by the con

stant renewal of its members, shall never fade away.

Henceforward, it will be through the instrumentality of his

Church that the New Adam! teach, develop, and propagate

his doctrine to the end of time. By the Church must all men

be born again to Him. " No one can have God for his Father, who

has not the Church for his mother."

We have scarcely departed from the sublime ordination of

St. Peter, when a new spectacle presents itself to our eyes ; the

Saviour ascends to heaven. The Model of man in time, He con

tinues to be the same in eternity. The First-born among the dead,

chief of the human race, He solemnly, in the name of all mankind,

his brethren, takes possession of heaven ; of heaven, his noble con

quest, and the eternal home of man ; of heaven, the happy abode of

all those who shall have profited by his redemption.

There we contemplate Him before the throne of his Father,

in the Divine character of Advocate and High-Priest, always inter

ceding for us, always watching over us, always opposing the infi

nite merits of his labours and sufferings to the avenging justice;

1 John, xxi. 2 Matt, xxviii. 18, 19.
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with one hand holding the helm of the Church, which He guides

among the quicksands to the heavenly shore; with the other,

placing crowns of immortality on the heads of his happy children,

according as they arrive safely at the end of their course.

We now return to earth. With the apostles, we enter the upper

chamber to await the descent of the Holy Ghost, who is to animate

the Church. Here begins our third year.

THIRD YEAR.

Christianity established.—As before the coming of the Messias,

all the designs of God tended to realise the work of the redemp

tion, so in the same manner after the coming of the Messias, all

the designs of God tend only to maintain and extend this work.

Thus, the restoration of all things in Jesus Christ is the pivot

around which all the events of the world revolve, and is the final end

of all the designs of God ; a sublime end, to which concur, whether

knowingly or unknowingly, willingly or unwillingly, both kings

and peoples.

We have shown the accomplishment of this great law during

the four thousand years which preceded the coming of the Redeemer.

If we were to stop there, our task would be incomplete. Religion

would not be known in its magnificent entirety, and our teaching

being deficient, would not meet the views of the Great Master

whom we follow.' The exposition of religion, from the time of

Pentecost down to our own days, is then as necessary as its anterior

history ; it is even much more interesting, whether because it is

less known or because it touches us more closely.

If it is admirable to assist at the first appearance and gradual

developments of this Divine tree, whose roots ore hidden in the night

of ages, how much more admirable is it to see it extending its

protecting branches over the whole world, sheltering beneath its

generous foliage, and nourishing with its vivifying fruit, the gene

rations who pass it by on their way to eternity ; to see it beaten

by the storms, and yet as immovable as the rocks ; ever attacked

by the consuming worms of heresy, scandal, and impiety, and yet

always preserving its vigour, youth, and inexhaustible fertility ! a

continual miracle I before which man, enlightened by faith, falls

1 Narratio plena est cum quisque primo catechizatur ab eo quod scriptum

est, I» prmcipo crcavit Deus caelum et terrain, usque ad piaaeutia tempora

Ecclesue. (Be Catch. Rud., n. 1.)
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on his knees, and, in a transport of admiration, exclaims : 0 Work

of God, inexplicable to reason !'

Such is the picture which we unfold before the eyes of youthful

Christians during the third year of the Catechism.

Before ascending to heaven, the Divine Word had created the

body of the Church, observing in the formation of regenerate man

the same order which He had followed in the formation of fallen

man. The consecrated Apostles, the disciples attached to the

Apostles, the various orders of the established hierarchy, the laws

and regulations promulgated, formed, so to speak, the body of the

Church. Yet a little while, and the Spirit from on high shall

come to give life to this immortal body. The ever memorable day

of Pentecost breaks upon the world ; the Holy Ghost descends to

the ceoacle, and rests upon every one of the assembled company.

The soul is joined to the body ; the Church is animated.

With the Apostles, we depart from the upper chamber ; we

follow them in their evangelical journeys. We speak of the

persecutions, and other gigantic efforts of hell, to stifle the work

of Redemption. We sketch the history of the most illustrious

martyrs. To make young Christians acquainted with the manners

of their forefathers in the faith, wo relate in detail the customs of the

early Christians; we trace their footprints at Jerusalem, at Antioch,

at Corinth, at Rome ; we descend into the catacombs.

With the torch of science and of history in our hand, we seek

our way along the galleries and through the oratories of this sub

terranean city. Every monument that we meet with bears witness

to the angelic virtues, the patient sufferings, and the lively faith

of our glorious ancestors. We see them, in this dark abode, raising

their innocent hands to heaven ; reciting, with extended arras,

their fervent prayers; celebrating their fraternal agapte, and offer

ing the holy mysteries, cither to prepare themselves for martyrdom,

or to obtain the salvation of their haughty persecutors, whose

golden chariots roll with fury above their heads. These ever

interesting places are hallowed with such sweet reminiscences, that

we cannot too frequently conduct thither or too long retain there

the Christians of the present day.

Herein we imitate the Church herself, who, in an age of cold

ness and indifference, returns again to the forgotten paths of the

Catacombs, and opening on all sides these ancient tombs, reanimates

the piety and faith of her children by presenting to them the tradi

tions and monuments of her infancy.3

* A Domino factum est istud, et est mirabile in oculis nostris. (Ps, crfii.)

1 M. Raoul Rochette, "Tableau des Catacombes," p. 93.
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Faithful imitators of the Saviour, our forefathers were obliged

to bury themselves in the bowels of the earth for three long centuries,

as He Himself had lain buried in the tomb for three days. The

Catacombs were the tomb from which, full of life, the chaste Spouse

of the Man-God should arise victorious to ascend the throne of the

Caesars, as He had arisen from his tomb, the Conqueror of death

and hell, to reign eternally over the world.

The divinity of Christianity being rendered as evident as the

existence of the sun by the mere fact of its establishment,1 despite

the efforts of all human antagonism, we show its admirable effects

upon the world. .For this purpose we compare man under pagan

ism with man under Christianity.

Examining in detail the various positions in which man may

be found, and the various relations under which he may be regarded,

we behold the universal influence of Christianity : over the intellec

tual, moral, and physical man, by enlightening, sanctifying, and

consoling him ; over society, by restoring the true ideas of right

and duty ; over the domestic circle, by leading it back to its primi

tive perfection, which excludes divorce and polygamy ; over the

father, by making him no longer a despot, but a venerable and

amiable representative of our Father who is in heaven ; over the

mother, by declaring her the companion, and not the slave, of man ;

over the child, by presenting it as a sacred deposit to its parents,

and abolishing the barbarous privilege of forsaking, killing, or sell

ing it; over the slave, by proclaiming him his master's brother

and equal before God; over the poor, by calling them the dear

friends of Christ ; over the stranger, by considering him as a

welcome neighbour ; in fine, we show, what ought to be written

in letters of gold, Christianity everywhere relieving the weak, by

substituting for the brutal dominion of might, the sweet law of

love.s

Comparing thus the pagan with the Christian world, we show

the new aspect which all things have taken under the influence

of the Gospel. Everyone perceives in particular what he owes to

Christianity, and is obliged to bless that beneficent Religion, and

God who is its Author.

Thanks to the priesthood, to the Church, the world is become

Christian ! After so many salutary improvements have been made

in manners, laws, and institutions; in a word, after so many human

beings, children of the old Adam, have shared in the life of the

1 See our little work entitled " Credo."

2 We outline only this grand picture in tho " Catechism ;" we complete it

in " l'Histoire de la Famille," 2 vols. 8vo.
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New Adam ; should wo not think that the world, now rendered

happy and become grateful for so many benefits, should repose in

the bosom of a profound peace, and that Christianity should enjoy,

uninterruptedly, the fruit of its laborious triumph ? Yes, so it would

appear ; but, in reality, it cannot be so.

The effects ofsin in regard to man are weakened, butnot destroyed,

by Redemption ; this work will only be consummated in heaven.

Until we arrive there, we shall have warfare : intellectual warfare,

there must be heresies moral warfare, it must needs be that scandals

eome;2 physical warfare, through many tribulations we must enter

into the kingdom of God.* All these things are necessary, that our

temporal life may be what God desires it to be, a trial, a meritorious

trial, but a painful trial. Man is a soldier ; he must preserve his

union with the New Adam, and advance towards perfection sword

in hand.4

Hell and the old enemy have made a thousand efforts to render this

warfare most perilous to us, and the work of Redemption unavail

ing in regard to nations and individuals. Sometimes they raised

up heresies to change the truth, and destroy the intellectual man ;

sometimes they raised up scandals to substitute concupiscence for

charity, to exchange a sensual for a supernatural life, consequently

to destroy the moral man ; sometimes the double crime of heresy

and scandal, or some other particular crimes, drew on kingdoms

a series of pestilences, wars, famines, injustices, and disorders,

which tended to destroy the physical man, by reviving the savage

sway of the strongest arm, and replunging the world into that state

of misery and abjection in which it groaned under paganism.

Thus, to ruin the work of Redemption in the intellectual, moral,

and physical man, will be the continual aim of the devil, and of the

evil principle which exists within us.

On every point of attack the New Adam places a sentinel.

Here we develop his admirable system of defence and conservation.

Happy the man who comprehends it I for him history has no

secrets, he sees the plan, the object, the importance of every event;

the more deeply he thinks, the more clearly he perceives that Jesus

Christ is the immortal King of Ages, the Alpha and the Omega,

the Centre to which all rays converge. Thanks to this luminous

knowledge, his reason is enlightened, his judgment formed, his

heart inflamed ; an admiration of Religion becomes the habitual

sentiment of his soul, and he renders an account of all things in

the world with a superiority and a justness of conception, which

in vain may be sought for among philosophers without faith. All

1 1 for. ii. 19. a Matt, xviii. 7. s Acts, riv. 22. 4 Job,Tii. 1.
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our efforts in this part of the Catechism are directed to lift a little

the veil which conceals so many wonders.

Christianity preserved; the Priest, the Saint, the Religious

Orders.—The universal and constant preserver of the work of

Redemption, namely, the Priest, will hear the same characteristics,

and fulfil the same offices, as Jesus Christ Himself, whose sub

stitute he is. Like the Word Incarnate, he must be :

I. An offerer of sacrifice, in order to apply to all generations

the merits of the sacrifice of the Cross, by perpetuating it on the

altar ; a living victim, too, he will immolate himself for the sins

of the people. By this uninterrupted expiation, he will preserve

for the world the chief fruit of Redemption, which is the union

of heaven and earth, and draw down continual graces on mankind,

preventing their crimes from ever erecting again the wall of separa

tion, raised by the revolt of the first Adam, and overthrown by the

sacrifice of the Second. Such will be the permanent characteristic

of the priest, such the office prevailing over all others, such the

principal duty imposed by the Saviour : Do this for a commemoration

of Me.1

In the order of history, as well as of dignity, the mission of

offering sacrifice precedes that of preaching the truth and judging

consciences ; what man particularly requires is expiation. Hence,

the Apostle St. Paul, commenting on the words of the Divine

Master, says, in express terms : Every high priest, taken from among

men, is ordainedfor men in the things that appertain to God, that he

may offer up gifts and sacrifices for sins' Hence follows the list of

his other duties.

II. A Teacher, in order to prevent, by the continual dissemina

tion of Christian truth, the ruin of the work of Redemption in

the human mind: You are the light of the world; go, teach all

nations.*

III. A Model, in order to prevent, by the shining example of his

virtues, or, in other words, by the practical love of supernatural

goods, concupiscence, or the irregular love of sensible things, from

ruining the work of Redemption in man's will : You are the salt oj

the earth ; let your works so shine before men, that they may glorify

your Father who is in heaven.1

IV. A Physician for all Human Miseries, in order to prevent,

by an unwearying and universal charity, the ruin of the work of

Redemption in the physical man, through a return to pagan degrada-

• Luie, xxii. 19. • Heb. v. 1.

• Matt. v. 14 ; xxviu. 19. * Matt. v. 13, 10.
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tion, and to the sufferings which were its natural consequences :

Cleanse the lepers, heal the siek, do good to all.'

Anointed ministers of God ! such is your mission. Was there

ever a nobler ? The several offices of Expiator, Intercessor, Teacher,

Model, and Physician, are always to be characterized in him, but

with more or less splendour, according to the requirements of times

and places ; or, in other words, according to the needs of the

Divine work. The Priest, then, is the preserver of Christianity ;

is it possible to conceive a juster or a more exalted idea of him,

to remind him more efficaciously of the obligation he is under of

practising all virtues, or to inspire the people more fully with that

respect and love which they owe to him ?

Now, as the evil principle which fights against Christianity

is found wherever there are men, always armed, always seeking

to undermine and destroy the Divine work, so the Priest is like

wise found everywhere, watching, night and day, as the shepherd

over his flock, or as the watchman on the ramparts of a besieged

city. So much for ordinary times.

But sometimes the danger increases. The wolves roaming about

the fold become more numerous and more fierce. The enemy

attacks the fortifications more desperately ; already his foot is on

the battlements. The isolated pastor becomes too weak to defend

his sacred trust. It is then that is heard on all sides the cry of

alarm, and that individual pastors have recourse to the Pastor of

pastors ; or that, assembling from the neighbouring quarters, they

themselves employ one united effort as the surest means of banish

ing the wolves from the sheepfold and the enemy from the fortress ;

in other words, of arresting heresies and scandals. The means here

referred to are Councils.

We relate, according as we meet them in the course of time,

the history of these august assemblies. The historical exposition

of their occasions, decisions, and results, shows not only the literal

accomplishment of the Divine promise, / am with you all days, even

to the consummation of the world," but also the absurdity of the

reproach which is sometimes made against the Church of creating

new dogmas.

Witnesses of the ancient faith, the pastors are content with

rendering testimony to the constant belief of their particular

Churches ; their only fear is, lest a single word should be added

or taken away, lest the slightest innovation should be made in

doctrine. See .what passes at Nice ; the same is followed evej

afterwards.

1 Matt. x. 8. » Ibid, xxviii. 20.
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Arias attacks the divinity of our Saviour. The Bishop of Alex

andria raises the cry of alarm ; the bishops from the four quarters

of the world are convoked: they assemble at Nice. Do they say:

" We have discovered, and now declare, for the first time, that the

Son of God is consubstantial with his Father?" No ; but they

say : " We render testimony to the faith of our Churches, and we

depose that they have always believed, and still believe, in the

divinity of the Word ; the doctrine of Arius is opposed to the ancient

doctrine, it is an innovation ; we, the"guardians of the ancient faith,

condemn both the innovation and the innovator." Thus, it is

not a new faith they establish, it is only the ancient faith they

profess.

In the same manner, when the Bishops assembled at Trent from

all parts of Christendom, and condemned the errors of Luther and

Calvin, it was not on the Holy Scriptures alone, but also on the

decisions of preceding Councils, the constant sentiment of the

Fathers, and the immemorial practices of the Church, that they

founded their decrees.

Is this an act of absolute despotism on the part of the Bishops ?

Far from it ; it is, on the contrary, an act of docility to an authority

more ancient than theirs. They received the law before imposing

it on others, and if one among them should refuse to bow to its

yoke, he would immediately incur an anathema and be deposed.

The simple Catholic, then, who submits to their decision, does

not merely yield to the personal authority of his pastors, but

submits to the entire body of the Church, and the Church herself

submits to the authority of Jesus Christ, by obeying the command

which He gave her to bear testimony to Him in Jerusalem, and

in Samaria, and even to the extremities of the earth, till the con

summation of time.1

And now the days have come when the evil principle, gathering

fresh courage, wages a fiercer war, and spreads the conflict wider.

It is then that, from the ever fruitful womb of the Church, the

Almighty brings forth a new array of defenders. We speak of

those extraordinary Saints, those men powerful in word and work,

who appear from time to time in the day of trial. They are always

endowed, in the most eminent degree, with the qualities required

by the circumstances of the time, so that their mission is evident.

Bat, as we have seen, hell can only attack man in three ways ;

in the intellectual man, by error ; in the moral man, by scandal ;

and, in the physical man, by a return to pagan abjection and slavery.

See Bergier " Diet. Ihcol.," art. Eslme.
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So on this account—how admirable !—we behold three kinds of Saints,

and only three.

I. Apologist Saints (the word apology is occasionally employed

throughout this work in its original sense of defence or justifica-

lion) ; men raised up for the defence and propagation of truth, that

is, to prevent the ruin of the work of Redemption in the intellectual

man. It has been remarked before our time, that they not only

appeared at the very places which most needed them, but at the

precise moment when truth was in the greatest danger. This funda

mental observation, which renders the continual action of Provi

dence over the Church so evident, we are careful constantly to place

before the minds of youth.

Another remark, not less interesting, is, that religion's most

illustrious apologists appeared in the first ages. These apologists

are not the Tertullians, nor tho Athenagorases, nor the Clements

of Alexandria, but the men of the people, the poor, the ignorant,

and the old; weak women, young virgins, timid children ; in a

word, the Martyrs ; these are the most illustrious witnesses of the

truth, the most eloquent apologists, by whose blood its triumph

was secured. " How, indeed," says Pascal, " can we refuse to

believe in witnesses who allowed themselves to be strangled for the

testimony which they give ?" We show that the testimony of

blood, the apology of torments, is found by religion as often as it is

required.

TL' Contemplative Saints—raised up for the defence of the

work of Redemption in the moral man, they trample under foot

honours, riches, pleasures, all the passions, and by a supreme

contempt of transitory things, recall the human heart to the love

of supernatural things.

Certainly if all the evils of the world proceed from an inordi

nate love of creatures, how useful to the repose of society and

to the happiness of nations are those persons who, by their

example, contribute more efficaciously than all philosophers with

their writings, and legislators with their laws, to destroy this guilty

love. History still shows them to us, always appearing at the very

moment when human love, being degraded by scandals and tepidity,

and become sensual, steps forward to seize its fallen sceptre.

Thus, by the side of vice, you always observe the con

trary virtue ! It is a counterpoise, an innocent victim laden

with the expiation of guilt. This is one of the most admira

ble harmonies of the moral world, and a proof of the oracle, the

Lord hath disposed all things in number, weight, and measure; a

profound saying, of which the spiritual world offers us much more

resplendent proofs than the material. We know that the physical
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creation would be instantaneously overthrown, if the law of

gravity by which it is regulated, were for a moment disturbed;

a similar fate would await society, if the hand which holds so

many opposing forces in spiritual equilibrium, were at any time

withdrawn.

III. Ihfibmabian Saints—raised up for the comfort of the poor,

sick man, that is to say, for the preservation of his life and corporal

well-being, consequently to prevent the physical man from falling

back into that state of misery, abjection, and wretchedness, from

which the Redeemer rescued him ; the lives of these saints are a long

series of devoted acts for the relief of every misfortune. The fruits

of Redemption are thus preserved in the physical man. Here,

also, history shows them to us, appearing on the earth like so

many consoling angels, at the precise moment when the feeble

and the helpless are most closely threatened with calamities and

scourges.

All these Saints have their special mission. This does not,

however, prevent them from bearing the other characteristics of those

whom Jesus Christ selects to preserve his kingdom. We merely

distinguish them by their prevailing characteristic, which we recog

nise in their works. Every age presents us with some of these

providential personages. According as we meet with any of them,

we exhibit his life for the admiration and imitation of young

Christians : can we offer them a surer guide-book from earth to

heaven ?

The Religious Obdf.es.—If the preceding part of the Divine

plan for the preservation of Christianity is admirable, there is

another part not less so. There are found, in the life of the

Church, some fearful epochs, when one would be tempted to say

the powers of hell must prevail. The winds of heaven break loose

from their chains with unprecedented violence ; a furious tempest,

bursting over the barque of Peter, threatens to engulf it and the

work of Redemption in the abyss, and thus replunge mankind into

the degradation of paganism. The warfare is likely to be long and

bloody, the engagement is general along the whole line ; never has

the world run such risks. It is in the midst of this crisis, that

God brings forth from the treasure house of his love, a new auxiliary

force for the cause of Redemption; we have named them the

Religious Orders.

Assembled under the same banner, acting as one man, appearing

on the very day when their presence became necessary, these great

bodies will last until they triumph in the warfare their mission has

confided to them. Now, as we have already remarked, there are

enly three modes in which hell can attack Christianity : intellectu-

YOL. l 5
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ally, morally, and physically. Behold a striking coincidence ! wo

have three kinds of Religious Orders, and only three.

I. Apologist or learned Orders— for the preservation, defence,

and diffusion of truth ; that is, to prevent the ruin of the work of

Redemption in the intellectual man.

II. Contemplative Orders—for the protection of the work of

Redemption in the moral man. You see them, with a noble contempt

of all earthly things, elevate human love towards supernatural

goods, act as a counterpoise to scandal, and prevent concupiscence

from resuming its ancient dominion. Pure victims, ever immo

lated though ever living ; angels of prayer, prostrate day and night

between the vestibule and the altar ; they do more for the repose of

the world and for purity of manners, than kings with their govern

ments, magistrates with their laws, and philosophers with their

maxims. A poor convent of Carmelites prevents a greater number

of disorders than the gaols punish.

III. Infirmarian Orders—consecrated to the relief of all human

miseries, we find them watching over the cradle of the new-born

infant, and by the bedside of the dying old man ; in the garret of

the beggar, and in the dungeon of the prisoner ; waiting for the

traveller on the summit of the Alps, and descending after the miner

into the depths of Potosi; in a word, posted at every point where

hell can attack the work of Redemption in the physical man.

How beautiful art thou, 0 holy religion ! considered in thy means

of preservation. Tower of David ! a thousand bucklers hang upon

thy walls. Blessed art thou, 0 priesthood ! house of God, army of

Israel, now watching on the walls of Jerusalem, now praying on

the mountain, now fighting in the plains. Blessed are ye, 0 saints

of God ! beneficent stars that the Almighty sends forth above the

horizon of a guilty world, to dissipate the murky clouds of error

and vice. And blessed, also, are ye, 0 religious orders! most

powerful auxiliaries in the work of Redemption. Wonders of the

world ! it suffices to know you, to deplore without measure the

blindness of the men who would suppress you. To pray to God

and to devote yourselves to his service, to give the world an ex

ample of detachment and of all virtues, to cultivate the desert, to

reclaim lands deemed uninhabitable, to create resources for myriads

of families, to teach the young gratuitously, to diffuse all kinds of

useful information amoDg the peasantry, to undertake and accom

plish immense scientific labours which would exceed the powers of

a single individual, to offer an asylum to the penitent, a refuge to

the unfortunate, a home to the innocent, to exercise a sweet and

generous hospitality, to guide the traveller, to help the poor and

the sick, to comfort the afflicted, to provide for the spiritual and
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temporal wants of a neglected population; these are your works!

Ah, ye senseless or wicked defamers of religious orders ! are these

the works you call useless, are these the lives you call infamous f

We say of the Religious Orders, that which we have said of

the saints ; they all bear the characteristics of the Redeemer, but

each is distinguished by some special one. This portion of the

Catechism, in which we relate their history, is one of the most

interesting in our work, and is well calculated to render plain as

noon-day the continual preserving action of Providence. It has,

moreover, for our age at least, the powerful attraction of novelty.

The Priesthood, the Saints, the Religious Orders ; such are the

three means established by the New Adam for the maintenance of

Christianity. They are all contained in one, which is the Church ;

for it is in the Church.'and by the Church, that saints are born ; it is

in the Church, and by the Church, that religious orders are formed.

To preserve the work of Redemption, even to the consummation

of the world, notwithstanding the incessant attacks of hell and the

devil, is the first duty which the Saviour owes to Himself; the

second is, to propagate it.

Christianity propagated.—All men are children of God. For

all, without distinction of country or condition, the Divine blood

has been poured out on Calvary.1 God wishes that all men should

come to the knowledge of the truth, and participate in the blessings

of which the Mediator is the source.4 If, then, the greatest mark

of love that God can show a Christian people is to preserve their

religion for them, the greatest proof of mercy that He can give to

nations, seated in the shadow of death, is to allow the light of the

Gospel to shine upon them.

Hence, the necessity of missions ; and their existence in the

world since the descent of the Holy Ghost. We give a history

of the principal ones which have taken place in the various cen

turies, from the establishment of the Church down to our own

day : the field is immense. Nothing, it appears to us, is better

calculated to elevate the mind, or move the heart, than this glorious

picture of evangelical conquests. Everything in it is particularly

interesting to the young, it speaks to their imagination, which de

lights in the wonderful, and engages their most generous affections.

On the one hand, the unknown people to whom the Missionaries

carry the good news, the profound degradation in which they are

found, the progress of the Gospel, the change of these barbarous

men into fervent Christians; on the other, the labours, heroic

devotedness, and unwearying patience of the Missionaries, the

1 2 Cor. v. 16. * Gen. xxii. 18.
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innumerable dangers to which they are exposed, the incredible

privations to which they condemn themselves ; all contribute to re

animate our fervour, and to make us bless our good God, who,

having drawn us also, in the persons of our forefathers, from the

night of paganism, has caused us to be born in the midst of the

admirable light of the Gospel.

Let us add, that the periods and the suecesses of the different

missions, give us a new proof of the unfailing Providence which

watches over the Church. When the sacred torch is extinguished

by a guilty people in one place, we immediately see it lighted

among a new people in another. We are not aware of any occur

rence in history more regular or more instructive.

And, then, all these wonders of former days are renewed again

in our own day ! Considering these savages, who become Christians

under the action of the Gospel ; these barbarians, who are trans

formed into civilized men ; these martyrs, who joyfully shed their

blood for the faith; all these miracles, which adorn the history of the

early Church, and which modern impiety has dared to call in ques

tion ; are not all these calculated to confound that impiety and to

reanimate our faith, when we see similar occurrences taking place

in our own day, and at the hands of Catholic Missionaries alone?

It is thus, that, faithful to the advice of St. Augustine, we form

a series of brilliant rings, the long chain of Christian ages, and

trace the history of Religion from the beginning of the world

down to our own time, until our narrative ceases at the Mission to

Corea,

FOURTH YEAR.

Christianity rendered visible; Exterior Worship; the Sunday;

Division of the Year ; Feasts.—It is not enough to present Religion

to the mind and the heart of man. To gain his whole being, it must

also be presented to his senses ; hence God has written it in sensible

signs. That which the visible is to the invisible world, Exterior

Worship is to the dogmas and the precepts of Christianity; it

is a mirror, in which we see with our eyes and touch with our

finger the truths of the supernatural order, just as we behold the

truths or the laws of the natural order in the physical world.

By Exterior Worship is conveyed a knowledge of the teachings

of faith and the rules of morality ; the fall of man. his redemption,

hopes, duties, dignity. What more shall we say f Exterior Wor

ship is to Religion that which the word is to the thought ; a true

expression, now pleasant, now joyful, now terrible, now sad, accord
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ing to the nature of the truths which it communicates. In a word,

the Exterior Worship of Catholicity is Christianity presented to the

senses.

Sunday.—After having gone back to the days of old, and shown

tile venerable origin of Catholic Worship, its necessity, and its har

mony with all our wants ; after having described in detail the sacred

places where our holy ceremonies were anciently carried out, and

proved that there is not a single part of our churches which is not

rich with the most pleasing memories, we explain the office of the

solemn day, which is so well named the Lord's Day. The holy

Sacrifice of the Altar, the Divine Office, the Benediction, all pass in

review. Hereby we show how worthy the Catholic Worship is of

the true Religion ; that is, how reasonable, noble, and holy it is,

and how proper to captivate and purify the senses, elevating them

to the contemplation of eternal things: above all, we endeavour to

show how instructive and how deserving it is of our veneration.

Suppose that a navigator, deserving of credit, should announce

to the learned of Europe, on his return from a foreign voyage, in

which he had visited some previously unknown islands, that he had

met with a people who, during tho last eighteen hundred years, pre

served unchanged their language, faith, manners, laws, customs, rites,

even the form of their dwellings and garments; that all these things

are remarkable for splendour, or wisdom, or genius, and are rooted

in the most venerable traditions, the greater number of which go baek

to the very origin of time, and are connected with the most extraor

dinary events in the annals of the human race, so that, to know this

people, to enter into their temples, to witness their religious cere

monies, to understand the motives of their actions, is to be trans

ported, as it were, by enchantment, eighteen centuries back and

more, and to become acquainted with the most wonderful mysteries

of man, and to behold some of the most eventful scenes of remote

antiquity.

Now the unaccountable ardour which is manifested at the present

day to explore tho ruins of the past, is an assurance of what would

happen ; archaeologists, philologists, tourists, amateurs, would hasten

to our ports and set sail for the land of this monumental people.

Most probably governments themselves would send out scientific

expeditions, commissioned to gather tho most reliable traditions, to

study the most interesting inscriptions, and to explore ruins more

venerable than those of Thebes or of Ninive.

Well, such a people' exists ; it is the Christian people, it is the

Catholic Church. Youthful lovers of antiquity I too long have you

remained in admiration at the threshold of our cathedrals ; enter

the sanctuary. There you will discover tho mysterious thought,
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whose marvellous expression delights you, and your admiration

will increase, for you w ill find the spirit of that monument whose

dead letter only you at present understand. Be Christians in the

practical sense of the word, and from simple spectators, as you were,

you will be changed into poets of art ; for, do not forget, in the arts.

—that thing is'dead to this life, which flourishes notfor the other.

When, on a Sunday, you behold the priest at the altar, making

his accustomed gestures with a mathematical precision, repeating

the self-same prayers which have been so long in use, far from your

minds be an ignorant criticism, far from your lips be the language

of impiety ; recollect your thoughts, penetrate the mystery, and say

to yourselves :

" Behold the antiquity of the Faith ! Behold the perpetuity of

Christianity ! While everything else changes, while everything

around it falls, Religion alone remains ever the same. That which

the priest now does at the altar is done this day in every quarter

of the globe by thousands of other priests ; that which they all do,

has been done in like manner for the past hundred years, for the

past ten hundred years, for the past eighteen hundred years. The

Basilicas of Constantinople and the Catacombs of Rome were wit

nesses of the same sight. In the priest I behold Chrysostom at,

Constantinople, Augustine at Hippo, Ambrose at Milan, and Clement

at Rome. He extends his arms to pray, I behold the Christian of

the early days; he places his hands over the sacred offering, I

behold Aaron taking possession of the victim ; he unfolds a linen

cloth on which rests the adorable Host, I behold the winding-sheet

of Calvary in which the great Victim of the human race was laid.

All antiquity is unrolled before my eyes. Eighteen centuries dis

appear, and I hear the voice of the Son of the Eternal : Onejot or

one tittle shall not pass of the law,' and I behold with my eyes the

accomplishment of his declaration : Heaven and earth shall pass

away, but my word shall not pass away."»

Not only do the august ceremonies of the Holy Sacrifice exhibit

before our eyes the venerable antiquity of the Church, but the most

ordinary customs of our holy assemblies proclaim it also in the simp

lest and sweetest language. For instance :

"The practices of the primitive Sunday are still observed among

us. At our High Masses, we have the bread broken among

the faithful, the reading of holy books, the gifts made to the poor

and to captives ; what St. Justin acknowledged to Marcus Aurelius,

we still do after sixteen hundred years.

"In memory of the bread distributed among the faithful, behold

1 Matt. v. 18. 2 Mark, xiii. 31.
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the blessed bread which two choristers carry on a little carriage,

adorned with white hangings and surrounded with lighted tapers.

" In memory of the voluntary gifts of the early Christians, made

for the relief of the poor and the redemption of captives, the priest

and his assistants now make the collection ! These ask for the sick

and for poor orphans ; those for prisoners. This little girl, with the

red velvet purse, petitions you for means to purchase bouquets of

white flowers for the altar of Mary. This old roan, with his black

belt sprinkled over with silver tear-drops, is a member of the * Con

fraternity of a Good Death,' he asks you for alms to procure coffins

for the poor.

" In memory of the Acts of the Apostles and the Books of the

Prophets, which the Lectors read formerly in the assemblies of

the ! faithful, the sub-deacon and the deacon now read similar

lessons. Listen again ; the pastor in the pulpit reads the Gospel

of the day; and, in accordance with the recommendation of the

Apostle, prays for pontiffs and kings, rich and poor, the sick and

the helpless, travellers and exiles.1

" Religion has arranged these things so ; it leaves no sorrow

without consolation, no misery without relief, no want without

assistance, and every Sunday it presents us with a specimen of each

of its good works as a choice bouquet.

" If haughty minds despise a High Mass, it is because they

know not that it recalls the memory of ancient manners and holy

customs. What a wonderful thing that in all Christendom, there

is not a village or hamlet which does not, every eight days, present,

even to the most erudite, innumerable reminiscences of antiquity,

memories of the Caesars and of the amphitheatre, the Catacombs and

the Martyrs."*

This explains and justifies, the astonishing expression of the

most loving, and perhaps the most inspired soul of the sixteenth

century : "I would give my head," says St. Teresa, " for the least

ceremony of the Church."

Division of Time.—Having explained in detail the Sunday, as

well as the affecting, instructive, and yet ill understood ceremo

nies of the Divine Office and the adorable Sacrifice, having noticed

also the profound wisdom of the Church in the constant use of the

Latin tongue, since an immortal doctrine requires an unchanging

language, we pass on to the days of the week, to the months, and to

the ecclesiastical year. First comes the Christian definition of Time.

Time is a period of trial, imposed on all free creatures before arriv

ing at their end. Since the fall, time is the delay granted by the

1 These remarks refer to ceremonies in use in many churches in Franco,

' " Tableau Poc"tique des Fetcs Chr^tiennes," par Viscointo Walsh.
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Divine justice to guilty man, that he might recover himself. In

this-simple definition, what an abundant source of salutary thoughts

and sentiments ! To the definition of Time succeeds the division

of the year adopted by the Church, a division eminently philoso

phical, its three parts correspond to three parts of the Catechism,

as these in turn correspond to the state of Religion before, during,

and after the preaching of Jesus Christ.

The first part of the year, which comprises Advent until the

Nativity of the Messias, traces for us again the four thousand years

of preparation, with the hopes and sighs of the ancient world, such

as we have explained them in the first part of our lessons.

The second, which extends from Christmas to the Ascension,

comprises the whole mortal life of the Redeemer, and corresponds

with our second year.

The third, in fine, which commences at Pentecost and terminates

at All-Saints, recalls the life of the Church, as developed in our

third year.1 Thus, the life of the Church, the succession of Feasts,

the divisions of the year, which picture to us the whole history of

the human race and of Christianity, end in the Feast of Heaven.

Thus, everything conducts us thither ; heaven is the end of all.

Feasts.—After the example of the great writers on sacred science,

we show our Christian Feasts to be an apprenticeship for Heaven ;

a feeble yet comprehensive and constantly recurring image of the

eternal Feast: Blessed art thou, 0 holy Religion ! whose tender

goodness has moved thee to scatter some flowers and plant some

shady trees along the sorrowful road which man must tread before

arriving at his happy country.

The very name of Feast is to him a lesson of sublime philosophy.

This name, which contrasts so strangely with the tears, toils, and

turmoils of life, recalls to man his whole destiny, past, present and

future ; leads him to the fear of God, to encouragement, to resigna

tion; reminding him of his redemption, and the pure eternal joys

which await him. Feasts do still more ; they detach man little by

little from a sensual life, while they afford him solace in his pains,

and prepare him for a future state of bliss.

Oh, how much love and wisdom on the part of the Church, or

rather of our Heavenly Father, in the institution of Feasts ! How

much cruelty and madness on the part of those who would abolish

them, or degrade them by their misconduct! What evils on

1 There is no omission here. Formerly Advent occupied six weeks, begin

ning on St. Martin's day, immediately after the octave of All-Saints. The

Church of Milan, adhering to its ancient practice, still observes the six weeks

of the primitive Advent. The same course is followed in the Bast, among the

united Greeks.—" Aunal do la Prop, de la Foi," n. 47, p. 537.
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humanity ! Poor labourers and artisans, ye who earn your bread

in the sweat of your brow, sorrowful children of Eve, for you the

festival days were chiefly established ! It was not only the interests

of your souls, but those of your bodies, that the Church, your

mother, had in view in the institution of these solemnities.

Society itself is not less interested in their faithful observance.

It is a truth, that a cessation of labour on certain days affects even

the foundation of kingdoms, and that a violation of days of repose

compromises the material well-being of society—a truth unhappily

disregarded at the present day more than at any former period. We

cannot too often repeat, that Religion, -which at first sight seems to

have no other object than the happiness of the next life, secures also

the happiness of the present.

Although our principal aim is to make known the Catholic

Feasts from an historical, dogmatical, moral, and liturgical point

of view, still we are careful not to pass over in silence their admir

able harmony with the seasons of the year, as well as with the

wants of the human heart.

Each of our great solemnities is celebrated in the season most

proper to develop the sentiments which it is calculated to inspire.

In this manner, nature joins with Religion to promote the good of

man, and by so doing, contributes through him to the glory of God,

who is the Beginning and the End of all things. One example,

amongst others, will suffice to illustrate a truth which is not suffi

ciently appreciated.

Suppose that Christmas, instead of being celebrated in winter,

were celebrated in the beautiful days of summer, would you not

feel your tender compassion for the new born Babe of Bethlehem

diminished ?' How difficult to excite in our hearts, when sinking

under the burden of an oppressive sultriness, those lively sentiments

of pity which we should entertain for an infant benumbed with cold !

But place Christmas on the 25th of December, and immediately

you will feel, almost in spite of yourself, a tender sympathy for the

Divine Infant, who is born at midnight, during the dreary winter

season, in a damp cavern, exposed on all sides to the piercing blasts

of the cold north wind. We need not be surprised; the one

supposition produces discord between the event and the season ; the

other, harmony.

Descending still more into these mysterious harmonies, we show

that, during the course of the year, there is not a truth which the

* Tbo harmony here alluded to ia more apparent in our hemisphere ; and in

this hemisphere it is that Borne, tho mother, the mistress, and model of all

the Churches, is found. This is as it should be.
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Churcn does not preach, not a virtue which she leaves unproposed

tor our imitation, not a fibre of our souls which is not stirred by

fhis admirable variety of her Feasts ; so that we are moved to say of

every solemnity, that which has been said of every Christian

maxim : If it did not exist, it ought to be invented.

The foregoing is the manner in which we teach the letter of

Religion.

Spirit of Religion.—As to the spirit, we also follow the great

Master who has served us as our guide. The whole of our

lessons, the magnificent exposition of Christianity, has no other

end than to place in clear relief this greatest of truths : God lovks

man,' having had but one design from the beginning of the world,

that of making man happy, and bending to this kind and merciful

thought both heaven and earth, peoples and kingdoms, the ancient

world and the modern.

How, henceforward, can any one have a heart capable ot loving,

or a mind capable of linking two ideas ; in a word, how can any one

be a man, and deny this consequence : It is a duty, but a duty

as sweet as it is sacred, to love so good a God, and, for the love of

Him, to love our neiglibour, who is his image and our brother f

Thus, the love of God above all things, and, for the love of God,

the love of our neighbour as ourselves ; such is the summary, the

conclusion, the moral end of each of our lessons, the grand senti

ment which predominates throughout the Catechism. Even though

we had wished it, could we arrive at any other conclusion ? Is not

the Redemption of the world the centre to which all rays converge ?

Does not each of our instructions explain some one of the means

adopted by God to prepare the way for it, to realise it, to maintain

it, or to extend it ? Now is not the Redemption the great mystery

of the charity of God towards man ?" How, then, can we terminate

each of our lessons but by an act of gratitude and love?

Should anyone reproach us for this constant repetition, we

would find our justification in the conduct of the beloved disciple,

and indeed in the very natures of God and man. Worn out with

age, the apostle of love used to be carried to the church, and all

his instructions consisted of these few words, which he continually

repeated : My little children, love one anotlier. His disciples, asto

nished to hear him always repeat the same thing, asked him the

reason ; he returned them an answer, worthy of him who had the

ineffable privilege of resting on the bosom of our Divine Master :

Because, if you do this, it is enough.

In the very natures of God and man, we find a justification for

1 Aug. « Do Caleb. Bud." i 1 Tim. iii. 16.
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that saying of St Augustine, which serves us as a compass on our

course : Explain everything by love. One law, that of attraction or

gravity, which may be called the mutual lave of bodies, regulates the

physical world. One law, that of charity, regulates the moral

world. In their essence, these two laws are but one. Whence

proceeds this inexhaustible fecundity, this marvellous power?

God is Charity, and God has made man to his image. If God is

Charity, man is love. To love is life, not to love is death.' Hence

forward it will be understood why God has given to man but one

law, the law of Charity.2 It will also be understood why we con

tinually lead back the minds and hearts of young Christians to

this fundamental point. Happy shall we be if, by frequent repe

tition, we succeed in inspiring some of them to be ever faithful

to this law of Charity, which is the only end of the Catechism ; the

summary of the Law, the Prophets, and the Gospel ; the proper

object of man's life in time and eternity, and the end of all the

works of God !

Religion in Eternity.—The great law of Charity leads us to

speak of Religion beyond the tomb, and assists us to comprehend

what it shall be. Thus, having journeyed down the six thousand

years which separate us from the origin of man, having followed

the majestic river of religion, which, descending from its source in

heaven, spreads fertility and life throughout the world, and beheld

in imagination its progress to the end of time, we arrive at the

threshold of eternity. Time is no more ; everything connected

with it has ended.

"Will it be so with Religion ? No ; Religion shall still subsist

when time shall be no more. On the one hand, the relations of which it

is the expression are as immutable as the nature of God and that of

man, on which they are founded ; a sacred bond shall exist between

God and man, as long as it will be true that God is the Creator and

Father of man, and man the creature and child of God. Now this

will be true for ever and ever. On the other hand, the work of

Religion cannot be completed within the limits of time. What

does this Religion of Charity desire; what does the Catholic Church,

the only depository of this Religion, desire in civilizing nations,

instructing kings and subjects, forming them to virtue, and consol

ing them in all their affections ? It desires to repair little by little,

in regard to all the generations that appear on earth, the sad con

sequences of original and actual sin. It desires to restore, as far as

human corruption permits it, the great law of Charity, whoso

sovereign dominion formed the happiness of the early days of inno-

1 Juhi>, iii. 14.
a Wall, xxii, S7.
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cence, and whoso transgression has inundated tHe world with a deluge

of crimes and tears. It desires to prepare the human race for a

complete deliverance.

This deliverance, of which we draw a picture in the four

volumes of the Catechism, is only begun on «arth ; its perfection

is reserved for eternity, to which, as we have said, Religion con

ducts us. "When lime ends, then the religious, social, and domestic

hierarchies ; the distinctions of nations and families ; laws, threats

and promises ; the regulations of penance, festivals, and sacraments;

in a word, the whole system of the universe, which has been

organized only to establish and develop Charity during our period

of trial, must vanish before the aurora of eternity. The noblest

virtues, even faith and hope, will remain at the threshold of the im

mortal abode ; Charity alone shall enter.

The reason for this glorious privilege is, that Charity is every

thing ; it is the very soul and essence of virtues. The principal virtues

have in it their merit, the secondary their cause. On God's side,

love is everything, since to create, to preserve, to redeem, and to

glorify, is to love ; in like manner, on man's side, to correspond by

love to the love of God, is the whole man. Indeed, all true virtues

are but the varied manifestations of Charity.

. Let us hear the admirable St Augustine defining all virtues by

means of love. " If virtue,'' he says, " conducts us to a blessed

life, I affirm that virtue is nothing else than the love of God. I

hesitate not to define faith, a love which believes ; hope, a love

which expects ; prudence, a love which discerns ; justice, a love

which renders to everyone his due ; humility, a love which annihi

lates itself ; obedience, a love which submits itself ; courage, a love

which wages war ; and so of the rest." '

Hence it happens that the blessed city above contains only three

descriptions of inhabitants—God, angels, and men ; the first is

Charity by essence, the others are Charity by grace. Thus are

verified both the scriptural expressions : God is charity, and he has

made man to his own image, and the mysterious call which God and

humanity have been continually addressing to each other since the

beginning of the world : The Spirit and the bride say, ' Come.' This

call is the termination of all things,2 as it is the termination of the

last of the inspired books. "When, for the last time, the bride

says, I come, all shall end.

At this solemn moment will be revealed, in all the splendour of

their glory, to assembled angels and men, both the sublime unity

1 "Do Morib. Eocl. Cathol.," cxv. No. 25 et passim.

3 Apue, last chapter.
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of the Divine Plan, and the no less sublime excellence of Charity,

like an edifice disencumbered from its scaffolding. Charity, dis

engaged from all that which was done for it, but which was not

itself, will appear as the only law of the world, the soul of virtues,

the centre of events ; as an august queen to whom ages and empires

have been tributary, and who, the only survivor of the ruins of

time, will enter triumphant into the glorious city of God, there to

develop, without rival or hindrance, her beneficent reign, com

menced at the origin of the world, and continued with so much

labour throughout the course of ages.

Belying on the authority of the Faith and the teaching of the

Fathers, we venture to utter a few words on this blessed eternity,

the last benefit of Religion, the ineffable reward of our short suffer

ings and light labours, the brilliant crown of the work of Redemp

tion, the beautiful solution of all the problems of life, the eternal

repose of order, restored by grace and consummated by glory. Of a

truth, in heaven all things shall be perfect.

For God, Heaven is the accomplishment of all his designs ; it

is the full and perfect enjoyment of his works, the complete mani

festation of his glory, the sweet reign of a beloved Father in the

midst of his devoted children; it is the immense, eternal over

flowing of his love upon them, and the similarly eternal overflowing

of their love towards Him ; in a word, it is all in all, the fulfilment

of the desire expressed by the Son of the Eternal, when instructing

the human race : Father, thy kingdom come, thy will be done on

earth as it is in heaven.

For creatures in general, it is the fulfilment of the desire ex

pressed in their name by the great Apostle : All creatures groan

and travail in pain, expecting their deliverance from corruption and

their participation in the glory of the elect.'

For man in particular, it is the fulfilment of all his legitimate

desires in regard to body and soul ; it is the accomplishment of the

wish expressed in the name of the whole human race by the royal

prophet : / shall be satisfied when thy glory shall appear.'

Yes, what light is to the man almost blind, who would fain

behold it in all its splendour, Heaven is to man ; what health is

to the sick man, who endures a thousand pains, Heaven is to

man; what peace is to the miserable, who pass their days and

nights in grief, Heaven is to man ; what the recovery of a lost

sceptre is to a dethroned king, Heaven is to man ; what a limpid

stream is to the traveller dying of thirst, Heaven is to man ;

what a return to his native country and tho bosom of a beloved

' Heb. viii. 19. i Ps. XTi. 15.
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family is to the exile, Heaven is to man ; finally, tnat which a

full and secure enjoyment of all good things—repose, immortality,

happiness, and glory, is to a man eaten up with desires, broken

with labours and sorrows, and condemned to tears, infirmities,

death, and torments, Heaven is to the human race.

Such is the picture, however imperfect, that we trace of the

complete restoration of our nature and of all things, in order to

excite in the souls of young Christians an efficacious desire of one

day participating therein, and to remind all, in the language of the

great Apostle, that the pains of this life, the sacrifices which Religion

imposes on us, are not worthy to be compared with the glory andfelicity

which await us in heaven.'

ADVANTAGES OF THE METHOD HERE ADOPTED.

1. The exposition of Religion in its letter, in its spirit, in its

history, in its dogmas, in its morality, in its worship, in its relations

with man and society, in its means and end in time and eternity ;

such, as we have seen, is the object of this Catechism.

We may speak of the superiority of the Catechism without any

danger of vanity. The fundamental idea does not come from us.

We have already said, that it comes from St. Augustine. Even the

form frequently belongs to other Fathers of the Church. Far from

attributing to ourselves that which belongs to another, we make it

our glory, in so sacred a subject, to have said nothing of ourselves.

If, now, we consider the plan of this Catechism in itself, we

shall find that it is the most complete of all those that have appeared

till t/ie present day.

The greater numebr of Catechisms, even those most developed,

say little of the Old Testament, and nothing of the History of the

Church. With a few exceptions, all are silent on the work of the

six days. A great many omit the Feasts of the Church. There

is not ono which subordinates to Christianity all the events of the

world, whether before or after Jesus Christ, and which renders

an account of everything by means of Christian data. There is not

one, it seems to us, which endeavours to show Religion in its rela

tion to the wants of man and [society : on essential task, which

we have endeavoured to fulfil, less by reasonings than by facts, so

as to defy the most active imagination to discover in the intellectual,

moral, or physical man, a single real misery which Religion does

not solace, a single rational desire which she does not indulge, a

1 Rom. viii. 18.
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single legitimate sentiment which she does not satisfy. Hence, the

concluding truth follows ; that Catholicity contains, and it alono

contains, the means necessary for fallen man to recover himself

Out of it, everything is indefinite, incoherent, incomplete, ineffica

cious, illusory. This teaching of Religion, iu accordance with the

counsel of St. Augustine, is then the best, we even venture to say

the only, means of making Christianity known in its magnificent

entirety

2. This complete exposition of Religion dispenses with the labo

rious and often useless assistance of argumentation.'

As the best means of proving the power of motion is to walk,

so the best syllogism in favour of Christianity is to show it as it is.

To what man in his senses did it ever occur to prove that the

Pyrenees and Pyramids are not mere shadows ? These imposing

masses have remained immovable for thousands of years ; behold

the proof of their solidity I In like manner, we do not say : We are

not about to prove that Christianity is divine, social, beneficent, its

dogmas sublime, its morality pure and amiable, its worship magni

ficent and tender. "We content ourselves with saying : Behold

Christianity !

When, from the summit of a solitary mountain, in the perfect

calm of a beautiful summer night, one beholds the queen of the

firmament advancing majestically along her path to take possession

of her throne in the midst of innumerable twinkling stars, dur* one

inquire for syllogisms to make him believe in the magnificent nf

the heavens, or does he not rather exclaim in a transport of admi

ration : The heavens show forth the glory of God, and thefirmament

declareth the work of his hands'

In like manner, when one scans with the mind's eye the vast

horizon of ages, and beholds the magnificent edifice of Christianity,

starting with the origin of the world, developing gradually its

immense proportions, withstanding the tempests of six thousand

years, surviving the ruin of all human institutions, and resisting

the passions of the vulgar, the persecutions of the great, and the

rage of hell, how shall he fail to exclaim : The finger of God is

here t3

"When one sees all the parts of this grand masterpiece so per-

1 The reader will do us sufficient justice to believe that wo do not condemn

discussion in the teaching of Religion, but we are convinced that the exposition

recommended by St Augustine is preferable, and much better suited to the

object of this work. Such is also the opinion of Tertullian, St. Cyprian, and

St. Frances de Sales. See the " Spirit " of the last-mentioned, § xvi. p. III.

c.i., p. 169.
2 Ps. xriii. 1. i Exod. viii, 19,
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fectly united to one another, that each and all are indispensable to

the general harmony; when one considers this Religion, ever young

notwithstanding its great age, ever in advance of reason and pro

gress notwithstanding its miraculous immovability ; when one

reflects on this wondrous fact, ever ancient and ever new, which,

explains everything, and without which nothing can be explained;

in a word, when one contemplates Christianity in its magnificent

entirety, must he not exclaim : 0 noblest work of the Almighty 1 O

mystery which reason cannot fathom ! Will he any longer seek to

have its divinity proved by the contemptible aid of syllogisms?

He indeed would be deserving of pity, ',who, at the sight of the

heavens, would not acknowledge the existence of God ; much more

deserving of pity should he be, who, at the sight of Christianity,

in the magnificence of its history and the splendour of its benefits

to the human race, would not fall on his knees, and, in a transport

of love and admiration, adore its Divine Author.

Let us add, with one of the Fathers of the Church, that Religion

is an illustrious princess, a daughter of heaven, all radiant with

immortal gems, and that it does not become her to enter the lists

with error, the ignoble offspring of hell or human frailty; it is

enough for her to appear in all the splendour of her majesty ; her

presence is victory. Let us add from another Father : Bear in mind,

that to discuss the truth of a religion, which we see confirmed by the

blood of many witnesses, is a dangerous experiment. Yes, it is very

dangerous ; after the oracles of the prophets, the testimony of the

apostles, and the torments of the martyrs, to call in question the

faith of ages, as if it were born but yesterday.'

Moreover, the complete exposition of Religion contains in itself

all the most conclusive reasonings in favour of Christianity, since it

establishes, in an incontestable manner, the truth of these three

propositions, which are the abridgment of all religious demonstra

tions : 1 . Either there is a true Religion, or men have been fools

for six thousand years; 2. Either the true religion is found in

Christianity, or nowhere ; 3. Either Christianity is found in the

Catholic Church, or nowhere.

If this broad method dispenses with all particular proofs, it

also renders all objections vain and ridiculous ; and this is an

inestimable advantage !

1 Noverimus quia non sine inagno discriinine de Eeligionis veritate dispu-

tamus, quam tnutorum Ennguinn confirmatam videmus. Magni periculi rag

si post prophetarum oracula, post apostoloruin testiiuonin, post martyrum

vulnera, veteran Cdem quasi novellain discutere prasumas.—" Sorm des SS.

Martyrs."
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Spread out on a table, before the eyes of an ignorant man, all

the little wheels that form the interior of a clock ; on every one of

them he will be able to raise a multitude of difficult questions. He

'will imagine that he sees a thousand defects in regard to size and

harmony ; perhaps he will even deny the possibility of setting such

mechanism in motion. Now as long as the pieces remain scattered

about, it will be folly to expect him to understand their relations.

Would you think of convincing him by argument? Alas! you

would only run the risk of defeating yourself on every point, or at

least of wearying yourself in vain efforts, while you would probably

entangle more and more the ideas of your opponent, and confirm

him in Ins erroneous views.

But let the clockmaker, without saying a word, take up the

different pieces, arrange each one in its place, and strike the pendu

lum ; what becomes of doubts and objections ? In like manner,

when Christianity has been exhibited in all its magnificent harmo

nies, what becomes of the how and the why of unbelief?

3. This teaching is the best remedy for the great evils of our period;

carelessness, ignorance, rationalism.

Carelessness or indifference is the daughter of doubt, and doubt

is the daughter of false reasoning. The father of this fatal reason

ing was the new paganism of the Renaissance ; its powerful inter

preter, the monk of Wirtemberg ; its most ardent missionaries, the

school of Voltaire ; its victim, our age ; its effects, the evils which

we endure, to say nothing of those which await us.

Attacked on all sides, and still remaining on all sides the

master of the field, Christianity has been receiving for several

years past the intellectual homage of a large number of the van

quished. The heart only remains indifferent ; it refuses to submit,

because it fears the noble Conqueror, and it fears Him because it

does not know Him. And hence we describe Him such as He is,

the Friend of hearts, the King of love. On his part, we say to

rebellious hearts : Many sins will be forgiven you, if you love much.

And to weary and broken hearts, the victims of a cruel deception—

alas ! their number is too great—we announce his invitation : Come

to me all ye who groan under the burden of anguish, and I will refresh

you ; living under my law, you will find joy and repose.

As for ignorance, it does not at first sight appear credible that

our age, we speak of the enlightened portion, the portion who mani

fest a desire to believe, hope, and love, should be a much greater

stranger than the preceding one, to the knowledge of Christian

Doctrine. Yet a little consideration will show that such a result

is but natural. The eighteenth century, though it became a liber

tine when an adult, had nevertheless received at the parental hearth

vol. i. C
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a religious education. Not so with the nineteenth century ; the days

of its childhood rolled away without an allusion to Religion. The

Republic, which cradled it amongst us, only whispered in its ears

the names of Greece and Rome. In the lyceums and the bivouacs of

the First Empire, it learned to adore nothing but glory.

At a later date, no doubt, Religion was called into our colleges,

but in reality far from her sanctuary, on an abandoned altar, what

could she do but pray, and, like Ilachel, shed unceasing tears over

the lot of her children, whom vice and impiety too often tore from

her maternal tenderness and devoured before her eyes ? The people

of our age then ignore Religion, though they understand the need

there is for it, and though they feel favourably inclined towards it.

This latter tendency arises from that conservative instinct which

grows more earnest in the hearts of nations as well as of individuals

in proportion as their dangers become greater. But still this

noble sentiment can go astray, especially if there is no one found

to present before its eyes the glorious lamp of true doctrine, shining

in all its purity. Now, to remedy these two great evils of careless

ness and ignorance, is there a better means than a clear and complete

exposition of tlie Faith f

Another misfortune, which we also owe to the audacious reason

ings of the last century, and to some aditional causes which it would

take too long to enumerate, is the antichristian tendency which

predominates in a certain class of society. Hence has proceeded,

along with the bold and repeated denial of the divinity of the Son

of God, the opinion, unfortunately so widely spread, that Religion

is only a tolerated thing in the world, and Jesus Christ a kind of

dethroned monarch, who does not deserve either to be consulted or

obeyed. Our age, which has not time to doubt, accepts these gross

falsehoods as oracles, and makes them the rule of its conduct.

Hence, the innumerable chastisements and bloody revolutions with

which the earth is desolated. Now, from our teaching, it follows :

I. That the divinity of our Saviour is the starting point of

every reasonable mind, and the foundation-stone of all true philo

sophy.

II. That, far from being merely an accessory thing in the world,

Christianity, on the contrary, is the soul of everything, the pivot

around which the whole government of the universe revolves. It

is like the sun in the centre of the planetary system. It carries in

its arms both rulers and races, and that endless variety of causes,

immediate and remote, which contribute to the formation or the

dissolution of kingdoms, and to the promotion or the decline of art,

science, literature, peace, war; in a word, men, with their virtues
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and passions ; so that, in fact, Christianity is the limit of every

thing.

III. That, far from being a dethroned monarch, who deserves

no regard, or esteem, or obedience, Jesus Christ is the immortal

King of Ages ; that to-day, as heretofore, as ever, it is He who

raises up empires and abases them, who glorifies and preserves

them, if they are docile to his laws, or breaks them as vessels of

clay if they presume to say with the Jews : lf« will not have the*

reign over us.1

Indeed, the attentive reader of this Catechism will find the

whole history of the world divided into two great epochs. First,

the period before the Messias; those long four thousand years,

including the great week of the creation, may be summed up in a

few lines : Allfor Jesus Christ (that is, for the establishment of his

kingdom). Jesus Christ for Man, Man for God. Before his eyes

pass all events both particular and foreign to the Jewish nation,

rolling on to Jesus Christ, as rivers roll on to the ocean. Secondly,

the period after the Messias; the eighteen centuries flown by since

the birth of the Babe of Bethlehem may be summed up in similar

terms : All for Jesus Christ (that is, for the preservation and exten

sion of his kingdom) ; Jesus Christ for Man, Man for God.' So

that the whole creation, descended from God, ascends continually

again to Him through Jesus Christ, unless it is degraded.

"Were you to suppose that the portion of creation which is de

graded, that is to say, which revolts against Jesus Christ, is with

drawn from his dominion and ceases to contribute to his glory, you

would deceive yourself. God, the Creator of all things, says to

every king, to every nation, to every new-born infant : " Thou art

placed in the world to know, love, and serve Jesus Christ, my Son,

the King of kings, the Lord of lords, to whom I have given all

nations for an inheritance ; behold thy law ! Honour and glory

for thee, if thou observe it ; shame and misfortune for thee, if thou

violate it. But whatever thou be, whether an observer or a violator

of this immutable law, thou wilt contribute no less to the glory of

my Son, thou wilt continue as much under the authority of his

hand."

The book of history lying before us, we show this law accom

plished with the utmost accuracy. From the Jewish people down

to the French empire we see, at any given point, the nations happy

as long as they recognise Jesus Christ for their king, and miserable

from the moment in which they revolt against Him.

1 Luke, six. 14.

* Qui propter hob homines et propter nostram sulutem, etc.
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The closing period of our panorama is the time of that powerful

man, who lately made the world tremble at the very sound of his

name. Galled by God to restore a little life to the agonizing French

people, this wonderful man collected in his iron hand the scattered

elements of the ancient monarchy, rebuilt the sanctuary, triumphed

over his enemies, and grew greater and greater, so long as he showed

himself the servant of the Great Master, who had brought him to

the front rank. But, scarcely had he struck against the Rock, when

his star declined, his power diminished, and his laurels were torn

into fragments by the most dreadful disasters. Divested of every

thing, and reduced to the condition of a prisoner, he went to expiate

in the midst of the ocean, the crime of his rebellion against the

Lamb ; and, from the summit of the lonely rock where he expired,

there might be heard a warning voice to kings and nations : " Let

my example serve you as a lesson ; there is no one strong against

God ; be the pliable instruments of the Lord and his Christ, or, like

me, you will be levelled with the dust."

Thus is shown, in all ages, the royal power of Jesus Christ;

thus empires and emperors, whether they wish it or not, must be

the tributaries of his crown. If they are docile to his laws,

He preserves and glorifies them, and their happiness consolidates

his dominion by teaching others to love him ; if they dare to revolt

against him, He crushes them to atoms, and the echoes of their

destruction consolidate his dominion by teaching others to fear

Him.

Such is the philosophy which springs forth with splendour from

the complete teaching of Religion. Admirable philosophy! because

it is true; and true, because it is Christian. Philosophy, most

proper to heal the maladies of our period ! for now, more than ever

before, it can confirm its lessons by examples. Philosophy truly

divine ! which fully satisfies the religious soul by showing it the

supreme Lord of the world, seated on his immovable throne, holding

in his hand the reins of empires, and making kings and peoples,

nay, the very passions of men, subservient to the accomplishment

of one only design—the redemption of the human race through

Jesus Christ.

There is enough—do you not think so—in this simple know-

ledge to overthrow from their bases all the theories, so unworthy

of being called philosophical, with which our era is inundated, and

of which we are the unfortunate victims. There is enough, too,

it appears to us, to extend immeasurably the horizon of our intelli

gence, and to elevate genius to the loftiest regions of truth.

Another evil under which our century labours, and which arises

from its deplorable ignorance, is the mania of reforming Religion,
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of arranging Religion according to the variable opinions of the

moment, according to the laws of "give and take," in a word, of

adapting Christianity to the views of everyone. What remedy is

there for this evil? The best, without a doubt, is a complete

exposition of the Catholic Faith.

From this universal teaching it is shown, as St. Augustine

desires, that Christianity is not the work of man but of God ; that

it has not come forth imperfect from the hands of its Author, but

perfect ; that if it requires developments, the duty of bringing them

forth belongs not to man but to God, and to God alone ; in fine,

that Christianity, as immutable as God Himself, is, in its mani

festation, as ancient as time and as durable as eternity, since Jesus

Christ, who is its life, was yesterday, is to-day, and will be for

ever, always the same.

Hence follow two equally necessary consequences : (i.) that only

one true Religion is, at any period of the world's history, possible;

and (ii.) that it does not belong to any man or any era to modify

Religion, or to degrade it, by subjecting it to the State, from

the supreme rank which it holds as its birthright ; so justly,

indeed, that it alone has the absolute, eternal right to repeat that

celebrated expression : Aut Ccesar aut nullus. I am everything or

nothing.

Thus is cut away with a single stroke the root of the various

sects, which are all founded on the possibility of a new worship,

that is, on the pretended insufficiency of the true worship ; defini

tively, on the possible existence of a Religion other than actual

Christianity ; a supposition as dangerous as it is absurd, renewed

in our days by a class of men worthy of a better cause.

It is thus that Religion, presented as it should be, suffices to

dissipate all the errors which the passions or the frailties of man

can oppose to it ; in the same manner as it suffices for the sun

to appear above the horizon, shining in all his splendour to dissi

pate the shadows of night, and the clouds with which the unchained

winds have blocked up his path.

IV. Presenting every fact, every idea, in its relation withthe general

plan of Religion, our teaching has the advantage of clarifying all

particular kinds' of knowledge, and of giving to each, along with the

place which suits it, the degree of importance which it deserves.

At the present day a great many persons, oppressed with doubts,

occupy themselves with the study of Religion, but they often do

so without guide or compass, without any fixed or well-conceived

plan. Hence, many efforts, though conscientious, are fruitless ;

many long steps, if you please, but little true progress ; stones and

mortar scattered about, but no buildings raised ; the only result
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is a vague Religiosity, without any real action or change of con-

duct.

Let us digress for a moment to observe, that the remark which

we have just made on the study of .Religion, applies with equal

force to the acquirements of human knowledge. At the present

day, specialities are everywhere, general science nowhere ; this is

the complaint of men most distinguished for their learning. How

could it be otherwise ? Eeligion, the necessary bond of minds and

thoughts, because the source and centre of all truth, no longer rules

over our scientific investigations, to enlighten them, to direct them,

to co-ordinate them, and to dignify them by attaching them to a

superior unity. The religious data being the generating principles

of science, and the only means of attaining to a solution of its most

difficult problems, it follows that science without Eeligion is a

book from which both the beginning and the end have been torn.

Let us return to the study of Eeligion, and give a few examples.

If you take the isolated history of Judith or Esther, you have a

dramatic episode certainly, but nothing more. If, on the contrary,

you study it in the general economy of religion, the facts imme

diately acquire a high degree of importance. You see that they

correspond admirably with the sublime plan of Providence for the

preservation among the Jewish people of the great promise of the

Liberator. The same must be said of the history of Cyrus, of Alex

ander, of Augustus, &c.

If you pass from the domain of facts to that of ideas, you will

see why in such a century such an idea was brought to light,

and propagated by some distinguished personage, or, perhaps, by a

religious body. It is the same with regard to great virtues. The

known relation of all things with the general plan of Providence

gives them at once, in your eyes, the importance which they deserve.

You see them in their cause, in their effect, in their connection with

the actual state of the Church and the world, with the occurrences,

ideas, and manners of the period. All your particular studies are

elevated and ennobled ; nothing is lost. The light shines on your

intellect, and an immovable faith, a just appreciation of men and

ideas, a high philosophy of history, perhaps some sudden illumina

tion of genius, will be the happy fruit of your study.

V. This teaching has the precious advantage of placing all that is

most wonderful, convincing, and beautiful in Religion within the reach

of the meanest capacity.

Eeligion is founded on facts. I mistake : it is altogether but

one long series of facts, alternately simple and sublime, tender and

terrible, always luminous as the sua ; its teaching ought then to be

historical ; such is ours.
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If sometimes the necessary explanation of a dogma or a precept

occupies the greater part of a lesson, we are careful to add to it,

as a practical illustration or confirmation, some sketch or sketches

taken from history analogous to the subject. From this historical

mode of teaching we draw the double advantage of being under

stood by youthful Christians, and at the same time of forming their

hearts to virtue, by making them acquainted -with their models, their

progenitors in the faith—the patriarchs, the prophets, the martyrs,

and the principal saints of all ages.

Is there a better means of exhibiting to their tender imagina

tions pore and noble images, of tracing for them the way of life,

or of facilitating their comprehension of pious books and pastoral

instructions in which the great characters that figure in the Old and

the New Testament, or in the history of the Church, are displayed,

to persons who are less acquainted with them, than perhaps with

the heroes of profane antiquity, and even with the divinities of

mythology ?

Hence, also, another advantage, it is a specific for the indiffe

rence of our age ; it is a clear manifestation of the important place

which the plan of Redemption must ever occupy consequently in

the maintenance of even the temporal happiness of the world by the

Priesthood, at present so much despised ; by the Saints, whose lives

were accounted folly ; and particularly by the Religious Orders,

whose usefulness is so often and so pompously denied by men of

wealth, who understand no laws but those of business, who care

for no other life than that of profit and loss ; among demagogues,

the enemies of everything that retains an image of order; and

among the ambitious, who basely covet their dwellings and other

properties.

VI. Finally, this teaching supplies the most efficacious of all

remedies for that egotism which at present gnaws our souls, and which

draws so many other evils in its train.

It makes Christianity not only known but loved. The unhappy

age in which we live no longer understands how to love properly,

for either it does not love at all, or else it loves that which is evil.

The violation of this primordial law is the cause of the unheard-of

revolutions with which society is torn asunder, the disorder being

ever in direct proportion to the infraction of the law. Soon would

this unfortunate age be healed, if it only opened its heart to love,

for love is God, Ood is charity.'

To aid in the accomplishment of this salutary duty, our teach

ing renders bo palpable the benefits of God or of Religion in regard

1 John, iv. 8.
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to each of us, and to each part of our being in every condition and

age, as to be easily appreciated, so that nothing can be clearer than

that to attack Christianity, to despise it, to abandon it, or to remain

indifferent to its salutary precepts, is not only ingratitude bnt

spiritual suicide.

Thus it is that the method of St. Augustine, making known the

true spirit of Religion, which is lore, developes in the soul of youth

this Divine sentiment much more than fear. We are not the slaves

of Sinai, but the children of Calvary. For the well-beloved of the

Word madefleth, who has become our Brother, we desire that God

should appear less as an angry Judge or a severe Master than as a

tender Father and an affectionate Friend. Hence,, the continual

care that we take, conformably to truth, to present Religion as an

immense benefit. Nothing is more important than to exhibit from

this particular point of view, the commandments of God and of the

Church. Is it not, perhaps, on account of having been accustomed

from infancy to regard these holy laws as a painful yoke that so

many persons trample them under their feet ? Hence, also, a

similar care to deduct from every fact, from every explanation,

this grand truth : God loves man.

From Adam to ourselves the testimony of all times is invoked.

To every age we put the question : Hat God loved you f And

every age replies by offering to our consideration the numerous and

special proofs of God's love towards it. If, then, you glance over

the whole exposition of Religion during the four years of this course,

you will find the most pleasing and varied of all possible histories,

the complete history of God's charity towards man. On whatever

point you fix your looks in the succession of ages, you will find the

affecting proof of this great truth, which ought to soften a heart of

bronze :

Gob is a Father, who created man high-priest and king of

the woeld, who loaded him with honour and happiness, and

who, thodoh ghosslt insulted bt thi8 favoured cbeatubb, has

never ceased foe a single instant, from the beginning of thb

world, to labour for ths amelioration of the human race

(degraded by a wilful separation from its father), to console

it, to encourage it, and to move heaven and earth in order

to supply it with the means of recovering with advantage

iis lost bliss.

Magnificent history! which, in a single word, Love ! comprises,

with regard to the heart, God, man, the world, time, and eternity ;

as, with regard to the mind, it comprises all things also in another

single word, Christ I

Cueist and Love ! these two words contain all our teaching,
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both as to the spirit and the letter. Therefore they are placed as

an epigraph to this work. May they be the eternal motto of our

minds and hearts !

A word regarding the form that we have given to this treatise

on Religion. Every part contains fifty-two lessons ; one for each

week in the year. It has appeared to us more convenient to make

the narrations consecutive, than to break up the lessons into ques

tions and answers. In this manner the Catechism may serve as a

reading-book for persons who are advanced in their knowledge,

while the summary of questions and answers appended to each

volume, will facilitate its comprehension and assist the memory.

"We have had the abridgment printed apart for children. It is a

text which they may learn by heart, and of which the catechist

will find the full development in the large work, or in the authors

whom we have cited with all possible precision on every subject.

Since the last edition of the large Catechism, we have composed

two other catechisms, entirely modeled on the first. One is addressed

to children of seven years, the other to children who are preparing

for their First Communion. In these two works, as in the Abridg

ment already published, will be fonnd the same plan, the same

definitions, the same answers ; the only difference is as regards

quantity. Thus, the child who knows his Little Catechism, knows

the one-fourth of the Catechism for First Communion ; the child

who knows the Catechismfor First Communion, knows the half, or

nearly so, of the Abridgment intended for those who have made

their First Communion ; then comes the Large Work, which com

pletes all the others.1

This unique collection of Catechisms, developed according to

the various ages, and always remaining closely alike, presents the

inestimable advantage of a perfectly uniform progress in religious

instruction. Either we are mistaken, or youth should find therein

a great facility of being instructed ; and masters, a powerful means

of elevating youth safely, and almost without an effort, to the

fulness of the science of Christianity. To attain this double end

has been for us, during the course of long years, the constant ob

ject of a labour that was unremitting, and less easily sustained

than perhaps one would imagine. In so noble an aim, we trust

that our efforts have not fallen too far below the mark.

1 This assemblage of Catechisms comprises : (i.) le Petit CatSehume des mires, 1 rol. in
13 ; (ii.) le CaUchumt dee mini, 1 vol. in IS; (lii.) 1' Abrlst du Catichume de pertivl-

remce, SO edition, 1 Tol. in 18.





CATECHISM OF PEKSEVEBANCE.

fart Jfirst.

LESSON I.

VOCAL TEACHlNff OF BELIQIOTT.

The old Shepherd—Necessity for the Catechism of Perseveranoe—Signification

of the word Catechism—Memories which it recalls—The Patriarchs and the

early Christians—Grounds of Vocal Teaching.

A tsatellib from a distant country found himself at nightfall

near the entrance to a vast forest ; he could neither go back nor

yet remain where he was: necessity compelled him to advance

through the darkness. As he was about to bury himself in the

dreadful obscurity, he perceived an old shepherd, of whom he

inquired the way.

M Alas !" said the shepherd, " it is not easy to point it out to

yon ; the forest is cut up by a thousand pathways, which turn and

cross in every direction, and all, except one, end in the abyss."

" "What abyss ?" asked the traveller.

" The abyss that surrounds nearly the whole forest. But this

is not all," continued the shepherd; "the forest is not safe ; it is

infested with robbers and wild beasts. There is one enormous

serpent, which makes frightful ravages; few days pass without

oar discovering the remains of some unfortunate travellers who

have become its prey. The climax of the evil is, that it is abso

lutely necessary to cross the forest in order to arrive at the place

to which you are going. Moved with compassion, I have taken

up my station at the entrance of this dangerous passage, to instruot

and protect travellers ; at intervals along the way are my sons,

who, animated with the same benevolent sentiments as myself,
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discharge the same office. Allow me to offer you my services and

theirs ; if you choose, I will accompany you."

The candid air of the old man, the tone of truth in which his

words were uttered, gave the traveller confidence ; he accepted the

offer. With one hand the shepherd seized a lamp, and enclosed it

in a strong lantern ; with the other he took the traveller's arm.

They set out.

Having journeyed on for some time, the traveller began to feel

his strength decline.

" Lean upon me," said his faithful conductor to him.

The traveller, thus supported, continued his jonrney. Soon

the lamp began to shed only a feeble light.

" The oil is failing," said he to the shepherd; " our light will

soon go out ; what will become of us ?"

"Have courage," replied the old man, "in a little while we

shall find one of my sons, who will put fresh oil in our lamp.''

He was not deceived. A light soon appeared at a short dis

tance. It shone in a little cabin by the road side. At the well-

known voice of the shepherd, the door was opened. A seat is

offered to the weary traveller ; some simple but substantial food

repairs his strength. After a delay of three-quarters of an hour,

he continues his journey, accompanied by the old man's son.

From time to time the traveller meets with new cabins, renewed

attentions, new guides ; he walks thus the whole night. The first

rays of dawn begin to illumine the eastern sky, when he arrives

safe at the end of the dangerous forest. Now he understands, in

its full extent, the service which has been rendered to him by his

kind guides. Before his eyes, he beholds a frightful abyss, from

whose hideous depths the dull roar as of a distant torrent, breaks

upon his ear.

" See," said the guide, "this is the abyss of which my father

told you ; no one knows its depth ; it is always covered with a

multitude of brambles, which the eye cannot penetrate." Saying

these words, he heaved a deep sigh, and turning aside, wiped away

the tears which began to roll down his cheeks.

" What is the matter ?" said the traveller. " Why do you

appear so afflicted ?"

"Alas!" replied the guide, "how should I be otherwise?

Can I look on this abyss without remembering the many unhappy

victims who are every day lost in it ? My father, my brothers, and

I, offer our services, but few accept them. The greater number

of those who walk a few hours under our guidance, accuse us

of wishing to frighten them with vain alarms; they despise our

advice ; they leave us, but very soon they lose their way, and
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perish miserably. Some are destroyed by the great serpent, others

■re murdered by robbers, and others again are buried in this abyss.

The only way across the abyss is this little bridge before us, and we

are the only persons acquainted with the road which conducts to it.

Pass over with confidence," said he, turning, and tenderly embrac

ing the traveller, " in a little while you will have the broad day

light ; yonder is your city !"

The traveller, filled with gratitude, thanked his kind guide,

whom he promised never to forget, and advancing at a rapid pace,

quickly crossed the little bridge ; a few hours more, and he reposed

tranquilly in the bosom of his beloved family.

Young Christians! this history renders palpable to you the

necessity for the " Catechism of Perseverance," of which I am about

to speak to you. Are not you, also, travellers from a distant

country ? This forest is the world, or the present life ; these

robbers, are the enemies of your salvation ; this dreadful serpent, the

devil ; this dark and fathomless abyss, hell ; all these paths, which

traverse the forest in so many different directions are the roads,

alas ! too numerous, which conduct to eternal misery ; the only

way, which terminates at the little bridge, is the narrow way to

heaven.

As for the charitable shepherd who waits at the entrance of the

forest, and who offers the assistance of his arm and his lantern

to the traveller, you easily understand that he represents the Divine

Pastor, who descended from heaven to succour and enlighten every

man coming into the world;1 the sons who aid the generous old

man in his charitable work are the ministers of the Lord, devoted

to the care and guidance of the traveller ; the lamp which is borne

by the shepherd and his sons, is the light of faith, which, according

to the expression of St. Peter, shineth in darkness.' It is unneces

sary to explain to you what is meant by the persons who accept

the advice of the old man and his sons, and by those who reject it.

During the course of the journey the lamp threatens to go out : it

is important that you should understand the meaning of this portion

of the allegory.

The lamp of Religion has been lighted and placed in your hands

by the instructions which you received before First Communion ;

but do not be offended if I tell you that the oil in your lamp must

soon fail. What, indeed, are the lessons of your childhood ? Very

elementary instructions, capable of imparting only a faint, super

ficial idea of a science with which you should be much better

acquainted. I will not say that levity or dissipation prevented you

1 John,i.9. • 2 Peter, i. 19.
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more than once from understanding or remembering them ; no, your

conscience will speak to you on the matter for me.

It will tell you that in Religion there are many things which

you do not know well, and many others which you do not know at

all ; it will assure you that it is the greatest temerity to think of

traversing the wilderness of life with a scanty supply of religious

knowledge ; it will show you, on all sides a multitude of young

persons who have fallen victims to their imprudence ; it will con

vince you that the knowledge of Eeligion is more necossary now

than at any previous time.

L Because there exists at the present day a great number of

persons who do not study, do not know, do not love, do not practise

Religion ; who live as if there were no God, no heaven, no hell, no

eternity ; as if they had neither a soul to save nor duties to fulfil ;

who even attack the truths of Religion, and, like madmen, mock

at those who reverence them.

II. Because among the number of these wretched beings, there

may be some very dear to you. And who knows ? Perhaps Provi

dence has destined you to enlighten them and to lead them back

to God. What a reproach would you make to yourself if you

should fail to correspond with so noble a vocation ! And could

you fulfil it if you were unable to render an account of the faith

that is in youV You are well aware that with the knowledge you

possess at present, the task would be above your strength.

III. Because, during the evil days in which heaven has placed

your existence, many miseries and sorrows, perhaps many great

misfortunes, await you on the highway of life. Do not rely upon

men for consolation ; Religion alone can pour a salutary balm over

your wounds, she alone will remain faithful when all others abandon

you, she alone will sweeten the bitterness of your sorrow and wipe

away your ;tears, she alone will smooth with a mother's tender

care your weary pillow, she alone will support your courage at the

last moment. But if Religion be a stranger to you, if you do not

know her language, or the feelings of her maternal heart, what can

you expect ? Now, I repeat, you are not sufficiently acquainted

with Religion, and if you cease to study it, why in a few years you

will not know it at all ; my word is the word of experience.

IV. Because the false maxims which you every day hear so

pompously repeated in your ears ; the dissoluteness, the corruption,

the indifference, and the scandals of every kind which you meet

with at every step, and under every form, more especially the

seducing clamour of your own passions, amid the terrible storms

that will soon burst over your weak heart; in fine, because the

Torld, the devil, the flesh, have all united for your destruction, and
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have formed a league, more terrible at the present than at any

former period.

In the midst of so many tempests, how will you, weak reeds,

support yourselves ? In the midst of so many enemies, how will

you, unarmed soldiers, defend yourselves ? In the darkest part of

the sight the divine lamp will be extinguished, unless you quickly

replenish it with a fresh supply. This supply awaits you on the road;

and you should profit by it: it is the " Catechism of Persverance."

0 how appropriately is this salutary help termed the " Catechism

of Perseverance !" Yes, it is a Catechism where you will find all

the means to persevere. You will find there strong and consecutive

instructions, in harmony with the condition of your minds ; salu

tary instructions, which will not only preserve but develop the

lessons you have already received. New oil being thus frequently

supplied to your lamp, you will not fear being left without light in

the midst of darkness, nor run the risk of losing the only path which

conducts to the bridge over the abyss.

In the ministers of the Divine Shepherd you will meet with

safe and charitable guides. Their wise counsels will be to your

souls that which the old man's arm, the friendly cabin, the hospi

table table, were to the wayworn traveller. Thus, constantly guided

and protected, you may hope to traverse in security the dangerous

and tortuous path of the forest.

But the " Catechism of Perseverance" is not only useful inas

much as it increases your light : its most precious advantage is that

it supports your feeble virtue. In all things, union is strength.

Well, at the Association of the " Catechism of Perseverance" you

will find its strength, whether in the example or in the prayers of

a great number of other young persons, with whom you will form

but one heart and one soul. Without this union, as isolated travel

lers you would with difficulty traverse the desert of life. I shall

explain my meaning :

When travellers resolve to penetrate the immense deserts of

Africa, they first assemble in large numbers and form caravans.

If they undertook their perilous enterprise alone, they would likely

either perish of want, or become the prey of wandering tribes of

Arabs ; but united in one company, they have little to fear. I can

not too often repeat to you, my dear friends, that you have to

traverse a desert, a thousand times more dangerous than any in

Africa : that to travel this desert alone, you would probably perish ;

but joined with others the project is quite feasible. Now, it is at

the Association of the " Catechism of Perseverance" you will meet

with this company of young travellers who are making the same

journey, and who, if you choose, will admit you into their society.
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But, perhaps, the name of "Catechism" inspires disgust,

awaking in your minds some strange ideas, not very agreeable or

flattering. You say to yourselves : " We are still to have dry,

barren, elementary, metaphysical instructions ; then, a weariness of

listening to them, a difficulty of remembering them—in a word, a

repetition of things which we imagine we know sufficiently well

already, to be able to teach others. A Catechism after First Com

munion ! Is it to make us begin our school-days again ?"

How many rash judgments!—I should rather say prejudice! !

You have had, but a moment ago, the answer to all these objections,

whose weakness will appear to you more and more evident on an

attentive examination. Nevertheless, once again have the goodness

to hear me.

The word " Catechism" may call forth the unpleasant recollec

tion which you attach to it ; but, here, its meaning is quite different.

Under so common a name are concealed the most leautiful history

you have ever read, and the most varied and complete instruction

that you can desire: both presented to your mind, to your heart, and

to your imagination, in a manner capable of interesting and pleasing

you. Even in this name of " Catechism" there is nothing, as you

shall see, but what should recall the sweetest reminiscences.

" Catechism" means " Vocal Teaching !"1 It applies especially

to the elementary teaching of Religion. Now, Religion was taught

by word of mouth from the beginning of the world until the time of

Moses, and from the commencement of the Christian era until after

the persecutions. Thus, the word reminds us at once of the tents of

Senaar and the catacombs of Rome, the unaffected manners of the

patriarchs and the still more beautiful manners of our fathers in the

faith. This manner of teaching, much more interesting than bare

study, was perfectly adapted to the first ages of the world. The

patriarch travelled always in the company of his family. His long

life supplied him with the means of instructing his children well.

Abraham had lived for more than a century with Sem ; Isaac was

seventy-five years old when his father, Abraham, died, from whom,

we are not told by history he was ever parted. The record of the

other patriarchs is similar.

Thus, the memory of past things was easily preserved in the

traditions of old men, who naturally delighted in relating stories, and

who usually had the leisure to do so. Moreover, the patriarchs were

careful to perpetuate the remembrance of extraordinary events by

altars and similar monuments. These were the books which future

generations were to explain to their little ones. Abraham raised

1 Cyrill., Catech.—Ducange, Diet, au mot Catcehiiare.
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altars in various places where God had appeared to him.1 Jacob

consecrated the stone which had served kim as a pillow daring his

mysterious dream of the ladder2 which reached to heaven ; he also

named Galaad (Witness Heap) the heap of stones which was the

sign of his alliance with Laban.3 To these examples we may add

many others.

The names which the patriarchs gave to these places or monu

ments, likewise expressed the whole history of the events which

occurred there. And. when the patriarchal family arrived with their

numerous flocks near the well of Rachel or the stone of Bethel, the

children inquired with eagerness what meant these names and

these stones. At the signal of the patriarch all seated themselves

attentively under the shadow of a palm-tree, and the old man, with

white hair, narrated a history that was doubly interesting, for it

was a family history and a religious history at the same time.

Thus was transmitted, from generation to generation, a know

ledge of God, of the creation of our first parents, and of the great

religious truths which God had revealed to man. The magnificence

of the heavens and the voice of the patriarch declared at the same

time the wonderful works of God. For more than two thousand

years the teaching of Religion was accomplished by word of mouth.

This was the primitive " Catechism."

The same mode of teaching was adopted at the commencement

of the Christian era. The Redeemer of the world, the Teacher of

all nations, conveyed his lessons by word of mouth : He wrote

nothing. It was not till many years after his glorious Ascension

that his apostles committed his doctrine to writing. Even then

their teaching did not become less vocal. Neither the Gospels nor

the Epistles were ever placed in the hands of those about to be

initiated into the Christian Dispensation, and this for very impor

tant reasons. First, because vocal teaching was easier, safer, and

more in harmony with the weak minds of the neophytes ; next,

because it was necessary to preserve the holy books from falling into

the hands of the profane. This kind of reserve was in perfect

accordance with the command of our Saviour : beware of easting your

pearls before swine.* In fine, it was feared that catechumens, be

coming disgusted, might take occasion from the knowledge which

they had acquired to hand over the doctrines of Christianity to

derision, or, having altered them, to provoke by their calumnies

the persecutions of the Pagans.

On this account instruction was imparted by word of mouth,

1 Gen. xxriii. 48. a Id. mi. 48.

• Id. rrri. 18.—See Fleury Moturs des Israllilen, p. 8. 4 S.Matt. vii. 6.

VOL. I, 7
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and always with the utmost caution. It is necessary to be

acquainted with this holy custom of our fathers in the faith in

order to understand (I.) the meaning of these words which recur so

frequently in their discourses: The initiated know what I mean;1

(II.) the reason why the catechumens were sent out of the church,

before the celebration of the Holy Sacrifice; (III.) the reason why

there are certain truths to which the fathers have rarely alluded in

their writings ; and (IV.) the reason why the teaching of Religion

was then called by the name of " Catechism."

In imitation of the patriarchs, who gave to memorable places

such names as would easily recall the events which had happened

there, the first Christians had also their monumental writings. To

supply the place of books, they had engraved on the walls of the

catacombs, on their lamps, on their rings, on a thousand articles of

which they made daily use, the principal emblems of the Old Testa

ment and several of the New. All this we shall see in the third

part of the " Catechism."

When therefore a Pagan or a Jew desired to embrace Christianity,

there was no sacred book placed in his hands ; nor was he instructed

in the fulness of the truths of faith. The principal object in the

first instance was to make the former feel the insufficiency of the law

of Moses—the latter the vanity of idols, as well as the absurdity of

profane philosophy. They were taught, moreover, the moral pre

cepts of the Gospel, and the general dogmas of Religion, such as the

unity of God, the general judgment, the resurrection of the body,

and the history of the Old and the New Testament: other things

were passed over in silence.

After the catechumens had been subjected to long trials, and

when the time of receiving Baptism drew near, the Creed and the

Lord's Prayer were explained to them. This instruction was given

in particular assemblies called scrutinies, because the faith and dis

positions of those who should be baptized were examined in them.

The Creed and the Lord's Prayer were then put in writing, that all

might learn them by heart. Eight days afterwards, at the next

scrutiny, these prayers should be recited, and the manuscript which

contained them returned, lest it should fall into the hands of the

profane. This was called the Return of the Symbol?

In fine, when the catechumens had been sufficiently tried, and

they were deemed worthy of receiving Baptism, whose grace they

persisted in soliciting, they were assembled at the baptismal font,

on the vigil of Easter or of Pentecost—solemn and glorious nights,

universally consecrated to the regeneration of adults. There, before

St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech. &c. 8 St. Aug. Bern, ccxiii.



being plunged into the blessed water, the Bishop explained to them

openlythe necessityand effects of the first of the Sacraments. On theii

departure from the baptismal waters they were conducted, clothed

in white robes, to the assembled faithful, with whom they should

henceforward be associated. The Bishop then ascended the pulpit,

and, drawing aside the veil which had previously concealed the holy

mysteries, displayed them in full to the neophytes. Instructions on

the institution, nature, and effects of the Eucharist, and on the

pious sentiments of faith and love which its reception demanded,

continued during every day of the first week. Such was the

general practice of the Church, till the fifth century.1

We have now shown the signification and origin of the word

" Catechism," and the pleasing memories with which it is hallowed.

When it sounds in our ears, may it bring to our hearts the remem

brance of the first ages of the world, with the pure and simple

manners of the Patriarchs—the remembrance of the early Christians,

with their respect for the sacred mysteries, with their persecutions,

with their innumerable virtues ! For this one word comprises the

double history. May it, above all things, lead us to an imitation of

the admirable examples which they have left us.

PRATER.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having established

these " Catechisms of Perseverance." Thou hast been pleased,

enlightening my mind by a profound knowledge of Religion, to

support my heart in the practice of virtue ; grant me the grace to

correspond with this benefit, to which many owe their salvation.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

shall atsist, with a great desire toprofit thereby, at the " Catechism of

Perseverance."

LESSON II.

WRITTEN INSTRUCTION.

Tbe Old Testament: its Objects ; its Parts.—Intention of God in regard to his

own People and all Nations, in having the Old Testament written.—New

Testament : its Parts.—Tradition, Inspiration, Authenticity, and Genuine

ness of the Old and the New Testament.

"Ws have seen that from the beginning man could learn the

existence of God and the other great truths of Religion, either by

1 VoysS, sur la Discipline du Stent, Discussion Amioale, 1. 1, p. 344.



reflection on the wonders of nature or by attention to the dis

courses of the aged. Such were for him, during a space of two

thousand years, the two great sources of instruction. At a later

period, the simplicity of faith seemed to have almost disappeared

with the pure manners and the long lives of the patriarchs ; the

passions gradually assumed sway, and, by depraving the heart,

blinded human reason.

The posterity of Abraham would perhaps have followed the

example of other nations, and idolatry had reigned everywhere;

but God, who watches over the human race, was not pleased that

it should be so. To render the teaching of Religion more sacred

and secure, he engraved his holy law on stone. His ordinances

were written out by Moses ; Aaron and the priesthood were charged

with the duty of teaching Religion, and maintaining it free from

error. The guardian of the sacred books, the Synagogue, watched

both day and night over their safe keeping, and decided such

religious questions as arose among the people.

Then came the prophets and other inspired writers, who, for

reasons worthy of the infinite wisdom of God, wrote their predic

tions and the history of the chosen people. All these books together

are called the Old Testament. The word "testament" means

" alliance." The Old Testament is then the alliance which God

made with the people of old, in particular with the Hebrew people.

It is a magnificent contract, which includes, on one hand, the

desires and promises of God ; on the other, the engagements of

Israel. Its end, like that of all the other works of God, is to secure

the happiness of man on earth and in heaven, through the instru

mentality of Jesus Christ.

The Old Testament is composed of many parts:—

I. The works of Moses, divided into five books, and therefore

called the Pentateuch: namely, Genesis, in which is found an

account of the creation and the great events which took place until

the departure from Egypt ; Exodus, which relates the miraculous

journey of the Israelites through the desert, and the promulgation

of the law in the outset of their travels; Leviticus, in which are

recorded the various ceremonies of Religion, and the ordinances

regarding Priests and Levites; Numbers, so called, because it begins

by numbering the children of Israel—a book which contains the

wisest regulations for the maintenance of order amongst an immi

grant and naturally rebellious people ; in fine, Deuteronomy, that

is, the second law, because it consists of an abridgment of all the

laws previously published, accompanied with explanations and

additions, in favour of those who were not born, or had not arrived

at the use of reason, when they were first given.
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H. Historical books, which contain a history of the people of

God in general : namely, the Book of Josue, that of the Judges, the

four Books of Kings, the two books styled Paralipomenon (which

are a kind of supplement to the Books of Kings), that of Esdras,

that of Nehemias, and the two Books of the Machabees (a special

history of some holy and illustrious personages) ; also the Books of

Roth, Tobias, Judith, Esther, and Job.

It will be asked, Why did God cause the history of his people to

be written? Besides the necessity of preserving the truths of

Religion intact, it was his intention to show the Israelites the fidelity

with which Se observes an alliance. On his side, He never fails in

the fulfilment of his promises : abundant benedictions, a profound

peace, are the portion of his people, as long as they are faithful to

the conditions of the contract; chastisements of every kind fall

upon them, as soon as they prevaricate. Another reason was, to

show all people that he is tlie Ruler of the world; and that, holding in

bis hands the destinies of empires, He makes everything subservient

to one immutable design, the redemption of mankind through Jesus

Christ. This is, in general, what we learn from the historical books

of the Old Testament; and it was to perpetuate these important

truths to the end of time that God was pleased they should be

written.

III. The Old Testament contains several books of instruction

and prayer : namely, the Psalms of David (to the number of one

hundred and fifty), Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Solomon's Canticle of

Canticles, Wisdom, and Ecclesiasticus. It was not enough to have

established the conditions of his alliance with the people of Israel ;

God desired to reap the fruits of this alliance in the formation of

their hearts to virtue. On this account the books of which we

have spoken were written ; they abound with the wisest maxims,

the safest counsels, and the clearest directions, for the regulation of

one's conduct. If all other ancient legislators are only children

in comparison with Moses, all other ancient philosophers are as

nothing in comparison with the inspired sages, who drew up this

admirable code of morality.

IV. Prophetical books, namely, those of the four great prophets,

Isaias, Jeremias, Ezechiel, and Daniel, to which should be joined

that of David, the first of all1 (enumerated before); also those of

the twelve who are called minor prophets, either because they wrote

1 The Jews do not count David among tho prophets, properly -so called,

because he was a king, lived in the midst of the world, and did not lead a life

like that of the prophets ; but there is no reason why his books should not be

regarded as prophetical. See Bible de Vence, Prlf. tur les Psaumet.
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less, or that we possess less of their writings: their names are, Osee,

Joel, Amos, Abdias, Jonas, Micheas, Nahum, Habacuc, Sophonias,

Aggeus, Zacharias, and Malachias.

Almighty God did not wish his people to be ignorant that the

alliance which He had contracted with them was only of a tem

porary nature. On the contrary, He desired that they should have

continually before their minds the thought of a more perfect alliance,

cemented by a purer blood—a new alliance, which should one day

replace the old—an alliance, of which the Messiah, prefigured by

Moses, should personally be the Mediator and High Priest.

He desired these things (I.) that his people should not place

their confidence in the vain shadows and worthless victims of the

law; and (II.) that they might enter willingly into the new alli

ance, when the Redeemer should come to proclaim it. For these

reasons, and that the people of Israel might easily recognise the

Redeemer, God was pleased to announce his coming many ages

beforehand; and, by the instrumentality of a long succession of

prophets, to depict his character with the utmost precision.

Thus all the holy books written after Moses tended to main

tain the alliance, facilitate its accomplishment, to impart its true

spirit, and to prepare Israel for a more perfect alliance.

It is necessary also to know that, by the side of these written in

structions, God allowed vocal instructions to subsist, at least in part.

All religious truths were not consigned to books. There were some

that Tradition alone was commissioned to transmit from generation

to generation. This is a fact, of which we find the proof in the very

words of Moses.

This holy legislator, drawing near his end, said to the children

of Israel, Remember the days of old, think upon every generation ; ask

your fathers and they will declare to you, your elders and they will

tell you.1 He did not say : Read my books ; consult the history of the

world, which I have written and left to you. They would do so,

undoubtedly ; but, without the assistance of the Tradition of their

fathers, they should never be able perfectly to comprehend these books.

Moses was not content with recording in writing the prodigies

which God had wrought in favour of the Jewish people ; after the

example of the patriarchs, he preserved the remembrance of them

by the establishment of certain religious observances at their annual

recurrence, a species of monument, the meaning of which he di

rected the old to explain to the young : what necessity for these pre

cautions if everything was written? Thus, before the coming of

the Messiah, the two great sources of religious truth were Tradition

*Dm*soft%
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and Scripture.1 It has been the same ever since, as we shall im

mediately see.

The New Testament is the new alliance which God has made, no

longer with one people, but with the whole human race, through

the ministry of Jesus Christ. The books in which are written the

conditions of this Divine contract form what is called the New Testa

ment ; they number twenty-seven.

I. Historical : which record, along with the lives of our Lord

and the apostles, the history of the new alliance, the manner in

which it was accomplished, and the admirable effects which followed

it. These books are the Gospels of SS. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and

John, and the Acts of the Apostles (written by St. Luke). As at

the beginning of the world, God did not write the law which He

gave to Adam, so, at the beginning of the new alliance, Our Lord

did not write the doctrine which He gave to his Apostles. This

heavenly doctrine was delivered by word of mouth for several years,

until the moment arrived when, for imperative reasons, the Apostles

found themselves obliged to commit it to writing.

II. Instructive: such are the Epistles or letters, which the Apos

tles wrote to their disciples, or to the Churches which they had

founded. We count fourteen from St. Paul, of which one is to the

Itomans, two to the Corinthians, one to the Galatians, one to the

Ephesians, one to the Philippians, one to the Colossians, two to the

Thessalonians, two to Timothy, one to Titus, one to Philemon, and

one to the Hebrews. There is one from St. James to the Jews dis

persed throughout the world. There are two from St. Peter to the

Jews in Asia. There are three from St. John, the first to the faith

ful of his time, the second to the Lady Electa, and the third to Caius.

Finally, one from St Jude to all new Christians in general, com

pletes the list. The end of all these writings is to explain the new

1 One well acquainted with the doctrines and the traditions of the Synagogue,

speaks thus to the Jews, his former brethren :—" Si vous vous appliquez a etu-

dier les monuments de notre peuple fidele. ...vous trouverez que nos ancetres ado-

raient Je'hoya subsistant en trois personnes unies dans une seule et indivisible

essence ; qu'ils esperaient avec une ferme foi que Jesus, e'est-a-dire le Sauveur, que

le Verbe de Jfihova, que le seconde personne de la supreme Trinitfi *iendrait, a

rheure fixee par les decrets du Tres-Haut, prendre un corps semblable au n8tre

dans les chastes flancs de l'auguste fille de David, designee d'avance, toujours

Vierge avail t et apres sa glorieuse ruaternite en un mot, que la naissunce

miraculeuse, la vie, la mort, la resurrection et l'ascension de Notre-Seigneur

Jesus Christ au Ciel, ou il est assis avec ses deux natures a la droite de son Pere,

pour etre continuellement notre avocat, ne sont quo l'accomplissement des pro-

phtties tant ecrites que IraditioneUes qui avaieut vieilli avec Tantieme race

de Jacob, leur fidele gardienne." (Drach, Harmonic cntre VEglise et la Spia-

gogue, t. II. p. 484.)
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alliance, and to impart its spirit. This spirit, like that of the Old

Testament, is simply the lore of God and the neighbour.

III. Prophetical : only one of this class, the Apocalypse of St.

John. As the old alliance prepared the way for a more perfect alliance,

announced by the prophets of the Jewish nation, so the new alliance,

founded by Jesus Christ, prepares the way for a still closer union

with God in heaven. The prophet of the new law, the apostle

St. John, was charged with the duty of describing to us some of the

ineffable joys which are reserved for us.

In short, we say that the Pentateuch contains the alliance of

God with the Jewish people, as the Gospel contains the alliance of

God with the Christian people. The other historical books of the

Old Testament relate to us the manner in which God and the Jewish

people observed their engagements. On the one hand, we see God

as faithful to his promises as to his threats ; on the other, the people,

alternately rebellious and submissive, receiving without fail their

merited chastisement or reward. This mixture of goods and evils,

was the sanction of the alliance, and wonderfully contributed to its

observance, since hope and fear are the two great motive powers in

all human actions. The prophetical books are intended not only to

announce a future alliance, but to maintain the people in fidelity to

their engagements. They point out what is to be hoped or feared,

according as men obey or prevaricate. The moral books are in

tended to secure the observance of the alliance in its spirit. By the

side of the Old Testament rests a Tradition, which preserves the un

written truths. The whole of the ancient law conducts to the

new.

Similarly, in the New Testament, the history of the Church is

intended to show the manner in which God and the Christian people

observe their august alliance, sealed by the blood of the Redeemer.

On the one hand, we see God during eighteen centuries dispensing

either recompenses or chastisements, according to the faithfulness or

the unfaithfulness of Christian nations; on the other, Christian

nations either happy or miserable, according as they are docile or

rebellious. So that, at the head of every page of the history of a

Christian people, we may read these words: Nations are elevated by

faithfulness, and degraded by unfaithfulness to the alliance of Calvary.

Thus we see that the whole history of the world, under the Old as

well as under the New Testament, is intended to maintain this double

alliance, and to teach mankind by a consideration of punishments

and recompenses, as the return for their obstinacy or tractability,

to be faithful to their God.

By the side of the Gospel rests a Tradition, which preserves a

great number of truths not written in the New Testament.
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Moreover, as the old alliance conducted to the new, so the new

conducts to heaven.

The Evangelists and Apostles did not write all the instructions

of the Saviour. They say so themselves in express terms. To know

them, they add, it is necessary to consult tradition.' Let ns here

remark, that Protestants who, after the example of the Samaritans,

reject Tradition to confine themselves to Scripture alone, are in

continual contradiction with themselves. How, for example, do

they know that the Bible comes from God ? How do they know

that Baptism by infusion is valid ? So of other truths, which they

are compelled to admit on the sole authority of Tradition, which,

nevertheless, they despise.

The different works composing the Old and the New Testament

are called the Bible, that is to say, the Book of Books. Everything

that is grand may pass away, but these divine pages, the immortal

archives of humanity, will not pass away. Borne in triumph from

century to century, like the ark of the ancient alliance across the

sandy desert, the Bible will continue to relate to future generations

the existence of God, his alliance with man, his judgments, and his

glory, until the arrival of the solemn moment, when the Church,

having reached the threshold of eternity, books will cease, for truth

shall be seen then without shadow and without veil.

From these simple, but essential considerations, let us pass to the

inspiration, authenticity, and genuineness of the Bible. All the

books of Holy Scripture, together as well as apart, are inspired, that

is to say: (I.) God revealed immediately to the sacred writers, not

only the prophecies which they should announce, but all the truths

which they could not know by natural light or human means alone.

(II.) He led them, by a particular motion of his grace, to write,

and directed them in the choice of those things which they should

commit to writing ; and (III.) He watched over them, by a special

assistance of the Holy Ghost, and preserved them from all error

whether in regard to essential facts, or dogmas, or morals,'

As to the authenticity and genuineness of the Bible, we say that

a work is authentic when it truly belongs to the author whose name

it bears, and genuine when it is such as it came from the hands

of the author. There is nothing more certain than the inspiration,

authenticity, and genuineness of the books which compose the Old

and the New Testament.

To prove this positive fact, the following is the mode adopted

1 i John, xx. 30 ; 2 Thess. ii. 14 ; 1 Cor. xi. 2 ; 2 Tim. i. 13. See Bergier;

article, Tradition.

2 See Bible de \Vice, 1. 1. ; Bergier, art. Inspiration.
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once by a very enlightened ecclesiastic. He found himself in the

midst of a numerous company, among whom one well instructed in

profane sciences, but quite ignorant in regard to Religion (the class

is legion at present), permitted himself to be carried away with an

attack on the inspiration, authenticity, and genuineness of the Bible.

" Since your attack is directed against so many points," said

the ecclesiastic, " permit me to divide the defence: it is important

that nothing should be confounded. I will first prove to you the

inspiration and authenticity of our holy books: I trust we shall

speedily be of one mind."

Every one drew near the disputants ; silence ensued ; and the

ecclesiastic, addressing his opponent, said: "I am happy, sir, to

have an encounter with an educated man ; great minds and upright

hearts were made to know the truth ; Religion is afraid only of the

half-learned. Do you doubt the authenticity of the works of Plato,

Virgil, Horace, Cicero, or Caesar ?"

"Never has such a doubt entered into my mind," replied the

gentleman.

" And how do you know that these works were composed by the

great geniuses whose names they bear ?"

" How do I know ? Why, as we know all the fects of antiquity.

Because the whole world grants it, and has always granted it. I

should be the first to call him a fool who would refuse to admit such

a testimony."

" Well, sir, a testimony a thousand times more forcible, a thou

sand times more certain, assures us that the books of the Old and

the New Testament were inspired by God, and written by the men

whose names they bear. Have you now ever known a person who

died, or declared himself willing to die in defence of the authenticity

of the works of Virgil or Plato ?"

" No, certainly not ; such a man has yet to be found."

" Well, sir, thousands of Jews and Christians have died in de

fence of the inspiration and authenticity of our holy books, and

thousands of others are ready to die for the same cause. What do

you think of that ? Are witnesses, who lay down their lives for

their depositions, to be considered suspicious ?"

" I have not reflected on these things."

" But there is further proof. The testimony, which assures me

of the inspiration and authenticity of the Bible, is much more ancient

than yours ; it is considerably weightier : it is that of two great

peoples, the Jewish and the Christian, whose united existence ex

tends over a period of more than three thousand five hundred years.

How does the matter seem to you now ? Ib such a testimony in

sufficient to render the faith of a Christian reasonable and legitimate ?
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Are we only weak-minded creatures when, relying on such a proof,

we believe in the authenticity and inspiration of our sacred booksf

" I think, my dear Abb6, you will soon convert me."

" I hope so ; for you cannot defend yourself without inconsis

tency. I now pass on to the genuineness of the Bible. On this

point, as on the others, I am sure you will not be slow to share

my conviction. I appeal to yourself. How do you know that the

works of Plato, Caesar, or Virgil have come to us, such as they left

the hands of their authors ?"

" Ah ! I see what you are coming to ; you are about to prove

the genuineness of the Bible, as you have proved its inspiration and

authenticity—showing that it is supported by an evidence more

certain than that whose authority leads me to the belief of the

genuineness of the works of Plato or Virgil."

" You anticipate me."

" "Well, I await your proofs."

"Here they are: history is a very faithful witness, and you

know better than many that thousands of Jews and Christians have

died in defence of the statement, that our holy books have come

to us euch as they left the hands of their authors, without increase,

diminution, or change ; whilst you also know that no one has ever

given his life in testimony of the fact, that the works of Virgil or

Plato are such to-day as when they were written by their authors.

But, air, I will go still further with you, and show you that not

only have our holy books never been altered, but that it has always

been impossible to alter them."

*' Let us see ; if you succeed in your task, I will certainly lower

my colours."

" I take you at your word ; mark now I" An increased degree

of attention was immediately observable amongst the auditors. "We

shall first take the books of the Old Testament.

I. "It was impossible for the Jews to alter them before the

schism of the ten tribes. How, I ask, could one, at the present

day, alter the Civil Code of France? If any 'forger attempted it,

would he not be immediately discovered ? In the same manner,

how could the Jews alter a book which was respected much more

amongst them than the Civil Code is amoDgst us ; a book which was

found in every family, and meditated on daily ; whose original was

devoutly pi eserved in the tabernacle, and read on certain festivals

by the priests to all the assembled people ? Suppose an attempt

were made at alteration—thousands of voices would immediately

exclaim against it Yet there does not exist a single vestige of any

such complaint. Moreover, the alterations would undoubtedly

have borne on whatever was humiliating to the national pride, or
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mortifying to the passions. Well, nothing of the kind has been

retrenched.

II. "It was impossible for the Jews after the schism of the

ten tribes. If the two tribes, which remained faithful to the de

scendants of David had desired to alter the books of the Law, how

would the other tribes, their mortal enemies, have consented to

receive these alterations? Nevertheless, the Pentateuch of the

Samaritans, or of the ten separated tribes, is absolutely the same

as that of the Jews.

III. " It has been impossible since the coming of the Messiah.

At the beginning of this epoch the books of the Old Testament

were in the hands of the Jews and the Christians, two bodies diame

trically opposed to each other. If, then, the Jews had altered the

Old Testament, the Christians would have accused them of their base

ness, and have refused to accept their alterations. The tables being

turned, the same consequences would have followed in regard to the

Christians. Yet the Old Testament which is found in the hands of

the Jews, that Old Testament which was deposited in the royal

library of Alexandria two hundred and fifty years before Jesus

Christ was born, is absolutely the same as that of the Christians.

So much for the Old Testament.

" As for the New, any alteration in its regard has been equally

impossible.

I. "It was impossible before the schism of the Greeks. Indeed,

sir, you will easily admit that it is impossible, without its being

speedily discovered, to alter a book which is found in the hands of

thousands of persons scattered over the surface of the earth. There

would have been complaints, for Christians have always shown them

selves extremely sensitive on this matter. In connection with this,

I wish to mention for you an incident related by St. Augustine.

An African bishop, preaching to his people, desired to substitute for

a word in the Gospel another word which appeared to him more

appropriate. The people revolted. Affairs came to such a pass

that the bishop was obliged to retract what he had said, and to restore

the ancient word ; otherwise the people would have abandoned him.1

And the material proof that the New Testament has never under

gone the least alteration, is that the copies in the hands of the

Christians in the East are absolutely conformable to those which

are used by their brethren in the West.

II. " It has been impossible since the schism of the Greeks. If

the Latin Church had endeavoured to change the New Testament,

the Greek Church, its mortal enemy, malignantly punctilious and

1 Aug. Ej>. lxxi. et lnxii. See also Tassoni, b. 1, 181.
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vigilant, would have been far from accepting what seemed but sacri

legious alterations : it would have cried out against them with all

the energy of its hatred. Now, no complaints have ever been heard

of this ; and the New Testament which that Church uses at this day

is in all points conformable to that of the Latin Church."

" Reverend sir, I return you thanks, I surrender my arms ; it is

glorious to me to have been defeated ; I acknowledge that I have

never reflected on the arguments which you have adduced."

" It is not to have been defeated but enlightened. As I said,

noble minds are ever the admirers of the truth : I congratulate you on

being amongst their number. These proofs, to which many others

might be added, suffice to show that the faith of a simple Catholic,

who, on the authority of the Church, believes in the IHvine origin

of the Bible, is perfectly well founded, and that the most erudite

man in the world can oppose nothing reasonable to it.' Let us all,

whoever we be, learned or ignorant, conclude hence that we owe

to the sacred books an entire faith and a most profound respect :

in every part they are the true Word of God."1

Here the discussion ended. The praises of the company were

divided between the ecclesiastic, who had proved the inspiration,

authenticity, and genuineness of the Bible, with as much perspi

cuity as modesty, and his adversary, who had displayed the rare

courage of sincerely yielding to the evidence of truth.

Let us add, that we owe the same faith to Tradition as to Scrip

ture ; for both are equally the Word of God. All Scripture, says

St. Paul, inspired of God, isprofitable to teach, to reprove, to correct,

to instruct injustice, that the man of God may be perfect, furnished to

every good work.3 Standfast, he says elsewhere, and hold the tradi

tion* which you have learned whether by word or by our epistle.*

PHATEE.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given us

thy holy Law, and for having written it, that the passions of men

may never be able to alter it. Grant me a great respect for thy

Holy Word.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I shall

listen to the words of the Gospel with the mostprofound respect.

1 Modern philology has carried to the highest degree of evidence the proof

regarding the perfect genuineness of the New Testament.

i Cone Trid., sese. iv. > 2 Tim. iii. 16, 17- ' 2 Thess. ii. 14.
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LESSON III.

Knowledge of God—God considered in Himself ; His Existence ; Proofs ;

Sketches from History—Perfections of God : Eternity, Independence,

Immensity, Unity, Immutability, Liberty, Spirituality, Intelligence, Pro

vidence; Proofs.

We have already said that the first truth which the Catechism

teaches is, that there is only one God.

Be silent, 0 heaven and earth ! children of men, I pray you, be

attentive. Before all ages, above all the heavens, beyond all

worlds, there was, there is, an eternal, infinite, unchangeable Beiuo,

who is his own principle, end, and felicity. The whole creation,

with its stars and systems, every one of which comprises in itself un

numbered smaller worlds, is but a reflection of the glory of this great

Being. He is everywhere, He sees all things, He hears all things.

0 Being of beings ! who am T, a weak mortal, to speak of thy great

ness ? Silence is the only hymn that is worthy of Thee ; silence will

give praise to thee, 0 God, in Sion. (Silentium tibi laue, Deu», in

Sion.)

And, first, what name shall we give Thee ? " Being above all

beings," replies one of those who this day contemplates thy ineffa

ble essence. " Being above all beings," is the only name that is

not unworthy of Thee! Alas! what language can name Thee, of

whom all languages together are unable to frame an idea?

" Thou art incomprehensible, because from Thee have emanated

all intelligences. Everything celebrates thy praise : that which

speaks, by its voice ; that which does not speak, by its silence.

Everything reveres thy majesty : both the animate and the inanimate

creation. To Thee are addressed all desires and all tears ; to Thee

ascend all prayers. Thou art the life of life, the centre of motion,

the end of everything ; Thou art alone, Thou art all ! 0 vanity of

human expressions ! All these names belong to Thee ; yet none of

them can designate Thee. Alone in the immensity of the universe,

Thou art nameless. How shall we penetrate beyond the heavens,

into thy inaccessible sanctuary ? Being above all beings ! this is the

only name, that is not unworthy of Thee."1

Such is God !

And God is not a Being without Personality. He has revealed

Himself: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, three distinct Persons in

one and the same Divinity.

' St. Gregory Nazianzen.



What man has ever doubted the existence of God ? The impious

may, indeed, say in his depraved heart : " there is no God; " but to

affirm it With a sineere conviction—no, he never can do so. The

first real atheist is yet to be seen. And, in fact, unless a man has

lost his reason, how is it possible for him to deny the existence of a

BeiDg, whose presence is more gloriously manifest than that of the

sun at mid-day in a cloudless sky ? Hence, we will content our

selves with adducing only three proofs of the existence of God.

1. The necessity of a Creator. There is no effect without a

cause. A mansion pre-supposes an architect ; a painting, an artist ;

a statue, a sculptor. The earth with its gigantic mountains, and

its fertile plains, and its lakes, and rivers ; the sea, with its im

mensity, and its foaming waves, its regular currents, and its

monster inhabitants; the heavens, with their resplendent, enor

mous, innumerable worlds: all presuppose an omnipotent Cause,

the Source of so many wonders.

What is this cause? Are these wonderful works their own

cause ? All reply to us in their eloquent language : Ipse fecit not,

tt non ipsi nos—it was God who made us, and not we ourselves. No,

they did not make themselves, for they are not God ; the earth is

not God, the sea is not God, the heavens are not God : in these crea

tures there are none of the incommunicable properties or characteris

tics—such as eternity, independence, immensity, liberty, spirituality

—which belong only to the Being of beings.

What is then the cause, which has produced so many wonders ?

Chance ? But chance is nothing ; it is a meaningless word which

man employs to conceal his ignorance. We say that a thing happens

by chance, to signify that we do not know its cause ; but it has a

cause, nevertheless. Chance then is nothing ; and it has made

nothing in the world.

What then is the creative cause of the universe ? Man ? Truly

history is inexcusable for not having preserved the name of the

astronomer who constructed the sun, and fixed all the stars in the

armament ; the name of the geologist who erected the Alps and the

Pyrenees ; and the name of the chemist who produced the ocean.

Alas ! all the men in the world could not make a little fly, or a grain

of sand ; and yet they made the universe !

Thus, on the one hand, it was neither chance nor man that made

the wonders which everywhere meet our eyes ; on the other, these

admirable works have neither existed always nor made themselves,

since they have none of the properties of a necessary Being ; what

remains then but that they are the work of the eternal, infinite, and

omnipotent Being, whom the language of every nation terms God f

%. The testimony of mankind. Yes, all people have named Him,
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for all have believed in the existence of this Being, who is the source

of all other beings.1 Go to the human race in its cradle ; follow it

through all the different regions which it has successively inhabited ;

let no climate, no nation, no class escape your observation ; pass

from the civilized to the barbarous ; search among the degenerate

tribes who have planted their tents on the burning sands of Africa,

or the savage hordes who wander over the vast savannahs

of America—everywhere you will hear the name of God ; every

where you will discover mankind by the traces of the altars which

they raise to the glory of the great Being above, by the odour of the

sacrifices which they offer in his honour, and by the sound of the

hymns and canticles which they send up before his eternal throne.

Traverse the world : it will be easier for you to find a city built in

the air than to meet with a people having no knowledge of God.

It must be that this great idea of God is very deeply rooted in

the human heart, when man, reduced even to the condition of the

irrational beast, and wallowing in the mire of the grossest vices,

allows, nevertheless, to escape him the name of God, and raises his

suppliant looks to the abode of this eternal Being. Such is the re

mark made by Tertullian to the Pagans of his time. "Do you desire,"

he says, "that I should prove the existence of God by the simple

testimony of the soul alone? Well, although buried in the dungeons of

sin, held fast by the chains of prejudice, weakened by passion and

concupiscence, the slave of false divinities, yet, when the soul awakes

from its languor, like a man recovering from drunkenness or fever,

in the very first instant of its health, it proclaims the name of God,

and invokes the only Being who can assist it. Great Ood ! good

Ood! are the words that come naturally to the lips of every man.

Omnium vox est—it is the voice of all ! 0 testimony of the soul,

naturally Christian—0 testimonium animte naturaliter Christian*!

And, when it utters this language, it is not to the Capitol it looks,

but to heaven, the abode of the living God, from whom it comes."

(Apolog. cxviii.)

It is, therefore, true that both man and the world vie with each

other in proclaiming the existence of God in such a manner, that

the folly of those so-called atheists, who attempt in the face of this

double testimony to prove the contrary, is in itself a proof of the

existence of God.

3. The absurdity of Atheism. We call those atheists who deny

the existence of God. If you desire to know how much their system

deserves to be abhorred and deplored, listen to their creed :—

" I believe all that is incredible.

> See their testimonies in Jacquelot, Traiti de Vexistence de Dieu, &o.
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" I believe that there are effects without causes, paintings with

out artists, clocks without clockmakers, houses without masons.

" I believe that the first man made himself, or that he grew up

under an oak, like a mushroom.

" I believe there is no good or evil, virtue or vioe ; that to mur

der or to support my father is the same thing.

" I believe that all men are fools; that there is more sense in

my little finger than in all human brains.

"I believe that I am a beast; that between me and my dog

there is no difference, unless that it has a tail."

This last article is the only one on which the atheist has not

gone far astray. If you imagine that we have placed all these ab

surdities gratuitously to the account of the atheists, you deceive

yourself. Not only are they the strict consequences of their princi

ples, but we even find them written in every character throughout

their works. What venomous reptiles, then, does one press to his

bosom, when he denies the existence of God ! The foregoing are

not the only ones; listen to the sum of the atheist's decalogue :—

" Thou shalt satisfy all thy inclinations and passions."

This is the first and greatest commandment of atheism. Indeed,

since there is no God, no soul, no duty, no good, no evil, no heaven,

no hell, everything ends with death. Therefore, to eat well, drink

well, sleep well, gratify all one's inclinations, is the true religion, the

grandest philosophy : whoever follows any other rule of conduct is

a dupe. The second commandment is no less important than the first.

" Thou shalt regard all men either as obstacles or instruments."

If instruments, thou shalt make them serve to thy good as much

as possible ; if obstacles, thou shalt destroy them without remorse.

If it be necessary to crush them to pieces in a mortar, thou shalt

crush them ; if it be necessary to rob them, thou shalt rob them

and retain their property unblushingly ; if it be necessary to lie,

thou shalt bear false witness audaciously.

You see that such morality is the morality of wolves ; it estab

lishes war among all ; it converts the world into a vast den of

thieves, and allows no other protection than that of the highway

man. These are the frightful maxims of atheism; written, avowed,

practised—at least in part ; for happily man is usually better or

worse than his principles. Such is the creed, such is the decalogue,

of atheism. Hence, we repeat, there never has existed a man so

complete a fool, as to maintain such a system on the grounds- of a

sincere conviction, and to deny, with his hand upon his heart, the

existence of God.

Be that as it may, it is well to remind our " freethinkers" of

the language of one of the most powerful geniuses of modern times.

VOL. L 8
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Napoleon, when at St. Helena, was once discussing with a General

the existence of God; he expressed himself thus:—"You ask me,

What is God ? and if I know what I know. Very well ! I will

tell you. But answer in your turn : how do you know that a man

has genius ? Is genius something that you have seen ? And is

genius really visible ? Ah I we see the effect, and from the effect,

ascend to the cause. "We seek, we find, we affirm, we believe—is

it not so ? Thus, on the field of battle, when the action begins, if

suddenly we perceive the plan of attack to excel in promptness and

adroitness, we are in admiration at it, and oxclaim : A man ofgenius !

In the midst of the conflict, when victory appears uncertain, why

are you always the first to seek for me ? Yes, you cry out for me,

and on all sides the cry is repeated : Where is the Emperor ! what are

his orders ! "What is the meaning of this cry ? It is the cry of in

stinct, denoting a general belief in my genius. Well ! I also have

an instinct, a belief, a certainty—the cry escapes me in spite of my

self, when I reflect on nature and its phenomena—I admire and

exclaim : There is a God.

" My victories make you believe in me ; well ! the universe

makes me believe in God. I believe, because of that which I see

around me, because of that which I feel within me. These wondrous

effects of the Divine omnipotence, are they not more striking and

eloquent realities than any of my victories ? What are the

grandest movements on a battle-field compared with the movements

of the heavenly bodies ? Since you believe in genius, tell me,

I pray you, whence does the man of genius derive that flow of

ideas, that sublimity of conception, that quickness of thought, pecu-

"You cannot, I see. Well ! I should be in the same predica

ment ; and no one has any further information on the matter than

you and I : nevertheless, that peculiarity, which distinguishes

several individuals, is a fact, as positive and evident as any other

fact. But if there is a difference in minds, there must be a cause,

and the cause is, some one makes this difference : it is not you nor

I, and ' genius ' is only a word, that teaches nothing of its cause.

Some one will say perhaps : ' They are organs,' a piece of nonsense

allowable in a trifler I but which does not suit me—do you under- .

" Effects prove the cause ; and Divine effects make me believe

in a Divine cause. Yes, there exists a Divine cause, a supreme

Reason, an infinite Being ; this cause is the Cause of causes—this

Reason is th« Fountain of all intelligence.—There exists an infinite

Being before whom, General, youare only a little atom, and I.Napo-

leon, with all my genius, only a real nothing, a genuine nothing.

liar to him f

 

stand?
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Do yon hear me ? I feel this God, I see Him, I have need of

Him, I believe in Him ; ifyou do not so too, well ! so much the worse

for yon." 1

To the eloquent demonstration of this great man, let us add tht

simple hut decisive reasoning of a child. Some years ago, a young

man, a native of one of the provinces, was sent to Paris, to complete

his studies. Like many others, he had the misfortune to meet

with bad companions.. His own passions, together with the impious

language of his comrades, soon led him to a forgetfulness of the

pious lessons of his mother, and to a contempt of Religion. He

came to the point of wishing, and at length of saying, like the

senseless creatures ofwhom the prophet speaks : There is no God;

God is only a word. Incredulity always begins by saying these

things as it were in a passing way ; it is a plant that takes root

only in corruption. After many years' residence in the capital,

the young man returned to the bosom of his family.

He was invited one day to a very respectable house. There was a

large company assembled. Whilst every one talked about news,

pleasure, or business, two little girls, each twelve or thirteen years of

age, were reading together, seated in the recess of a window.

The young man, approaching, said : " What romance, ladies,

are yon reading with so much attention ?"

" We are not, sir, reading any romance," they replied.

" Not a romance ! What book, then, pray ?

" We are reading the History of the People of God."

" The History of the People of God ! Do you, then, also believe

that there is a God ?"

Astonished at such a question, the young girls looked at each

other, their faces covered with blushes. " And you, sir," said the

elder, " do you not believe it ?"

" I believed it once," replied the young man, " but since going

to reside in Paris, where I have studied philosophy, mathematics,

medicine, and politics, I have been convinced that God is only a

word."

" As forme, sir," answered the little girl, " I have never been in

Paris; I have never studied philosophy, or mathematics, or those

other fine things which you know : I know little more than my

catechism. But since you are so learned, and say there is no God,

-will you tell me, what does an egg come from ?" •

The child pronounced these words in so clear a tone of voice as

to he heard by a portion of the company. A few persons drew nigh

to know what was the matter ; others followed ; and, finally, the

1 Sent, de Xapolion eur le Christ, p. 75 et suiv.
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whole company assembled round the window, to hear the dialogue.

" Yes, sir," continued the child, " since you say there is no God,

be so good as to tell me, what does an egg come from ?"

" An amusing question ! an egg comes from a hen."

" And what does the hen come from ?''

" The young lady knows as well as I : a hen comes from an egg."

" Very well ; but which ofthe two existed first, the eggor the hen?"

" I certainly do not know what you want to make of your eggs

and your hens ; but, in a word, that which existed first was the hen."

" There was, then a hen which did not come from an egg?"

" Ah ! pardon me, miss, I was not paying attention; it was the

egg that existed first."

" There was, then, an egg which did not come from a hen ?

answer me, sir."

" Ah !—if—pardon me—I mean—because—you see "

" What I see, sir, is that you do not know whether the egg ex

isted before the hen, or the hen before the egg."

" Well I 1 say it was the hen."

" Be it so. There was, then, a hen which did not come from

an egg. Tell me, now, who created this first hen, from which all

other hens and eggs have come ?"

" With your hens and your eggs, you seem to take me for a girl

from the poultry yard."

" Pardon me, sir, I merely ask you to tell me, whence came the

mother of all hens."

"But, to end the matter "

" Since you do not know, permit me to tell you. He who created

the first hen, or the first egg, whichever you please, is the same

Being that created the world, and we call Him God. You cannot,

sir, without God, explain the existence of an egg or a hen, and yet

you pretend, without God, to explain the existence of the world !"

The young infidel asked no more questions ; he stealthily seized

his hat, and disappeared : As much ashamed, remarked one of the

oompany, as afox that had been caught by a hen.

To this little sketch we shall add another. A short time ago

one of our pretended atheists was travelling in a public conveyance.

All along the way, which was considerable, he never ceased to out

rage the feelings of his fellow-travellers with his impious jargon.

Arrived at a place for changing horses, he began to look out of one

of the carriage windows, and, seeing some little girls on their way

home from the schools of the Sisters of Charity, he addressed him

self to the nearest.

" My little one," said he, with a mocking air, " I will give you

a penny if you tell me what is God."
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The little girl, understanding the mockery, left her place, and

drawing near to the carriage, said to him : " Ood is a pure spirit,

sir, and you—you are only a beast." Thereupon, she made a low

courtesy, and tripped away again, smiling, to rejoin her companions.

The rest may be imagined.

From the existence of God, let us pass on to his adorable perfec

tions.

God is an infinite, eternal, incomprehensible Spirit, who is in all

places, who sees all things, who can do all things, who has created

all things by his power, and who rules all things by his wisdom.

To name God is to name a Being above all, a Being properly such,

a Being infinitely perfect. From this incontrovertible idea of God

we deduce, by a chain of evident consequences, all the essential

attributes of the Divinity.

I. Eternity. Since God is infinitely perfect, it follows that He

has no other principle outside of his own existence, that He is by

Himself, and necessarily of Himself. Having never received an

existence, He is always the same Being. He is eternal, that is, He

has neither beginning nor end. Me toko is, is his name—/am who

am : sublime, incommunicable definition, which He applies to Him

self.'

Here, let us reflect that we are made to the image ofGod, and are

obliged to copy in our lives the perfections of this adorable Model.

For it is written : Be ye perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect?

To imitate this chief perfection, let us reply to all finite, perishable

creatures, when they come to solicit the affections of our hearts : I

am greater than you, and born for greater things ; I am immortal,

and in all my actions I look to eternity.

II. Independence. Since God is pre-eminently great, an infinite

Being, He cannot have a superior or an equal : otherwise, He would

be limited in his perfections, and would not be God. Let us, the

images of God, be piously independent of men, of creatures, of our

own passions, of everything that is not according to the will of

our only Master.

III. Immensity. Since God is an infinite Being, it follows that

He cannot be bounded, or fettered, or confined by any cause, by any

place, nor in any one of his perfections : infinite in the fullest sense,

He is as immense as He is eternal, Let us, the images ofGod, imi

tate our Model by the immensity of our charity and the abundance

of our good desires.

IV. Unity. Since God is an infinite Being, it follows that He is

one, andthat there is no other : beyond the infinite, what can exist but

nothingness or images of the infinite ? Let us, the images of God,

'Exod.iil. H. • Matt. v. 48,
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be like Him ; let God be everything to us, as He is everything to

Himself. Let the motto of the seraphic St. Francis be ever ours :

My God and my all!

V. Immutability. Since God is an infinite Being, He cannot

lose anything, or acquire anything, modify or change Himself, have

new thoughts or desires—He is ever the same, because he is im

mutable. Let us, the images of God, be ever immutable in truth,

in charity, in the practice of all virtues : woe to the inconstant !

VI. Liberty. Since God is infinite, no external cause can inter

fere with his operations. He has then freely created the world in

time, without having arrived at any new act or design : He was

pleased from all eternity to do so, and the effect followed in time.

What He created freely He governs freely. Let us, the images

of God, never allow our hands and feet to be bound by the shame

ful chains of sin : how could we endure the thought that we,

children of God, should become slaves of the devil ?

VII. Spirituality. Since God is infinite, it follows that He has

no hody by nature, save in the Incarnation of the Word ; for a

body is limited, imperfect, subject to change and decay. God is,

then, a pure Spirit. A simple and invisible Being present every

where, without mixture or form, He cannot be seen by our eyes,

touched by our hands, or fall under the cognizance of our senses.

Hence, when you hear mention of the hands, arms, feet, ears,

or eyes of God ; when you hear of his being moved with sentiments

of anger or hatred, beware of taking these words literally in a

material or human sense. Such language is only figurative, the

Divine Majesty thus condescending to adapt itself to the capacity of

our weak understanding.

A like occurrence happens in the daily intercourse of men.

When we meet with persons of little education, we borrow their

own language to make them understand us. So, when we hear of

the hands, arms, ears, and eyes of God, the meaning is, that He has

made all things, that He can do all things, that He hears all things,

and that He sees all things ; by His hatred and anger, we under

stand that He cannot endure sin, and that He punishes it as it

deserves. Let us, the images of God, he like angels in mortal

bodies, that the life of the senses may be ever subject in us to the

life of the spirit, until the happy day when both shall be absorbed

in the life of God Himself, to whose likeness we shall be assimilated.

VIII. Intelligence. Since God is infinite, it follows that He

knows all things, past, present, and future ; or, rather, there is

neither past nor future with God, but all things are present to Him.

The world is one of his thoughts ; He comprehends it ; He pene

trates a thousand times better into it than we can, or than we can

penetrate into any of our own thoughts.
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As God sees all things present, it follows that the knowledge

which He has of human actions does not interfere in the least with

our liberty. In point of fact, the actions of men do not occur

because they are foreseen by God ; on the contrary, they are foreseen

by God because they will occur. To maintain otherwise, would be

to maintain an absurdity and a blasphemy ; an absurdity, since it

would pretend that God sees them not ; blasphemy, since it would

annihilate the liberty of man.

The reason is plain. If the actions of men occur because God

foresees them, it is evident they must occur, whether we will or

not ; if not, God should be deceived. The following reason

ing would then be strictly logical : either God has foreseen that

I shall die a month hence, for example, or He has not foreseen

it ; if He has foreseen it, whatever I shall do, whatever precau

tions I may take, I shall die ; if, on the contrary, God has not fore

seen it, whatever I shall do, whatever imprudence I may be guilty

of, even though I should refuse all kinds of nourishment, or cast

myself headlong from the top of a tower, I shall not die. The

absurdity of such reasoning at once illustrates the absurdity of the

proposition, that the actions of men aie necessitated by the Divine

prescience. Let us, images of God, behold the past with a single

glance, to humble ourselves and return thanks ; the present, to

profit by it ; and the future, to prepare for it. And since God

sees all things, let us always remember that He sees us.

" God sees me." These three words have heretofore prevented,

and still prevent, more sins than all the preachers in the world.

The thought that God is everywhere fills the reflecting soul with

awe, confidence, and love ; the remembrance of the presence of God

is the school of virtue. The saints and patriarchs of the Old Testa

ment were particularly careful to walk always in this holy pre

sence. As the Lord liveth, in whose presence Istand.' This was their

motto, their battle-cry, their familiar expression. David was not

content with praising the Lord seven times a-day. / set, says he,

the Lord always in my sight, for he is at my right hand, that I be not

moved}

Why should we not imitate these great men, our models and

masters ? What more proper than the thought, God sees me, to

encourage us in well-doing, to console us in affliction, and to main

tain us in our duty ? Would we ever dare to do before God that

which we should blush to do before men ?

To all the perfections which we have mentioned, add power,

sanctity, goodness, truth, mercy, justice, in the highest degree, and

1 3 Kings, xrii. 1. • Pa. xv. 8.
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you will have some idea of the great Being, whom the tongues of

all nations term "God."1 How great He is! but, at the same

time, how good ! for all these adorable perfections He turns to the

welfare of his creatures. He has not abandoned the world to the

winds of fortune after drawing it from nothingness; but, as a king

governs his states, or a father his family, so God governs the uni

verse. This thought leads us to speak of Providence.

Let us begin by clearly explaining this beautiful word which so

many persons pronounce without understanding its meaning. Provi

dence is God's government of the world, or God's action over creatures

to preserve them and to conduct them to their end. It supposes the

employment of all the Divine perfections, but especially power,

wisdom, and goodness. It extends to all creatures, the least as well

as the greatest ; that is, God watches equally over the slave and the

monarch, the infant and the old man, over the insect that is crushed

beneath our feet and those glorious orbs that roll over our heads.

He preserves all alike, and conducts each to its appointed end. The

very hairs of our head are numbered, says our Lord Himself, and

not a little bird falls to the ground without the permission of our

heavenly Father.*

Now there are two kinds of creatures ; material and spiritual. Ac

cordingly we have Providence in the physical and in the moral order.

Providence, in the physical order, is that continual action by

which God preserves all creatures, the heavenly bodies, land, sea,

plants, animals, &c., and directs them to their final end.

Providence, in the moral order, is that continual action by which

God preserves spiritual creatures, angels and men, and directs them

to their end.

It is easily understood that the laws of Providence which direct

inanimate creatures are not the same as those which direct free and

rational creatures. On the first, God imposes his will without ever

allowing them the liberty to wander from it. Thus the sun is not

free to rise or not to rise daily, the sea is notfree to ebb and to flow at

its pleasure, the animals are not free to change their mode of feeding,

hunting, and dwelling. It is otherwise with rational creatures.

God has given them laws, which, by the rewards He promises and

the chastisements He threatens, He invites them to observe : they

can do so or not, as they choose. Being free, it is their duty to

honour God by the voluntary submission of their minds and hearts

to his supreme commands.

It follows, hence, that irrational creatures, of necessity, attain

1 See Fenelon ,De I'exiitence dc Dim ; Bergier, art Dieu ; St. Tho«. q. 1, 11:
s Matt. x. 29. 30.
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the end for which God has created them. For them there is neither

merit nor demerit, good or evil ; consequently, neither recompense

nor chastisement. On the contrary, as rational creatures either

arrive at or wander from their last end by the free exercise of their

wills, so they may lay up for themselves a store ofmerit or demerit,

good or evil ; consequently, recompense or chastisement.

Now the last end to which Providence conducts all material or

spiritual creatures is the glory of God, that is to say, the manifes

tation of his adorable perfections. Hence David tells us : The

heaven* show forth the glory of God, and the firmament declareth the

work of hi* hand*.' It is the same with regard to the earth, the

sea, the animals, the least blade of grass, which it is impossible to

contemplate without being struck with admiration at the infinite

power, wisdom, and goodness of the Creator which is displayed

therein. The last end of man is also the glory of God. He has

been created as a beautiful mirror, wherein the power, goodness,

wisdom, spirituality, and the liberty of the celestial Workman are

reflected. It suffices to see him, in order to adore, in the silence of

admiration, the great Being by whom he has been formed.

Besides this last end, which is the glory of their Author, all

creatures have a particular end. For inanimate and irrational

creatures, this particular or definite end is the good of man. This

is the reason why they all serve for his use. As to man him

self, Am particular end is solvation, that is, happiness for all eternity;

if he glorifies God on earth, God promises in return to glorify him

for all eternity in heaven. But whether man secures his salvation

or not, God will no less attain the last end which He proposed to

Himself in man's creation.

If we refuse to be monuments of his goodness, we shall be

monuments of his justice, and God will be no less glorious, that is

to say, no less good, no less wise, no less powerful ;" in the same

manner as the sun is no less luminous, no less beneficent, though

we close our eyes against its rays or flee from its heat. Neverthe

less, God, who is goodness itself, wishes with all the might of his

love that men should arrive at eternal beatitude, and for this pur

pose supplies them with all the means of doing so. Such is the

idea that we should have of Providence ; let us now show that it

exists.

1 Pi. xriii. 1.
a Nec ideo credant iniqui Deum non ease omnipotentem quia multa contij

ejus faciunt voluntatcm ; quia et cum faciunt quod non vult, boc de eia facit

quod ipse Tult. Nullomodo igitur Omnipotentia vel mutant vel superant to-

luntatem: sire homo juste damnetur, sive misericorditer liberetur, voluntas

Omaipoteitis impletur. (S. Aug. Serm, coxiv.)
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There exists a Providence in the physical order ; that is, God

preserves and directs all material creatures to the end for which He

has created them, his glory and man's good. This Providence is

exercised not only over the universe as a whole, but over every

separate, even the smallest, part thereof ; the wren, the worm, the

ant, the blade of grass. Let us come to proofs.

1. Who, better than the Creator himself, can reveal to us the

existence of Providence ? Here are his oracles—let us be atten

tive and listen to them : My wisdom reacheth therefore from end to

end mightily, and ordireth all things sweetly.1 And elsewhere the

prophet exclaims : There is no other God but thou, who hast care of

all.' But let us hear even the word of the Son of God exhorting

us to consider the smallest creatures, that we may be convinced of

the existence of a general and a particular Providence in the physical

smallest : Behold, He says, the birds of the air ; they sow not,

neither do they reap nor gather into barns, and your heavenly Father

feedeth them* It would be necessary to relate the whole of the

sacred history, from one end to the other, if we were to quote all

the facts which show that God disposes, as Master, of the elements,

that He directs all things in nature to his own glory and to man's

good, that He directs the course of the sun, that He raises or ap

peases the storm, that He kindles or extinguishes the lightning, in

fine, that He directs all nature to his own glory and man's welfare.

2. All nations have recognised a Providence in the physical

order. There is no doubt about the belief of Jews or Christians.

As for pagans, although incredulous depositaries of revelation, they

admit this sacred dogma. Notwithstanding the errors peculiar to

various philosophical sects, they believed so little in chance, in fate,

in blind destiny, that they carried even to superstition their belief

in the government of the physical world by intelligent beings

superior to man. Hence, in their opinion, every element, every

portion of the universe, was placed under the protection of some deity

or divine agent ; hence they imagined there were gods of every

description and in every place, gods of heaven, gods of the earth,

gods of the sea, gods of fire, goda of fountains, gods of forests, gods

of seasons, gods of harvest, gods of vintage, and of many other things

3. But setting aside all these reasons, to ask if there is a Provi

dence in the physical order—in other words, to ask if there are

laws regulating the preservation of the universe and the direction

of every material creature in it, is a question whose solution pre

sents no difficulty to any one with eyes to see. Indeed, the constant

succession of the same phenomena necessarily supposes a constant

1 Wit. vin. J. » Wis. xni IS. 3 Matt. vi. 26.
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causeproducing them. Now this constant cause is called law, for

we recognise a law by the permanence of its effects. If, then, we

see effects in the universe which are constantly reproduced in the

same manner ; if, for example, we see the sun constantly running

his course in the heavens, enlightening and fertilizing the earth,

we have no hesitation in concluding that there is a constant cause

for this fact, and we say : There is a law, in virtue ofwhich the sun is

to regular.

In the same manner if we examine any other portion of the

universe, the earth with the animals that inhabit it and the vege

tables that cover it, the sea with its ebb and flow and the fishes

that disport in it, and everywhere find certain effects a thousand

times repeated, we conclude that there are unvarying causes, the

principles of these facts, and we say : there are laws presiding over

all these phenomena. Millions of creatures throughout the universe

present the same spectacle. We should, therefore, naturally con

clude that there are laws presiding over the preservation and direc

tion of the world in general, and over every creature in particular.

It remains to be seen who has established these laws, for there

are no laws without a legislator. This wise, this powerfol Legis

lator of the universe must be God, or man, or chance ; there

can be no other. It is not chance that legislates, for chance is

nothing ; it is not man, as we are well aware ; it must be God.

There is, therefore, a Divine Providence governing the physical

creation.

To the foregoing observations, let us add two remarks : (L) As

God established the laws of the physical world freely, so He can

freely modify them or dispense with them, and He frequently does

so when we pray to Him for this purpose ; hence, when plagues,

epidemics, famines, inundations, droughts, threaten us, we pray to

God to remove them from us, and, under similar circumstances,

all people have done so before us. (ii.) The constant repetition of

the same effects is so little due to chance, that the impious apostles

of this blind deity do not claim the honour of it for their master,

even in the smallest things, as the following anecdote will show.

The leading philosophers of the last century were one evening

assembled together. After a supper, seasoned with atheism, Diderot

proposed that he should name a counsel for God, and the lot fell

accordingly on the famous Abb6 Galiani The Abbe took his seat and

thus began :—" One day, at Naples, a man took six dice in a box

before my eyes, and laid a wager he would throw a pair royal of six.

At the first throw he turned out six. I said : It is possible to do so once,

by chance. He returned the dice into the box, and a second, a third, a

fourth, and a fifth time, always threw six. By Bacchus, I cried out, the
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dice are haded. And so they were. Philosophers ! when I con

sider the regularly recurring order of nature, those regularly revolv

ing cyclesofan endless variety ofdetails, that sigular direction for the

preservation of a world such as we see, ever turning up in spite of a

hundred million other chances of perturbation and destruction, I am

forced to cry out : Certainly nature is loaded." This original and

sublime sally of wit rendered the adversaries of Providence mute.

We shall not here more fully develop the proofs of a Providence

in the physical world; the near explanation of the work of the six

days which we are about to enter upon will supply us with a more

convenient opportunity. Let us pass on to consider Providence in

the moral order.

There is a Providence in the moral order, that is, God preserves

his rational creatures, men and angels, and directs them to the end

for which they were created, his glory and their felicity. Man alone

will engage our attention at present.

First let us remark that, in the moral as in the physical order,

we find a general as well as a particular Providence. The first is

the action by which God directs the human race, kingdoms, revolu

tions, and great events of this world to his glory and our salvation.

The Catechism of Perseverance, reaching from the creation of the first

man down to our own days, will be the glorious history of this Provi

dence, which, before Jesus Christ, conducted all events to the accom

plishment of the great mystery of Redemption, and, after Jesus

Christ, has been conducting all events to the preservation and pro

pagation of his great work of reparation. We are then relieved from

proving just now the existence of a general Providence in the moral

order.

As to a particular Providence, if a full historical proof of it

were required, we should recount the history of each people, of each

family, of each individual person. We should behold God enlight

ening every race, every family, and every man that cometh into the

world, revealing and preserving the truths to be believed, imposing

duties, and supplying the means to practise them. We should see

Him speaking in every language, adopting every tone, and suiting

the manifestation of his laws to the capacity of each people, family,

and individual. We should see Him recommending the observance

of his commands by the promise of future recompense or the threat

of future chastisement What do I say ? rewarding or punishing,

even in this life, nations, families, and individuals, according as

they are docile or rebellious to his law.

Beautiful study ! which leads triumphantly to one conclusion,

that clearly demonstrates the existence of Providence. The history

of every nation is summed up in two lines—Virtue and Reward,
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Crime and Punishment. That is to say, fidelity to the Divine laws

which should govern nations is followed by happiness ; disobedience

to them is certainly followed by misery. On one hand behold the

law, on the other the approval. This is Providence; for the

same facts are reproduced in all quarters of the globe, and have

ever been so, as far back as we can travel into the twilight of time.

Oh, truly ! it is virtue that elevates nations, and sin that renders

them miserable.' Immortal inscription over Providence ! which

should be written at the head of the constitutions ofevery people, as

it is written at the head of every page of their history !

If, from the social order, we pass to the domestic order, we shall

see that the same laws of Providence are exemplified in regard to

every family, and our own conscience will tell us that they are equally

fulfilled in regard to everyone of us." Exceptions only confirm the

rule, and prove the existence of an eternity, in which God will

reward all men according to their works.

To the foregoing let us add some other proofs of the existence of

Providence :

1. The testimony of God Himself. A thousand times, in the

Old and the New Testament, He exhorts mankind, his well-beloved

creatures, to place all their confidence in Him, to cast all their

cares into his bosom, to be assured that He watches over them as

the apple of his eye. Adopting the most gracious forms, He re

presents Himself to the consideration of man as a vigilant Shepherd

guarding his flock, as a Father who arises before day to labour for

the benefit of his children, as a Friend desirous that we should

speak to Him in terms of intimate familiarity. He imposes it on

us as a sacred duty to have recourse to Him in all our wants, both

of body and soul.

The most touching proof of his tenderness is the prayer which

his Divine Son vouchsafed to teach us : Our Father, who art in

heaven. Tears come into our eyes when we hear this God, our

Brother, begging us with earnestness to place all our confidence in

our Heavenly Father. Ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall

find, &c. And why ? Ifyou who are imperfect know how to give your

children the good things which they ask of you, how much more will

your Heavenly Father give you the good things which you ask of him.

Verily, verily, I say to you, all that you ask with faith shall be given

you.3

1 Justitia elevat gentem, miseros autem facit populos peccatum. (Proy

xiv. 34.)

2 While we write these lines at Neyers, on Saturday, December 19, 1849,

a woman is being led to the scaffold for poisoning her husband !

' See the whole of St. Matt. aps. vi., yii.
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2. The testimony of all nations. To the voice of heaven is

joined that of earth, in proclaiming the consoling dogma of a Provi

dence in the moral order. Jews, Christians, even Pagans, are

unanimous on this fundamental point ; they have all believed that

man lives under the government of a God, who is offended by the

commission of crime, who is pleased by the practice of virtue, and

whose justice may be appeased or bounty merited. Hence, with all

people, there have been prayers, sacrifices, a religion.

It is on considering this universal fact that one of our most

celebrated theologians exclaims : " The dogma of a Providence is

tbe faith of the human race, the worship rendered to the Divinity

in all times and places attests the confidence of mankind in the power

and care of the Creator. A natural instinct leads us to raise our

eyes to heaven in our wants and sufferings; even the impious, by

their blasphemies against Providence, demonstrate that they believe

in it. This is what Tertullian calls the testimony of the soul

naturally Christian." 1

3. A Providence in the physical order demonstrates a Providence

in the moral order. If, indeed, as the sight of the universe proves,

God takes so much care of inanimate and irrational creatures, of the

blade of grass which springs forth at morning and dies at evening,

and ofthe sparrow which is sold for a farthing ; if He watches with so

much solicitude over our body that not even a hair of our head can

full to the ground without his permission ; if He provides with so

much attention for our food and clothing ; if all these cares are not

unworthy of Him, will it be unworthy of Him to be occupied with

the care of a creature nobler than all others, the masterpiece of his

hands, his living image, and for whom all material creatures re

ceived their existence ?

If He gives nourishment to the little ravens that invoke Him,

will He refuse the most precious nourishment, truth, to the soul

that asks Him for it ? Whilst He has established bo many wise

laws for the preservation of material creatures, will He abandon to

chance, like vessels without a rudder, intelligent creatures, alone

capable of rendering Him the homage that is worthy of Him ? And

whilst He shows a paternal tenderness for the very insects, will He

be without eyes, or ears, or hands, or heart for man ? Oh, no ! a

thousand times no, cry out with one voice, from one end of the

globe to the other, both the generations that live to-day and those

that lie buried in the dust of the tomb. It were a crime to think it,

a blasphemy to utter it.

You will perhaps meet with perverse men, who, to shake your

' Bergier, "Traite' de la Vraie Religion," t. II. 224. Tertullien cite" plus

haut, p. 35.
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faith in Providence, will tell you that it would be imposing too

painful a burden on God, to require of Him to watch over the whole

universe. The only answer you need make them is, to ask them

whether the sun grows weary by enlightening nature. They will

then tell you that it is unworthy of God to concern Himself about

weak and imperfect creatures. Answer them boldly : You do not

know what you say; the preservation of the world is only a con

tinuation of the act of creation ; if it was not unworthy of God to

begin the miracle, why should it be unworthy of Him to continue

it? rather, as the miracle of the creation occupied only six days,

while that of the preservation of the world has already occupied

nearly six thousand years, the latter must be much more glorious

to God than the former.1 They will then ask you how it happens

that virtue is unfortunate and vice triumphant. You will fust

answer them with the assent of every people and tribe, that all

does not end on earth ; that there is a world to come, where matters

will be restored to order, for every one will there be dealt with

according to his works ; that God sometimes punishes crime in this

life, lest we should doubt of his vigilence, but does not always

punish it lest we should doubt of the future judgment. You may

even, without having recourse to the other life, say to them boldly :

It is false that, even on earth, virtue is not happier than vice.

This is the manner in which you may draw up the inventory of

the evils that press upon humanity :

I. There are some evils common to all men, such as weakness in

infancy, infirmity in old age, death. So far the lot of virtue is at

least equal to that of vice.

II. There are many diseases and miseries that aw the conse

quences of sin. The largest share of these evils is undoubtedly

the portion of the wicked ; for the wicked are intemperate, im

prudent, irritable, dissolute. Their vices are so many causes of

disease and misery to them, while the contrary virtues are so many

sources of happiness to the just.

III. There is another kind of suffering to which we must pay

particular attention, in order to compare and properly estimate the

respective lots of the wicked and the just: it is the punishments

which human laws have sanctioned, and the courts of justice

decreed. For whom have these laws been made ? for the innocent

or the guilty ? It happens, sometimes, without doubt, that the

innocent man is condemned : this is the misfortune of the period, a

deplorable exception to order. But, in the ordinary course of things

the sword of justice falls only on the guilty heads of the wicked.

1 The thought is St. Ohrysostom's.
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IV. Suffering becomes so much the more painful in proportion

as a man is less resigned to bear it. Now, who has the greater

amount of resignation ? the virtuous man or the vicious ? From

which party proceed the most heartrending complaints ? By whom

are committed the many thousand suicides that France is counting

annually for the last forty years ?

Thus, in reality, and as a simple matter of fact, the good man

suffers less than the bad, and this suffices to show that no one

has a right to accuse Providence of the kind of injustice laid to its

charge when people say that the condition of virtue here below is

more painful than that of vice.

Finally, you do not, perhaps, know what interest these men can

have in denying Providence ; we shall unfold to you their shameful

secret, or rather they betray it themselves: if the dogma ofProvidence

is the consolation of the just, it is the terror of the wicked. Ac

cordingly, they will tell you that God is too great to concern Him

self about man ; that our actions matter little to Him, since they

cannot affect his felicity. We cannot be deceived here. This is

the language of a corrupted heart that wishes to abandon itself to

evil without liar or remorse. This alone should make us sus

pect it.

Would you desire to refute them? Content yourself with

answering : It is truly strange that you wish to free yourselves

from every duty towards the Creator, on those very grounds which

rather prove both the importance of your duties and the guilt of

him who offends against them. You refuse to adore God, and why?

Because He is too great, too perfect, that is, too worthy to be

adored. You refuse to obey God, and why ? Because He is too

powerful, too wise ; that is, He has too many claims on your obedi

ence. You refuse to love God, and why ? Because He is too just,

too holy, too good ; that is, too amiable. It is no longer to be

wondered at, that, having prepared such excellent reasons, you

await in repose the terrible judgment that will decide your eternal

lot. You say again that God is indifferent to our crimes, because

they cannot disturb his felicity; and is then the slave, who wings a

murderous arrow at his master, or the unnatural son, who raises

his sacrilegious hand against his father, less guilty because the ob

ject of his fury escapes unhurt? It is not success that constitutes

a crime, but the will to commit it.

V. But to put to silence completely, all the objections of deists

or indifferentiste, it suffices to expose their system : this is the best

proof of a Providence.

The absurdity of deism proves a Providence. We call those

deists who, admitting the existence of God, deny his Providence,
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either in the physical or moral order, and, consequently, remain in

different as to what regards religion. The following is their creed :—

" I believe in God, who has created all things, but concerns him

self about nothing ; who abandons his works to chance, like to an

unnatural mother, who, having giving birth to the fruit of her womb,

casts it into the street.

"I believe in a God, who says to me at the moment of my crea

tion : I create thee to adore or outrage me, as it pleases thee ; to

love or hate me, according to thy fancy ; truth, error, good, evil,

everything about thee, is a matter ofindifference to me ; thy isolated

existence has nothing to do with my counsels ; thou vile production

of my hands ! thou dost not deserve that I should look upon thee ;

begone from my sight ; depart from my thoughts ; frame thy own

law ; direct thyself; in fine, be thy own God."

Ifthe creed of the Deist is absurd, his decalogue is no less so.

Here it is, reduced to its simplest form :—

" Thou shalt admit or reject all religions alike. Whether thou

art a Catholic at Kome, a Protestant at Geneva, a Mahometan at

Constantinople, or an idolator at Fekin, is all one. In religious

affairs, day and night, white and black, yes and no, are all the same

thing. To eat well, drink well, sleep well, and follow all one's

inclinations, is the only true religion. It is also that of us, Deists."

Now, this pretended religion, a hundred times more injurious to

the Divinity than Atheism, reduces man to the level of the brute,

opens the door to every crime , affords society no other protection than

that of the robber ; allows no hope to the weak, no consolation to

the miserable, no encouragement to the just, no restraint to the

wicked ; and thus establishes a morality worthy only of swine and

wolves. It is, therefore, false. " For," says one of themselves,

" truth never injures." And this is the best proof that the doctrine

of Deists is not the truth.

In conclusion, we shall see in the Catechism that there is a true

Religion ; that there is one only, as there is one only God ; that this

Religion comes from God; that it is indispensable; that an eternity

of happiness will be the just recompense ofthose who venerate, and an

eternity of torments the just chastisement of those who shall have

despised this holy Religion, the sovereign law of Him who created

man, and endowed him with reason and liberty.

Prayer.

O my God I who art all love, I return Thee thanks for having

made thyself known to us; enlighten those who know Thee not. I

adore Thee ; I love Thee ; I consecrate to Thee all that I have, and

all that I am. I am resolved to love God above all things, and my

VOL. I. „
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neighbour as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of

this love, I shallfrequently say to mytelf : God sees me.

LESSON IV.

Knowledge of God.—God considered in His Works.—Work of the Six Days.

First Day. Explanation of the words : In the beginning God created Heaven

and Earth.—This first expression is the basis of Science.—Darkness covered

theface of the deep : Explanation. And the Spirit of God moved over the

waters : Explanation. Image of Baptism.—Creation of Light ; rapidity

of its propagation.—Colours ; their advantage.

Afteb. having contemplated God in Himself, let us contemplate

Him in his works ; they will relate his glory, and, better than all

arguments, explain his infinite perfections to us. We have seen

that God has existed from all eternity ; not so with us, In the be

ginning, nothing of all that we see around us existed ; nor did we

ourselves exist. There was no heaven, no earth, no sun, no moun

tains, no rivers, no sea, no animals, no men, no angels.

God resolved to create all these things. But how would He do

so ? Where would He find materials with which to form this mag

nificent universe ? You are aware that when a man desires to build

a house, he requires a supply of stones, brick, wood, iron. The

first cabin should still be unconstruoted, if man had to create its ma

terials. But God's power is very different from ours : Me spoke,

and all things were made ; for He who can do all things accom

plishes whatever He desires by a simple word.

Prom all eternity God had conceived the idea of the world. At

the time marked out for it, He uttered his thought ; that is, He

expressed his thought outwardly by his Word; in short, He

spoke, and all things were made. The mode in which man,

the image of God, performs his works may give us an idea of the

creation. When a man desires to build a house, for example, he

begins by conceiving an idea of it ; then, at the fixed time, he says :

Let the house be built. If the effect does not immediately follow the

expression, it is because man, not being omnipotent, cannot accom

plish what he desires by a command. He must supplement his

weakness by a multitude of labourers and materials, all which

requires time. But it is no less true that man's works are the expres

sion of his thoughts, as the world is the expression of God's thought.

To know how powerful and fruitful was the Word that created

the universe, let us hear the account of the Creation with the same

sentiments of admiration penetrating our souls as if we had been

present at this great work, and had seen, at each word of the Creator,

that wondrous multitude of creatures, so various and so perfect,
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tpring forth from nothingness. Before our eyes will he unfolded a

magnificent hook, the first in which God desires that the children of

men should read the lesson of his existence, glory, power, goodness,

and all his other perfections.

This admirable book was written by God in six days. Whether

each of these days was a revolution of twenty-four hours, or a longer

space of time, is a question left to the disputations of philosophers.1

What it is important to remark, is, that God was not pleased to

create the world instantaneously or suddenly, but gradually, hereby

to teach us that He is free to act as He pleases. The following is the

order in which He called forth creatures from nothingness :—

In the beginning God created heaven and earth. In the beginning ;

that is, at the beginning of all things, when God began to create the

world.

1 In order to satisfy the legitimate curiosity of a certain class of our readers

wa shall add to the work of the Six Says some notes on Geology. The most

advanced scholars shall be our guides, and thus the Catechism shall be found,

to to say, in the most advanced post of science. Geology is a science which has

for its object the knowledge of the terrestrial globe. It studies the interior

structure of the earth, and the organic remains found therein, together with

the laws regulating the formation of these things. Not to deprive Geological

solutions of the merit which is due to them, it is well to remember that this

tcience is onlyyet in its infancy, that geologists are not acquainted with a sufficient

portion of the globe to form a system absolutely perfect. The deepest mines

ire mlv, i> regard to our planet, like the punctures of a pin in the skin of an

elephant.

We must also remember that geology was, for a long time, the arsenal in

which impiety sought for weaptns against the faith. Like all other sciences, it

was enrolled by philosophers under the standard of incredulity, to make war

jpan the Bible. But it has grown ; in growing, it has become enlightened ;

and to-day it renders homage to Religion. It asks the hand of Religion to

support it, as a delicate girl asks her mother's arm to support her tottering

step*. " Surely it must be gratifying," says Cardinal Wiseman on this subject,

" to see a science, formerly classed, and not, perhaps, unjustly, among the most

pernicious to faith, once more become her handmaid ; to see her now, after so

saany years of wandering from theory to theory, or rather from vision to

vision, return once more to the home where she was born, and to the altar at

which ahe made her first simple offerings; no longer, as she first went forth,

a wayward child, but with a matronly dignity, and a priest-like step, and a

bosom full of well-earned gifts to pile upon its sacred hearth." (Lecture) on

Science and Revealed Religion, vol. i. p. 307.)

On the duration of the days of the Creation there exist among geologists two

opinions. The first maintains that these days were periods of indeterminate

length, and considers this explanation necessary in order to account for geo

logical phenomena ; the second holds that they were only ordinary revolutions

of twenty-four hours, and denies the need of any other explanation.

Tli a first is supported by several reasons, of which we shall now present an

abridgment :—

1. 'the word day in Hebrew, as in Latin, French, and other languages, is

often used to denote a long period of time, an epoch. Even in Genesis, Moses
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Beaven and earth ; Moses desired, first of all, to point out the

creation of the universe in general, whose principal parts, in our re

gard, are heaven and earth. In these few words he places the

himself employs it thus. For having detailed the successive works of the

Creation, he makes a kind of recapitulation of them, saying: These are the

generations of creatures, in the day that the Lord God made the heaven and the

earth. (Gen. ii. 4.) Now, the word day, in this passage, evidently does not

mean a space of twenty-four hours, but rather the six days or six epochs of the

Creation, and corresponds to the word time or period. It has the same sease in

a great many other passages of Scripture.

2. Our days of twenty-four hours are regulated by the revolution of the

earth in presence of the sun. Now, asks M. Deluc, how could Moses, when

speaking of the first day or epoch, hare known how to assimilate it to our days

of twenty-four hours, since these days are measured by the revolution of the

earth on its axis, in presence of the sun, and the sun was not brought forth until

the fourth day, or epoch, to shed its light on the earth ? Moses, therefore, did

not refer to a day of twenty-four hours, but rather to a period of indeterminate

length.

3. St. Augustine says that the days of Genesis cannot be assimilated to

spaces of time, as easily conceived, as are days like ours, of twenty-four hours.

(De Genes, ad. litt., iv. 16, 44.) And elsewhere he expresses himself thus :

" Qui dies cujus modo sint aut perdifficile nobis, aut etiam impossible est cogi-

tare, quanto magis dicero ? " (De Civit. Dei, lib. i., c. xi.) Bossuet asserts in

his Elevations sur les mystercs, that the bix days were six different progressions

(111" Serm., VeElevat.) M. Frayssinous, in his Conferences, says that it is

allowed us to behold in these six days so many indefinite periods. To these

authorities might be added the names of many illustrious geologists, as Burnet,

Whiston, Deluc, Kirwan, Cuvier, &c.

4. Physical facts announce that between the time of the creation of the first

organic beings on the surfaco of the globe, and that of man, numerous modifi

cations, or, if we choose, several cataclysms took place, and annihilated species

primarily created, to which at a later period our present races succeeded. In

the vegetable kingdom, the primitive species, to which nothing analogous can

now be found, are. among others, the horse-tail or shave-grass, and gigantic

ferns; and, in the animal kingdom, mammotlis, buried, like the vegetables of

which we have spoken, in the lowest strata of the earth, where the action of the

deluge could never have disarranged anything.

Now, as it is demonstrated that the Creation was not the instantaneous

product of a blind, impetuous force, but the gradual work of a free, enlightened

will, the succession of these ancient generations, of which we no longer find a

living trace on the surface of the globe, cannot have occurred in an interval of

time so short as six days. On the contrary, it is plain that those revolutions,

which witnessed the birth, life, and death of such gigantic creatures, must have

extended over a long course of ages ; and as to each of them corresponds a

class of species totally different from those which had at first been destroyed, as

well as from those which should afterwards be destroyed, the creation of organic

beings must have been gradual and not instantaneous. (Marcel de Serres,

Cosmogonie de iloise, p. 18 et seq.)

Such are the principal reasons with the authorities that support the first

opinion. Let us now present those that favour the second :—

1. The Hebrew word day in Scripture often signifies an epoch, but then the
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whole before our eyes. He then descends to particulars, mention

ing what was done on each day of the great week. (Greg, de

Nys. lib. in Hexaetneron. Cyril Alex, contra Jtdian, lib. 1 1. Aug.

context easily determines, the sense in which it must be taken. Now, in the

first chapter of the Bible, where this term is repeated even six times,

there is nothing to indicate that it should receive any other signification than

that which is most natural and common to it. During six days you shall

labour, says Moses to the Israelites, and on the seventh you shall rest ; for in

six days the Lord made heaven and earth, and on the seventh he rested. (Exod.

xx. 1 1.) Moses here employs the same term to express the days of Creation and

ordinary days ; would not language persistently equivocal have inevitably cast

minds into an error, which Moses could have so easily prevented ? Besides the

constant tradition of the Jews is that the Mosaic days were only periods of

twenty-four hours. (See a learned article by M. Erach in Annates dephilosophic

chretienne.)

2. Geologists, who are partisans of the indefinite periods, pretend that

morning, mane, means the beginning, the aurora of a period or creation, and

evening, vespere, a revolution, a catastrophe, a destruction of this same creation ;

and thus they explain the origin of fossils in the various geological formations.

But, at the outset, this is a confusion of languages, and an excessively bold, arbit

rary interpretation. Again, on the first day, God makes the light ; on the second,

He makes the firmament. Moses, to denote the end of these days, avails himself

of the word vespere, evening : if this word means a catastrophe, a ruin, a destruc

tion, of what destruction was there question at the end of the two supposed

periods ? Was it the annihilation of the light or the firmament ? Will any

one dare to maintain one or the other ?

Moreover, for what purpose would God destroy at the end of each day the

work which He had created at its beginning, and which He had found good ?

And if He thus destroyed successively, at the endjof each period, the productions

of each preceding one, He therefore created them anew on the morning of

the following periods. Moses acquaints us clearly enough with the special

work of each day ; but where does he speak of the restoration of a work pre

viously destroyed ? Do not all things, on the contrary, in his account, mani

festly concur to make ub believe that the work of each day continued to subsist

entire and perfectlygood, such as it came from the hands of an omnipotent and

supremely wise Creator ?

3. The partisans of the periodic days, in order to be consistent, are obliged

to admit that the most ancient rocks, those of transition, should contain only

the remains of vegetables, and not the remains of animals, since the latter were

not created till after the fourth day ; and yet the lowest transition layers, such

as the coal group, contain the remains of marine and land animals, and many

kinds of air-breathing insects, mixed together with fossil plants. The system

is, therefore, in direct contradiction with geological facts. The very impossi

bility of reconciling the convulsive action of those revolutions, which should

have destroyed every creation, with the arrangement of rocks in regular strati

fication proves the evident result of a gentle and gradual deposit.

4. Our modern geologists, struck by the foregoing difficulties, which appear

inexplicable to them, place all those convulsions, of which the interior of the

globe everywhere offers us undoubted traces, in the period which elapsed

Detween the first and third verses of Genesis, and they say that the opinion of

a period of time of indefinite duration, preceding the organization of the
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Gen. add Utt. lib. 1 , cap. 111.) How many doubts are cleared away

in the few words : God created heaven and earth ! How many errors

dissipated? How many salutary truths revealed? What would

Adamic world, 19 at once founded on the most natural interpretation of the first

verse of Genesis, and the irresistible conclusions to which the study of geo

logical phenomena leads us.

Let us mention a few of the authors who uphold this opinion. M. Desdo-

ults requires that the Mosaic account should be excluded from every geological

discussion on the origin of our planet, or the history of the stratified formations

which compose its crust. " No," says this learned gentleman, " geological facts

are not contained in Genesis. The six days of the Creation are manifestly

natural days, or times of equivalent duration. Now, geological facts, however

they may have been brought about, cannot enter into such an exceedingly

narrow scheme. Therefore they do not belong to the work of the six days.

But they are not posterior to it, since they suppose many convulsions of the

earth. Therefore they are anterior to the six days of Genesis. Moses doeB not

mention these facts to us, because they are foreign to the history of man, and

to the organization of the earth, such as at length God prepared it for us.'

(Universit. Cath., t. Ill, p. 457.)

. " It is clear," says M. Jehan, " that the expression, In the beginning, means

an unlimited space of time between the first act, which brought forth from

nothingness the elements of the material world, and the chaos, or last revolution,

which is referred to in the second verse, and which was the evening of the first

day in the Mosiao narrative. It was during this interval, whose extent may

have been immense,that occurred thatlong successsion of events, which settled the

mineral structure of our globe, such as by the investigations of science it is

found to be, and which accordingly placed our planet in perfect harmony with

the wants of the human species, for whose habitation it was ultimately destined.

" The sacred narrator commences by proclaiming briefly that heaven and

earth received their existence at an unassigned period—consequently, that they

are not eternal ; then, without pausing to satisfy a vain curiosity with the

description of a state of things intermediate and altogether foreign to man, to

whom the sacred narrator is to teach moral not scientific truths, Moses comes

to the particular history of an order of events immediately connected with the

origin and the destiny of that creature whom God is about to form to His own

likeness." (Nouveau Traiti des Sciences GeoL, p. 313, et seq.)

Cardinal Wiseman is of the same opinion, and says that the theory of

indefinite epochs, " however laudable in its object, is not certainly satisfactory in

its results. He adds: "And what objection can there be in supposing

that, from the first creation of the rude embryo of this beautiful world to the

dressing out thereof, with its comeliness and furniture proportioned to the

wants and habits of man, Providence may have also chosen to keep a similar

ratio and scale, through which life should have progressively advanced to per

fection, both in its inward power and in its outward development? If the

appearances discovered by geology shall manifest the existence of any such plan,

wno will venture to say that it agrees not, by strictest analogy, with the ways of

God, in the physical and moral law of this world ? Or who will assert that it

clashes with IDs sacred word, seeing that in this indefinite period, wherein this

work of gradual development is placed, we are left entirely in the dark ? "

{Lectures on Science and Revealed Religion, vol. i. p. 309.)

Siskland, the Cuviei of England, maintains the same opinion, and his
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our reason do without this light, save perchance erer seek, but never

find.

This first expression of the Bible is the basis of modern science.

partisans declare that the early Fathers of the Church were not opposed to it,

since they likewise supposed an indefinite period between the Creation and the

first regular arrangement. (They quote S. Greg. Naz. Orat. 11, t. 1, p. 51 ;

8. Basil, Hexaem., homU. 11, p. 23 ; St. Caesarius, Dialog. 1, Origen, PerUirch,

b. iv., c. xvi., 4c.) From the preceding remarks it follows :—

1. That there are two geological systems in existence, and that they assemble

all modern scholars under their respective standards. The first system places

the interior revolutions of the globe between the first and third verses of Genefis,

so that they should have occurred before the appearance of man on the earth,

and before the arrangement of our planet to serve him as a habitation. The

partisans of this system make no difficulty in admitting the Mosiac days as

periods of twenty-four hours. The second system places the periods

between the close of the third verse of Genesis and the sixth day of the Creation,

such as it is related by Moses. In this system, the Mosaic days aro not revo

lutions of twenty-four hours, but much longer period* of time, even of an

indefinite duration.

-. That geologists do not agree on one of the fundamental points of their

science.

3. That the most approved theories of the present day are not at all opposed

to the Mosaic account.

4. That these theories are rather by the side, than in the sense, of Genesit.

It is, therefore, not for the pleasure of breaking a lance with them, that I

venture to make a few observations on the scientific value of the two

systems. To make geology a more Christian, and, consequently, a more solid

and useful science, is the object of the doubts which, with all respect, I am about

ti suggest.

First doubt : Is it quite certain that the great diversified irregularitiesfound

fa the interior arrangement of our globe, are the effect of revolutions successive!;i

accomplished during a long course of ages? You admit the fact of Creation.

Creation is a miracle of the first order. Now, it is said that God separated the

*atera from the land, previously blended together. How can it be proved that,

under the action of this omnipotent word, tho land did not instantaneously

become dry and solid; that it did not receive in the twinkling of an eye both its

interior and exterior configuration ; that the rocks, the granites, the caverns, the

mountains, did not assume, on the very moment, the situation and the dimensions

required of them by the law of gravity, or by the sudden disintegration of the

elements of terrestrial matter ? You admit the instantaneous creation of ligh t.

such as it is at present ; is it more difficult to admit the instantaneous con

figuration of our planet ?

Second doubt : Is it quite certain that those revolutions took place at the

epoch assigned them, that is, before or during the Mosaic Creation I God acts

outwardly only to reveal his glory. Every revelation supposes a being capable

of understanding it. A rational being is alono capable of ucquiring this know

ledge. Outside of God, we know of only two classses of intelligent beings :

angels and men. There can bo no question about man, siuee, according to both

systems, he did not exist. The angels remain. Where is the proof that they

existed previously to tho revolutions in question ? liven supposing their pre

existence, where is the uroof that the knowiedce of the revolutions »f uur planet
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By these luminous words it ought to be delivered from those absurd

cosmologies, from which pagan antiquity could never free itself, and

which, condemning the human mind to grope eternally in the dark,

have chained it down in the pitiable condition that every one sees.

The impious science of the last century has plunged into chaos,

was either necessary or useful, to make them acquainted with the existence and

the perfections of Gad ?

Third doubt : Is a quite certain that the deluge alone is insufficient to explain

the geological revolutions of our globe ? The universality of the deluge, denied

by the philosophers of the last century, is to-day acknowledged by all geologists.

They merely contend that this dreadful cataclysm was only felt on the surface

of our planet, and that the interior convulsions of the globe are due to other

causes. But who has informed man of the precise measure which the avenging

element observed, and which has caused euch terrible effects ? And then, now

can any one speak of the interior of the globe, when science hardly knows its

surface. Who has said to our savants : " This phenomenon is due to the deluge ;

that phenomenon had nothing to do with it ? " Do not such distinctions appear

founded less on solid reasoning than on the apprehension of a miracle, or rather

on the dread of the extent of the action of a miracle ? Having admitted the

existence of convulsions in the bowels of the earth, they cannot explain them,

either by the historical fact of the deluge, or by the historical fact of the Creation.

They prefer to have recourse to gigantic revolutions, of which no one can

explain the duration, the motive, or the end—whose epoch is unknown, and

whose occurrence there is nothing whatever to justify.

Fourth doubt: If the deluge is insufficient to account for all geological revo

lutions, would not the curse, with which the earth was struck at the fall of man,

afford some explanation of tlrnnl Man, in his fall, drew with him the whole

Creation, which had been previously subject to his empire. The earth was

specially cursed : malcdicta terra. Who can measure the extent of this maledic

tion? Who can explain its nature or effects ? When, during the days of Creation,

God told the sea to enter its bed, that vraf& of command, to us so gentle, was

like a fearful thunder-clap, which drove tna waters tumultuously into their

profound abysses ; we may hence infer what terrible effects must have followed

the awful word of anathema ! Who will dare maintain that it only affected the

mrface, without carrying any perturbation into the depths of our planet ? But,

once more, why speak of the bowels of the earth, when we know nothing about

them 1 All that we know, is that the earth underwent instantaneously material

change, and instead of bearing flowers and fruits alone, it bore thorns and briars,

while a great number of the animals abandoned their allegiance to man, and

became his enemies.

Would it be contrary to good sense, to refer to these two historical facts,

viz. : the deluge and the curse, rather than to revolutions more or less hypo

thetical, the convulsions of which our globe has preserved so faithful a remem

brance ? Would it uot be to give a rational explanation to phenomena, that

have heretofore remained an enigma for science ? Here, indeed, is a justification

for everything. The geological convulsions, the destruction of the great

creations in the vegetable and animal kingdoms, all have their reasonable

explanations. As for every outward work of God, its reason is the manifestation

of the glory of God, that is, of his perfections, especially his justice, his

mercy, and his wisdom.

His justice, in destroying certain species of vegetables and animals, whose
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beeause it has rejected the true basis ofthe edifice. Actual science

emerges from darkness in proportion as it becomes Biblical.

Consider, again, what majesty, and, at the same time, what

gigantic remains astonish the mind. 'God was pleased to show us the magnifi

cence of the primitive world, and the majesty of man, who, in his state of

innocence, was its pacific monarch; consequently, the utter degradation of

man's fall, and the incomprehensible enormity of sin, which could produce

such awful results.

His mercy. Man, in his fall, lost much of his power, and the inferior

aaimals became hostile to him. If the wonderful species of vegetables and

animals, of which our globe contains the remains, had continued to exist, how

would man, so greatly enfeebled, hare been able to live in the midst of them ?

Would they not have perpetually menaced his existence ? How would man

have been able to defend himself against the mammoths, for example, and other

such powerful giants, which had become his enemies ? How would he have

been able to live in the midst of such vegetables as certain ferns and shave-grass,

which attained the height of seventy-two feet ? How walk, breathe, cultivate

the soil, seek for his nourishment, in a land covered with productions like to

these ? In destroying these great creations, the magnificent ornaments of a

world which had been intended as the abode of innocence, God, therefore,

showed his mercy towards fallen man, watched over his days, and rendered

habitable his place of exile.

H is wisdom. God, to whom all things are present, beheld that impiety

which, in the course of ages, was to plunge into the bowels of the earth, to

shake, if it were possible, the very foundations of faith, by denying the truth

of the Mosaic account of man's early history. Now, by concealing in the

interior of the earth itself, as in an inaccessible treasury, the magnificent

remains of a world which no longer exists, He preserved incontestable proofs of

the truths that are the basis of religion : the original greatness, and tne subse

quent fall of man, followed by a universal degradation. How worthy of our

admiration is not this wonderful economy ! At the very moment when impiety

most insolently denies these essential dogmas, Almighty God opens his store

house, and draws from it arms, which have been held in reserve for six thousand

years, that He may confound his enemies.

Such are, with their consequences favourable to religion, the doubts which

I have ventured to propose. In order to depreciate their value persons may my :

"Your explanation is not a scientific ono." And what are yours ? Is it indis

pensable that an explanation should exclude every intervention of Divine

science ? " Your explanation rests on a direct and sovereign action of the

Creator." True: but what conclusion do you draw from this? Is it that facts

do not enter as elements into a scientific explanation ? In the whole work of

the creation, the destruction, and the re-arrangement of our planet, is not this

the direct action of God, and is it not a fact upon which I rely ? Ib not tho

curse of the earth a fact ? Is not the degradation of all creatures, on the fall of

man, a fact? Is not the universal deluge a fact? For two miracles, which I

admit on good proofs, your two geological systems are compelled to admit

twenty, without any proofs. Are not those successive creations, during a long

lapse of ages, so many miracles ? Are not those violent destructions and those

terrible convulsions, which figure as essential elements in your theories, so many

miracles, and, what is worse, miracles whose very existence or necessity there is

not a aingle solid proof to demonstrate ?
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simplicity there is in these few words: In the beginning God created

heaven and earth ! We feel that it is God Himself who instructs us

regarding a wonder at which He Himself is not surprised, because

He is superior to it. An ordinary person would endeavour to make

the magnificence of his expressions correspond to the grandeur of

his subject, but he would thereby only exhibit his weakness. The

Divine Architect, who amused Himself(Prov. viii. 31) in the forma

tion of the world, as He says Himself, relates the account of it with

out any emotion.

The earth was without form and void that is, without orna

ments, without men, without animals ; in a word, deprived of all

that which embellishes it at present.5 God was pleased to create

the earth without its magnificent adornments (though He might

easily have acted otherwise), that man might not regard the earth

as rich and fruitful of itself. He must learn that originally it was

without fertility, without inhabitants, without beauty ; that, of

itself, it should have ever remained as worthless and unproductive

as on the day of its creation ; and that the riches with which it at

present overflows are not its own, but are the gifts of an invisible

hand.

Darkness covered the face of the deep. By this deep we are to un

derstand the deep waters that enveloped the earth on all sides, forming

' According to the Hebrew text, the earth was without shape and aeriform,

infotmis et aerifarmis : the Samaritan text gives us to understand that it was in

a fluid state ; and the Septuagint version represents it to us as invisible (or

gaseous) and uncompounded, invisibilis et incomposila. These words are

the last expressions, as it were, of actual science.

" In effect," says M. Marcel de Serres, " the most positive data that astro

nomy, natural philosophy, and geology afford us, lead us to admit that the earth,

like other planetary bodies, was first in a gaseous stato, that is, that all tbe solid

substances which compose it at the present day were scattered about in a space

much more extended than that which they now occupy.

" This primitive condition of. the earth probably approached very near to that

under which comets appear to us at present These luminaries would seem to be

only in the first epoch of their formation ; accordingly, they cease to be visiblo

when, their vapours condensing, they form a sort of" solid nucleus, which, by

reason of its extreme littleness, is lost to sight in the immensity of the universe.

The comets ocquire this solidity by means of the radiation of the heat which

maintains them in an aeriform state, and which becomes gradually dispersed

throughout the celestial regions.

" In the same manner, the earth lost its primitive condition, and its surface

assumed a certain degree of solidity, by the same effect of the radiation which

singularly moderated its temperature. Of this mass of vapours that originally

composed it there remained nothing but the vast aeriform stratum which now

surrounds it, and which protects it against the icy coldness of interplanetary

space." (Cotmog. de Moat, p. 54 ct 55.)

3 Jercm. iv. 23. See on this matter our Ttaitt de Vcau hinite.
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with it a single globe.' Thick darkness covered the face of all;

by this -we should understand not only the privation of light under

which the whole universe laboured, but also a very thick mist, rising

to a considerable height, which concealed the surface of the waters,

even when light was made. This circumstance has appeared even

to God to merit particular attention. He says to Job, " Who shut

up the sea with doors, when it broke forth as issuing out of the

womb, when I made a cloud the garment thereof and wrapped

it in a mist as in swaddling bands." (Job, xxxviii. 8, 9.)

There are few persons who have not observed that rivers, lakes,

and much more the sea, become enveloped during the night, at certain

seasons of the year, with a thick fog, which at daybreak appears

like a closely-napped counterpane under which the waters lie

tranquilly asleep. It was almost thus that during the general

darkness or night in which the world was at first plunged, God held

the immense abyss tranquilly asleep, as in the cradle of its infancy,

under a misty coverlet, waiting for a future time to set free this

terrible ocean, He Himself being ever its master, alike to calm it tc

rest or to agitate it by the storm.

And the Spirit of God moved over the waters. These words

denote that operation of God which prepared the waters and the

earth for fecundity. See the beautiful and affecting comparison.

The waters were covered with a mist which served them as garments

and swaddling bands ; and the Spirit of God moved over them.

Like a bird, that extends its wings over its little ones to protect

them, or even rests on its eggs to hatch them, so the vivifying

Spirit brought to light, if we may so speak, the infant world,

animated it with its breath, and inspired it with life and heat,

In this occurrence, we find a beautiful figure of another birth,

much more miraculous to eyes enlightened by faith. Our Lord,

speaking to Nicodemus, says to him : Amen, amen, I say to thee,

unless a man be born again of water and the Holy Ghost, he cannot

enter into the kingdom ofheaven. That which is bom oftheflesh isflesh,

that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. Wonder not that I say to

thee, thou must be born again. (John, iii. 5,6.) Our Lord compares

the Spirit of God imparting a secret virtue to the waters for a first

birth, with the same Spirit rendering efficacious the waters of

baptism for a second birth. He shows in our Creation the model of

our reformation. He warns us that we have received from our

first origin a carnal birth only, having lost the holy Spirit whose

1 The primitive submersion of the globe is averred by geologists. In the

first period, say the authors of VEivcyclopidic modcrne, the ocean would appear

to have extended over the globe. Thia is a new act of homage rendered by

■rience to the Mosaic account.

\ S
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vivifying heat had animated it. And that we shall be for ever

excluded from heaven unless we receive a new birth, of which the

Spirit of God and the waters must be as heretofore the principal.'

This is not the only time in which we shall have occasion to

remark, that God observes the same laws in the regeneration as in

the Creation of man.

And the Lord said : Let there be light ; and light was made. And

God saw that the light was good, that is, conformable in all respects

to the rules and designs of the Divine Wisdom. He separated the

light from the darkness, and called the light day, and the darkness

night.2

1 See the prayers used in blessing baptismal fonts.
a Gen. 1 , 3, 4, 5. " The Scripture does not say that God created or made

the light, but only that it should be, and the light was. If, then, the light is

not a particular, distinct body, but simply the vibrations or undulations of ether,

excited by certain causes, the sacred writer could not describe its appearance in

clearer terms, or in a manner more conformable to truth. The Scripture would

thus have anticipated the most recent discoveries, and these discoveries should

find support in an account which a false philosophy had regarded as contrary to

what they asserted to be the known laws of physics." (Cosmog. dc Moise, p. 58.)

It follows hence: (1.) That, in the conflict between the two hypotheses

which still divide natural philosophers with regard to the nature of light, Moses

seems to decide the question in favour of the modern school. More deeply

acquainted, in some sense, with physics than Newton, the Hebrew legislator

had more exact ideas in reference to light than that great scholar, who, by his

discoveries, is perhaps the chief among the most illustrious of modern times.

And it follows (2.) That, according to Moses and a great number of natural

philosophers, we can maintain that light and heat may be only one and the same

thing, whether they arc considered as distinct fluids or bodies, or, on the contrary

are likened or compared to undulations or vibrations, produced in substances by

some cause. Indeed, the Hebrew expression or or aor, would mean a fluid

issuing by a kind of emanation or flux, from bodies which have the power to

diffuse or communicate it.

This interpretation, the simplest, and the most conformable to the text of

8cripture, appears to us well-founded. At least, it is a matter of ordinary

experience that no considerable combustion or development of heat takes place

without being accompanied with the production of light. Hence, many philo

sophers, witnessing the constant repetition of these phenomena, have assimilated

tho radiating caloric to the luminous fluid. Moreover, experience itself proves

to us that there exist a heat and a light quite independent of the sun. Does

not a slight blow cause them to spring forth in sparks, even from flints which

have been taken out of the most hidden places of the earth, where the solar rays

had never penetrated ? Do not phosphoric phenomena show us light in all the

bodies of nature, as well in living beings as in minerals buried in the depths of

the globe, which have never received one beam of the beneliceut ligul of the

sun ?

It is evident, then, that this latent light does not derive its origin from the

sun. It appears when an exciting cause produces the undulations necessary to

its manifestation. Now, this cause, before tho appearance of the sun, is recog

nised by modern geology in the elevated temperature of the globe on its issuing
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Light is the first work and the first benefit of the Creator ; it

should, then, be the first subject of our gratitude. Without light,

all nature would be as if it were not, and the beauties and wonders

which the Divine Wisdom has scattered everywhere would be

valueless to man, who ought to be their admirer. But what is

light? Here begins a long chain of mysteries that confound our

reason. The mysteries of nature, inexplicable though evident, teach

us to believe in the still more elevated mysteries of religion, though

we cannot comprehend them. All that the most learned philoso

phers have said regarding light is little more than conjectural.

Some assert that light is a fluid substance, in which we live as

fishes in the sea, and which becomes visible when it is excited and

set in motion by the sun or some other inflamed body. Others say

that light is nothing but fire, which, by an infinitely subtile

emanation or flowing forth of its particles, strikes gently on our

eyes at a proper distance.

If light is incomprehensible in its nature, it is still more so in its

effects and properties. The rapidity with which it moves is pro

digious; its molecules travel at the rate of about two hundred

thousand miles a second. If it travelled only with the velocity

of sound, it would require fourteen years to come from the sun to

ns, while at present it accomplishes the distance in about eight

minutes.' In this short space of time, a ray from the sun passes over

many millions of miles. Still more : the observations of astro

nomers teach us that the rays of a fixed star, in order to reach us.

perform a journey which a cannon-ball, discharged at the greatest

from nothingness. Experience, indeed, leads us to conclude that, in the

beginning of things, all the materials that at present compose the solid mass of

the globe formed only a vost liquid basin, in which the densest and most sedi

mentary matters everywhere boiled. How could such a conflagration have

taken place without producing the bright scintillations of light on the surface

of bodies rendered incandescent by so considerable a heat ? This light ought,

indeed, to be of the most resplendent nature, almost like that which we produce

when bringing pieces of lime to a state of ignition in certain gaseous mixtures,

and the brilliancy of which can hardly be endured by the eye. Actual science,

then, has found a light independent of that of the sun, a thing at which impiety

used to scoff. It is, therefore, true, here as everywhere else, that a superficial

or half knowledge withdraws us from religion, and a profound knowledge

enroots us in it. (Cosmog. de Moise, p. 109, 114.)

1 Desdouit's Litre de la Nature, t. iii„ p. 369. We reason here according to

the opinion of learned men, who say that light comes to us by radiation, and

not by vibration. In the latter theory, the sun would not be the furnace of our

light, nor even a luminous body, but simply a star, whose property it would be

to set in motion the molecules of light, scattered through the expanse of inter

planetary space.

X
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possible velocity, and careering onwards at a uniform rate,

would require a hundred million four hundred thousand hours to

travel.

The expansibility of light is no less incomprehensible. The

extent to which it spreads has no other limits than those of the

universe itself ; and the immensity of the universe is so great, that

it far exceeds the grasp of the human intellect. The proof of the

inconceivable expansibility of light is, that the most distant known

objects, the heavenly bodies, may be seen by the naked eye, or with

a telescope ; and if we had optical instruments that would carry

our vision as far as the boundaries of light, we should thereby dis

cover, perhaps, new orbs, placed at the extremity of the universe.

But why does light diverge on all sides with such astonishing

swiftness? It is that an innumerable multitude of objects may be

perceived at the same time by an innumerable multitude of persons,

and that every moment man may be able to enjoyjthe universe as fai

as his eye can reach. Why are the particles of light almost infi

nitely ratified ? It is that they may paint the objects on even the

smallest eye, without blinding by their brilliancy, or hurting by

their heat. Why, in fine, are the rays refracted in so many ways ?

It is that we may more clearly distinguish the objects that are pre

sented to our eyes.

It is, then, true, that in the creation of light, as in that of all

other things, God proposed to Himself the happiness and the advan

tage of man. What gratitude do wo owe to Thee, 0 Father of

light, for thy wise and beneficent arrangements !

One admirable property of light is that of colouring objects, and

thus enabling us more easily to recognise them Instead of a charm

ing landscape, adorned with everything that Spring and the hand

of man could render delightful, let us imagine the country all

covered with snow. The light of the sun, as it appears above the

horizon, is powerfully reflected by the universal whiteness. The

brightness of the day is considerably augmented. Everything is

clearly visible; yet everything is confounded ; the objects can only

be guessed at. The effect of the uniform whiteness, notwithstand

ing its brilliancy, is, that we cannot discern the habitations of men

from rocks, trees from the hills where they grow, or cultivated

from uncultivated lands. We would see everything, and yet we

would hardly know anything. Such would have been, very likely,

the aspect of nature if God had given us light without the property

of colour.

But, thanks to this property of light, which paints and adorns

everything around us, all creatures are recognised at a glance ; each

kind weajj its particular dress. Whatever serves us has its cha
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racteristio mark; we require no effort to search out what we seek ;

its colour announces it to us. To what delays and perplexities

should we have been exposed if it had been necessary at every mo

ment to distinguish one thing from another by some tedious process

of reasoning. Our whole life would have been employed in study

rather than in action. But it was not the design of our heavenly

Father to engage his children in idle speculation. We easily see

that fie has concealed from us the nature of beings, that we may fix

our attention more steadily on the wants of life and the exercise of

virtue. The earth was not made to be a dwelling-place for dispu

tants and dreamy philosophers, but for a society of brethren united

by the bonds of reciprocal wants and duties.

It was with this view that, instead of the long and tedious

mode of discussion, God was pleased to grant to the human race,

and even to animals which are so serviceable to man, the convenient

and expeditious mode of distinguishing objects by colour. Man

opens his eyelids in the morning; and behold, all his inquiries are

at an end. His work, his utensils, his food, whatever he desires, is

at hand. No embarrassment about it : colour is the friend that

guides him securely by the hand whither he should go.

The intention of enabling us easily to distinguish objects was

not the only one that contributed to the formation of colours. God

concerns Himself in regard to our pleasures as well as our necessi

ties. Was it not his design to place us in an agreeable abode, when

He adorned all parts of the universe with such beautiful and various

paintings. Remark the inimitable skill of the Divine Artist. The

heavens, and everything to be seen from afar, are painted in bold

outline ; grandeur and magnificence of colour are their characteristics.

Delicacy and fineness of touch, with all the graces of miniature, are

found in objects that are destined to be viewed closely : as leaves,

birds, flowers.

This is not alL Lest uniformity of colour should become weari-

some, the earth changes its dress and ornaments according to the

seasons. It is true that, during winter, the heavenly Painter,

conceals his picture beneath a great white curtain. But winter,

which deprives the earth of a portion of its beauty, procures it a rest

that is useful to it, and still more useful to the husbandman. While

man, the master of the earth, is confined within doors during the

winter to what purpose would the earth be arranged in its ornaments?

At the return of spring the curtain rises, and the spectator of the

universe beholds the gorgeous picture with a new and ever increas

ing admiration.

Colours, which produce so beautiful an effect on nature, are no

less beautiful in embellishing civil society. What elegance do they
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not add to our dress and furniture? But of all the services they

render to us, there is none that pleases us more than that of gratify

ing our inclinations, and serving us in various ways. The most

ordinary colours serve for general purposes ; the gayest and brightest

are reserved for grand occasions. They add a charm to our festive

days, and by their brilliancy infuse a secret joy which is peculiarly

their own. "When we are in affliction we lay aside the gay and put

on sombre colours. In this way they share in our mourning, and

administer consolation to us by alleviating our sorrow.

Light possesses another property quite as wonderful as those

of which we have been speaking. It is that of being one of the

principal fertilizers of nature. The most advanced school of science

believes itself in a condition to prove this fact, foreshadowed by an

ancient father of the Church : that all material creatures are only

transformations of light on some terrestrial base. If this is really

so, see the analogy which exists between the created light, that

renders fruitful and beautifies the visible world, and the uncreated

light, that embellishes the invisible world.

The word of God, the eternal light, essentially fruitful, has made

all things ; and the created light gives to all parts of the material

world their proper being, and the modifications that distinguish

them, so that we may say of light what is said of the divine word

Itself : It shines everywliere and always.

The analogy between the created and the uncreated light is

perceived not only in their effects, but also in the laws that regulate

them.

It is by the word of God, that we know all truth in the super

natural order : He enlightens every man coming into this world. It

is by the created light thut we know all things in the order of

nature ; it also enlightens the eyes of every man coming into this

world. Man, who comprehends everything in nature by means of

light, does not comprehend what light is. It is the same in the

supernatural order Man dares to deny what his senses cannot

perceive, what he cannot touch with his finger, and, nevertheless, he

only sees and knows what matter itself is by means of light, which

yet has nothing of matter in it;' what a contradiction !

The uncreated light, which possesses in a superior degree all the

properties of created light, is spread by means of the word with a

rapidity that is truly astonishing ; it enlightens all minds, where-

ever and whenever it meets them; it never fails in its efficacy ; it

1 It would appear that light is not a particular and distinct fluid, but rather,

like souad, the result of the vibrations and undulations of ethereal matter, or of

atmospheric air set in motion by the sun , &c. (Marcel de Serres, p. 111.)
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teaches how to distinguish all things, the true from the false, the

good from the bad, the perfect from the imperfect ; it colours, em

bellishes, and gives a character to the various objects which come

under our knowledge, and seek our love. It is precisely the same

with created light. These few words on the analogy between the

twofold lights which enlighten our twofold nature, may suffice to

teach us in what manner we should study the works of God, and

thus verify the profound saying of the Apostle St. Paul:—The

visible world is only an expression of the invisible. (Rom. i.)

After having created the light, God separated the darkness from

it. This means that He appointed an order and succession between

light and darkness. Since that moment, day and night have fol

lowed each other without intermission. One would say they were

like two children who had peacefully divided the paternal inheri

tance between them, and who were never known, in the lapse of

ages, to encroach upon the limits originally assigned to each of

them.

Praytr.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having created

light for me, and thereby procured me so many means of enjoyment.

Do not permit that I should ever abuse thy gift to commit evil.

Enlighten my soul with the light of thy truth,—a light which is

only feebly represented by that which strikes my eyes.

1 am resolved to lovo God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

Kill often raise my eyes to heaven.

LESSON V.

WOBK IF THE SIX DATS.

Second Day—Creation of the Firmament ; its Extent ; its Colour ; Wateri

above and below. The Air: its Properties, Weight, Invisibility, Utility;

Twilight, Odours, Sound. Rain : Kespiration.

God said :—" Let there be a firmament made amidst the water,

and let it divide the waters from the waters. And God made a firma

ment, and divided the waters that were under the firmament from those

that were above the firmament, and it was so done. And God called

the firmament Heaven.'" 1

'Gen. 1,7,8

VOL. Ij 10
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The firmament is the starry heaven ; it appears to our eyes like

an azure dome, from which the sun, moon, stars, and other

heavenly hodies are suspended.'

It is in the heavens that the greatness and power of God shine

forth most resplendently. To have some idea of the extent of the

heavens, we must know (a) that the sun, which appears to us eo

small, has a diameter a hundred and twelve times that of the earth ;

in other words, about a million miles—that its size is about a mil

lion three hundred and thirty thousand times that of the earth—in

fine, that its distance from the earth is about a hundred and fourteen

million miles ; * (4) that a cannon ball, travelling at the rate of nine

miles a minute, would occupy a hundred and twenty-five years in

passing from the earth to the sun, or six hundred thousand years

to the nearest fixed star ; 9 and (c) that the fixed stars are so

many suns, which transmit, even to us, not a borrowed, but their

own light—suns which the Creator has scattered by thousands

over the illimitable fields of space. Let us hereby endeavour to

conceive how powerful is He, who, by a single word, made all these

things. He is the same God, who, for the love of us, became a

little child, and who, hidden under the appearance of bread, gives

himself to us in the Holy Communion !

If the fixed stars can be seen by us at such an immense distance,

it is because they quite equal the sun in size, and because their

apparent littleness is simply the effect of their fearful remoteness

from us. They are then so many suns, which have been withdrawn

from us, to preserve us from their heat, without depriving us of the

joy of their light. Moreover, if that whiteness, which is called the

Milky Way, is, as the telescope declares it to be, only a vast mass

of stars or suns, still more distant, then the hand of God has cast

worlds along this way, with as much profusion as the sands are

scattered along the sea-shore.

Those enormous spheres that roll in such variety over our

heads are like so many terrible engines, the least collision with one

of which would be sufficient to shatter our globe into a thousand

fragments ; but the same hand that has suspended them in space,

has marked their route. An unerring calculation has regulated the

consequences of their weight, motion, and velocity ; there is no

danger of any unforeseen obstacle or secondary cause, disarranging

their course.

1 Dioo firmamentum esse coehtfh etellatum, omnesque orbes coclestee illi

virinos, tarn inforiores quain superiore« usque ad empyraeuui. Corn, a Lapide,

in Gen. i. 6.
a Desdouits, Livre de la Nature, t. iv., 6.

» Whatever instrument we may uso, the stars, and especially the fixed stars,
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And, in the midst of this immensity, what is the handful of

earth that we inhabit ; what are provinces and kingdoms in com

parison with these mighty worlds ? A few atoms that sport in the

air, and that are hardly perceptible in the rays of the sun. And

what am I in the midst of all ? Ah I how I am lost in my own

nothingness I Nevertheless, 0 abyss of goodness ! it is for us that

God has made all these magnificent works.1

The excellence of the beings which God has made is not mea

sured by their weight. Man has received a mind, a will, a soul.

It is to this little creature that God communicates a knowledge of

his works, while He refuses it even to the sun. It is for man's

use and benefit He designes the rich apparel of the heavens. God

invites no other visible creature to praise Him. What dignity for

man to have a Father who covers the earth with good things for

him, and even intends the heavens for his service I What grati

tude do we owe to a God who treats us with so much honour I

To judge merely by the testimony of our senses, we should

imagine that above our heads is an immense dome painted blue,

and that the stars are only little brass-headed nails fastened into it.

We have seen that the apparent smallness of the stars is due to their

amazing distance.

As to the blue colour of the firmament, it happens (a) because the

atmosphere, or the mass of air surrounding us, is not of itself per

fectly transparent, and (J) because this atmosphere is usually

charged with strata of light waters—both of which causes combine

in refracting the rays of the sun. A bluish colour is natural to

always appear as small as before, and thus demonstrate their astounding dis

tance from us. If an inhabitant of our globe could, by ascending in the air,

reach a height of two hundred and thirty-four millions of miles, these masses

of fire would still appear to him as only radiant points. However incredible

this calculation may appear, it is a fact of which we ar every year the wit

nesses. Towards the 10th December, we are about two hundred and thirty-four

millions of miles nearer the stars which adorn the northern portion

of tiie heavens, than we are on the 10th June ; and, for all thut, we do not

perceive any increase of size in the stars. (Dcsdouits, Livre de la Nature, vol. iv.,

215).

1 The only reason, said the celebrated Huyghens, which leads us to believe

that a rational animal may exist in the planets is, that otherwise our earth

would have too many advantages, and be too much elevated in dignity above the

rest of the planets. What an admirable reason is this only reason ! The opinion

that the universe was made for man, says Viscount do Bonald, cannot astonish

a high philosophy which teaches us that the material universe is only the least

of the gifta that &od has bestowed on man. When we reflect that tho Creatoi

of so many worlds has given Himself to us, why should we refuse to believe

that He has given us his creatures ? Is the work of more value than the

workman ?
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water, either dense or ratified, particularly when the volume 01

water is great. The atmosphere ought then to he of an azure

colour, and this colour is more or less clear in proportion to the

quantity of rays with which it is penetrated.

It is from this mixture of air and water that God has formed

the colour of the glorious vault above, which everywhere rejoices

the sight of man, and serves as the heautiful ceiling of our palace.

Such a wonder demands from us more than admiration, for it is

standing proof that we are the object of our Creator's most tender

regards.

Indeed, God could have made the heavenly vault either brown

or black ; but these dark sombre colours would have cast a gloom

over all nature. Red and white would have answered no better.

Yellow is reserved for the aurora ; moreover, an entire vault of a

golden colour would not have thrown out the stars in sufficient relief,

so as to render them easily discernible. Green would indeed

have been an appropriate background ; but it is with this beautiful

colour God has decorated the earth : it is the carpet which He has

spread out beneath our feet. Blue, without sadness or harshness,

has at the same time the advantage of determining the colour of the

stars, and thus showing them in proper relief. Hence, the Divine

Decorator selected it in preference to the others.

How terrible is the aspect of the heavens, when covered with

stormy clouds ! But how beautiful, how majestic, what simplicity

of colour, when the heavens are serene ! The halls of kings,

decorated by the skill of the most experienced artists, are nothing

in comparison with the chaste grandeur of the heavenly dome. And

who has painted the heavens so beautifully, who has decorated them

so richly ?

By a truly kind consideration, the heavens do not always pre

serve a uniform tint. So far from it, their colour changes many

times even in a day. In the morningwe have gentle gleams brighten

ing by degrees the horizon, until the starry azure of night

pales away, to prepare our eyes for the splendour of mid-day

And when evening is come, the sun does not withdraw its

light in a moment : soft gleams, like those of morning, prepare

us for the darkness of the night. To pass suddenly from a clear

effulgence to a profound obscurity, would be very inconvenient.

Such a sudden passage would injure, if not destroy, the organs of

sight. Many travellers, surprised by the nightfall, would be in

danger of wandering ; and the greater numberofthe birdswouldbe in

danger of perishing. Thanks be to Thee, 0 Heavenly Father!

Thou hast anticipated all these inconveniences.

Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters. After having
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stretched out theheavens, or the firmament, asa magnificent pavilion,

God was pleased that its situation should be in the midst of the

waters ; so that there are waters above the firmament and others

beneath it. God caused the greater portion of the immense bodies

of water which surrounded the earth to evaporate, reducing them

to such imperceptible atoms, that, no longer forming a regular mass,

and acquiring a rapid motion upwards, they arose so high, that

there remained a vast abyss between them and those with which

the earth was still covered. As this space formed a part of the

heavens or the firmament,' it deserved to bear the same name : the

firmament was then the separation of the waters, or the space

between the waters that had been elevated and those that were left

on the earth.

Thus, above our heads, and beyond the firmament, is an immense

quantity of water—a formidable ocean—kept there by the hand of

the Almighty alone.3 Hurtful or useless here below, this water is

valuable elsewhere. If we are but imperfectly acquainted with its

material utility, there are decided advantages of a superior order

for which we are indebted to it. It says to us continually : /

have yielded my place to mankind, who ought to be just and innocent.

And to the early inhabitants of the world it said : / am ready to

return again to the earth, to punish ingratitude and irreligion.

It was undoubtedly with views such as these that God informed

the fathers of the human race regarding the separation of the

waters, some of which are suspended over our heads, and the rest

are only confined by the limits which his hand has placed. When

the impenitence of the human race had led God to repent of giving

existence to man, He restored matters to their original state. He

burst asunder the boundaries that held fast the sea ; and, not con

tent with pouring down torrents of rain, He even opened the

flood-gates that served as a barrier to the waters above. Then the

earth was anew plunged and enveloped in water, as on the day of

its birth : this was the deluge. All the fountains of the great deep,

says the Scripture, were broken up, and the flood-gates of heaven were

opened (Gen. vii. 11).

A portion of the immense quantity of water connected with the

1 Firmamentum complectitur etiam aerem vicinum a ctelo in terram expan

sion et auo loco quasi firmatum. Corn., ubi supra.

2 We comprehend under the name of heaven or firmament, not only the

ethereal matter and the heavenly bodies scattered through it, but also the

atmosphere which, according to Moses, was destined to separate the waters from

the waters. As for the rest, there was not at all, in the ideas of the great legis

lator, any reference here to a hollow sea in the form of a vault over the

earth, but to water in its gaseous state, which tbe air separates from water in

its liquid or concrete state, a separation which is most real ( Costnog. p. 64).

s 1
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earth remains below the firmament, and composes our seas, our lakes,

and our rivers. These are called the inferior or lower waters, of

which we shall have something to say when treating of the third day.

Let us again make a remark on the space which reaches from

earth to heaven. It is filled to a considerable height with a heavy

elastic fluid, called air. The whole of this mass of air surrounding

the earth, and serving it as a kind of garment, is called the atmos-

pltere.

It is necessary to know that the force with which a column of

air presses on a square inch is about fifteen pounds weight. Thus,

a man of ordinary stature really supports a burden of over twenty -

one thousand pounds. How is it, then, that we are not crushed ?

The thought seems capable of disturbing us ; but our uneasiness is

changed into admiration, when we learn that the small quantity of

air contained within our body, and which is continually renewed,

suffices to maintain an equilibrium with the dreadful burden that

presses on us on all sides.

These internal and external forces destroy each other, or rather

they are not felt at all, because they are equally balanced. Tbey,

nevertheless, positively exist We can give an evident proof of it :

When the air is pumped out of the body of an animal, the animal

is crushed beneath the weight of the external air, and dies in

stantly. When, on the other hand, the air that is around an animal is

pumped away from it, as may easily be accomplished by an air

pump, the air within it presses out with such violence that the

animal becomes extremely swollen, and dies, as in the former case.

Thus, the small quantity of air that is within our body is capable

of annihilating a force of more than twenty thousand pounds. This is

one wonder ; the second is not less strange. The air within us, in

its effort to be free, would tear our body to pieces. This dreadful

design is frustrated by the air around us. The mere equilibrium of

these destructive forces is, therefore, our only security ; were it de

stroyed we should instantly perish. But no ; the hand that formed

these astonishing forces to put all nature in action, has moderated

them with such precision, that the impetus of the one is just equi

valent to the resistance of the other.

You will perhaps ask why the air, which is so close to us, and

which acts on us with so much energy, is not visible. The answer

to this question will be a new proof of the existence of a Provi

dence, attentive to all our wants. If the air were visible, the view

of all other objects would be less distinct. Every particle of the

air having then sufficient extent to reflect the light clearly, we

should only be able to see as through a cloud of dust, or as we see

in a dark chamber which is uenetrated by a few gleams from the
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sun. By rendering the air totally invisible, God has been pleased

to reveal the exterior of his works more manifestly to us ; while, at

the same time, He conceals from our eyes that which it is not neces

sary for us to see.

Indeed, if the air were visible, vapours would be still more so.

Accumulations of smoke would then disfigure the beautiful picture

of the universe. Life itself would become uncomfortable and

troublesome. We should continually perceive on all sides the per-

spiration of animals, the exhalations from kitchens, from the streets,

and from inhabited places everywhere : society would be unen

durable. Nevertheless, as exhalations, which cease to be hurtful

after undergoing the process of dispersion in the upper regions of

the air, might, not being seen, injure or even suffocate us, God has

been pleased to warn us of their proximity by the sense of smell, and

to deliver us from their dangers by the gentle action of the wind.

But, whatever delicacy our heavenly Father has given to the

particles of the air, to render them invisible, He has at the same

time given them sufficient solidity to render them capable by re

fraction of moderating the intensity of the rays of light. To this

arrangement we are indebted for the twilight, which is so advan

tageous to the human family.

When tho sun sinks in the west, we should be totally deprived

of light, and should enter straightway into utter darkness. This,

nevertheless, does not happen. "We still see the day continuing an

hour, often even longer, after sunset : this is the evening twilight. A

similar twilight, or more properly, an aurora, precedes the rising of

the sun next morning. Owing to the wonderful manner in which

God has formed the air, we are indebted for this useful increase in

the length of our daylight. He has so proportioned the air to the

light, that when a ray of the latter enters the mass of the former

perpendicularly, it continues its course in a straight line, but when

it enters it obliquely, it becomes, as it were, broken, and comes to us

in a slanting direction.

Thus, when the sun is rising, many of his rays, which are nol

sent towards us, and ought to pass above us, meeting with the body

of air that surrounds us, are bent into it, wing their flight to the

earth, and reach our eyes. This is the reason why we see day a

long time before the appearance of the sun in the morning, and still

enjoy it when that luminary has disappeared in the evening.

Finally, when the sun has sunk to a certain degree below the

horizon, the air ceases to break and transmit its rays to us. It

is then that thick darkness warns man to cease his labours. If the

moon and the stars still watch for our service, their light is soft and

gentle, and incapable of disturbing our repose.

s
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The air produces other effects still more marvellous. It is a

messenger that brings us from all sides, even from afar, tidings as

useful as they are prompt, of what it is important for us to know,

whether good or ill. It is the vehicle of odours. Transmitting

them to us, it informs us, for instance, of the quality of our food.

As it announces to us by delicate sensations that which is pleasing

to our nature, or suitable for our use, so likewise it warns us, with

equal fidelity, when to flee an unwholesome region, or to shun a

poisonous atmosphere, and remove far from an infected dwelling.

If the air, by wafting to us different odours, proves itself a faith

ful watchman, it is no less so by the various sounds with which it

strikes our ears. Indeed we may consider these sounds as so many

couriers, whom it every moment sends to us, that they may inform

us of what is going on, frequently even at a considerable distance,

and that we may profit by their advice.

This is not all ; it even informs us of what passes in the minds

of others. Different thoughts occupy my mind ; they are known

only to myself; they cannot be seen. How shall I communicate

them to my hearers ? I form, by the motion of my tongue and lips,

some words, whose different articulations are the signs of certain

thoughts. By this means, the persons who hear the sound of my

lips and tongue, become acquainted with the thoughts of my mind.

They reflect on these same thoughts, and their hearts become affected

with similar sentiments. The air then, so to speak, is the inter

preter of the human family, and unites minds together in one common

bond of fellowship. How wonderful is the first birth of the word

in the understanding ; how wonderful in its external incarnation,

and again in its new birth, in the minds of its auditors !

It not only unites those who are near, and may communicate

their thoughts orally, it moreover establishes a correspondence

between those whom distance separates by wide intervals. The

inhabitants of a city cannot see what passes outside the walls ; those

who know that the enemy is attacking one of the gates, cannot, by

their mere voice, make known their wants to the citizens who are

at the extremity of the city. The air immediately comes to their

assistance. The sentinel sounds the tocsin. In a second, that is in

the sixtieth part of a minute, the air bears the sound of that knell a

distance of a thousand and eighty feet. Another second or two,

and the sound is heard all over the city. Thus, the news of the

danger is made known in far less than half a quarter of a minute.

On the spot, every one runs to arms, and the enemy is repulsed—

the victory is due to the air !

The air then is, after electricity, the swiftest and most diligent

messenger we cau employ. But if it astonishes us by the speed of
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its journeys, what shall we say of the fidelity with which it delivers

its message ? Without confusion it conveys to the audience the full

harmony of the concert ; it brings us, without the least mistake, all

the regularity of the measure, the graceful cadences, the semitones,

nay, even the least inflections of the voice. Now it flashes, sparkles,

thunders ; anon, it languishes, trembles, dies ; again it is re-ani

mated, becoming in turn wild and enthusiastic, or soft and tender ;

thus it enters so deeply into all the passions, whose transports are

so admirably represented by music, that the audience are carried

away in a flood of excitement. What an abuse would it be if we

should ever employ this valuable servant to convey from us words

offensive to truth or modesty ! Nay, rather may it ever bear from

us the accents of prayer and charity.

Under the hand of our heavenly Father, the air diversifies its

employments, in order to promote our comforts, and to supply our

wants. Water is one of those things that are essential to the fer

tility of the earth, and, consequently, a necessary condition of our

existence. It must be drawn from the sea, and dispersed over the

land ; the air is charged with this office. Like a pump, it raises a

sufficiency of water, which it distributes on the surface of the earth

according to the directions of the Creator.

Sometimes the air is agitated ; it then takes the name ofthe wind-

When highly excited it roars and whistles, but it purifies the world-

Without it, great cities would soon become like so many cemeteries.

Again : the air warms us and cools us in turn. Its services are always

accompanied with the utmost grace : hence it removes, without

our notice, those gases which might tarnish or infect us. But we

are like those whimsical and inconsiderate masters who never ac

knowledge the merits of their domestics, in whose conduct they can

see nothing but defects. Perhaps we have not even once remarked

the assiduous services which the winds have rendered to us a thou

sand times over ; on the contrary, the least breath of air is some

times enough to offend our delicacy !

Finally, the greatest benefit of the air is, that it enables us to

live ; it enters into our lungs, and abides there during the time that

is necessary to supply strength and motion to the organs of our body.

When it has lost its energy it departs ; fresh air from without

replaces it, and thus prolongs our life. A perfect image of prayer,

by which we should continually breathe in God and for God I

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having placed all

creatures at my service. The heavens in which Thou appearest so
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mighty, the air in which Thou appearest so admirable, are the

benefits of thy paternal hand ; grant that I may ever refer them to

thy glory and my salvation.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1

will promptly obey my superiors.

LESSON VI.

wohk of TnE six dats (continued).

Third Day—The Sea : its Bed, its Motion, its Saltness, its Extent, Navigation—

The Land : Colour of Herbs, Exuberance of Plants—Mode of Propaga

tion: the Root, the Stem, the Leaf, the Fruit.

God said : Let the waters that are wider the heaven be gathered

together into one place, and let the dry land appear ; and it was so

done.

And God called the dry land earth, and the gathering together ofthe

waters he called seas; and God saw that it was good.

God said again : Let the earth bring forth the green herb, and such

as may seed, and the fruit-tree yielding fruit after its kind, which may

have seed in itselfupon the earth ; and it was so done.'

You will lend me all your attention to hear the explanation of

these commands. Prepare also your minds for admiration, and

your hearts for gratitude ; we have to speak of new wonders and

new benefits. God, having separated the waters into two portions,

and left on the earth only such a quantity as was suited to his

designs, commanded the lower waters to assemble in one place,

that the earth might become visible.* He called these waters the

sea. This command, that the waters under heaven should be gathered

into one place, which here seems only a mild expression, was,

according to the Psalmist,3 a terrific menace and a voice of

thunder. Instead of flowing tranquilly, the waters rushed, as

it were, terror-stricken, and appeared ready to abandon, not

only the earth, but, if possible, even the universe, so quickly

did they pile themselves on one another like huge mountains, in

1 Gen. i. 9-11.

3 According to this account, it is evident that the formation of the ocean

preceded the appearance of the continents—a fact which is alike confirmed bj

geological observations (Cosmog. p. 67).

i Ps. iii. 6, 7.
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order to vacate the place which they had seemed to usurp, since God

thus chased them from it.

In this precipitate ohedience, the affrighted waters were on the

point of carrying destruction in all directions; but an invisible

hand controlled them with the same ease as a mother controls her

infant, which she wraps in its swaddling clothes, and lays in its

cradle. This is the simple comparison under which God himself

represents to us the work He then accomplished. " Who shut up

the sea with doors," He says to Job (Job xxxviii. 8-11), "when

it broke forth as issuing out of the womb, when I made a cloud the

garment thereof, and wrapped it in a mist as in swaddling-bands—

I set my bounds around it, and made it bars and doors, and said :

Hitherto thou shalt come and shalt go no farther ; and here thou

shalt break thy swelling waves ? "

The sea abandoned only that portion of the earth which God

was pleased to uncover; it quitted the regions which He had

resolved to people, and occupied those which he had destined for its

abode. Thus, the terrible infant was laid in its bed ; since that

moment it has remained tranquilly at rest, the limits of its

cradle a grain of sand assigned to it by God.

Nevertheless, the waters of the sea, assembled in their immense

reservoir, might corrupt, and afterwards diffuse their malarious

fapours, so as to render the earth uninhabitable. The creative

Wisdom provided against this inconvenience. The same God who

forbade the sea any departure from its bed, ordered it at the same

time to observe a continual motion ; and the obedient sea, twice

every day, pushes its waters for six hours in one direction, and then

again for six hours in the opposite direction. During six thousand

years it has never failed a single time. This motion is called the

ebb and flow. It is peculiar to all seas ; if it is more observable in

the ocean than elsewhere, it is because this motion is more neces

sary, the quantity of water there being greater.'

Thus, the object of the continual and miraculous movement of

the waters of the sea is to prevent them from corruption, which

would necessarily follow from repose. The sea renders us other

services also ; for it is on our account the sea exists, and on our

account it is ever agitated. First, the tides drive back the waters

of rivers, make them ascend in a body far inland, and thereby so

deepen the beds of the rivers as to admit the passage of enormous

vessels, laden with foreign merchandise, to the quays of our great

cities; which otherwise would be altogether impracticable to vessels

of heavy burden. These vessels have usually to wait a short time for

the rise of the tide, when they cross the shallows, and arrive at their

destination in safety. On the ebb of the tide, the rivers continue to

afford their ordinary advantages to those who dwell along their banks
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The Christian is, moreover, indebted to the continual motion of

the sea for another blessing, namely, that of being presented with

an instructive lesson on the instability of human life. What is life

but a constant ebb and flow ? ever increasing, ever diminishing ;

everything in it is inconstant; there is no lasting happiness here.

We navigate an ever-changing sea. Let us beware of being

lost in its depths ; rather let us endeavour to reach the port in

safety.

The flux and the reflux of the tide, are the first means by which

God preserves the waters of the sea from corruption; the second

means is the saltness of its waters.

To maintain the sea effectually in its purity, it is the duty of

the ebb and the flow to scatter about every day the salt with which

it is impregnated. Without this constant agitation, the salt would

quickly settle down to the bottom, and in such case the sea would

not only cease to nourish the fish, whose variety and delicacy we so

much admire, but its stench would infect the whole world with its

deadly poison. Happily the creative Wisdom foresaw all these

consequences, and arranged everything in number, weight, and

measure.

This saltness of the sea, which already interests us so much by

its preservation of the water and its support of the fish, procures us

another advantage. The heavier saline particles resist the heat and

the air, whereby evaporation is effected, and its measure fixed.

The more the heat and the air meet with saline particles to resist

them, the less they meet with particles of water to yield to them.

The salt, which increases the weight of the water, moderates there

fore its evaporation, and we are indebted to the saltness of the sea

for the exact quantity of tweet, or as it is more generally termed,

toft water, which the sun raises to supply our wants. Without

the resistance of the salt, the sun would raise a much greater mass

of vapour, which would afterwards inundate, not fertilise, the earth.

The half, perhaps the three-fourths of our time, it would be raining;

so that the earth should become a complete marsh. Thus, we may

in all truth say, that if the sea were not salt, we should die of

starvation.

The same just proportion is also found in the extent of the sea.

It covers about two-thirds of the globe. At first sight it would

seem much more advantageous, if the Creator had converted into

habitable land the immense space occupied by water—that is, the

seas, the lakes, and the rivers. To reu.on thus is to show our

ignorance.

If the ocean were reduced to half its present extent, it could

only furnish half its ordinary amount of evaporation. We should

then have only half the usual quantity of rain; our rivers would bo
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reduced to half their size ; the earth would no longer be sufficiently

irrigated. The sea then has been established the grand reservoir of

water, that the warmth of the sun may draw from it a proper quan

tity of vapour, which shall afterwards fall in rain upon the earth,

and become the source of streams and rivers. If the extent of the

sea were less than it is, the most highly cultivated districts would

soon be converted into deserts.

Let us give another proof of the admirable Wisdom which pre

sided over the division of land and water. If God had left on the

surface of the globe a greater portion of water than it at present

contains, the land portion must have become one vast uninhabitable

morass ; if, on the other hand, He had reduced the quantity of

water, the land would not have been sufficiently fertilised to

nourish the seeds sown in it ; we should have neither plants nor

trees. The soil of the earth should be so hard as to permit us to

walk on it, and so soft as to permit us to cultivate it. Without

sufficient solidity we should sink in it ; and unless it were suffi

ciently pliable or porous, it would be impossible for water to

percolate, or plants to strike root in it.

Moreover, what would become of the advantages that we now de

rive from commerce, if this great body of water did not exist? It was

not the design of God that any one portion of the earth should be

totally independent of, or separated from, all the others ; on the

contrary, He desired that intimate relations should exist amongst

all mankind : this is rendered possible by the sea. How could we

amass our treasures of wealth, or render all parts of the world

tributary to our needs and our pleasures, if it were not for naviga

tion ? Thus, the sea, far from being a means established by

Almighty God to keep nations apart, and confined within narrow

limits, is, on the contrary, a means intented to unite all men

together in the bonds of friendship, and to facilitate the transport

of merchandise, which would otherwise have been very incon

venient.

Perhaps we have never reflected seriously on the advantages of

navigation; perhaps we have never thanked the Creator for them.

Nevertheless, we are indebted, either directly or indirectly, to navi

gation for many things which are now almost indispensable to our

existence. The aromatic herbs and medticinal plants; the rare

■tuffs, the beautiful dyes, the woods, the orn, the precious fruits

&c., that come to us from distant countries—all these would be

wanting, or at least could only be procured with great difficulty

and expense, if there were no ships to convey them to our shores.

To what a pitiable condition should we be reduced if the onlv mode
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of transit for these goods were by land ! The following calculation

will enable us to understand this better. A good-sized vessel carries

five hundred tons ; now, at the rate of two-and-a-half tons to a

two-horse waggon, putting difficult hills and bad roads out of the

question, it would require two hundred such waggons to convey a

fair cargo overland.

In fine, a crowning benefit of navigation, consequently a most

important service, rendered to us by the sea, without which there

can be no navigation, is the propagation of the Gospel, even to the

most distant regions of the globe. Ye peoples and tribes, children

of men, seated of old in the shadow of death, return thanks to God,

who has created the ocean ! Without the mighty highways of the

sea, which the apostles of truth, the bearers of good tidings, traverse

with such rapidity, you would perhaps still be buried in the

darkness of error. But it is now time to quit the sea ; the land

calls for our attention.

Let the dry land appear. When the waters retired into the

immense basins which the hand of the Almighty had prepared for

them, the dry land, that is, the earth, appeared. The design of God

in uncovering the earth was to render it fertile, to adorn it with

soft verdure, to diversify it with plants and trees, to enliven it with

animals, and give it to man as his abode. But He left it for some

time dry, bare, and sterile, to show us what it is of itself. He

desired even that it should take its name from its natural aridity, in

order that those who would one day be tempted to regard it as the

source of all the beauties that decorate it, might remember its

early poverty : Let the dry land appear! And God called the

dry land earth.

A new creature, then, appears before our eyes. That earth, our

nursing mother, was much abashed at this moment, for she was

undressed and barren. God hastened to adorn her with a garment,

worthy alike of His munificence and His goodness. He said : Let

tht earth produce the green herb, and in an instant ihe earth was

arrayed in the most superb dress.1 Immortal garment I as bright, as

new, as beautiful, after the lapse of six thousand years, as on the

day it first adorned the earth !

1 Hence, on the authority of Moses, as on the authority of geological facts,

life began on earth with vegetable productions, and in the first place with her

baceous plants. At least, this great writer always places the word herbam before

lignum, although trees attract our attention much more than herbs, properly

bo called. He therefore admitted, aa a matter of fact, the truth, which has

only been demonstrated after centuries of observation, that living creatures

succeeded one another in an inverse ratio to the complexity of their organisa

tion (Voamog. p. 69, Paris edition, 1838).
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-What strikes us here particularly is the choice which God made

of green in the earth's raiment. This colour, so agreeable to our

eyes, shows us it was the same hand that coloured nature, and that

formed the eye of man to be its spectator. If all the fields -were

tinted white, who could endure their brilliancy ? If red, who could

support their harshness? If darkened with sombre colours, what

pleasure could anyone feel in gazing on the dreary landscape ? A

gentle green is the golden mean between these extremes.

Moreover, green has such a relation with the structure of the

eye, that it refreshes instead of wearying, fortifies instead of

exhausting. What is still more remarkable is, that there exists so

great a diversity of shades in this colour, that there is not a single

plant whose green is precisely as light or as dark as that of another.

These delicacies of touch prevent monotony, and bear testimony to

the exquisiteness of the brush of the Divine Artist who decorated

the universe. Do not so much wisdom and goodness say anything

to our hearts? Do they impose no duty on us ?

When creating the rich sward God said : Let the earth bring

forth the green herb bearing seed in itself! This is more wonderful

than anything we have yet related ; for hereby God engages Him

self to preserve the life of plants, and to impart to them a species of

immortality. Indeed, how many plants require no labour or cul

ture ! They perpetuate themselves independently of any care of

ours. How wretched would our meadows appear, if we were

obliged each year to sow and water them anew I

Oar Heavenly Father has dispensed us from this care; He Him

self attends to it. What an immense multitude of plants He

cultivates for the pleasures or the wants of his children ! In a field,

a thousand feet square, there are hundreds of thousands of blades of

prass, and in a square foot, more than a thousand species thereof.

The fields are odoriferous, and the combination of a thousand different

essences forms an exquisite perfume, which the air, our Creator's

faithful messenger, kindly conveys to us. And—wonderful still !—

amongst plants and herbs, those which are the most useful to us as

food or medicine, are the most numerous.

But why has the Creator multiplied so wonderfully the produc

tions of the vegetable kingdom ? First, for our health and strength ;

secondly, for the beasts that serve us. The prairies are the store

houses of animals.

It is not only in the immensity of the number of plants that

the greatness of our Heavenly Father shines forth, but also in their

wonderful productiveness. One alone may produce thousands—nay,

millions. A stalk of the tobacco-plant sometimes yields as many as

forty thousand three hundred and twenty seeds. If, now, we cal
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culate its productiveness in the space of four years, we shall find

that one of these seeds will multiply to two trillion, six hundred

and forty- two thousand nine hundred and eight billion, two hundred

and ninety-three thousand three hundred and sixty-six million,

seven hundred and sixty thousand other such seeds. An elm, twelve

years old, has often five thousand grains of seed ; what an astonish

ing number of trees would it propagate in a few years ! When we

consider that the same rule holds good, in due proportion, with

regard to all other plants, we are amazed that the earth has not been

altogether eaten up by them.

What, then, is the continual miracle that preserves vegetation

within its limits ? It is principally this : a countless multitude

of animals derive their subsistence from herbs and plants, of which

they annually consume so great a quantity, that if God had not

endowed the vegetable kingdom with an extraordinary degree of

productiveness, we might well fear their total extinction. Sere

appears one of those beautiful harmonies, so usual in the works of

God. If the multiplication of plants were less rapid than it is,

many animals would perish of hunger ; and, on the other hand, if

that of animals were more rapid than it is, many species of plants

would be quickly consumed, and many species of animals would

quickly disappear. But, thanks to the happy equilibrium established

between the animal and vegetable kingdoms, the occupants of each

increase in a just proportion.

When commanding plants to bear their seed, God gave them, as

we have seen, a kind of immortality. Let us pause a moment to

consider how this immortality is effected : in other words, how

plants are reproduced. In doing so, we shall only follow the

counsel of our Saviour, who, to animate our confidence in God,

exhorts us to examine in what manner the lilies of the field are pro

duced and preserved.

In all kinds of plants we distinguish four parts : the root, the

stem, the leaf, and the grain or fruit. A little seed falls on the

ground ; you need not fear, it will not perish ; God watches over it

as well as over the whole world. Let us pursue the operations of

the Divine Agriculturist. He begins by covering the grain of seed

with a little clay, which is not so heavy as to break it, but is suffi

cient to protect it against the cold that would freeze it, the heat

that would scorch it, the winds that would carry it away, and the

i birds that would eat it. See now what happens. He calls both

heat and moisture to swell the grain. Its cover bursts, and from it

you see two little germs spring forth ; one ascends, the other descends.

That which ascends is the stalk, that which descends is the root.

Who was it that told these little germs thus to separate, and take
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each such different directions ? But let as follow the plant in its

development.

I. The Root. The root is intended to fix the plant, which would

otherwise fall to the ground and perish of damp, or be carried away

by the winds; and also to procure nourishment for the stalk : hence,

the root is hollow in the middle. Through this little canal are

drawn up, by means of the heat, the juices, which the root finds in

the earth. But here is the danger ! All the juices, or varieties of

moisture, with which the earth is filled, do not suit every plant ;

and there are myriads of species of plants." But do not fear, the

root will not be deceived ; it will only select those which are suited

to it. By whom has it been taught to make these fine distinctions ?

In what school, or under what master, did it graduate in chemistry?

But there is another difficulty. Sometimes the juices proper to

a plant are only to be found at a distance from it. What will the

root do ? Take notice again ! Under the hand of Providence, the

root will stretch out right and left its little filaments to examine

the nature of the aliments contained in the soil, and to report on

their various qualities. But a fresh difficulty arises. The root is

perhaps separated from its desired nourishment by a stone or a

trench ; how will it act ? The faithful provider creeps softly round

the stone, or dashes boldly under the trench.

When the juices have reached the top of the root, they meet

with the neck, a kind of joint or knot pierced with holes like a sieve.

Here they are purified, as in the alembic of a distiller, or after the

manner in which a mother softens and sweetens the panado which

*be is about to present to the lips of her little infant. Here also,

between the root and the neck, is placed a kind of leaven, which,

mixing itself with the juices, communicates to them those qualities

that are proper for the plant: and hence proceeds that variety of

taste which we find in fruits.

II. The Stem. In proportion as the root buries itself beneath

the earth, the stem or stalk raises itself aloft. It is pierced with a

multitude of little canals, through which the juices ascend and

descend in connection with the root. The manner is somewhat

similar to that in which the blood circulates through the veins of

our bodies, supporting our life. As the stem rises above the earth,

it forms knots or joints. These serve to strengthen it, as well as to

purify more and more the nutritious fluids transmitted by the root.

Placed one above another, they allow nothing to pass but what is

most delicately refined. When the stalk becomes strong, it requires

a more abundant supply of nourishment, just like an infant that is

1 Some naturalists assert that all the juices of the earth are homogeneous,

and thnt the plant modifies them in the act of assimilation.

VOL. U 11
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growing rapidly. The root, which is the stalk's nurse, would then

run the risk of exhaustion, and the stalk might die of hunger, if

God had not provided for this danger : the Father, who nourishes

all things that live, comes to the assistance of his work : he does so

by means of leavei.

III. The Leaf. On the side of the little stalk, or the branches,

which may be regarded as a portion of the stalk, appears a bud,

which gradually increases in size : it is the leaf. The side of the

leaf that turns toward the sun is smooth and glossy. Why so ? In

order that it may more easily be warmed by the rays of the sun, and

may afterwards communicate its heat to the stalk. The stalk will

hereby be strengthened and enlarged, and the circulation of its

fluids stimulated. The side of the leaf that turns towards the earth

is rough and covered with little hairs, hollow within. Why is

there such a difference ? It is another admirable invention of the

Divine Gardener. All these little hairs are open to receive the sur

rounding air, to gather in the warm vapours that rise from the earth,

and thus contribute to the nourishment of the stalk. Quite as skilful

chemists ae the root, these little hairs admit none but suitable particles

of air or vapour. Now, the nourishment gathered by the root and

the leaves might become superabundant, and the plant be choked.

How does Providence arrange for this new danger ? In this manner :

all these little hairs that cover the under side of the leaf become

like so many pores, which, perspiring, reject the useless and noxious

fluids that should not be retained.

IV. The Seedor Fruit. Wehavenowpassedovertheroot.thestem,

and the leaf ; all concur to one end, the formation of the seed or fruit.

When the stalk has reached its full height and maturity, we see a

little thing, like a case or ball, appearing somewhere on its upper

part. This little case contains all that is most precious in the plant.

We also see with what tender care it is watched over by Providence.

It is covered with three or four envelopes, tightly fastened, to pro

tect it against cold, heat, insects, wind, and rain.

The first of these envelopes is pretty hard ; the second is finer,

and in texture is more beautiful than silk or muslin ; the third or

the fourth, which encloses the seed, is inimitable for softness and

delicacy. It is so made in order not to injure the little grains. In

proportion as the seeds grow, the envelopes expand ; at length the

latter open, but very gradually, lest the little occupant should be ex

posed to the danger of perishing. When the seeds have attained

sufficient strength, the downy coverings disappear, just as an infant

is set free from its swaddling clothes.

The precious seeds are destined to give birth to new plants ;

therefore their birth must be celebrated with the utmost joy and
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magnificence. When the child of a king is born into the world, it

is wrapped in costly stuffs. Its cradle is ornamented with gold, and

its apartments are richly decorated. The air which it first inhales

is purified—nay, often perfumed with sweet odours. Its birth is

hailed with transports of gladness. All these things are repeated

by our Heavenly Father in favour of the fruit of the meanest

plant.

Leaves of exquisite fineness and texture, adorned with beautiful

and varied colours, wrap it in swaddling clothes, and form its cradle.

Around it float the richest perfumes. The feathery songsters, the

musicians of our good God, returned from their distent journeys, or

recently liberated from their nests—nay, all nature, awakened by

the breath of summer, and decked in the richest attire, hastens to

welcome the arrival of the little stranger. Here it is born, here it

grows, in the midst of the harmonies of sweet sounds, and in an abode

more gorgeous than the palace of a king.

Examine all these things minutely, and, if you can, prevent

your lips from saying with the Divine Savour : Ideclare that not even

Solomon, in all his glory, was so richly decked, and so royally lodged.

Men of little faith ! if your Heavenly Father takes so much care of

the herbs of the field, which live but to-day, and on the morrow are

thrown into the fire, what will He not do for you ? How, then, can

you distrust Providence ?

"When the new grains of seed are sufficiently formed to become,

in their turn, the mothers of new plants, the stalk droops its head ;

it says to God : My task is done. The seed falls to the ground. Then

begins again, for the formation of other plants, the wonderful pro

cess which we have just described. Should the plant be propagated

afar off, God gives to the little grain feathers, and, when it is ready

to depart, commands the winds to carry it away. The winds obey,

and, wafted by these faithful messengers, it goes to rest in the place

designed for it by Providence. There it gives birth to new genera

tions of seeds, becomes the parent of numerous colonies, and, like a

zealous missionary, relates to other men the omnipotence and the

wisdom of the Creator. Oh, may we profit of its eloquent dis

course !

Seeing the care, and, so to speak, the gentleness with which

God watches over the least plant, the humblest flower, the blade of

grass that we trample beneath our feet, would we not imagine that it

should live for ever ? Yet from morning till evening is its life ;

the morrow sees it parched by the sun ; on the day after it falls under

the sickle. What then should we think of the immense ocean of

beauties to be found in God, since He scatters them with such pro

fusion over a little plant, that lives but a few hours ? What, in
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fine, should we think of the care which He lavishes on dur im

mortal souls, made to his glorious image ?

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given us

the sea to supply us with rain and dew, for having decorated the

earth so beautifully as our abode, and for having provided so ten

derly for even the smallest plants. It is for toe that Thou hast

done all these things : grant me the grace to profit by so many

benefits !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

shall offer my heart to God every morning.

LESSON VII.

wobk of the six dats (continued).

Continuation of the Third Day.—Creation and Variety of Fruit-trees ; Pro

perties of Fruits ; Trees that bear no Fruits.—Utility and Magnificence of

Forests.—Treasures contained in the Interior of the Earth; Metals: Gold,

Iron. Fourth Day—Creation of the Sun : its Distance, Motion, Light.

It would not sufficiently display the magnificence of the Creator,

or his goodness towards man, that the earth should be adorned

with green turf, and enamelled with odoriferous flowers. A new

word must complete the embellishment of the abode intended for the

future king of creation. God said : Let the earth bring forth . ... the

fruit tree, yielding fruit after its kind, which may have seed in

itself upon the earth. And it was so done (Gen. i. 11).

Before this word, the earth was little more than a meadow or a

vast kitchen-garden. But suddenly, when the word was uttered,

it became an immense orchard, abounding in all sorts of trees,

bearing a thousand species of fruits, which should succeed one

another, according to the seasons. O men ! open your eyes, the

eyes of your souls, and behold here again the wisdom and the

goodness of your Heavenly Father !

I. In the Creation and Variety of Fruit-trees. What a source of

pleasure in the endless variety of fruits that naturally follow one

another, or that, by skill, may be preserved during the entire year I

Among the fruit-trees there are some which bear only at one season,

others at two seasons of the year. There are also some which seem
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indifferent to all the seasons ; orange-trees, for example, bear at the

same time, blossoms, green fruits, and ripe fruits. God has made

them thus for reasons that invariably tend to our advantage.

First, He gives us an instructive lesson, by showing us the

freedom with which He can diversify the laws of nature, and at all

times do with everything whatever it pleases Him. Next, he speaks

to our hearts. Does not the tree, whose branches are laden to the

under the weight of its exquisite fruits, which announce their

by their delicious odours and brilliant colours, at the same

time that they amaze us by their abundance, seem to say to us :

" Learn of me the greatness and the goodness of God, who formed

me for thee. It is neither for Him, nor for myself, that I am so

rich. He stands in need of nothing ; and I cannot use what He has

given me. Bless Him, then, and repay Him for me ! Return Him

thanks ; and, since He has appointed me the minister of thy plea

sure, do thou become the minister of my gratitude ! "

On all sides are similar invitations repeated. At every step we

meet some new species of them. See then, 0 men I how the

Divine Wisdom has delighted in the formation of creatures. In

some casesthefruit is hidden within, as in the walnut; while in others

a stone is found, as the peach, whose velvet skin is radiant with the

most beautiful colours. The voices of all creatures demand our

gratitude, as well as reproach us for being unthankful. The saints

understood this mute language, and we, like them, should listen to

its pleading. It is related of a venerable solitary that, seeing the

herbs, the flowers, the shrubs, along his path, he would strike them

gently with his staff, saying : " Be silent, be silent, I understand

you, you upbraid me with my ingratitude ; be silent, be silent, I

will now love and bless Him who made you for me."

II. In the Relation! of Fruit-trees with Climates and Seasons.

All these trees which, at the word of the Creator, appear on a single

day, and in one country, in order to instruct and charm Adam, who

was soon to follow them, are intended for different places. The acid

fruits will be more common in warm countries, where they are

more necessary—citrons, for example. The fruits of sweeter and

more varied tastes—apples and pears, for example—will be more

abundant in more temperate regions. The same rule holds good in

regard to other fruits, which we receive from shrubs and plants ;

they are all in perfect harmony with the climate and the season.

Why have we these fruits in the midst of summer and autumn ?

Ah ! it is because our blood, warmed by the sultry air or by oppres

sive labour, requires refreshment. May we not truly be called—

allow me the expression—the spoiled children of our Heavenly

Father?
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The month of June furnishes us with melons, strawberries, rasp

berries, currants, and cherries.

The month of July supplies our tables with peaches, apricots,

and several species of pears.

The month of August seems almost lavish in its store of rich

fruits : figs, late cherries, and delicious pears.

The month of September provides us already with a few grapes,

some winter pears, and apples.

The presents of the month of October are various sorts of pears

and apples, and the exquisite fruit of the vine.

Such is the wise economy with which our good Father dis

tributes his gifts. On the one side, He prevents too great an abun

dance from being burdensome to us; on the other, he procures us a

long succession of enjoyments. It was not alone to minister to the

luxury of the rich, but likewise to satisfy the wants of the poor,

that God so multiplied the fruits; for a much smaller quantity

would be required, if there were only question of perpetuating the

trees themselves. It is then evident, that the Creator was pleased

to provide by them for the nourishment of men, especially the poor.

In fruits, He gives the poor an inexpensive, nutritious, and whole

some food ; and so agreeable, that they have no reason to envy the

costly, but often unwholesome, dishes of the rich.

III. In Trees that do not bear Fruit. Let us first observe, still

with regard to fruit-trees, another attention of our Heavenly Father.

These trees never rise to any great height. The object of Provi

dence is evident : what would we do if we had to gather

pears or peaches on trees as lofty as the pine or the poplar ? The

creative word mentions only fruit-trees : this means indeed every

tree bearing fruit. But we properly call fruit-trees those which

serve to our nourishment; the others, however, confer many advan

tages. First, their fruits are the nourishment of a multitude of

birds and insects, useful to man. The apothecary draws medicine

from them ; the artist, colours. Then again, to how many uses do

not the wood of these trees serve ?

The oak, whose growth is exceedingly slow, and which only puts

on its leaves when all other trees are clothed with theirs, furnishes

the hardest wood ; and the art of man has employed this wood in

works of carpentry, joinery, and carving, which seem to defy the

action of time. Soft or light wood serves for other purposes ; and,

as it grows more rapidly and abundantly, it is also of more general

utility. To the wood of trees we are indebted, in agreat measure,

for our ships, our houses, our fuel, our furniture, and a thousand

other things of indispensable necessity, or very great convenience.

It is the most natural material of fire, without which we' could
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not cook our food, nor carry on our manufactures, nor preserve our

health.

Without doubt, the sun is the very soul of nature ; it communi

cates life and motion to all things ; but we cannot turn into fire any

of its rays for the purpose of cooking our food, or the melting or

fashioning of our metals. Its place is supplied, in many of our

operations, by wood, whose greater or less quantity affords us the

various degrees of heat and flame necessary.

These trees are also eloquent preachers of the wisdom and the

goodness of the Creator. Those which abound in resin and pitch,

such as pines and firs, are reserved for mountainous regions, which

are often for a long time covered with snow. The warm and gluti

nous substance that holds the place of sap in these trees, protects

them from the inclemency of the seasons. Ever preserving their

verdure, they are likewise an emblem of Immortality, as those

which cast their leaves in autumn, to resume them again in spring,

are emblems of the Resurrection.

This is not all. While God has ordained that the greater num

ber of trees and plants should repose during winter, after the

labours of the three preceding seasons, yet, by preserving the foliage

sf many other trees, such as the holly, juniper, and holm, Hi- is

pleased to show us that He is absolute Master of all things, and is sub

ject to no law of necessity. Still He does not use his liberty accord

ing to caprice ; his arrangements tend to the benefit of man, who

is the beloved child He has always in view. Without the perpetual

verdure of certain smaller trees, what would be the resource of the

rabbit, hare, deer, roebuck, and so many other animals which serve

to man's use, though he has not the trouble of taking care of them.

IY. In Forests. The first thing that strikes us is their mag

nificence. What a difference between those noble trunks, that

stretch their branches towards heaven, as if to carry even to the

clouds the glory of God, and those little plants, that we cultivate in

our fields ! The forests are the Creator's gardens; what a difference

between his and ours ! Ours are spacious when they contain a few

acres ; his cover whole countries ; their number is almost countless,

and the height of some of the trees amazing.

Still, all these trunks, so well nourished, are only a few feet

distant from one another. Who has been able to undertake this

work, and conduct it to perfection ? Who is the gardener that was

so careful in planting this multitude of trees? Who has been able

to prune and water them? God. To Him belong the forests.

Though He gives increase to all other productions of the vegetable

kingdom, yet the forests are peculiarly his work. Alone He has

planted them ; alone He has maintained them ; alone He has
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defended them, during centuries, against the rage of storms. Alone

He has drawn from his treasure-houses the rain and the dew that

were necessary to renovate their verdure, and to endow them with

a kind of immortality.

The Divine Wisdom has distributed the forests over the surface

of the earth with more or less abundance, bat always in a just pro

portion. They help to purify the air ; they afford us a cool and

agreeable shade ; they adorn nature by sweetly diversifying the

landscape ; they afford shelter to a multitude of animals, that are

of invaluable service to us. It is in the forests that God provides a

safe retreat for an immense number of the brute creation. There

He provides sufficiently for all ; there, in the lonely solitude, He

clothes, nourishes, and lodges them. To some He gives strength ;

to others cunning ; to this one agility ; to that one blind fury—all

which propensities tend to draw man from indolence, by drawing

him from a false security. Everywhere we recognise the wisdom

and the goodness of Him who made all things for our wants, and

even for our pleasures.

If the riches that cover the surface of the earth call forth, as

they well may, our gratitude and our admiration, what should our

sentiments be when we know that the bowels of the earth contain

other treasures, so numerous and so varied, that it would require

whole volumes to explain them in detail ? In turn, we see the

diamonds, the precious stones, the marbles, the building stones, the

metals. Let us merely say a word of these last : their utility being

more general, they more partioularly claim our attention, and awake

our gratitude,

I. Gold. Gold is the king of metals. It is neither from caprice

nor prejudice that man prefers it to all the rest. The advantageous

idea we have formed of it is founded on its real excellence. If it

is not the heaviest or the densest of metals, it has, at all events, t\&

most beautiful colour—that which most nearly approaches to the

warm glow of fire. It is the most ductile and the most malleable

of the metals—the one that lends itself most easily to whatever we

desire to do with it. From an ingot of this metal, two feet long,

three inches broad, and three inches deep, one might draw out a

thread that would reach from Paris to Lyons. Unlike other metals,

it does not soil the hands that work it. The slightest portion,

the merest trace of it on any other substance, suffices to impart a

degree of splendour and brilliancy ; it embellishes everything it

touches.

To these excellent qualities there is added another which raises

it to the highest rank among metals—namely, that it cannot be

corroded by rust, nor diminished by fire. It is not, therefore, to be
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wondered at that men should, in all ages, have adopted so perfect a

substance as a mode of payment for merchandise. Even the scarcity

of this beautiful metal makes us content to receive a small portion

of it in exchange for a large quantity of goods. How useful ! How

advantageous to commerce ! Have we ever reflected on our duty to

thank Him who has made us a present of it ?

We have spoken of the chief use of gold ; let us examine some

of its other uses. This metal is converted into most beautiful and

valuable ornaments, in the hands of skilful workmen, whose in

genuity is no less admirable"than the material on which they labour.

Goldsmiths convert it into a thousand articles : some of them being

small and inexpensive, are suited to the fortunes of private indi

viduals; others being much larger and more elaborate, suit the

grandeur of temples and the opulence of kings. With this metal

jewellers very much increase the lustre of precious stones, which

would otherwise be deprived of much of their brilliancy. Embroi

derers sometimes ornament the surface of silk and woollen fabrics

with delicate threads of this precious metal ; at other times they

weave these threads with bright colours, and trace on the fabric a

variety of beautiful designs ; or again they skilfully imitate the

brilliancy and gaiety of flowers—the flexibility of leaves sporting

with the wind, or even the animated expression of a painting.

Gilders understand how to overlay other metals, as well as woods,

with gold, and to employ it in gorgeously decorating the wainscot-

tings of halls, the ceilings of palaces, and the domes of majestic

temples.

II. Iron. If gold is unquestionably the most perfect of metals,

still there are others which have many properties that render them

highly valuable to us. The vilest of all, the coarsest, the most full

of alloy, the most sombre in its colour, the most liable to corrosion

by rust, in a word, ikon, is really the most useful. It possesses one

quality which suffices to raise it, in a certain sense, above all other

metals : it is that of being the most tenacious.

Plunged hot into cold water, it thereby acquires a degree of

hardness which renders it still more valuable to us. In this state

it serves, with its strong bars, as a guard for our houses, and protects

our most precious treasures. Binding together wood and stone, it

places us beyond the reach of the insults of the winds, and the

attacks of robbers. Gold even, and diamonds, are not secure, unless

protected by iron. It is iron that furnishes navigators, clockmakers,

and all the various workers in art with the utensils they re

quire to break, strengthen, scoop out, cut, polish, and adorn other

materials—in a word, to produce the various commodities of life.

In vain should we be possessed of gold, silver, and other metals,
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if we had not iron -with which to fashion them : they would all be

softened away, one against the other. Iron alone subdues the rest, and

crushes them without itself bending or breaking in the effort. Hence,

it was under the figure of a beast with iron teeth, that the Creator

was pleased to prefigure, in the lapse of ages, the future Roman

Empire, which was to overthrow and destroy all other existing

empires. Of the innumerable articles of furniture, machinery

and even food, which every day and every instant offer us their

services, perhaps there is not one but owes its form to iron. We can

at present justly compare the value of iron with that of all other

metals. These are very useful ; but iron is indispensably necessary.

Reading the history of the discovery of America, we have per

haps been surprised to find that the savages were wont to give their

conquerors a great deal of gold in exchange for a bill-hook, a spade,

or some other iron instrument. We can now understand that they

had good ground for doing so, since they knew that iron would

render them services which they could not obtain from gold.

It is then true, O my God ! that man cannot raise his eyes on

high, or make a step on earth, or dig a few inches beneath his feet,

but everywhere he finds the treasures that have been prepared for

him. He can everywhere see that he is the object of a tender love,

which has provided for all his wants, everywhere placing something

to occupy his mind, something to call forth the exercise of his in

dustry, and thereby to win his heart. Can he, in the midst of so

many benefits, be ungrateful?

But the kindness that is so manifest in the excellent qualities of

the metals, which God has placed in the bosom of the earth for us,

is still more apparent in the exact proportion which He has

established between the amount of these metals, and the measure of

our necessities. If some man had been employed to create the

metals, in a just proportion for the wants of the human race, he

certainly would not have failed to place more gold in the earth than

iron. He would have imagined that he had displayed his generosity

in giving but sparingly the metal that is most contemptible, and

bestowing with profusion that which we most admire. God hat

acted quite otherwise.

As the value and convenience of gold proceed in a great measure

from its scarcity, God has given it with economy. This scarcity,

of which ingratitude complains, is a new benefit. On the other

hand, iron enters generally into all the wants of life. It is to place

us in a position of providing for those wants easily, that Provi

dence has scattered iron everywhere. Thus, there is no mere osten

tation in the gifts of a paternal Providence. The chief characteristic

of this liberality is, that it studies not that which nrocures an
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empty honour for the donor, but that which procures a substantial

advantage for the recipient. A precious lesson to us, and a new

subject of gratitude !

Let us now pass on to the fourth day of the great week, and we

shall behold new wonders.

The fourth day God said : Let there be lights made in the firma

ment of heaven, to divide the day and the night, and let them befor eigne,

andfor seasons, and for days and years ; to shine in the firmament

of heaven, and to give light upon the earth. And it was so done.

And God made two great lights : a greater light to rule the day, and

a lesser light to rule the night, and the stars.1

And He set them in the firmament of heaven, to shine upon the

earth ; to rule the day and the night, and to divide the light and the

darkness. And God saw that it was good.

And the evening and morning were the fourth day}

At this fourth command a new spectacle appears. Let us con

template, in the silence of admiration and love, the wonders that

present themselves to our consideration, and the profound wisdom

of the Creator, of whom they are monuments ever ancient and

ever new.

L The Creation of the Sun. Light existed already : the succes

sion of days and nights was regulated; the earth was fertile—

everything it should produce was formed ; it was decked out with

flowers, and laden with fruits. Every plant and tree was not only

in its present state perfect, but it had, moreover, all that was neces

sary to perpetuate or multiply it. Of what use, then, will the sun

be, after all that we attribute to its virtue is already done ? What

does it come to do to the earth, which is more ancient than itself,

and which has heretofore done without it? Of what will it be the

1 By these words we see that, at this moment, God appointed the sun to con

tinually enlighten the earth. The works of the third and fifth days make us

understand why our planet, which by the effect of radiation had lost a great

portion of that primitive light which had been formed in the beginning of time,

required a new source of light. This source, as necessary to the vegetables which

adorned it, as to the animals which it was about to receive, should be no less

constant than the wants that demanded it.

We see that Moses only speaks of these great celestial luminaries in reference

to their importance relatively to the earth, and to man, who should soon inhabit

the earth, and not in reference to their real importance in the general system of

the universe ; the proof of which is, that he scarcely mentions the stars. Ho

just names them in a few words, in a passing way, and in order to announce

that they were scattered through the heavens by the sume power that had placed

there the sun and moon, luminous bodies much more important and necessary

for us than the countless multitude of twinkling worlds, whose immensity per

haps in mnnv cases far surpasses that of our sun. {Cotmog. p. 116, 117.)

' Gen. ii. 14-19.
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father ? And by what strange blindness will men regard it as the

principle of all that preceded it?

It is an observation, of which we frequently meet the proof,

that the world was created with a particular design to prevent the

errors of nations ; consequently, with a supposition of the fall of

man, one of the saddest consequences of which has been the rise of

idolatry. The most ancient and general kind of idolatry is that

which had the sun and moon for its objects. God, who foresaw

this guilty error, was pleased that, even by the history of creation,

the family of Adam, and afterwards that of Noe, should regard the

sun only as a new arrival in the world, less ancient than the day,

younger than the flowers, and less necessary than any of the effects

that are attributed to it.

As, at the present day, the danger of idolatry is almost past, and

that of ingratitude almost universal—for the first temptation of man

was to adore everything, and the last with which we are threatened

is to adore nothing at all—we need not fear to consider the sun with

overmuch attention, especially as the perfections of the Creator are

rendered visible by it.1

II. Its Distance from the Earth. Though God has placed the

sun in the firmament, it is for the advantage of the earth. He has

regulated the distance of the one by the necessities of the other.

He has placed between the heat of the sun and those things which

it should assist, such a due proportion as to be always salutary to

them. With a greater separation, the earth should be frozen ; with

a less it would be burnt up. Behold the unerring calculations of

the Heavenly Mathematician ! He requires to enlighten and warm

a globe of twenty-five thousand miles in circumference. He desires

only one furnace for the purpose. What, then, must be the size of

that furnace, and at what distance from the earth must it be placed?

He speaks; and, at His word, a fiery globe, one million three hundred

and thirty thousand times larger than the earth, glides into boundless

space. But the rays of fire, which issue from a flaming globe, a

million times larger than the earth, must have an astounding

activity, while they remain concentrated, and act together. They

must then divide, so that when they arrive at the earth, they may

shed no more than the requisite degree of light and heat. At what

distance must the earth be placed, that these rays, on their arrival,

may be sufficiently divided to enlighten man, without blinding him,

and to warm him without burning him ? What do you think ? If

this problem had been presented to some of our astronomers, do you

1 Analysis of the Six Days' Work, St, Ambrose : 1. Ill, c. vi. n. 27 ; L 11, c.

l,n. 2, 3,4,4c.
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not think it would be still unsolved ? But God, infallible in all His

operations, only speaks the word, and the sun is placed at the dis

tance of a hundred and fourteen million miles from the earth. And

the experience of six thousand years has proved the accuracy of these

calculations.

III. Its Motion. By reason of the rotundity of the earth, if the

sun were immovable in the midst of the heavens, it would only en

lighten and warm the half of our globe, supposing the latter to be

also immovable. It was then necessary that this great luminary

should keep continually marching round the earth, or that the earth

itself, turning on its axis, should successively present the various

parts of its surface to the rays of the sun. The Divine Organiser

was not unmindful of this necessity. He has commanded the sun

to rise every day, and to enlighten, during the space of twenty-four

hours, the different portions of the earth. During six thousand

years the sun, obedient, has risen every day without fail, and jour

neyed along his course, without ever wandering from the line marked

out for him. It will easily be understood here that we speak only

according to sensible appearances, and do not enter into any contro

versy with our great astronomers on their systems.

Behold with what a profusion of colours He adorns nature, und

with what magnificence he is himself clothed ! Like a young bride

groom, who goes forth from the nuptial chamber on the most

solemn day of his life, the sun appears above the horizon, as the

friend whom heaven and earth expect, and who behold him with

delight. His splendour is full of sweetness. The universe greets

his arrival ; the eyes of all creatures are fixed upon him ; and, to

receive the salutations of all, he renders himself accessible to all.

But everywhere he is commissioned to dispense light, heat, and

life. Consider, therefore, how he unites, with the graceful dignity

of a bridegroom, the rapid progress of a giant ! Behold how ho

urges forward, how he speeds his onward couree, much less con

cerned with his attire than his duty, anxious only to announce the

news of the Prince who has despatched him ! Running along the

hills of heaven, he dispenses more heat in proportion around, as he

ascends, until he reaches his meridian, vivifying all that he en

lightens. Nothing escapes his light, or withdraws itself from the

influence of his heat ; he reaches, by his flaming arrows, even to

those places which his radiant beams cannot penetrate.

A natural and very beautiful image of Him who came to en

lighten the world, and who so worthily combined the characteristics

of spouse and ambassador ! From the bosom ot his Eather, He came

forth, fuU of ardour, to run his course like a giant; and, like

the sun, He returned again to the point from which He had
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departed, after having, like that beautiful day-star, passed along,

doing good.

IV. Its Rising. If every day the sun pursued the same route,

i great portion of the earth would be uninhabitable, either because

the darkness should be continual, or the heat or the cold excessive.

Moreover, this uniform method would but ill display the wisdom

of God, and his care in the government of the universe. Therefore,

it is not so.

No day, to speak precisely, is equal to that which precedes or

that which follows it. It is then necessary, that every day the sun

should both rise and set at different points. This is the reason why,

according to the expression of the prophet, each day carries a new

order to the following day which succeeds ; and every night finds

marked out for it by the preceding night at what precise moments

it must begin and end. Thus, nature, in suspense, learns at each

instant from Him who conducts it, what it must do, and how far it

must go.

How many wonders have we here presented for our considera

tion ! Who has said to the sun : " Do not begin to shine to-morrow

where you began this morning, and do not end this evening where

you ended yesterday?" And who has measured the interval

between two sunrises, that its limits might not be passed ? Who

has commanded the sun, on its arrival at a certain point, to retrace

its steps, and forbidden it, on any consideration, to travel farther ?

This is the manner in which, every day, every hour, every moment,

the heavens declare the glory of their Author. Their language is

neither rude nor strange. The voice of the heavens is clear, strong,

sweet, intelligible, and familiar. It resounds from one end of the

universe to the other. Greeks and barbarians, Scythians and

Indians, Christians and idolators, understand alike the words of

these eloquent preachers—the heavens—and all mankind is in

structed by the wisdom of their discourses.

V. Its Light. It would seem as if God had been careful to

assemble in this beautiful star all the qualities that are most proper to

exemplify the perfections of the Divinity. Like God, the sun is one;

whatever is rich or splendid, appears annihilated, and vanishes in its

presence; it sees everything, it acts everywhere, it animates all

things, it is always the same. Is it not surprising that, during so

many ages, the sun should not diminish in size, and that its light

should be as bright and plentiful to-day as on the first day it

illumined the earth ?

If we had been consulted, before the creation of the sun, on the

best mode of enlightening the world, how many lamps should we

have imagined necessary ? Who could convince us that one might
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suffice; that, placed at a certain distance, it would enlighten the

universe by a single glance ; that it would pass from East to West,

without any visible guide, without any apparent support, without

chariot, without engine ; and that, after a multitude of centuries, it

would be as brilliant and as perfect as on the day it came forth from

the hands of its Creator ?

We now understand what we owe, not to the sun, but to Him

who created it, and who every day makes it rise alike on the good

and the bad ; and, worthy children of our Heavenly Father, let us

love all men as our brethren.

Prayer.

0 my God, who art all love, I thank Thee for having bestowed

cm as all the riches of heaven and earth ; how can I testify to Thee

my admiration and gratitude ? Por so many benefits, Thou askest

my heart in return ; I give it to Thee without reserve.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself, for the love of God, and, in testimony of this love, I will

never fail at my prayers before and after meals.

LESSON VIII.

woek of the six DATs (continued).

Continuation of the Fourth Day.—The Moon : her Beauty, her Utility.—The

Stan : their Number, their Motion, their Utility.—Benefits of the Night :

Instruction, Bepose, Sleep, the Preservation of our Life.—Last Duty of the

Sun and Moon : Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter.

T. Beauty of the Moon. The same word that created the sun, and

suspended it in the firmament to preside over the day, created also

the moon and the stars as its suite. The moon, like a kind and

gentle queen, was appointed to preside over the night, that is to

say, to moderate the darkness of the clouds by her gentle lustre :

night is the time of her triumph. She draws the objects around us

from obscurity, and her mild light agreeably enlivens the face of

nature. The moon herself is one of the most beautiful objects in

existence. She rejoices our eyes by the sweetness of her radiance,

and varies the scene by a continual change of form and position.

Like the sun, she learns every day from the Sovereign Master of

the universe, the place where she must rise or set. Every day,

from West to East, she moves back her place of rising. At one time

she appears in an ash-coloured robe, fringed round with a simple
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band of gold. At another time she puts on a dress of purple, and

mounts the horizon larger than usual ; then she gradually diminishes,

and grows more pale as she rises. In proportion as day flees away,

her light becomes more brilliant, and of more use to man. But

whether she appears by glimpses or in full, she everywhere bestows

new ornaments on nature.

How sweet, yet how capricious !—sometimes starting out suddenly

from the midst of clouds, and surprising us with her smiling coun

tenance ; again, hiding herself under a silken veil, and allowing us

to search for her ! Now, she darts her soft rays across the thick

foliage of the woods ; anon, she weaves for herself, of the clouds

around her, a crown of various hues. Then, again, as the sun

approaches, the moon lays down her sceptre ; she disappears—but

to appear again.

What agent in nature has been appointed to light this beautiful

lamp, and to bring it to us with so much regularity ?

II. Its Utility. 0 men, how long will you have eyes, and see

not ? How long will you have hearts, and yet not love ? Employ

your reason, and you will discover, in the visits of the moon, nothing

but the utmost attention to your wants. This body, ponderous and

opaque as it is of itself, has been placed so near the earth, that it

gives us more light than all the stars together, though they are so

many immense suns.

Let us here remark the wisdom and the goodness of the Creator.

He has removed the stars to such a distance from us, that night, ol

which we stand in need, suffers nothing from their light; and He

has placed the moon bo close to us, that she becomes a magnificent

mirror, in which a large portion of the sun's light is reflected for

our convenience. It is true, that the carriage of this mirror round

the earth occasions some irregularities ; but they are limited : and

hence, we rarely have eclipses. If it were not for the provision that

has really been made against inconveniences, we should have a

dozen eclipses of the moon, and as many of the sun, every year.

Any apparent irregularity, therefore, that exists, is only a new

benefit, and a new evidence of the profound wisdom that ordained it.

Let us pass on to other greater benefits. Does man desire

to begin his journey before day, or prolong his journey after sunset ?

The moon, in its first quarter, presents itself immediately after the

sun withdraws, and offers itself to be his guide. Does he, antici

pating the aurora, desire to begin his journey before the break of

day? The moon, in its last quarter, awaits him, as a guide,

many hours before the dawn. If he is at liberty to delay his jour

ney till the time of full moon, the Orb of Night will give him, so to

speak, days of uninterrupted light for twenty-four hours. "With
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this assistance he may avoid the heats of summer, or expedite

in safety, and at his wish, that which he could not safely eutrust

to the light of day.

But would not a clear night at all times have been more de

sirable ? God unites almost everywhere a number of advantages

together, so that the excellence of his presents may be enhanced by

the variety of their services. The moon is not only destined to

soften the sadness of night by a light which prolongs or replaces

that of the sun ; she is also intended to act as a sentinel near the

palace of man, and to announce the tidings of the hour, at different

stations, as she beats her rounds.

The sun should serve, by his revolution in a year, to regulate

the order of rural labours. But the moon, by her revolution round

us in twenty-nine days, changing her form, as we say, at each

quarter of her journey, should serve to regulate the civil order, and

the ordinary affairs of society. Under a new phase every seven days,

the moon is a beacon to all nations, offering them such short and

regular divisions of time, as are most convenient in fixing the dura

tion of operations in detail.

Thus, the Hebrews, the Greeks, the Romans, and nearly all the

ancients, used to assemble at the time of the new moon, to acquit

themselves of certain duties of piety and gratitude. On this day

was announced everything that could interest them during tho

month- The full moon assembled them again in the middle of the

month. The other two quarters were terms as easily remembered.

Even at the present day, the Turks, the Arabians, the Moors, and

many other races throughout the world, regulate the order of their

calendar entirely according to the phases of the moon.

If we are less attentive to the moon than they, it is not because

she has ceased to render us the same services as to the rest. We are

dispensed from all care on the matter by the convenient computa

tions that are placed in our hands by experienced astronomers ;

nevertheless, these calendars of theirs are regulated by observations

on the course of the moon. They are adjusted in advance by the

counsels which this vigilant satellite never -fails to supply, until

He who appointed her our sentinel judges it proper to change her

office, by changing the condition of man, in whose service she is

engaged. What a happy condition shall that be ! in which we

shall no longer require the sun or the moon to enlighten us, but the

Lamb will be our light, and the light, too, of the whole heavenly

Jerusalem ! Yes, happy condition, indeed ! mayst thou be the

object of all our desires and labours !

God also mad* the Stars. It belongs only to God to spenk with

this indifference regarding the most astounding spectacle that adorns

VOL. i. 12
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the universe. He says in one word, that which cost Him only a

word! but who can measure the power of that word?

I. Number of the Stars. Let us go out a moment during the

calm of a beautiful summer night, as God made Abraham go out

from his tent, to consider the heavens : Having brought Abraham forth

abroad, God said to him, Raise thine eyes to heaven, and count the stars

if thou canst (Gen. xv. 5). And Abraham looked up to the stars,

and was content with admiring them ; for he could not count them.

Nor can any man count them : they are innumerable. Since the in

vention ofthe telescope, thousands of new stars have been discovered ;

and, in proportion as astronomical instruments are perfected, the

number of discoveries is increased. "With much reason, then, may

we suppose that the number of stars lying buried in the illimitable

abysses of space exceeds all human calculation.

We are aware that the magnitude of tho sun, as well as that of

several planets which revolve round it, far surpasses that of the earth

on which we dwell. And who knows but among the other heavenly

bodies there are many which do not yield to these in any respect,

and whose volume may be still greater ? Their astounding distance

from us causes them to appear as mere specks, shining in the firma

ment. But in reality they are, for the most part, so many suns,

whose wondrous dimensions cau only be guessed at by man. It is

then true, that thousands of worlds roll in space ; and that we only

see the smallest portion of the mighty army that is ranged above our

heads in the most beautiful order.

Do you yet desire anything more admirable? He who has

scattereda million luminous globes along the boundless prairies of the

firmament, as the husbandman scatters grain in his field, hold3

these enormous masses suspended in space. He requires no columns

to uphold the majestic dome of heaven; nor is there any danger

of its falling under its frightful weight. He has kept it as it

is to-dayfor thousands of years, and will continue to do so till the end

oftime, that it may relate to all generations the gloryof its Author.

II. Their Motion. The stars present to an attentive mind

another subject of astonishment. These immense bodies are in con

tinual motion. They revolve on their axes, as wheels on their

axles. Many of their attendant stars revolve in immense orbits. For

each of these a particular path or orbit is marked out. They never

wander from it, though they travel at a speed which almost baffles

imagination. By a resolution of two forces—the centrifugal and the

centripetal; the former drawing them away from their centre, the

latter towards it—they are continually retained in their orbits.

Many of the fixed stars are supposed to be centres of distinct solar

system?.
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Although there are thousands of celestial bodies moving in

space, yet not a single interruption or collision ever takes place

amongst them. They appear to us to be thrown about the firma

ment in strange confusion ; and yet the most perfect order and

risen and set regularly in the same manner. Millions of soldiers

belonging to this celestial army, ever on the march, return in succes

sion to the scenes of their early bivouacs ; and able astronomers

announce, even a thousand years beforehand, their exact course

and position. 0 God, how great Thou art ! and what is man, that

he should dare to rebel against Thee ?

III. Thrir Utility. What is the use of so many wonders?

What means the host of heaven, with their watchful sentinels ?

Simply to contend with our ingratitude, our pride, and our indif

ference ; and to secure the triumph of such great dogmas as the

existence of God, his power, his majesty, and his goodness. It

suffices to render mankind inexcusable, that they should listen to

the eloquent army of the heavens, or gaze on the magnificent

book of the firmament, written in characters of flame.

This is not alL These enormous globes are placed at so fitting

a distance from the abode of man that they produce a beauty which

enchants his eyes, and a regularity which adds not a little to the

happiness of his pilgrimage. By this admirable arrangement, these

radiant fires are converted into resplendent lustres, depending from

the magnificent canopy which overhangs his dwelling. On all sides

they shine and sparkle, and the dark azure of their background

throws out their brilliancy in bolder relief. Yet their beams are

mild ; for so immense is the space in which their rays are scattered,

that they are softened and cooled a long time before their arrival at

he dwelling-place ofman. Thanks to the precautions of our Creator,

we enjoy the sight of a multitude of fiery worlds, without being

disturbed by apprehensions about the chill of night or the tran

quillity of our sleep !

But it is not merely to adorn the palace of man with rich gild

ings and paintings, that God unveils every day the magnificent dome

of the heavens : he desires to bestow some more positive advantages

upon us. Among the stars that we can easily distinguish, there are

some whose position is always in the same region of the heavens :

the chief of these is the polar star. There are others, which we see

rising slowly above the horizon, describing immense arcs, and setting

again in another quarter of the horizon.

The first class of stars regulate the journeys of man by land and

sea, showing him, amid the darkness, a portion of the heavens

whose aspect remains unchanged, and thus preserving him against

harmony reigns amongst them.
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the danger of wandering. But as, from time to time, the clouds

may intercept the view of these stars, which have been given to

man as his guides, God has attached sUch a secret virtue to steel

touched by a magnet, that if a bar of it be suspended in equili

brium, it will immediately turn one end—and always the same

end—in the direction of the pole-star. Hence has arisen that

useful instrument, the mariner's compass, which renders such

amazing services to navigation. To it the mariner is indebted

for information regarding the position of his invisible guides ; and

his course is at all times free, notwithstanding the unsettled state of

the weather.

The second class vary their situation considerably as regards us,

rising and setting at a different time each day, though among them

selves they always observe the same order. These variations are so

regular, that they fix the succession of our labours, and determine

the limits of the seasons with the nicest precision. The mere ex

perience of heat or cold would be too uncertain a rule, too liable to

accident, to determine us in the selection of a time for the cultiva

tion of our land, or a voyage across the ocean.

Man also finds an abundance of instruction on these matters, by

seeing the sun's motion through the different constellations of

stars, and which he travels uniformly in the same course year after

year. We know well the track of this beautiful luminary.1 We

give a name to each of those clusters at which he rests as he passes

on his route. Man knows the exact duration of his sojourn in each

of his twelve abodes. He can name the point iu the zodiac which

is favourable to whatever operations we may have to undertake,

whether by land or sea.

The sun and moon have been appointed to separate the day and

night—to mark times, seasons, and years. Directing man and his

labours, these admirable clocks have never yet gone a minute astray.

Do you know the name, do you know the dwelling-place, of Him

who constructed them '? But why have we this perpetual succes

sion of day and night, of light and darkness ? O ye who inquire

thus, prepare your minds for admiration, and your hearts for grati

tude ! Let us bring forward new proofs of the wisdom and the

goodness of your Heavenly Father. Already you are familiar with

the advantages of the day ; learn also those of the night.

I. Its benefits—instruction. Night is nothing. It is merely the

* Astronomers have divided all the stars that can be seen with the naked

eye, into eighty-four constellations or groups, twelve of which form

the zodiac, or the course through which the sun appears to pass annually iu

the heaven"
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interruption of the passage of light towards us. But even nothingness

itself is fruitful in the hands of God. It is his glory to have drawn

all creatures from it ; and, every day, He still continues to draw

from it, in favour of man, not alone new creatures, but salutary in

structions and benefits. Accordingly, night, by concealing nature

from us, reminds us of that nothingness from which we have been

taken, and plunges us again into that state of obscurity and im

perfection which preceded the creation of light. Hereby, we better

understand the inestimable value of day.

But its shades are not destined merely to relieve the beauties of

the grand picture of the universe ; and to make us more humble by

an experience of the darkness that is natural to us, or more grateful

for the return of a light that is not due to us. However useful may

be the lessons which we thus derive, it would be sad indeed if, to

instruct us, it were necessary to impoverish us. That which seems

lost to our life, by the deprivation of light for many hours of the

day, is restored to us abundantly by the repose which is secured to

us in return.

II. Repose. Man is born to labour: it is his vocation and con

dition. To be able for it, it is necessary that his blood should be

continually supplying him with a fresh and exquisitely delicate and

subtle matter, which sets in play the tissues of his brain and the

various muscles of his body. But the waste that is every moment

taking place of this matter would soon reduce him to a state of

extreme languor and exhaustion, if he did not repair his strength

by a fresh supply of nourishment. Now, food cannot be digested,

or its effects distributed properly through the body if the body is

constantly in action. It is necessary that the labours of the head,

of the arms, of the feet, and of the various other members of the

body should be interrupted, that the heat and energy expended upon

them may assist the functions of the stomach during the inaction

of the other members of the body. Without repose we should

quickly perish ; and it is night that procures it for us. How many

workmen who, during the day, spend their strength in some fatigu

ing yet necessary employment, bless the night, when it comes

to suspend their labours, and brings them rest and sleep !

III. Sleep. We ourselves should bless God for not having left

the use and arrangement of this necessary repose to times selected

by our wavering and capricious reason. As a good Father, He takes

care Himself to lull his child to sleep. He has made sleep an agree

able necessity for us, without allowing us to understand it or to

control it. Sleep is a state perfectly incomprehensible to us. Man

is so little acquainted with the nature of sleep, that he can neither

yield himself to it when it flies from him, nor decline it when it

comes to him. God has reserved to Himself the disposal 'of this
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repose, 'whose time and measure He is well aware would be but ill-

regulated by human fancy.

But if we do not understand the nature of sleep, ah ! how much

do we feel the benefit of it ! It suspends the sighs of the afflicted,

as well as the painful feeling of their misery. To be happy, then,

they require only a bed ; when sleep closes their eyelids, all their

wants are satisfied. Sleep makes no distinction between the king

and the beggar ; both find in it a treasure which money cannot pur

chase. Now, the messenger whom God has selected to carry this

universal benefit to us is the night.

Consider with what precaution and respect it acquits itself of its

interesting commission ! It does not come abruptly to extin

guish the lamp of day, and deprive us of the sight of the objects

with which we are engaged. Far from surprising us in the midst

of our labours or journeys, the night advances with slow steps, and

extends its shadows by little and little. It is only after having

informed us, with courtesy, that it is necessary to take some repose,

that it completes the task of veiling nature. It deprives man of the

light of the universe, that it may deprive him of the use of his

senses ; it then draws a veil over our eyes, by closing our eyelids.

During the time that man reposes, it kindly keeps watch against

the disturbance of his tranquillity. Not only does it extinguish

light, but it suppresses sound, by imposing silence on all things

around him : the horse, the cow, the animals in general, are asleep

as well as man. One sound only is uninterrupted : it is the clock,

as it marks the progress of the hours : for it is good that man, on

his awaking, should remember his last hour.

Night disperses the birds, too, into their different retreats. How

often does it seem to soothe the very winds, that throughout the

abode of man there may reign for many hours a universal calm !

Thus we see that night is charged with securing the repose of the

king of nature, and causing his sleep to be respected by all creatures.

In these considerate attentions of Providence, can we fail to recog

nise the solicitude of a tender mother, who, to put her little one

asleep, removes light and noise from the precincts of its cradle?

IV. The Preservation of our Life, Without night we should

perish, not only of fatigue, but of hunger. If the sun were to

remain ever above our horizon, he would burn all that he causes

to spring up. But night, succeeding day, imparts to the air a

degree of coolness and freshness, which reinvigorates everything—

the faded leaves, the parched earth, the weary animals.

It is to the night, also, we are indebted for the dew which not

only rejoices our eyes at morning with its pure and crystal dro ps,

all sparkling like rubies in the sunshine, but even supplies the place

of rain for a considerable time, and thus preserves the flowers and
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the plants and the corn. Without night we should be deprived of the

treasures that are peculiar to countries separated from us by immense

seas; forthe astronomer would notbe able to supply us with hislearned

calculations, on which the success of navigation so much depends.

This is not yet all. Without night, men, obliged to travel or to

toil, would be continually exposed to the rage of savage beasts.

During the day-time, Providence restrains these beasts in forests and

caverns; bat if the day-time were continual, hunger would com

pel them to quit their retreats, and they would speedily attack men,

more feeble and less swift than themselves.

By appointing limits to the day, and causing night to succeed it,

God has placed men in security and the beasts at liberty. The

natural horror that men have for darkness, obliges them to return to

their houses during the night ; and the natural fear that beasts have

of light, prevents them from wandering out of their dens during the

day. When man ha* arrived at home, they may issue from their

abodes : they are not allowed to seek their prey until the hand of

the Lord has provided Tor the safety ofman.

Then, when night has fallen, and there is no one in the fields,

we hear the roaring of lions and the howling of wolves, which

teach us who the Maste: is that watches over man during the day.

But when sunlight appears all the beasts, the enemies of man,

hasten to leave his place free ; an invisible Shepherd chases them

into the woods with his crook. It seems, then, as if all these

animals had changed the:r nature, they become so peaceable.

Either they sleep, or they are as quiet as if asleep; a superior

power holds them captiv: ; and, unless one imprudently approaches

their dens, there is nothing to fear. On the other hand, when the

sun begins to dissipate tie darkness of the night, man, full of spirit

and strength, feels the love of labour renewed within him : his

house seems cheerless aid wearisome to him, and the outer world

full of attractions. Happy, if he knows how to recognise in this

admirable order the paternal hand of One who arranges all things

for his good !

The last commission gven to the sun and moon is to mark the

seasons. Consider with vhat respectful attention and fidelity they

acquit themselves of this tuty. There isno hurry in theirmovements.

The sun, after having witidrawn his heat in winter, returns it to us

in spring; but he so regilates its quantity, that plants may have

time to shoot forth and ;row strong, without any danger of being

either destroyed by lae frost, or prematurely developed by

untimely warmth. In the same manner, summer dei arts by

degrees, so that the fruitsof autumn may have time 10 riyrn 11.l lc bv

little, without being exposed to injury from the cold 01 » h, lr.
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Every season varies our pleasures, and indemnifies us by one

class of benefits for another which it takes away ; but at the same

time that this very variety imposes new duties upon us.

I. Spring. Nature, which was dormant during the winter, resumes

a new life. The little birds return from their distant wanderings,

and begin again their joyous songs. These numberless musicians,

borne on the wings of the wind, visit in turn the cottages of their

native land, and renew their gratuitous concerts at every door. In

spring their melodious songs are all for us at home; in winter they

are for others on a foreign shore. The meadows put on a brighter

green. Through the soft verdure we see the earlj flowers. Sweet

perfumes and agreeable colours salute us on our way. The trees

gradually unfold their magnificent foliage, and prepare a shelter

for man against the rays of the sun. A striking image of youth, as it

is also of the general resurrection, spring dihtes our hearts with

early hope ; and at the same time leads us also to a detachment

from everything that passes away with time. How long will these

beautiful days, and these fresh, delicate flowers last ? 0 man I how

long will thy years, and the flowers of thy youth and vigour last ?

But console thyself : spring will pass, only to return again ; and

thou shalt die, only to be born again—yes, to be born again, and

never more to die.

II. Summer. The sun continues his coirse ; nature assumes a

different appearance ; it is the beginning jf summer. Fruits of

every kind present themselves to our eyes, and invite us to taste

them ; cornfields put on their golden hue ; Tast numbers of newly-

fledged birds issue from their nests, and the whole feathered tribe,

entoning both day and night the praises of their Creator, rejoice the

soul of man, who, at this season, is almost erer in the open air. Who

can count the benefits bestowed on us by ourHeavenly Father during

summer? It is the happy season when Hi pours out most abund

antly the treasure of his benedictions. Natire, after having revived

us by the genial warmth of spring, is continually occupied during

summer in providing us with everything tiat is not only necessary

for our existence but delightful to our senses, and capable of

awakening in our hearts the liveliest sentments of gratitude and

love.

Like the other seasons, summer is a ireacher that announces

many salutary truths to us. " See I" it sars, "the reaper prepares

to gather in his harvest. His scythe lays lov the corn right and left,

and behind him the fields are empty and foBaken. Mortals I such is

your destiny. All flesh is as grass ; and al its glory, as the flower

of the field. Behold these busy bees ! Lei their anxiety to gather

and store their honey teach you to lay up in time such treasures of
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wisdom and virtue, as may form your consolation in the winter of

old age."

III. Autumn. The earth has received the heat of which it had

need. The Lord directed the sun to pause, and to retrace his steps,

not precipitately, but gradually, in order that by a temperate heat

the maturity of the fruits might be consummated, and especially that

full perfection might be given to that precious liquor which rejoices

the heart of man. What activity reigns in every department of

labour ! The barns and store-rooms are filled ; goods of every descrip

tion are to be had in abundance. In every quarter man lays up provi

sions for the winter ; but he does not limit his thoughts to the neces

sities of the approaching winter. If he were to put all his stock in

granaries, fire might burn it, robbers might plunder it; he confides

a large portion of it to the safekeeping of the earth, assured that, at

the return of spring, this faithful guardian will restore it to him

withinterest. But the men that hoard up, thebirdsthatmigrate, the

leaves that fall, the skies that darken, the days that shorten, all the

emblems of decay that surround us, do they say nothing to the heart ?

IV. Winter. Every day man requires rest ; and in the same

manner every year the earth requires rest, that it may recruit its

strength, exhausted in the service of man. Without winter, nature,

impoverished and fatigued, would be able to produce nothing ; and

we should die of hunger. Hence the necessity, in the designs of

Providence, for the four seasons : spring prepares for us, summer

ripens for us, autumn lavishes on us, the rich productions of the

earth ; winter repairs the strength of our nursing mother. When,

then, she has deprived herself of everything for our sake, God directs

the sunshine to keep away from her, as a tender mother removes

the light that would hinder her child from sleeping. He does still

more : He spreads over the earth a thick covering of snow, in order

to keep it warm.

Although the snow appears to you cold, yet it is in reality an

excellent coverlet, that secures the earth against the piercing north

wind, and keeps alive beneath its downy folds such heat as is neces

sary for the preservation of seeds, plants, and trees. The snow is,

moreover, a powerful manure : melted by the sun, it sinks gradu

ally and deeply into the earth, and thus vivifies and nourishes the

roots and tubers of the plants. Hence we see, that in the wildest of

the seasons, our Heavenly Father is concerned about the well-being

of his children ; and that, without requiring any labour from us,

He prepares in the silence of his laboratory, the rich treasures of

nature ! Children of so good a Father, let us lay up for ourselves

the rich treasures of grace by redoubling our charity during this

severe season, feeding the hungry and clothing the naked.

-
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank thee for having established

the day, the night, the seasons, for our advantage ; may thy praise

be ever on my lips, thy love ever in my heart !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and in testimony of this love, Iwill

conform myself in all things to the will of God.

LESSON IX.

WORK OF THE sIX DATS—(Continued).

Fifth Day.—The Fishes ; their Creation ; their Preservation ; Immense 8ixe of

Some- their Utility.—The Birds: their Structure; their Preservation;

their Nests ; their Instincts.

Gob said also : Let the waters bring forth the creeping creature

having life, and the fowl that mayfly over the earth, under the firma

ment ofheaven.1

And God created the great whales and every living and moving

creature which the waters broughtforth, according to theirkinds ; and

every winged fowl, according to its hind. And God saw that it

was good.

And He blessed them, saying : Increase and multiply, and fill thi

waters of the sea ; and let the birds be multiplied upon the earth.

And the evening and morning were thefifth day.%

Hitherto we have seen a crowd of wonders appear at each

word of the Creator. What will be the effect of that which we are

now about to hear ? Is there anything still to be produced ? The

sky shines forth in all its splendour, the earth is arrayed in its

beauty; plants and fruits have each a variety and a perfection that

we are never weary ofadmiring. Shall anything be born ofthe sea,

which God has hitherto seemed to look upon as an obstacle to his

designs, and which has separated from the earth as if in anger ? Thy

threatening voice, 0 Lord, hath put it to flight. Yes, it is to the sea

that God speaks ; and immediately it is filled with an innumerable

multitude of new creatures, different from all others. They are not

1 Thus, according to Moses, and also according to the examination of fossil

bearing strata, the creatures that live in the midst of water, whether fishes or

aquatic reptiles, preceded the animals and reptiles that live on dry, uncovered,

laud, as these preceded man, who crowned the work of creation. (Cosmog.

de Moise, p. 442.)

« Gen. i. 20-23.
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like the plants, which must be rooted in one place ; they have

motion and life. But let us, in imagination, transport ourselves to

the shores of the sea, and descend into its fathomless depths. There

we shall find such wonders as magnificently display the infinite

power and wisdom of the Creator.

I. Creation ofthe Fishes. The waters of the sea are full of salt and

bitterness : should we not hence conclude that they are naturally

sterile ? How is it, then, that they give birth in an instant to a

countless multitude of living andanimated creatures ? How is it that,

in the midst of water, so impregnated with salt that we can hardly

bear a drop of it on our tongue, the fishes live and sport in per

fect health and wonderful vigour ? How is it that in this water,

whose very appearance makes us sad and pensive, they can grow

strong, and supply us with a description of meat which the luxu

rious prefer to that of the most exquisite birds ? These are things

which appear impossible to us, yet which we must admit have been

accomplished. At every step we clearly perceive that in nature as

in religion, God requires of us to believe in things which He does

not judge it proper we should comprehend, and that, content with

showing us the reality of his wonders, He demands of us the sacrifice

ofour intellect, or rather of our ignorance, regarding the nature of that

which He has done, and the manner in which He has performed it

How does it come to pass that, though the fishes cannot leave

the sea, where scarcely anything grows, to seek on land the good

things with which it superabounds, yet God has made them so vora

cious that they mutually devour one another ? 0 creative "Wisdom, if

thou art not here in fault, thou mayest well sport with difficulties!

How shall this new race be able to subsist ? The Creator provides

fi>r it : He multiplies them so prodigiously, that the number

destroyed is always far below that which remains for their reproduc

tion.

At least, the smaller races will soon be annihilated by the greater,

whichregard them as their prey, and continually pursue them, especi

ally as in the ocean plains there are neither barriers nor ramparts—

the way is open, all things are in common. There, as elsewhere, the

Lord comes to the assistance of the tiny and the feeble. He has

given to the smaller fish a motion swifter than to the larger ones.

When pursued they run to hiding-places where the shallow water

will not allow their enemies to pursue them. God has given them

a foresight proportioned to their weakness and their danger.

But, by saving the little ones, will you condemn the large ones

to perish ? Is it not to be feared, that fishes of enormous size, such

as the whale, would be unable to find wherewith to nourish them

selves ; for there are few fishes on the high seas, and these immense
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monsters cannot approach the shore without danger of being

stranded ? Nevertheless, their hunger is very great, and they have

a stomach or rather a gulf, capable of containing anything. How,

then, shall these monsters be nourished ? Yes, they too shall be

supported. For them the seas are peopled with myriads of little

animals' whose preservation is a new wonder. Thus, the providence

of God reaches to all creatures. And that monster, which is the king

of the sea, and sports among its billows, expects from the Creator,

just as the smallest fishes, and even more so than the smallest among

them, the nourishment of which it has need.

II. Iheir Preservation. All the animals that people the air,

that roam over the earth, or that dwell within its bowels, have this

in common, namely, that they breathe air ; without air, they should

die upon the. spot. If you plunge them into water for a little

while, they perish. Yet the water has its inhabitants which live in

its bosom, and perish when you withdraw them from the element

that has been assigned to them. 0 man ! in so many admirable

arrangements, do you not recognise the power of the Creator, who

sports with difficulties? But how can the blood of fishes—for they

have blood—circulate ? Why does it not freeze or coagulate, under

the great cold of the sea ? How can fishes live under mountains of

ice ? The land animals have feathers, or down, or fur, to protect

them against the cold. We find nothing of this kind among

fishes. What have they then to resist the effects of an element

colder than air ?

Ask your memory : it will tell you that the first thing you meet

with on touching a fish, is a kind of sticky substance, with which

the whole body is covered. Then you find a coat of strong scales,

well fastened and united, and overlapping one another, in much

the same manner as the slates of our houses, but with infinitely

greater art. This is only one garment. Before reaching the flesh,

you meet with a new layer of oily matter, which envelops the

fish from head to tail. The scales, by their hardness, prevent the

fish from injuring itself against pebbles or gravel ; the scales and

the oil together, by their opposition to water, secure to the fish its

heat and life. It would be impossible to present the fish with robes

lighter or more impenetrable to cold.

Thus, whithersoever we go, our eyes meet with a wisdom ever

fruitful in new designs, and never inconvenienced by any resistance

in the materials that it employs. Unlike the plant, the fish is not

confined to the district where it came into life ; it moves, it travels

abroad. To pass from one place to another, it must brave the fury

1 See note p. 173.
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of the most terrible element : who will ensure its life ? How shall

it direct its course ? Providence provides for all. One example out

of a thousand will suffice to make us appreciate here, as elsewhere,

the Divine interposition. There is a little mollusk called the Argo-

nautor Paper, Nautilus, or Navigator. This marine curiosity haseighl

arms, and, of its own substance, builds a shell in the form of a ship.

After having taken in a sufficient supply of water to serve it as

ballast, it raises two of its arms, and thus hoists as a sail to the

wind the membrane that unites them ; it plunges two others

into the sea as oars ; and employs a fifth as a helm. Thus fitted

oat, it traverses the ocean, with sail and oar, being its own ship,

pilot, and cargo.

This is not all : what if a storm threatens, or an enemy comes

in view ? The industrious mariner lowers his sail, pulls in his oars

and helm, fills his hold with water, and sinks into the deep.

Then when the danger is over, he turns his barque upside down,

creates a vacuum within, and immediately ascends to the surface ;

then he puts his vessel once more in order, unfurls his sail,

and abandons himself to the pleasure of the winds. When will

man be able thus to escape the fury of the tempest ? 1

III. Immense Size of Some. Imagine you see an animal ninety

feet in length, with breadth and depth in proportion ; an animal

whose bones, like tall trees, serve for the construction of boats ; an

animal whose blubber produces a hundred and twenty casks of oil ;

an animal, in whose enormous skeleton a party of twenty-four

musicians could give a concert ; * an animal whose movements make

the water of the sea boil as in a storm ; an animal whose head alone

is sometimes twenty feet long,3 and whose tail, is about twenty

feet broad, is sufficiently strong to fling the long-boat of

a ship full of men into the air; an animal which, notwith

standing its extraordinary dimensions, ploughs the waves with

1 See Hist. Univ. dc VEglise, by M. Rohrbacher, v. 1, p. 41, 3 edit

2 This occurred at (Mend a few years ago.

The whale nourishes itself with molluscous, crustaceous, and other very

email fishes, which it absorbes in immense quantities ; the very narrow opening

in its gullet does not allow the creature to swallow animals of any considerable

size. It is rather a mistake to attribute the celebrated fact in the history of

Jonas to the whale. The Greek and Latin translations of the name of tho

animal that swallowed the prophet, are Kijroc and Cetc, which, with the

ancients, meant fishes of a very great size, and not whales in particular.

Presumption naturally leads one to suppose that it was an animal of the dog-fish

species, a shark, for example, which can swallow a man or a horse without

bruising them. Though this circumstance does not in any way detract from

the character of the miracle, it seems reasonable that the creature ought to be a

fish with a large throat, nnd the one which we have mentioned appears to be

the fittest to serve as an instrument for the divine, power in an occurrence of

this kind (Desdouits. Livre de la Xaturc, y. 11, p. 113).
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extreme rapidity ; finally, an animal, by whose side an elephant is

no more than a little dog : this monstrous animal, the sovereign

of the seas, is the whale.' And the great God, who created it,

who guides it as a shepherd guides a lamb, condescends to obey the

children of men ! Does so wondrous a thought suggest nothing to

my heart ?

The whale has no teeth, but it carries in their stead, on the

sides of its mouth, an immense number of blades or plates, twelve

or fifteen feet long, and usually oalled baleens. They are fixed in

the upper jaw, on each side of the palate, and form with the tongue

an enormous sieve. The water, gulped in at eaoh opening of the

mouth, escapes through the interstices of the baleen plates, without,

however, carrying away the little animals that are contained in it.

The elastic blades, to the number of many hundreds in each whale,

serve, under the name of whale-bone, for a multitude of purposes,

with which every one is acquainted.

IV. Their Utility. Whales and all other large fishes, whose

appearance spreads terror among those which they make their prey,

seek the high seas, for fear of running ashore along the coast, where

they could not find sufficient water to float them. The invisible

hand that drew them forth from nothing, impels them to inhabit

places which the others desert. It nourishes them under the ice of

the polar regions, or sends them, as a means of support, to the in

habitants of those dismal countries. The flesh is edible, the oil most

valuable, the bones and skin most useful for the construction of

boats, in which the natives can carry on their maritime opera

tions.

Do you know how the whale is caught ? The whalers approach

as closely as they can with safety to themselves, and dart their har-

into it. To a ring in each harpoon a very long rope is attached

the boat. The animal, on being wounded, plunges into the

deep sea, with the harpoon sticking in it. In vain it endeavours

to free itself from the deadly weapon ; loss of blood completes its

exhaustion, and soon its monstrous carcass, rising to the surface

of the water, becomes an easy prey of the daring fishermen.'

Men are not the only enemies of the whale. Many large fish,

or, if you choose, many sea monsters wage a most bloody war

against it, and thus retain within due limits the propagation of the

giant of the ocean. Among the enemies of the whale, one of the

principal is the Octopus or Devil Fish.3

Imagine you see an animal from eighteen to twenty feet long,

' We speak here of the common whale ; another species, the rorqual, or

razor-backed whale considerably exceeds the dimensions just given.

' For a detailed account of whale-fishing, see Fluche, v. 1, p. 404.

3 The octopus, being a mollusk, has no skeleton.
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its other dimensions in proportion, and weighing between four and

six thousand pounds. Like the hippopotamus, its colour is a reddish

brown. Its head has the shape of a parrot's bill. Round its body

are eight arms, from five to six feet long. These arms, as flexible

as strips of leather, are provided along their sides with an immense

number of suckers. Woe to the inhabitant of the deep that comes

in contact with this monster I It embraces its prey in its viscous

arms, charged, we are told, with some paralysing influence, and,

by means of its powerful cupping-glasses, drinks in a few minutes

the last drop of its victim's blood.

If the whale, by the material advantages that we derive from

it, teaches us to love the Creator, the octopus, by its repulsive

figure, and especially by its frightful arms, teaches us to fear the

devil, a much more terrible and dangerous enemy than any marine

monster. This is a salutary lesson, ofwhich man stands at all times

in need.

The greater number of the other kinds of fish range themselves

near our shores. Some are always with us; others, such as the

herring, come to us every year in shoals. We know the time of

their periodical visits, and we make good use of this knowledge. It

is from the northern seas, the home of the whale, that herrings and

other such migratory fish come. At certain seasons, they fly before

the wrath of the whale, and thus cast themselves on our shores. The

progress of these aquatic hosts is animated, not only by the fear of

a pursuing enemy, but also by the relish of numberless insects which

dwell along our coasts, and which are regarded as dainty food by

these inhabitants of the deep. When nearly all are captured, during

summer and autumn, the remainder return, it is believed, in wintei

to the polar regions, where they give birth to new generations,

which visit us the following year.

Several species of fish, such as the salmon and the shad, enter

the mouths of our rivers with the utmost eagerness, and endeavoui

to ascend to their source. Why so ? In order to communicate the

advantages of the sea to persons whose situation is inland. What

hand directs them with so much kindness and consideration for

man, if not Thine, 0 Lord ! though, alas ! a goodness so visible but

rarely excites our gratitude ?

He oho created the birds, according to their kind). That omnipo

tent word which peopled the profound abysses of the ocean was

followed by another, which filled the vast regions of the air with

joyous inhabitants. Like the fishes, the birds were born of the sea.

What new miracle is it, that this element should produce two such

different kinds of beings ? We have descended into the depths ot

the sea: it is time that we should now arise, and travel through

A j
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the air. We shall find here a race of itinerant musicians, who pub

lish to the world the admirable wisdom and goodness of the

Creator.

I. By the Structure of their Bodies. Covered with oil and scales,

particularly flexible towards the tail, supplied with an abundance

of fins, the body of the fish combines all the qualities necessary to

defend it, with ease and grace, against the element in which it must

live. No less admirable is the structure of birds. The very sight

of their body shows us that a most just proportion has been

observed between them and the subtile and delicate element

which has been assigned them as their abode. The body of the

bird is neither very solid nor equally thick throughout.

Perfectly adapted for flight, it is pointed in front, and thus cleaves

the air. The wings, convex without, concave within, form on each

side two levers, which keep the body in equilibrium, two oars in

effect, suited to the element in which they must move. The

tail counterbalances the head and neck, and answers all the pur

pose of a helm, while the wings row. This helm not only keeps

the bird steady in its flight, but enables it to rise, fall, or turn as

it chooses. The tail no sooner turns to one side, than the head

turns to the opposite direction.

The bones of birds, though sufficiently solid to hold the mem

bers together, are yet so hollow and slender, that they scarcely

add anything to the weight of the body. All the feathers are

skilfully constructed and arranged, as well to uphold the bird as

to defend it against injury from the air. The feet are formed in

such a manner, that when they are pressed in the middle the

claws naturally grasp the body that presses them. It follows,

that the talons of a bird clasp the object on which they rest more

or less tightly, in proportion as the movement of that object is more

or less rapid.

"Thus," remarks Chateaubriand, in his "Genius of Christianity,"

"when we see at nightfall, in winter, the ravens perched on the

bleak summit of an aged oak, we imagine that, ever awake and

attentive, they only hold fast to the branches with incredible diffi

culty, amid whirlwinds and clouds. Nevertheless, heedless of

danger, and challenging the tempest, they are rocked to sleep by the

angry elements. The cold north wind itself attaches them to the

branches, from which we might suppose that it would cast them

to the ground ; and thus, like old sailors, whose hammocks are

suspended from the shaking beams of the ship, the more they are

rocked by the storm, the more soundly they sleep."

II. By their Preservation. He who created those millions of

birds of every species, watches over each one of them, with as much
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care as over the universe. Nothing that could contribute to their

preservation or welfare has been forgotten. Let this thought both

instruct and console us. If our heavenly Father takes so much care

of a little sparrow, which may be purchased for a farthing, what

will He not do for us, who cost Him the last drop of his blood ?

To enable the birds to make journeys, even of a considerable dis

tance, along whose stages it might not be easy to find inns or pro

visions, and to pass the long winter nights without eating, God has

placed under their throat a little pouch, which is called the crop or

craw, and in which they reserve a stock of nourishment. The

liquor, with which the food is here saturated, assists digestion. The

gizzard, which admits only a very small quantity of food at a time,

does the rest by the help of little sandy or pebbly grains, which the

bird employs the better to break its food.

The little aerial traveller having been supplied with the

necessary provisions, the only question now is, how to secure him

against wet and cold. To solve it, he should have a coat which

neither the rain nor the air could penetrate. Accordingly, we

find that his body is covered with feathers, which are furnished

with a soft and warm down at one extremity, and with a kind of

long double beard at the other. This beard or rather these two rowsof

thin barbs, are not only curved, but closed as neatly in line, as if

the operation had been performed by a scissors. Every one of these

barbs is itself a new quill, supporting two rows of barbules, so ex

ceedingly small that they are scarcely perceptible ; yet they effec

tually obstruct every passage by which the air could reach the body.

All this delicate attention which we should certainly have over

looked, did not yet satisfy Providence. Lest this necessary

arrangement might be disturbed by rain, the Creator has supplied

the birds with a means of rendering their feathers as impervious

to water as to air.

Besides the little reservoir, full of oil, placed at the end of each

feather, all birds have another, much larger, at the extremity ot

the body.' This reservoir has many little openings; and when

the bird finds its feathers dry or tossed, it taps the reservoir with

its bill. It thus extracts an oil or fatty liquid, which is reserved

in its glands; and, afterwards, passing the greater number of its

feathers through its bill, communicates to them the oil, by means

of which they at once glisten brightly and the crevices in them are

filled up. After this operation the rain can only roll off the bird;

it finds all the avenues by which it could reach the ekin perfectly

closed.

• The croupion.

VOL. I. IS
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The inmates of our poultry-yards, enjoying good shelter, are not

so well provided with this liquor as birds that live in the open air ;

which explains the reason why a wet hen looks so very miserable.

On the other hand, swans, geese, ducks, and all aquatic fowl in

general, oil their feathers from their very birth. The supply is in

exact proportion to their needs. Even their flesh contracts the

taste of oil ; and every one may remark that one of their most

ordinary exercises is to refresh or to arrange their feathers.

Still there is a general waste in nature ; and, notwithstanding

all the care the birds may take of their plumage, their garments

will yet grow threadbare. This brilliant army desires to throw ofl

its old uniform ; it wishes to render honour to the powerful Monarch

who is its Commander-in-Chief. To Himself, therefore, when the

season of moulting approaches, the numberless regiments have re

course. He opens his magazines, and condescends Himself to

become their clothier and outfitter, as He is their guide and sup

port. Autumn is the period of the general distribution. Every

bird divests itself of its old attire, and receives gratis a new suit.

Winter now approaching, they set its severity at dcfianoe. On the

return of the following year, the dress being again worn out, each

individual receives a new supply from the storehouse of Him

who created and preserves the universe.

But from ono distribution to another, it is necessary that the

aerial beings of this little world should labour. Like man, they

must earn their bread : their life must be divided between labour

and the joy of music. For this purpose these little creatures are

supplied with all the instruments and organs suitable to their

occupation and their mode of living. Two or three examples will

suffice to explain what we mean, and to fill us with admiration for

Providence.

The greater number of small birds, such as the sparrow, live on

slender grains, which they find in the neighbourhood of our houses

and in the fields. It does not cost them much to procure their

food or to break it. Accordingly, their bill is small, and their neck

and claws short : this suffices. Not so, however, with snipe and

many others, that have to seek for snails and worms in the midst

of clay and mud. The Creator has provided them with a very long

neck and bill. Thus furnished, they dig and rake, and lack for

nothing.

The woodpecker, whose manner of living is quite different, is

quite differently formed. Its beak is pretty long, and exceedingly

hard ; its tongue is of an immoderate length, sharp, with a number

of little points, and moistened with a sort of glue at the end. It

has short legs ; two claws before, two behind : both hooked. All
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these appliances have reference to its manner of seeking its food and

of living. This bird derives its subsistence from little worms or

insects, that live in the heart of the branches, or more commonly

under the bark of old trees. It is an ordinary thing to find under

the bark of fallen trees, the retreats of these little creatures, even to

a considerable depth.

The woodpecker has need of hooked claws, to grasp the branch or

bark on which it rests. Long legs would be useless for bringing out

that which is beneath the bark. But a strong and sharp beak is

necessary, because the bird is obliged to examine, by strokes of ite

beak along the branches or the bark, in what part the wood is rotten.

It stops where the stroke sounds hollow, and pierces the bark with

its beak. It next pushes its beak into the hole which it has made,

aud either screams or whistles into the hollow of the tree, in order

to detach and set in motion the insects that are asleep. It then puts

ite tongue into the hole, and by the help of the small bristling darta

and very cohesive gum to which we have alluded, gathers up as

many of the little inseots as it can discover, and thus makes its

repast.

We have often seen it strike the side of the tree, opposite the

retreat of the little insects, and then run swiftly to the hole. One

who did not understand this stratagem, might take the woodpecker

for a fool ; but he is no such thing. These strokes are intended to

awake the insects, without awaking their suspicions. If a few taps

are insufficient, the woodpecker renews the operation, until its prey

comes within reach of its tongue.

Examine, in like manner, various other birds, and you will find

that there is not one unprovided with organs adapted to its mode

of life. This harmony is so much the more admirable, as the objects

which exhibit it seem less important ; and clearly proves that all

things are the work of infinite Wisdom.

III. By their Nests. This infinite Wisdom is still more apparent

in the skill with which birds build their nests. How can we con

template, without emotion, that goodness which gives skill to the

weak and foresight to the unthinking ? First of all, who has taught

them that they have need of nests ; who has told them to build these

nests, that their eggs may be preserved warm and safe ; who has

informed them that the heat will not gather round the eggs if the

nest be too large, or that there will not be room for the little ones

if it be too small ? How do they know the exact proportion to

place between the size of the nest and the family that must

inhabit it ?

What astronomer has prepared an almanac for them, that they

may not be deceived as to the time of building, or be overtaken by
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any distress ? What mathematician has drawn out the shape of the

nest ? What architect has shown them how to select a suitable

site, and to build on a solid foundation ? What mother has advised

them to strew the under part of the nest with the softest materials,

such as wool and down ? And, when these materials fail, who has in

spired them with that generous charity, which leads them to pluck

away from their breasts as many feathers as are necessary to form a

comfortable cradle for their little ones ?

And when spring arrives, and the trees unfold their leaves, be

hold, we see a thousand workers beginning their labours. Masons,

carpenters, weavers, all astonish us by their ingenuity. Are you

acquainted with their school of art ? You will see some carry long

straws into some hole in an old wall ; others plaster their little

edifices near the windows of a church ; others again pull away a

hair from a horse, or the little piece of wool which the sheep has

left hanging on the brier. Each one chooses such materials as

suit its purpose.

But if you desire to view more closely that admirable wisdom

which directs all these artisans, enter an aviary, where a great

variety of birds are collected. Place in a corner whatever is neces

sary for the construction of their nests, such as little bits of dry

wood, bark, leaves, hay, chaff, moss, hair, cotton, wool, silk.

Examine with what judgment the several inhabitants come a-

shopping to this market. This one desires a little moss ; another

seeks for a feather ; another disputes about a leaf ; two others wants

a little tuft of wool, and sometimes a very sharp contest is the

consequence. The general result of which is that dispute about

each one carries away as much as he can pull to his own side. In

fine, every species has its own taste, its own peculiar style of living

and of furnishing. Then the houses being built, they never fail to

carpet and curtain the interior with little feathers, or wool, or

silk, to promote a beneficial warmth round them and their little

ones.

And for all this work, what organs have they? Look at the

swallow : its nest is a structure altogether different from other nests,

which it seems to surpass the capabilities of the builder. It does not

build with little branches and hay ; it employs only mortar and

cement, and goes along so solidly, that we find it difficult to break

its work. Still it has no bucket to carry water, no barrow to wheel

sand, no shovel to temper the mortar, no trowel to lay it on. How,

then, can it produce such excellent workmanship ?

A hundred times a day it may be seen passing and re-passing

over the neighbouring lake. With its wings raised, it moistens its

breast on the surface of the water ; afterwards, mixing this mois
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tore with dust, it tempers and prepares a suitable mortar, which it

carries away and works with its bill. Suppose now it were possible

to reduce the most experienced architect in the world to the size

of a little swallow. Leave him no arms, no instruments, no mate

rials. Leave him only his knowledge of science, and a bill ; the

swallow has only a bill, and no acquaintance with science. Set

both to work ; and see which of them will succeed better I

IV. By their Instinct. Here we cannot but admire the wondrous

influence of a supernatural wisdom. When the nest is made, and

the eggs are laid, the habits of our artificers completely change.

The birds assuredly know nothing of the contents of their eggs, or

of the principles on which the theory of hatching is founded. Yet

these little creatures, so active, so restless, so volatile, forget in a

moment their natural propensities, to fix themselves on their frail

brood during the necessary time. At last the little ones come forth

from their shells. How many new cares for the parents till the

young troop can pass away from them ! How they feel what

it is to be burdened with a family : they must provide for seven

or eight, instead of two. The warbler and the nightingale must

labour then like the rest. Good-bye to music now : there is no time

for it ; at least very little. Every one must be afoot before sunrise.

During the day the food must be distributed with great equality;

each little inmate must receive its due portion in turn, without ever

being supplied twice in succession.

What do I say ? The tenderness of these parents goes so far as

to change their, natural dispositions : new duties are accompanied

with new characteristics. There is question now, not only of nourish

ing their young, but of guarding and defending them, of making

head against the enemy, and even of paying penalties in their own

person. To be better understood, let us select an illustration from

the birds that we have every day before our eyes.

Follow a hen, lately become the mother of a family : she is no

longer the same. If she finds a grain of wheat, or a crumb of

bread, or something larger that may be divided, she does not

touch it. She informs her little ones of it by a cry which

they well understand ; they run to her quickly, and all the good luck

is theirs. The mother limits herself to her frugal repasts. Here

tofore, naturally timid, she has known only how to flee. At the

head of her little troop of chickens, she is now a heroine that knows

no danger, that dashes into the face of even the strongest dog. Yes,

she would face a lion, so great is the courage inspired by her new

dignity.

Occasionally I have seen one in another attitude, not less pleasing.

Some person had placed duck-eggs under her, and they camo forth
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most successfully. The little ones, on breaking their shells, had not

the shape of her- other children. But the hen believed herself their

mother, and, on this account, she found them quite to her liking.

She guided them about as her own, with the most perfect good faith

in the world ; she assembled and warmed them under her wings;

and wherever she led them, it was with that authority and in the

exercise of those rights which belong to a mother. She had always

been perfectly respected, followed, and obeyed by the whole of

her troop.

Unfortunately for her honour, a stream came in her way : behold,

in the twinkling of an eye, all the little ducklings run to the water !

The poor mother was in the utmost consternation. She followed

them with her eye along the bank ; she gave them advice, and re

proached them for their temerity. She went to and fro, imploring

assistance, and recounting her sorrows to the whole world ; she re

turned to the water, and commanded the imprudent to return ; but

the little ducks, delighted to find themselvesin their natural element,

continued to take their diversion. The hen, on her side, remained

inconsolable until she had gathered once more under her wings her

little waddling family, which, at the earliest opportunity, should again

afflict her in tie same manner. In what school, may I ask, did these

little ducks learn that water was their element ? It certainly was

not in the hen's school.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having created

the fishes and the birds for our use. I bless thy Providence, which

watches with so much care over all creatures, and which lavishes so

many benefits on me. Increase my confidence and love towards

Thee !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself, for the love of God ; and in testimony of this love, I shall

say my morning prayers with true devotion.

LESSON X.

wobk of the six datr—(continued.)

Continuation of the Fifth Day.—The Instinct of Birds again : their Migrations.

Tender care of Providence over them ; their Utility.—Sixth Day. Do

mestic Animals : their Docility ; their Temperance ; their Services.

Insects : their Dress ; their Armour ; their Dexterity ; their Organs.

I. Instinct of Birds (continued.) We have seen with what ad

mirable instinct birds are endowed to build their nests, to hatch their
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eggs, to nourish their young. This instinct goes even so far as to

foresee danger, and to distinguish the enemy that would injure

them. Out of a thousand examples, we shall take one, which will

be so much the more intelligible as it is the more familiar.

Observe a turkey at the head of her little ones. Sometimes we

hear her utter a doleful cry, for which we cannot divine the

cause. Immediately all her little ones crouch under the bushes, or

the grass, or whatever else is at hand : they disappear. If there is

nothing to cover them, they stretch themselves on the ground, and

seem to he dead. They may be seen in this posture for half an hour

at a time, and often much longer. The mother, meanwhile, looks

upwards, quite alarmed, redoubles her distress, and repeats the

strange cry which had cast down all her little ones.

Persons who notice this mother's embarrassment and uneasiness,

look np into the air in search of the cause. By a careful examina

tion they at length discover, under the clouds that traverse the

heavens, a black spot, barely visible. This is a bird of prey, which,

though almost concealed from the spectator's view, does not escape

the vigilant eye of our little mother; this is the cause of her alarm,

and of the panic throughout the camp. We one day saw a family

of this class remaining for four consecutive hours fastened to the

ground, the mother all the while in the greatest agitation, while the

bird of prey swept, ascending and descending, above their heads.

At length the pursuer disappears. The mother changes her note ;

she utters a cry which restores life to her little ones. They run to

her from all sides ; they flap their wings ; they proclaim a victory ;

they have a thousand things to tell her. They seem to relate all the

dangers they ran, and to hurl maledictions after the base wretch

that threatened their lives. How astonishing is all this ! Who can

have informed this mother of an enemy that never did her any

harm ? How did she perceive this enemy at so considerable a dis

tance ? What telescope did she employ ? On the other hand, what

lessons has she given to her family on the manner of distinguishing,

as occasion may require, the meaning of her different cries, and of

regulating their actions in accordance with her language ?

The admirable harmony between the organs of this fowl and the

use to which she turns them—nay, this collection of wonders in

structure and instinct—is every day presented to our view. "Who

remarks them and thanks Providence for them ? Oh, how well does

the maternal solicitude we have described justify the comparison of

which our Lord makes use in the gospel I Nothing can show us his

tender goodness in more beautiful or touching language : Jerusalem,

Jerusalem, how often would J have gathered thy children log, ther, as
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the Iten gathereth lier chickens under her wings, and thou uxmldst not.1

Every page shows us the power, the wisdom, and the goodness of

the Creator, and invites our hearts to confidence and love. Let ub

proceed to a new chapter in their history, no less interesting than

the preceding. May it produce in us those salutary impressions

which the Inspired Penman who has written it wishes.

II. Their Migrations. The lives of birds are full of instruction."

Birds do not dwell continually in the same place ; they change

their abodes according to the seasons. In spring, we are visited by

crowds of nightingales ; in summer, by quails. All these birds

disappear on the arrival of the cold weather towards the end of

autumn. The joyous army takes up its winter quarters in some

warmer climate. The 'granaries there are more abundantly filled ;

1 The departure of birda at seasons of migration gives occasion sometimes

to very affecting scenes.

We read in a Paris Journal, under date, September, 1845, the following

anecdote :—

" This morning, at half-past seven o'clock, a crowd collected before tbe chief

gate of the old metropolitan church of Paris, though the great bell, motion

less and silent, had given no notice of any public solemnity ; out tbore occurred

under the arch of the ancient pqrtico, a scene full of interest to lovers of orni

thology, a fact well calculated to throw some light upon the habits of migra

tory birds.

" Thousands of swallows (lew beneath the Gallery of the Kings, perched

upon the projections of the columns, then flew off, and then returned again.

Doubtless the antique edifice had been selected as the point of departure before

emigrating.

" The spectators were not a little surprised at the delay of departure when

they perceived that one of the little intended emigrants was hanging by the

leg to a ribbon which was fastened to one of the old statues. It was nr«

affecting spectacle to behold these little wayfarers expressing their uneasiness by

little shrill notes, and by the flapping of their wings. They all flew round

the little captive, and each pecked with its beak the string that held it fast.

At last, after two hours of suffering, of effort, and of cruel anguish, a last

pluck of the beak cut the ill-omened ribbon. A thousand joyous cries, joined

with the shouts of applause from the assembled crowd, reverberated through

the arched colonnade; and the poor little swallow, wounded doubtless more or

less in the spot where it had been held fast, encouraged by the greetings of it«

companions, flew off with them into distant lands, mingling in their joy

ous songs some such sounds as Pbaidrus gave expression to in one of his

fables :—

"• Quim dulcis sit libcrtas breviter proloquar.'

" ' How sweet is liberty I will briefly tell.' "

sMatt. xiii. 37.
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the Great Caterer has anticipated all their wants. It is true that

our pilgrims have no provisions for the journey ; they do not even

Enow the way. It matters not ; neither the numher of miles, nor

the perils of the sea, nor the darkness of the night, can terrify or

stay them. Confiding in Him who calls them, they expect to find

the way, and along the way lodgings and provisions : and they are

never disappointed.

When the moment of departure approaches, you see them making

their preparations. Every class has its special mode of travelling,

as in an army every corps has its special characteristic and duty.

See ! some set out alone ; others, with their tender family ; others,

again, in a little company. Soon the body of the army moves ; the

numerous troops who compose it, have chosen as the locality of their

rendezvous, some lonely field or the belfry of some village church.

Here are the wild ducks ; there the swallows.

The signal to depart being given, the first of these two latter

classes arrange themselves either in a long line, or in two lines

meeting as in the letter V. The duck at the angle is the leader ;

and by cutting the air, facilitates the passage of all the others. This

bird is charged with ita commission only for a time ; when it grows

tired, it passes round to the end to rest itself ; then another takes

its place, and so on. The second class, much smaller and lighter,

form themselves into a compact mass, with which the air is some

times darkened. Many remain in Europe, concealing themselves

among reeds and in marshes, to await in a dormant state the return

of spring. Men, whose veracity cannot be called in question, have

proved this by actually taking some of tbem out of water in a con

dition apparently lifeless, at a time when the whole race had

vanished from the face of the country, and restoring them to anima

tion by means of a gentle warmth.

The precaution that they take beforehand to oil their feathers

well, and to bury themselves in banks with their backs outward,

secures them against moisture : this regards the sand marten.

As for our chimney and window swallows, they emigrate in

autumn to warmer countries. Numberless bands of them may be

seen gathering along the shores of the Mediterranean. When all

have waited for a few days on some elevated spot in expectation of

a favourable moment, the innumerable legions start together, and

cross the ocean ; they are sometimes met in full sail ; and again

they are seen resting on the rigging of ships, when contrary winds

oppose their passage. We are assured that, in the month of October,

our swallows make their appearance at Senegal, where they spend

the winter and change their feathers.

On the return of spring, each ono hastens to revisit the towr.

S
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the Tillage, the cottage, or the old window, where it had left all its

affections, because it there found hospitality during the preceding

year.

How many wonders ! If the rigour of the season or the want of

nourishment told the birds to change their residence, one could more

easily understand it ; but how does it happen that, when the weather

permits them to remain, and they still find abundance of food, they

do not defer their departure beyond the time specified ? What

traveller has come to inform them that they shall find suitable meats

and climates elsewhere ? What chairman has summoned the council,

in which the day of leaving should be fixed on ? In what language

have the mothers told their little ones, born only a few months ago,

that they must quit their native land, and journey to a foreign

clime ? Why do those that are held captive in cages, seem so rest

less at the time of departure, as if afflicted because they cannot join

their companions ?

What is the name of Him who announces to the assemblage,

by sound of trumpet, the resolution taken, that all may be found

ready? Have they a calendar to show them the precise day on

which it is necessary to set out ? Have they officers to maintain

discipline among so immense a number ; for, before the edict, no one

stirs, and the day after the departure we see neither stragglers nor

deserters? Have they a compass to direct them safely towards

the shore at which they desire to arrive, without the slightest

danger of being put out of their course by wind, or rain, or darkness?

Are they, in fine, under the influence of an infallible reason,

superior to the reason of man, who dares not to venture across

the ocean without a thousand precautions ? Ye, who pretend not

to believe in God—answer !

All, we may say, are now departed. Adieu to their sweet

society ! Adieu to their delightful music ! A few only remain : the

lonely sparrow, the innocent wren. Poor little things ! What will

become of you during the long winter ? Who will warm you ? Who

will feed you ? Father of all things that breathe ! hast thou forgotten

them ? No, no. For them, there will be some mild rays of the

sun, a bushy fir-tree, a thatched roof ; for them, the juniper-tree

will be covered with fruit ; for them, the berries of the sweet-brier

will be softened into jelly ; and the little solitaries will have a tuble

and a roof. It is thus, O truly maternal Providence, that nothing

escapes thy loving solicitude !

It is true, then, that God is everything to the birds. Those that

migrate have certainly neither charts nor compass, nor waggons, nor

giudes, nor reason ; nevertheless, they all arrive without fcul* Those
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that stay behind are also lodged, and wanned, and nourished by

his goodness. Butif He takes so much care of the birds, of which

a couple may be bought for a penny, what care will He not take of

us, for whom not only the birds but the whole world has been

created ?

3. Their Utility. Yes, the birds have been created for us ; their

flesh nourishes us, their feathers serve us in a thousand ways, their

songs delight us. They free the country from a multitude of in

sects and smaller reptiles, of which an excessive number would be

a plague. This is probably the most important, though least appre

ciated, of all the services, that birds render to us. Since the oppor

tunity presents itself for entering into some details on this matter,

it is only proper that we should embrace it. Such knowledge, besides,

will afford a triumphant reply to the objections of infidelity against

the wisdom of Providence.

Ever since the revolt of the first man, which brought death into

the world, we find war and death in every department of nature ;

but Providence holds a just balance between the belligerents, so that

life and order subsist, notwithstanding the causes that lead continu

ally to ruin and disorder. Let us cite a few illustrations :

The insect is the natural enemy of vegetables, on which it lives ;

but its insatiable appetite and wondrous fecundity would constitute

an unparalleled overplus in the means of destruction, which

should end in the annihilation of the whole vegetable kingdom, if

the Supreme Wisdom did not place by its side a most efficacious mo

derator. This moderator is the bird, which wages war to the utmost

limits against the countless hosts of its prey.

Unfortunately, man has become, in his turn, the most ruthless

enemy of the bird, on account of finding its flesh extremely delicate ;

and, as in all things, the lard of creation tends to extravagance, so

instead of economising this precious aliment and exquisite luxury, he

wastes it. He has pursued to death his most useful servant, the

only one that could arrest the progress of myriads of little gnawers,

often invisible to our eyes, generally inaccessible to our hands.

Indeed, nearly all birds feed on insects that destroy our food :

even those birds, whose presence has been for a long time erroneously

regarded as noxious. Thus, a Norman farmer, who had guarded

his field against the supposed plunder of crows, perceived at length,

on opening a few of those he had killed, that their stomachs contained

nothing but worms, the larva? of beetles, and some other descriptions

of ravaging insects.

And those poor larks, whose beautiful song cannot preserve them

from the shot or the snare of the fowler, are aho most valuable
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assistants to the agriculturist. They wage incessant war against

crickets, grasshoppers, spring beetles, the wheat-fly, and the

mole cricket in general. Now, an idea may be formed of the

services which might be rendered to us by these poor songsters

when we state that the injury done in 1856 to wheat, by some little

spoilers (a yellow worm larva of the beetle species), in the depart

ment of the Moselle alone, was estimated at four million francs.

About sixty years ago the vines of Beaujolais and the neighbour

ing districts were invaded by a host of warblers, tomtits or titmice,

and other such birds, who kept pecking away from morning till night

at the leaves and stalks, so that their noise resembled that of grass

hoppers. At the present day, in consequence of the war that has

been waged against them, we scarcely see one of them amongst the

vines, but in their stead, myriads of caterpillars, moths, &c., swarm

ing everywhere ; so that the committee of taxation have valued at

more than three million francs annually, the damage caused by the

cabbage-garden pebble moth alone in the twenty-three communes

of Mdconnais and Beaujolais.

The sparrow itself, the sparrow so much decried by Valmont de

Bomard, who desired that a reward should be given for its head : the

sparrow has lately been acknowledged one of the greatest protectors

of our harvests. So much so, that England, Prussia, and Hungary,

which had previously carriedon a war ofextermination against it, have

been obliged to restore it at considerable expense, because they found

that without the sparrow there was no crop secure from a host of

invisible enemies.

The signal for war against the sparrow was given in the last

century by Frederic, King of Prussia. This royal philosopher

learned that, every year, at least two million bushels of grain were

consumed by sparrows in his States. The disorder was intolerable :

its progress should be instantly arrested. In consequence he issued

a proclamation, offering a reward for every sparrow's head that

should be brought to him. Every Prussian became a sportsman :

the unfortunate sparrows disappeared. The war was waged with

such vigour that in less than a year there was nothing rarer than a

sparrow in the kingdom of Prussia*

The people looked forward to a magnificent crop, and the philo

sophical king didnotregret having given a little lesson on wisdom to

Providence. But what happened ? The following year immense

multitudes of caterpillars and locusts, freed from their enemies,

devoured the harvest. The desolation was such, that Frederic,

humbled and confounded, found himself obliged to repeal his law as

soon as possible, and to forbid, under severe penalties, that any one
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should kill a single sparrow throughout the whole extent of his

dominions.

The goldfinch administers justice among the insects that destroy

wood ; the starling disencumbers it from a multitude of vermin that

injure it. The blackbird and the thrush dispose of the slugs, worms,

and insects that feast on the vine. The cuckoo has a special relish

for shaggy caterpillars, which other birds cannot swallow. Yet all

these eminent services cannot stay the rapacity of man : fowlers and

poachers seem to have given the command for the destruction of

the aerial tribe. To take only a few examples we find that in the

department ofthe Eastern Pyrenees, all the heights are covered with

snares at the time of the passage of the birds; and on some more

fortunate days, there are sometimes as many as ten thousand of these

little tourists taken prisoners. Again, the lapwing or peewit,

which is so exceedingly serviceable to man, since it defends him

against the frightful ravages that are caused by shell-worms, even

through such extensive works as the dikes of Holland, is the object

of a most cruel hatred and persecution.

It is, therefore, high time to put an end to this insane war, not

only in France, but in the other countries of Europe. In conformity

with the desire of an eminent Berlin naturalist, the protection of

useful birds, and all are such, should be made an article of interna

tional law.1

' See Bulletin de la Socitte d'Acclimataiion, 1865 ; article by Dr. Turrel.

Thanks to conscientious feeling, America appreciates, as well as Europe, the

services that are rendered to agriculture by insectivorous birds. Thus, in the

State of Virginia, there is a special law forbidding any one to kill vultures, be

cause it has been found that they contribute to purify the air, by consuming,

before putrefaction sets in, the dead bodies of buffaloes and other wild animals.

Another bird, seen at a distance, might appear engaged in devouring the

grains of an ear of corn, because forsooth it works very earnestly with its beak

through the awn of the ear. It is not the grain that it seeks, but, on the con

trary, the insect that destroys the grain. A superficial observation might induce

one to believe that it ruins the harvests, at the very moment when it defends

them against their real enemies.

Singing and prattling birds pass for enemies of our cherries and other red

fruits, of which they doubtless eat a little. But caterpillars and spiders are

their chief nourishment. The robins that frequent our vine-bowers do not seek

the grape, but the gnats and little worms. Let the tender red-breasts live then :

they do not carry away the fruits of our labour. Nor do they charge us any

thing for coming morning and evening to enliven our abodes by warbling under

our windows among the vine-stalks that adorn our houses.

The greater number of small birds, belonging to the sparrow order, claim

by every title the protection of man. Many are exclusively insectivorous ; a

few eat both grains and insects ; nearly all contribute to our amusement by the

melody of their song. The injury that they cause us is very trifling indeed,

when compared with the services they render us. •

One of the most useful of all birds for the destruction of insects is the wren
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To draw to a close, let us add that the birds are musicians, placed

t>y our Heavenly Father near our abodes—near the abodes of the

poor especially—to soothe our afflictions, and to relate his benefits.

This is so true that singing birds are usually found nowhere but in

inhabited places ; that when man reposes, they are silent, and only

begin their song again to greet his waking ; and, in fine, that it is

their delight to meet him on his way, and to cheer his soul with

their sweet refrains.

See the innocent lark : it eats a few of our grains, it dwells in

some of our fields ; but it pays for its board and lodging with its

glorious concerts. When man walks the country on a beautiful

summer day, the vigilant musician springs from its resting-place at

the sound of his footsteps ; it mounts upward singing—still up

ward—still upward—-and continues its song till man can no longer

hear it ; when its lord has passed, it descends again, and rests itself,

but only to begin anew.

Let us also pause a moment, to hear the little sermon of St.

Francis of Assisi. This earthly seraph, this matchless figure of the

simplicity and sanctity of the children of God, had regained a portion

of that dominion over animals which was lost to us by sin. He had

this little bird, far from shunning the presence of man, delights in his society*

The benefits conferred by the wren are so well appreciated in many of the

States of North America, that persons in the country usually place near their

dwelling, a wooden box, on the end of a rod, so that the little king and queen

may find a home, which they never fail to do, after some time. When the young

are batched, the parents are all solicitude in finding insects for the support of

their frail progeny.

An attentive observer counted the number of trips made by a pair of wrens

lodged in one of these boxes. He found an average of fifty trips an hour. The

minimum was forty; the maximum seemed to be about ehty—once only the

number reached seventy-one. This pursuit continued, without any time for

rest, during the whole day. Thus bvery pair of wrens, during the time in which

they had to nourish their little ones, cleared the orchard and the kitchen-garden

of six hundred caterpillars or other insects daily. This calculation only sup

poses one insect carried away at each journey, during twelve hours of the day ;

but, in fact, they often carry away two or three at a time, whioh increases the

destruction to twelve or eighteen hundred a day.

In districts where tobacco is cultivated how many times have we seen

the negroes—men, women, and children—engaged under a burning sun in pluck

ing away from tho plantations large quantities of tobacco to preserve the pre

cious leaves from the injuries of the caterpillar ! Yet, a few wrens would have

sufficed for the same service. And do we set no value on their joyous

company and their pretty song ? If, after these things they venture to peck a few

cherries or raspberries, the sensible farmer ought not to regret it. ft is little

enough that they should have some share in the productions which they know

so well how to defend. {Journal ofAgriculture, and Natural History ofPensyl-

vania, by M. Baxton,)
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a special love for larks : obedient to his voice, these little musicians

used to gather around him to hold their concerts. At his death, an

innumerable multitude of them were seen fluttering over the roof of

the house in which his body lay, and celebrating, in songs of more

than ordinary joy, the everlasting happiness of their friend.

The good saint loved larks so muoh that he was accustomed to

compare his religious to them,

" The larks," he would say, " have a little crown on their

heads; and you have a cowl. This article of dress, peculiar to

country children, informs you that you should imitate their humility

and innocence.

" The larks are of an ashy colour; your habit is much the same.

It says to you : Remember man that thou art dust, and into dust thou

thalt return.

" The larks live in poverty, gathering, without solioitude for the

morrow, the grains that they find on the earth ; you make profession

of poverty. Without uneasiness you live on the bread of alms ;

your granaries are the Providence of God and the charity of the

faithful.

" The larks have scarcely partaken of the food prepared for their

nourishment, when they rise straight towards heaven even till they

are lost to view, singing songs of gratitude to God, the Father and

Nonrisher of every creature ; thu9 do you act, my brethren, for you

eat the bread of angels with thanksgiving—I mean tii .• bread that

the good angels inspire the faithful to give you.

" The larks are also called a laude,\ because they continually

praise the Lord by their joyous canticles; thus should you act.

Despise earthly, and aspire after heavenly things ; regard yourselves

as pilgrims on earth and citizens of heaven ; never forget that you

are called to praise the Lord continually by the triple canticle of

prayer, sanctity, and preaching.";

We also, whatever our state may be, should endeavour to be as

pleasing as the larks in the sight of the good God.

It is time to take up again the thread of our discourse. A new

day opens to us, a day whose light will display wonders superior to

all those which have heretofore passed before our eyes.

The sixth day God said : Let the earth bring forth the living

creature in its kind, cattle, and creeping things, and beasts of the

earth, according to their kinds. And it was so done.

And God made the beasts of the earth according to their kinds, and

1 Aplay on the Latin term, alatida, larks. (Tr.)

' Wadding, Annal. Min., an. Christ, 226 n. 39.
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cattle, and everything that creepeih on the earth after iti kind. And God

saw that it was good.1

Truly, my God ! Thouseemest, in continually creating new diffi

culties, not only to amuse thyself before me, but to take a pleasure

in bewildering my mind. Yesterday Thou didst command the sea to

produce fishes and birds, and it obeyed Thee. I have not yet re

covered from my astonishment ; and to-day Thou dost again address

the earth, commanding it to bring forth new creatures into the world.

But is it not already covered with millions of trees and plants? Are

not all its energies exhausted ? Where will there be room for any

new arrivals ? Every place seems full.

Be silent, my reason ! Recollect thy thoughts ; and prepare thy

self to adore. And thou, my heart ! make ready to love.

At the sixth word of the Creator, three new kinds of animals

spring into existence from nothingness. Of those with which we

are already acquainted, some swim in the water, others fly in the

air. Now wo have a description that walk on the earth, and

come somewhat nearer to ourselves. They, too, are divided into three

classes. The first class are domestic animals ; the second, reptiles

and insects ; and the third, wild beasts. Here, again, the prescient

goodness of the Creator appears with the utmost splendour.

I. In the Docility of Domestic Animals. By domestic animals we

understand all beasts of burden, appointed to obey man ; to assist him

in his labours, to supply for his deficiency of strength, to furnish him

with garments and food. God, to whom all the consequences of crea

tion were known from the beginning, prepared thus for man, fallen

into the state of sin and condemned to penance, a number ofobedient

domestics that should share his toil, and relieve him from it altogether

when it might be found too painful. He commanded the animals of

great strength to use their powers only for the service of man : to

carry burdens without reluctance, to love our dwellings more than

their liberty, and to respect the voice even of a child that might be

appointed to guide them.

To what must we attribute the gentle dispositions, the perfect

docility of domestic animals ? Only to the order which God has

given them to obey man as their master. If you have any doubt

upon the matter, endeavour to tame lions, tigers, bears, and wolves ;

endeavour to assemble them in flocks, and to intrust them to a

shepherd ; endeavour to make them till your fields, draw your

carts, or work your machines : succeed in it you will never.

II. In their Temperance. Not content with giving man a multi

tude of strong and obedient animals, God was pleased to take upon

X Gen, i. 24, 25.
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Himself their support. Moreover, He created them with inclina

tions so temperate as to be entirely for our advantage. While savage

animals eat much, and would quickly ruin a master by expense, the

greater number of domestic animals eat little and labour much :

a little grass, even the driest, or the smallest description of our

grains, suffices them. They expect no other recompense for their

services. God has carried his foresight even further still : He has

been pleased that their food should be found everywhere. The plains,

the valleys, the mountains, are all like so many tables, ready laid,

and supplying them with an abundance ofnourishment.

III. In their Services. For the little that we give them see how

much they return us ! If we have occasion to pass rapidly from one

place to another, behold the horse is at hand, and appears sensible

of the honour done him in requiring his services. He studies the

manner of pleasing his master. At the least sign he starts off;

he is always ready to walk, or to trot, or to gallop when he knows the

will of his rider. Neither the length of the journey nor the uneven-

ness of the road, nor ditches, nor even rivers can discourage him.

He clears everything ; he is like a bird that cannot be stayed. Is

there question of his master's defence, or of an attaok upon the

enemy ? He dashes into the presence of armed men ; he fears no

danger. The sound of the trumpet, and the signal for the affray,

only arouse his courage ; and even the flashing of the sword cannot

make him recoil or turn aside.1

Turning now to the ox ; consider how it moves along with mea

sured steps. Less active, less pleasing in shape than the horse, this

new domestic is not, however, less useful to us. Our fields require to

be sown : place a yoke upon its neck, attach the plough to the harness,

and it will patiently trace the furrows for you. When the time

of reaping arrives it will assist you to carry your abundant crop

into your barns. At a later period it will convey the surplus of

your produce to market ; it will bring you wood for firing during

the winter : You have only to speak to it, it is always ready to

obey.

These two animals have their merit ; but there is another, whose

services are much more generally employed, and whose existence is

a new manifestation of that maternal Providence which so many

proofs have already rendered sensible to us. The horse and the ox

are expensive; and their maintenance is somewhat oostly. The

rich alone, or at least the man of easy circumstances, can purchase

and keep them; the poor cannot. Yet it is the poor that have most

need of help. Will the poor man, who bears for us the burden and

VOL. X,

Job. xcriz. 12.

14
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heat of the day, be alone in his painful labours ? Will no one oome

to share them with him ? Ah ! in the order of nature, as in that of

grace, God is not unmindful of the poor and the little. For these

children of special regard He has expressly created a new servant :

it is the ass.

Instead the noble air of the horse, we find substituted in the ass

a molt humble deportment; and for the strength of the ox, apatience

which no labour can exhaust.

The ass does not move very quickly, but it moves regularly,

and for a long time together. It renders its services with persever

ance ; and what is a great matter in a domestic, it makes no account

of them. Easily pleased with regard to food ; the first thistle it

meets with answers its purpose. It never imagines anything due to it ;

it never displays any unhappiness or discontent : whatever is given

to it is well received. It is the faithful companion of peasants and

labourers, who are themselves the bone and sinew of States, and the

sustainers of our lives.

To what a condition would vine-dressers, gardeners, masons, and

the great majority of country people, that is, two-thirds of mankind,

be reduced, if it were necessary for them to employ other men, or

horses, or oxen, for the transport of those articles which they sell and

purchase. The ass, ready for all these things, is continually under

orders. It carries fruit, vegetables, hides, coal, wood, tiles, brick,

plaster, lime, straw, manure. Whatever is most abject is its ordi

nary lot. How great an advantage for so many persons to have

a tractable, vigorous, indefatigable animal, that, with little expense

and no conceit, supplies our towns and villages with all sorts of

provisions !

Now, what shall we say of the dog, that faithful friend, which

God has placed so near man, for the sake of company, aid, and

defence ? The services rendered to us by dogs are as different as

their species or kind. The mastiff guards our houses during the

night ; the shepherd-dog knows both how to make war on wolves

and to discipline the flock ; the hound unites swiftness with strength,

to diversify our pleasures.

The spaniel charges itself alternately with the discovery of what

has been lost, and the amusement of its master's children. Should

its master become poor or infirm, this faithful companion will share

his misery, and almost seem to weep with him. Should he become

blind, then it leads him from door to door ; and we hardly know

which to compassionate more—the affliction of the unfortunate

master, or the mournful and suppliant air of the faithful ser

vant—when the poor blind man dies, the world misses him

not; for he is poor, and tho poor have no friends. No one,
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therefore, will lament over his grave—no one but his dog :

between the dog and the master, friendship lasts even to

death.

Man finds in the horse, the ox, and the ass convenient modes of

transit ; in the dog he finds a trusty guard and a faithful guide.

But there are other things still more necessary to him, namely, food

and raiment ; these he finds chiefly in his flocks. It is plain that

the cow, tho goat, and the sheep, have only been placed near man

to enrich him. "We give them a little grass, or the liberty of

gathering through the commons whatever is most useless ; and these

creatures return in the evening to pay for the kindness that has been

shown them, in streams of milk and cream. The night is no sooner

passed than they purchase, by a new instalment, their nourishment

for the coming day.

The cow alone furnishes sufficiency along with bread for a whole

family, covering our tables with riches of the most varied kind. The

goat is the poor man's cow, as the ass is his horse. 0 tender Provi

dence, we find thee everywhere ! and what a wonder is here ! How

does it happen that a withered and juiceless herb, from which we

find it impossible to extract anything nutritious, becomes the source

of milk ? Ah ! it is caused by a blessing, whose nature we do not

understand, but whose effects we every day perceive. We are so

accustomed to these occurrences that, perhaps, we have never

thought of thanking Him, who is their Author, for them. Hence

forward, my God ! it shall not be so : gratitude and thanksgiving

shall take the place of indifference and forgetfulness.

The sheep, content with being clad in winter, gives us its fleece

in summer. Thus, according to the beautiful words of St. Martin,

it fulfils the Gospel precept, by keeping one coat for itself and giving

us the other. Ye rich of the world, do ye understand the lesson

that condemns your luxurious superfluities ?

It is therefore true, that the domestic animals are only placed

near us solely for our benefit. If anything diminishes our esteem for

the services which they render us or the presents which they con

tinually make us, it is their frequency, their daily repetition. We

cease to think of them as benefits. The facility of obtaining

them seems to lessen their value. But this is really what should

increase it. A never ceasing liberality deserves a continual grati

tude ; and the least we can do, when we receive a favour, is to

condescend to notice it.

The second class of beings, which the sixth creative word sum

moned into existence, are insects and reptiles. If it is true that tho

power and wisdom of God shine forth resplendently in the great

works of nature, it is no less true that they also shine forth resplen.
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dently in the little.* Both equally astonish our minds and call form

the gratitude of our hearts. Let us read attentively this Jnew page

in the great book of the universe. God Himself invites us to it in

a special manner : the very ant will be a school of wisdom for us.i

Before commencing, let us cast a rapid glance over insects in general.

I. Their Drees. If God has not judged it unworthy of Him to

create insects, is it unworthy of man to consider them ? Their

smallness appears at first sight sufficient to justify the contempt in

which they are too often held ; but that is really a new reason why we

should admire the skill and mechanism of their structure, which

combines so many vessels, flbres, veins, muscles, a head, a heart, a

stomach, and such wondrous motive power in a little particle, which

is often almost invisible. Vulgar prejudice regards them either as

the effect of chance or the refuse of nature. But attentive eyes dis

cover in them the manifestation of a wisdom which, far from neglect

ing them, has taken particular care to clothe them, to arm them, and

supply them with everything necessary for their condition.

Yes, the Father of the family has clothed the insects not with

clumsy attire, like the children of the poor, but with garments of

the richest description, shaped with matchless art. In their robes, on

their wings, through their head-dress, are lavished blue, green, red,

gold and silver, diamonds even, fringes, and plumes. It is only

necessary to see a firefly, a butterfly, a simple caterpillar, to be struck

with this magnificence.

To luxury of garments is added luxury of perfumes. The rich

of the world purchase exquisite essences and odoriferous cosmetics at

a high price, in order that their dress may be redolent, and their

features beautiful. Without any expense there are some insects pro

vided with a perfume so sweetly fragrant, that there is nothing else

in nature analogous to it. Science has made the most strenuous

efforts to lay hold on it, and to subject it to the service of man. We

refer to the little insects, with bodies of emerald, speckled with black,

which you and I have often crushed beneath our feet, and which are

called cicindelae, or tiger-beetles.

II. Their Armour. The same Wisdom that amused itself in the

brilliant decoration of insects, has vouchsafed to arm them from head

to foot, and to fit them for waging war, whether offensive or defensive.

If they are not always so fortunate as to catch that which they wait

for, or to escape from what would be injurious to them, they are, never

theless, provided with all that is best adapted to ensure success in

either case. They have, for the most part, strong teeth, or a double

1 Mapmus in mngnis, non parvus in minimis (8. Aug.)
• Vade ad formicam, 6 piger, &c. (Prov. vi. 6.)
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saw, or a sting, or darts, or very effective pincers. A coat of mail,

formed of scales, protects their entire body. The more delicate are

furnished on the outside with a bushy nap, which saves them from

shocks that they could not well sustain, and from friction that would

be very injurious to them.

Nearly all find safety in the swiftness of their flight. They

steal away from danger : some by the help of their wings ; others

with the assistance of a thread, fastened to which they plunge head

long down from the leaves where they live, far from the enemy that

seeks them; others by means of their hind feet, whose sudden spring

casts them instantaneously beyond the reach ofharm. Finally, when

strength fails, stratagem is resorted to. The continual war, which

we observe among animals, is one of the most wonderful harmonies

of nature. While it furnishes many with their ordinary nourish

ment, and delivers man from an excessive number of them, it still

preserves enough of them to ensure their perpetuation.

Who would not be enchanted to see the Creator of worlds occupied

with the adornment and outfitting of those insects that we despise ?

What should be our surprise, were we to examine in detail the skilful

organization by which they live, and the instruments by which they

all labour, each one according to its profession, for each has its own !

III. Their Dexterity. Some are spinners, and they spin marvel

lously well, having two distaffs, as well as fingers, to fashion their

thread ; others are weavers, and make cloth and nets, for which

they are povided with rolls and shuttles. Others are wood-cutters ;

they build in Wood, and have received two bill-hooks, with which to

cut their way. Others, again, are chandlers, and the shop in which

they work their wax is furnished with scrapers, ladles, and trowels.

Many are carpenters and joiners : besides the saw and nippers with

which these are provided, they also carry an auger which they

lengthen, twist, and untwist at will. By means of this instrument

they secure very convenient board and lodging for themselves and

their families, in the heart of fruit, under the bark of trees, often

even in the hardest wood. Tho greater number are excellent dis

tillers ; they have a trunk which, more wonderful than that of the

elephant's, serves some as an alembic for producing a syrup, which

man has never been able to imitate ; with others, it serves as a tongue

for tasting, while nearly all employ it as a tube for sucking. In

fine, they are all architects, building palaces which for convenience,

elegance, and finish, leave nothing to be desired.

Let us adduce, as an example, the home of the mason-fly. This

fly, which is black, and about the size of a wasp, is found in warm

countries, particularly in the Isle of Bourbon. When spring returns

it may be seen flying around the houses, and entering the apart
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ments on its reconnoitring expeditions. Its choice soon settles on

the cornice of a ceiling, or the corner of a gilt frame. Immediately

it sets to work. As the bee carries wax, it carries agglutinated clay

which it fastens to the selected spot. During the long days it multi

plies its journeys, until it has succeeded in building a house about

the size of a pigeon's egg.

The little cells inside are constructed with a skill, of which man

would hardly be capable. The cradles being prepared, the eggs are

laid. The children will be lodged, but who will nourish them ?

The mother will take care of that. After laying the egg, she begins

her journey again. She tears away such spiders' nests as she finds

gathers up the young spiders, administers a sort of chloroform to

them, and lulls them to sleep, then places them in the little cells

whose entrance she carefully plasters. When the young flies are so

far advanced in life as to move about, they find waiting for them

some fresh and tender meat, a nourishment suitable to their age. In

avery short time they break through the doors of their apartments,

and find their way into the open air, where they proclaim the wonders

of that Providence which takes care of all things that breathe.

If insects are well made up in the arts, they are no less ex

perienced in the sciences. They are all chemists, botanists, astrono

mers, mathematicians. It never happens that they are deceived

regarding the qualities of a flower or a plant proper to nourish them,

or the season in which they should undertake special labours, or the

proportions which they should observe in their buildings. And now

where are all these great scholars educated ? Can you mention the

names of the professors who lecture the silk-worm ? Can you tell

me where are printed the classical works which the ants study ? Can

you inform me in what city is the university where the bees

graduate ?

IV. Their Organs. "What shall we say of their organs ? There

are a few insects that, with excellent eyes, are still further blessed

with the possession of two antennae, or horns, which shelter their eyes,

and, preceding the body in its progress, particularly in darkness,

examine the way, and feel and discover, by a delicate touch, anythir;g

that could soil, hurt, or moisten them. If the horns become wet by

contact with any noxious fluid, or strike against any hard body,

the little creature is warned of its danger, and turns aside. Some

of the horns are formed with knots, like those of lobsters, to give

them more solidity ; others are covered with little feathers, or vel-

veted like a brush, to be secure against moisture.

Besides these helps, and many others, as various as the species

of the creatures for which they are designed, the greater number of

insects have also received the power of flight. Some have four wings ;
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others, whose wings are so exquisitely fine, that the least rub would

tear them, have two strong scales which rise and fall precisely like

two wings,but which are really intended to serve only as shields

for them. You see, for example, these shields in cantharides and

cockchafers. If that which we find in insects causes us so much

admiration, how much more admiration would that which lies con

cealed from our vision and our reason occasion in us, if it were made

manifest to us ! That which we know, however, is sufficient for a

ooble heart, to make it adore and .love the Creator of so many

wonders.

Prayer.

0 my God I who art all love, I thank Thee for having placed at

our command so many creatures, that aid us, that guard us, that

nourish us ; grant, 0 Lord, that we may always avail ourselves of

them, so as to love Thee more !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

my self for the love of God ; and in testimony of this love, I shall be

faithful to the good resolutions which I make in the morning.

LESSON XI.

WORX ov the bix DAYS—(continued.)

Continuation of the SiithDay.—Ants; Bees; Silk-worms; Reptiles and Wild

Beasts ; Harmonies of the World ; the World is a Book.

I. The Ants. Now that we have cast a rapid glance over insects

in general, let us pause a moment to consider some of those marvel

lous miniatures more closely : our study will be repaid by useful

instruction. Let us enter, lor example, the school of the ant. The

learned governess is at home : let us, then, take our places and

attend.

The ants are a little nation, forming a regular republic, and

having their own laws and police. They dwell in cities of their own ,

intersected by many streets, which lead to the different public estab

lishments. One portion of the citizens harden the clay ; they pre

vent it firom crumbling by means of a coat of plasterwhich they spread

over it : these are the State masons. Others, those which weordinarily

meet abroad, are the carpenters. With unwearying activity they

gather up pieces of wood to arch the streets in the manner of

an arcade; over these beams they run lengthwise a number of

twigs ; then suddenly transformed into slaters, they heap on all a

Jt'
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pile of rushes, grass, and straw. At the first glance, these works

seems very irregular ; but this apparent disorder conceals an amount

of art and design which we quickly discover on examination.

Under this hillock, which conceals their abode, and whose shape

facilitates the running off of the rain, are found galleries which, com

municating with one another, resemble very much the streets ofa city.

They terminate at the chief store-rooms, of which some serve for pro

visions, and others for the eggs of the ants, and the little worms

which the eggs bring forth.

As for provisions, our republicans are well off. They accommo

date themselves to every kind of food. They may be seen running

about with wondrous eagerness, one carrying a fruit kernel, another

a dead fly. It is not allowed to these little travellers to go wherever

they choose : there are some appointed to make expeditions of

discovery. On their report, all turn out to make a general

assault on some very ripe pear, or bit of sugar-cake, or pot of jam.

They will go from the foot of a garden, even to the third story of a

dwelling-house, to reach this pot. They look upon anything of this

description as a perfect sugar-quarry, as a new gold-mine, which they

have succeeded in discovering ; but still, to go andreturn, the march

must be regular; the whole population must assemble on the one road.

The way is often long and tortuous. But Providence has

supplied these travellers with a means of never wandering. Like

the caterpillars the ants leave traces wherever they pass.

These traces are not perceptible to our eyes ; they are known rather

by their smell. It is acknowledged that the ants quickly recognize

scent. If we run our finger several times across a wall, which ants

pass up and down, we shall stop their progress quite short. The

guiding line is broken ; and we see them hesitating, retreating,

turning right and left, until at length one, more daring than the

rest, ventures to open a passage, and leads the way.

After having passed the summer in continual labour and flurry,

the ants confine themselves within doors during the winter, enjoying

peacefully the fruits of their toil. Yet there are good grounds for

thinking that they do not eat much during the winter time, and that

they are rather buried in a torpid or dormant state, like so many

other insects. Thus, their ardour to lay up provisions, tends less to

secure them against the winter, than to supply them during the

harvest with what is necessary for their little ones. These, from the

moment of their issuing forth out of the egg, are nourished with a

care which engages the whole nation. The care and protection of

youth is justly regarded as a matter of State importance.

This is not the only lesson afforded us by the ants. The delicate

structure of their organs, their untiring industry, their unwearied
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diligence, the political wisdom and wise economy of their republic,

the tender care which they take of their little ones, and many other

peculiarities, show forth resplendently before our eyes the wisdom

of that great Being, who is both their and our Creator.

Ofall the works of God there is not one but is useful and worthy

of admiration, however useless or harmful it may appear at first

sight. Our trees have not a leaf, our meadows not a blade of

grass, our flowers not a stamen, that is useless; and even the flesh-

worm has not been made in vain. God has been pleased to make

known to us the usefulness of some of these creatures, that we may

not doubt of the usefulness of the others, though that may lie hidden

from us. Little ants ! so despised, you can teach us this truth ; and, if

we profit by your lessons, we shall never quit one of your habitations

without having made progress in wisdom.

II. The Bees. We have visited a republic ; let us now enter and

survey a monarchy ; for, you perceive, we are launched into politics.

With the bees one alone directs the whole nation. That bee is not

only the people's queen, but she is, moreover, the people's mother.

From this prerogative proceeds that extreme affection which oil the

bees have for her. You see her nearly always surrounded with a

circle of bees, whose sole occupation is to render her little services.

Some present her with honey ; others pass their trunk lightly from

time to time over her body, to remove anything that might soil her

dress. When she walks, all those that are in her way range them

selves in lines at a respectful distance from her.

The vast majority of the nation consists of workers. To them we

are indebted for the construction of those beautiful combs, in which

the very perfection of geometrical symmetry appears. They gather

their materials from flowers : the wax is made from the pollen of

stamens. It is with their trunk or antennas that they suck up the

honey. What a subject for admiration I Present one of these

trunks to any one you please, and he will say : " It is the leg of a

fly ; what good is it ?" Nevertheless, this instrument is such, that,

with its aid, a bee can lay up more honey in a day than all the

chemists in the world could gather in a year.

While one portion of the bees are thus engaged in gathering wax

and honey to All their storehouses, others are occupied with

different labours. Some build cells with wax ; others polish and

perfect the work. These cover with a waxen lid the cells that con

tain the honey ; as it must be preserved for the winter, this pre

caution is most necessary. Those give food to the little ones. All

have their special employments.i

1 See St. Basil, Hexaem., Homil., vii. p. 73. Those among moderns, who

have treated of the work of the six days, and of natural history, hare only
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Those that go to the country are allowed nothing toeat; itis sup

posed that they will not forget themselves. Those employed about

the cells have a very fatiguing labour. They pass and re-pass their

mouth and feet, and the hinder extremity of their little body over

all the work : they never cease their toil till everything is polished

and perfect. As they require to eat from time to time, and yet

must not cease their work, a few of their companions are always

ready to give them something when they seek for it. They make

known their wants by signs : the worker that is hungry lowers her

trunk before the dispenser, and this means that she wishes for

some food. The dispenser opens her bottle of honey, and pours out

a few drops on the trunk of her sister. The little repast finished,

the work is resumed, and the process continues as before.

But why all this activity ? For whom is all this delicious

nectar intended ? Ah ! it is for me, it is for the mouth that has s0

often allowed words of sin to escape it. My God, pardon my in

gratitude !

III. Silk-worms. If bees furnish us with what is most

exquisite in our nourishment, silk-worms supply us with that

which is most select in our raiment. Thus, in the order of

nature, as in that of grace, God avails Himself of the weakest in

struments to accomplish the greatest things. Yes, silk, which for

a long time was confined to the use of kings, and was sold with

weights of gold, is prepared for us by a little insect that seems good

for nothing but to be trampled under our feet.

The silk-worm makes from a portion of its nourishment a thick

and gummy liquor, which it reserves in, a little long bag, hidden in

the interior of its body. The creature has under its mouth a kind of

plate, which consists of a skin pierced with many holes. By two

orifices in this plate it exudes the liquor with which its bag is re

plenished. These little channels are like two distaffs, which con

tinually supply the matter, from which it makes its thread. A single

worm will give as much as two thousand feet of silk.

Thus, an insect which we scarcely deign to recognise with a look,

becomes a blessing for whole provinces, an important article of

commerce, and a source of incalculable riches. Millions of men live

by it alone. When it has fulfilled its task, and its life draws to a

close, it wraps itself in the precious threads which it has spun for

the public. They serve it as a funeral shroud, as a tomb : it is

copied St. Basil and St. Chrysostom, or have said nothing more interesting or more

ingenious. This matter is deserving of notice, just now especially, when so much

account is made of modern, and so little of ancient science. In the eyes of

literary men, our fathers incontestably had the advantage of eloquence over

modern authors ; and in the eyes of Christians, the far more precious advantage

of faith and piety, which saw and pointed out God iu all his works.
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hidden, it is lost. Is it dead? No; it transforms itself there, and

becomes a butterfly.

These two creatures are totally different. The first is wholly ter

restrial, and crawls with difficulty ; the second is agility itself, it no

longer tarries on the earth, it disdains to touch any gross substance.

The first has a repulsive appearance ; the second is decked with

a variety of colours. The one confines itself stupidly to a coarse

description of food ; the other flits from flower to flower, lives on

honey and dew, continually varies its pleasures, enjoys the liberty

ofnature, and embelishes it besides, and decorates itself alone. What

a graceful image of our resurrection ! It is thus, 0 my God, that

Thou hast scattered on all sides, through the fields of nature, such

rays of light as give us a relish for heavenly things, and enable us

to understand the most sublime truths I

IV. Reptiles and Wild Beasts. In the first part of the sixth

day, God also made reptiles and wild beasts. We shall confine our

selves to a few general reflections concerning them. Applied to

whatever appears a disorder in nature, they may not, in our eyes,

always justify a Providence : such justification is unnecessary. But

they will show forth, with new splendour, the power and the wis

dom of the Creator.

The world is a work of infinite power, wisdom, and love. It

bears in flaming characters the stamp of its origin. After every

creation God said : It is good. That is, it corresponds perfectly with

My idea, and irith the end which I have proposed to Myself. The

world is good, since it relates My glory ; the world is good, since it

ttaches sinless man My existence, My power, My wisdom, My love

for him ; the world is good, since it corrects sinful man, prevents him

from forgetting Me, and, by recalling him to Me, recalls him also to

himself.

T uus, the end of the visible, like that of the invisible world, is

the glory of God and the salvation of man. All the creatures, whose

destiny we have hitherto made known, prove this truth eloquently.

Others, whose use is less known to us, or which even seems injuri

ous, or at least useless to us, speak the same language.

Since we have come to the reptiles, let us begin with the ser

pents. These animals, whose look terrifies and sting kills us, mani

fest, nevertheless, the power and the wisdom of God. 1 . Serpents

have a surprising amount of dexterity and agility; some of them are of

an immense size and wonderful strength ; 2. They deliver us from

a multitude of animals and insects, whose excess would destroy the

country ; thereby, they maintain an equilibrium between various

kinds of creatures; 3. A far more important advantage is this:

they teach sinful man to dread the mighty and terrible God who
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created those thousands of animals, of which one alone would be

sufficient to desolate a kingdom.

Let us add that the instinctive aversion, with which the thought

of a serpent inspires us, reminds us of the fall of our race, which

was wrought by the devil, under the form of a serpent. Worms,

lizards, snails, and other such creatures of a size more or less

developed, of a figure more or less repulsive, of a manner of living

more or less mysterious, have each a reason for their existence. This

reason or end, though often concealed from our view is, we are

certain, the glory of God, and the good of man. Let us speak par

ticularly of the mole and the hedgehog.

In a commune of the canton of Zurich, there was question lately

of choosing a mole-trap. An intelligent observer was anxious to con

vince his fellow-citizens that, though it might be useful to prevent

too great a multiplication of moles, still it would be imprudent to

wage war against them to the last extremity, considering that the

mole does not eat the roots of any plant, but nourishes itself prin

cipally with destructive insects. " A distinguished naturalist," he

said, " examined carefully the stomachs of fifteen moles, collected

in different localities ; he did not find a single vestige of a plant or

the root of a plant, but only the remains of white worms and earth

worms. If, as is pretended, the mole eats vegetables, some of them

should also be found, especially as they are digested with greater

difficulty. Not content with this experiment, he enclosed some

moles which he had procured with considerable difficulty in a case,

full of clay, partly covered with fresh grass ; he then placed in the

case some white and earth worms also. He proved afterwares that

in nine days, two moles had consumed three hundred and forty-one

white worms, a hundred and ninety-three earth worms, twenty-five

caterpillars, and one mouse, skin and bone, which had been put

living into the case. He next gave them some raw meat, cut into

little morsels, and mixed with vegetables. The moles ate the meat,

and did not touch the vegetables. Then he gave them nothing but

vegetables, and in twenty-four hours they all died of hunger.

Another naturalise has calculated that two moles destroy twenty

thousand white worms in a year."

Let us now see another little animal, against which the dogs

bark and growl, which they strangle when they can, which the

labourer pursues and kills, and whose very name is used to denote

a surly character, without doubt, on account of the thorns that

bristle on its back, for it is naturally of a mild and inoffensive dis

position : we mean the hedgehog. Like the mole, it deserves to be

treated by cultivators with respect and consideration. While the

mole destroys the worms, which it meets in subterranean passages,
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the hedgehog, a no less skilful hunter, waits for the hours of evening.

From seven till nine o'clock, as day declines and the worms make

their appearance on the surface of the soil, it turns out from under

the bushes, and eats a great quantity of them. It nourishes itself

almost exclusively with worms : these are its favourite dish.

The hedgehog is an hibernating animal. As soon as the cold

weather sets in, it hollows out the earth in some furry ditch, makes

a little cavern there, brings in a supply of dry leaves on its spikes,

and arranges them round its covert, until it has a sufficiency to pre

serve it against the frosts. Does it gather a stock of provisions, as

some fruit occasionally discovered near its den, might lead one to

suppose ? The matter is very doubtful. What would be the use

of provisions when it is certain that, according to the habits ofmar

mots, it goes to sleep at the approach of winter, and never awakes

until the beautiful days of spring ?

From April till October the fields with us are divested of fruit

On what does the hedgehog live during this period ? It would

require a large quantity of apples, as well as spacious store-rooms,

if it were to live on fruit alone. It is not five or six that would

nourish it during seven months. The worms are evidently its chief

article of consumption during this period. There remain October

and November, we shall say, the time of gathering fruit, two months

during which it might commit some ravages. Are we not aware

that frosts frequently occur at this season; and that the chilly

little animal anticipates them, and hibernates ?

Its taste for fruit has consequently very little time to be in

dulged, while its predilection for worms has at least seven long

months for exercise. This, then, is the marauder, which is so severely

punished for a few apples seen near his abode ; which, during four

months, is asleep, during seven, eats worms, the plague of grain,

and, during one, has only a very doubtful dessert indeed. This is

the night-rover, who is tracked and pursued, when, on the contrary,

we should watch over his safety, and regard him as a patron of

agriculture. In the Providential scale of creation, not a being is

useless, not a species can be enfeebled or destroyed without some

present or future evil resulting to humanity. Peace, then, to these

innocent creatures !

There are wild beasts as well as reptiles. The design of God in

filling the mountains and the forests with animals of every kind, of

which we take no care, was to show us the extent of his Providence,

and his particular watchfulness over living beings, though hidden

in solitudes and rocky fastnesses. "Without houses, without mea

dows, without stores of provender, without any assistance on the

part of man, these animals are better supplied with everything they
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require, swifter in the chase, stronger, better fed, more polished as

regards their fur, more regular as regards their figure, than the

greater number of those for which men are the purveyors.

Like serpents, wild and ravenous beasts serve a variety of

purposes :—

1. They show us the extent of Providence.

2. They hold us in awe, teaching us to tremble before Him

who has created so many terrible animals, and whose hand alone re

tains them in lonely places.

3. They punish sinful man, who, by his first disobedience,

merited that whatever had been submissive to him previously,

should in future refuse to obey him. When man was perverted

he was banished from the place where everything had been regulated

in accordance with his innocence; and he found his place of exile

suited to the fulfilment of the penance which had been imposed on

him. This is one of those beautiful harmonies which we meet with

at every step, in the physical as well as in the moral world.

4. These voracious animals are also useful to man, since they

carry far from his dwelling and eat those carcasses which, lying

exposed on the earth, would infect the air and engender diseases.1

5. By waging war they diminish the number of other animals,

which, becoming too numerous, would destroy the fruit of our

harvests or injure our domestic animals. The hand that restrains

them, stays them at the precise moment, when they have made a

proper amount of carnage among the animals that are prejudicial to

man. This amount is sufficient to prevent their doing mischief,

but insufficient to prevent their propagation or interrupt the accom

plishment of their Providential mission.

6. By forming a cincture of terror around inhabited countries,

they teach man that he is made to live in society, and that death

awaits him if he should dare to break the sacred bonds which unite

him to his brethren, and which form his strength and security.

7. They are the life, if not the wealth, of numerous savage

tribes who eat their flesh and sell their fur. As, every year, Pro

vidence sends into our European seas, myriads of fish, whose

capture constitutes a very important branch of trade; so, every

year, the same Providence crowds the immense forests of America

with innumerable multitudes of cariboos, elks, martens, buffaloes,

black and silvery foxes, &c., the hunting of which is to the inhabi

tants what agriculture and manufacture are to us.

If, from serpents and savage animals, we pass to insects, we find

1 It is calculated that every year about fire per cent of the animals peri sh.

Would the earth not become a dreadful pesthouse, if all these carcasses, large

and small, wereleftto corrupt on its surface ?
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the same wisdom and the same harmonies. What, says some one, is

the use ofcaterpillars and so many other unseemly insects f Could not

the world go on without them f The ignorant and the impious alone

put such questions. The man, whose mind is illumined with the

two-fold light of science and faith, shrugs his shoulders when he

hears them. No ; all these things are anything hut useless.

Destroy the worms and the caterpillars, and you take away the

life of birds. Those birds which we sometimes eat, and which

rejoice us with their songs, have no other milk during their infancy.

From the depth of their cradles, they address their cry to the Lord,

and He multiplies a nourishment suited to their delicate condition ;

it is for them that He scatters everywhere the caterpillars and the

worms.

By an admirable coincidence, the birds do not come forth from

their eggs until the caterpillars are in the fields, and the caterpillars

disappear, when the birds, grown strong, are able or willing to

content themselves with another kind of nourishment. Before

April, there are no caterpillars or broods ; in August or September,

both caterpillars and broods are all, or nearly all, gone. The earth

is then covered with grain, and with refreshments of every other kind

for the birds.

As long as the birds had a safe supply in the caterpillars, it

was just that these should also have some safe supply for them

selves. Therefore, they had free play on plants and herbs. They

have their right, as well as we, to the verdure of the earth : theii

charter is drawn up in due form like ours, since it is precisely

the same. When, then, we take it ill to see the caterpillars

and other insects exercising their right, they can refer us to Genesis,

chapter first, verses twenty-ninth and thirtieth. With this title at

hand, their counsel might summon us before any tribunal, and it

would not be in our favour that an impartial judge should decide

the contest.

The association of insects with man, in the permission to use the

herbs and fruits of the earth, becomes occasionally inconvenient to

as. We complain, and, in doing so, we are unjust, since they only

exercise their right. We are blind, since we do not see, or we pre

tend not to see, their utility. We are selfish, since if these worms,

these caterpillars, these flies, these ants, &c., were to gather us

honey or spin us silk, though at the expense of a million other

creatures, we should make much account of them; but because

they slightly hurt a few plants that we use, we imagine ourselves

authorized to exterminate them !

Moreover, we must remember well, that the evil of which we

speak has been foreseen and ordained. Man docs not require merely

-
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to live; he also requires to be instructed. His ingratitude is con

founded when insects take away that which God has liberally dis

played before his eyes. His pride is no less so, when the Lord sets

in motion the armies of the Divine vengeance, and calls up against

man the caterpillar, the locust, and the fly, instead of bears, tigers,

and lions. To humble those men who believe themselves strong,

rich, great, independent, what instruments does He employ ? Worms

or midges.

It is also very necessary that man should be continually re

minded, that the earth is a place of exile, and his life a period of

trial. Whatever disturbs his amusements, whatever interrupts his

enjoyments, whatever scatters clouds over his life, is a heavenly

messenger that says to him : " Remember, there is no true happiness

in this world.'' Oh, if he would understand this lesson which the

very insects give him in their own manner, concupiscence should

be extinguished or restrained within j Ust bounds ; and society should

be in peace, for the heart of man would be in order !

It is, then, true that everything has its object and use in nature,

inasmuch as all things that God has made are good in their time

(Eocl. iii. 11). Because our feeble reason cannot penetrate the

motives of his works, does it belong to us to criticise his infinite

wisdom, and to think of diminishing, extending, and modifying

whatever we choose in the order ofnature ? Reason teaches us that

we should judge of the uncertain by the certain. Now, everything

that we discover in the study of creation, reveals the existence of

an intelligence which is infinite, and which disposes of all things in

number, weight, and measure. It only remains, therefore, for us

to adore, not to criticise ; and this distinction we plainly do not

understand.

V. Harmonies of the World. All things are related to one

another in the visible as well as in the invisible world. Take

away an insect, a blade of grass, an atom, and you break the chain

of being, you overthrow the general equilibrium, you disturb the

universal harmony. For this insect, this blade of grass, this atom,

like the ideas of which they are the expression, are connected with

other ideas or other atoms, and through these, with whatever is

most considerable or important in the whole creation. If one were

to say that they were related with nothing, what, then, would be the

meaning of their existence?

Thus, these little productions of nature, that short-sighted men

judge useless, are not particles of dust on the wheels of the mighty

machine of the world; they are the smaller wheel-work, fitted into,

the greater. There is nothing isolated. Every being has its peculiar

action, whose sphere is determined by the rank which it holds in
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the universe. A mite has not very much power, but it joins with

other creatures, whose action reaches to the greatest distance. Thus,

the limits are extended more and more ; and this marvellous pro

gression rises, by degrees, from the sphere of the mite to that of

the angel.

All parte of the universe act in concert with one another.

Animals depend on vegetables, vegetables on minerals, minerals on

the earth, the earth on the sun, and so on ; the balance of the uni

verse is held in the hand of the Ancient of Days.1

Species and individuals hare a relation to the greatness and

solidity of the earth. The greatness and solidity of the earth have

a relation to the place which it occupies in the universe. The

physical corresponds with the moral order. Both have for their

end the happiness of intelligent beings. Prom these relations,

which exist between all parts of creation, and in virtue of which

all parts tend to one common end, results the harmony of the

universe.

All creatures rely and call on one another. Between the highest

and the lowest, the angel and the mite, the number of interme

diate creatures is almost infinite. The sum of all these degrees

forms the universal chain, the magnificent chain, which binds all

beings, embraces all worlds, unites all spheres. There is only one

Being outside this chain : He who made it.

A thick cloud hides the most beautiful portions of this chain

from our eyes ; we can only see some scattered links of it, very in

differently put together, in the natural order. However, as much

of it as is visible we behold winding its serpentine course over the

earth, down into the mines, through the sea, up into the air, and

away into the ethereal realms, where we can no longer distinguish

it, except by some odd fiery spark, cast here and there. That which

sparkles before our eyes inflames our heart, and that which escapes

our looks, humbles our reason : visible or invisible, it instructs

and improves us. This is the very purpose for which God

made it.

VI. The World is a Book. As the receptacle of an author's

thoughts, every book is made to be read. The world, which is God's

book, is the expression of his thoughts. God has only expressed his

thoughts in order to make Himself known, consequently loved and

served ; for the manifestation of his thoughts reveals an infinite

power, an infinite wisdom, an infinite love. The visible world,

then, is only the transparent envelope of the invisible. Every

' Linnteus.

vol. r. 16
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creature is like a letter, or a word, in God's great book. Now a

book, through the characters which compose it, does not show the

thoughts of an author ; it only gives signs for those thoughts. If

they are not known, you cannot understand what the author means.

In the same manner, if we are content with looking on the great

book of the universe, as animals look on it with eyes of flesh ; if

we rest on the signs and characters without endeavouring to com

prehend their meaning, we shall not correspond with the designs of

God, we shall be guilty before Him.

Pagans do not read the Bible. Nevertheless, says the apostle St.

Paul, they are inexcusable, and they shall be condemned for having

held the truth captive, closing their eyes against the light (Rom ii.)

" But how," asks St. Chrysostom, " is the truth manifested to their

eyes ? What prophet, what evangelist, what doctor supplies the

place of a Bible ? None of these," he answers, " but God's book,

the universe."1

The heavens relate his existence and his infinite power ; the

earth, his goodness ; the sea, his terrible wrath ; the smallest crea

ture, his loving tenderness. The bees preach obedience and charity

to us ; the sheep, meekness and detachment : the birds, purity ;

the seasons, death ; the insects that die in order to be born again

new creatures, full of elegance and beauty, our resurrec

tion. There is not a virtue, not a truth, not a duty, but has itf

chapter in the great book of the universe ; and this book is intelli

gible to all.

Happy is he who chooses to read it I New harmonies continu

ally meet his eye, and delight his heart. The work becomes a

temple to him ; everywhere he beholds God present. At every

moment he feels himself pressed by this presence, now majestic,

now paternal, now holy, now dreadful, now consoling. God is near,

God is afar off, God is here, God is there. He is above, He is below,

He is around. See the flower—He i8 there ; see the star—He is

there. He is in the fire and in the water, in the zephyr and in the

tempest, in the light and in the darkness, in the atom and in the

sun. He is around me in the warmth which vivifies me, and within

me in that air which supports my life.

He hears all things; the sublime canticles of the seraph, and

the joyous songs of the lark, and the buzzing of the bee, and the

roaring of the lion, and the murmuring of the stream, and the

bellowing of the ocean, and the creeping of the ant, and the rustling

of the leaf.

He sees all things; from the mighty sun which enlightens the

1 Homil. in Gen., ad popul. Antioch.
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universe, down to the little insect, which is hidden beneath the leaves

of grass or under the bark of the tree, and the fishes that are lost in

the depths of the ocean. He sees all animals, with the movements of

their muscles, and the circulation of their blood. He sees the thoughts

of my mind, the beatings of my heart. He knows the wants of

the little bird that opens its bill to ask for food. He also knows

my desires. He feeds, warme, clothes, protects all creatures

that breathe. He is my Father : can He, then, forget me ?

The man who reflects on these things is just and good ; mindful

of the omnipresence of God his heart is pure, his hand generous, his

life holy, his peace uniform, his countenance serene, his death tran

quil, his eternity glorious. Happy is he who knows how to read

thus the great book of the universe !

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having created

this magnificent universe for me : I adore Thee equally in that

which I do, and in that which I do not comprehend ; for, in all

things, Thou art equally wise, powerful, and good ; grant me the

grace to read, with eyes of faith, the great book of the universe !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and in testimony of this love, 1 will

often say : God is here !

LESSON XII.

wobk of the six sats—(continued.)

Continuation of tbe Sixth Day.—Man : Explanation of the Words : Let tie

make man ; Man in his Body ; In nis Soul : Spirituality, Liberty,

Immortality. In his Kesemblance with God,

God then said : Let us make man to our image and likeness, and

let him have dominion over thefishes of the sea, and the fowls of the air,

and the beasts, and the whole earth, and every creeping creature that

moveth upon the earth.

And God created man to his own image, the image of God.

And the Lord God formed man of the slime of the earth, and

breathed into his face the breath of life, and man became a living soul

(Gen. ii. 7).

The great book of the universe is written; but, what is the uso
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of a book, if there is no one to read it ? What is the use of a mag

nificent picture, if there is no one to admire it ? Now, there is neither

reader nor admirer in existence. The angels have no need of this

book or this picture. They know the Author in Himself; they read

his thoughts in his Divine Essence ; they behold Him face to face. In

regard to animals and plants, this grand spectacle is as if it were

not : they have no intelligence. Again, then, what is the use of

this book ? what is the use of this picture ?

And then, for what purpose are all these creatures and all these

magnificent harmonies ? The globes, scattered through space, roll

on with majesty ; but what is the object of their motion ? The sun

enlightens the earth ; but the earth is blind, and does not require

light. The heat, the rain, the dew, cause the seeds to germinate,

and cover the plains with harvests and fruits ; but these are lost

riches : there is no person to gather or consume them. The earth

nourishesan innumerable host of animals ; but these animals are good

for nothing, in the absence of a master, who should turn to account

their useful qualities, and concentrate, so to speak, their services.

The horse and the ox are endowed with strength, capable of

drawing or carrying the heaviest burdens : but this strength is use

less. The sheep sinks under the weight of its wool : but there is

no person to accept its present. The cow and the goat are incon

venienced with the abundance of their milk ; but this abundance is

superfluous. The earth contains stones suitable for building houses,

and metals suitable for fabricating all kinds of things ; but there is

no guest to be lodged ; there are no workmen to employ these mate

rials. The surface of the earth is a magnificent garden ; but it is

not seen. All nature is a gorgeous spectacle : but no one is aware

of it. A creature, then, is wanting, without whose presence all

others would be valueless.

What more shall we say? The world is like a magnificent

palace, adorned with everything calculated to render it an agree

able residence. Like so many lustres, millions of stars, suspended

from the dome of heaven, shine both day and night. The whole

earth is covered with a rich green carpet, enamelled with flowers of

every description ; the air is balmy with the most agreeable perfumes ;

the trees are laden with fruit ; the streams are murmuring ; the

fishes are sporting in the water ; the birds, like so many musicians,

make the hills and the valleys ring with their sweet concerts ; the

beasts of the field await in respectful silence the master who will

command them : all is ready.

"This is the manner," says St. John Chrysostom, "in which,

when an emperor is about to enter a city, all persons attached to

his service anticipate him, in order that on his arrival everything
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may be prepared for his reception."1 But for what king has God

destined this glorious kingdom ? Who shall be the reader of this

magnificent book ? Who shall be the admirer of this gorgeous

masterpiece ?

Let us recollect ourselves and lend an ear.

After casting a last look over his work, and seeing that it is

all good, God enters into Himself, deliberates with Himself, con

sults with Himself. Then, suddenly rising from this mysterious

council, He says : Let us make ! ! !

"What new expression is this ? Who is, then, the extraordinary

being about to appear, for whom it is necessary that the Creator

should consult and deliberate within Himself beforehand t

It was not in this manner that the heavens and the earth were

created : one word drew them forth from nothingness. Let them be;

and they were. A command ie proper for slaves; but, when a master

is concerned, God ohanges his language. To recommend the king

of the world to all his subjects, God begins to honour him, by treat

ing him almost as an equal.

Let us Make ! ! I But to whom does God speak ? To some

one who acts like Himself ; to another self; to the Son, by whom

all things have been made; to the Holy Ghost, omnipotent, co-equal

and co-eternal with the Father and the Son, and who, moving over

the waters, vivified chaos, as the bird vivifies its nest : the Trinity

begins to be declared.

Let us make I ! ! And what will be made ? An ordinary

angel ? No. A seraph ? Ho. A spectator will be made for the

grand scene that has been painted ; a reader for the magnificent

book that has been written ; a king and a high priest for the

universe ! "Would you desire to know his name ? He is called

MAN!!!

Yes, this masterpiece from the hands of the Almighty, this

being whom all nature invites with eagerness, and awaits with

respect, is man, is you, is I. Let us make man to ouk own image

asd likeness ! I !3

1 Homil. xi., ddpopul. Antioch.

2 Even, according to the chronology of the Septilaglnt, the most extended

of our sacred chronologies, the creation of man cannot be placed farther back

than seven thousand years ago. Like the teachings of Genesis, this dato was

attacked with blind fury by the philosophers of the last century. The chro

nicles of the Egyptians, of the Chinese, of the Indians, were summoned, as well

as geological facts, to give evidence against the Mosaic narrative. On this, as on

every other point, impiety, for a moment triumphant, has been beaten to the

ground. Modern science, becoming more enlightened, has done justice to the

pretended antiquity of the peoples mentioned above. In reference to the Egyp

tians, fur example, those monuments, about which go much noise used to be
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Let us fall on our knees, and while the whole creation honours

us, adore in silence the God who has made us so great. Let a noble

made, hare been estimated at their true value. " All the efforts of genius and of

science that were made," says the celebrated Cuvier, " to demonstrate the high

antiquity of the zodiacs of Denderah and Esneh, became useless, from the mo

ment that, finishing where the beginning should have been made, had not pre

judice blinded the first observers, one took the trouble to copy and to restore the

Greek inscriptions cut on these monuments. . . . It is now certain that those

Egyptian temples, in which zodiacs were sculptured, were erected under the

sway of the Romans." (Disc, furies rlvol., etc., p. 269.)

" The Chinese chronicle agrees perfectly with that of Moses, if we separate

from it those fables which no one would wish to defend. The founder of the

Chinese empire, according to Confucius, was Yao, who took the sceptre 2337 be

fore Christ. {Livre de la Nature, t. i, p. 24 ; Soirfes de Hontlhtry, p. 237 et

suiv.; Champollion, EUm.de chronologic, p. 246.)

William John, president of the academy of Calcutta, after having passed

twenty-five years on the spot, studying the monuments of India, concludes a

lone dissertation on the chronicles of the Indians thus: "We may conclude,

with full security, that the chronology of Moses and that of the Indians are in

perfect harmony." (Asiatic Researches, vol. ii., p 441.)

The recent origin of the arts and sciences comes to the support of the docu

ments of history. We are enabled frequently to assist at their birth ; and we

hear so much about their novelty, that sometimes we can tax the report with

exaggeration. If the arts and sciences had prevailed on the earth from a timo

more remote than that indicated by Moses, they would have left us some

monuments of their cultivation and their age ; yet no such monuments exist

anywhere. The circle of biblical chronology, which appears too limited for the

makers of systems, is sufficiently large for historians. We can not only place

within it heroic and historic Greece, but even the great empires of the East,

whose coarse and enormous monuments took centuries to complete. We. can

also place within it the civilisation of the Indians and Chinese, as well as the

ancient migrations of the Kelts and the Scandinavians, whose epochs have been

so judiciously determined by Suhm, the Varron of the Danes. (See the proofs

of these statements developed in the Cosmographic de Afoisc, p. 295-319.)

In fine, geology itself bears testimony to the veracity of Moses : first, in a

negative manner, inasmuch ns none of Nature's monuments lead us back to a

period anterior to the Mosaic dates ; and, then, in a positive manner, inasmuch

as all physical observations demonstrate the comparative modernness of man

and the continents. The chief aids which Nnture affords us in the computation

of time arc, bogs, the increase of glaciers, the crumbling of mountains, the

alluvial deposits, and the like : all present tho same result, (Marcel de Serres,

Cosmog., p. 252 et suiv. ; Soirfes de Montlhiry, p. 159 et suiv.)

AH the results of modern science lead us, therefore, to repeat, with

Benjamin Constant : "The authors of the eighteenth century, who treated the

holy books of the Hebrews with a contempt mixed with fury, judge

antiquity in a miserably superficial manner; and, of all nations, it was the

Jews, whose genius, character, and religious institutions, they were least

acquainted with. To scoff with Voltaire at the expense of Ezechiel or Genesis,

it was necessary to unite two qualifications, which added a sufficiently sad

t nge to their merriment, namely, a most profound ignorance and a most de

plorable levity." (Vol. iv., c. xi.)
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pride abase our heart ; let us recognise our dignity, and let us fear

to degrade, by unworthy acts, the august image, which the Divine

hand has engraven on our forehead and in our heart.

Man is then the king of the world, the most noble of visible

creatures. Let us pause a moment to consider him.

Everything in man, even that which is exterior, marks his

superiority over all other living beings. While animals, bent

towards the earth, are obliged to look towards it alone, man, on the

contrary, holds himself erect ; his attitude is one of authority. His

head, clothed with beautiful hair, presents a majestic front, an

open brow on which aro traced the characters of his dignity ; a

divine fire animates his features; his eyes look up to heaven,

whence he has come, and to which he is destined, and he casts them,

around on nature, which has been made for him. His ears, whose

extreme delicacy permits him to seize the slightest whispered sound ;

his mouth, upon which rests an amiable smile, and is, moreover,

the organ of speech ; his hands, priceless instruments, master

pieces of art ; his chest, broad and gracefully rounded ; the

figure of his body in general tall and well defined; his legs like beau

tiful pillars, so admirably adapted to the edifice which they have to

support ; his feet, a narrow base, but only more wonderful in regard

to their solidity and motion ; finally, his majestic carriage, his bold

and steady step, all combine to announce his dignity and no

bility.

Admire now how wonderfully the position and structure of each

of his senses correspond with the object for which it was intended.

The eyes, as sentinels, occupy the most elevated place. Thence,

discovering objects at a distance, and in due time they warn the

soul of what it should do. A lofty place befits the ears, in order

to receive sounds, which naturally ascend. The nostrils ought to

be in the same situation, because odours also ascend, and because they

require to be near the mouth, that they may assist us to judge of the

nature of our food and drink. The taste, which makes known to

us the qualities of what we partake of, resides in that portion of the

mouth through which food must pass. As for the touch, it is

spread over the whole body, in order that we may not be attacked

by heat or cold, or receive any other impression, without being

immediately made aware of what has happened to us.

Remark also that the senses are arranged according to the order

of their dignity and importance. The eyes occupy the highest

rank, because sight is the most noble and useful of all the senses

Then come the ears ; and so of the rest.

As to their structure, who but a God infinitely wise could form
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our senses so artistically ? To speak only of the sight : He has

surrounded the eyes with thin coverings, transparent in front, that we

may see through them, and sufficiently strong in their texture to

keep the eyes in the right position. The eyeballs move freely in

their sockets, to avoid easily what might be hurtful to them, and, at

the same time, to cast their glances whithersoever they list. The eye

lids which cover the eyes are soft and polished under the surface, so as

not to incommode the action of the eyes. Whether the fear of accident

obliges us to close the eyelids, or that we simply desire to open them,

the eyelids are made so as to be always ready, and one or other of

these movements is instantaneous. The lashes are a kind of pallisade,

defending the eyes from whatever could hurt them when they are

open ; and, by closely covering them, enable them to repose

tranquilly when sweet sleep lulls them to rest, and hinders their use to

us. Our eyes have, moreover, the advantage of being concealed

under, and defended by prominences ; for, on one side, to arrest the

sweat which flows from the head and forehead, they have the eye

brows, and on the other, to guard them from below, the cheeks.

Who can tell the wonders of which the eye is the instrument f

Millions of objects, mountains, rivers, forests, houses, whole cities,

kingdoms of many miles in extent, are painted at the same time,

and without any confusion, on a little mirror, not a line in

diameter. A thing more astonishing still is, that all these objects

are painted in an inverted manner on our eye, and yet we see them

in their natural position I

We can examine thus the structure of all our senses, and we

shall discover in each the profound wisdom of its Inventor. If we

enter next into the interior of the human body, the very great

number of its parts, their surprising variety, their delicate forma

tion, their marvellous harmony, the infinite skilfulness of their

arrangement, will cast us into such raptures of astonishment that

we shall only recover ourselves to lament that we cannot sufficiently

admire so many wonders.'

The bones by their solidity and connection, form the skeleton of

the edifice ; the ligaments unite the parts together, and the muscles,

like so many springs, set them in play ; the nerves, by winding

themselves through the various parts, establish a close communica

tion between ; and all the arteries and veins, like gentle streams,

carry life and refreshment everywhere. Placed in the centre, the

heart is the principal agent, destined to effect the motion of the

blood, as well as to dispense it; thelungs are important instruments for

' St. Basil, Htxicm, sixth day.
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inhaling air, an important element of life, and for expelling noxious

elements ; the stomach and the various intestines are warehouses

and laboratories, in which are prepared the materials that are

necessary for the work of daily repair ; the brain, which is like an

apartment for the soul, is spacious, and furnished in a manner

suitable to the dignity of the master who occupies it ; the senses,

faithful and obedient servants, warn their master of whatever it is

fitting he should know, and contribute both to his pleasures and his

wants.

At the sight of so many wonders we must exclaim, with a

celebrated physician of antiquity, Galen : " 0 Thou, who has

formed us ! I believe that in describing the human body I sing a

hymn to thy glory. I honour Thee more by disclosing the beauty

of thy works than by filling temples with the perfumes of the

sweetest incense. True piety consists in knowing myself ; then, in

teaching others, how great are thy goodness, thy wisdom, and

thy power. Thy goodness appears in the equal distribution of

thy presents, giving to every man the organs that are necessary for

him ; thy wisdom is seen in the excellence of thy gifts ; thy

power is made manifest in the execution of thy designs."1

To the eyes of reason, then, how noble is our body, and, to the

eyes of faith, how venerable ! Purified in the waters of Baptism,

consecrated many times by the holy Unction and a participation in

the Divine Flesh and Blood, the living temple of the Holy

Ghost, a member of the Man-God, destined for immortal glory, a'

vessel of honour—Oh I may we never make it a vessel of op

probrium !

After having formed man's body from the slime of the earth,

God breathed into his face the breath of life, and man became living

and animated : this means that God united to a material body a

spiritual soul. Our soul is then a breath which has come forth

from the mouth and heart of God; it is that free, spiritual, immortal

principle, which thinks within us, which loves, which desires, which

reasons, and which essentially distinguishes us from all other living

creatures.

To endeavour to prove that we have a soul Would be to insult

the universal belief of the human race. Indignation and contempt

are the only answers worthy the absurdities of Materialism. " I

can pardon many things," said Napoleon, " but I hold the atheist

and materialist in abhorrence. How can you expect that I should

have anything in common with a man who does not believe in the

existence of the soul ; who believes that he is a heap of mire,

1 Gal., Be ueu part., lib iii. c. x.
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and who desires that I shonld be like himself, a heap of mire,

too V"

But how shall we describe the excellence of the human bouI ?

I have seen the beauties of the earth ; I have admired the magni

ficence of the heavens; I have contemplated the masterpieces of

art : have I seen the beauty of a soul ? No. The soul is some

thing so noble, so perfect, so exalted above all corporeal substances,

that it is as difficult for me to form an idea of the beauty and per

fection of a spirit, as for a blind man, who has never seen the light,

to picture to himself the brilliancy or the exquisite variety of

colours. Whilst my body, the masterpiece of creation, grows old,

and changes, my soul, ever entire in its substance, remains the

same ; it has no acquaintance with the ravages of disease or the

wrinkles of old age. Whilst my body, drawn down by its weight to

the earth, lives only in the present, my soul embraces every period

of existence.

It lives in the past, ascends to the origin of time, and, conver

sing with generations that are buried in the dust, resuscitates

them from the tomb. It lives in the present, and, without quitting

itself, travels through the universe. In the twinkling of an eye it

passes from pole to pole, from the East to the West ; visits nations,

and observes their manners, customs, and laws ; penetrates the

secrets of nature, and discovers the properties of plants and

minerals ; descends into the bowels of the earth to explore their

structure, and to extract therefrom the riches that he concealed

therein ; then, as if for mere amusement, mounts to the heavens to

calculate the extent of the firmament and the dimensions of the

stars. It lives in the future, whose secrets it penetrates by sound

reasonings and conjectures ; and this is not the least part of its

glory.

From the limits of this mighty universe, it sweeps away beyond

suns and worlds, and mounts even to the throne of that Being, whj

is the Source of all other beings ; and, though He dwells in light

inaccessible, it discovers Him by its intellect, and unites itself to

Him by love. Sublime union ! which, deifying it, leaves far

beneath it the alliances of princes and monarchs I After these

things, will you still ask me what is the value of my soul ? I

address the same question to the learned and the wise, to heaven

and earth, and for an answer they weary themselves in eloquent

words, or they confine themselves to a silence still more eloquent.

I speak to God Himself; and this great God, this Almighty Being,

taking me by the hand, leads me to the summit of a mountain, and

' Sentiments de Napoleon sur le Chrietianimu, p. 77.
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there, drawing aside a curtain stained with blood, shows me his

only and co-eternal Son dead on a cross, and says to me : "Behold

the price of thy soul !" Anima tanti vales ! 0 my soul, so much

art thou worth I Full of this noble thought, let us enter calmly into

a few details on the perfection of our soul.

1. Our Soul is spiritual. That is it has neither the least

length, nor depth, nor breadth ; it has no figure ; it cannot be seen by

our eyes, or touched by our hands, nor apprehended by any of our

senses. That our soul is spiritual, is easily proved. As a matter of

fact, the operations of our soul are recollection, thought, and will.

Nothing can be more spiritual than these three operations. Now,

if our soul were not spiritual, neither would its operations be

spiritual ; hence recollection, thought, and will would be material

things. We might then see them, touch them, divide them, weigh

them. We could then say, for example, a pint of ideas, a yard of

desires, a hundred-weight of recollections—a red thought, a white

thought, a blue thought ; a round wish, an oval wish, a triangular

reminiscence.

Now, all the world would ridicule him who should utter such

language. Why so ? Because every one feels that we cannot

attribute material qualities to recollection, thought, or will,

And, therefore, recollection, thought, and will are not material

thin g8. The soul, which is their principle, is not material either ;

for the modifications of any being are always of the same nature as

that being itself ; or, rather, they are only that being itself modified

in such or such a manner. Thus, recollection denotes our soul

remembering or calling anything to mind ; thought, our soul

thinking ; will, our soul willing or desiring anything.

The bouI of man is, therefore, spiritual, like God, who created

it to bis image.

2. Our Soul is free. This means that it can, according to its

liking, do what it pleases, act or not act, decide in such or such a

manner. In this respect it differs from all other creatures that

surround it.

The sun, for example, is not free to rise or not rise every

morning, to travel oneway instead of another, to advance or recede

as it chooses. It is compelled to do everything that it does. On

lliia account it does regularly and invariably the same thing. Nor

are animals free. Hence, they always show the same habits,

the same tastes, the same operations. Now, if the animals were

free ; if they had within themselves the principle and rule of their

conduct, as we have within us the principle and rule of our con

duct : they would vary matters, as we do ; they would every day

invent, reform, and perfect ; and they would, like us, do a hundred

important and rational things.
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The swallows to-day, for example, would no longer build such

nests as their progenitors used to build a hundred years ago.

The Chinese swallows would not build in the same style as the

French. Even in France, the swallows of the capital would

be careful not to lodge or live like their provincial friends. The

Parisian swallows should regulate the fashions for all the rest;

in a short time this very fashion should be ridiculed, as fit only for

Goths, when it would come into their heads to establish another.

This is the manner in which affairs are conducted among ourselves.

Why not, also, among the swallows ? The reason is, because

they obey a superior immutable will, which constrains them always

and everywhere to execute its commands.

It is quite otherwise with our soul. The soul acts or does not

act, it wishes or it does not wish ; while doing one thing it perceives

perfectly well that it might do another instead. If the action is good ,

the soul experiences j oy ; if bad, remorse : for it feels that it is free not

to act improperly. There is no person among us unacquainted with

this sentiment of pleasure or pain, which follows the commission of

a good or a bad action . But this sentiment should not be experienced

by us if we had not been free to act as we choose : we could not

then merit either recompense or chastisement.

What would you say, for example, of a man who should break

his clock because it went rather fast or slow ? You would say :

" His conduct is absurd, he is a fool." Yet no one says of a father

that his conduct is absurd, that he is a fool, when he corrects his

child for doing wrong. We might say it, indeed, if we were not

free ; for then all things would be equal, since all things would be

compulsory. In this supposition it would be absurd and unjust to

punish vice and reward virtue ; or, rather, there would be neither

good nor evil, neither vice nor virtue : we should move as mere

machines. Accordingly, God would be unjust, to reward some and

to punish others ; but, if God were unjust, He would no longer be

God, He would no longer be anything: the world would be an

effect without a cause. Such is the abyss into which we fall, after

a few steps, if we deny the free will of the soul.

3. Our Soul is immortal. This means that our soul will never

die ; that it is even impossible it should die. The body dies when the

parts that compose it are separated : when the head, the feet, the

arms, the heart, are scattered in different directions. But our soul

has no parts : it has no head, no feet, no arms, no heart ; these parts

oannot then be separated from it ; it cannot, therefore, perish.

One thing alone could annihilate it, namely, the omnipotent

will of Him who created it. Well, so far is God from wishing to

destroy our soul, that He declares, on the contrarv, in express
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terms, He wishes to make it live for ever, as long as Himself, during

all eternity. The wicked, He says, shall go into everlasting

punishment, but the just, on the contrary, into life everlasting.

To this voice from heaven is joined that of all the nations on

the earth, proclaiming the dogma, at once terrible and consoling, of

the immortality of the soul. " This is what nature cries out," says

St. Augustine; "this is what is impressed on our heart by the

Creator ; this is what all men know, from the infant school to the

throne of Solomon ; this is what shepherds sing in the plains, what

pastors teach in the holy place, what the human race declares

throughout the universe."

You see that to deny the immortality of the soul is to give the

lie to God, to reason, to mankind. It is, moreover, to accept the

following absurdities : (i.) that God has been merely sporting witli

ns in giving us an invincible desire of immortality; (ii.) that

heretofore all the nations of the world have been in error, except

a few libertines, who alone have had common sense; and (iii.) that the

lot of the assassin will be the same as that of the innocent victim—

that St. Paul and Nero, the saints who have lived in the practice

of every virtue, and been the benefactors of humanity, and the

wicked, who have sullied themselves with every description of

crime and been the scourges of humanity, must be treated in the

»ame manner. Is not the maintenance of such doctrines the

encouragement of every kind of iniquity ? Can there be a surer

means to make the world a haunt of brigands and a den of ferocious

beasts ? These consequences are frightful ; therefore, the principles

that occasion them are false and abominable.

Before creating man, God meditated within himself, and said:

Let us make man to our own image and likeness.' As an artist con

siders and studies the person whose portrait he desires to produce

on canvas, so God, after considering and studying Himself,

expresses his own Divine features on man. How admirable is the

resemblance between the copy and the original ! The image of

God is engraven on our soul ; in it we resemble Him.*

1 The image, says St. Thomas, consists in the knowledge of the truth ; the

Utenets, in the love of virtue: Imago consideratur in cognitions veritaiis;

similititdo in amort vertutis ( Corp.) The Glosse, quoted by St. Thomas (p. 1, q.

93, art. 4), distinguishes three kinds of images : Scilicet creationis, et rccrtationis,

it amHtudinis ; prima imago invenitur in omnibus homimbus—secunda in

justis tantum—tertia vero solum in beatis. (See the whole of question 93 in St.

Inomas.)

> There are some who extend this Divine resemblance still further. Our body

•Uo, they say, has been formed to the image of God ; for, at the moment when

Ue formed the body of the first man, God, to whom all things were present,

foresaw his Divine Son clothed with a human body, and it was on the model of
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God is one in nature ; our soul is one in nature. In God there

are three distinct Persons; in our soul there are three distinct

faculties, the memory, the understanding, and the will. God is a

pure Spirit ; our soul is a pure spirit. God is eternal ; our soul is

immortal; nothing hears a closer resemblance to eternity than

immortality. God is free ; our soul is free. God knows the past,

the present, and the future ; our soul remembers the past, is

acquainted with the present, and conjectures the future. God is pre

sent everywhere ; our soul is present in all parts of our body—this

wondrous microcosm—and, in the twinkling of an eye, makes a tour

round the world. God is just, true, holy, good, merciful ; such was

the soul of Adam before his fall, and such is also ours after his fall,

for it has the idea and sentiment of justice, truth, sanctity, goodness,

and mercy.

God is infinite; our soul is infinite in its desires. Nothing

finite can satisfy it. All that is limited wearies, straitens, disgusts

it. The uneasiness and misery which the soul experiences, render

testimony to its dignity ; for there is a greatness in being miserable

and inconsolable, when one is deprived of an infinite good. God is

the most perfect of all beings ; man is the most perfect of all visible

beings. God depends on no one ; man depends on no one but God.

this adorable body of the second Adam, that the body of the first was formed.

It is in this sense that the bodies of Adam and all other men hare been made to

the image and likeness of God. God did not say: " Let us make the soul of

man to our image and likeness ;" but He said : " Let us make man to our image

and likeness." Now, man is not simply a soul, but a soul and a body. That

man may be called the image of God, he must, therefore, bear the Divine

resemblance and characteristics in each part of his being. Such is the reasoning

of some philosophers. (See Work ofthe six days, and Tertull., Dc remrr.camis.)

The same doctrine is expressed in a pious book, which ought to be in the

hands of every Christian family : Pensics sur les viritfs de la Religion, by M.

Humbert. This venerable and learned missionary speaks thus in the third

chapter:—The Creator having, from all eternity, resolved to send his Son on

earth, and to give him a body capable of the noblest operations, He formed our

body to the image of the adorable body of the Man-God, who is, as it were, our

eldest Brother, our Prototype, our Original. How great, then, is the dignity

of our origin, according to the body ! Do we understand the nobility of the

body ? You ought to treat it with honour and respect : why should you degrade

it by a conduct unworthy of you?

Whatever there may be in this explanation, the following are the terms in

which St. Thomas shows that our body has been made to the image of God :—

" Quia hominis solum inter terrenorum animalium corpora non pronum in

alveum prostratum est ; sed tale est ut ad contemplandum caelum sit aptius,

mngis hoc ad imaginem et similitudinem Dei, quam castera corpora animalium

factum jure videri potest. Quod tamen non sic intelligenduin quasi in corpora

hominis sit imago Dei, sed quia ipsa figura humani corporis repraaentat imagi

nem Dei in onima per modum vestigii (P. i, q. 93, art. 6.)
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God is the Sovereign Master of heaven and earth ; man is king over

everything around him. All things belong to God; all earthly

things are for man, and man for God.

How great, then, are we, since we are formed on the model of

God Himself!

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for oreating me to

thine own image and likeness ; never permit that I should disfigure

thine image by sin.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

will make the sign of the cross with much respect.

LESSON XIII.

wobk OP the six dats (continued).

Continuation of the Sixth Day.—Tins King of the Universe ; Usufructuary of

the Universe ; High Priest of the Uuivorse. Coronation of Man.

Man was created to be king. His titles to royalty are expressed

in the very words of. his creation. God says ; Let «-? make man to

our image and likeness, that he may rule over the fishes of the sea, the

birds of the air, the beasts, tlie wlwle earth, and all the reptiles that

move under heaven. Never was power more extensive ; never was

sceptre more lawfully borne.

Before his rebellion, Adam exercised his authority peacefully

over all nature. The animals were not in any way a source of

terror to him ; nor was he in any manner a terror to them.

We see them all assembled familiarly together, like servants in the

house of their master, whose orders they are ever ready to execute.

Witness the serpent's conversation with Eve (St. Chrys., xi. Horn,

on Gen.) It is sin that, disturbing this admirable order has changed

the dominion of man. Nevertheless, man is not so completely

divested of his primitive sway as not to retain some honourable

vestiges of it.

First, while punishing his infidelity, and condemning him to

earn his bread in the sweat of his brow, God was pleased to lighten

and sweeten his painful labours. Man is still allowed the full exer

cise of his power over the domestic animals. He speaks, and his

numerous servants hasten to obey him. Tho sheep surrenders its

fleece to him, and the silk-worm prepares a rich robe for him.

The bee supplies him with honey ; the dog keeps sentry at his door ;
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the ox cultivates his land ; the horse carries his burdens, as well as

himself, whithersoever he pleases.

As for the wild animals, it is his business to recover, at least in

part, by strength or by skill, that dominion which, in the state of

innocence, he exercised over them by mildness. He draws them

into his snares; captures, kills them with his domestic animals.

When he requires some game for his repast he sends his

dog, and, with very little trouble on his own part, receives what

he desires. The most enormous and even ferocious animals, such

as the elephant, the whale, the tiger, and the lion, become his tri

butaries.

He commands not only the animals, but all inanimate creatures ;

and no creature commands him. He avails himself of the services

of all ; but none presume to tax his service. He makes use of the

stars to regulate his labours, and to direct his course in the midst of

the ocean or the desert. At his voice, the oaks descend from the

summits of the hills ; stones, iron, slate, gold, and silver spring forth

from the bosom of the earth, to raise or to embellish his habitation.

The hemp and the flax strip themselves that their fibres may

furnish him with garments. The ductile metal is moulded in his

hands ; the hardest marble yields to the force of his fingers. The

rocks fly in splinters, and open to him a passage ; the rivers turn

aside from their beds, to irrigate his fields, and work his mills.

If he should be attacked, the whole creation comes to his assist

ance : wood and stone erect barriers against his enemies. Nitre,

charcoal, and sulphur unite with iron to place him beyond the reaoh

of insult. If it happens that a superior power overcomes his skill

and precautions ; if an army of flies, for example, is sometimes

stronger than he, it is because he himself has a Master, of whom he

must be mindful.

Does he wish to change his climate ; to pass beyond the seas, and

carry thither the supplies of his produce, or bring back the com

modities of other countries which he has selected ? The winds and

the waves lend him their wings for this purpose to convey him round

the globe. His vessels place at his feet the rarities of the fourquarters

of the earth. His desires are fulfilled from one end of the

world to the other. He holds communication with the most dis

tant regions, whenever he chooses, without quitting his home. At

one time, with the quickness of thought, electricity transmits his

desires beyond the sea—nay, flashes round the globe many times in

a minute—at another a bird gives him its feather, a plant its bark,

and a mineral its colour : with these, he depicts his thoughts on paper.

The writing departs, and, without any trouble to him, passes by

millions of men, leaps over mountains, sweeps across oceans, and
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manifests his wishes to persons who are eight or ten thousand miles

distant from him. While living, he imparts information to the

whole world ; and, when dead, transmits it to the most remote

posterity.

He acts in the world like the omnipotent "Wisdom that created

it. With a stroke of his brush he changes a coarse canvass into

a scene of enchanting perspective. The chisel and the graver at hand,

he animates the marble, and makes the bronze breathe. With

the help of a microscope, which he has invented, he discovers new

worlds in invisible atoms ; then, exchanging his microscope for a

telescope, he scans the heavens, and contemplates the moon and

the brilliant army of stars. Returning into his house, he discovers

the laws of the celestial bodies, traces their orbits, measures the earth,

and weighs the sun.

It i8 then true that all nature is in the hands of man like a toy

in the hands of a child. Notwithstanding his fall, he still preserves

a considerable portion of the power that was given him in those

sublime words : Let him rule over the fishes, and the animals, and the

whole earth.

Man is not a constitutional king. His royalty in regard to the

world is not an empty honour ; it is real. He commands, and he

enjoys. We have seen that he commands ; we shall see now that

he enjoys. Placed in the body, as in a palace, his soul has five

faithful ministers, who bring it in turn, sometimes together, the

homage of the universe. These ministers bear the names of sight,

hearing, smell, taste, and touch. By their means man is enabled to

enjoy all creatures without exception.

From the firmament, where the most distant stars have a

dwelling, down to the surface of the earth, all that is visible lies

within the domain of the eye; the soul is indebted to this beautiful

organ for the enjoyment of so many beauties continually presented

to it. All sounds, which may be varied in so many wondrous ways,

are within the .domain of the ear : thanks to it, no melody or har

mony may escape the enjoyment of the soul. All scents belong to

the domain of smell : hence, no perfume may escape the enjoyment

of the soul. All savours belong to the domain of taste : conse

quently, no deliciousness must escape the enjoyment of the soul.

Finally, the domain of touch shall equally contribute to give

pleasure to the soul.

Thus, the whole world is reduced to the service of man ; and,

by this service to unity. The whole material creation is comprised

in the extent of those sensations, whose organs are found in the

human body, and their term in the soul. Do you imagine that, in

order to enjoy his immense domain, man is obliged to make painful

vol. r. 16
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efforts ? Not at all; this enjoyment costs him nothing, and may he

had at any moment. Still this is not the most wonderful arrange

ment of the Divine Wisdom. It has been pleased that all those

creatures, such as animals and plants, which man holds continually

under his hand, should have a general and necessary bond with all

other creatures in the universe. Thus it has appointed that the

least blade of grass should have need of the earth, the air, the dew,

the wind, the rain, the light, the warmth of the day, the coolness

of the night, the influence of the seasons : in a word, of all things

else.

The vegetable creation has a close relation with the animal. In

their turn, animals of every kind, namely, those that live in the

water, on the earth, and in the air, collect around them an infinity

of things, which seem to escape man and to render him no imme

diate service. Afterwards, these creatures, the inhabitants of

water, earth, and air, coming themselves to man as their master,

place at his disposal every portion of the universe. It is thus that

he enjoys whatever he desires without an effort.

A familiar example will place the matter more clearly before

you, and show you how every man, even the poorest, is a king, who

enjoys the whole universe. See this poor child, as he eats the piece

of bread which you have given him ; despise him not ; he is a young

king who unconsciously places a tax on all creatures, on all the con

ditions of society, nay, even on God Himself

1. This morsel of bread supposes flour. The flour supposes,

a baker, who kneaded it ; water, which moistened it ; an oven,

which baked it; fuel, which warmed the oven; a mill, which

ground the wheat ; stone, iron, and wood for the construction of the

mill ; steam, winds, currents, or animals, to turn the wheels of the

mill ; men with a knowledge of mathematics and mechanics, to

build the mill ; and workers, to manage the mill. The flour sup

poses also bags to carry it ; the bags, webs ; the webs, weavers ; the

weavers, yarn : the yarn, spinners ; the spinners, tow ; the tow,

hemp.

2. This morsel of bread supposes wheat. The wheat supposes

a labourer, who sowed it ; a plough, with oxen or horses, that pre

pared the ground; soil, that received the seed; sunshine, that

warmed it ; rain, that fertilised it. The rain supposes clouds ; the

clouds, seas and rivers, from which they were evaporated ; the rivers,

mountains in which they rose, and plains through which they

flowed. The wheat also supposes the four seasons: autumn, in

which it is sown ; winter, in which the earth gathers strength to

nourish it; spring, in which it grows; and summer, in which it

ripens.
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8. This morsel of bread supposes a harvest-man, who reaps,

thrashes, and winnows the wheat. These processes suppose sickles,

flails, and fans. The sickles suppose miners, who draw metal from

the bowels of the earth ; forgers, who cast it ; ironmongers, who

dress it. The flails suppose wood ; the wood, foresters who hew it,

and turners who shape it. The fans suppose bushes—osier, for

example—and basket-makers, who manufacture them.

The baker, the miller, the labourer, the harvest-man, all the

workmen who prepare the utensils necessary for agriculture, havo

need of clothes, hats, and shoes. These different things suppose in

their turn tailors, hatters, and shoemakers, as well as flocks and

shepherds. Each state of life here mentioned supposes others, up

to the highest and down to the lowest in society. Society supposes

a power, which makes laws for the protection of property. The

execution of these laws supposes magistrates, police, and gaols.

The laws suppose knowledge; knowledge, study; study, colleges,

professors, and books. We have not yet told alL This morsel of

bread supposes the protection of the labourer, not only against

domestic, but also againsi foreign enemies. This supposes fortifica

tions, armies, guns, and that multitude of arts and professions which

war brings in its train.

4. This crumb of bread supposes not only the grain of wheat

which formed it, but also the grain that gave birth to the grain which

formed it ; and so on, back to the first of these grains of wheat.

This first grain supposes a God infinitely powerful, who created it—

infinitely wise, who made it grow—and infinitely good, who gave

it to us.

So you see, heaven, earth, water, fire, men, and God Himself,

work in concert for the production of a piece of bread. The man

who eats it, enjoys therefore, by the very fact, the whole universe.

Unlike the animals, he enjoys the universe with intelligence, and

every moment of the day and night, from the first moment of his

existence till his last breath. For, day and night, heaven, earth,

water, fire, men, and even God, labour to prepare not only a piece

of bread, but all that is necessary for our nourishment and clothing.

Have we ever thought of these things? Judge hence how full of

egotism, and how great a monster, is the man who lives in this

world only for himself.

M How great," exclaims a saint of the first ages, "is the in

gratitude of man ! While I languish in sloth, all creatures labour

for me. The sun and the moon are always on the march, to scatter

everywhere their precious light and heat. While I render myself

guilty of some sin, abusing my mind to think on evil, my heart to

desire it, and my body to commit it. the earth is exhausted in
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preparing bread for my nourishment. The bees fly by brooks, and

valleys, and meadows, to gather sweet honey for my tongue, which

pronounces so many unjust and unbecoming words. The sheep

divest themselves of their fleece to supply me with garments, in which

I so often indulge my vanity.

" The grapes await impatiently the heats of summer, in order

to ripen and please my taste, and rejoice my heart, which so often

dishonours Him from whom it holds its existence. The fountains

and the rivers flow night and day, to water the fields and make a

thousand beautiful flowers spring up under my feet, which so often

walk in the ways of iniquity. The birds endeavour by their

melodious songs to charm my ears, which so often take a guilty

pleasure in lying and impure discourses. All the creatures of the

universe exhaust themselves in satisfying my wants and my

pleasures; and I nearly always abuse creatures, and scarcely ever

think of thanking Him, who, by their ministry, lavishes so many

benefits on me !'"

All creatures then obey man as their king \ all refer themselves

to him as to their end ; be enjoys all, and none enjoy him. On

whatever side you turn your eyes or direct your thoughts you behold

millions of different creatures concentrating in man, as the radii of

a circle meet in its centre.

But is it in man that all creatures should rest ? Is he their last

end ? No ; else he should be God. What, then, do creatures ask of

him when coming to give themselves to him, and lose themselves in

him? What should he do with them and with himself? He

should refer all to the great God, who is above him : for all things

come from God, and should return to God. It is for myself, says the

Lord, that 1 have made all things* All creatures, therefore, should

flow on to God, as rivers to the ocean.

Now, of themselves, creatures cannot tend to God, that is, can

not honour Him in a manner pleasing to Him or worthy of Him.

They have no mind to know Him, no heart to love Him, no mouth

to bless Him, no freedom to adore Him ; they are not acquainted

even with themselves or their perfections. The diamond is not

aware of its value or its brilliancy: how can it thank God for

either ? The sheep does not know Him who clothes and nourishes

it : how can it return Him thanks ? The trees and the birds, the

sun and the earth, are ignorant of the source from which flowers,

and fruits, and gorgeous plumage, and melodious voices, and heat,

and motion, and fertility proceed : how, therefore, can they be ex

pected to feel gratitude towards God ?

i« Life of St. John Almoner."

* Universa propter semetipsuin operatus est Dominue. Prav. xvi, 4.
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Nevertheless, it is necessary that all these creatures should

thank and love their Author, and celebrate His praises in a manner

worthy of Him. Man alone is capable of doing so ; for he alone is

free. He alone has a mind to know, a heart to love, a mouth to

bless the Creator. He alone, then, is strictly obliged to do so;

because he alone is able to do so, and because he alone enjoys all

creatures at each instant, while no creatures ever enjoy him.

We see that without man all nature is dumb ; with him, on the

contrary, it sings an everlasting canticle of praise to the Creator.

By man's mind, it knows Him ; by man's heart, it loves him;

by man's mouth, it blesses him ; by man's freedom, it adores Him I

"What, then, is man in the midst of the universe ? He is as a high-

priest in a temple ; his victim is the world and himself ; the sword

that immolates it is his will ; the fire that consumes it is his love.

A worshipper, composed of a body, which unites him with material

creatures, and a soul which associates him with the angels; a

living abridgment of the universe, all whose perfections culmi

nate in him ; a high-priest, placed between visible and invisible

things ; a king, inferior only to the angels and God : man alone ful

fils, in its full extent, the object which God had in view in the

creation of the world. Man is commissioned by all other creatures

to pay, in their name, the debt which they owe to Him from whom

they have received their being. He is their life, their understand

ing, their heart, their voice, their mediator, their deputy. The less

religious they are of themselves, the more imperative is the duty

which they impose on man to be religious for them.1

After having made known to Adam his twofold dignity of king

and high-priest, God took him by the hand, and led him into the

magnificent abode prepared for him. It was a beautiful garden,

planted with all kinds of trees, and watered by a copious fountain,

from which flowed four great rivers. Two of these rivers are at

present unknown, the Gehon and Phison ; the other two still remain,

the Tigris and Euphrates.

Notwithstanding these particulars, no one at present can tell the

precise place where the terrestrial paradise was situated. But it is the

teaching of faith that it was a material place, situated on the eastern

part of our globe as regards us, and not far from Mesopotamia and

Armenia, where the Tigris and Euphrates still flow. To represent

the terrestrial paradise, like one of our gardens or parks, however

beautiful and extensive they may be, would be an erroneous idea.

The terrestrial paradise was immense : it seemed an abridgment

of the world.

In that wonderful place were assembled all kinds of creatures

• St. Oreg. Kot. Orat., 88.
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which the Lord God had drawn forth from nothingness—not only

plants, but fishes, birds, animals, living peaceably among them

selves, and perfectly submissive to man. The beasts, by their

gentleness and grace ; the fishes, by their sports ; the birds, by their

songs, and the exquisite variety of their brilliant plumage; the

flowers, by their gorgeous colours and perfume ; the plants, by their

strange qualities and vigorous growth; the trees, by their sweet

fruit, their magnificent figure, and their lovely foliage ; even the

serpent itself, which as yet possessed nothing repulsive : all contri

buted to embellish the abode of the king of nature. The paternal

goodness of God made an eternal spring reign there.1

It would be superfluous to extend the description of the

terrestrial paradise. All that we can say is, that it was worthy of

man, the king and high-priest of the universe, the visible represen

tative of the Creator of worlds. How solemn was the moment in

which our first father, guided by God Himself, entered his dwelling !

How bright was the day which illumined this triumphant entry 1

Without doubt, the seraphim, witnesses of this tender and sublime

spectacle, sang a new canticle, with accompaniments, on their

golden harp, and all nature responded in a shout of gladness !

How beautiful was man himself I To form an idea of it, ah !

let us not look on man at the present day, degraded by sin,

furrowed with wrinkles, discoloured by sadness, bending under the

weight of his sorrows, uncrowned, and fallen. Man to-day is only

a wreck, a ruin. But, at that time, like a statue of the richest and

purest metal, coming forth from the workshop with all the dazzling

splendour of gold, man was really perfect, a paragon of excellence.

He was beautiful, admirably beautiful, because he was the living

image of God, and nothing had yet* altered this image. As the

sun shines in a cloudless heaven at noon, so the grace and majesty

of God Himself shone in innocent man.

Soon a new spectacle succeeded the first: Adam was crowned

with honour and glory. What remained, except the ceremony of

investiture in connection with that magnificent empire of which

the Creator had made him ruler ? Accordingly, the Lord God

brought all the animals before Adam, that they might receive their

names from him, whose subjects they were to be. Adam imposed a

name on each, and this name expressed perfectly its character and

1 In paradiso omnia erant avicularam genera, que pulchritudine coalorum,

et duleedine concentus incredibiliter oblectabant hominem ; erant illic variorum

etiam animalium spectacula. Sed erant omnia mansueta, obedientia homini,

inter ne concorditer et pacifice yiventia. Serpens autem non erat tunc

horridui sed mitis et mansuetus. (S. Basil., ap, Cov. a Lap., in Gen., ii, 8.)

• Chrys., Homil. XT., ad pop. Antioch.
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qualities. They still bore these names when Moses wrote. What

ever name Adam gave to an animal was not only expressive of his

dominion over it, but illustrative of his profound acquaintance with

its nature, for to name is to define.

Henceforward, all the animals recognised the sway of man, and

submitted to it without constraint. It was so, as long as Adam re

mained faithful. Could it be otherwise ? The innocent Adam

ruled the world with justice and equity ; that is, he turned all

creatures towards the end for which God had drawn them from

nothingness, and placed them under his dominion. Each of them

served man as a step by which to ascend to the Creator. Each ot

them was a mirror in which were reflected to the eyes of man the

power, the wisdom and the goodness of the Creator. Every service

that they rendered him evoked from him an act of gratitude and

love towards God. Thus, the whole creation, descended from God,

ascended again continually to Him, through the intermediation of

man.

Since the fall, all things have been changed. Instead of raising

man to God, as pictures remind us of thepersons whomthey represent,

creatures too often serve only to make man lose the thought of God.

The fault is not theirs ; it is man's. We are heirs to the first man's

fault. On this account the sight and the enjoyment of the universe,

instead of awaking our gratitude, dissipate our minds. We make

use of the benefits that are showered on our heads and scattered

under our feet, like the stupid animal that greedily eats some

wholesome kernel without ever raising an eye towards the beneficent

hand that cast it down.

Still more, we employ creatures to degrade ourselves. They

become in our hands instruments of pride, avarice, and corruption

both for ourselves and others. We hold, in a state of oppression

(Rom. viii., 22), those creatures which we refer to ourselves alone,

and whose natural destination leads them necessarily to God. We

stop them on the way instead of employing them as guides. We

constrain them to lament in secret the order of Providence which

prevents them from withdrawing themselves from our depraved

use. We oblige them to entreat God to be delivered from the share

that we force them to take in our corruption.

Hence, first, all creatures, having become so many instruments

of sin in the hands of man, will become at the end of the world so

many instruments of the Divine vengeance, as slaves, who have

long been held captive, may be seen, on the day of their

liberation, bounding with fury, and breaking on the head of their

haughty and tyrannical master the chains with which he had

loaded them.
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Hence, secondly, all creatures await in sighs the general resur

rection, when the saints, no longer suhject to sin, will employ them

for the glory of God. Then will they be fully and eternally re

deemed from slavery, and will participate in the glory of the children

of God.'

Hence, thirdly, they will be purified at the end of the world by

fire. Sinners, caRt into hell, will no longer be in a condition to

contaminate creatures which they will no longer be allowed to use.

The just, fully and perfectly re-established in order, will take pos

session of the universe ; and heaven and earth, created only for

them, will be inhabited only by them. The whole creation will

fulfil its destiny by returning to God, who, as in the days of inno

cence, but in a yet more perfect manner, will be all in all."

Praye .

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having laden me

with glory and power. What shall I render Thee for the world,

which Thou hast given me ? But, above all, what shall I render

Thee for thy Blood, which Thou hast shed for me ?

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I shall

every day mortify some one of my senses.

LESSON xrv.

work op the six days (continued).

Continuation of the Sixth Day.—Happiness of Man in the State of

Innocence ; Creation of the Woman ; Society of Man with God ; Creation

of the Angels.

The image of God, a king, the great usufructuary, the high-

priest of the universe—man, coming forth from the hands of his

Creator, was enriched with all the natural gifts which the divine

liberality could bestow on a creature. These precious gifts were so

many means in the hands of man to arrive at a natural beatitude,

1 Rom., viii., 20 ; St. Aug., City of God b. XT., e. xvi. See the general

rhunti of the Catechism at the end of volume iv., where this matter is fully

explained according to the Fathers and Theologians.

> Pet., iii, 12 and IS.
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that is to say, at a happiness proportioned to his two-fold or corporal

and spiritual nature. For this purpose God granted them to him :

it was necessary only that man should make a good use of them—a

use conformable to the will of their Author.

We can easily understand that God, who is wisdom and goodness,

could not, in creating a free and reasonable creature like man, com

posed of a body and a soul, refuse him natural helps for the functions

of life, nor the means necessary for the fulfilment of the divine

orders, nor even a reward for his fidelity. The created nature of

man and the creative protection of God demanded these things.

But God did not owe to man an exemption from the miseries and

accidents of life, from infirmities and sicknesses, from old age and

death, from the combat of concupiscence, and the blandishments of

passion. Adam might have been created in this state of simple

nature, without having any reason to complain of his Creator, or

any ground to say that man was not good, because in all these im

perfections, natural to a finite being, there is no evil—of sin.

In this manner man might have arrived at a natural happiness,

that is, at the satisfaction of all his faculties. His mind would have

known, his heart would have loved God indirectly, or by means of

creatures, in which, as in a beautiful mirror, the divine power,

wisdom, and goodness were gloriously reflected. He would have

enjoyed his God during the time marked out for him by a

Providence as liberal in its rewards as it is wise in its counsels.

Such, we repeat, was the state of simple nature, in which man

might have been created : God, however did not will it so. Not

only should man come forth from His hands with all the privileges

and all the gifts of a perfect nature, exempt from misery and weak

ness, hut, moreover, destined for a supernatural end. This was, so

to speak, a new creation, which perfected the first.' Thanks to

this new benefit, his whole nature was exalted. It is no longer a

dark and secondary, but a clear, immediate, and intuitive vision of

his God, that must form his happiness.

This destiny, infinitely nobler than the first, required propor

tionate means for its attainment. God gave them, and Adam

received supernatural habits of all virtues, faith, hope, and charity,

new strength, greater knowledge, and a thousand other special

privileges, which placed him in a condition to arrive at his sublime

i Cum igitur gratis non tollat naturam, sed perflciat, oportet, -&c. (S. Th.,

p. 1., q. 1, art 8 ad 2.) Such would also appear to be the profound meaning ol

tbe seventeenth chapter of Eccleeiaaticus.

' See the pauagei from Benedict XIV. in the introduction to this work,

p. 8.
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If Adam had not fallen from this sublime state, he would,

without passing by the way of death, after loving, adoring,

and contemplating God for some time in creatures, as in a mirror

and through a veil, have gone, to behold that great Being face to

face, and as He is, in heaven, in the company of the angels.*

Thus, not only did man come forth from the hands of the

Creator adorned with all natural gifts and destined for a natural

happiness, but even enriched with all supernatural gifts and

destined to see God face to face. In a word, man at his creation,

was constituted in a state of grace and supernatural justice.*

In this purely gratuitous state, innocent man was perfectly

happy. According to the admirable saying of the Scripture, he was

upright (Fecit hominem rectum) ; that is, he was in perfect order.

His reason was subject to God; the inferior powers of his soul

and body were subject to reason.3 His mind knew clearly every

thing which it should know; his heart loved, with a strong, pure,

and tranquil love, everything that it should love, and nothing:

which it should not love ; his body enjoyed a perpetual health and

youth. All this was only the beginning of a much greater

happiness in heaven, that is to say, of a clearer knowledge and a

more perfect love.

Such was man, as he came forth from thy hands, 0 God I and

as he knew himself. We may imagine what were the transports of

his gratitude and love, on seeing that which his Creator had done

for him, within him and without him—on considering that which

was prepared for him in the present and in the future life.

So many benefits were still insufficient for the inexhaustible

1 In stalu innocentias homo fuisset incorrnptibilii et immortalii (8. Th.,

p. 1, q. 97, art. 1, corp.) This immortality was a grace. Hence the condemna

tion of the proposition of Baius: Immortatitaa primi hoviinis non eral gratite

beneficwm, sed naturalis conditio,

2 Such is the doctrine of St, Thomas, p. 1, q. 95, art. 1, corp. ; of St.

Augustine, de Corvept et Gratia, eput. ili, ad Irentetim, &c. &c. Homo et

Angelus, says St. Thomas, xqualiter ordinantur ad Gratiam. Sed Augelua

creatus est in gratia. Dicit cnim August., de Civ. Dfi, lib xie, c. iz., quod,

" Deus simul ernt in eis condens nnturom et largiens gratinm." Ergo et homo

creatus fuit in gratia. Jbid.—Alii vero dicunt quod primus homo non fuit

creatus in gratia; sed tamen postmudum gratia fuit ei collata antequam

peccaewt. Haec sententia non reprobatur ut erronea. Nam Concilium

Tridentinum dicendo, sess., v., can. 1, in quo constitutus fuerat, non vero in

quo creatus, ita decretum attemperavit ut in fide catholica tradenda, nullis

scholarum sententiis aut favere aut distrahere videatur, ut observat Pallav.

Hist Cone. Trid.—Quidquid sit, fide certum est primos parentes in statu

justitite et sanctitatis constitutes a Deo fuisse, quod constat ex Scripture,

88. Patribus, et decreto Cone. Trid.

• S. Thos., ubi supra.
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goodness of the Divinity. God 'wished to double the happiness of

man by giving him a companion, who should share it with him.

Free from jealousy and passion, forming only one heart and soul,

these two innocent creatures, in the communication of their

thoughts, their sentiments, the delightful impressions of their grati

tude, should increase their mutual felicity, and assist each other to

advance every day in perfection.

When, then, all the animals had passed before Adam, and he

had imposed a name on each of them, the Creator wrapped him in

a mysterious sleep. He selected this time to create a spouse for

man. The omnipotent Artificer took away, without pain, one of

the sleeping Adam's ribs, and filled up its place with flesh As

from a little slime He had formed the body of man, so from his rib

He formed another body, to which He united a rational soul : He

thus created the woman, endowed with the same advantages, and

elevated to the same supernatural state as the first man.

She was the first object presented by God to the father

of the human race, when he awoke, informing him of the

manner in which she had been made, and that she was a part of

himself. At this sight, at this account, Adam, who had not found

a being like himself among all those which had passed under his

eyes, cried out : " This is bone of my bone, and flesh of my flesh ;

wherefore, a man shall leave father and mother and shall cleave to

his wife ; and they shall be two in one flesh."1

God, in His turn, addressing these two new creatures, destined

to be His first images on the earth and the first parents of all men,

said to them : " Increase and multiply ; fill the whole extent of the

earth.'"

It was thus that God, associating woman with man, gave a

i Gen. ii, 23.

• Id., xxh., 28. The unity of the human race is a fact for which modern

sciences have avenged the attacks of encyclopedian ignorance and impiety,

(i ). The traditions of the different peoples are unanimous on this point. (See

Cosinog. de Moise ; Soirtes de Montlhiry, &o. &c.) (ii). Calculations of great

simplicity have demonstrated that a single couple has sufficed for the propaga

tion of toe human race. (Soirfcs de Montlhtry, p. 204.) (iii.) The varieties of

colour and conformation are only accidental, and are very well explained by the

difference of climates and habits. ( Cosmog., p. 332 et suiv.) (iv.) Indepen

dently of the Mosaic account, science at present believes that it has a right to

conclude from its researches, that men were not simultaneously placed on the

earth at different points, but that they radiated from one man over the globe

the vast extent of which should, at a later period, be peopled by their de

scendants ; and, also, that Asia was the primitive country, the cradle of the

human race. This division of land, one of the chief of the Old World, pre

sents both the highest plains and peaks on the surface of the earth. (Cosmog.,

p. 33, et sniv. Livre de la Hature, t. iii., 105.)
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queen to the visible world, and instituted the holy society of

marriage, which, from the beginning, consisted in the indissoluble

union of one man with one woman, for the continuation of the

human race. It follows, hence, that divorce is contrary to the

primitive institution of marriage. If God tolerated it in the time

of the Old Law, it was only with regret, and on account of the

hard-heartedness of the carnal Jews.1 Accordingly, the Eternal

Word, the Restorer of all things, hastened, after His appearance on

the earth, to abolish divorce, and to re-establish conjugal union in its

primitive state. Blessed change ! which restored to the family its

happiness and dignity, and to society peace and order.

God then said to our first parents, and through them to the whole

human race, " Rule over the fishes of the sea, the fowls of the air.

and all living creatures that move upon the earth. Behold ]

have given you every herb bearing seed upon the earth, and all trees

that have in themselves seed of their own kind to be your meat ;

and to all beasts of the earth . . . that they may have to feed upon."*

These words give man a right to the plants and the fruits of

the earth ; but he renders himself unworthy *f the gifts of God if

he abuses them, or is ungrateful for them. These words also secure

nourishment to the animals. And hence, from the moment in which

they were pronounced, the earth has never ceased to produce the

nourishment necessary for the subsistence of the millions of living

creatures that inhabit it. The omnipotent virtue of the word of

God has placed an admirable harmony between the food of each

animal and its appetite. Wheat has the property of nourishing

man; and grass of nourishing the horse and the elephant. So

that a bundle of hay, from which one could never draw as

much nourishment as would preserve the life of an infant,

suffices to maintain the existence of the largest and the strongest

animals.

All things that breathe turn their eyes towards Hue, 0 Lord !

says the Royal Prophet all creatures expect of Thee that TJiou give

them food at a convenient time ; Thou wilt open thy hand, andfill them

with the effects of thy goodness. The cares of thy providence extend

even to the smallest birds. Shall we, who are created to Thine

image and likeness, have so little faith as to fear that Thou wilt ever

forget us ?

In the midst of the terrestrial paradise, in which God had

established our first parents, were two trees, remarkable among all

the rest. The first was the tree of life ; the second, which has

1 See Du Divorce dam la Synagogue, by M. Drach.
• Gen. i., 28-30. •Pial.ciii.
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become so sadly celebrated, was the tree of the knowledge of good and

evil.

The first was so called because its fruits contained a vivifying

property, capable of preserving and restoring the failing strength of

man. For man, though destined by a gratuitous privilege not to

die, would still have grown weak, enfeebled, exhausted even, if he

had not such a preservative against the infirmity and decay

inseparable from his nature. St. Augustine says admirably well

that the tree of life was a figure of the Word Incarnate, whose

vivifying flesh maintains the life of the soul, and communicates im

mortality to it.

The second tree was destined to put the fidelity of our first parents

to the test. They had already a knowledge of good ; nothing was

wanting to them but the experimental knowledge of evil : sad

knowledge ! which was wholly unnecessary either for their happiness

or their perfection.

"We now see Adam and Eve established in the terrestrial

paradise, endowed with all the advantages, and invested with all

the authority, that became the king and the queen of the world.

Up to this time the Creator had only spoken to them of their

prerogatives. It was just that man should be reminded of his

condition. Created free, he should, by the dependent acts of his

will, merit the eternal recompense which was promised to him. More

over, if he was the king of the earth, he was also a vassal of

heaven : in this character, he should render homage to his Lord.

By thanksgiving and love he should refer back to God the whole

creation which had come forth from God. Such was his mission ; such

was the fundamental condition of his royalty, of his very existence.

By a new mark of goodness, God, who might have required from

His noble subject numerous and difficult kinds of homage, was con

tent with asking one solitary external act of good will. " This

vast universe," said He to our first parents, " belongs to you; the

sea with its fishes, the earth with its plants and animals, the air

with its birds, are yours ; this garden of delights, in which I have-

placed you, is for your use ; eat of the fruit of all the trees, which

my hand hath planted—I except only one : the tree of the know

ledge of good and evil. You shall not touch it. The day in which

you violate my prohibition you shall die."

What could be more just in itself than such a command ?

What easier to fulfil ? Could anything be better calculated to

secure its observance than the terrible threat with which God

accompanied it ? You shall die : that is, your body shall die, and

your soul shall die another kind of death still more frightful ; and

you shall remain dead, or separated from Me, for all eternity ; not
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only shall yon yourselves die, if you prevaricate, but you shall con

demn all your posterity to death also, while, on the other hand, if

you be faithful, you shall secure to yourselves for ever the privileges

This precept was a kind of summary of all the duties of man."

His fidelity in complying with it should bo the sacred bond that

would unite him for ever with God. Constituted at his creation

in a state of supernatural justice, he had all the graces necessary

for its observance. Let him show himself ever faithful and obedient,

and the long chain of beings, of which he is the first link, being

attached to God, then, peace to man, glory to God, harmony and

order to the universe will result.

0 father of the human race ! love this easy precept, love it for

God, love it for thyself, love it for us, love it for itself—yes, love it

for itself, for it is the fundamental title of thy glory.

The last trait of the greatness of man and of his superiority over

the animals, is the intercourse which he holds with his Creator by

religion. The observance of a precept was, in regard to our first

parents, an essential condition of this august society. Wrapped in

the thickest clouds, the animals are ignorant of the hand that

formed them. They enjoy existence, and never think on the Author

of their life. Man alone rises to the divine source of all things ;

and, prostrate at the foot of the throne of God, worthily adores that

ineffable Goodness which created him.

In consequence of the eminent perfections bestowed on our

nature, God vouchsafes to reveal Himself to man : He guides us by

the hand in the ways of happiness. The various laws which we

have received from the Supreme Wisdom resemble so many bright

lamps placed at regular distances along the road which conducts

from time to eternity. Enlightened by these heavenly lights, man

advances in the career of glory—already he seizes the crown of life—

and encircles with it his immortal brow.

Adam, who felt himself full of courage and penetrated with

gratitude, probably iegarded the law of abstinence from a single

fruit as a light trial on his virtue, and, perhaps, imagined the ad

vantages attached to so easy a precept henceforward secure for his

1 Aug., Civ. Dei, ii, 438, 474.

, Quia ergo contemptus est Deus jubem, qui creaverat, qui ad suam

imaginem fecerat, qui caeterifl animalibus praeposuerat, qui in panidiso oonsti-

tuerat, qui rerum omnium oopiam salubaque praestiterat, qui praeceptia hoc

pluribui, nee grandibus, nec difficilibus oneraverat, sed uno brevissimo alque

levissimo ad obedientiae salubritatem adminiculaverat, quo earn creaturam, cui
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posterity. Alas ! he did not know to what a temptation his fidelity

should soon be exposed.

God, whose power is infinite, and whose wisdom sported itself

at the creation of the world, had drawn many kinds of creatures

from nothingness. Some, visible and purely material, as earth,

water, minerals, plants ; others, at once visible and invisible,

material and spiritual, men ; and others, again, invisible and purely

spiritual, angels.

Thus, there were no leaps in nature, no breaks in the magnificent

chain of beings. All the links were connected by relations more and

more perfect, until, on our arrival at man, this chain dazzles our weak

reason by the greatness of its glory. But the chain of creation

does not terminate with man ; he is not, he cannot be, the brightest

link.

God is the source of life. He scatters it abroad in every form :

vegetative, animal, intellectual. According as life is more or less

perfect, it marks the hierarchy of beings. Now, it becomes

more perfect, in proportion as a being approaches nearer to God,

in other words, is less material and more spiritual. If, then, man

sees below him myriads of creatures less perfect than himself,

millions of other creatures appear above him, more perfect than he :

and among these, again, are various degrees of perfection, according

as they approach nearer to the Ocean of all perfection.

In that world, which is vastly superior to ours, and whose

extent bears as little relation perhaps to the visible world as the

sun to a grain of sand, the celestial hierarchies shine like so many

resplendent galaxies. There beam on all sides the angelic choirs.

In the centre of these august hosts shines the Sun of Justice, the

Orient from on high, from whom all the stars borrow their light and

their splendour. Celestial hierarchies ! annihilate yourselves in

the presence of the Eternal ! for your existence is from Him.

The Eternal is from Himself, He is who is. He alone possesses

the plenitude of being ; you possess only its shadow. Your per

fections are streams ; the infinitely perfect Being is an ocean, an

abyss into whish the cherubim dare not look !

Such is the angelic world. Its creation is, beyond question, the

most beautiful work of the six days. To pass it over in silence

would be to mutilate our explanations. Moreover, this world has

so great an influence on our own, touches us so closely, that nothing

can be more interesting for us than to study its inhabitants and

wonders : a knowledge of its history is necessary for the compre

hension of our own.

Besides, before taking up one's residence in a city, or joining a

coummnity, a person seeks to know something of those with whom
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he must spend his life. Now, we are to dwell eternally with the

angels in heaven ; we are to become like them : let us begin, then,

to use the words of a great Pope to make some acquaintance with

them.1

I. Their Nature. The angels are intelligent and invisible

creatures, purely spiritual, and superior to man. Faith teaches

that there are good and bad angels. Their existence is even a neces

sity of the creation. " The decree of the creation being supposed,"

says St. Thomas (p. 1, q. 1., art. 1), " the existence of certain incor- ~

poreal creatures is a necessity. In fact, the principal end of the,

creation is good. Good or perfection consists in the resemblance of

the created being with the Creator, of the effect with the cause.

The resemblance of the effect with the cause is perfect, when the

effect imitates the cause according to its manner of production.

Now, God produced the creature by the intellect and the will. The

perfection of the universe, therefore, requires that it should have

intellectual and incorporeal creatures.

Thus, that there are angels, and that the angels are personal

beings, and not myths or figures, is a truth, taught by revelation,

confirmed by reason, and attested by the belief of the human race.

Nearly every page of the Scripture speaks of their existence.*

Beings perfectly intellectual in their nature, the angels have nothing

to learn from material creatures, and a body would be useless to

them. It follows, hence, that they cannot, like human souls, be

essentially united to bodies, and become one person with them.

From the air or some other pre-existing matter, they can, neverthe

less, assume bodies, and give themselves an accidental form.

The appearance of angels under sensible forms is a fact con

tinually repeated from the beginning of the world, both in the Old

and the New Testament, in the History of the Church, and the

Lives of the Saints. These apparitions are not mere imaginary

visions. An imaginary visi o npasses only in the mind of him who

sees it : it escapes others. Now, the angels who appeared to

Abraham were distinctly seen by the patriarch, by his family, by

Lot, and by the inhabitants of Sodom. In the same manner, the

archangel Raphael, who appeared to Tobias, was seen by him, by

his wife, by his son, by Sara, and by all Sara's family.

Since the angels have no bodies, it follows that they are

1 In reaurrectione erunt sicut angeli Dei. (Matth., xxii.) Ineamus amicitiam

cum angelis. (S. Leo.)

Differently from our usual mode, we give the texts of the Councils and the

Fathers here entire ; the reason is 'easily understood.

3 Angelos pene oinnes sacri eloquii paginae testantur. (8. Greg., Hoiuil.

rriv. t» Evang.)
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incorruptible and endowed with a beauty, an intelligence, an agility,

and a strength, altogether incomprehensible to man. Free from lan

guors and maladies, they have no need of nourishment or repose ;

they know neither the weaknesses of infancy nor the infirmities of

>ld age.

They are beautiful. God is perfect beauty, and the fountain of

all beauty. The more a being resembles Him, the more beautiful it

is. The soul is more beautiful than the body, because it is a more

perfect image of the eternal Beauty. The angel, in its turn,

because an incomparably more perfect image of this Beauty, is

incomparably more beautiful than the human soul. We have an in

stinct of the angelic beauty ; for, to denote the highest degree of

sensible beauty, we say : beautiful as an angel.

They are intelligent. The beauty of the angels is the radiance

of their essential perfection, and their essential perfection is intel

ligence. Who will tell us its extent ? St. Thomas replies: "The

angelic intelligence is godlike, that is, the angel acquires a know

ledge of the truth, not by the sight of sensible things nor by

reasoning, but by intuition or a simple glance."1 In possession of a

principle, the angels immediately know what it contains, even to its

most remote consequences. Thus, there can be no falsehood, or

error, or deception in the mind of an angel.* The knowledge of

the angels extends to all the truths of the natural order. The

whole universe, heaven and earth, have nothing hidden in theh

regard ; and, since they are confirmed in grace, they know the

greater number of truths in the supernatural order.3

We say the greater number, for, until the Day of Judgment, the

angels will receive no new communications on the government of the

world, and especially on the salvation of the predestined.4

Thus, our Lord, speaking of His second coming, says that even

the angels do not know its day or its hour. There are also other

things of which God has reserved the secret to Himself alone.

Such, for example, is the perfect knowledge of hearts, and of

future events, which depend on the free concurrence of wills. This

knowledge is an incommunicable prerogative of the Divinity.*

I Von acquirit intelligibilem veritatem ex varietate rerum compositarum ;

non intelliget veritatem intelligibilium discursive, sed simplici intuitu. (P. 2a.

2*., q. 180, art. 6, ad. 2).

' Igitur per se non potest esse falsitas, aut error, aut deceptio in intellectu

alicujua angeli. (F. I., q. 58, art. 5, corp.)

i q. 106, art. 4.

« 8. Thos., p. i., q. 106, art. 4, ad, 3.

• Praescius rerum et cordium cognitor eet solus Deus : nec enim vel angeli

cordis abscondita aut futura videre possunt. (Ath., quxet. S3, ad Antiochenos)

VOL. L 17
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But if the angels have not a positive knowledge of the secrets ot

hearts, we must admit that they are much better able than we are

to form a conjecture from external signs.1 This conjectural know

ledge extends also to future events.

They are agile. A finite angel, in its nature, cannot be every

where at the same time ; but such is the rapidity of its movements,

that it may almost be regarded as ubiquitous. The angel, says

8t. Thomas, is not composed of different natures, so that the

movement ofthe one might be hindered or retarded by the movements

ofthe other ; as happens with man, in whom the movement of the soul

is restrained by the organs of the body. Now, as no obstacle retards

or hinders the angel, it moves with all the plenitude of its strength.

In its regard space disappears. Hence, it can pass from place to

place in the twinkling of an eyei without any intervening lapse of

time.

They are strong. Like their other qualities, the strength of the

angels takes its rise from the essence of their being, which partici

pates more abundantly than any other in the Divine Essence—

infinite strength. Accordingly, the strength of the angel surpasses

everything that we know of strength in nature, and it is exercised

over the world and over man.

Over the world : There are angels who impart motion, to it.

Material creatures, inert of their own nature, are created to be set

in motion by spiritual creatures, as our body by our soul (St. Thorn.,

p. 1, q. 110, art. 8). Such is the strength of the angels that one of

them would suffice to put the whole planetary system in motion,

and to carry the most enormous bodies wherever it desired with a

rapidity that baffles all calculation. If, then, God permitted it, an

angel could easily throw the world into confusion, or transport a

whole city from one place to another, as happened with the holy

House of Loretto, which angels carried from Nazareth to Dalmatia,

and from Dalmatia to the place where it now receives the homage

of the Catholic world.*

Over man : In virtue of the gTeat law of subordination,

spiritual beings of an inferior order are subjected to the action of

spiritual beings of a superior order. Hence, man is subjected,

Daemones possunt miraculasimulare et apparenter facere ; praescientiam autem

futurorum et praedictionem evidentem nullus habet, neque angel us, et quanto

minus diemones. (Theophilact., in cap. 1, Joannis).

1 Non debemus opinari dtemonee occulta cordis rimari, sed ex corporis habitu

et gestibus Estimate quid versemus interius. (Hier.)

'Et sic angelus in uno instanti potest esse in uno loco, et in alio instant! in

alio loco, nullo tempore intermedio ezistente. (3. Thos., p. L, q. 63, art. 3,

ad 3 ; et q. 62, art. 6, corp.)
• Viguier, last., Theol., p. 81.
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body and soul, to the angelic powers, and they are not subjected to

him. It would be necessary to run through the whole Scripture if

one desired to adduce the various operations of angels on the body

ofman. Let us merely mention the prophet Habacuc, carried by an

angel from Palestine to Babylon, in order to bring some food to

Daniel, shut up in the lions' den ; the army of Sennacherib, king of

Assyria, of which a hundred and eighty-five thousand men were cut

to pieces by an angel in one night ; the exterminating angel, to

whom a few moments sufficed for the destruction of the first-born

of all men and beasts (except those of the Israelites) throughout

the whole extent of the kingdom of Egypt; all the inhabitants of

Sodom, struck blind by the angel who delivered Lot.

As for the soul, the angels can, and really do, act on it, in a

manner—now ordinary, now extraordinary—to an extent which it

is difficult to realise. The understanding owes its most precious

light to them. " Revelations of divine things," says the great St

Denis, " come to men through the ministry of angels."1 Every

page of the Old and New Testament, from first to last, justifies the

words of the illustrious disciple of St. Paul. Abraham, Lot,

Jacob, Moses, Gedeon, Tobias, the Machabees, the Blessed

Virgin, St. Joseph, the Holy Women, the Apostles, are instructed

and directed by these appointed spirits as administrators over man

and over the world. We shall soon see that the Guardian Angel

fulfils, in a less remarkable way, no doubt, but not less really, the

same duties in regard to the soul confided to its care.

As to angelic operation on the human will, the universal

experience of mankind testifies how many inspirations of good

angels are efficacious in leading us to virtue, and, on the other

hand, how often the suggestions of the wicked angels are efficacious

in leading us to vice. The devils fascinate the imagination with

deceitful representations, which hide the deformity of evil and give

it the semblance of good ; they agitate all the inferior part of the

soul, and excite concupiscence. But the good angels disperse the

mists of error and the dark clouds of the passions, lead back the

senses to their original purity, and produce a kind of internal light

in the soul, by means of which the soul is enabled to see things in

their true character.3 Such are, in their nature, the admirable

creatures whom we call the good angels ; and one day we shall be

like them, intelligent, beautiful, agile, and strong.5 0 man I what

thought more capable of moving thy heart ?

1 Bevelationea diWnorum perveniunt ad homines mediantibua angelis.

(Ooeleat. Hierarch., c. iv.)

* S. Tho., p. i., q. 106, art. 2, corp. ; q. 3, art. 3 et \, corp., 4c.

a Matth., Jaii., 30.
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The angels were created' at the same time as heaven and

earth : such is the formal doctrine of the Church.* But what day

of the great week illumined their birth ? The answer to this

question matters little. St. Augustine and St. Gregory think that

the angels were created at the same time as the heavens.

As for the rest, if Moses has not been more explicit regarding

the creation of the angels, the reason is, according to St. Thomas

and the two holy doctors whom we have just cited, because he had

grounds to fear that the Jewish people, whose propensity towards

idolatry was known to him, might take occasion from their

acquaintance with the matter to introduce some superstitious

worship.3 It may bIbo be said that God did not wish we should

know more regarding the angels than He has been pleased to reveal

to us, lest our actual condition should make us find something dan

gerous in it. Finally, it may be added, with the generality of

interpreters, that the principal object which Moses had in view was

to relate the order of the creation of the visible world.*

2. The Bad Angels. All the angels were created in a state of

innocence and justice,5 but they were no more impeccable than

man. Being free, they should, like man, undergo a trial. The

beatific vision, and immutability in good, were the recompense

which they should gain by a proper use, with the assistance of

grace, of their free will. God, therefore, subjected them to a trial.

Every trial, before being meritorious, must be essentially costly or

painful. What was the trial of the angels ?

Decreed from all eternity, the dogma of the Incarnation of the

Word was, in due time, proposed to them for their adoration.

Human nature preferred to the angelic nature ! An obligation to

adore a Man-God—their Inferior become their Superior. At this

revelation the pride of Lucifer rebelled. He cried out : " I protest

against it. Are we to be cast down ? I will ascend. Is my throne

to be lowered ? I will raise it above the stars. I will ait on the

1 Ulud evidenter divinus sermo declarat, Deque post sidera product**

immutabilis sententia, ante ccelum et terrain nihil omnino conditarum rerum

exstitisse, quoniam in principio creavit Deus caelum et terrain, ut illud sit

creandi principium, ante quod creatis ex rebus omnino nulla fuerat. (Epiph.,

Hares, LXV.)

'See the Third Council of Lateran.

» Ne populo rudi cui lex proponebatur idololatriee daretur occaaio, si pluree-

spirituales substantias super omnes corporeas introdueeret sermo divinus.

(Thom., Opuecul.)

* Hieron, Epist. cxxxix.
•Si quis dicit diabolum non fuisse primo angelum bonum a Deo creatum,

anathema git. (Cone. Bracar., c. vii.)

angelos, neque ante coelura terramque
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mountain of the covenant. It ia I and no other that shall be like

the Most High."1 One third of the angels of various hierarchies

answered: " We also protest against it."

At these words an archangel, no less brilliant than Lucifer, cried

out : " Who is like to God ? Who can refuse to believe and to adore

that which He proposes for the faith and adoration of His creatures ?

I believe and I adore." The majority of the celestial hierarchies

answered: "We also believe, and we also adore." Such is the

great battle that took place in heaven, and of which St. John

speaks in these terms: "There was a great battle in heaven;

Michael and his angels fought with the dragon ; and the dragon

fought and his angels."*

These few words contain treasures of light. In them, and in

them alone, is found the real origin of evil. Punished as soon as

guilty, Lucifer and his adherents, changed into horrible devils, were

precipitated into the depths of hell, which their pride had dug for

them.3

Here, let us admire, with humble gratitude, the wide difference

which the Divine Mercy placed between them and us. The door of

penance is open to men during the whole time of their life, while

the bad angels found themselves, immediately after their fall, in

that state in which sinful men will find themselves immediately

after their death.* The eternal damnation of the reprobate angels,

like that of men, consists in the loss of the beatific intuitive vision

and in the pain of fire. It is needless to seek for any other proofs

on the matter, besides these words of our Lord to the wicked :

Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, which was prepared

for the devil and his angels. They have suffered this punishment

since the moment of their fall, as sinners suffer it from the moment

of their death.1

1 1«., dt, 13-14.

Et factum est praslium magnum in ccelo ; Michael et angeli ejus prslia-

bantur cum dracone ; et draco pugnabat et angeli ejus. (Apoc., xii. 7.)

3 Simul fuit peccatum angeli persuasio et consensus ; sicut est accensio

eandelas, Uluminatio aeris et visio, quae omnia sunt instantanea. (8. Tho., In Sent.,

lib. ii., dist. 6, art. 2 ; 2 Pet. ii., 4.) On the trial of the angels, and every

thing that concerns the angelic world, see proofs and details m our Traitt au

Sai7i( -Esprit, to. 1, ch. 1. to xiv.

* 2 Pet., ii.—Solus homo inter creaturas intellectuales potuit pcenitentiam

agendo venia dignus effici posse. (Greg. Nys., lib. i. Phil., e. v.) Quod homini-

bus mors est, angelus est casus. (Joan Damas. 1. ii., c. rO

i Aliqui dizerunt ad diem judicii differri rxenam sensibilem tarn daemonum

quam animarum, et similiter beatitudinem sanctorum, quod est erroneum.

(Th., p. i. q. 64, art. 4, ad 3.)
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having crowned

our first parents with bo much glory and happinesS. I thank Thee

for having made us so great, as to establish us, by means of

religion, in communication with Thee : grant us the grace to cany

faithfully Thy amiable yoke.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, IthaR

every day make an act of humility.

LESSON XV.

woek of the six DATs (continued).

End of the Sixth Day.—Malice of the Bad Angels. Demoniacal Practices :

Somnambulism, Magnetism, Spiritism ; Power and Habitation of the Bad

Angels. The Good Angels, their Number, their Hierarchies. Offices of

the Good Angels : they praise God. They preside over the government of

the visible and the invisible world ; they keep guard over the Human

Bace, over Empires, over each Church, over the Universal Church, over

each one of us. Greatness of Man.

1. Malice of the Angels. If the dogma of the Incarnation,

considered in itself, suffices to explain the fall of the angels, it

explains this fall still better, when viewed in its effects. On the

one hand, this mystery is the foundation or the keystone of the

whole divine plan ; on the other, it is the special object of the

eternal hatred of Satan. What evil had our first parents done the

demon, to become the object of his hatred ? None. "What, then,

was the cause of that murderous hatred which condemned them to

innumerable miseries in this life and to death eternal? Satan

pursued, persecuted, and hated in them the Eternal Word, whose

privileged friends and brethren they should become, by means of

the Incarnation.

That which Satan did against our first parents, he does against

us. On earth, as in heaven ; over the whole extent of the globe, as

in the terrestrial paradise; to-day, as at the beginning of time, and

on to the end of ages : it is always the Word made Flesh that

Satan pursues in human nature. " The sin of Lucifer and his

angels,'" says a celebrated commentator, "was a sin of ambi

tion. Having a knowledge of the mystery of the Incarna-

ion, it was only with jealousy they beheld human nature exalted

* Corn, a Lapidt on Apoc, xii. 4.
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above angelic nature. Hence, their hatred against the Son of

the Woman, that is, our Lord Jesus Christ; their war in heaven;

and the war which they still wage to the utmost on earth.1

This bloody, incessant war alone explains the grand enigma

which we call the life of man in this valley of tears. Unable to

prevent or oppose the decree of the hypostatic union between the

divine and human nature, Lucifer and his satellites are continually,

and in a singular manner, endeavouring to frustrate its effects.

From their poisonous mouths they breathe into the world three

great errors, to which all the errors of both ancient and modern

times may be referred. These three monstrous errors, which have

unceasingly tended to predominate over the human race, are:

Pantheism, Materialism, and Rationalism. These three errors may

be comprised in one, which is their beginning and their end,

namely, Satanism.

As is easily seen, these errors tend to render radically impos

sible the belief in the dogma of the Incarnation. Pantheism : if

all things are God, the Incarnation is useless. Materialism : if all

things are matter, the Incarnation is absurd. Rationalism : if the

highest wisdom is to believe in reason alone, then the Incarnation is

chimerical. Thus, the Incarnate God is the eternal object of the

hatred of Satan. Here is the origin of heresies, schisms, per

secutions, of temptations of individual persons, and of social

revolutions. In other words, this is the explanation of the great

battle, which, once commenced in heaven, is continued on earth, to

end in an eternity of happiness or of misery.

Thus, the constant occupation of the bad angels is to tempt

man, in order to frustrate the ends of the Incarnation. " The

devil," says the apostle St. John,3 " is that great dragon, that old

serpent, who is called Satan, and who seduces the whole world."

And St. Peter : " The devil is like a roaring lion, that goes about

night and day seeking whom to devour."' The hatred of these

reprobate spirits against man is so great that the injury which they

do to themselves, through the shame of their defeat, is not capable of

diminishing their fury. " They even attack," says St. Chrysostom

'Idcirco enim insectus est puerum masculum quem peperit mulier, puta

Christum, ob eumque in ccelo cum Michaels dimicavit, volens eum morti

tradere, quia invidit ei hanc unionem. Omno enim ejus bellum est contra

puerum hunc, adeoque duellum quod cum eo inchoarit in ccelo, illud ipsum

continuat jugiter in terra. (Cor. a Lap., in Apoc, xii. 14.)

■ Draco ille magnus, serpens antiquus, qui Tocatur Diabolus et Satanns, qui

aeducit umversum orbem. (Apoc., xii. 9.)

3 Adrersarius vester Diabolus, tanquam leo rumens circuit, qucerens quem

deroret. (1 Pet., t. 8.)
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" those whom they have no hope of vanquishing, through the sole

motive of wearying them, disquieting them, and troubling them, if

they can do nothing else."1

The whole man is the object of the devil's hatred. Not content

with destroying our soul by sin, he brings upon us all the temporal

evils in his power. Hence, the Scripture calls him the great mur

derer. Death, which he introduced into the world by the

introduction of sin ; the excesses to which he was carried against

Job—houses overthrown, flocks scattered, children deprived of life

in one day, whether by fire from heaven or earthquakes, or violence

of winds, and, in addition to all, Job's body covered with ulcers

from head to foot ; the corporal vexations, by which he torments

the possessed ; the human sacrifices, which he has required from all

ancient, and still requires from all idolatrous, nations ; his

apparitions, under frightful forms to so many solitaries ; his threats,

always followed by their effects, when God does not arrest his fury :

all are so many proofs of that enemy whose hatred was announced

at the beginning of the world, and which never grows old.3

The devils not only hate man in his person, but they also detest

him and attack him in his goods, and in the elements necessary for

his existence and his security. A great portion of the evils that

afflict us come from these malevolent spirits. In union with all

other bodies of men, even pagans, the Church has always believed

in the dreadful power which God has left to the devils over creatures,

andintheuse which theymake of this power to injuremankind. Hence,

among pagans formerly, as among idolaters at the present day, we find

sacrifices and expiations to appease malicious divinities. Hence, in the

Church, we find prayers, exorcisms, blessings on creatures, particu

larly on those which are to serve for the administration of the

Sacraments and the general requirements of Religion.

The jealous hatred with which the devil is animated against the

Word Incarnate, and against us, leads him not only to do to man

all the spiritual and temporal injury that lies in his power, but

even to usurp the place of the Divine Mediator, by having himself

adored as God. Such was, and such still is, the nature of idolatry.

Under a thousand forms, and by a thousand artifices, the bad

angels have succeeded in securing for themselves divine honours.

We have seen all ancient peoples, the Jewish excepted, prostrate

before their altars. Even at this day, in Hindustan, in Japan, in

China, in Tibet, in Africa, Lucifer takes from the Word Incarnate

that place which he could not snatch from Him in heaven. All the

gods of the nations, says the prophet, are demons : omnes dii gentium

1 Homil. de Lacar. Gen., iii. 15.
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dcemonia. " Nothing," says Eusebias (Preep. Evang., b. vii., c. xvi.)

" proves better the hatred of the demons against God than their

rage to pass for gods, carrying away in His sight the homages that

are due to Him. It is on this account that they employ divinations

and oracles, striving to draw men from the worship of the true God,

and to plunge them into the bottomless abyss of impiety and

atheism."

2. Power of the Bad Angels. The hatred of the angels is set in

motion by a power, the extent of which it is impossible to calculate.

Beauty excepted, the bad angels still retain all their natural gifts.

"Although the devil," says St. Gregory the Great, "has lost hap

piness, still he has not lost the excellence of his nature, whose

energy surpasses that of men."'

St. Thomas teaches the same doctrine. " The angels," says this

great doctor, " are not like a man that one can punish by taking

away his hand or his foot: simple beings, one can take away

nothing from their nature. Hence, this axiom of St. Denis : the

natural gifts remain entire with the fallen angels. Consequently,

their natural faculty to know has not been in the least altered by

their revolt."'

It is the same with their other natural qualities: agility and

strength. The natural intelligence of the fallen angels, like that of

the good angels, is deiform. We must understand hereby that they

know the truth in the twinkling of an eye, without reasoning,

without effort, in itself, and in all its consequences. In their regard

no error can be possible, except in things of the supernatural order,

or that God Himself limits their knowledge.3

As for the.future, their knowledge far surpasses ours. If there

is question of things which must necessarily happen in the future,

the demons know them in their cause with certainty. It is much the

same with future contingencies, which most frequently happen, the

demons know them by conjecture, as the physician may know before

hand the death or the recovery of his patient. Among the demons this

1 Quamris enim interns felicitatis beatitudinem perditet, naturae tamen

sua magnitudinem non amisit, cujus adhuc viribus omnia humana superat.

(Moral, lib. xxxiv., c, xvii.) '

•Dicnysius dicit (De div. nomin., c. 1) quod, "data sunt dntnonibus

aliqua dona, quae nequaquam mutata esse dicimus ; sed sunt integra et splen-

didissima." Propter simplicitatem autem suae substantias a natura ejus aliquid

eubtrabi non potest ; ut sic per subtractionem naturalium puniatur, siout homo

funitur per subtractionem manus aut pedis, autalicujus bujuimodi. Etideo dicit

Honysiua (ut supra) quod dona naturalia in eis integra manent. (F. i., q. 64, art,

corp.)
• Dteinones in bis que naturaliter ad rem pertinent, non decipiuntur ; sed

decipi possunt quantum ad ea quae supernaturalia sunt. (P. i., q. 58, art. 5,

corp.)
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conjectural knowledge approaches bo much the nearer to certainty, as

they understand causes more universally and more perfectly: is the

same manner as the foresight of a physician is so much the surer, as

he has had more experience. With regard to future events of a

purely casual or fortuitous nature, these are known by God alone.1

What we have said of the agility and strength of the good

angels applies also to the demons. It is unnecessary to repeat the

explanations already given. Let us only add that the power of the

demons is limited by the Divine Wisdom, so that they cannot do to

us, nor to creatures in general, all the evils that they would.

Accordingly, God never permits them to tempt us beyond our

strength. With the assistance of grace, we can always resist them,

and by the victories that we gain over them, advance the work of

our sanctification, and increase our merits. Such is, at least in

part, the object of Providence in the power which has been left to

the devil.

Let us also add that the power of the demons has been greatly

diminished since the Incarnation. This diminution of power

appears especially in what relates to sensible apparitions, in posses

sions and corporal vexations. All these things have been much less

common among Christians than they formerly were among pagans,

and are among idolaters at the present day . " The obstinate malice

of the devil," says St. Cyprian, " holds out till one comes to the

salutary watersof baptism, but it loses its strength in this sacrament.'"

On which account we must carefully remember that Christianity

alone having withdrawn the world from the sway of Satan, the

world returns again to that sway, in direct proportion as it throws

off the yoke of the Redeemer. Nothing, then, is less surprising

than the allusions, the oracles, the table-turnings, and all the other

practices of Somnambulism, Magnetism, and Spiritism, that have

become so common within the last few years in Europe and

America. Modern nations turn their back on Christianity, and

Satan returns with all his array of deceitful trumperies that hereto

fore secured his dominion over man.

Hence, to believe, and, with much more reason, to teach, that

agreements, divinations, conjurations, apparitions, communications

of every kind with the devil, whose possibility and reality the

Scripture and the history of all nations attest, are almost unknown

in our days, would be a great and a most fatal error.

It is the same with regard to the practices and actual manifes

tations of artificial Somnambulism, Magnetism, and Spiritism ; they

i F. L, q. 57, art. 3, corp.

i Sciet diaboli nequitiam pertinacem usque ad aquam salutarem valere, in

baptismo veroomnes nequitiae euss Tiros amittere. (Spilt, iv.)
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are not always jugglings, nor the effects of purely natural causes.

Taken altogether, they are nothing else than the reproduction of the

superstitious practices of ancient paganism and the restoration of

the kingdom of Satan. On this account the Church condemns them,

as well as the writings that are disseminated to propagate them. In

consequence, it is forbidden to read such writings, or to take part

in, or even assist at, such practices, on any pretext whatsoever.1

3. Habitation of the Bad Angela. Speaking of the fall of

Lucifer and his accomplices, St. Peter says that God precipitated

them into hell, where they are tormented, and held in reserve until

the Day of Judgment.* Moreover, the same apostle exhorts us to

vigilance, by warning us that the devil, like a roaring lion, goes

continually about, seeking to devour us.3 St. Paul, on his side,

calls Satan the prince of the powers of the air, and warns the

human race to clothe itself with its divine armour, that it may be

able to resist the attacks of the devil. " As for us," he says, " the

warfare is not against enemies of flesh and blood, but against princes

and powers, against the rulers of this world of darkness, the

malicious spirits who inhabit the air."4

Accordingly, the habitation of the fallen angels is hell, and the

air that surrounds us ; but let them be in hell or in the air, their

pain is always the same, for they everywhere carry hell about with

them. Such is the teaching of all the fathers and all the doctors of

the Church.4

Providence has never permitted, that this dogma, of such

1 Magnetism ua animalis, somnambulismus ac spiritismus in suo complexu nil

alind sunt quam paganas superstitionis atque imperii dtemonis instauratio.

(Pen-one, De Virt., Relig., 351. n. 825, Komae, 1866—See also the late Decrees of

the Index.) We consider it a duty to insist on these points of doctrine, as well

on account of the spread of Spiritism, as to warn the faithful against the

inaccuracies into which, assuredly, without intending it, the esteemed M. Q-uillois

has fallen, in the Catechism which bears his name. See the refutation in

Mceura et pratiques des demons, by M. Ot. des Mouaseaux, pref., xviii. et suiv.

edit de 1865.

* Rudentibus inferni detractos in Tartarum tradidit cruciandos, in judicium

resarvari. (2 Pet. ii„ 4.)

3 Vigilate quia adrersarius vester diabolus tanquam leo rugiens circuit

qcuerens quern devoret. (1 Pet., v. 8.)

* Secundum principem potestatis aeris hujus. {Ad Ephes. ii. 2.) Induita

▼oe armaturam Dei, ut possitis, stare adversus insidias diaboli, quoniam non est

nobis colluctatio adTersus et carnem et sanguinem ; sed adversus principes et

poteatatea, adrersua mundi rectorestenebrarum harum contra spiritualia nequitia

in cceleatibus. (Id. vi. 11-12.)

* Hsbc omnium doctorum opinio est, quod aer iste qui ccelum et teiram

medius dmdit et inane appellator, plenus eetcontrariis fortitudinibus. (S. Hier.

ia cap. Ti., Epiat. ad Bpu.)
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;mportance to the life of the human family, should be forgotten,

even by Pagans. Out of many, let us select the testimony of Por

phyry. " It is not withoutreason, says the prince of Pagan theology,

that we believe the bad demons are subject to Serapis, who is the

same as Pluto. These malicious spirits are invisible and imper

ceptible to the senses of man, for they are not clothed with a solid

body. All, moreover, have not the same form, but they are

fashioned on a variety of models. The forms distinguishing each

of these spirits is sometimes visible, sometimes invisible. Oc

casionally, some even change their appearance, and these are the

most wicked, .... their corporeal forms are perfectly monstrous.

With a view to glut their passions, demons of this kind dwell more

willingly and more frequently near the earth, so that there is no crime

which they do not attempt to commit. A mixture of violence and

duplicity, they have subtile and impetuous motions, as if they were

dashing from an ambuscade, now practising deceit, and again having

recourse to violence. They do these and such like things in order

to turn us aside from the true and proper worship of the gods, and

to attract us to themselves. They take a pleasure in everything

strange and disorderly ; they rejoice when we fall into error. The

bait, which they make use of to attract the multitude, is every

thing that inflames the passiuns, the love of pleasures, of riches, of

power, of voluptuousness, or of vain glory. Thus they foment

seditions, wars, and all the consequences that follow from such

things. They are the fathers of magic .... every house is full of

them. On this account we banish them, and purify our habitations,

as often as we pray to the gods."1

With his usual penetration, St. Thomas discovers the reason for

the double abode of the fallen angels. " Providence," says the

Angelic Doctor, " conducts man to his end in two ways: directly,

by leading him to good—this is the ministry of good angels ; and

indirectly, by exercising him in the conflict against evil—it is

becoming that this second mode of procuring the good ofman should

be entrusted to the bad angels, that they may not be altogether

useless in the general order. Hence, for the latter, two places of

torment : one, by reason of their fault, is hell ; the other, by reason

of the exercise which they must give man, is the cloudy atmosphere

that surrounds us. Now, the business of the salvation of man will

continue till the Day of Judgment : till then, therefore, will con

tinue the ministry of the good, and the temptation of the bad

angels. Hence, until the last day of the world, the good angels

will continue to be sent to us, and the bad to inhabit the lower

1 Apud Euscb. Prop, evang., lib. iv., 123.
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strata of the air. Tet, it belongs to those who are in hell, to

torment the persons whom these draw there ; in the same manner,

as a number of the good angels remain in heaven with the souls

of the saints. But, after the Day of Judgment, all wicked men

and angels, will be in hell, and all the good in heaven."1

4. Good Angels : their Number, their Hierarchies. If the

power and the number of the bad angels terrify us, that which we

are about to say of the good angels is well calculated to console us.

However numerous the former are, the number of the latter is con

siderably greater: St. Augustine expressly teaches it.* Besides

that which the apostle St. John says of the predestined of all

nations, namely, that their number is innumerable, can be said with

much more reason of the celestial spirits. It is admitted that the

number of the angels will be much greater than that of the saints.

Theologians remark, following the Fathers, that the terms,

thousands and millions, of which the Scripture makes use when

speaking of the angels, do not mean a definite number ; they say,

that the sacred authors only employed such expressions, in the

absence of any others suitable to denote an extraordinary number,

which might be regarded as in some manner infinite.3

However great this number may be, yet there is no confusion or

disorder among the angels. The Almighty God, who maintain?

so wonderful a harmony between thousands of suns, suspended

above our heads, and rolling in space, maintains also, among thf

celestial host, an admirable order and a marvellous subordination.

The angels are divided into various heirarchiea, of which each con

tains different choirs, not equal in dignity but all duly subordinated.

According to the etymology of the word, hierarchy means a sacred

government.* A government comprises at once the prince himself and

the multitude ranked under his orders. God being the Creator of

angels and men, there can only be, in his regard, one hierarchy, of

which He is the supreme Heirarch. It is the same, with regard to

the Incarnate Word. The King of Kings, the Lord of Lords, to

whom all power has been given in heaven and on earth, He is the

supreme Hierarch over angels and men—consequently over the

Church, both triumphant and militant.

If we consider the sacred government in its relations with the

1 1, p. q. 64, art. 4, corp.

1 Bonorum longe major numeruo, in ccelestibus sua naturae ordinem juvans.

Civ. Dei, lib. ii. czzhi.)

3 Hon quod tanta solum esset multitude sed quia majorem dicere non

poterat. (Cyril. Hieros., Catech. xv.)

* Hierarcnia est sacer principatus, (S. Tho. p. I, q. 108, art. i. corp.)
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multitude, we call a hierarchy, an assembly of being) submissive to

one and the tame law. Now, beings are not subject to the same

laws, unless because they have the same nature and the same

functions. It follows hence, that all the angels not having the

same functions, the angelic world is divided into several hierarchies

If the angels form distinct hierarchies, the reason for it lies in

their relative perfection. This perfection is so much the greater,

as the angels participate more abundantly in the perfections of God :

that is, as they have a more or less clear, more or less general know

ledge of the truth.

"This knowledge" says St. Thomas (p. i. q. 108, art. 1),

" marks three degrees among the angels, for it can be regarded

in a triple relation :—

I. ' The angels can see the reason of things in God, who is the

first and universal principle. This manner of knowing is the

privilege of those angels who approach nearest to God, and who,

according to the beautiful saying of St. Denis, abide in His vestibule.

These angels form the first hierarchy .'

II. ' They can see it in universal created causes, which we call

general laws. These causes being numerous, the knowledge is less

clear and precise. This manner of knowing is the portion of the

second hierarchy.'

III. ' They can see it in its application to individual beings,

inasmuch as these depend on particular lawt. Thus do the angels of

the third hierarchy know."'1

There are then three hierarchies among the angels, and there

are only three : there is no room for a fourth. In fact, these three

hierarchies owe their existence, in a certain sense, to the three

manners in which it is possible to know the truth, namely, in God,

in general causes, and in particular causes; or, as the sublime

Areopagite {Be divin Nomin., c. v.) says, to the more or less abun

dant life, which the angels composing them enjoy.*

Revelation also discovers to us three choirs or different orders in

each hierarchy. We call an angelic choir or order, a multitude of

angels resembling one another in the gifts of nature and grace, and in

the similarity oftheir offices? Every hierarchycontains three, and only

three : more would be too many ; less too few. Indeed, every

hierarchy forms a sort of small State. Now, every State necessarily

comprises three classes of citizens, neither more nor less.

1 S. Tho., p. I. q. 106, art. 1, corp.

1 De dirin. Nomin,, c. v.

' Ordo Angelorum dicitur multitudo ccelestium Spirituum qui inter se

alioquo munere gratis eimilantur, ticut et naturalium datoruin participations

coDTsniunt. (Magis., sent, distinct. 9. ttnt,\ )
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M However numerous they may be,'* says St. Thomas (Ibid),

" all the citizens of a State are reduced to three classes, according

to the three things which constitute a well-ordered society, namely,

the beginning, the middle, and the end. Hence, we everywhere

see three orders among men : some in the first rank, the aristocracy;

others in the last, the populace ; and others, again, in the middle,

the citizen or burgesses.

" It is the same among the angels. In each hierarchy there

are three different orders. Like the hierarchies themselves, these

are distinguished by the natural excellence of the angels composing

them, and by a difference of office. All offices refer necessarily to

three things, the beginning, the middle, and the end."1

Hence, composed of three great hierarchies, and each hierarchy

divided into three distinct orders, the angelic world is presented to

our view as a magnificent army, ranged in the most admirable order.

The first hierarchy comprises the Seraphim, the Cherubim, and

the Thrones,

The second hierarchy comprises the Domination!, the Prinei-

polities, and the Powers.

The third hierarchy comprises the Virtues, the Archangels, and

the Angels.

To the first hierarchy belongs the consideration of the end ; to

the second, the universal disposal of the means ; and to the third,

the actual application of the means. Theknowledge, which the angels

of the first hierarchy draw from the very bosom of God, are commu

nicated by them, as far as is required, to the angels of the second

heirarchy ; and by these again to the angels of the third hierarchy,

who afterwards share the same with men.

The Seraphim are the most sublime creatures that God has

drawn forth from nothingness. They owe their name to their

inflamed love. Placed at the head of the hierarchies, they approach,

as far as the finite can approach the infinite, the Divine Trinity,

the eternal Furnace of all love.

The Cherubim come immediately after the Seraphim. Their name

signifies fulness of knowledge. With their gaze steadily fixed on

the face of the Eternal, they contemplate the inmost reasons of

things, in their source, in order to communicate them to the inferior

angels.

The Thrones are so called, because these angels, resplendent

with beauty, are raised above all the choirs of the inferior hier

archies, to whom they convey the orders of the Great Sing, while

< S. Tho., Dai.
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sharing with the Seraphim and the Cherubim, the privilege of

seeing the truth clearly in God Himself the cause of causes.'

The Dominations : To dictate and to command is the

business of the Dominations. These angels are so called, because

they rule over all the angelic orders charged with the execution of

the commands of the Great Monarch, as the commander-in-chief

of an army rules over all the generals placed under his orders.

The Principalities : That we may continue the comparison, the

Principalities, whose name denotes leaders according to the sacred

order, represents the superior officers, who appoint the various

movements and exercises for their subordinates, in accordance with

the general orders of the commander-in-chief. Princes of nations,

these powerful spirits conduct each one, in that which concerns

it, to the accomplishment of the divine plan.

The Powers : Invested, as their name denotes, with a special

authority, these angels are commissioned to remove obstacles that

interfere with the execution of the divine commands ; they banish

the evil spirits, who continually besiege kingdoms, in order to turn

them from their appointed end.

The Virtues : Their name denotes strength, which they exer

cise on the material world, presiding immediately over the laws

that regulate it, and maintaining the order which we so much

admire.

The Archangels: Between the angels and us there exists a

constant intercourse shadowed forth by the ladder of Jacob. To

descend the steps of this mysterious ladder and fulfil important

missions amongst men on certain solemn occasions—to preside over

the government of provinces, dioceses, religious bodies : such are

the twofold office of the Archangels, whose name denotes superior

angel, or princes among the angels properly so called.

The Angels : The last order is that of the angels. Angel

means messenger. As all the heavenly spirits are employed to

notify the divine thoughts, the name of angel is common to

them. To this office the higher angels add certain prerogatives,

from which they derive their peculiar names as already explained.

The angels of the last choir of the last hierarchy, adding nothing

to the ordinary occupation of envoys, retain the simple name of

angels. In a more direct and more constant relation with man,

they watch over his twofold life, and bring him, every hour, the

1 Ordo Thronorum habet excellentiam pr» inferioribus ordinibus, in hoc

quod immediate in Deo rationes divinorum operum cognoscere possunt. Bed

Cherubim habent excellentiam scientist ; Seraphim vero excellentiam ardoria.

(8. Th. p. i, q., 108 . art. 6. ad 3.)
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light and the strength of which he has need, from his crtdle to his

grave.

5. Offices of the Good Angeh. To enjoy the sight of an immense

army in all its grandeur, we should see it in motion. In like

manner, to form a high idea of the brilliant hosts of heaven, of the

place which is occupied by the good angels in the designs of Provi

dence, it is fitting that we should study them in their exercises.

I. The good angels praise the Lord. It is of faith that the good

angels enjoy the intuitive vision. Our Lord assures us of it1

in express term" ; the splendour of the Divine Majesty pene

trates them with a respectful fear and an incomprehensible love.

Isaiaa saw them prostrate2 before the throne of God ; he heard

them answering one another, and saying, eternally : " Holy,

holy, holy is the Lord, the God of armies; the earth is full

of his glory." St. John, another witness of the same spectacle, saw

them3 around the throne and heard them crying out, night and

day, without ceasing : "Holy, holy, holy is the Lord Almighty,

who was, and who is, and who is to come."

II. They preside over the government of the visible world. It

has always been a general conviction that Divine Providence

governs the world by the ministry of angels, and that their ministry

extends even to corporeal elements and inanimate creatures. " The

angels," says Origen " preside over all visible things, earth, air, fire,

and water, that is, over the principal elements, the animals, the

celestial bodies. Their ministries are divided. Some take care of

the productions of the earth ; others preside over wells and rivers ;

some again, preside over the winds ; others, over the sea."4

Several fathers of the Church speak in no less formal terms ;

even pagans have acknowledged this truth. " If it is unbe

coming for a king," says Apulius,1 " to govern all things by

himself, much more would it be so for God. We must, then,

i(l\fatt., xviii. ; Apoc., vii.) »(I«.,vi.) » (Apoc., iv.)

' Omnibus rebus angcli president, tarn terra et aquae, quam aeri et igni

id est precipuis elementis, et hoc ordine perveniunt ad omnia animalia, ad omne

bujus raundi ministeria ita suscepisse, ut ilhe terras, vel arborum gerrainatiom-

bus, ill«e flimiinibus ac fontibus, alios ventis, aliae marinis, aliae terrenis animal-

auitlioque suo set-rat (Greg. Naz., Carmen vii.) Nonnulli eos angelo9 esse

arbitrantur qui quatuor elementis prassident, videlicet, terra aqua, igni, aeri.

(Hier., lib. rri., in EpM ad Galat.) Unaquseque res visibtlis in hoc mundo

babet angelicam potestatem sibi pnepositam, sicut aliquot locis Scriptura

divina testatur. (Aug., lib. lxixiii. 18, quasst. 59.)

 

 

5 (De Mundo, lib. i. p. 148.)

VOL. I. 18
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believe that, in order to preserve his majesty, he is seated

on a sublime throne, and rules over all parts of the universe

by celestial powers. It is, in fact, by their ministry that he

governs this lower world. To do so costs him neither trouble nor

calculation, things which are inseparable from the ignorance and

the weakness of man."1

III. They preside over the government of the invisible world.

Ministering spirits sent to procure the sanctification of the elect, the

angels execute the will of God in regard to men. It is certain

that He has almost always made use of their services in the wonders

which He has wrought, in the graces which He has bestowed, and in

the just judgments which He has executed in favour of his Church,

as well under the Old as under the New Testament.

The celebrated apparitions made to Abraham, Lot, Jacob, and

Moses, are a proof of it.8 An angel delivers the Hebrews from the

slavery of Egypt,* precedes them in the desert, and conducts them

into the Promised Land !4 It is an angel who commissions Gedeon

to deliver Israel from the bondage of the Madianites ;5 who predicts

the birth of Samson ;• who causes the Law to be respected during

the Captivity of Babylon;' who delivers the children from the

furnace, and Daniel from the lions' den ;' who fights in company

with the Machabees ;• in a word, in all the dangers and tribulations

that encompass the Jewish people, it is the angel of the Lord who

delivers them-

Under the New Testament, the angels take a part in all the

circumstances of the Birth, Infancy, Life, Death, Resurrection, and

Ascension of our Lord. They preside over the birth of his pre

cursor announce to Mary the great mystery, which should be

wrought in her ;" and inform the shepherds that a Saviour is born

to them.13 They warn Joseph to flee into Egypt ;14 and direct him

to return into the land of Israel." They approach Jesus Christ, to

serve him in the desert.16 They strengthen Him in His Agony."

They publish His Resurrection. Finally, they accompany Him in

His Ascension, and thus accomplish His prediction, that the angels of

heaven , should be seen ascending and descending on the Son of Man."'

They watch, in like manner, over the apostles of the Infant

Church. The apostles are put in prison : an angel opens the doors,

and allows them to depart." The deacon Philip is sent by an

l De mundo, lib. i., 148.

; Gen., xriii., xix., xxii., xxviii., xxxi., xxxii. ; Exod. iii., 19.

3 Num. xx.
4 Hum. xx.; i Jud., vi., 13 ; 6 Id. xiii. 23 ; 7 Dan., iii. ; > Id., vi. ; i Mack.,

va.; M 7«o„lxiii; " Lue.,i.2; "Id.,30; 1JiS.ii.9; '1 Malth,, ii. 13. « Id., 19

^ Luc., iv. ; " Malth., xxvi. ; Joan., i. ; Actny,
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angel to the road leading from Jerusalem to Gaza, that he may

instruct and baptise the envoy of the Queen Candace—a conversion

which -will soon effect many others in Ethiopia.1 An angel appears

to the centurion Cornelius, and orders him to send for the apostle

St. Peter, from whom he shall receive instruction and baptism.'

It would be useless to multiply the authorities ; we find them every

where in the New Testament ; everyone knows them.

IV. They keep guard over the human race. The different services

of angels in regard to creatures are referred, like creatures them

selves, to the salvation of man. Hence, it is chiefly to the guardian

ship and care of the human race, that the celestial intelligences

are appointed. " God," according to Lactantius, " sends his angels

to guard, and, as it were, to cultivate the human race ;s they are

onr guides and tutors."4

Y. They guard empires. There is mention in the tenth

chapter of the prophet Daniel, of the archangel Michael, who is

styled there one of the first princes ; also, of a prince of the

kingdom of the Persians, and of a prince of the Greeks. The

context does not permit us to doubt that all these princes are

angels. Such is also the general interpretation both of the Com

mentators and Fathers. From this passage and some others they

conclude, as a certainty, that every nation or kingdom has its

tutelary angeL St. Basil positively distinguishes national from

individual guardian angels, and proves, by Scripture, the exist

ence of both these angelic ministries. The other Fathers of the

Church teach the same ;8 and one among them declares that this

truth is founded on the testimony of the Scripture."

VI. They guard each Church. That which St. Basil, St.

Epipbanius, St. Jerome, and many other ancient writers, say of

kingdoms and nations, they also say of each particular Church,

which they do not doubt is placed under the protection of a

special tutelar angeL Origen states in several places that it

i Id., viii. ; 2 Id., x.

3 Misit Deus angelos suos ad tutelam cultumque generis humanis. (Lib. ii.

de Inst, div., c. xir.)

'Angelas tanquam providis tutoribus humani generis curam demandavit

Deus, ad custodiam salutemque humanam. (Basil., in cap. viii. Jsai.) Ad

tutelam nostram constituit exercitus angelorum. (Chrys). Sal us in ministerio

angelorum qui ad protectionem hominum deputantur. (Amb., in Psal. xliii.)

' Angeli omnes, ut appellationem unam, ita etiam cnmdem omnnio inter se

babent naturam ; sed ex lis quidam praefecti sunt gentibus, alii vero unicuique

fidelium adjuncti sunt comites. (Basil., lib. iii. Contra Eunom.) Regna et

rentes sub angelis posita sunt. (Epiph., Hotres., 1. 51. i.) Angeli singulis prae

sunt gentibus. (Hier., lib., xi., in cap. xv., Isai)

• Quin etiam cuique genti proprium angelum praesso affirmat Scriptura.

(Theodoret, q. 3, in Gen.)

J
I
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would be too long to prove it.1 Eusebius of Cassarea is no less

formal. " God wishes," he says, " that every angel should watch

as a guardian over the Church committed to it."'

St. Gregory Nazianzen believed the same thing. Hence, in the

beautiful discourse which he delivered when quitting Constanti

nople, and bidding a tender farewell to all that had been connected

with that great metropolitan Church, he placed in the first rank the

holy angels, who were the protectors of it.3 All the Fathers were

persuaded, with St. Ambrose, that God is not content with estab

lishing a bishop over each flock, but that He has likewise appointed

an angel to guard it.4

VII. They guard the universal Church. If each particular

Church has a tutelar angel, with much greater reason must we sup

pose that a very large number of angels watch continually over the

welfare of the universal Church. "The celestial powers," says

Eusebius, " guard the Church of God."* St. Hilary represents

them as surrounding the sheepfold of Jesus Christ, and fulfilling in

its regard the duties of soldiers, who are appointed to the defence of

a city.' St. Gregory of Nyssa compares them to that tower which

is mentioned in the Canticle of Canticles, and from which hung an

immense number of bucklers, to teach us that these blessed spirits

protect and defend the Church in its continual warfare against the

powers of darkness.7

VIII. They guard each one of us. Every man has a guardian

angel destined to enlighten, defend, and guide him during the whole

course of his mortal life. This consoling truth is, next after dogmas

expressly defined, one of the best founded in Scripture and Tradition.

Although it is neither expressed in formal terms in the Holy Books

nor absolutely defined by the Church, it is, nevertheless, received by

the unanimous consent of this same universal Church. It has,

moreover, so solid a foundation in texts of Scripture, understood

I Homil. xii.-xii., in Eiech. ; in Luc., xxv.

3 Vult Deus angelos eingulos ecclosiarum singularum sibi commissarum cus-

todes esse [In Psal. xlyii.]

3 Angolus hujua urbis cura eommissa est. Nec enim mihi dubium eat quin

alii aliarum eralesiarutn presides et patroni sint, queinadinodum in Apocalyp&i

Joannes me docet. (Orat. xxxii.)

*Non solum ad eumdem grejrem Dominus episeopos ordinayit, sed etiam

angelos ordinavit. (Lib. ii., in Luc., et lib. i. , de Pcenit., c. xx.)

sDivinis potestatibua quie Eeclesiarn Dei ejusque religiosum institutum cua-

todiunt. {In Psal., xlvii.)

6 Ac ne leve presidium in angelis, qui Ecclesiam quadem cuatodia circum-

aepiunt, esse putaremua. (In Psal., xxiv.)

' Existimo autem earn turrim multitudino elvpeorum significare angelicum

presidium, quo circumsepti sumus.
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according to the interpretation of the holy fathers, that one cannot

deny it without very great temerity, and almost without error.1

The Lord, says the royal prophet, has appointed His angels to

keep you in all your ways. All the holy Fathers understand this

passage, not only of our Lord, but also of all men, and more

especially the just. Besides, Jesus Christ Himself says that the

angels of children continually behold the face of their heavenly

Father.

" The angels," writes Origen, " have a care of our souls, which

ire confided to them, as tutors have a care of their pupils."* " We

nave learned from Scripture," says Eusebiusof Caesarea, " that each

one of us has an angel, whom God has given us for our guidance."»

" The dignity of our souls is so great," adds St. Jerome, " that each

one, from his very birth, has an angel appointed to guard him."1

"Every soul," continues St. Anslem, " is confided to an angel, at

the same time that it is united to its body."5 Tradition cannot,

on this matter, be more general, more uninterrupted, or more

uniform.

6. Advantages we derive from the Guardian Angels. Although

the salvation of our souls is the principal object of solicitude with our

tutelar angels, yet they extend their care so far as to procure us the

goods of this life also : they preserve us from accidents, to which we

are all exposed, and deliver us from evils when we have fallen into

them. Theywill carry you in their hands, says the Scripture, lest you

should hurt yourselves against a stone ; the Lord will send His

angels round those who fear Him, and He will deliver them from all

their tribulations.

During the period of infancy, and in journeys, we are exposed

to more immediate dangers. It is, then, also, that our guardian

angels redouble their solicitude, according to the expression of St.

1 Assertio Catholica est : quamvis enim non sit eipressa in Scripturis, vel ab

Ecclesia definita, tanto consensu Ecclesi» universalis recepta est, et in Scriptura

prout a Patribus intellects est, tain magnum habet fundamcntum, ut sine ingenti

temeritate ac fere errore negari non possit. (Suarez, do Angelis.)

These are the words of Suarez, who remarks, morover, that Calvin was th

first that dared to call this truth in question and then to reject it. The

catechist will, therefore, say simply and absolutely : Wo have each a Guardian

Angel.

* Angeli tenent curam animarum nostrarum, et eis ab infantia tanquam

tutoribus et curatoribus committuntur. (Homil. viiL, in Gen.)

' Angelum unicuique ad custodiam divinitus datum ex Scriptura didicimus.

(Eoseb., L xiii., Prapar. Evang., c. vii.)

'Magna dignitas animarum ut unaquaeque ab ortu nativitatis habeatin cus

todiam sui angelum delegatum. (In Matth., iviii.)

* Unaquaque anhna, dum in corpus mittitur, angelo committur. (In ElucidJ

r
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Augustine.1 The holy angels procure us temporal goods, hy pre

venting the demons from injuring us. " The Lord," says Origen,

" has given us the angels as charitable tutors, in order that the bad

angels and their prince, who is called the prince of this world, may

not be able to do us any harm.'"

" Our weakness," adds St. Hilary, " could not resist the malice

of the evil spirits without the assistance of our guardian angels."3

" God aiding," says St. Cyril, "we have nothing to fear from thepowers

ofdarkness, for it is written : the angel of the Lord will encamp round

those who fear Him, and will deliver them."* The guardian angels

are not content with enabling us to avoid the snares of the devil,

and turning us away from vice ; they also assist us in the practice of

all the virtues.*

They offer our prayers to God, joining their own with them.

" I presented thy prayer to the Lord," said the angel Raphael6 to

Tobias. We also read in the Apocalypse of an angel, who stood

before the altar, with a golden censer and a large quantity of in

cense, that he might use them in offering the prayers of the saints

on the golden altar that is before the throne ; and the smoke of the

incense, joined with the prayers of all the saints, rising from the hand

of the angel, ascended before the throne of God.7

" Our guardian angels," resumes Origen, " offer our prayers to

God through Jesus Christ, and they also pray for him who is con

fided to them."8 " It is certain," says St. Hilary, " that the angels

preside at the prayers of the faithful."' " The Angels," adds St,

Augustine, " not only bring us the favours of God, but they also offer

Him our prayers." " Not that God is ignorant of them," he says

1 Soliloq., c. xrii.

'Tutores piis addit suos angeloa ut nee eontrarii angeli. nec eorum princeps

qui et hujus steculi princeps dicitur, quidquam valeat contra Deo dicatos

Homines. (Origen., Contra Oels.^

3 Neque enim inflrmitas nostra nisi datis ad cnstodiam angelis tot tantisque

spiritualium ccclestium nequitiis resists ret. (In Psal., exxxiv.)

4 Deo omnipotente auiiliante, quod contra nos irascantur montes, id est

principatus et potestates rectores tenebrarum harum nihil eat ; scriptuin est enim :

Castrametabuntur angeli circa timentes eum, et eruet eos. (Lib. L, in Isa.,

Orat.iv.)

3 Angelicas virtutes nobis ad optima qiueque adjumento sunt. (dreg. Naz.,

Oral., xL)

" Tob., xii. 7 Apoc., viii.

i Angelus christiani perpetuo faciem ccelestis Patris aspiciens semper preces

ejus in ccelum offert per unicum Pontifleem summo Deo, ipse quoque pro sibi

commisso deprecans. (Lib. viii., Contra Cels.)

3 Fidelium orationibus praaesse angelos absoluta auctoritas est, (In Malth.,

xriii).
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elsewhere, " but the more easily to obtain for us the gifts of His

mercy and the blessings of His grace."1

Many holy fathers, whose testimony we have quoted, extend the

assistance of the angeis to all men in general, so that each person in

particular, and without exception, has a guardian angel who never

leaves him. Others seem to confine the assistance of guardian

angels to the just alone, and only for the time during which they

persevere in justice. This apparent contrariety is easily reconciled.

The angels have a more special care of the just, in proportion

to their fervour in the practice of virtue ; so that sin seems to re

move them to a distance, inasmuch as it interrupts or diminishes

more or less the effects of their vigilance. It is thus that the holy

Fathers themselves explain the objection. " The angels," says St.

Basil, " are always near each faithful soul, unless they are banished

by evil actions."* Does he mean to say that they entirely abandon

sinners ? No ; but that they do not take the same care of the wicked

as of the just. " The guardian angels," continues this holy doctor,

" assist those more specially who give themselves to fasting."' St.

Thomas teaches expressly that the angel guardian never abandons

sinners entirely.4 In another portion of these lessons (vol. iv.), we

shall speak of our duties towards the holy angels.

Such is the invisible world that surrounds us ; such its inhabi

tants ; such their relation with us.

And now, 0 man, thou sublime being, measure, if thou canst,

the greatness of thy dignity ! Occupying, by thy body, the highest

place in the scale of material beings, thou seest beneath thee, yet

tending towards thee, thousands of other creatures, linked to one

another. From the blade of grass to the cedar of Lebanon ; from

the drop of dew to the immense ocean ; from the atom to the sun ;

from the mite to the elephant : all the material creation is referred to

thee. King of the earth, thou art the vassal of heaven !

1 Annuntiant angeli non solum beneflcia Dei, sed etiam ipsi preces nostras.

(Bp., cxx, da Gratia novi Testamenti.) Gemitus nostrus atque suspiria

roferentes ad te, non quidem quod Deus ilia ignoret, sed ut impetrent nobis

facilem tux benignitatis propitiationem, et referant ad nos tux gratite bene-

dictionem. (Soliloq., c. vii.)

* Assidet angelus cuilibet in Domino credenti, nisi operibus pravis abigatur

(In Psal. xxxiii.)

s Vitaa nostras custodea angeli diligentius adsuntiisqui jejunio purgatam

habent animam. (Homil. ii., de Jejunio.)

* And tbe Catechist will say the same thing : Cum custodia angelorum sit

quaedam exsecutio divinae providentiae quas nunquam hominem ex tot o derelinquit,

nec angelus custos nunquam ex toto hominem deeerit, licet permittat quandoque

secundum ordinationem dirinorum judiciorum, vel pcene vel culpas defectum

pati. (8. Tho., p. i., q. 108, art. 6.)
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Occupying, by thy soul, the first step in the spiritual world,

thou art the bond oftwo worlds. Below thee, thou seest only material

creatures ; above thee, only spiritual substances : and even these

substances, though of a nature superior to thine, are referred to thee.

0 man, thou sublime being, measure, if thou canst, the greatness of

thy dignity !

Let the thick veil, which hides the invisible world from thee,

rise before thine eyes ! What a spectacle ! On thy left, millions

of rebel angels, day and night moving round thee, scattering their

snares under thy feet, and exhausting their strength and their genius

to bring thee under their banner; on thy right, innumerable legions

of tutelar angels, ever with arms in hand to protect thee ; above

thee, the Eternal, contemplating thee from His throne, and offering

thee with one hand a crown, with the other His support !

Why this great battle between heaven and hell ? Why this in

cessant strife ? It is because thou art destined to be the prize of

the conqueror. Why so many addresses on the part of God

Himself ? Why so many opposite solicitations from Lucifer with

his angels, and Michael with his angels ? It is because thy will

alone can turn the scale, and decide the victory. Dost thou now

comprehend the mysterious deliberation of thy God before creating

thee ? Dost thou now comprehend why, after having created thee,

He treated thee with so profound a respect ?' Dost thou now, in

fine, comprehend why thou wast the last act of the creative power ?

0 man, thou sublime being, measure, if thou canst, the greatness of

thy dignity ?'

It is by man, then, that God terminates the work of the sixth

day, and crowns the act of creation.

The Lord God saw at that time all the things which He had made,

and He found that they were very good. At the close of each day,

He was content with saying of every separate work that it was

good. But to- day, when He considers all at one glance, when He

compares them one with another, and with the eternal prototype of

which they are the expression, He finds their beauty and perfection

transcendent.

The universe appears to Him like a magnificent painting, to

which He hasjust given the last touch. Every part has its meaning ;

every stroke, its grace and beauty ; every figure is well placed, and

produces a charming effect ; every colour is well chosen : altogether

it is marvellous—the very shadows improve it.

Perhaps you will ask me why the Scripture says that God so

l Cum magna reverentia disponis nos. (Sap., xii., 18.)

> O homo, tantam nomen, ai intelligas to. (Tertull., Apolog., o. xbiii.)
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frequently approved and admired His own works. It was to teach

us the admiration which they should excite in us, the study which

we should make of them, and the reflections which they deserve.

Moreover, it was to confound beforehand our weak reason, which, in

its ignorant pride, imagines that it finds defects and unprofitableness

in the works of God. Truly, it well becomes man to discover that to

be evil which God has found good ! It was, in fine, to confound our

stupidity, which does not reflect, and our ingratitude, which does

not return thanks for the gifts of God ; we remain ignorant and

cold, though we live in the midst of astounding prodigies, we our

selves being among the most incomprehensible of them.

Let us henceforward shun this reproach : let us often consider

with gratitude the sublime spectacle of the universe. A spectacle

worthy of God may well be worthy of us. Is that which He

admires, beneath our admiration ? Can that which produces com

placency and joy in Him, produce no effect in us ?

After having completed His work, God rested on the seventh

day. The expression, God rested,1 does not mean that God ceased to

act, for He every day creates new spirits, human souls ; and, since

the beginning of the world, He has never ceased to preserve the

universe by His power, and to rule it by His wisdom. My Father,

says the Son of God, worketh until now, and I work.' The universe

is not, in regard to God, what a palace is in regard to its architect.

The palace, once built, subsists without the help of the architect,

and survives him for centuries. But the works of God cannot con-

tine in existence unless the same will that created them preserves

them—creating them anew, so to speak, every moment.

The rest, then, which God takes is not a cessation from action ;

much less is it the consequence of a weariness like that which the

labourer feels after his day's toil. An infinite power cannot be ex

hausted, and is never weary. Hence, the Scriptural expression

merely denotes that after the works of the sixth day God ceased to

produce any new kinds of creatures. He had, in some manner,

come forth from Himself and His eternal repose to create the

universe ; He returned to His original state in the sense that, after

the six days, His power ceased to be made visible by any new

works.

On this account He blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it. In

memory of this mysterious rest to which God returned, He specially

1 According to the Hebrew, septlnisa ; so that the words to rest oneself and

septfniser have the same meaning : a permanent proof of the primal origin of

the week, the memory of which is preserved amongst all nations.

1 Joan., v, 17.
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appointed the seventh day of the week for His worship. He wished

that this day should be for man a day of repose and thanksgiving.

Free from the bodily labours that distract us during the week, and

leave us only a few moments to think of God, we can, by the help

of this holy leisure, recall to Him our minds and hearts, meditate

on His wonders, thank Him for His benefits, lay before Him our

wants, study His law, and, above all, engage ourselves in the con

sideration of that eternal repose to which we are invited, and

towards which all our thoughts and desires should tend.1

Prayer.

0 my God I who art all love, I thank Thee for having created

on my account this world, and the angels themselves, whom Thou

hast appointed to defend me ; grant that I may never do anything

unworthy of myself.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and in testimony of this love, I shall

every day recommend myself to my Good Angel.

LESSON XYI.

FALL OF MAN

Stratagem of the Devil. Imprudence of Ere. Frailty of Adam. Goodness of

God. Interrogation of the Guilty. Sentence against the Devil. Mercy and

Justice towards our First Parents. Penance of Adam : his Burial on

Calvary.

Cbowned with honour and glory, our first parents enjoyed, in the

terrestrial paradise, all that could satisfy reasonable creatures.

Around them, a world submissive to their commands; before them,

i On the work of the six days, see St. Thomas, p. i., q. 65, and the following :

Sturm, Befleclions on the Works of God ; Pluche, Spectacle of Nature ;

Duguet, Work ofthe Six Days ; Charles Bonnet, Contemplation of Nature ; St.

Chrysostom, Homilies in Genesis ; St. Augustine, Genesis in its Literal Sense ;

St. Gregory Nazianien, Discourses xxxviii. and xl. ; St. Gregory of Nyssa,

Mechanism of Man : St. Ambrose, Hexameron ; St. Basil, Hexameron. This

last work especially, of which St. Gergory Nazianzen used to say : " When I

read it, I am transported to the throne of the Creator, and understand the

economy of His works ; I learn to admire the sublime Author of all things,

more than I had done by contemplating Him." On the angels, in particular,

see the learned Pastoral Instruction of Monsignore de la Bastie, Bishop of St.

Malo ; and the Bible de Vence, vii., 260, and xii., p. 1. Our endeavours

only present a rapid analysis of these works and many others.
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a life of exquisite delights here, and an eternity of ineffable joys

hereafter ; above them, an omnipotent Father, watching over them

with love.

Alas ! these paternal looks were not the only ones fixed on them :

Lucifer also beheld them. This guilty angel, who had forfeited his

own happiness, resolved to make our first parents the companions of

his ruin, by making them the accomplices of his guilt. 0 cruelty !

he attacked these two innocent creatures, in order to destroy the

whole human race in its origin .

Of the various creatures before him, the serpent appeared most

suitable for his design. He took possession of the body of this

animal, the most cunning, the most clever, the most wily of all

those which the Lord had created on the earth. Under this figure he

addressed himself to the woman, whom he knew to be naturally

weak, inquisitive, and credulous. He first flattered her with the

love of liberty ; and, feigning compassion, asked her : " Why has

God not allowed you to eat freely of all the fruit in this gar

den?"

Eve, instead of closing her ears against the envenomed voice, as

a testimony to God of her fidelity, answered the seducer : " We

have permission to eat of the fruit of all the trees in paradise,

except this one in its midst; as for it, the Lord has forbidden us to

eat of it, or even to touch it, lest perhaps we should die."

This beginning of the conversation was a grand presage of

the success of the temptation : so true it is, that we must never

reason with the enemy of our salvation. It succeeded too well with

the tempter not to pursue his advantage. The lying spirit then

dared to say, contrary to the formal assurance of God, that it should

not be so. He even had the boldness to attribute this prohibition of

God to a feeling of base jealousy. " You are very simple," he said,

" to allow yourselves to be frightened in this manner. God knows

that the day in which you eat of this fruit your eyes shall be

opened ; you shall be as gods knowing good and evil."

Thus, the first fault of our mother was to enter into conversation

with the tempter ; the second was to cast her looks on the fruit of

the forbidden tree. Instead of turning away her eyes, as from a

thing that was prohibited her, she took a pleasure in beholding this

dangerous object. The fruit was beautiful ; it seemed that it ought

to have an exquisite taste- The promises of the tempter were

flattering. Curiosity, vanity, and presumption induced a forgetful-

ness of God, and banished fear. The woman, seduced, laid her hand

on the forbidden fruit. She ate of it.

The tempter was in admiration with himself. But he wisely

judged that Adam was too well instructed to be taken in so gross a
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snare.1 He did not attempt to deceive, but to weaken, Adam. Ii

Eve could only be employed to tempt her spouse, to a compliance

the arch-fiend might rely on the victory. She defended herself as

poorly from this attack as from the first. She then, presented, the

fruit to Adam, who was not seduced by the demon, but allowed

himself to be overcome by an easy condescension towards bis

wife.'

He ate the fatal fruit, which deprived him of his innocence,

and made him lose in a moment the privileges that he had been

honoured with ; these privileges he might have transmitted to

his posterity, at the sole cost of doing himself a short and slight

violence.

Until this moment, Adam and Eve had remained naked, as they

were created. They did not blush at their nakedness, because they

were clothed with the robe of innocence. Stripped of this inno

cence, their eyes were opened, and the knowledge of their state

became the first effect of their prevarication. Such were the sad

lights that they derived from their fault : the knowledge of good

slid evil, so vauntingly recommended by the tempter, extended no

further. They availed themselves of it, to cover themselves as well

as they could with fig-tree leaves, of which they made themselves

large cinctures. Hence, let us never forget that though our gar

ments be of linen, or purple, or silk, they should remind us of the

sin and shame ofour first parents. What vanity, then, can we take

in them ?

Suddenly, they heard the voice of the Lord, as He walked in the

garden in the afternoon. These words mean that the Lord hastened

to make the culprits feel their guilt, in order to penetrate them with

a lively remorse for it. Infinite goodness ! After our first parents

had transgressed the law given them, the Lord did not cease to

show Himself merciful in their regard, but, ever like Himself, He

remembered that He is a Father and a Physician. As a Father, He

beholds a son degrading his nobility, and renouncing his high

destinies, to crawl in the mire ; and, yielding to paternal tenderness,

He cannot leave the guilty one without succour—no, He takes a

compassionate interest in the fallen, to elevate him by degrees from

his baseness, and to re-establish him in his lost rights. As a

Physician, He runs with eagerness to the sick man, lying on the

1 Cum homo in primo statu secundum intellectum sic a Deo fuerit institutes,

quod nullum malum in ipso inerat, et omnia inferiora superioribus subdebantur,

nullo modo decipi potuit, nec quoad ea qua scivit, nec quoad ea quae nescivit.

(S Tho., p. i., q. 94, art. 4.)

i Adam non est seductus ; mulier autem seducta in prevarications fuiU

(1 Tim., xi., 14.)
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bed of suffering, whether the benefit of his skill has been sought

or not. This is the manner in which God acts with man.1

Meanwhile, the guilty, having heard the voice of the Lord in the

garden, ran to hide themselves among the trees in the garden. How

strange a folly, to imagine oneself hidden from the all-seeing eye of

Him who fills all places ! You call those servants insolent, who,

to avoid the presence of their irritated master, run away and hide

their troubles and terrors in the nooks and corners of the house.

Thus, Adam and Eve, for want of an asylum, seek it in the very

house of the Master whom they have outraged, among the trees of

His garden.

Notwithstanding their precautions, the Sovereign Judge soon

discovers them. Behold the culprits in His presence ! Let us

recollect ourselves a moment, and, in the silence caused by our sor

row and dread, let us assist at the examination : it is our first

parents who are about to be judged. Let us hear attentively the

answers of the accused, and the sentence that shall be passed, as

well on them as on the perfidious instigator of their crime.

Let us recollect first the threat which God had made to our first

parents : " The day on which you eat the fruit of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil you shall die.'" Death of body and

soul was to be the punishment of their guilt. The conduct of God

towards the rebel angels established a terrible precedent : the human

race deserved to be on the spot precipitated into hell, and the justice

of God seemed moved to the rigorous execution of the sentence.

What will this God, who is at once a Judge and a Father, do ? How

will he reconcile the pleadings of His tenderness with the rights of

His justice ? Let us follow this momentous trial.

The Lord God calls Adam, saying: "Adam, where art thou?"

He calls him by his name, to encourage him. Adam replies : " I hoard

Thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I . was naked, airl

I hid myself." The Lord asks : " How didst thou know thou wast

naked, but because thou didst eat the forbidden fruit ?"

These first questions show us in its full light the inexhaustible

clemency of the Judge. He need not have addressed a single word

to the guilty, but have pronounced at the moment the sentence of

death, which He had threatened. He does not do so: He represses

His just indignation, and listens to the culprit's defence.

What will the accused answer?

" The woman whom Thou gavest me for a companion, pre

sented me with the fruit of this tree, and I did eat of it." He cannot

deny his crime ; but, instead of humbling himself, and having

] S. Chrys., Homil. XTii., in Gen. s Gen., I, : 6
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recourse to the clemency of his Judge, he casts the blame of his act

on the woman whom God has given Him. He seems to accuse God

Himself of being the first cause of his ruin. Such an excuse could

not be admitted. The Lord does not deign even to consider it. Adam

being convicted of disobedience, He interrogates the other culprit.

"Why," He says to the woman, "hast thou done this?"

That is, thou hast heard the complaint lodged against thee by thy

husband ; why hast thou become the instrument of his and thy

misfortune ?

Eve answers : " The serpent deceived me, and I did eat of the

fruit." She defends herself no better than her spouse. As Adam

had cast his fault on Eve, so Eve endeavours to cast it on another

culprit. The Lord presses His questions no further. If He were

to act otherwise, it would not be to procure information, for

nothing is concealed from Him. He desires to show His clemency

towards the guilty, and to afford them an opportunity of presenting

their justification, if in their power.

After having received the declaration of our first parents, the

Lord addressed Himself to the instigator of the crime, not to hear

any defence, not to enter into any investigation of the matter, but

to pronounce sentence. Without asking him why he had done so to

Adam and Eve, the Lord says: "Because thou hast done this, thou art

cursed among all animals and beasts of the field ; thou shalt crawl

on thy belly, and thou shalt eat the dust all the days of thy life.

I will place enmity between thee and the woman, between thy race

and hers. Her race shall crush thy head, and thou shalt lay snares

for her feet."1

'Marvellous as it is, the history of the tempting serpent is unassailable.

The object of the following note is neither to explain nor to justify the words

of Moses, but rather to show the utter impotence of human reason to convict

of falsehood the account recorded in Genesis. To do so it would be necessary

to show that a spiritual being, the devil, enjoying a power the extent of which

is far from limited, could not move the organs of a serpent in such a manner as

to draw articulate sounds from them, while another spiritual being, our own

soul, inferior in power to the angels, avails itself witn marvellous facility of

that portion of matter to which it is united, to articulate sounds, and to enter

into sensible relations with the persons that surround it. As for the curse of

the serpent, expressed in these words : Thou shalt crawl upon thy belly, to deny

its effect it would be necessary to show that before the commission of sin at

kinds of serpents moved on their breast, or at least that the species that had

been cursed used to move as they move to-day. Now, this can never be shown

because there exist, even at the present day, some kinds of serpents that fly ;

and because it is impossible to know the species the devil made use of, and upon

which the malediction felL

Thou shalt eat the dust all the days of thy life ; to deny this second part of

the curse, it would be necessary to show that before the commission of sin all
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"We are impatient to know why it is the serpent and not the

devil, the instrument and not the author of the crime, that is

punished. Here, again, we shall see shining forth the tender love

which God bears us.

The father, who has been robbed of a beloved son by an

assassin's sword, first vents his fury on the murderous weapon,

which he breaks into fragments. God acts here in like manner.

He chastises the serpent, which the demon had employed for a

criminal purpose, by inflicting on it a perpetual punishment, to

make us understand by this sensible image how odious the demon is

to Him ; and, since He displays so much rigour against that which

was only the instrument, I leave you to imagine the treatment

which the author of the outrage receives. As the curse pronounced

against the demon, who is banished far from us into hell, produces

no effect apparent to our eyes, God is pleased to give us a sensible

kinds of serpents used to eat the dust, or that, since its commission, there has

been no class of serpents that continually make the dust their nourishment.

A twofold subterfuge baffled by science ! The expression, to eat the dust, can be

understood, as Bullet and Bergier observe, to indicate in the Scripture language,

that as the serpent trails itself along the ground in search of food, its meats

are generally covered with clay and dust. Moreover, we may say with com

mentators that before the commission of sin the serpent crawled on its breast

and ate the dust ; but that these habits, which were before natural to it, be

came painful to it, after it had served as an instrument to the devil, and that

this manner of living rendered it hateful and contemptible, so that man holds

it in horror. And it was man especially whom God desired to instruct in the

punishment of the serpent. Thus, to bear wood and water for the sacrifice in

the temple of the Lord was an honourable thing ; and yet it wasa penalty inflicted

on the Gabaonites, which continually reminded them of their guilty stratagem,

and rendered them more or less contemptible.

/ will put enmities between thee and the woman, between thy race and her race ;

to deny this third part of the curse it would be necessary to show (i.) that there

does not exist among all peoples a sentiment of horror in regard to the serpent,

and that it is not as a malicious creature, an enemy of man, that it has received,

and still receives, the worship of certain nations. Now, the contrary is denied

by facts. It would also be necessary to show (ii.) that the Son by excellence of

the woman has not crushed the serpent's head, in other words, that our Lord

Jesus Christ has not destroyed theempire of the devil, by overthrowing, even to thii

day, the temples and altars erected in His honour; and (iii.) that the serpent

does not lay snares for her feet ; in other words, that, on the day of our Lord's

Passion, the devil did not lot loose against His humanityall the powers of darkness,

did not employ every stratagem andwickednessto put Him to death, and that every

day still he does not fight against Him in His Church, and in each of Hi(

disciples. Now, the victory of the Son of the Woman over the serpent, and thi

incessant war of the serpent against the Son of the Woman, are facts as

evident as the sun ; and since this last part of the curse is accomplished we

must conclude that the other parts continually receive their accomplishment too.

(See what is said on the worship of the serpent in our Traiti du Saint

Esprit, 1. 1).
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representation of it in the punishment of the serpent, which is

condemned to crawl on the earth and to eat the dust.

The sentence being pronounced on the devil, the Judge turns

towards our first parents. But, 0 infinite mercy ! even before

acquainting them with their sentence, He allows to shine on their

eyes, in the very condemnation of the tempter, the bright rays of

hope.

And first, in saying that He would put enmity between the race

of the woman, and the race of the serpent, He gave them to under

stand that they should not undergo death the very day of their sin,

as they might have expected. If they were condemned to it they

should have time to prepare for it, and render it meritorious. Then,

adding that the race of the woman should crush the serpent's head,

He taught them that the evils of which they were the victims

would be repaired.

With this two-fold assurance, dur first parents awaited, without

disquietude, the sentence of a Judge who showed Himself so

clement. Mercy had indeed conquered ; but still there was some

thing due to justice.

The Lord then turns towards the woman, less guilty than the

devil, but more guilty in a certain sense than thj man,1 and says

to her : " I will multiply thy sufferings ; thou shalt bring forth

children in the midst of the most bitter sorrows ; thou shalt be

subject to man, and he shall have dominion over thee." Observe

the divine clemency even in the severity of the chastisement. The

sorrows of child-birth will be balanced by consolations, which will

soon make them forgotten. And woman, by her gentleness and

resignation, will regain a portion of her dignity, and sWeeten the

dominion of man.

There still remains the father of the human race, the king of

the visible world, the well-beloved of his God. The Lord addresses

him, saying: " Because thou hast preferred the voice of thy wife to

my command, and hast eaten of the forbidden fruit, the earth, which

of itself, and without compulsion, would have provided for thy

wants, will henceforward present thee only a cursed and ungrateful

1 Mulier, says St. Thomas, est gravius punita quam vir, ut patet. ( Gen. iii.,

16.) Ergo gravius peceavit quam vir ... Si consideremua conditionem personam,

peccatum viri est gravius, quia erat perfectior muliere. Sed quantum ad ipsum

genus peceati, utriu9que peccatum aequalitor dicitur, quia utriusi ue peccatum

fuit superbia. Sed quantum ad speeiem superbii-, gravius pecvuvit mulier,

triplici ratioue ; (i) quia major elatio fuit luulleris quam viri : (it) quia non

solum ipsa peceavit, sed etkiiu viro peccatum suggessit ; {iii) in hoc quod

peccatum viri diminutum est, ex hoc quod in potratum consensit ainicabiii

quadam benevolentia. (2a. 2te. q. 163, art. 4, corp.)
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soil. All the days of thy life it will require the most wearisome

labour to obtain from it, against its will, the bread which thou shalt

purchase in the sweat of thy brow. It will be covered with briers

and thorns, through which thou wilt gather the herbs that will

serre thee as a portion of thy nourishment. Such will be thy con

dition till, worn out with labours, and subjected to death, thou shalt

return into the earth, from which thou wast taken ; for dust thou

art, and into dust thou shalt return."

This terrible sentence strikes the culprit throughout his whole

being. His understanding darkened, his will inclined to evil, his

body overwhelmed with sorrows : all will henceforward attest the

greatness of his fault and the severity of God's chastisements.

Nevertheless, Adam should find himself happy in being let off

bo easily. In the midst of all these evils, the choicest good still

remains to him, namely, hope ; in other words, time and meanB to

repair his misfortune. He is much better treated than the rebel

angels. Although threatened with the same punishment, he can

recover heaven : they shall never be able to do it. Now, when one

has not lost heaven irreparably, what are all other losses ?

The Lord God, whose paternal heart suffers from the strokes

which His justice inflicts on the guilty, hastens to give our first

parents an affecting mark of His goodness; for it is in little atten'-

tions that kindness shows itself most. To spare them the shame of

their nakedness, He Himselfprovides them with garments made from

the skins of beasts.

This mournful scene of the first judgment of God takes place in

the very garden where the crime was committed. To moderate the

bitterness of their grief, the Lord again consoles his two creatures.

At this moment the first woman received from her husband the name

of Eve, or mother of all the living : an inspired name, which, raising

the dignity of the woman, foretold the Blessed Virgin, and

strengthened the hopes of the guilty. It only remained to execute

the sentence. The Lord spoke, and our parents departed over

whelmed with sorrow from the terrestrial paradise, never to enter it

again.1 A cherub, with a fiery sword, came and stood at the

entrance, to refuse admission to the first man and all his posterity.

Exiled a short distance from this place of delights, and obliged

to cultivate the earth for his support, Adam spent a long life of nine

hundred and thirty years bewailing his unhappy transgression. His

penance was so humble and so persevering that, in consideration of the

i Tradition teaches that after wandering about for some time in the neigh

bourhood of the terrestrial paradise, Adam settled in Judea, of which he was

the first inhabitant, and where he was buried. (See our Uistoirc du bon

Larrony.

VOL. 1/ 19
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future Liberator, he recovered the special friendship of God, in

whose love he died.' The father of the human race, or at least his

head, was buried ou Calvary, at the very place where, four thousand

years after the creation, stood the cross of the Redeemer.

It was fitting, say the Fathers of the Church, that our Lord,

coming to redeem the first Adam, should choose to suffer at the

place where he had been buried, and thus, while atoning for his sins,

should also atone for all his race. It had been said to Adam : Thou

art dust, and into dust thou shalt return ;' and, on this account, Jesus

Christ came to find him at the place where the sentence had been

executed, in order to deliver him from the curse, and, instead of the

words, Thou art dust, and into dud thou shalt return, to say to him :

Arise thou that steepest, and come forth from thy tomb*

Thus, the name Calvary, which signifies skull, unites in one

prophecy the burial of Adam with the tomb of our Lord, all

the sacrifices and mysteries of the Old with those of the New Law.

This is one of those beautiful harmonies, which we meet with at

every step in the order of grace as well as in that of nature, and

which disclose a Wisdom that nothing can escape.*

1 Eduxit ilium a delicto suo. (Sap, x, 2). Eve had the same happiness.

(See Corn, a Lapide, in hunc loc.)

i Gen., iii, Iff. 8 Ephes., v, 14.

4 On the burial of Adam, let us hear the Fathers of the Church :—

" The place where the cross of Jesus Christ was raised answers exactly to

the grave of Adam, as the Jews assure us ; and indeed it was very fitting that

the first fruit of our life should be placed where the origin of our death had

been laid." Thus speaks St. Ambrose.

This is not a mere opinion of the illustrious Bishop of Milan, since he

first calls to witness the Jews, among whom the sentiment has prevailed from

time immemorial. And he has read it in Origen, who rested it on ancient

and undisputed tradition. " The place of Calvary," says the latter, " received a

particular privilege, having been chosen for the death of Him who should die

for all men ; for a tradition, which has descended even to our time, informs us

that the body of the first man, formed by the hands of God, was buried in the

same place where Jesus Christ should be crucified." He immediately gives the

reason, which is also accepted by our holy bishop. "In order that," he says,

" as all men died in Adam, so all should live in Jesus Christ, and that the chief

of the human race should there find, for himself and his posterity, resurrection

and life through the resurrection of the Saviour, who there died and rose

again." (Tract, in Maith.)

Tertullian is no less precise. " Calvary," he says, " is the place of the Chief ;

the first man was buried there ; tradition preserves the remembrance of it : and

it was at this same place that Jesus Christ erected the standard of His victory."

St. Athanasius is still more positive. In a discourse on the Passion and

Crucifixion of our Tjord.be expresses himself thus: "Jesus Christ chose no

other place in which to suffer and be crucified than that of Calvary, which,

according to the opinion of the most learned among the Jews, was the place of

Adam's burial. For they assure us that Adam, after his curse and condemnation.
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Prayer.

O my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for not having ahandoned

man after his sin—what do I say, 0 my God ?—for having promised

as a Redeemer, who should restore with interest the goods that we

had lost.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I shall

retist temptation as soon as I perceive it.

LESSON XVII.

AGREEMENT EETWEEN THE DIVINE JUSTICE AND MEECT IN THE

PUNISHMENT AND TRANSMISSION OF ORIGINAL SIN.

The Indian King. Original Sin in our First Parents and in us ; its Effects, its

Transmission. Justice and Mercy in regard to our First Parents. Har

mony between Justice and Mercy in the Mysteries of the Incarnation and

Passion. Doctrine of St. Leo and St. Thomas. Necessity of Faith in the

Redeemer.

In reward for the attention with which you have followed the

preceding lessons, we shall begin this one with a little story. A

king of the Indies was setting out for the chase with his principal

died there, and was buried there. If this is the case, the connection of such a

place with the cross of Jesus Christ appears to me admirable ; for it was most

proper that our Lord, coming to seek and recall the first Adam, should choose

to suffer in the place where he had been buried, and, while expiating his sin,

should also expiate that of his race. It had been said to Adam : Thou art dust,

and into dust thou shalt return ; and, on this very account, Jesus Christ comes to

find him in the place where the sentence was executed, to deliver him from the

curse, and instead of the words. Thou art dust, and into dust thou shalt return,

to say to him : Arise thou that steepest ; come forth from the tomb, thou that art

dead, Jesus Christ will enlighten thee"

In the time of St. Basil, this tradition was universally believed among

Christians, though preserved rather in the memory of men than in their

writings : still, Epiphanius assures us that he had seen books attesting it.

An opinion resting on such respectable evidence ought to delight all

Christian hearts ; and it is surprising that St. Jerome should venture to refute

it. For the rest, it is after having ably discussed his objections that a modern

writer concludes, with St. Cyril of Jerusalem, and with Grotius, commenting on

the Gospel of St. Matthew, that the name Calvary (in Syriac Golpotha)^

which means Chief, united in one prophecy the sepulchre of Adam with the

tomb of our Lord, the sacrifices and mysteries of the Old Law with those of

the New. (Bibliothigue des Peres, by M. Guillon, v. ix, p. 183). See these and

other testimonies, as well as the passages of St. Jerome explained in our Histoirc

du bon Larron, dedicated to the Nineteenth Century.
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officers. Arrived at the place of general meeting, his highness

withdrew from the company, and concealed himself in the depth

of a forest. After some time he heard at a short distance a very

animated conversation, the meaning of which he desired to under

stand. He drew near softly, and concealed himself behind an

immense palm-tree. It was a wood-seller and his wife, who com

plained bitterly of the miseries of life. The woman, particularly,

spoke loud against God and our first parents. " Ah !" said she, " if

I had been there instead of Eve, never should gluttony or curiosity

have made me disobey."'

The king allowed them to continue without any interruption.

When they had done, he went forward, and seeming not to have

heard anything, said to them: "You are very miserable; if you

desire it, I shall change your lot ; you have only to follow me."

The look, the tone, the appearance of the unknown, easily con

vinced the two wood-gatherers. It is so easy to convince us, when

happiness is promised us. " Come with me," said the king; and,

on the spot, quitting their labour and their tools, they walk after him.

' Without original sin, let us remark that we should hare been born in the

some state as our first father was created, not in a better state. Like him, we

should have had our trial; like him, we might lose grace and fall into a state of

sin and death. St. Thomas, examining ex professo the question whether infants,

born in the state of innocence, would have been confirmed in justice, answers

formally, No. Besides a text of St. Augustine to the same effect, he gives the

reason : because it is evident that children could not have in their birth a

greater perfection than their parents in the state of generation. Now, while

they should be coming into existence their parents would not have been con

firmed in justice. The proof of which is that man is only confirmed in justice

by the clear vision of God, which cannot co-exist with an animal life, in which

alone generation takes place. Thou canst not ste Myface, said the Lord to Moses,

for no man shall see Me and live. (Exod. xxxiii., 20. ) Children, therefore, would

not be born with this confirmation. " Pueri in sua nativitate non habuissent

plus perfectionem quam eorum parentes in statu generutionis. Parentes autem

quamdiu generassent, non fuissent confirmati in justitia. Unde manifestum est

quod parvuli non nascerentur in justitia confirmati." (P. I, 2a. q. 100, art. 2,

corp.)

It is well this matter should be remembered ; for persons too often imagine

that if our first father had been faithful, we should have nothing to fear or to

do. The truth is, that had this common ancestor been faithful, our particular

ancestors might not have been so, and consequently have begotten us in an

original sin. Finally, though all our forefathers had been faithful, we might

not be so, and might fall into a state of sin and death. And, in this case, could

we calculate on that mercy which followed the fall of our first father ? Let us

think well on this, and, instead of murmuring, we shall find reason to bless God.

" Si aliquis ex posteris Adam peccasset, eo non peccante, moreretur quidem

propter suum peceatum actuale, sicut AdaTn mortuus fuit, sed posteri ejus

morerentur propter peceatum originale." (S. Tho., q. 5, de Malo, art. 4, ad 8,

v. viii of his works, p. 285. See M. Eohrbacher, Grace and Nature.)
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The distance is pretty long. At length the end of the forest

is reached. The officers and royal suite are here assembled. The

monarch ascends his palanquin, and, to the great astonishment of

all the court, brings his two new friends with him. Arrived at the

palace, he provides them with garments and apartments suitable to

their new position. Numerous officers are placed under their orders.

All persons are anxious to serve them, because they behold in the

new guests their master's favourites.

Some days pass thus in joy and abundance; and the wood-seller

and his wife congratulate themselves and bless the king. However,

he one day called them to him, and said : " You know the state from

which I lately withdrew you : you are now happy. It depends upon

yourselves to possess always the happiness that you now enjoy; if

you be faithful to my orders, your children shall also participate in the

same advantages. I annex only one condition to my favours : you

may eat of all the meats every day brought to you, with the excep

tion of one, which shall be placed at the centre of the table, in a

rich golden dish, adorned with jewels, and covered. The day on

which you touch it you shall die. Do not forget : the fate of your

selves and your children depends on your fidelity."

The king then retired, and our fuel-gatherers praised to the skies

the goodness of one who was pleased to attach their happiness, and

that of their children, to such an easy condition.

The hour of repast arrives ; the golden dish is placed on the

table. Its elegant shape, the fretwork that adorns it, the precious

stones that enrich it, quickly arrest the looks of the two guests, who,

for the rest, used always to eat alone. The woman especially is

unable to draw her eyes from the brilliant object; but, through

respect for the orders of the king, she goes no further. At the next

repast the dish is again placed on the table. The more it is seen,

the more beautiful it seems. A desire springs up in the heart of

this new Eve ; still, she dare not yet manifest it.

The following days, the same sight and the same desire. At length,

after two months, curiosity carries the day. The woman said to

her husband: "As long as this dish is on the table every kind of

food is insipid to me ; I should be happy if I could only see what it

contains : it is not my intention to eat anything out of it."

"Beware!" replies the husband, "beware of such a thought;

the king has declared his will on the matter : the day on which we

touch this dish we shall die." " But," answered the wife, " we can

touch it without any one seeing us ; I shall just raise the cover ever

so little, take a peep, and be satisfied." The husband has not the

courage to displease his wife. " Allow me," he says, " to assist

you i the danger will be less."
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Tie wife, all eagerness, stretches forward her head, while the

husband gently lifts the fatal cover. But, 0 misery ! a tiny mouse

rushes about the dish ! The wife, alarmed, screams ; the husband

lets the cover fall ; the little prisoner escapes and vanishes.

The king, who chanced to be in an adjoining apartment, at

once proceeds to ascertain the cause of the noise, and detects the

guilty pair in the deed. " Is it thus," he says to them in an angry

tone, "that yon respect mycommands ? you shall undergo the punish

ment with which I threatened you." At these words, he orders them

to be put to death. On the moment, the only son of the king comes

forward, and, casting himselfon his knees before his father, exclaims :

" Pardon, pardonthem ; if a victim is required for thy justice, behold

me, my father ; I offer thee my life." The king accepts the mediation

of his son, whom he condemns to death instead of the two culprits.

The young man is conducted to the scaffold. He dies. Through

the merits of his death the two criminals preserve their lives, and

obtain all the means necessary to recover the advantages of which

they have deprived themselves by their fault.

" Only," says the king to them, " you shall not recover the goods

which you have lost, unless by availing yourselves of the means for

which you are indebted to the death of my well-beloved son. This

is the trial which I appoint you. You shall undergo it far from my

palace ; take your rags, and the road that leads to the forest. If

you be faithful, and love my son, I will restore you all the goods

that you have lost, and others even greater. All your children, even

to the last generation, shall enjoy them after you ; moreover, you

shall want for nothing as regards body or soul. If you should

have need of anything, you shall ask it, and on the spot you shall be

satisfied."

Is there, we ask, a shadow of injustice or cruelty in the conduct

of this good king? On the contrary, is he not full of justice and

mercy ?

And now, that which we suppose to have passed in the Indies

took place in the terrestrial paradise. The conduct of this king

exactly represents to us the conduct of God.

I. Before being drawn from nothingness, our first parents were

less than wood-gatherers : they were nothing ; they had no right to

anything. When giving them their existence, God could have

created them in a state inferior to that in which they came forth

from His hands.

IL The fulfilment of the command which God gave them, after

having laden them with honour and glory, was very easy ; it was

also a matter of the utmost importance, since on it depended the

happiness of our first parents and their descendants.
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HI. This command was most clear. The day on which you eat

of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall die.

No equivocation or ambiguity here. Adam and Ere had, moreover,

all the graces necessary for its observance ; they could not pretend

forgetfulnesS or ignorance. They remembered this precept so well,

in its precise sense, and in the terrible consequences of its violation,

that the woman herself said to the serpent : " The day in which we

eat of this fruit we shall die."

IV. It was most just. God had certainly a good right to impose

this prohibition on creatures whom He had drawn from nothingness,

and to annex to their fidelity a continuance of the privileges, both

for themselves and for us, with which He had endowed them. God

is the Master of His gifts ; He can grant them on whatever con

ditions He pleases: and who amongst us can consider that to be

difficult which He imposed on our first parents? If they be

came prevaricators, in spite of so many considerations and so

many means of preservation, to whom could they complain of the

punishment inflicted on them ?

V. In executing the threats which He had uttered against

them, God remained perfectly just. What, now, were the conse

quences of original sin in regard to our first parents? They

extended to the present and the future life. In the present life, some

affected the body, and others the soul. As for the body, the effects

of original sin for our parents were death and all the miseries of

life. As for the soul, the loss of sanctifying grace, that is, the

forfeiture of the supernatural state, or of the right to see God in His

essence, and of the power to merit ; also, concupiscence, that is, a

violent inclination to evil, and ignorance, which darkened to their

eyes the truths, of which, before their fall, they had a clear

knowledge. The result of original sin for our first parents in the

future life was hell, that is, the pain of loss, which consists in the

eternal privation of God, and the pain of sense, which is eternal fire.

Let us not forget that in Adam and Eve, guilty of their own free

choice, the sin that we term original was actual : accordingly, it

merited for them the torments of hell.

Such is the teaching of the Catholic Church, the infallible organ

of truth. " If any one," says the holy Council of Trent {Sees, v,

can. 1.) " does not admit that the first man, Adam, by transgressing

the command of God in the terrestrial paradise, lost thereby the

sanctity and justice in which he had been established, and incurred

by his prevarication the anger and indignation of God, and

consequently death itself, with which he had been previously

threatened by God, and along with death, captivity under the power

of him who bad thenceforth the empire of death, namely, the
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devil ; and, in fine, that the whole person of Adam was changed

nnd degraded, in body and in soul, by the effect of that disobedience :

:ijt him be anathema." Thou art just, then, perfectly just, 0 my

God ! in the punishment of our first parents ; Thou art no less so in

regard to their posterity.

In effect, as to us, the consequences of original sin are in this

world, with regard to the body, subjection to sufferings and death;

a ith regard to the soul, the loss of sanctifying grace, and with it the

right to eternal happiness; also, ignorance in the mind and concu

piscence in the will. Let us again hear the Oracle of Truth

i i self. "If anyone asserts," says the holy Council of Trent,1

" that the sin of Adam was hurtful only to himself, and not

to his posterity, and that the justice and sanctity which he had

received from God, were lost only for himself, and not for us at the

same time ; or that, sullied with the sin of disobedience, he only

transmitted corporal pains to the human race, and not sin itself,

which is the death of the soul : let him be anathema. For he

contradicts the Apostle, who tells us that sin entered into the world

by one man, and by sin death, and thus death passed to all men by him

in whom all have sinned.'

Such are the evils that original sin causes us in this life. Now,

the contrary goods, that is, sanctifying grace or a supernatural union

with God, the right of the intuitive vision in heaven, an absolute

dominion over our passions, exemption from sorrow and death, were

not due to us. They were so many gifts of the pure liberality of

the Creator. Such is also the doctrine of Catholic theology. St.

Augustine, in particular, the experienced interpreter, so safe in

matters of reason and faith, teaches this doctrine formally ; and the

whole Church applauded the condemnation of Bains, who had

maintained the contrary.3 Ab for the effect of original sin in the

other life, with respect to us, it is a matter of faith that it deprives

1 Sess. v, can. ii. 2 Sesa. v, can. ii.

'Bergier, Traits de la Reliffion, 1. iii, 105; Aug., De liber. Arbit.,Ub. iii,

c. xx. Retract, lib. i, c. ii, de Bono persever., c. ii, et iii ; Baius, Prop, ixiv,

lv, lxxriii.

Primus ereatus est homo immortalis, quod ei praeatabatur de ligno vitae,

non de conditione naturae . . . mortalia ergo erat conditions corporis anirnalia,

immortalis a beneficio Creatoris. (Aug., De Gen., ad litt., c. xxv.)

Manifeatum est quod ilia subjectio corporis ad animam et inferiorum virium

ad rationem, non erat naturalis ; alioquin post peccatum inansisset, cum etiam in

dasmonibus dona naturalia post peccatum permanserint. Unde manifestum est

quod et ilia prima subjectio qua ratio Deo aubdebatur, non erut sol um secundum

naturam, sed secundum supernaturale donum gratia*. (S. Tho., p. i, q. 95,

art. 1.)

The same truth is established by the condemnation of many of the proposi

tions of Buius. (See ii, v, zivi, xniv, lv, lxxviii, and lxxix.)
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us of Heaven, that is, of the intuitive vision of God, unless it be

eflaced by baptism. The words of our Lord are formal : " Unless

you be born again of water and, the Holy Ghost, you cannot enter into the

kingdom of heaven."1

With regard to us, then, God has been just in the punishment of

original sin. And, in reality, it is no more contrary to divine than

to human j ustice, to include children in the condemnation of their

father, by depriving them of the gratuitous privileges which they

should have enjpyed if their father had continued faithful.

But does the loss of heaven necessarily involve the pain of hell,

so that a child of Adam who dies with original sin alone is con

demned to the punishment of a miserable eternity ? Without

entering into any details on the various opinions enunciated on this

matter,* we shall quote the words of one of the most celebrated

defenders of religion. " Original sin," says Bergier, " was, in

Adam and Eve, a sin of self-will, committed with reflection; there

fore, it rendered them deserving of eternal punishment. It is not

the same in our regard. We may say that God does not condemn to

hell the souls that are guilty of this fault alone. It is permitted us

to believe, with St. Thomas,3 that God deprives them only of super

natural beatitude, to which they have no right. The Faculty of

Theology in Paris, in the censure of Emih, declared that this

opinion was not blamable."4

Though no one can solve the question with certainty, still it

is beyond all doubt that God will never do an injustice to any

person, and that His conduct can never be the subject of a reasonable

accusation.

It is a mystery, indeed—the condemnation of all in the person

and for the fault of one—but it is a mystery as certain as it ia

unassailable.

Alas ! yes, it is certain that man is born degraded. Now, he is

not degraded unless because he is fallen ; and, under a good God, he

1 Joan., iii, 5.

a See Monsignor Bouvier, Bishop of Mans; t. iv, 519 ; and what we say in

explaining the tenth article of the Creed.

• Peceato originali in futura retributione non debetur pcena sensus.

(p. iii, q. 1, art. 4, ad 2.) Such is also the opinion of the most grave

theologians ; and of Ferraris in particular, who expresses himself thus : " Pueri

decedentes cum solo originali peceato nullain patiuntur pasnam sensus, nec post

diem judicii passuii sunt alias corporis afflictiones ; sed tantum patiuntur, et

patiuntur solam pcenam damni sine ullo dolore interno et externo, seu sine

ullo prorsus dolore, vel tristitia de omissione beatitudinis." (Biblioth., &e.,

art. Peccaium, n. 69.)

• Traiti de la Relig., liv., iii, 104. See also Pieux souvenir3 de* ames du ruP.

gatoire, by Monsignor Do vie, Bishop of Belley, p. 14.
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did not fall, unless because he was guilty. All kinds of proofs

assemble in a body to confound the impious of our days, who dare

to deny the transmission of original sin.

The Bible, the book by excellence, to whose truth such illus

trious homage is rendered by modern science, continually proclaims

this dreadful mystery. Who is free from stain * cries out the

patriarch of sorrow from the bosom of the Gentile people. No

person, not even the child of a day old.1 And the royal prophet : /

have been conceived in iniquity, and formed in sin in my mother's

womb?

And the most sublime interpreter of the counsels of God, the

Great Apostle : As by one man sin entered into the world, and by sin

death, so death has passed to all men by him in whom all sinned. . . .

And as the condemnation is for all by the sin of one, to justi

fication and life are for all by the justification of one, who is Jesus

Christ.1

To the words of St. Paul are joined those of all the great men who

are the glory of Christian ages, the Athanasiuses, the Augustines, the

Chrysostoms, the Thomases of Aquin. To our modern scoffers we

might address the interpellation of Clement of Alexandria to the

heretics of his time: "Ho person, according to the Scripture, is

exempt from sin, though he should have lived but one day.

Let them tell us then, where has the new-born babe sinned, or how

has one, who never performed an action, fallen under the curse of

Adam ?"♦

"Children are baptised," adds Origen, "to be forgiven their

sins." What sins ? When did they commit sins ? "What reason

can there be for baptising children, unless it is found in this

passage : No person is free from stain, though he should have lived but

one day ? It is because Baptism effaces the sin in which they are

born that little children are baptised.'"

Repeating this wondrous tradition, the Catholic Church strikes

with anathema any person who dares to deny the transmission of

Adam's sin to all his posterity.6 Is it necessary to summon pagan

generations of past ages from their tombs, or to call as witnesses

nations that are still seated in the shadow of death ? They will

answer us with one voice, either from the depths of their tombs, or

from the recesses of their forests: "Yes, we were born guilty."

" The first man and woman," say the Parsees (Guebres, or Persian

fire-worshippers), " were in the beginning pure, and submissive to

1 Job, xiv. 4, Septuag.

3Horn., v. 12.

6 Homil. xiv, in Lue.

, Psal., i. 7.

« Strom., lib., iii, c. xvi.

* Oonc. Trid., sees. v. can. ii.
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Onmizd, their maker. Ahriman saw them, and was jealous of

their happiness. He approached them under the guise of a

snake, presented fruits to them, and persuaded them that he was

the author of mankind, of animals, of plants, and of the beautiful

universe in which they dwelt. They believed him, and henceforward

Ahriman was their master. Their nature was corrupted, and this

corruption infected their posterity.1

One of the most remarkable of Mexican traditions is that of the

mother of our flesh, the woman of the serpent, fallen from her first

state of innocence and happiness.*

What mean the expiatory rites that we find among all peoples

for the purification of the infant on its entrance into life ? This

ceremony usually takes place on the same day as a name is given to

the child. This day, among the Romans, was the ninth for boys,

the eighth for girls.3 It was called lustricus, on account of the

lustral water which was employed to purify the newly-born.4

Similar rites are found among all nations. This fact is so evident

that Voltaire himself is obliged to admit it. " We notice," he

says, " that the Parsees have always had a baptism. Baptism is

common among all the ancient nations of the East."5 And elsewhere

" the fall of degenerate man is the foundation of the theology of

all ancient nations."6

And, without having recourse to these foreign authorities, do we

not find within ourselves the proof of our degradation ? What, in

effect, I ask you, are these strange compounds ofgood desires and

bad inclinations, of greatness and meanness, of truth and error, of

virtue and vice, that are manifested within us from childhood ?

Who are these two enemies that we carry within us, and that make

our whole life a continual warfare ? You cannot deny what we all

are ; and, certainly, he would be deserving of pity who should fail

to see that man, at present, inclined to evil from his youth, is only

a sad wreck.

Granted that these things are so ; after all, how has the crime

of one man infected his whole race ? How can children justly bear

punishment for the fault of their father ? This is what the arrogant

reason of our century asks with greater assurance than ever. As

an answer, we would first remind it of the preceding explanations

on the effects of original sin ; then, descending into the depths

• Vendidad-Sade, p. 305-428. 3 Humboldt, Vue des Cordill., 1. 1, p. 237.

•Macrob., Satur., lib. i. 4 Festua, De Verb. Signif.

5 Remarq. sur I'hist. gen., a.9, p. 41.

• Question stir CEncyclop. See also the Zend-Avesta, liv. ii. Virgil, Xncid,

lib. vi, v. 426-529 ; Creutor, Relit/, de I'antiquitt.
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of the mysteries of human nature, say, with a pagan philo

sopher.1

" There are some collective beings, who can be guilty of certain

crimes, as well as individual beings. A State, for example, must

be taken as a whole, like an animal which always continues the

same, and whose identity is not altered by age. The State, then,

being one, as long as the association maintains unity, rewards and

punishments for all that is done in common are justly distributed to

it, as they are distributed to a single individual.

" But if a State can be considered from this point of view, it

ought to be the same with regard to a family proceeding from a

common stock, which imparts to it that mysterious energy, or

essence, or qualities, which extend to every individual of the line.

Beings, that come from generation, do not resemble productions of

art. Among the latter, when a work is finished, it is im

mediately taken out of the hands of the workman, and no longer

forms a part of him ; it is, indeed, by him but not ofhim. On the

contrary, that which is begotten proceeds from the very substance

of the generating being ; so that it receives of him something which

is most justly punished or rewarded for him, because this some

thing is himself."

Such is evidently the case with the human race. " What are

we ?" says St. Augustine, " what are all men but a continuation of

Adam, one and the same man perpetuating himself through

centuries with his various qualities and vices?" Omncs nos unui

Adam {We are all but one Adam.) Hence, St. Paul sees among

all men only two men : the first Adam, of whom we are all, by

our corporal birth, the defiled continuation and reproduction ; and

the second Adam, our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom we become, by a

spiritual birth, the sanctified continuation and reproduction."

These considerations, which cast some light on this profound

dogma, are of a nature to satisfy an upright and reflecting mind, as

well as to close the mouths of vulgar wranglers, by showing them

that the object of their attacks is not at all contrary to reason.

Thus, we repeat, on one side, the terrible mystery of the trans

mission of original sin is certain ; on the other, it is unassailable.

The reason is evident : since God is infinitely good, just, and holy,

we must necessarily conclude that the transmission of original sin

is not contrary to infinite goodness, justice, or holiness. In one

word, God is just, and we are punished : this is the sum of all that it

is indispensable for us to know—the remainder is only a matter of

pure curiosity.

1 Plutarch, Delay of the Divine Justice, p, 48-50.

'Rom.,v. 1. ; Cor., XT. ; Eph,, iv.
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Let ns fear nothing : God has never done, and never will do, a

wrong to any person. Such is the grand answer to all difficulties,

that our own mind or the minds of otherscan raise on this mystery,

or on any other mystery that we meet with in religion. We are

happy to say it is also the answer counselled hy the Great Master

who is our guide. "Although 1 may not be able," says St.

Augustine,1 " to refute all the arguments of heretics, I see, never

theless, that we must hold to that which the Scripture clearly

teaches us, namely, that no man can come to life and salvation

without being united to Jesus Christ, and that God cannot con

demn any one unjustly, or unjustly deprive any one of life and

salvation."

God, then, was just, perfectly just, in punishing Adam and Eve,

and in including all of us in their punishment. What is particularly

affecting is, that we see shining through this conduct, so severe in

appearance, an infinite mercy.

I. Instead of putting our first parents to death on the very day

of their fault, as He had a right to do, He allows them time and

means to do penance.

II. To avenge them on the devil, He promises the woman

that she shall one day crush the serpent's head. As shown in the

development of the work of the redemption, God makes two

announcements to our first parents : one, that He shall restore them

all the goods they have lost ; the other, that they shall really become

like Him, in order to confound the pride of Satan, by accomplishing,

in its full extent, the promise which he deceitfully has made them :

You shall be as gods.

III. This redemption will be so abundant, the goods it will pro

cure to the human race so vastly transcending the evils caused by

original sin, that the Church does not hesitate to exclaim, when

speaking of Adam's misfortune : " 0 happy fault ! 0 truly necessary

sin ! since it merited for us such a Redeemer."3

IT. From the moment of this fall, God has no other thought

than that of repairing it : to save man must be His only affair ; it

must be the centre from which all His designs will radiate ; in fine,

it must be the end of all His works.

We are struck with astonishment at the wondrous ease and

boundless mercy with which God forgives the father of the human

race. Let us endeavour to cast some light on this abyss of wisdom

and goodness : the noblest use of reason is to guide man to faith.

" By his sin man becomes the enemy of God, and it is necessary

1 Be pecc. Merit. et Hernias., b. iii, c. iv, n. 7.

2 Office of Holy Saturday.
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that the reciprocal hatred (that is, separation or opposition) be

tween God and man should be changed into a reciprocal love,

so that God and man may be again able to form a true society.

But man cannot be reconciled with God, unless he is pardoned.

Nor can God be reconciled with man, unless He is satisfied. These

relations are necessary in connection with a Being infinitely just

and good.

" But God, infinitely just, cannot surrender the rights of His

justice : He will then punish man with infinite rigour. On the

other hand, God, infinitely good, and desiring to save man, will

pardon him with infinite goodness. How can these things be re

conciled ? To punish man with infinite rigour is to put him to

death in the midst of the most frightful torments ; and to pardon

him with infinite goodness is to preserve him safe and sound with

all his privileges. Can God Himself, omnipotent as He is, destroy

and preserve man at the same time ?

" Yes, He can: He can destroy one man in place of all men ; He

can preserve all other men in consideration of one man put to death.

As thefault of one alone has rendered all men guilty, so thejustice of

one alone renders all men holy.1 Human justice can afford us an

idea aDd example of such compensation."*

Witness, out of a thousand, that celebrated fact in the history

of France: In 1347, Edward III. king of England, laid siege to

Calais. Irritated at the prolonged resistance of the inhabitants, he

pressed them so hard, that they were ultimately obliged to sue for

peace. Edward refused to grant it, unless they delivered into his

hands six of the principal citizens to be treated as he should decide.

Eustace de St. Pierre offered himself as one of the six victims.

Five others were found to follow his example. With ropes round

their necks, and dressed in their shirts, they went to present the

keys of the city to the English king. This fierce conqueror had

absolutely determined on their death. The executioner was already

sent for. It was only the abundant tears and the repeated entreaties

of his queen that ultimately stayed his fury.

To this example we might add many others. And certainly it

is a great mercy, when a whole family, when a whole population,

when the whole human race is deserving ofdeath, to remain satis

fied that only one man should suffer in the place of all the rest.

"This is what God does. He destroys one man instead of all

men. The man to be destroyed in place of all men must, then, be

infinitely hated by God, since he will be laden with the infinite

•Rom., v. 18-19

i M. de Donald, Thtorie depouvoir, p. 147, *c.
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crimes of all men. At the same time this man, to whom all other

men will owe their pardon, must be infinitely loved by God, since

he will merit for all the forgiveness of their offences.

" Now, God cannot hate any one infinitely, except a being laden

with sins ; nor love any one infinitely, except a being infinitely

amiable, as Himself, as God. This Man then will be God : He will

be a God-Man.

" The God-Man will then be destroyed instead of all men, to

satisfy the justice of God ; and mankind will be pardoned and pre

served, through the merits of the God-Man. The God-Man will,

then, be the Mediator, the Saviour, the Redeemer of the human

race, and the Founder of a new covenant between man and God."1

Thus, the Redeemer will unite in Himself two great character

istics opposed to each other. He will be at once a prodigy of glory

and of humiliation, the object of the complacency and of the severity

of Ood. On the one hand, burdened with all the iniquities of the

world, He will experience in His life and death whatever is most

rigorous : He will be a man of sorrows. On the other, like God,

and God Himself, He will feel all the tenderness of God, and glorify

God in the worthiest manner.

Such, then, is the harmony between the justice and the mercy

of God in the punishment and the pardon of original sin. Man, a

finite being, was incapable of atoning for an infinite wrong : he

could not renew the supernatural bond, which had united him to

God, and which sin had broken. God Himself selects a Victim,

whose merits are infinite : the Victim is sacrificed, sin is expiated,

the supernatural bond is repaired, and all men are saved.

It is now easy to understand the astonishing facility with which

God forgives our first parents. From all eternity, the Incarnation

of the Word was foreseen. God had continually before His eyes

the immolation of this great Victim. The sin of man was, in a

certain sense, expiated before it was committed.

The fatal disobedience takes place. The Eternal "Word presents

Himself to His Father ; He shows Himself dying on Calvary. His

mediation is accepted ; and, the divine justice being fully satisfied,

mercy is displayed with the utmost splendour in regard to the

guilty.

It is also easy to understand how men, who lived before the

coming of the Redeemer, were saved : they were saved in consi

deration of the merits of the future Redeemer. Though accom

plished only in the plenitude of time, the voluntary sacrifice of the

Lamb slain from the beginning of the world, agnus occisiu ab origin*

1 M. de Bonald, Thiorie de Pouvoir- p. 147, Ac.
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mundi, appeased the anger of God, and procured time and means

for men to recover His friendship.

" Let no one, then," says St. Leo,' " complain of the conduct

which God has observed in the work of the Redemption. Let no

one say that Our Lord has been too late in being born according to

the flesh, as if the times that preceded His birth were deprived of

the fruit of the mysteries which He has wrought in the last ages

of the world. The Incarnation of the Word, decreed in the coun

sels of God from all eternity, produced before its accomplishment

the same effects as it has since produced. Never, in the most re

mote antiquity, was the mystery of the salvation of men without

its effect. That which the Apostles preached, the Prophets had

long before foretold ; and the work of the Saviour cannot be re

garded as too long deferred, since it has always been the object

of faith.

" It is from no new line of conduct, then, or tardy compassion that

God has provided for the redemption of the human race, by effect

ing the Incarnation of His only Son. But from the earliest days of

the world, He appointed one and the same cause of salvation for

all men and all ages.

" True, the grace of God has been poured out more abundantly

since the temporal birth of Jesus Christ; but it did not then begin

to be communicated, for by it alone the saints of all by-gone ages

were sanctified. The profound mystery of God's love, the belief

of which is now established throughout the earth, is of so effi

cacious a nature, that even when it was only predicted and pre

figured, all those who by faith attached themselves to the promise

which God had made, drew the same fruit from it as those who,

since its accomplishment, have shared in its salutary effects. It was

by faith that all the saints who preceded Our Saviour were justi

fied and made members of the mystical body of Jesus Christ,"3

Thus, salvation has never been possible but by Jesus Christ,

and through faith in Jesus Christ. All men, without distinction of

climate, age, or nation, have been obliged to believe in the great

mystery of the Redemption. As all men were condemned in the

first Adam, on account of being united to him, so all men must be

united to the second Adam, in order to be saved. The essential

bond ol this union is faith in Him.

Let us hear the prince of theologians, St. Thomas, speaking of

the necessity of faith in Jesus Christ. "There is not," he fays,3

" according to the Apostle, any other name under heaven by which

1 De Nativ., Serin, xx. • De Nativ., Serm. n,

i2a&e, q. 2, Art. 7.
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men can be saved. Therefore, it is necessary that the mystery of

the Incarnation of the Word should be believed, in some manner, at

all times, and by all men." This belief has been different, accord

ing to times and persons.

" Man, before his fall, had an explicit faith in the Incarnation

of the Word, inasmuch as this Incarnation had for its end the con

summation of glory, but not inasmuch as it had for its end the

deliverance of man from sin, through the death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ.

" After sin, the mystery of the Incarnation was believed, not

only as to the Incarnation, but also as to the Passion and the Re

surrection, by which the human family have been delivered from

sin and death. Otherwise men would not have prefigured the

Passion of Jesus Christ by the sacrifices in use before the Law and

under the Law. The more enlightened knew explicitly the mean

ing of these sacrifices. The less enlightened, believing that these

figurative sacrifices were established by God, found in them a veiled

knowledge of Jesus Christ. Add to this, that they knew the mys

tery of the Incarnation more distinctly in proportion as the time

for its accomplishment drew nearer."'

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I adore the justice, and I bless

the mercy, which Thou dost display in the punishment of original

sin. I thank Thee for promising us a Saviour : grant that we may

profit by His merits.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

thall every month renew my baptismal promises.

i Non est aliud nomen sub ccelo datum hominibus in quo oporteat nos salvos

fieri, et ideo mjsterium Incarnationis Cbristi aliqualiter oportuit omni tempore

esse creditum apud omnes: diversimodo tamen secundum diversitatem tem-

porum et personarum. Nam ante statum peccati, bomo habuit explicitain

idem de Cnristi Incarnatione, secundum quod ordinabatur ad consummationem

gloriae ; non autem secundum quod ordinabatur ad liberationem a peccato per

Poasionem et Resurrectionem. . . . Post peccatum autem, fuit explicite credi

tum mysterium Incarnationis Cbristi, non solum quantum ad Incarnationem,

sedetiam quantum ad Passionem et Resurrectionem, quibus humanum genus a

peccato et morte liberatur ; aliter enim non praefigurassent Christi Passionem

quibusdam sacrifices et ante legem et sub lege. Quorum quidem sacrificiorum

significationem explicite majorcs copnoscebant, minores autem sub velamino

illorum sacrificiorum, credentes ea divinitus esse dispositn, de Cbristo venture

quodammodo hnbebant velatam cognitionem ; et sicut supra dictum est, ea quas

ad mysteria Christi pertinent, tanto disti nc t i us cognoverunt, quanto Christo pro-

pinquiores fuerunt. (S. Thorn., 2o2<e, q. 2, art. 7, corp. ; Aug., lib, de Corrept.,

et Gratia.)

TOL. i. 20
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LESSON XVIII.

HISTORY/ OF JOB.

Consequences of the Doctrine of St. Loo and St. Thomas. Men have always

had the Grace necessary to believe in the Redeemer. Proofs from Season.

Historical Evidence. Job, a Witness and a Prophet of the Redeemev.

His History : His Riches, Glory, Reverses, Patience. The Visit of his

Friends. Job justified and rewarded.

Faith in the Redeemer having been always necessary for salvation,

we must conclude that all men, without distinction of age or nation,

have had the grace necessary to believe in the mystery of the Re

demption. The reason of this is, because God wishes the salvation

of all men without exception. He has, then, given to, and preserved

for men the lights and graces necessary to save them, so that salva

tion has never been impossible to any person.

We know well that the Jews had always a sufficient knowledge

of the future Redeemer, in order to be saved. Was it the same

with the Gentiles ? How did they obtain or preserve the necessary

knowledge and faith concerning the mystery of the Redemption?

We cannot fathom the abyss of the counsels of God, nor count up

all the moans that He has of communicating Himself to His be

loved creatures ; yet there are many things known to us on tho

matter.

1. The Gentiles were, like the Jews, the descendants of Adam

and Noe. Thoy had, then, a knowledge of the condition of the first

man, of his fall, of his early promises of a Restorer. Wandering

from the same paternal home, they carried these traditions with

them : their history attests it.1 Vestiges of the belief in a Re

deemer are to be found even in the oracles of the Sibyls and in

popular songs.;

There were some among the Gentiles, who foretold the coming

of the Messias : witness the holy man Job. St. Augustine says

that Providence allowed this man, though in the midst of heathen

ism, to belong to the true Religion, in order to teach us that among

pagans there were others also who formed a part of one holy and

universal society.3 Witness, too, the famous tomb, mentioned by St.

1 Every one knows the famous testimonies of Tacitus and Suetonius: We

shall repeat them in the beginning of the next volume.

' With regard to the Sibyls, and the number and authenticity of their

hooks, see Lactantius, Div. Inst. ; S.Aug., Be Civ. Dei; S. Justin, Apoloff.;

the loarned Father Grisel, a Jesuit, in his work entitled Le Mystcrc de Ilidjmmt-

Dieu ; and the recent work of M. Alexandre on the Sibyls.

3 SL Aug., City of God, b. 3, e. xlvii.
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Thomas, which was opened some centuries after the coming of the

Messias, and in which was found a golden plate, on the breast of

the deceased, with this inscription : Christ will be born of the Vir

gin; and I believe in Mint. 0 Sun, Thou wilt behold me again in the

timet of Conttantine and Irene !

2. The great doctor adds that the revelation of the Messias was

made to a large number of pagans. " If some," he adds, "were

saved without this revelation, yet they were not saved without

faith in the Mediator ; for, although they had not an explicit faith,

had an implicit faith in Divine Providence, believing that

would save men by means pleasing to Himself, and according

to what His Spirit had revealed to those who knew the truth." *

Thus, neither pagans nor Jews could ever be saved without, at

Least, an implicit faith, according to the explanation of St. Thomas,

in the mystery of the Redemption. " Moreover," says a great theo

logian (Bergier, art. Infidelite), "our Lord having died for all

men, who were, who are, and who will ever be, we must conclude

that God has always given and still gives to all men, even to infi

del*, the graces of salvation, which, as a consequence, tend either

directly or indirectly to bring them to the knowledge of Jesus

Christ. If they corresponded with these graces, God would cer

tainly grant them others more abundant. Consequently, there is no

infidel condemned for want of faith in Jesus Christ, but for having

resisted grace." "

The most celebrated of all the prophets of the Messias, among

heathens, is undoubtedly the holy man Job. His life, full of grand

instruction and useful examples, naturally finds place here. A per-

i Dicendum quod multis Gentilium facta fuerit revelatio de Christo, ut

patet per ea quae prasdixerunt ; nam, Job, xix, dicitur: Scio quod Bedemptor

metis vivit. Sibylla etiam praenuntiavit quaedam de Christo, ut Aug. dicit, lib.

xiii, Contra Faust., c. xv. Invenitur etiam in historiis Bomanoruin quod tem

pore Constantini Augusti et Lena! matria ejus* fuit quoddam sepulcrum, in

quo jocebat homo auream laminam habens in pectore, in qua scriptum erat :

C'hrxstus nascetur ex Virgine, et ego credo in eabn. 0 sol! sub Irenes et Constan

tini temporibus iterum me videois. Si qui tamen salyati fuerunt quibus reve

latio non fuit facta, non fuerunt salvati absque fide Mediatoris ; quia, etsi non

habuerunt fldem explicitam, habuerunt tamen fldem implicitam in divina Pro-

yidentia ; credentes Deum esse liberatorem hominum secundum modos sibi

placitos, et secundum quod aliquibus veritatem cognoscentibus Spiritus reve-

lasaet. (S. Tho., 2a 2aa, q. 2, art. 7, corp. ; et ad 3.)

j Bergier, art. InfidiliU. See also the excellent dissertation of S. Liguori

on Jansenism, in his refutation of Heresies, Dissert, xiv.

• This was not Constantino the Great, but tho fifth or sixth emperor of the name,
whose mother was called Irene. See Baronius, t. ix, ad annum 780, where tho samo fact

is related.
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feet model of patience, a real hero in adversity, he seems to have

been specially chosen by God to offer in his person, to all posterity,

the admirable spectacle of a virtuous man struggling with adver

sity, but who, encouraged by the thought of heaven, shows himself

superior to the miseries of the present life. Let us give his in

teresting history.

A man dwelt in the land of Hus, a country of Arabia: his name

was Job. Simple and upright he feared the Lord, and avoided evil.

He had seven sons and three daughters. Besides this fine and

numerous family, he possessed that kind of property which then

constituted the wealth and patrimony of the most distinguished

families. Seven thousand sheep, three thousand camels, five hun

dred yoke of oxen, five hundred she-asses, and a proportionate

number of attendants and domestics, made him one of the richest

princes in the East.

He brought up his daughters near him. As for his seven sons,

he had given them houses and lands. Abundantly provided with

everything necessary for their maintenance, they lived apart at

their different homes. One of the greatest cares of the virtuous

father was to promote peace and union among his children. Hence,

he willingly consented that his sous should invite the rest of the

family to their houses at least once a year, on their birth-dsys. He

then sent his three daughters along with their brothers, and allowed

them to attend the feast.

When the festival day, whether it occurred seven or ten times

a year, was over, he assembled all his children, instructed them on

their duties, and disposed them, by his holy lessons, for the sacrifice

which he wished to offer to the Lord on behalf of each of them.

"Because," he said, " these are young people, who might easily

allow some indiscreet word to esoape them—how do I know but

they have offended God in their hearts ?"

With this fear, he rose early in the morning ; and as among the

ancient nations it was princes and heads of families who acted as

priests on behalf of their subjects and their children, he immolated

victims to the Lord, a holocaust of expiation.

What an admirable example, in a Gentile prince, of a simple

faith and a truly paternal vigilance ! Such an example, common

heretofore in all the States of Christendom, is almost forgotten

now-a-days. Yet these are the domestic virtues and practices encou

raged by Religion, which draw down the blessings of God, delight

the angels, and drive the devils to despair. By the faithful

fulfilment of all the duties of a good lather, Job, without

knowing it, prepared his heart for a victory over all the powers

of heU.
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One day the blessed angels, interested in the salvation of men,

appeared in the presence of the Lord to receive His orders, and to

execute them. Satan, enraged with jealousy against all good per

sons, also made his appearance, soliciting permission to tempt men

and to persecute them. " Satan," said the Lord to him, " whence

comest thou ?" " I have gone round the earth," Satan answered,

" and visited it everywhere." The object of God in asking this

question was to derive honour before His enemy from the fidelity of

a virtuous man. The Lord is pleased in being glorified; and gene

rous souls should find it the sweetest portion of their reward

to give Him pleasure.

" While travelling through the world," continued the Lord,

" didst thou observe my servant Job ? He has not his like on the

earth. He is a simple and upright man, fearing God, and avoiding

• evil." " It is no wonder," replied Satan, " that Job lives in the

fear of God. Is it for nothing he serves Thee ? Thou hast made

him rich and powerful ; Thou dost protect his family, his goods,

his person ; Thou dost bless all his undertakings : every day in

creases his fortune. But change Thy conduct towards him ; lay

Thy hand ever so little on him; at least allow me some liberty:

Thou shalt very soon see whether his virtue will continue, or that

he will not rather curse Thee to Thy face."

" Go," said the Lord to Satan, "I abandon to thee whatever

Job possesses ; only do not touch his person." Satan departed, and

to its fullest extent used the liberty that God had granted him.

Job was not expecting any conflict, but the saints are always suffi

ciently armed by their spirit of faith, and no attacks can find them

unprepared.

One day, when Job's eldest son, according to the custom which

we have mentioned, entertained his brothers aud sisters, a messenger

came running to Job, and said : " Thy oxen were ploughing, and

thy asses were feeding near them, and the Sabeans' came and took

them all away. They put all thy servants to the sword; I alone

have escaped, and am come to tell thee."

He was yet speaking when another came to Job, and said :

" Fire from heaven has fallen on thy flocks and thy shepherds ; they

are all burnt to ashes ; I alone have escaped to bring thee the sad

news."

This messenger had not finished speaking before a third came

who said : " The Chaldeans ' came in three great troops ; they fel

i People of Arabia (the district at present called Yemen), robbers and

vagabonds, urged on by Satan.

2 People of Babylonia, between the Tigris and Euphrates.
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upon thy camels, and led them off; they slew all thy servants ; I am

the only one that did not perish in the massacre."

Before the end of this account another messenger arrived, who

said: " Thy sons and thy daughters were at table in the house of

their eldest brother, when suddenly there came from the desert an

impetuous wind, which shook the four corners of the house. The

house fell on thy children, and they were all crushed under its ruins;

they are dead ; I alone have escaped, and am come to tell thee of

the dreadful accident."

After this last blow, Job arose, and rent his garments. Then,

having shaved his head, he fell with his face on the ground and adored

the Lord, saying : " I came forth naked from my mother's womb,

and I shall return naked into the womb of the earth. The Lord

gave me all ; the Lord has taken all away. As it has pleased the

Lord, so haa it happened to me. Blessed be His name !"

Previously to this heroic effort of faith and courage, Job was to

be pitied. He ceases to be so, when Religion reigns supreme in his

heart. If all afflicted persons were to follow this example, we might,

indeed, still see great calamities on the earth, but we should never

see misery inconsolable.

Still Job had not reached his final trial. One day, continues the

sacred writer, the angels presented themselves before the throne of

God, and Satan also stood there. " Whence comest thou, Satan?"

said the Lord to him, as before. " I have gone round the earth,"

he answered, "and visited everyplace." " Hast thou considered my

servant Job ?" asked the Lord ; " thou hast excited Me against

him ; I have abandoned to thee his goods and his children ; has he

loved Mo less, or has he rebelled against Me ?"

" I am not surprised at it," replied Satan, " a person is consoled

for every loss so long as he has health and life. But stretch cut Thy

hand over his person ; strike his flesh, and let pains creep through

his bones ; and Thou shalt see whether he will not curse Thee to

Thy face."

" Be it so," answered the Lord ; " I abandon him to thee ; only

I forbid thee to take away his life." This gave the tempter great

latitude. He turned his powers to account without delay. Having

gone forth from the presence of the Lord, Satan struck Job with

a frightful ulcer, which reached from the crown of his head to the

soles of his feet. Poor and sick, and presentiug a most disgusting

appearance, Job was obliged to seat himself on a dunghill, and with

the fragments of a broken dish to clean away the matter that

flowed from his sores. In the soul of the just man so many

sufferings raised no trouble ; -on his tongue, no murmur or indis

creet word. It was then that the devil employed the last means,
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and, to his mind, the most certain, for disturbing the patience of

his unfortunate victim.

Job had a wife. She ought to have been his consolation. For

indeed the assiduous cares of a wife, whose soul is penetrated with

sentiments of religion, can considerably alleviate the sorrows of au

afflicted and virtuous man.'

Friends had known her rich, influential, honoured, the mother of

many children : she had now lost everything on earth. The misfor

tune was that she was not contented with the hopes of heaven that

still remained to her. Job, unlike his wife, still continued to bless

God. More piqued, perhaps, at the constancy of her husband than

at her own degradation, she said to him, in a tone of bitter irony :

"Remain still in thy simplicity; continue to praise God; He

treats thee in a manner well calculated to deserve thy gratitude.

He is a very beneficent Master indeed. Come, bless him for the

last time, and die."

With a calmness, which ought either to have converted or

maddened his wife, Job answered her: "Thou hast spoken like

one of those foolish women from whom sorrow takes away the uso

of reason. If we have received good things from the hand of the

Lord, why should we not also receive evil?"

In the midst of pains of every kind, the holy man did not utter

a single complaint, did not yield to the least of those senseless trans

ports which attack the Providence of God and take away from the

transitory afflictions of time all the merit that they have for eternity.

It was then, truly, that faith in the true God afforded the

world a spectacle worthy of the admiration of men and angels,

namely, a just man battling with adversity and rising superior to

misfortune.

The rumour of Job's woes and disgrace soon spread through the

countries bordering on his states. Three lords or petty kings, his

particular friends, agreed to pay a visit of condolence to their old

companion. These princes were named Eliphaz of Theman, fialdad

of Sucba, and Sophar of Naamath.

At some distance from their friend, they cast their eyes upon

him, but they could not recognise him. Having drawn nigh, they

raised a loud cry ; tears fell from their eyes ; they rent their

garments, and covered their heads with dust ; they seated them

selves on the ground, and for seven days and seven nights observed

a great silence. Thus, the sum of Job's consolation was to sea

these men dismayed, their countenances dejected, their eyes bathed

in tears.

1 TJbi noa c;t mulier injpmiscit egenfl. (Eccl. xxxvi, 27.)
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At length, Job breaks the silence. Submissive as he is to the

decrees of God, he delivers an eloquent discourse, showing how

God regards the sorrows of His friends, at a time when their com

plaints, though lively and bitter, are humble and respectful.

" Let that day perish," he says, " in which I was born ! Let

that day be turned into darkness ! Let God Himself no longer look

upon it ! Let no light ever shine upon it !"

His friends answered him, that the evils of which he complained,

had fallen on him justly ; that if he were not guilty of some secret

crime, God would not afflict him so much. Job repeated and main

tained that he was innocent, and that God sometimes tries the just

by adversity.

It was in one of his answers to his friends, that the holy man

allowed to escape him his immortal profession of faith in the Divine

Redeemer, who would yet unveil the secrets of hearts, and render to

all men according to their works, after having raised them from the

dead, and summoned them before His tribunal.

" Have pity on me, have pity on me," he says, " at least you,

my friends, for the hand of the Lord has touched me. Why,

thirsting for my ruin, do you also persecute me, reproaching me

with crimes of which I am innocent ? But, since you insult me

with your reproofs, and seem to feast on my miseries, I shall

find in my faith that comfort which you refuse me. Would that the

language and the sentiments of my heart were written and pre

served for posterity ! Would that they were engraven on lead with

a pen of steel or cut on stone with a chisel I Yes, I know that my

Redeemer is living, and that I shall arise from the earth on

the last day. I shall be clothed again with my skin, and in my

own flesh, I shall see my God, the Witness of my innocence ; I shall

see Him myself, with my own eyes, myself and not another, and

my eyes will contemplate Him : this hope is laid up in my bosom.'

What a magnificent prophecy ! It must have been that the beliel

in a future Redeemer was very general in those remote times, when

a prophet of the Gentiles, situated in a distant region of the East,

could proclaim it with such precision.

Notwithstanding all his protestations of innocence, the friends of

Job persisted in maintaining that he was guilty, and that his faults

were the occasion of the evils that overwhelmed him. God, who

beheld these combats, and who was preparing a victory for Job, did

not delay very long to declare in his favour, and to confound his

calumniators. But a few rather strong words had escaped Job.

Patient under his sorrows, the liveliness of his zeal had carried him a

little too far against the blindness of his friends and the unfairness

of their iudgments. The Lord gave him a charitable admonition
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on the matter. Though addressed to the holy man, it was also a

lesson for the princes, his friends.

The Lord begins by enumerating the wonders of nature. All

the questions that He puts to Job, and that at first sight appear

foreign to the subject at issue are admirably connected with it. The

Lord reasons thus : You cannot understand the order of nature, and

you wish to search into that of grace ; you do not know the laws by

which My Providence directs the inferior creatures that you see, and

you wish to explain those by which I govern the superior world !

Truly divine reasoning ! which, humbling the curiosity and the

pride of man, opens his heart to the virtues that befit his feebleness,

namely, humility and faith !

Then, addressing Himself to Job, from the midst of a dark cloud,

the Lord says: "Gird thy loins, like a warrior. I will question

thee ; do thou answer Me. Where wast thou when I laid the

foundations of the earth? Who placed its measures, if thou

knowest ? Who stretched out the line upon it ? Upon what

are its bases fixed ? Who enclosed the sea in its bed, when it

broke its bonds, as a child coming forth from the womb of its

mother, and I wrapped it in mist as in a garment, and surrounded

it with clouds as with the swathing-bands of infancy?

" Hast thou commanded the morning star ? Who has shown the

dawn the place where it should appear ? Dost thou know tbe

pathway of light or the abode of darkness ? Didst thou know that

thou shouldst be born. Wast thou acquainted with the number of

thy days? How is the light spread, or the heat diffused over the

earth ? Who traced the furrows of the thunderbolt ? Canst thou

send the lightning, and it will go, and return to thee, spying : Here

I am ? Dost thou furnish meat for the lioness, and satisfy the

appetite of her whelps ? Dost thou prepare food for tho raven,

when its little ones wander about hither and thither, and, pressed

with hunger, cry to tho Lord ?"

The rain, the snow, the hail, the cold, the heat, thunders and

storms, the peculiarities and the instincts of animals, the resources

and the harmonies of Providence in the government of the physical

world, are so many subjects, on which tbe Lord is pleased, so to

speak, to lead the curiosity ofJob about, and exhaust his knowledge.

Job, humbled, acknowledges that he does not know enough to

answer the Creator.

Such is the very acknowledgment to which all upright and

sensible men are reduced, like Job, notwithstanding the dis

coveries that are daily made by our greatest scholars in the secrets

of nature.

God, satisfied with His servant, reproves the three princes for
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the rashness of their judgments and the bitterness of their words.

He requires that they should offer a sacrifice of expiation to Him.

"Job," adds the Lord, "will pray for you: for his sake, I will

forgive you." The sacrifice was accordingly offered; Job accom

panied it with his prayers. The Lord heard them ; and the three

kings, indebted to their friend for their reconciliation with God, re

turned home.

The time had arrived when the prodigy of Job's recovery and

re-establishment should be wrought. The Lord restored him to

health, gave him the same number of children as before, and

doubled the amount of the riches of which the devil had deprived

him. Abounding in wealth, and respected by all the East, Job

lived for a hundred and forty years more. He saw his children and

his children's children unto the fourth generation, and died in a

good old age, full of days.

Thus ended the life of the holy man, affording edification to all

just souls and an abundance of consolation to all patient sufferers.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for giving all men

the grace necessary to know their Redeemer. Grant that all may

profit by it, and that, after the example of Job, we may courageously

endure the pains of life, looking forward with confidence to our

resurrection and reward.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself, for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I shall

take part in the workfor the Propagation of the Faith.

LESSON XIX.

KNOWLEDGE OP MLIOIOK.

Is there a Religion? What is Religion? Can there be many Religions?

Whence does Religion come ? Which is the true Religion ? Can the true

on change? Remarks of Bossuet and St. Augustine. Historical

When, after a toilsome journey, the traveller reaches the summit

of a mountain, he delights to rest his weary limbs, and to cast a

look over the distauce which he has passed. Let us imitate him,

and discontinue our studies for a moment to consider the lessons,

that we have learnetL
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We know God. On the wings of reason and faith we have

soared to the highest heavens, and proved the existence of a Being

superior to all other heings. His adorable perfections, His eternity,

His independence, His immensity, have appeared to us as the

sparkling rays of an ever unclouded sun, which knows neither

rising nor setting. From the heavens we have descended to the

earth, and contemplated God in His works. We have beheld in all

creatures, as in a splendid mirror, the existence, the power, the

wisdom, the liberty, and the goodness of the great Creator. The

harmony of the universe, and the government of the moral world,

have made Providence palpable to us. We know God.

We also know man. Our ears have heard the creating words,

Let tu make man ; and our eyes have seen him rise before us, in

his regal majesty, the image and the viceroy of God among crea

tures. The body of man, with its wondrous organs, and his soul,

with its still more wondrous powers and faculties, have revealed

their secrets to us. Entering the terrestrial paradise, we have

visited the palace of man, and assisted at his coronation. The

charter, which established him the king and the high-priest of the

universe, has been read to us : his rights and his duties have been

laid open before us. Our hand has turned over the first leaf of

his history, so grand on one page, so sorrowful on the next. We

know Man.

After having studied God and man in themselves, what have

we next to do but to examine whether there exist any relations

between God and man, and what are those relations, the sum

of which constitutes what the language of every people terms

Hence arise the following questions, whose development will

now engage our attention :—1. Is there a Religion ? 2. What is

Religion? 3. Can there be many Religions? 4. Whence does

Religion come ? 5. Which is the true Religion ? 6. Can the

true Religion change ? We shall enter separately into each of

these questions, which ought to interest us much more than all the

political, scientific, literary, and social questions to which the

great majority of men do not hesitate to devote a very considerable

portion of that precious time which makes up their life on earth.

I. It there a Religion f I summon around me, in a great circle,

all the people that have ever appeared on and passed away from the

earth, all the fathers and mothers, all the children, all the rich and

poor; I place myself in the midst of this immense circle and,

turning towards every point of it, interrogate my countless

auditors: " Is it necessary that there should be relations of supe

riority and inferiority, of love and respect, of protection no
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gratitude, between father and son, between mother and daughter,

between parents and children ? " And I see all heads bending

forward, all lips opening, to answer me : " Yes, it is necessary that

there should be relations between father and son, between mother

and daughter, between parents and children."

I put a second question : "Is man born of himself ? the

answer is: " Man is not born of himself he has been created by-

God."

I continue to ask : " If there exist necessary relations of supe

riority and inferiority between a father and a son, because one is

the author of the life of the other, is it not evident that relations

even of a higher order must also exist between God, the Creator

and Father of man, and man, the creature and child of God ?" And

my whole audience, rising, reply : " It is evident, as evident as is

the light of day." What is better, the relations between God and

man are much more intimate, much more sacred, much more noble,

than those between parents and children ; because parents are not

the creators, nor the preservers, nor the last end of their children :

these titles belong to God, and to God alone.

These answers received, I dismiss the vast assembly, and say to

myself : "Let me see whether all these persons, whom I have been

questioning, have told me the truth, and whether facts confirm

their words : I shall make a tour round the world." Now, every

where and always, I find nations believing in a Religion, profess

ing a Religion ; having temples, altars, priests, festivals, sacrifices.

I do not meet a single tribe, however savage it may be, without

some kind of worship ; and I repeat, at tho end of my journey, the

words of a pagan philosopher (Plutarch, Cord. ColoUs) : If you

travel the world, you may find cities without walls, without lite

rature, without laws, without palaces, without riches, without

money, without schools, without theatres ; but, as for a city which

has no temples or gods, which makes use of no prayers or oaths,

which consults no oracles, which offers no sacrifices to obtain the

blessings of heaven or to avert the evils with which it is threatened,

this is what no one has ever seen ; it would be easier to find a city

built in the air than a people without some religion.

Thus, Religion exists; moreover, it has always and everywhere

existed. This is a universal fact : consequently, a fact which is

the work, not of man, but of God ; a fact as necessary as the rela

tions of superiority and inferiority which exist between God and

man, and of which it is the direct manifestation. Religion is,

therefore, necessary.

II. What is Religion f "We have seen that between God, the

Creator, anl man, the creature, there exist natural and necessary
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relations, just as they exist between a father and a son. To these

relations, already so noble, God gratuitously added others, still more

perfect, by making Himself the Last End of man. Thenceforward,

man was no longer destined to a mediate, but to an immediate, pos

session and vision of the Supreme Being. The immediate posses

sion and vision of God constitute supernatural happiness, that is, a

happiness to which man had no claim, and which the conditions of

his simple nature did not require. These additional relations, and

the sublime union which was their consequence, existed from the

first moment of man's creation ; for man was at his creation es

tablished in a state of grace or supernatural justice'

From all these natural and supernatural relations there arises

between God and man a union or society, which is properly termed

Religion, that is, a new bond.

If the word Religion is admirably adapted to express the union

which exist between God and man in the state of innocence, with

much greater reason does it suit for the description of that union

which exists between God and man after original sin. In effect, the

fault of our first parents having broken the supernatural bond,

that existed before their revolt, the Son of God, as you know,

volunteered to re-establish this sublime union, to withdraw man

from the punishments due to his sin, to restore him his lost

goods, and with advantage too, and thus to form again the alliance

between God and man.

Hence, this new alliance, or restoration of the old, is called

Religion, that is, a new bond, a second bond, from a Latin word sig

nifying to bind again, to bind a second time. Such is the meaning

of the word Religion. To anyone knowing the world at the pre

sent day, and considering how many persons there are who speak

of Religion without understanding it, or ever reflecting on what it

is in its essence, nothing will appear less surprising than th,e detailed

explanations that we have just given.

These things being so, if now we are asked the question, What

is Religion ? wo answer with the incomparable St. Augustine, Reli

gion is the bond that unites man with God!' From this definition,

1 Si quis non confitetur prirnum hominem Adam, cum mandatum Dei in

Paradiso fuissct transgressus, statim sanctitatem et justitiam in qua consti

tute fuerit, amisisse. . . . anathema sit. (Cone. Trid., seas, vi, can. 1.)

Hence, the condemned proposition of Baius : " Humame naturae sublimatio et

exaltatio in consortium divinae naturae debita fuit integritati primas creationis,

ao proinde naturalis direndu est, etnon supernaturalis." (Prop, xxi.)

i Relipet ergo nos Keligio uni omnipotent! Deo. (Be vera Rclig.,n. 113.)

And elsewhere:—Ad unun; Deum tendentes, inquam, et ci uni religantes ani
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we derive the following : Religion is the intercourse between man

and God, or rather : Religion is the sum of the relations that exist

between man and God. All these definitions equally express the new

bond, which, in virtue of the merits of the Redeemer, unites man

with God, after the breaking of the first bond by original sin.

III. Can there be manyReligions ? Suppose I ask you, "Can it be

true at Constantinople that two and two make four, and also true

at Paris that two and two do not make four ? Can it be true at

Constantinople that there is one God, and also true at Paris that

there is no God ? Can it be true at Constantinople that God

created man, and also true at Paris that God did not create man P

Can it be true at Constantinople that between God, the Creator of

man, and man, the creature of God, there are relations of superiority

on the one hand and inferiority on the other, and that these rela

tions impose certain duties on the part of man, and also true at

Paris, that between God, the Creator of man, and man, the creature

of God, there are no relations of superiority on the one hand ot

inferiority on the other, nor any duties resulting from these re

lations ?

" Can it be true at Constantinople that man is obliged to believ(

in God, to hope in Him, to love Him, and to serve Him as God de

sires that man should serve Him, and also true at Paris that man

is not obliged to believe in God, to hope in Him, to love Him, or to

serve Him, either as He wishes to be served or even in any manner

whatsoever ? Can it be true at Constantinople that man has an

immortal soul, that there is a judgment after death, that heaven

and hell are eternal, and also true at Paris that man has not an

immortal soul, that there is no judgment after death, that heaven

and hell are not eternal ?" If I put all these questions, and others

like them to you, what will you answer me ? You will say :

" Truth is one, and cannot change with the degree of longitude ;

whatever is true at Constantinople, cannot be false at Paris, and vice

versa."

If it were otherwise, we should be obliged to say that yes and

no are one and the self-same thing ; and that God employs, with

respect to man, the following revolting language in His intercourse :

" Let truth exist or not exist, what business is it of thine ? It does

not exist for thee. Thy duty is to obey blindly all the impostors

who tell thee that they are sent from God : whatever error they

mas nostras, undo Religio dicta creditur, omni superstitions careamus. In his

verbis meis ratio quae reddita est, undo sit dicta Religio, plus mini placuii,

{Retract., lib. i, c. xiii, n 9.)—Vinculo pietatis obstricti Deo et religati sumus :

uudeipsa Beligio nomen accepit. (Lact., Dio. Inst., lib. iv.)
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teach thee, thou shalt admit it ; whatever worship they establish, thou

sbelt practise it. Is it thy lot to be born in a pagan country ? Adore

the gods of thy country. Sacrifice to Jupiter, to Mars, to Priapus,

to Venus. Piously initiate thy daughters in the mysteries of the

good goddess. In Egypt, thou shalt render divine homage to croco

diles; among the Phcenicians, thou shalt offer thy children to

Moloch ; at the city of Mexico, thou shalt slay human victims to

appease the wrath of the idol that has been overthrown ; through

the wilds of the earth, thou shalt humbly prostrate thyself before the

trunks of trees, before stones, before plants, before the refuse of ani

mals, before the remains of the impure dead. Hast thou seen the

light at Constantinople? Repeat from the bottom of thy heart :

" God is God, and Mahomet is His prophet." At Rome, thou

shalt despise the same Mahomet as an impostor."

Suppose I ask you again : " Can that which is true to-day be

false to-morrow, the day after to-morrow, a hundred years hence, a

thousand years hence ? or, rather, can that which was true yester

day have been false the day before yesterday, a hundred years ago,

a thousand years ago ?" You will answer me anew : " Truth is

one ; it does not change with the year. That which was true on

the first day of the world, will be true on the last."

Such would be your answer; such would be the answer of every

ohild sufficiently educated to put two ideas together; and this

answer is unassailable. You see, then, clearly, that there cannot be

many true religions. In point of fact, either these religions teach

all of them the same thing, neither more nor less—in this case, they

ace all one and the same religion—or, again, these religions do not

teach the same thing—then, they cannot all be true; they must all,

with one exception, be false in some respect. You see, therefore,

that all religions cannot be good, and that those who say the con

trary do not know what they say.

Before concluding this point, I ought to meet a difficulty that

may have occurred to your minds. Persons often speak of the pri

mitive, or natural religion, of the Mosaic religion, and of the Chris

tian religion, and remark, with reason, that God has been their

Author : here, then, they say, are three religions equally true ! The

consequence is false ; for these three names designate only one and

the same religion in three different states : the more simple under

the Patriarchs, the more developed under Moses, and the perfected

under the Gospel, as we shall see in the following lessons.

IV. Whence does Religion come f Evidently it comes either from

God or from man : there is no middle course. Let us see whether

it comes from man. Religion is founded on the necessary relations

'which, by the single fact of creation, exist between God, the
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Creator of man, and man, the creature of God: it comprises truths

to be believed, duties to be fulfilled, a worship to be rendered. To

suppose that man is the author of Religion, is therefore to presume

that he is the author of the relations which exist between the Crea

tor and the creature ; the author of the truths to be believed, of the

duties to be fulfilled, of the worship to be rendered. There was

then a time when the rights of the Creator over His creature, of

the father over his child, of the workman over his work, did not

exist, or were not known ; and it was thou, 0 man ! who didst dis

cover them, and didst determine their nature and their extent!

There was a time when good, evil, immortality, heaven, hell, prayer,

sacrifice, worship, virtue, did not exist, or were not known ; and it

was thou, 0 man ! who didst invent them.

There is only one thing wanting to this fine hypothesis : it is

to acquaint us with the period, the country, and the name of the

illustrious inventor. Verily, ,it would be worth all the gold in

the world to know what man invented God ! in what century the

soul was invented ! in what region of the earth virtue was invented !

On all these important matters there is not one word in history :

ungrateful history !

To say, then, that man invented Religion, is to maintain an

absurdity, in comparison with which every other absurdity disap

pears ; even that of the fool, who accused his neighbour of having

stolen the two towers belonging to the church of Notre-Dame in

Paris, and hidden them in his pockets.

But it was not sufficient to have invented Religion; to impose it

on men, it should be preserved and interpreted. Now, by what

means did the inventor of Religion succeed in making the whole

world adopt his views ? In what country or century was

such a wonderful work accomplished ? After this man's death, who

perpetuated the work, despite all the passions leagued for its

destruction ? How is it that no one discovered any fraud in it ? "Who

preserved the dogmas, the morality, the worship, from error ? Truly

all these suppositions can be considered but as dreams I Man is bo

incapable of imposing a Religion of his own invention on others, that

Plato, the wisest as well as the most eloquent of pagan philosophers,

could never make a single village in Greece adopt even one article

of his Divine Doctrine. Man is so incapable of preserving intact

the religion which he has fabricated, that he cannot even preserve

from innumerable errors the religion which God has given him.

A little after the deluge idolatry began ; it s0 defiled the whole

world, that all truths became a vast mass of confusion, and, according

to the saying of Bossuet, everything was God, except God Himself.

In our days, again, irreligious sages and philosophers are so far
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from being unanimous, that Rousseau, who knew them well, said,

with the applause of the whole world : " To understand philo

sophers, should they not be regarded as a company of charlatans,

who cry out in the public market-place, each one from his stand :

4 Come to me ; I am the only one that will not deceive you ?' This

man pretends that there are no bodies, and that all visible things

are mere representations ; that man asserts that there is no other

substance than matter. One declares tbat there is neither vice nor

virtue, and that good and evil are chimeras ; another proclaims that

all men are wolves, and that they may devour one another with a

safe conscience."'

In fine, man is so incapable of infallibly interpreting Religion

that, without revelation, he cannot give any certain answer to the

most elementary religious questions ; for example : " Should I

render to the Supreme Being, who has created me, a worehip of

respect and submission ? In what manner and with what cere

monies can I acquit myself of this duty ? Who will assure me

that my homage is agreeable to Him? What sacrifice does He

prefer ? If I become guilty, can I hope for pardon ? What means

must I employ to appease His justice ? If, having been once

pardoned, I should offend Him anew, will there be any mercy left

for me, or must I abandon myself to despair? What do I owe to

beings like myself? What do I owe to myself ? If I am just, what

have I to hope for ? If I die guilty, what have I to fear ?" From

these simple questions, we see that God owed it to His goodness, to

make known to man the manner in which He desired to be served.

Accordingly, history is at hand to teach us that, in His infinite good

ness, God gave this precious knowledge to man.

This knowledge was communicated to man by revelation. We

thus term the external and supernatural manifestation made by God

Himself of any truth relating to Religion. We have just seen that

revelation is necessary. To ask now whether it is possible, is to

ask whether God can speak to men, and manifest to them the

truths of which He judges the knowledge useful for their perfection

and happiness; it is to ask if God enjoys, with regard to

men, the power which men hold, even from God, with regard to

one another—the power of communication. What ! We can, in

whatever manner pleases us, manifest our thoughts and our wishes

to beings like ourselves, and cannot the Creator manifest His, in

any manner whatsoever, to His creatures ! To think it, is madness,

to say it, is blasphemy ; for it is to deny the power, the wis-

1 Answer to the King of Poland.

VOL. U
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dom, the will of God—it is even to deny the belief entertained by

all nations.1

!' Travel over and take a survey of all countries; ascend

to the most remote antiquity : where will you find a nation which

has not had some positive religion ; which has not believed in

communications with the Divinity ; which has not also believed itself

to hold directly from God a doctrine to be professed, practices to be

observed, and rules to be followed ? The necessity of revelation must

have been very deeply and generally felt indeed, thus to unite the

whole human race in one belief. People have varied among them

selves on revelation ; they have agreed on its necessity. They

have altered, obscured, and disfigured the positive teachings of

Religion ; but the conviction of a positive teaching has remained

firm among them. This agreement, so prevalent, at all times

and in all countries, is a solemn acknowledgment, pronounced by

the whole human race, of the inability of reason to fathom

Religion in its entirety. Does our age not join in an attestation

as formal, as constant, and as general as that of all the ages that

have preceded it ?"x

In truth, it is to deny history, which tells us positively, and

proves to us convincingly, that God has spoken to men : pointing

out to us the time, the place, and the object of these communica

tions, and giving us the names of the persons to whom they were

made. Thus, the greatest of books, not only because of the per

fection of its doctrine and its high antiquity, but also because of its

divine origin and its incontestable authenticity, the Bible, teaches us

that the parents of the human race received from God not only the

knowledge and sentiment of good and evil, but, moreover, instruc

tions, lessons, and rules of conduct—that He taught them His law

—that they heard His voice and beheld the majesty of His counte

nance ; that this Religion, thus primitively revealed, was perpetuated

in the families of the patriarchs ; that, later on, when the Jews

were collected together into one nation, God spoke anew to Moses,

developed the primitive teachings, added new ordinances, and regu

lated the details of the worship which He required of them ; finally,

that, in the fulness of time, the Son of God Himself came to speak

to men, to complete the teachings given to Adam and Moses,

and to place the whole human race in possession of all the reli

gious truths which they should know, in order to serve God, as

He wished to be served, and to obtain the recompense attached to

their fidelity. Hence, three principal revelations : the primitive,

' Berffier, art. Sivfl.

* De la Luzerne, Diss, sur Rev., c. II, n. 4.
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made to Adam ; the Jewish, made to Moses ; and the Christian,

made to all nations, by the Son of God in person.

V. Which is the true Religion ? The true Religion is that Reli

gion which comes from God. Now, from the very first ages of

the world, many pretended religions have appeared in it ; and

each one has exclaimed: "I come from God." Evidently all,

with one sole exception, have lied. Which speaks the truth ? How

are we to know it among such a variety of sects ? The thing is

not difficult ; for truth bears characteristics which error can never

usurp. These characteristics are numerous ; we shall only cite

three : miracles, prophecies, antiquity.

1. Miracles. God can, and He alone can perform miracles ; God

being truth itself, cannot perform miracles in testimony of false

hood ; therefore, the Religion in favour of which miracles are

performed, is the true Religion. " To ask whether God can per

form miracles," said Rosseau—"ah ! it would be doing too much

honour to him who should propose such a question, to answer him :

it is enough to be silent." " Let a man," continues the same philo

sopher, " employ this language with us : ' Mortals I I announce

the will of the Most High to you ; recognise in my voice that of

Him who sends me. I command the sun to change its course, the

stars to form new combinations, the mountains to become level,

the waves to rise, the earth to assume a new appearance.' At

these wonders, who will not instantly recognise the Master of

nature ? It does not obey impostors."1

2. Prophecies. God alone knows the future; the future,

which depends on the free will of intelligent beings ; the distant

future, which escapes all calculations. God alone, then, can reveal

it to man ; and, many ages beforehand, announce to him, with

certainty, events perfectly free in their causes. This act, by which

God raises the intelligence of man to a participation in His infinite

intelligence, is itself a great miracle. God, being Truth itself,

cannot perform such a miracle, cannot inspire prophets, to sanction

falsehood.

3. Antiquity. Religion was made for man. When man

appeared on earth, Religion also came into existence ; for, from

that moment, there were necessary relations of superiority and

inferiority, of love and gratitude, between God and man. It clearly

follows hence that the true Religion is that which ascends, without

interruption, to the origin of the world, and that we must look

upon every later religion as false.

Now, the Catechism will show us Christianity, and Christianity

1 ^Emile, b. iv,
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alone, sparkling with miracles and prophecies, and reaching hack,

without interruption, to the terrestrial paradise.

VI. Can the true Religion change ? We have seen that Religion

is founded on the nature of God and the nature of man. On God's

side, on His qualities of Creator, Father, and Last End ofman ; and,

on man's side, on his qualities of creature, of child, and of a being in

utter indigence, yet ever thirsting after the Infinite, and that cannot

find its contentment, except in the enjoyment of the Being of

Beings : the Source of all truth, of all love, and of all goodness.

Religion is therefore unchangeable, notwithstanding its successive

developments.

Who, indeed, could change it ? God or man ? On the one hand,

God is the same for ever and ever : He does not change.1 Now,

to change Religion in its essence, God should change His own

nature, that is, should cease to be Truth itself, the Infinite Good,

the Creator of man, and thereby the necessary term of man's

homages and prayers, the supreme object of man's aspirations ; on

the other, even though He could, He would not do so, considering

that He has a thousand times declared with an oath that Religion

will be always the same—that heaven and earth may pass away,

but it will not pass away—and that all His cares, from the begin

ning of the world, have had no other object than to preserve it

intact.

Can man change Religion ? But Beligion is not his work. He

can no more change it than he can change his own nature or that

of God, to cause that God should not be the Truth and the Infinite

Good, or that he himself should not be made to know the one and

love the other. He can no more withdraw himself from Religion,

than he can cause God to be no longer his Superior, his Creator,

his Father, his Last End, or himself the inferior, the creature,

the child, and the dependent of God. These relations, we repeat,

are necessary and unchangeable.

True, the laws of this admirable society had not always been

as clearly known as since the time of the Gospel ; nevertheless,

Religion has not ceased to be always the same. It has had, so

to speak, various ages : infancy, from Adam to Moses ; youth,

from Moses to the coming of the Messias ; and maturity, from

the coming of the Messias to the end of ages, without ceasing

to be the same Religion.

Like man, who is first a child, then a boy, and then a

full-grown man, and who, passing through these different stages,

does not cease to be the same individual ; or again, like the sun.

1 Ego Dominus et non mutor. (Maiaoh-, iii. 6.)
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whose rays increase in brightness from dawn to rising and from

rising to noon, and which, nevertheless, always remainsthe same sun :

"Relligion," says Bossuet, " is always the same. Placed between

the two Testaments, Jesus Christ is their centre. Jesui Christ teas

yesterday, is to-day, and will befor ever.1 Religion, of which He is

the great Object, was under the Law, appears next under the Gospel,

and will continue throughout eternity, when Jesus Christ, re-united

to His elect, will subject all things to His Father, with whom He

shall be praised, honoured, and glorified for ever. Thus, it is by

Jesus Christ, and for Jesus Christ, that all ages have been made :

those of the Old Law to prepare for those of the Law of Grace, and

those of the latter to be lost in an eternity of glory."

It follows, hence, that the Old and the New Testaments have

both had the same design and the same issue : one prepares the

perfection, which the other displays openly ; one lays the founda

tion, the other completes the building : in short, one predicts that

which the other points out as fully accomplished. Hence

forward, all times are united ; the tradition of the Jewish and that

of the Christian people will make only one continuous chain of the

same Religion, and the Scriptures of the two Testaments will make

only one book. Our faith is, therefore, the faith of the prophets.

The dogmas, which are its object, were not only prefigured in the

ancient Scriptures, but even those Scriptures contained express

promises of tbem. It is, then, not to know Christianity, to look

upon it as a new Religion, in the sense that it has no root in the

ages prior to the Messias.

The Religion that we profess has always existed, since, from

the beginning of the world, the expectation of Jesus Christ has been

its soul. " One light," says Bossuet again, " appears everywhere

from the beginning of the world. It rises in the time of the

Patriarchs ; it increases in the times of Moses and the Prophet?.

Jesus Christ, greater than the Patriarchs, with an authority more

absolute than Moses, and more enlightened than all the Prophets,

causes it to shine before our eyes in its utmost plenitude.

Jesus Christ reaches to all times : He is the centre in which all

things, viz., the Law, the Prophets, the Gospel, and the Apostles,

meet. Faith in Jesus Christ has been the faith of all ages. From

the birth of the world, the faithful were obliged to believe in Jesus

Christ promised, as the faithful now believe in Jesus Christ who

has come."

In one word, the ancient patriarchs had no other religion than

ours, since they relied on the same promises as we do, and sighed for

1 Beb» xiii. 8.
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the coming of the same Saviour that we have received. There

were evangelical men before the Gospel, Christians in spirit before

they bore the name.

Thus, tnose among the Jews who recognised Jesus Christ as

the Messias, did not change their religion in becoming Christians

they only believed in the arrival of Him whom they had expected,

and the promise of whom had previously been the object of their

faith. On the contrary, those who disowned Him then truly

changed their religion ; for they renounced the Law of Moses,

which commanded them to receive and to hear Him—they re

nounced the oracles of the prophets, who clearly pointed Him out—

in a word, they renounced the ancient hope of Israel.

"Although the times have changed," says St. Augustine, in his

turn ; " although the mystery of the Redemption was formerly

announced as future, which is now preached as accomplished, yet

faith has not changed on that account. Although, before the coming

of the Messias, the true Religion waa practised under other names

and with other signs than since His coming ; although it was then

proposed in a veiled and is now exposed in a clear manner, never

theless, there has always been but one Religion, ever the same. That

which we do to-day call the Christian Religion, existed among the

ancients, and has never ceased to exist in the world from the beginning

of human existence until the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, when it

began to bear the name of Christian."* How venerable does this

remote antiquity render Religion ! What a testimony to the divi

nity of its origin, to see it beginning with the world!

But if, on this account, it deserves all our respect, does not its

perpetuity, that is to say, its uninterrupted continuance during so

many ages, in spite of so many unexpected obstacles, manifestly

show that God supports it ? If, to the first period of Religion

before Jesus Christ, we join the next period, which is only its

continuance (I mean the succession of the Christian Church), what

authority does not such a lapse of time, embracing as it does the

whole extent of ages, thus give to Religion ? Should we not recog

nise herein a design steadily maintained and gradually developed,

an order in the counsel of God, which prepares from the beginning

of the world that which it completes at the end of time, and which,

through various stages, but with an ever constant succession, per-

1 As Protestants who become Catholics do not change their religion, but

perfect it by sincerely admitting the consequences of the truths which they

profess.

1 Retract., lib. 1, c. xiii.—See the ideas expressed in this lesson and the

last one, proved and developed in the learned work of M. Drach, Dn Divorct

dans la Synagogue.
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petnates before the eyes of the world the holy society in which the

Almighty desires to be served ?1

Certainly, a Religion, which ascends even to the first man,

and which survives without change the lapse of centuries ; which

explains everything, and without which nothing can be explained,

can have no other author than the infinite wisdom and no other

support than the infinite power of Him, who, holding it in the

hollow of His hand, can alone commence, continue, and complete a

design embracing all times.

What we have said on the existence, necessity, and nature of

Religion, will be made plainer by the following s{ory.

A worldly woman, who, like many others, did not know very

well what Religion was, and who even made little account of it, as

of a mere conventionality, complained bitterly, in the presence of a

missionary, regarding the conduct ofher daughter. " But, Madam,"

said the missionary, " are thero any relations between a mother

and a daughter, that a daughter should be obliged to respect and

obey her mother?" "How so, Sir," she replied, "am I not her

mother ? Whatever age she may be, is she not still my daughter ?

Is she not indebted to me for whatever she is? Is she not always

bound to respect and love me?" "But, Madam, perhaps these

relations of superiority on your part, and dependence on the pait

of your daughter, are conventionalities, that may be changed?"

"Changed, Sir! so that I should not be her mother, nor she my

daughter: the rights of a mother are unchangeable, because they are

founded on the character of mother." "You are quite convinced

then, Madam, that between you and your daughter there exist the

closest relations ; that you have a right to command her, and that

she is bound to obey, respect, and love you ; that if she fails in

doing so, she is culpable ; and that this is no conventional affair, but

a sacred matter founded on your title of mother and her character of

daughter : do you believe this ?" " Certainly, I believe it."

" Very well, Madam ; change the names : in your place put God, and

in your daughter's place put yourself, and you shall have Religion"

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given us

Religion, which teaches us to know and love Thee ; grant us ever

to conform our lives to our belief.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I

will make a short meditation every day.

1 Hist, abrfgie de la Selig.
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LESSON XX.

AimftTTITT OF THE CHBISTIAN BELIGION.

Religion is a Law—the most sacred of all Laws. Religious Indifference is the

Height of Crime and Folly.

When we consider society as it is, we are witnesses of a strange

spectacle ! The greater part of men no longer practise Religion,

do not pray, do not hear Mass, do not observe the Sunday, do not

confess, do not communicate, do not give any sign of Christianity;

a great number of women imitate the men ; and among both classes

who call themselves Christians, we observe a recklessness, a con

tempt^ facility in committing sin, that grieves and sickens the heart.

At this spectacle, is not one tempted to say that Religion must

be an unimportant affair ; that each person is allowed to practise

or not practise it, to take it up or lay it down, to accept it in its

entirety or to divide it according to circumstances ; in one word,

that Religion imposes no obligation on us, or only binds us as far

as we choose, in the manner we choose, and simply because we

choose to be bound by it, without having anything to fear from

its violation, or anything to hope from its observance ?

To dissipate this error, unexampled in the history of any people,

we now proceed to show that Religion is a law, the most sacred of

all laws ; a universal law, from which no man can dispense himself;

a law, which has no substitute : and, to promote its observance, we

shall also show that it is one of the most magnificent presents that

God could make to man.

I. Religion is a Law. If we inquire of jurisconsults and theo

logians the definition of law, they will tell us : A law it a general,

just, and permanent command, promulgated in the interests of society

by him who lias the right to rule.1 Now, all the qualities here

mentioned pertain to Religion a thousand times better than to the

most respectable or the most respected law among men.

First, Religion is a precept, a command, a rule of conduct,

more general than all human laws taken together. Human laws

are necessarily incomplete : they only regard external acts. Reli

gion, on the contrary, is a complete law : it not only regulates

external acts, but, taking possession of the conscience, directs the

thoughts, the desires, the least movements of the soul—encourag-

1 Lex nihil aliud est quam qusedam rationis ordinatio ad bonum commune,

ob eo qui curain communitatis habet, promuigata. (S. Tho., la. &e, q. 80, art. 4.)
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ing some, condemning others, and defining good and evil at the

moment of their appearance in the heart.

Human laws only regulate the relations of men among them

selves. Religion regulates not only the relations of men among

themselves, but also the relations of men with God. It alone

teaches them whence they come, whither they go, why they are on

the earth at all ; what they owe to their superiors, to their inferiors,

to their equals, and to themselves ; what they have to do, and

what they have to avoid ; and the lot which awaits them beyond the

grave.

Human laws are found only in certain places ; they vary with

nations ; they wear out with time. Religion has no other limits than

those of the world : every clime belongs to it. To the Chinese and

the Japanese, to the Hottentot and the Tartar, to the European

and the American, as to the Savages of Polynesia, it teaches, com

mands, forbids the same things : it does not vary with races. They

may change their language, their customs, their laws, their forms of

government ; it remains always the same : the same in its dogmas,

in its morals, in its sacraments, in its hierarchy. It does not wear

out with time. Born with the world, it embraces all times ; ever

fruitful and ever young, it has never lost one of its dogmas, not one

of its precepts, not one of its essential rites : like the sun, which,

during six thousand years, has poured its torrents of light on the

world without wasting itself or growing old.

Religion is therefore a law, since it is a general and permanent

precept : it is the most venerable law, since it is the most ancient,

the most general, and the most enduring.

Again, law, say the jurisconsults, is a just command, published

in the interests of society. Here, again, behold the vast pre-emi

nence of Religion over all human laws ! When one searches through

the immense collection of human laws—the laws of the ancient

Egyptians, the laws of the ancient Greeks, the laws of the ancient

Romans, the laws of the Gauls, the laws of the Lombards, the laws

of the Tartars, the laws of the Chinese— is he sure to find all these

human precepts without a single exception stamped with the seal of

justice and equity? Too often, alas ! will he not find that cruelty,

immorality, falsehood, and violence, transformed into rules of

conduct, have usurped and profaned the sacred name of law ? What

nation is there that does not blush at some of the articles in its

statute-books ?

It is far otherwise with Religion, which, as the prophet says, is

an immaculate law.1 All that it teaches, is true ; all that it com-

' Lex Domini immaculata. (Pe. XTiil.)
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mands, is good, just, amiable, and moral ; all that it forbids, is

evil. There is not a virtue that it does not encourage ; there is

not a vice that it does not condemn. It is all comprised in these

two precepts:—You shall love God above all things, and your

neighbour, that is, all the rest of mankind, even your enemies, as

you love yourselves, for God's sake. If you only love those who

love you, what reward shall you have ? Pagans do as much. And

if you only salute those who salute you, what reward shall you have?

Publicans do as much. You shall love, therefore, those who do

you evil, you shall pray for those who persecute you, that you may

be the children of your heavenly Father, who maketh His sun to

shine on the good and the bad.1

After this simple explanation, let me ask, do you know anything

more just than Religion, or more capable of improving man and

securing his happiness in this world ? It is then a law, the most

august of all laws.

Finally, law is a rule of conduct given to society by him who

has the right to rule it. The just and wise laws that emanate

from human legislators, are undoubtedly worthy of respeot, and

ought to be obeyed. Every day you say so ; every day you act in

accordance with your conviction. Every day your courts are open

to judge any infractions of the law. How often do the prison doors

close on the violators of the law ! Nay, how often is the scaffold

erected to make atonement to the majesty of the law by the death of

its transgressors ! You recognise, therefore, in human legislators,

who are the rulers of the people, the right to make laws, and in

subjects, the duty to obey them.

But that legislative authority which you justly concede to a

few men, will you refuse to God t If the child is obliged to obey

its father, the subject his king, has man a right to disobey God ?

Are the orders of God less formal, the rights of God less sacred,

than yours? This is not all. Whence do human laws themselves

derive their authority ? From the legislator himself ? No. Whether

the laws are made by an emperor, a king, a parliament, or a senate,

the human legislator is always but a man ; and, from this title, he

obtains no right to impose his will on other men ; for one man is

as good a? another.

In virtue of what right, then, is the legislator to be obeyed ?

Whence does his law derive its authority? Should I scandalise

you if I were to say it—for nowadays it is quite the fashion to

ridicule the divine right of kings ? Well, the truth is, that every

right is divine, in the sense that God alone can impose on one man

* iV««.,v,10,eto.
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a conscientious obligation to obey another man. Hence, in the

nation, the king or other leader of the state commands in the name

of God, by whom kings rule ; and in the family, the father com

mands in the name of God, from whom all paternity proceeds. As

often as a man in authority raises his voice to command an inferior,

the latter must hear within himselfanother voice, saying : " Obey ;

it is God who commands thee."

From the day in which this heavenly voice will no longer be

heard, from the day in which the belief in the divinity of right will

be effaced from the human heart, there will no longer be left

standing a single power, a single authority on earth. There is no

middle course. From the day in which man ceases to command in

the name of God, he must command in his own name. What then

is power, authority, law, but a yoke, which might imposes, which

reason disowns, and which strength throws off? The very idea of

right is banished : the will of the strongest becomes the rule of

duty, and the habits of wolves become the morals of men. It is,

therefore, fully established that, in the highest sense of the word,

Religion is a law. Consequently, it is also fully established that

the men of our days who continually harp on law, who push respect

for law even to excess, and who, at the same time, despise the laws

of Religion, are among the most inconsistent, as well as the mos*

dangerous, not to say the most guilty of men, though they pretend

to wisdom.

II. Religion is the most sacred of all Laws. The sanctity of a

law is derived from the person of the legislator who makes it,

from the importance of the duties which it imposes, and from

the sanction which confirms it. Now, these three conditions

unite to form the most incontestable proof of the proposition that

Religion is the most sacred of all Laws.

First, the person of the legislator. I travel the world, and, at

the head of the various codes which have served as a rule for

nations, I read the names of Minos, Rhadamanthus, Lycurgus,

Solon, Numa, Confucius, Mahomet, the founders of kingdoms,

the founders of empires, the founders of modern republics. I bow

before many of these names, which millions of my fellow-men have

respected and still respect But, at the head of the sacred code I

behold an emblazoned name, which is not that of a man, nor that of

an angel, nor that of an archangel—a name above all names—a name

before which every knee bends in heaven, on earth, and in hell,

the name of GOD. Now, if the laws, elaborated by celebrated

men, have a right, by reason of their origin, to our respect and

submission, how much more respectable, how much more

sacred should we consider that law which emanates from God
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Himself, the Supreme Legislator, and the Source of all justice, of all

wisdom, and of all power ?

Next, the importance of the duties which it imposes. Without

doubt, the duties, imposed by human laws are important. On

men's fidelity to them, depend, at least in part, the order, peace,

and prosperity of nations, and the health and welfare of individuals:

their material well-being. All these advantages, however, relate

only to time, and must end with time : the body alone is a gainer

by them, the soul has no share in them. But what shall we say of

the importance of the duties prescribed by Religion ? They em

brace both body and soul, time and eternity, man and society. If

they are not observed, happiness, intelligence, and virtue, society,

the family, and the individual, are all degraded : all perish, if they

are not observed.

Now, the first duty that Religion imposes on us, is to believe ;

for it is written : He that believeth not shall be condemned. 1 Yes,

condemned, both in this world and in the world to come. In truth,

violate this first article of the sacred code, take away the Creed ;

what have you left? For the individual, a hell of doubt; for

society, chaos. Enter into that mind which has extinguished the

lamp of faith. The indisputable truths which constituted its happi

ness fall one after another, like the pictures of a sanctuary that

has been delivered over to pillage. Then, behold the uncertainties,

the contradictions, the vain phantoms that continually succeed one

another. All these reveries of a disordered brain pursue, combat,

destroy one another, and the incessant struggles weary out the

human reason, until at length it flings itself on the couch of a gross

materialism or tries to end its furious career in the grave of

a miserable suicide. All this is matter of history. We can to-day

name among us, in England, in Germany, in France, such deserters

from the faith, who have propounded theories on God, Religion,

society, and the family, not less extravagant than the incoherent

systems and shapeless fancies of the wildest savages.

See what becomes of the mind of the man that has been

unfaithful to faith. Is his heart less to be pitied ? The second

duty that Religion imposes on us is to act; in other terms, to

conform our thoughts, our words, and our deeds, to the great rule

of conduct called the Decalogue. What becomes of the man that

dares to trample under his feet this second article of the sacred

code ? In the depths of his heart, livo three great passions :

pride, avarice, luxury. Night and day they solicit, impel, force

hiin to yield to their yoke. The only voice capable of breaking the

1 Quinon crediderit condenuwpitur, (Jfarc, zri, 16.)



bewitching charm of these fatal sirens, is the majestic voice of Re

ligion, with its eternity of rewards and punishments. The only

chain capable of holding these furious hyenas, is the majestic will

of God. Stifle the voice ; break the chain : what do you see ? On

the moment, the human heart becomes the slave of its cruel pas

sions. Man no longer knows himself. He must have enjoyment,

much enjoyment, enjoyment at any cost : such is his law.

Honour, probity, health, fortune, conscience, all must be sacrificed

to his gratification. Self, and nothing else : such is his motto

And, if opportunity offers, he will be faithful to it, you may be

sure, even though it should cost him his life. The meannesses of

every kind, the corruptions, the frauds, the outrageous and unheard-

of crimes, that sully the face of the earth, are unfortunately but

too conclusive a proof of this humiliating truth. So much for the

heart of man.

Society, in its turn, soon experiences a re-action from the con

tempt of Religion. There can be no society without respect for

authority. Now, when men come to such a pass as no longer to

respect the first of all authorities, that from which all others flow-

when they no longer make any account of God or His laws, they

are not slow to despise inferior authorities and to violate human

laws: the ideas of right and duty, of authority and submission, are

effaced ; the social bonds are relaxed. It has been said with rea

son : " Where God has no altar, kings have no throne." By kings

we must understand authority, whatever may be the person's

name or rank in the general hierarchy : pontiff, king, magistrate,

father, or venerable old age. A sullen hatred, a turbulent spirit of

insubordination, ferments in the minds of subjects. Threatened

in their power and their person, the heads of society are obliged

to make the burden heavier, and soon a rebellion breaks out.

There can be no society without common beliefs, admitted as

the immutable rules of the thoughts and actions of all the citiaens.

Take away Religion : no more divine beliefs ; consequently, no

more common and sacred beliefs. Everything becomes proble

matical among men. The truths we know henceforward are only

relative; consequently changeable and uncertain; and, although

reverenced to-day, they must be prepared to bear the shaft of ridi

cule to-morrow. By the force of knavery and falsehood, society

comes at last to doubt of all things, even of itself. This fatal doubt

undermines it, enervates it, degrades it, renders it incapable of

anything great, and by turns casts it from a state of dejection into

one of feverish excitement, which delivers it at length, vilified and

degraded, to the sanguinary fury of anarchy, or the iron yoke of a

brutal despotism.
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There can be no society without the spirit of sacrifice. The

whole world will tell you that society cannot exist without the

sacrifice of particular to general interests. Now, this sacrifice,

which costs the passions so much—this sacrifice, which we must

continually begin anew—cannot be accomplished except by the

fear of God and the hope of a future recompense. Let man waver

in his belief regarding God, or cease to believe in Him altogether

—let him doubt His rewards and His punishments, and you

may hold for certain, that, in the same proportion, selfishness—

cold, cruel, barbarous selfishness—becomes, under one form or

another, the universal law. Society then no longer exists : the

something that bears its name is only an aggregation of indi

viduals, who vie, the most cunning with the most powerful, to

satiate, at one another's expense, their ignoble thirst for riches,

honours, and pleasures.

Evident as they are of themselves, these truths are confirmed

by an experience so ancient and yet so new that the leading axiom

of all sensible men is this : Without Religion there can be no

society. " That," says Plato, "which overthrows religion, over

throws the foundation of all human society." ' " Cities and

nations," adds Xenophon, "most attached to the divine worship,

have always been the wisest and the most lasting." *

" The laws of Minos and Numa, says a modern jurisconsult,

rest entirely on the fear of the gods. Cicero, in his Treatise on

Laws, places Providence as the basis of all legislation. Numa

made Rome the sacred city, in order to make it the eternal city.

.... The laws of morality do not suffice. The laws regulate only

certain actions ; Religion embraces them all. The laws arrest only

the arm; Religion guides the heart. The laws have reforence

principally to one's conduct towards his fellow-citizens; Religion

takes possession of the whole man. What would morality be, if it

were exiled to the lofty region of the sciences, and if religious

institutions did not bring it down to the level of the multitude ? A

morality without positive precepts would leave reason without a

rule ; a morality without religious dogmas would be only justice

without tribunals. Dogmas and morals would only be abstractions,

without the rites, the ceremonies, and the practices that give them

a body, and serve them for a support. In the matter of Religion,

it is less a question to know than to do. Now, good actions can

only be secured by good habits. It is by practising the things

that lead to virtue, or at least that recall the idea of it to the mind,

that one learns to love and to practise virtue itself.

1 Be legib,, lib. x. 3 On Socrates.
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"True philosophy respects forms as much as pride despises

them. Discipline is as necessary in manners as order in ideas.

To deny the utility of religious rites and practices, in regard to

morality, would be to deny the influence of sensible considerations

on beings that are not pure spirits A religion without

public worship would soon languish, and assuredly lead back the

populace to idolatry If there were nothing to unite those

who profess the same belief, would there not in a few years be as

many religious systems as individuals ? . . . .

" To assert that Religion arrests no disorder in the countries

where it is most honoured, because it does not prevent the crimes

and scandals of which we are witnesses, is to propose an objection

that strikes at the root of all morality and law, since morality and

law have not strength to prevent all crimes and scandals from being

committed We behold the crimes that Religion cannot

prevent, but do we behold those that it does prevent ? Can we

scrutinise consciences, and see there all the dark proposals that

Religion stifles and all the salutary thoughts that it inspires?

How does it happen that men who appear to us so wicked in

detail, are as a mass such honest people ? Is it not because

inspirations, which the thoroughly corrupt resist, and to which the

good do not always yield, are sufficient to direct the generality of

men in the greatest number of cases, and to secure in uw ordinary

course of life that uniform and universal progress without which

any durable society would be impossible ? . . . .

" We believe in controlling laws ; and everywhere there are

manners. Manners are the slow result of circumstances, usages,

and institutions. Now, of all things that exist among men, there is

nothing that so fully embraces the whole man as Religion, nothing

more capable of giving him good habits Take away Reli

gion from the mass of men; by what will you replace it ? If one

is not engaged with good, he will be with evil ; the mind and the

heart cannot remain idle. When Religion is no more, country and

society are no more in regard to men, who, resuming their inde

pendence, have strength only to abuse it. It is particularly in

free states that Religion is necessary. For it is there, says Poly-

bius, that, in order not to place a dangerous power in the hands

of a few men, the greatest fear ought to be that of the gods." '

We have considered the sanctity of the religious law, both in

regard to the person who establishes it and the importance of the

duties which it imposes ; it only remains for us to study it in regard

to the sanction which confirms it

1 Portali*. Biacours sur Vorganisatim des citltes, 15 germinal an X.
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The sanction of a law consists in the advantages or rewards

promised to him who observes it, and the penalties or punishments

threatened against him who violates it. From this new point of

view, how great is the sanctity of the religious law ! Scarcely ever

do human laws stipulate for a reward in favour of those who

observe them. Thus, our codes offer no reward to him who does

not steal, who does not kill, who does not injure his neighbour's

reputation, who does not cheat the tax-collector. The only reward

promised him is protection against injustice; in other words, the

tranquil enjoyment of his liberty, his property, and other such

advantages, which make up an outward, transitory, and necessarily

imperfect happiness.

It is quite otherwise with Religion. On earth, peace of can-

science is secured to him who observes its precepts: an inward

happiness, which cannot be disturbed or destroyed—a uniform hap

piness, which, according to the Scriptural expression, makes life a

continual feast—a happiness, therefore, as perfect as can be

expeoted in this valley of tears. And, while the promises of human

laws are confined to the short years of time, those of Religion are

realised throughout eternity. So much for rewards, as a sanc

tion of law.

As for the punishments threatened against the violators of

human laws, what are they ? Heavy as they may be considered,

they only touch a part of man, namely, his body, his liberty, his

property, his character, his life : they always end with time. Not

so with the punishments sanctioned by the divine law. They

touch man both in body and soul. Hence, the saying of the

Divine Legislator Himself : '' Fear not them who can kill

only the body ; but fear Him who can kill both body and soul :

yea, verily, fear Him." A second difference : while the penalties,

like the rewards, that cause human laws to be respected, end witii

time, the punishments decreed against the violators of the divine

law, affect man throughout the whole extent of his present and

future existence : eternity even will not see their termination.

In fine, that which often lessens the penal sanction of human

laws, is the possibility of escaping the stroke of justice. You have

conspired against a king : you are condemned to death. It is not

always impossible for you to leave his kingdom, and secure your

self from punishment ; but would you then depart from the jurisdic

tion of God? You have made an attack on the life, the property, the

character of another ; it is not always impossible for you to deny

the fact, to annihilate the material proofs of your guilt, and to be

» Maith., x, 28,
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acquitted as innocent ; but will your denials be of any avail before

the tribunal of Him who knows all things ? Brought before some

human tribunal, you may even be able to bribe your judges, and to

purchase your deliverance; but do you know any means of corrupting

God, so that He should connive at your disorders, and permit you

to escape with impunity ?

By these arguments, it is therefore demonstrated that Religion

is the most sacred of all laws.

III. Religion is a universal Law, from which no man can dispense

himself. Go, teach all nations, said the Divine Legislator ; tell them

to observe all My commandments. Whoever violates a single one of them,

it a violator of the whole law.' Thus, Religion embraces all times,

all places, all men ; it is confined by no mountains, no seas, no

rivers, no boundaries; it makes no distinction of sex or race.

Henceforward, Religion is no more national than the sun is

national. Henceforward, there is no exception or privilege for any

one : kings and subjects, rich and poor, learned and ignorant,

Greeks and Barbarians, the men of to-day and the men of to

morrow, all must be the subjects of the divine law. For all, the same

Gospel, the same Creed, the same Decalogue, the same Sacraments,

the same rewards, the same punishments, without any other differ

ence than that of merit or demerit.

Any development of this truth would be superfluous, if it were

not necessary to show how culpable is an indifference towards Reli

gion, and how impious is the maxim, too often repeated in our

days, that Religion is fit only for common people, women, and

children.

We distinguish two sorts of indifferentists : the speculative and

the practical. The speculative indifferentist is he who does not

believe in any Religion, and who neglects to examine whether or

not there is a true Religion. To confound him, it is enough to

exhibit his mode of reasoning:—

" I do not know," he says, " who has placed me in the world,

nor what the world is, nor what I am myself. I am in a state of

frightful ignorance concerning all things. I do not know what my

body is, what my senses are, what my soul is; and that portion of

me which thinks what I say, and which reflects on itself and on

everything else, understands itself no better than the rest of me.

" I behold the bewildering magnitude of the universe that but-

rounds me, and find myself located in one little corner of its vast

extent, without knowing why I am placed here rather than

1 Malth., xxviii. 19 ; Jacob., ii. 10.
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elsewhere, or why the short space of time tbat is assigned me for my

life is fixed in one period rather than another of that eternity

whioh has preceded and will succeed me. I see the infinity of

things in whioh I am engulfed as an atom, or lost as the passing

shadow of a moment. All that I know is that I must soon die ;

but that of which I am most ignorant is the very death which I

cannot shun. As I know not whence I came, so I know not

whither I am going. I am conscious only that, on leaving this

world, I shall fall for ever either into nothingness or into the hands

of an angry God, without having any assurance as to which of these

two conditions shall be my lot.

" How full, then, am I of wretchedness, helplessness, and dark

ness ! And the conclusion to which I come is, that I must pass all

the days of my life without ever thinking on what will yet happen

to me, and that I have only to follow my inclinations without

uneasiness, doing everything that will bring me into eternal

misery, in case what we are told about matters is true. Perhaps I

might be able to find some light in my doubts ; but I do not wish

to go to any trouble, or to make one step, for that purpose ; and

treating with contempt those who concern themselves about me,

I desire to walk on without foresight and without apprehension, to

have an experimental.knowledge of the great event, and to let my

self meet death tamely, utterly uncertain of what is likely to be

my eternal condition."

" Truly," says Pascal, " it is an honour to Religion, to have

such unreasonable enemies." '

The practical indifferentist is he who believes in Religion, but

does not fulfil its duties. To confound him also, it is only neces

sary to exhibit his mode of reasoning:—

"I believe," he says, "that there is a God, the Creator and

absolute Master of man and the world. I believe that this God

lias manifested His adorable will towards men, directing their

actions in the various circumstances of life, all which orders together

form Religion, which I ought to accept, such as it is, without

adding to or taking from it. I believe that this Religion requires

from me not only internal acts of faith and adoration, but also

certain external acts of private and public worship. I am ac

quainted with these acts, and I know that in disdaining to perform

them I place myself in a state of permanent rebellion against God.

1 know that, to punish my contemptuous insolence, an abyss of

eternal fire is prepared beneath my feet. I know that I am only

withheld from it by my life. I know that my life is only a thread,

1 Pensect, part ii, art. 2.
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a thread which is held in the hands of God, which He can cut

when He pleases, which He will cut without warning me, perhaps

this very night. And the conclusion at which I arrive is, that I

should continue to live tranquilly in my indifference, with the

certainty of falling sooner or later into the depths of eternal

misery."

Truly, we may say again, it is an honour for Religion to have

such unreasonable enemies.

As for the maxim, Religion is fit only for common people,

women, and children, it is in the mouths of those who utter it an

impiety, a folly, a lie, and a cruelty.

An impiety. In fact, you say thereby that there is no Reli

gion for the educated and the wealthy ; that God leaves them free

to act according to their caprices and passions, imposing on the poor

and the weak the obligation of labouring for their advantage : or

you say that there is one Religion for the educated and the wealthy,

and another for common people, women, and children: or, in

fine, you say that Religion is a nice toy for the amusement of com

mon people, women, and children, but unworthy of engaging the

attention of sensible men—a brilliant system, good for supplying

excitement to ardent imaginations and idle minds, but whose empti

ness and falsehood are perfectly well known to business men—a

good leading-string for keeping common people, women, and chil

dren to their duty, condemned to a state of everlasting pupilage,

but which becomes perfectly useless, when one is dressed in broad

cloth or is adorned with a little hair on his chin. Remember what

has been demonstrated, namely, that there is one and only one

Religion, that it comes from God, and that it imposes its obliga

tions on all men without exception ; and say, is there a more im

pious maxim than that which we have just explained ?

A Jolly. Either Religion is true, or it is not. If it is true, it is

good and necessary for the whole world, as well for the educated

and the wealthy as for common people, women, and children: if it

is not true, it is not good for any person; since error is never

useful. Moreover, if, as you say, Religion is good, it is much

more so for the rich than for the poor, much more so for men than

for women and children. Religion, you know, is a bridle to re

strain the passions. Now, which of the two has more need of a

rein : he who has many means of gratifying his passions with

impunity, or he who can calculate neither on means nor on impu

nity ? Evidently, the first man, the rich, the strong, the powerful.

Hence, that true saying of Montesquieu : " Though it were useless

for subjects to have a religion, yet it would not be useless for
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princes to have one, and to be tightly curbed by the only reins

which those who do not fear human laws can be held by." ' "I

would not like," adds Voltaire, " to have anything to do with an

atheistical prince that might find it his interest to pound me in a

mortar : in'deed I should be pretty sure to be pounded." *

In fine, all you who imagine yourselves superior to the populace

by your position, your fortune, or your learning, and who wish to

find in the Religion of the populace the guarantee of its respect

and obedience towards you, do you think that the populace does

not also wish to find in the Religion of its masters the guarantee of

their justice, their moderation, and their equity towards it? Be

cause a man has an income, has he no longer any passions to sub

due ? Does the heart of an angel invariably beat under the laced

uniform of an officer or the ermined robes of a judge ? Are the

better-bred class, the burgesses, far beyond their inferiors, at the

present day, as accomplished models of probity, loyalty, disin

terestedness, and all other public and private virtues ? Are not the

motives of the common people in requiring you to be religious, a

thousand times better founded than yours in requiring them to

be so?

" Is it not in the midst of the most exalted conditions that

voluptuousness is most refined, ambition most eager, revenge most

implacable, all the passions most imperious, on account of the

means which they have to gratify themselves ? And you would

tear away from these classes of society the salutary bridle of Reli

gion! That is, you would break the embankment on the side

where the waters rage with the greatest violence, you would banish

the remedy from places where the epidemic rages Tvith the most

dreadful mortality : in other words, you would take a.vaj religious

sentiments from those to whom they are most necessary. Rather

begin by tearing away pride from the heart of the scholar, self-

interest from the heart of the rich, covetousness from the heart of

the trader and of the manufacturer, pusillanimity from the heart of

the magistrate, ambition from the heart of the great, and then per

haps it may be allowed you to leave Religion to the populace."3

A lie. In the eyes of the propagators of this maxim, Religion is

not good even for common people, women, and children: the proof of

which is that they do all they can to take it from them. To what,

I ask, do the railleries and satires tend, with which, in their books,

in their theatrical exhibitions, in their newspapers, in their clubs,

1 Esprit des Lois, liv. xxiv, c. ii.

I Diet, phil., art. Athhsme.

Frayssinous, Ltfcns. du Christ. Con/, stir lesprincipes religion, etc.
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in their studios, in their manufactories, in their saloons, in their

restaurants, they themselves assail or suffer others to assail, with

sacred things, and sacred ceremonies, the practisers of Religion?

What can be the effect of the tyranny which they exercise over the

commonalty, over the workman, over the servant, by obliging them

to labour on Sundays, and by depriving them of the liberty to fulfil

their religious obligations ? What can be the effect on the minds

of their inferiors, of that absolute indifference which they openly

profess, and which they seem to glory in ? The sure result of it

all is the complete destruction of Religion.

Yes, if Religion is for the people alone, there will soon be no Re

ligion at all. The people have a pride and a dignity of their own :

if they perceive that Religion is thrown to them as a contemptible

thing, they will despise it in their turn. Religion is nothing to

him who does not believe in it. What value forsooth is set on its

threats and promises, by those who only see in it the chimeras of a

disordered imagination ? And how can you expect that the people

will continue to believe in it, when they see that it is an object of

derision or indifference to those who, by their birth, their intelli

gence, and their occupations, are placed above them ?

But when the people have no longer any Religion, reflect on

what must sooner or later follow. When there is no Religion, the

people will say that there is no heaven or hell : that everything

passes with time. As for paradise, it consists in wealth, pleasure,

and power. Hell means poverty, labour, and subjection. The

wealthy citizens are in paradise; I am in hell ! But each has his

turn, and in the day of its strength the unchained mob will rush

upon your lands, your houses, and your iron safes ; it will do so in

virtue of the principles that you have taught it, and what can

you say in reply ?

A cruelty. Will they say that, while remaining strangers to

Religion themselves, they believe it good for the populace ? Let

us take them at their word : they shall only escape from falsehood

by cruelty. What ! they are convinced that Religion is good for

the common people; yet they do not fear to rob them of their

precious patrimony ! To sweeten the pains of life, they themselves

have their social position, their independent fortune, their feast

days, their balls, their exhibitions, their travels, their numerous

friends. The common people spend their days in labour, sorrow,

misery, and abandonment. And they have the barbarity to snatch

from the needy the only consolation that remains to them, the hope

of happiness in a better world ! Truly, it is quite clear, as we have

shown, that their indifference to Religion destroys Religion in the

heart of the people. 0 cruel men ! what evil has Religion done
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you ? Evidently, therefore, they are only enemies of the people,

anxious to degrade and oppress them who advocate this guilty

maxim : Religion is good only for the populace.

" Flee then from those who, by their indifference and their im

pious doctrines, sow such desolating doctrines in the hearts of men.

Overthrowing, wasting, trampling under their feet, all that men

respect, they deprive the, afflicted of the last consolation in their

misery, they take away from the rich and powerful the only

restraint that checks their passions, they snatch from hearts the

salutary remorse for crime or the hope of virtue, and, after all, they

boast that they are the benefactors of the human race. Never,

they say, is truth hurtful to men ; I believe so, as well as they ;

and, in my opinion, it is a great proof that they do not teach the

truth.'"

IV Religion is a Law which has no substitute. Destroy Reli

gion, what will you set in its place to render man virtuous?

Honour and interest : there remains no other motive for human

actions.

Of all the foundations whereon persons endeavour to build

virtue, honour is unquestionably the weakest. " What is honour ?

A sentiment of personal dignity, which, outside of Religion, degene

rates into pride and self-conceit ; an ever-shifting principle, which

by turns inspires the most contrary and immoral acts : devotedness

to the priest, integrity to the magistrate, audacity to the assassin,

cunning to the robber, the spirit of revenge to the soldier, suicide

to the coward ; a disguised selfishness, good for show and ostenta

tion, but which indemnifies itself in solitude, by giving free course

to the most shameful inclinations ; an empty smoke, which lifts the

head without purifying the heart ; an empty sound, which the wise

man scorns, and which cannot soothe a single affliction in life ; a

nameless thing, which varies with the caprice of the multitude ; a

helpless divinity, which some adore without gain, and others

despise without loss, for it often exalts vice, and as often pursues

virtue with hatred, contempt, and persecution. Should I be the

first mortal to gather this bitter fruit of my fidelity to painful

duties? As a compensation, I find offered to me the joy that

accompanies a good opinion of oneself. What mockery ! the joy

of poverty, of hunger, of thirst, of diseases, of anguish in body and

soul, of prisons and scaffolds, of misery without hope !" "

Powerless for those who believe in it, honour is of no use at all

to those who do not believe in it How can it become a principle

of virtue for the latter ? Is it by forcing themselves to believe in

1 Bousscau, MmiU. 1 Essai tw I indiff., t. i, c. xi, 475.
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it ? By what means then ? Is it by the fear of contempt ? " But

what is this contempt, with which I am threatened, if, to obey my

inclinations, I trample under foot that which you are pleased to call

honour, but which I call prejudice ? Of what real good can it

deprive me? How will the opinion of another affect my well-

being ? Will it take away my health, my riches, my pleasure, or

my liberty ? I say contempt is nothing, if I despise it ; and, even

were I so weak as to be moved by it, what would hinder me from

avoiding it like so many others, by hiding my enjoyments under

the thick veil of mystery ? But, hiding them from other men, I

could not hide them from myself ; I should purchase them at the

expense of remorse.

" This is a rather serious matter : let us then consider it. I mean

that, outside Religion, conscience is not a prejudice, or, if it is a

prejudice, I have not been able to conquer it : it is always certain

that, placed between a pleasure which I desire to enjoy and a

remorse which I fear in yielding to it, the choice of vice or virtue

is an affair of pure sensation. If the desire carries me away, I

fall ; on the contrary, if fear is stronger, I resist. Now, let anyone

tell me the passion, which, without having any other chastisement

to dread, will be restrained by the simple feeling of regret for hav

ing violated the abstract laws of order." *

Interest. What interest is meant ? Public interest or private

interest ? With regard to the former, I shall reply that sophisms

do not destroy the reality of things. One will in vain endeavour

to confound general with particular interests; there will always

exist an irreconcilable opposition between them. On a thousand

occasions, the common interest will require that I should languish

in want ; that I should employ my health and strength in painful

labours, of which others will gather the fruit; that I should stifle

my desires, inclinations, and affections ; that I should suffer ; and,

in fine, that I should die. Until it has been shown that miseries,

Bufferings, and death are in themselves preferable to riches, plea

sures, and life, it will be false, evidently false, that self-interest,

apart from the consideration of future rewards and punishments,

should be the rule of duty and the foundation of morality. " Let

all men do me good at their own expense, let everything in tho

world be referred to me alone, let the whole human race die if

necessary in pain and misery, to spare me a single moment of sor

row or hunger : such is the interior language of every unbeliever

that reasons." '

Would you speak of private interest ? I shall again reply that

1 Etiai hut I'indiff., t. i, c. xi, 474. * Rousieau, JEmil:

s
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the man who expects no future life has only one interest—that of

making himself happy, at any cost, in this life. Now, what a

strange kind of happiness to propose to man, that he should inces

santly combat his desires, his inclinations, and even the wants of

nature, without any hope of reward ! What I the interest of the

poor man is to suffer indigence, when he can take possession of

some of the superfluities of the rich! But he will be hanged, if he

steal. Very well ; then the interest of living ought to prevail over

the interest of appeasing his hunger. Therefore, if he were sure to

avoid execution, the second interest would determine a contrary

line of action or duty. Take away the hangman, and a new system

of ethics appears. The hangman is the father of all virtues. Never

theless, whatever may be done, this influential moralist cannot

reach to everything. Many of the vices that insensibly undermine

society or disturb its repose, such as avarice, selfishness, ingrati

tude, hardheartedness, envy, hatred, calumny, licentiousness, are

not within his domain at all. And even of the crimes that he has

to take cognisance of, how many elude his vigilance ! Thanks to the

progress of science, have we not a thousand means of robbing,

deceiving, living at the expense of others, and of escaping the law ?

At the present time more than at any former, may we not say

with truth, in the words of an ancient, that human laws are

but cobwebs, fit only for holding flies.

Let us then conclude with Roussean " I do not know how

anyone can be virtuous without Religion ; I was deceived with

the contrary opinion for a long time, but I have been thoroughly

disabused of it." a

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, inspire us with a profound respect

for Thy holy law : enlighten those who know it ; move to amend

ment those who neglect and violate it ; grant that we may be the

docile children of the Wisest and Best of Fathers.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

prayfor the indifferent.

1 Rousseau, 479. 1 Leitre sur Its spectacle*.
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LESSON XXI.

KNOWLEDGE OP RELIGION. PROMISES AND FIGURES OP THE MESSIAS.

Religion is a great Grace, the Sum of all Graces. Historical Sketch. What is

World. Wisdom of God in the gradual Development of Religion. First

Promise of the Measias. Adam, the first Figure of the Messias. The

Patriarchs. Abel, tbe second Figure of the Messias.

Religion is a law, a supreme, universal law, and the basis of all

other laws : as we have seen in the preceding lesson. At the name

of law, nature has perhaps shuddered ; and we have felt a strange

emotion of fear and repugnance rise in the depths of our soul. Let

us hasten to repress it. If Religion is a yoke, it is a very sweet

yoke and a very light burden ;' it is, moreover, a magnificent bene

fit, a grace, a favour, an immense glory for man : I speak amiss, it is

the only source of all happiness and all glory in this world and

in the next.

Such is the point of view, so perfectly just besides, from

which we ought always to regard Religion. The ignorance, and

more especially the passions or vicious inclinations, of man too often

persuade him that Religion is a heavy yoke and an undesirable pre

sent that God has given us. Victims of this deplorable error, a

great number of men submit to its salutary prescriptions only by

constraint and through fear ; others abandon it openly, or remain

in a state of criminal indifference towards it. 0 men ! my brethren,

my brethren so unfortunate and so blind, what a 6trange perversity

and delusion ! You do not see, then, that Religion is the most beauti

ful present that God has ever made to us ! You do not know, then,

that, if Religion imposes its amiable yoke upon you, it is to deliver

you from the crushing and shameful yoke of your passions and

vices ! You do not feel, then, that Religion is the light of your

mind, the guarantee of all your rights, the consoler of your many

sorrows, the principle of all that which is beautiful, good, grand,

and sublime on earth ! You do not understand, then, that without

it we are only animals, like those which graze in our meadows and

chew the cud in our stalls : whilst with it we are the children of

the Most High, the gods of the earth, the candidates for heaven,

the emulators of the angels, the heirs of an empire whose magnifi

cence eclipses all the splendours of the firmament, and whose

1 Jugum meum suave est et onus meum leve. (Matth., xi. 30.)

demanded of us by Religi'
 

The Christian Religion is as old as the
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exquisite delights are to earthly pleasures what the honeycomh is

to vinegar !

But, in a still more elevated sense, Religion must he called a

benefit, a magnificent alms. We have said that man at his crea

tion was constituted in a supernatural state of grace and justice,

destined to lead him to the intuitive vision of God in heaven.

Now, this happiness was not due to us. Religion, which is the

sum or aggregate of the supernatural relations gratuitously estab

lished between God and man, is therefore an immense favour. It

is the grace of graces—a grace diversified in a thousand ways. In

point of fact, Catholic theology defines grace a succour, or rather the

sum of supernatural succours, which God grants gratuitously to

men in consideration of the merits of Jesus Christ, that they may

be able to work out their salvation.' It recognises two principal

kinds of graces : external graces, and internal graces.*

External graces are all the supernatural means," visible or

i Consider the manner in which the Angelic Doctor distinguishes between

the need that man had of grace before and after his fall :—Man, after the

commission of sin, did not require the grace of God differently from before,

but for a greater number of purposes. He required it to heal and to merit :

previously he had only required it for one of the two, the latter. Before his

fall into sin, he could, without the supernatural gift of grace, understand

natural truths, perform natural good works, and love God naturally above all

things ; but he could not without it merit eternal life, which is a thing above

tne natural reach of man. After his fall into sin, without grace he could only

understand a few natural truths, and do a few good works of the same order.

That he might be able to do everything as before, it was necessary that grace

should heal the infirmity or corruption of his nature. In fine, both before and

after, he had need of grace to merit eternal life, to believe in God, to hope in

God, and to love God supernaturally as the Object of the intuitive vision.

(Summ., p. 1, q. 95, art. 4, ad 1 ; la 2ae, q. 109, art. 2, 3, 4.) Thus, according to

the Angelic Doctor, man before his fall had need of grace to rise above himself,

even to God ; but after his fall he had need of grace to rise, in the first place,

even to a level with his former self.
a We only speak here of grace generally : we shall treat of it particularly

in the second part of the Catechism.

3 The important word is supernatural—or that which is above nature.

According to the explanation of S. Thomas, which is the Catholic explanation,

grace is a supernatural gift, not only to man deprived of the perfection of his

nature, but to man in the fulness of his nature ; not only to man, but to every

creature. For grace conducts us to the intuitive vision. Now, between God

and the creature, there is an infinite distance. It is, therefore, naturally im

possible for a creature, whatever it may be, to see God such as He is, such as

He beholds Himself. Cum vita BBterna omnem facultatem excedat, non potest

homo, neque in statu natime integrae, neque in statu naturae corruptte, ipsam

absque gratia et divina reconciliatione a Deo promereri.—Et inde eat quod

nulla nature creata est sufficiens principium actus meritorii vitte asternae, nisi

superaddatur aliquod supernatural donum quod gratis dicitur. (la2oe, q. 114,

art.
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sensible, by which God assists us to work out our salvation. Since

it is Religion that conducts us to salvation, the first kind of grace

contains all that which forms the exterior of Religion. Hence, it

comprises, under the Old Testament, all the revelations made to

the patriarchs; all the promises, figures, and predictions of the

Messias ; the Law given on Mount Sinai ; all the sacrifices,

observances, ceremonies, feasts, hymns, and prayers of the Jewish

worship; all the teachings of the prophets, to recall the Hebrews

to virtue ; all the good examples given by the holy personages of

those times : in a word, all the external helps that could lead men

to do good of a supernatural order—consequently, all the Mosaic

Religion, as far as it was sensible. It is then true that, before the

coming of the Messias, Religion, considered outwardly, is only one

great grace, diversified in a thousand ways, to conduct man to

supernatural happiness.

The case is the same after the coming of the Messias. Con

sidered outwardly, the Christian Religion, that is, Religion deve

loped by the Redeemer in person—the admirable teachings, miracles,

and examples of our Divine Saviour, the preachings of the Apostles

and their successors, spread during the last eighteen hundred years

over the whole world ; the Creed, the Decalogue, the festivals and

fasts, all the laws of the Church ; the examples of an innumerable

multitude of martyrs, virgins, and solitaries ; in a word, all the

external helps that, since the coming of Jesus Christ, could lead

men to do good of a supernatural order, are so many external

graces—consequently Religion, as far as it is sensible, in this

happy epoch, is only one great grace, diversified also in A thousand

ways, to conduct man to supernatural happiness.1

Such is the first kind of graces—external graces.

Let us come to the internal graces. This second kind comprises

the virtues infused into our soul by Baptism, namely, the theolo

gical virtues of faith, hope, and charity : all that moves our heart,

all that enlightens our mind, all that disposes us inwardly to good

of a supernatural order and gives us strength to accomplish it.

Good thoughts, salutary inspirations, pious emotions, holy resolu

tions, chaste desires, are so many internal graces. Who can count

them ? Ah ! it would be much easier to count the hairs of one's

head.

Like external grace internal grace is also diversified in a thou

sand different ways. It takes every colour ; it assumes every form ;

it utters every voice—the voice of faith, the voice of hope, the voice

of love, the voice of remorse, the voice of fear, the voice of sadness,

1 See Bergier, art. Grdoe.
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the voice of joy ; the voice of a tender mother, who weeps and be

seeches ; the voice of an angry father, who warns and threatens ;

the voice of a kind friend, who addresses us with mild reproaches.

Night and day, from the first dawn of reason to our last sigh, the

Redeemer stands at the door of our heart, continually repeating

these words: My child, open to me; give Me thy heart.'

What we have said suffices to make us for ever bless the mercy

of God, who was pleased to restore the sacred bond of Religion,

after it had been broken by the sin of the first man. But He was

not content with restoring it. To worthily glorify His adorable

Son, to make His infinite mercy shine forth in all its splendour, to

punish the jealousy of the infernal author of our ruin, He made

grace superabound where sin had abounded,* by contracting with

fallen man a second union, no less intimate than the first, and even

more advantageous than it. This new wonder justifies the astonish

ing expression of the Church, which calls the fault of Adam a happy

fault, and gives a last touch to the demonstration of this grand lead

ing truth, that Religion is a magnificent alms.

You ask wherein consists the superabundance of the good things

that we owe to Christianity, that is, to the union re-established

between God and man by the Redeemer? We shall endeavour to

show you. " Would you wish to know," asks St. Chrysostom,

" the superabundance of the grace of our Lord ? Listen ! A ser

vant contracted a debt of ten pieces of silver. Not being able to pay

it he was arrested by his master, and cast into prison with his wife

and children. A rich man hearing the news sought for the cre

ditor, and counted out to him not merely ten pieces of silver but ten

thousand pieces of gold. Then, entering the prison, he set the

debtor free, conducted him to a magnificent palace, placed him on

a throne, and crowned him with honour and glory. This, and

much more, is what our Lord did for us. He paid infinitely

more than was due, and replaced by more precious treasures the

advantages of which we were deprived by the sin of Adam." *

Thus, created in the friendship of God, Adam made us children

of wrath, liable to the punishment of damnation for all eternity,

and deprived us of grace, in virtue of which alone man can perse

vere : Our Lord makes us children of adoption, delivers us from

both the pain of loss and the pain of sense, and communicates to

us at the same time a stronger grace, in virtue of which, notwith

standing our frailty, and the terrible enemies that make war on us,

we really persevere.

1 Prov., xxiii. 26. 3 Bom., j. 20.

3 In Eftit. ad Bom^ Homil. ix, t. x, p. 573, etc
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Created in innocence, Adam denied ns by transmitting a single

sin to us : Our Lord purifies us by effacing not only original sin,

but even all the sins committed by our own personal will. Stronger

than the sin of Adam, the grace of our Lord erects a barrier around

the august Mary, and preserves her from all contamination. It

makes her an inexhaustible ocean of graces for the world, and a

miracle of sanctity, far surpassing anything imaginable in the state

of primitive innocence. More penetrating than the sin of Adam,

with which the human race alone is infected, the grace of our

Lord extends not only to all men born, or to be born, but moreover

to the angels.

Created free from the attacks of a rebellious flesh, Adam be

queathed us concupiscence : Our Lord makes it the occasion of a

generous warfare and noble victory for us, until it is completely

extinguished in the joys of heaven.

Created free from death, Adam abandoned us all to its empire,

and deprived us of the fruits of the tree of life : Our Lord breaks

the sceptre of death, becomes Himself our tree of life, by giving us

His adorable Flesh for our nourishment, and secures us a glorious

and immortal life in eternity.

Created in grace, Adam precipitated us with Himself from the

heights of the supernatural order, and reduced us, little as it was

wanted, to a state of simple nature : Our Lord takes us by the

band, and raises us to a more perfect and sublime state than that in

which Adam was formed.

Created to the image of God, Adam in his own person caused

ub to lose this august resemblance, and we became like to the

beasts : Our Lord restores to us our resemblance with God, and in

Himself and in Mary our nature is elevated above all the hierar

chies of heaven.

Created in original justice, Adam despoiled us of it : Our Lord

gives us in exchange a plentiful supply of graces and virtues. In

the first place He gives us virtues which would never have existed

in the state of innocence : patience, penance, martyrdom, virginity,

apostleship, and a crowd of others, that make human nature an

object worthy of the admiration of angels. Then, He gives us

graces that elevate these viitues to a degree which they never

would have attained in the state of innocence.'

i The preceding remarks may be found in Cornelius a Lapide. (In Epist.

ad Horn., t. v. ) The learned interpreter concludes thus : " Longe majora bona

et dona nobis contulit gratia Christi, quam Adam abstulerit, scilicet tot gratias

et donaSpiritus Sancti, quas Christus contulit apostolis, martyribus, doctoribus,

eremitis, episcopis, virginibus, aliisque filiis fcori Testament], quibus caruit

Adam, ac tandem ipsam gloriatn et immortalitatem ejusque dotes inaximas,

plurimas et diversissiuias." (T. ix, p. 84. }
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Religion, then, is the most beautiful present and the most mag

nificent alms that God could bestow upon us. Need we be sur

prised that the saints of all times have preferred it to everything

else in the world, and suffered with joy the most frightful torments

rather than renounce this precious treasure ? At the very moment

while we write these lines, there exists so heroic an example of this

love of Religion, that we should have reason to reproach ourselves

with our neglect if we did not endeavour to give it all the publicity

in our power.

A missionary of China writes thus : During the persecution of

1805, sixteen persons, among whom were three women, three Tar

tars of the imperial family, and a mandarin, were sent into exile.

All have generously supported the weight of this persecution,

and remained steadfast in their faith. Three others were con

demned to carry the hang, and had the cross burned on the soles

of their feet with a hot iron, to oblige them to trample on it.

Two of them have now been dead for a long time—real martyrs ;

the third still lives. He has been carrying the kang for the last

thirty years ! His name is Petee Tsat—a name well worthy of

being preserved, for I feel assured that it will yet be the name of a

martyr. The single expression, ' I renounce my Religion,' which

his persecutors have a thousand times in vain endeavoured to extort

from him, would suffice to deliver him from the instrument of his

pain and to set him at liberty , but, by the grace of God, he has

always been immovable in the faith, and will continue so, as we

nope, to his last breath.

" He has been placed in a prison near one of the gates of the city

of Fekin, so that all passers-by may be able to contemplate in him

an example of that rigour which all those must expect who desire

to embrace the faith of Jesus Christ. This venerable champion of

Religion remains indifferent to the promises and the threats of his per

secutors. Nothing is more edifying than to witness the contentment

which he feels in his cruel position.. Fious souls often visit him to be

edified, and to afford him all the encouragement and consolation that

he can receive. This long and sorrowful punishment, considering

the facility with which he might deliver himself from it by apos-

tacy, renders him a thousand times greater before God than if he

laid down his head on the block. What a glorious crown the Lord

reserves for him in heaven ! This confessor of the faith is a true

treasure to Christianity: his example speaks powerfully to the con

sciences of all, strengthening the faint-hearted, encouraging the

fervent, and making us all clearly understand how glorious a thing

it is to suffer for the name of Jesus Christ." '

1 Annates de la Propag. de la Foi, Not. 1837, p. 112-
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This example, heroic as it is, is not surprising in the eyes of a

Christian ; nor would it be, though it were a thousand times more

heroic. What is surprising, is, to see the little account that the

generality of men make of Religion, that is, to see how they out

rage their Benefactor and lose their right to heaven rather than

part for a moment with their pleasures : this is indeed surprising !

Yet, in comparison with Religion and the eternal possession of God,

what is the transitory enjoyment of all existing or possible crea

tures ? Nothing at all. Do we think of this ?

There is nothing even in a profound knowledge of Religion and

of the duties imposed on us by it, that ought not to excite

our gratitude and to determine our fidelity. Religion, in effect, on

God's side, consists of the truths which He reveals to us, and of

the duties which He imposes on us : these are the laws and the

conditions of our future enjoyment of Him in heaven. On man's

side, this happiness depends on the fulfilment of the duties which

he owes to God, to his neighbour, and to himself. Such is the nature

of Religion. Its means are the helps or graces which God gives to

man ; and the co-operation which man, assisted by God, gives to

grace. Its end is, for God, glory ; for man, happiness—that is, the

entire satisfaction of all his faculties. Its sanction, the punish

ments and rewards of time and eternity. How glorious, how

pleasant, and how advantageous is this divine society or associa

tion with God !

But it is time to study it in its history. We have seen that

the Son of God, our Lord Jesus Christ, by becoming our Mediator,

restored the supernatural bond, which had been broken by the

revolt of our first parents. Hence, it evidently follows that there

is only one Religion, the Religion of Jesus Christ ; consequently,

that the Christian Religion is as old as the world, and that

Christianity is like a magnificent chain, whose last ring is in our

hands, and whose first is attached to the throne of the Eternal

This consoling truth is the object of all our instructions,

namely, that the salvation of man has been, from the origin of

time, the only thought of God, the term of all His counsels, and

the end of the world and of all events I

Since the only thought of God has been to save man, it will be

asked, doubtless, why He did not send the Saviour sooner after

the Fall. Whether one regards this delay on God's side or

on man's side, it is an admirable proof of the wisdom of God and

of His love for us.

1. As for the reasons taken on the side of God to explain the

delay of the Redeemer, the principal one is this : God wished,

during the long interval of four thousand years, to have the great

event of the coming of the Messias predicted with all its circum
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stances, and to impress upon Him with so much splendour the see*

of the Divinity, that it would be impossible not to recognise in our

Lord Jesus Christ the Liberator of the human race. With this

view, the whole economy of our salvation, all the mysteries of the

Redeemer, were promised, prefigured, predicted, and prepared for,

by a multitude of signs and events, centuries before their accom

plishment, with such degree of light or evidence as suited each par

ticular age. This conduct not only reveals the wisdom of God, but

also displays His tender solicitude for man. He saw our first

parents, those noble creatures whom He had loved, deprived of their

innocence and happiness ; He saw in their posterity the rulers of

the world condemned to painful labours, like the vilest slaves, and

dragging towards the grave a long chain of infirmities and sorrows.

His tenderness could not endure the sight of so many misfortunes,

however well-deserved.

" Courage I" He seemed to say in each promise and in each

figure, to the generations as they passed on earth, undergoing their

painful trial, " your evils will end; I am your Father—you are

always My Children ; a day of happiness will yet be your portion."

And these figures, and promises, and prophecies of the Liberator,

He scattered, in the ancient world, at the feet of exiled man ; as,

in the modern world, the Church has planted the Cross, that affect

ing memorial of our Deliverer, on highways, in public squares, in

deserts, on the roofs of houses and the tops of mountains, that the

exile of heaven, on whatever side he looks, may perceive the sign

of hope. Thus, God never ceased to remind man of the Re

deemer, who was to restore him to his original throne.

2. As for the reasons taken on the side of man, it was necessary

that man should have a long experience of his misery in order that

he might better understand the necessity and the cost of the remedy.

It was necessary thatman shouldbe for a long time profoundly humbled

in order to be cured of his pride, the original cause of his fall. It was

necessary that man should ardently desire the Messias ; for he would

then be better disposod to profit of the example and the teaching of

his Saviour. In fine, it was necessary that man should be well

convinced that God alone could save him, sinoe all the efforts of the

philosophers and sages of the earth were unavailing to deliver him

from the deep abyss of ignorance and corruption into which he

had fallen. At the same time, man experienced, from the moment

of his fall, the benefits of the future Incarnation, and was able to

avail himself of it.

Another no less admirable mark of the goodness of God towards

man, is that he only made the Saviour known to him little by little:

the Divine Wisdom thus proportioned itself to human weakness.

In the order of grace as in that of nature, everything is done
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sweetly and gradually : Our Lord Jesus Christ is the sun of the

spiritual world. Now, the sun does not appear suddenly above the

horizon, with all the splendour of its sparkling rays. It is pre

ceded by the gentle gleams of the dawn, followed by the soft, golden

hues of the morning. This gradual increase of light prepares our

eyes for the dazzling brightness of the day-star.

It is the same in the spiritual world. In the beginning men

were just like persons awaking: too great a light would have

blinded them.1 God accommodated Himself to the weakness of

their vision. He only allowed to appear at first the soft gray of

daybreak, that is, He only gave men such a knowledge of the great

mystery of the Incarnation as they were capable of receiving. It

was thus from Adam to Moses ; this was Religion under the Patri

archs, or the Law of Nature—a law simple in its dogmas, in its

morality, and in its worship : it was the outline or first sketch of

the picture.

Then came the stronger light of the aurora, that is, Religion from

Hoses to the Messias, or Religion under the Law. More developed

in its dogmas and precepts, accompanied with a more majestic wor

ship, and surrounded by a more complicated ceremonial, it gave men

a fuller knowledge of the Liberator : it was the rough draught of

Finally, in the plenitude of time, when men were sufficiently

prepared to support the glorious manifestation of the great mystery

of the Redemption, God displayed the sun, our Lord Jesus Christ,

beaming in all the splendour and magnificence ofthe brightest day :

it was the perfection of the picture.

Thus it was decided in the counsels of the Eternal Wisdom, that

the Messias should not come immediately after original sin. Let

us seek, henceforward, what God, of His own goodness, should

do for' man in order to console him during a delay of four thou

sand years.

We easily imagine what God should do : 1. Promise the Re

deemer to man ; 2. Give man a sign by which he might know the

Redeemer on His arrival, and attach himself to Him ; and

3. Prepare the world for the coming of the Redeemer and the

establishment of His reign.

Behold, then, what God did in a manner worthy of His

* Our Lord Himself, having come to dissipate all shadows, conformed to

this law ; and He revealed to His apostles only by degrees the truths in which

He wished to instruct them. If He acted in this manner, it was to accommo

date Himself to their weakness, finding them incapable of enduring the brighter

lights. " I have yet many things to say to you. He said, " but you cannot

 

bear them now." {John, ivi. 12.)

VOL. t. 23
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infinite goodness and His infinite wisdom. Let us enter with pro

found respect into the sanctuary of His counsels, and examine the

uninterrupted series of promises, figures, prophecies, and prepara

tions which will lead us step by step during the long space of four

thousand years, that is, from the commencement of the world to

the great event of the Incarnation of the Word.

But, in the first place, how do we know that the patriarchs, and

the extraordinary men whom God raised up from time to time

among the Jewish people, together with the sacrifices and a thou

sand events and circumstances in the life of this people, were so

many figures of the Messias ?

We know it (a), by the authority of the sacred writers ofthe New

Testament. Besides a great number of formal testimonies given by

our Lord Himself and the evangelists, which show that all the Old

Testament was a figure of Jesus Christ and his Church, St. Paul

says, in express terms, that what happened to the Jews was a figure

of what is fulfilled among Christians.1

We know it (i) by the authority of tradition. The Holy Fathers

are unanimous in regarding Jesus Christ and His Church as the

great objects veiled under the shadows of the Old Testament. They

look upon the Old Testament as a rose in bud—upon the New, as a

rose in full bloom. "The Old Testament," says St. Augustine, "is

hidden in the New; the patriarchs, their alliances, their words, their

actions, their children, their whole lives, were a continual prophecy

of Jesus Christ and the Church ; the whole Jewish nation and its

government were a great prophecy of Jesus Christ and the Chris

tian kingdom." *

Let us hear another of the most eloquent expounders of tradition.

Eusebius, an historian of the Church, speaks thus:—" All the pro

phecies, all the ancient Scriptures, all the revolutions of political

states, all the laws, all the ceremonies of the first covenant, only led

to Jesus Christ. They announced Him alone ; they prefigured

Him alone. He was in Adam the Father of a posterity of saints;

an innocent, virginal Martyr in Abel ; the Restorer of the world in

Noe; blessed in Abraham; a High Priest in Melchisedech ; a

voluntary Oblation in Isaac ; Chief of the Elect in Jacob ; sold by

' Htec autem omnia in flgura facta sunt nostri. (1 Cor., x. 1-6.) Haeo

autem omnia in flgura contingobant illis. (Ibid., 11.) As it would be too long

to quote the passages of the inspired writers, see the Bible de Vence, Priface

generate sur t'Ancien Testament, t. 1, p. 248.

3 De caiech. rudib.—The holy doctor returns a hundred times to this idea

in his various works : see, particularly, his books against Faustus the Mani-

chean. In the select library of the Fathers of the Church, see Origen, L ii,

p. 54; Tertull,, tifd., p. 474 ; Chrytost.,t. xiii, 129, &c
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His brethren in Joseph ; a Traveller, a Fugitive, a "Wonder-worker,

and a Legislator in Moses ; an abandoned Sufferer in Job ; hated and

persecuted in most of the prophets; a Conqueror in David, and King

of nations; a pacific Ruler and the Consecrator of a new temple in

Solomon ; swallowed up and restored to life in Jonas. The tables of

the law, the manna of the desert, the luminous pillar, the brazen

serpent, were all emblems of His gifts and His glory." 1

We know it (c) by the perfect conformity between these figures

and our Lord. If anyone should assert that the resemblance which is

found between the figures of Jesus Christ and Jesus Christ Himself,

is only the effect of chance, or of an arbitrary arrangement, he would

show as little sense as the man who, seeing numerous portraits of a

king, taken by different artists, and very much alike, should main

tain that one of the artists intended, indeed, to represent the monarch,

but all the others only succeeded in giving his likeness by chance.

But there is no such thing as chance where we see a design, a

sequence, a combination, as wise as it is well sustained. Of this

nature are the figures ef the Redeemer. The succession of mysteri

ous figures, beginning with the world, and continuing uninter

ruptedly to Jesus Christ, is an incontestable proof of the unvarying

design of Providence. Like the prophecies, they reflect light on

one another; this figure completes what that begins; and, all to

gether depict to perfection our Lord, His labours for the salvation

of the world, His death, His resurrection, His glory, and His

Church.

In these figures the just of the Old Law found their consolation.

All were acquainted to a certain extent with their meaning, as all

understood, to a proper degree, the oracles of the prophets concern

ing the Messias. While the better instructed had a more intimate

knowledge of them, the rest had as clear a knowlege as was neces

sary to preserve that which was indispensable for salvation, an

implicit faith in the mystery of the Redemption.2

It was also for us that God exhibited this long line of pictures

He would hereby confirm our belief by showing us that the Chris

tian Religion stretches its roots back even to the most remote times,

and that it is the completion of a design which has its origin with

the commencement of the world, and which was regularly developed

1 Euseb., Demonst. cvang., lib. iv, 174. See also Bossuet, drawing a simi

lar picture in a sermon on the Characteristics of the Two Testaments, t. iii

p. 237.
, Quorum quidem sacrificiorum siguiflcationem explicite majores (the more

enlightened) cognoscebfint ; rainores autem (the less enlightened: tnis is the

meaning which St. Thomas himself gives to the word, art. 4) sub velamine

illorum sacrificiorum credentes ea divinitus esse deposita, de Christo venture

quodammodo habebant velatam coguitionem (S. Th., 2a 2ae, q. 2, art. 7, corp.
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during four thousand years : the promises have the same end always

in view. It is time, however, to enter into details.

The first promise of the Redeemer was made in the terrestrial

paradise. The guilty parents of the human race had not yet heard

the sentence which was to be so justly pronounced upon them when

they were already assured that they would have an Expiator for

their crime and a Repairer of their evils. The condemnation pro

nounced against the devil, and his instrument, the serpent, con

tained this consoling hope. The woman shall crush thy head, says

the Lord to the serpent, that is, there will be born of the woman a

Son, who shall destroy the empire of evil, the empire of Satan.

Our first parents understood the meaning of this figurative lan

guage : it sufficed to uphold their courage, and to render their works

meritorious by faith in the merits of the future Redeemer.

Still, consoling as it is, this first promise is very general. No

doubt, it announces a Saviour. But when will He come ? In what

place, in what country will He be born ? By what characteristics

shall He be known r By what means shall He save the human

race ? On all these matters there is absolute uncertainty. He

will come ; He will be a child of Eve and Adam, an heir of their

blood, but exempt from their sin : this is the sum of their informa

tion. It was a faint ray from that Sun of Justice which was

one day to rise upon the world ; the languid eyes of sinful man

could not bear the brightness of a greater light. In this very ob

scurity, his faith found an occasion of greater merit, and his fault

a first expiation.

To prevent man from losing, even for a moment, the consoling

remembrance of his Liberator, God hastened to confirm the first

promise, or rather He translated the figurative language into other

language no less eloquent. Adam himself became the first figure

of his Redeemer : by understanding the one, he could also under

stand the other. Let us see the striking relations that exist be

tween these two stems or roots of humanity. Adam is the father

of all men, according to the flesh ; our Lord is the Father of all

men, according to the spirit—He is the Son of God by whom we

have been both created and regenerated. Adam is the king of the

universe—for him all creatures have been made ; our Lord is the

King of the Universe—by Him and for Him all creatures have been

made. Adam is the high priest of the universe—he should offer to

God the homage of all creatures ; our Lord is the Supreme Pontifl

of the Universe, the Catholic Priest of the Eternal Father—He

should offer to God our homage and that of all creatures.1 Adam

1 Sacerdoe Patria Catholicus. (Tertull.)
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is at firet only surrounded with animals which cannot form his

society ; our Lord is at first alone on the earth, surrounded with

men immersed in sensual affections, and resembling by their in

clinations the vilest animals.

Adam sleeps—the Lord takes from his side a rib, of which He

forms a companion ; our Lord sleeps the sleep of death on the tree

of the cross—during His sleep His side is opened, and from the

wound comes forth the Church, His Spouse, figured by the blood

and water. Eve, the spouse of Adam, is his living image—she will

be his associate, and will bear him many children ; the Church, the

Spouse of our Lord, is His living image—she will be His associate,

and will bear Him many children. Between Adam and Eve there

exists an indissoluble bond; between our Lord and His Church

there exists a bond that will never end—He will be with it all

days, even to the consummation of the world, and throughout all

eternity.

Adam sins—he is driven from paradise ; our Lord charges

Himself with the sins of the world'—He descends from heaven.

Adam is condemned to labours, sufferings, and death ; our Lord

condemns Himself to the same punishments. Adam involves all

men in his own misfortune ; our Lord saves all men by His Redemp-

tion—for, says St. Paul, as death entered into the world by one man,

in whom all sinned, so life has entered into it by Che Man, in whom all

are saved.*

Such are the principal traits of resemblance that reason and

faith discover to us between the two Adams.3

With the father of the human race begins the long line of living

prophecies—the patriarchs—who give us in their actions a perfect

picture ofthe Redeemer.*

Before opening our eyes on this magnificent gallery of living

pictures, we must know something of the patriarchs, who compose

it. And what noble and tender recollections are attached to their

names ! Which of us can read at any time their history without

being carried away in fancy to the happy days of childhood, when, a

pious mother opening her Pictorial Bible on her knees, we listened

to her explanations with so much eagerness, and our eyes melted

into tears at the story of Isaac about to be sacrificed by his ^father,

or of little Joseph sold by his brethren.

Patriarch signifies father, or head of a family : the name is

given to the first ancestors of the Saviour—we count thirty-four of

them. The patriarchs are divided into three classes :—

1 2 Cov., v. 21. » Bom., y. 12.

' See in the Select Library of the Fathers, Tertull., t. iii, p. 23 Chrysost.,

t. xiii, u. 408, iX)U. *S. Aug., /Je Catech. rod.
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1. Those who flourished before the deluge : namely, Adam,

Seth, Enos, Cainan, Malaleel, Jared, Enoch, Mathusalem, Lamech,

and Noe.

2. Those who lived after the deluge, and before the vocation of

Abraham: namely, Sem, Arphaxad, Sale, Heber, Phaleg, Rehu,Sarug,

Hacher, Thare, Abraham.

3. Those who appeared after the vocation of Abraham, and before

the Egyptian bondage : namely, Isaac, Jacob, and the twelve sons

of Jacob, who were the roots of the twelve tribes of the people ol

Israel.

Let us say a word of their lives. The patriarchs were perfectly

free, and their family formed a little state, of which the father was

a kind of king. It was the great number of their flocks that made

them value wells and cisterns so much, in a country which had no

rivers but the Jordan, and where it rained but rarely. With all

their riches they were very industrious, always in the country,

dwelling under tents, changing their place of abode according to the

convenience of pasturage—consequently, often engaged with camping

and decamping ; for they could only make short journeys with bo

numerous a train.

This manner of life was always regarded as the most perfect,

since it attached men least to the earth. Hence, it expressed better

the condition of the patriarchs, who only dwelt on the earth as tra

vellers, awaiting the promises of God, which should be fulfilled after,

their death. The most ancient cities of which there is mention

were built by the wicked, by Cain and Nemrod. The wicked are

surrounded with fortifications, to defend them from the punishments

due to their past crimes, and to afford them impunity in the commis

sion of new ones : the good live openly on the hills and plains with

out any fear.

The principal employment of the patnarcns was tnecare of their

flocks. Though the agricultural life is innocent, yet the pastoral is

more perfect. There is something in it more simple and more noble ;

it is less painful; it attaches one less to the earth, and, at the same

time, it is more profitable. We may judge of the labour of themenby

that of the women. Rebecca came a considerable distance to draw

water from the well, and carried the pitcher on her shoulder, and

Rachel led her father's flock : neither their beauty nor their nobility

made them too delicate. It was, without doubt, in a great mea

sure, the simple, laborious, and frugal life of the patriarchs that

enabled them to reach such an advanced age, and to die so tranquilly.

Abraham and Isaac lived nearly two hundred years each ; the other

patriarchs whom we know spent at least a hundred years on the
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earth ; and there ia no mention that they were sick during the

whole time.1

1 On the longevity of the first men, let ua give the teachings of modern

science :—

1. The fact is not impossible. Is there really anything in the constitution

of the human race that should limit its existence to a certain period? In the

osseous, nervous, muscular, visceral systems—in the digestive, sanguineous, re

spiratory organs—are there twenty rather than thirty, sixty, a hundred,

or two hundred years of life ? Assuredly not. And not only is it impossible

to prove a priori that there are, but the solution in accordance with ob

servations and facts would be quite the reverse : for there are some populations

whose existence is confined to this side of forty yoars ; others, whose average

is double that period. Long ago, Plutarch, in astonishment, asked himself

this question : Why are the Ethiopians old at thirty years, while the Bretons

live to a hundred and twenty years of age ? [De Placid, phil., t. v, c. xxx.) The

first lived amid physical causes that rapidly exhausted life ; the second were

favoured with circumstances of a contrary nature. Thus, even in our own day,

in some countries, woman arrives at maturity at ten or twelve years of age,

and becomes decrepit at twenty-five ; while it is quite the contrary in other

countries. Frequently even in these opposite systems of longevity and de

cay, the elements of hfe remain, and by their resistance to dissolution protest

sgainst the accidental causes of destruction.

Now, can you not imagine material circumstances still more unfavourable

ihan those in which men become old at forty years ; and, on the other hand,

others still more favourable to the principles of life than those in which men

live to eighty years ? Assuredly no one has a right to say no. Well, behold us

now placed face to face with the early patriarchs, and remark that Genesis

acquaints us accurately with the reason for the alteration in the duration

of human life, namely, that the original physical condition of the world was
completely altered by the Deluge! (<?<•»., vi. 3.) This alteration could strike

organisation.

2. The fact is supported by natural proofs. Since long life in man is a

thing which of itself presents nothing impossible or improbable, we must ask

then : Has the fact occurred ? We have now to deal with a question of evi

dence, a matter of history. If there is evidence of a fact of this kind, giving life

such or such a duration, we muet either believe the evidence, or prove that it ia

false. The question, thus put, recoils on our adversaries. We are in possession

of the field. According to every rule of law, k is the business of the objector

to prove his assertion. We might content ourselves with this view of the ques

tion; bnt we will go further and adduce the authorities on which the facts of

primitive longevity rest. The first is that of Moses. Now, putting aside both

the inspiration and the high character of the witness, it must be remembered

that, by general consent, he is admitted to be the most ancient historian, and

consequently of greater weight than all later historians, whose negative testimony

cannot suffice to counterbalance his positive declarations. Moreover, it must be

borne in mind that if other historians lost the thread or link of the successive

generations of the human family they are not ablo in their inquiry as to tho

origin of man to ascend beyond the Deluge, a period after which, according to

the Bible, God curtailed the duration of human life, their testimony, in this

case, is of very little value. Still, as even the years of the postdiluvian patriarchs

 

secondary powers of human
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• Such was, in general, the life of the patriarchs: a great degree

of liberty, with no other government than that of a father, who held

absolute sway in his family ; an easy and natural existence, in an

abundance of things necessary, and a contempt of things super

fluous, in honest labour, with careful industry, without anxiety or

ambition.1

Scarcely had our first parents departed from the terrestrial

paradise, when they learned, by sad experience, the evil which they

had done themselves, and the melancholy change which their fault

had wrought in all nature. Condemned to rude labours, and eating

their bread in the sweat of their brow, how much need they had of

being consoled and encouraged by new marks of the divine mercy !

The Lord, ever good and ever attentive to their wants, came to their

asistance.

Two children were given them. The elder received the name of

Cain, and the younger that of Abel. Cain applied himself to till

ing the earth, Abel occupied himself with pastoral cares. Instructed

by their father, both were in the habit of rendering their homage

to God by the oblation of a part of the goods which they had

received from His bounty. One day Cain offered the first-fruits of

his harvest, and Abel sacrificed the firstlings of his flocks, with the

fat of victims. But the piety of Cain was as cold, and his offering as

miserly, as those of Abel were sincere and generous. The Lord testi

fied in a sensible manner the difference which He noticed between

the two sacrifices. He accepted that ofAbel and rejected that of Cain.

Jealousy cannot be just. Instead of entering into himself and re

flecting on the cause of his disgrace, Cain preferred to avenge himself

onhis innocent brother. At the moment the crime wasconceived in his

heart, it manifested itself on his countenance. The Lord, who

extended considerably beyond a century, it would be very natural to find some

traces of this fact in profane traditions.

Accordingly, the testimony of Pagans is our second authority. Homer com

plains that the life of mortals in his time was much shortened. Jospphus cites

for the Greeks their historians Hesiod, Hecabeus, Hellanicus, Areesilaiis, Bpho-

rus, and Nicholas of Damns, affirming that the first men lived several centuries.

The same belief is found among the Egyptians, the Indians, and the Chinese.

What can be said in reply to these things ? Actual facts are brought for

ward. One says : Men do not live to-day more than seventy or eighty years.

And thence concludes :—Therefore it has been the same during more than fifty

centuries. Man very rarely attains to a hundred years ; therefore there never-

existed a human constitution that could bear the weight of seven or eight

hundred years. Here, as in all other objections to relipious facta, we meet

with the same stupid pretensions of the would-be strong mind : That which /

have not seen, has not been, and can never have been i See Soiries dc Montlhery,

by M. Dpnrtnuits : third &,irre.

'See Plcury, Uaeura des Isiaelitei, pp. 3 and 14.
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wished to save Cain, by recalling him to himself, spoke to him

thus : ' 1 Why art thou angry ? Why has thy countenance lost its

serenity ? If thou do good, shalt thou not receive reward ? If

thou do evil, shall not thy sin instantly provoke My vengeance ?

But there is still time for thee to save thyself; however violent thy

passion may be, tbou canst resist it."

The divine remonstrances of a Master, who seeks to prevent the

faults of His servants, made no impression on the envenomed heart

of Cain. Listening only to his cruel jealousy, he said to his brother :

*' Let us go out into the fields." Abel thereupon willingly con

sented; perhaps he even tried to remove the vexation which

seemed to gnaw the heart of Cain. Without any warning, Cain

fell upon his brother and killed him.

Immediately the Lord addressed Himself to the murderer, with

a gentleness which the fratricide did not deserve and of which he

did not profit. The Lord only said a few words at first: " Cain !

where is thy brother Abel ? " "I do not know," replied the wretch ;

" am I my brother's keeper?" You will admit that such an insolent

inswer deserved a thunderbolt on the spot; but the Lord, who, by

His remonstrances, had endeavoured to stay the crime, wished now

to excite the criminal to repentance for it. " What hast thou done,

Cain ? " He continued ; " the voice of thy brother's blood cries from

the earth, and demands vengeance against thee. Thou shalt be

cursed on the earth, which thou hast forced to drink thy brother's

blood. Thou shalt cultivate it with great labour, and it shall not

correspond to thy cares or thy hopes. Thou shalt wander over its

surface, a vagabond, a miserable fugitive."

The culprit, alarmed at the sentence, exclaimed with more

despair than contrition : "My crime is too great to hope for pardon.

Thou dost condemn me to wander in different countries, without

being able to settle in any. Whosoever meets me will believe that

he has a right to kill me." " No," answered the Lord, " I wish to

leave thee time to expiate thy crime, and to repair thy offence. If

anyone dares to touch thy life, he shall be punished seven times

more rigorously than thou."

God ceased to speak. To preserve the fratricide from that

assassination which he dreaded, God impressed on his appearance a

something wild and terrible, which would frighten any one from

attacking him. Cain had abused the preventing graces that would

have dissuaded him from his crime; he profited no better of the means

of salvation, which the patience of the Lord supplied to him. In

this matter, as in everything else, he was a model often copied by

the impenitent, who, always inexcusable, fall into the abyss only

bv withdrawing from the churiluble bund that is extended to
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support them, and remain buried therein only because they will

not make use of the helps which it offers them to rise therefrom.

We see in Cain and Abel a figure of that which was to happen

throughout the lapse of ages, the church of Satan rising against the

Church of Jesus Christ From this date begins the long persecution

that the wicked shall wage against the just till the end of time.

But the chastisement of Cain reminds the just that Providence

watches over them, to reward and to avenge them. The conscience

of the first fratricide, abandoned to continual fears, induced him to

build the first city, that he might find therein an asylum against

the hatred and the horror of the human race.

This history of the first Cain and the first Abel is the antici

pated history of another Cain and another Abel. Four thousand

years after the former, the latter history should be written in letters

of blood, almost in the same place, for Abel is the second figure of

the Messiaa.

Abel is a shepherd; our Lord calls Himself a Shepherd—the

Church is His fold, Christians are His lambs. Abel offers a sacri

fice, which God receives favourably, while that of Cain is rejected ;

our Lord offers Himself as a sacrifice, which is received favourably,

while all those of the Old Law are rejected. Abel becomes an

object of jealousy to Cain, his brother; our Lord becomes an object

of jealousy to the Jews, His brethren. Abel is enticed into the

fields, and falls under the blows of his brother ; our Lord is led out

from Jerusalem, and put to death by the Jews, His brethren. The

blood of Abel invokes vengeance on Cain ; the blood of Our Lord

invokes mercy on His executioners.

In punishment of his fratricide, Cain is condemned to be a

wanderer and a vagabond on the earth ; in punishment of their

deicide, the Jews are condemned to be wanderers and vagabonds

over the whole earth. For eighteen hundred years the world has

seen them roaming everywhere, without priest, without king,

without sacrifice ; wandering everywhere, without a place they

can call their own. Cain was an object of dislike and fear to all

who met him ; the Jewish people are an object of dislike and con

tempt to all who meet them. God placed a mark on the brow of

Cain, to prevent any one from killing him; He has also placed a

mark of reprobation on the brow of the Jewish people, to prevent

anyone from exterminating them—they alone have survived all

ancient peoples—they exist alone and distinct in the midst of all,

without being confounded with other nations. Adam is consoled

for the death of Abel by the birth of Seth, a child of benediction,

who perpetuates the race of the just; God is, so to speak, consoled

for the death of our Lord, by the birth of an innumerable multi
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tude of Christians, who have been made by Him the adopted

children of God.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having multi

plied the promises and the figures of the Messias ; grant that they

may more and more excite in my heart a desire of knowing and

loving Thee; grant me the innocence of Abel, his zeal for Thy

glory, and his charity for my brethren.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

will salute those who injure me and, will pray for them.

LESSON XXII.

Promises and Figures of the Messias. Birth of Seth. Enoch taken up to

Heaven. Corruption of the Human Race. Noe. The Deluge. The

Rainbow. Noe, the Third Figure of the Messias.

To replace the jnst Abel, God gave Adam a third son, who was

named Seth. It was he that should perpetuate on earth the race of

the children of God. The Scripture calls children of God those who

lived according to the spirit of religion, and children of men those

who followed only the depraved inclinations of the flesh and of

concupiscence. Cain was the father of the latter. Enoch, one of

the descendants of Seth, particularly distinguished himself by his

fidelity in observing the law of the Lord. 'While he was among

men he never ceased exhorting them to penance, announcing to

them the judgments of God that were to fall on the wicked.

When he had spent three hundred and sixty-five years on the

earth, God took him away, exempting him from death; and he

appeared no more, having been translated to heaven, whence he shall

come again on eartb, towards the end of the world, to convert the

Jews, and make sinners enter into the way of penance.1 Thus,

God always preserved in the posterity of Seth some faithful ser

vants, and the anticipated effect of the Redemption was felt from

the beginning of the world.

As long as the race of Seth lived apart from that of Cain, it

retained its primitive innocence. In the course of time the two

families drew nearer, and were united by marriage ; and to them

were born the giants, that is, men of extraordinary height and

1 See Dissertation upon Enoch. Bible of Vence, Vol. I., p. 850.
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strength. These men, whose name has long been celebrated, spread

disorder and impiety1 everywhere.

We see hereby that the cause of evil was then what it has been

ever since, a mixture of the good with the bad. Soon the corruption

became general, and the earth was filled with crimes. Iniquity

arrived at such an excess that it obliged God, who is goodness itself,

to repent, so to speak, of having created man. The expression

1 Voltairian impiety denied the existence of pants, and more than once the

worldly levity of our age has re-echoed that denial. Now, let us give a few

scientific and historical proofs in support of the fact recorded in Genesis :—

1. Commentators admit that the Scripture word, which is translated

gigcmtet, may simply mean strong and violent men, such, for example, as a

population of athletes might well be. The context harmonises perfectly with

this interpretation, and somewhat indifferently with the reverse of it. We

could take our stand here, and incredulity should have nothing to say.

2. Let us suppose that we must understand by the wordgiants men of extra

ordinary height and strength : we say that the existence of a gigantic race is

credible, if we meet with analogous facts that one ought to consider as the

result of circumstances physically favourable, yet most natural. Well, our

vegetables are dwarfs in comparison with their like as seen on tne soil of

America. Every one knows that the fern, which is not even a bush with us,

rises in the Western climate to the height of an immense tree ; hence it is fitly

styled the gigantic fern. Before the discovery of America, the gigantic fern

would have been treated as a fable altogether worthy of the giants of the Bible.

Let us now descend into the depths of the earth ; we shall find giants here in

the remains of the two kingdoms that sleep beneath the rocks. The monocoty

ledons, which are the deepest buried specimens of the organic creation found

here, are gigantic ferns and palms, according to the testimony of all geologists.

Among the fossil animals are monstrous lizards, attaining a length of seventy

feet ; and, what are better known, enormous mastodons, the huge mammoths.

Now, these were really giants in the first ages of the world^ If giants existed

among vegetables and animals, why should not nature have been able to form

them among men ?

3. Since there is only question of the possibility of the existence of giants

in the human race, we say that a few isolated facts of the kind are sufficient to

justify ue in pronouncing the general rule. Now, history has given us the

names and heights of several men, who may well be termed giants. Not to

speak of Goliath, we may mention individuals of six, seven, eight, or nine feet,

whose existence is unquestioned. Thus, Augustus had at his court a giant and

a giantess named Pwio and Secundilla, whose skeletons, preserved in the

gardens of Sallust, measured, according to Pliny (lib. viii, c. xvi), ten feet three

inches, or about nine French feet. The giant Gabbara, sent from Arabia to the

emperor Claudius, was half a foot less, according to the same author. The

ginnt Eleazar, sent to Tiberius by Artabanus, king of Parthia, measured five

cubits, according to Josephus, or somewhat more than seven feet. The

emperor Maximinus (the Tnracian) was still taller; Capitolinus describes him

as eight Roman feet seven inches.

Now, romark that the position of all these personages at Rome, at the very

court, placed them so much in view that it was impossible for the witnesses

whose accounts we have given either to be deceived themselves or to deceive
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which the 8cripture employs is astonishing: God being touched

inwardly with sorrow of heart, said : I will destroy man, whom I have

created}

But, amid the general depravation, he met with one just man,

who remained free from the contagion : this was Noe, then aged

480 years. The Lord called him, and said to him : " Man hath

corrupted all his ways ; I repent of having created him, and I am

resolved to destroy him—and, with him, the animals, the reptiles,

the birds, and all the other creatures, infected by the crimes of the

human raca I will destroy the world by a deluge. As for thee,

thou hast found favour before Me. Make, then, an ark of solid

planed wood, divide it into several compartments, and cover it with

pitch inside and outside. Thou shalt make it three hundred cubite

long, fifty cubits wide, and thirty cubits high. Thou shalt make

an opening to serve as a window ; thou shalt place a door in one of

the sides ; and the whole interior of the vessel shall consist of

three stories. When the ark is finished, thou shalt enter into it,

thou and thy children. Thou shall take with thee animals of every

others. This suffices, independently of any other proof, to render credible the

account of the Goliath of the Bible, and the whole gigantic family of the chil

dren of Enac, to which belonged the king of Basan, whose bed measured nine

cubits, allowing, we may suppose, not more than eight, and perhaps less, for the

individual that occupied it.

4. In favour of the existence of antediluvian giants, we might also cite the

traditions preserved among the pagans. But to quote the testimony of the

authors would lead us too much out of our way ; you may consult them or read

them in the dissertation on the matter in the Bible de Vence, 1. 1, p. 371.

5. Against the existence of giants, therefore, nothing but absurd reasoning

can be opposed. " There are no giants ; therefore, there never have been any ;

therefore, it is impossible that there should ever have been any." Now, by

what right do you determine thus the limits of the possible? But let us con

clude with one important remark.

If you deny the existence of giants, at least you cannot deny the existence of

dwarfs. If God made a certain number of them, you cannot deny that He

might have made them larger, or even that He might have made dwarfs alone

Suppose, then, that for a long period the Creator had formed dwarfs alone,

ana that one among them three feet high, reasoning like our philosophers,

should have said : " It is pretended that, during a former epoch, there existed

giants of the height of five or six feet. Such a thing is certainly impossible ;

for neither I, nor any one else, within the memory of man, has ever beheld the

like." In denying that at a certain epoch there could have existed men like us,

the dwarf would have uttered a foolery ; would he not ? Well, our philosophers

do the very same thing ; for if God can produce men three feet high and men six

feet high, He can as easily produce at the same time men six feet nigh and men

twelve feet high. We have a proportion here in which three of the terms are

certain ; the fourth is quite fair.

See Bible de Venee, 1. 1, p. 371 ; and Soir(es de Montlh6ry ; third Soiree,

p. 112.
' Gen., v. 6.
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species, that they may be again renewed on the earth. Thou shalt

gather into the ark all the provisions necessary to preserve the lives

of its inhabitants."

The dimensions appointed by the Lord were just, and though

we might not be able, by the most exact calculations, to discover

their fitness, yet we might well expect them to come correct from

the experience of the Great Master, who vouchsafed Himself to be

the Architect of this wonderful building.1

Noe obeyed the Lord, and employed a hundred years in the con

struction of the ark. Let us here admire the patience of God. He

caused the ark to be built before the eyes of guilty men, expressly

with a view that it should be a continual warning to them of the

punishment with which they were threatened. Noe ceased not to

recall them to penance, but they closed their ears against his salu

tary warnings and laughed at the fears with which he sought to in

spire them. When the ark was finished, the Lord deferred yet seven

days the exercise of His justice, affording sinners this last delay to

think upon themselves. He could not, so to speak, make up His

mind to strike the blow. We have seen, besides, that the prophecy

of Enoch preceded that of Noe. Thus God was uttering His warn

ings and threats for nearly a thousand years. It was all useless.

At length came the punishment so long threatened, but always de

spised, and it proved as terrible on its arrival as it had been previously

deemed contemptible.

In the year of the world, 1656, the Lord caused Noe, his wife,

and his three sons, and their wives, together with animals of every

kind, to enter into the ark. After which, seeing in the ark the eight

persons from whom a new world should spring, and the animals

that should replace those of the old world, God closed the door ol

the ark on the outside, so that water could not penetrate into it.

Free henceforth to punish the guilty, without injuring the innocent,

He abandons the world to the effects of His indignation.

Suddenly the sea overflows; all the fountains of the earth, all

the reservoirs of heaven, are opened. Rain, more frightful in its

violence than in its duration, falls continually during forty days

and forty nights. The surface of the globe is inundated, and the

waters rise fifteen cubits above the highest mountains. Nothing

escapes them ; men, beasts, birds, all perish alike. The ark alone

floats tranquilly over the waters, which lift it up towards heaven, as

it bears on its bosom the first-fruits of a new world.

The earth remained covered with the waters of the deluge for the

space of a hundred and forty days. Then God sent a wind, which

cleared them away little by little. To acquire a knowledge of what

1 See the Dissertation on the Ark in the Bible de Vence. t. i, 404.
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was happening, Noe opened the window of the ark, and gave a raven

its liberty. This carnivorous bird, finding among innumerable car

casses an abundance on which to live, never returned. Noe accord

ingly judged that the waters were now much diminished. Seven

days afterwards, he sent forth a dove, with the same object as he

had in view when despatching the raven; but it, not finding any

dry ground on which to rest its foot, returned to the ark. It presented

itself to Noe, who stretched forth his hand, and brought it in. The

patriarch waited yet seven days more, and again sent forth the dove.

The dove returned in the evening, bearing in its bill an olive branch,

with green leaves. At this sign, Noe judged that the waters were

completely subsided. But he preferred to have patience yet seven

days more, and then sent forth the dove for the third time. It

never came back. Noe still waited for the orders of the Lord. These

orders were given him on the three hundred and ninety-third day

after he had gone into the ark.

Scarcely was Noe at liberty, when his first impulse led him to

an act of gratitude. He offered a sacrifice to the Lord, and the

Lord promised never to destroy the world again by a deluge, saying :

" This is the sign of the alliance which I establish for ever be

tween thee and Me : when I shall cover the sky with clouds, my

bow shall appear in the clouds, and I will remember, on seeing it,

the promise that I have made never more to destroy the world by a

general inundation." Accordingly, as often as we see the rainbow,

it ought to encourage us, and to remind us that God will never sweep

away the human race in a flood again. From this divine promise, per

petuated by tradition, came undoubtedly the veneration, which the

Peruvians appear to have long entertained for the rainbow, a

manifest sign to them of the entire cessation of those terrible inun

dations which resulted in the deluge.'

If the remembrance of this particular circumstance is found

among all pagan nations, with much greater reason ought we to

find among them a remembrance of that awful catastrophe which

almost annihilated the human race. Indeed, the reality of the

deluge is chronicled with indelible letters in two great books open

to all, the memory of mankind and the surface of the globe. To be

convinced of this, let us rapidly question the nations that have ap

peared at different epochs and in different climes. Commencing with

Asia, the cradle of the human race, we learn (after the Jews, whose

belief is known) from the ancient Persians, that the deluge, in which

the human race perished, was occasioned by a flood that lasted

ten days and ten nights.

1 Comogonie de Moise, by M. Marcel de Serres, p. 182.
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See in what manner the Hindus relate the history of this dread

ful event. Vishnu one day addressed a king of Dravadam, named

Satievaraden, a very religious prince. The god said to him : " Thy

piety towards me and thy charity towards men are pleasing to me.

Accordingly, hear my words : I announce to thee that in seven days

the sea will submerge the world. I intend to save thee from this

deluge, thee and the seven patriarchs. "Wherefore, prepare for the

event. I will send you a ship, into which you shall collect all sorts

of provisions, seeds, fruits, and roots. You shall then ascend into

it, and be borne away on the waters." The prince made provision

of seeds and roots, as well for his nourishment, as for reproduction

in the renovation of the world. At the end of the seventh day.

the cataracts of heaven were let loose, and the clouds discharged

such copious streams of rain that the sea covered the whole earth.

But, under the safe-keeping of Vishnu, the ship floated along on

the waters, and all that which he had predicted came to pass. The

deluge being ended, the eight persons descended 3afe from the vessel,

and adored Vishnu.1 These same people attribute the deluge to

the corruption of the human race.

The Chinese, as different from us in their institutions and cus

toms, as perhaps in their appearance and temperament, also admit

a deluge ; they date it almost at the same epoch as ourselves. Their

Chouking, or most ancient book, commences the history of China

with an emperor named Yao, whom it represents as engaged in

sending forth the waters that covered the greater portion of the

earth. The Chinese even instituted a festival in memory of

the men who perished at the time of the deluge. This festival,

likewise celebrated by the Japanese towards the end of August, had

the same object and the same origin.'

Similar beliefs prevailed as much among the Arabians, the Turks,

the Mongols, and the Babylonians. Berosa, who wrote at Baby

lon under Alexander, speaks of the deluge in terms very closely re

sembling those of Moses ; and the period at which he places it, im

mediately before Belus, the father of Ninus, agrees with that given

it in Genesis.3

If we pass from Asia to Africa, the Egyptians will tell us that

at the time when Osiris was engaged in instructing the men of

Ethiopia, the Nile overflowed its banks and desolated the immense

plains through which it flows. All men would have perished in

this deluge had it not been for the powerful hand of Hercules, who

alone was able to raise dikes, and thus defend a portion of the hu

man race.'

1 Bagayad&m, b. viii. d. 213. et suiv. • Cosmogonic de Moise, p. 183.

iiWi,p. 180 'Ibid., p. 187,
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Advancing farther into Africa, you will find the same traditions

among the Abyssinians.

In Europe, the Scandinavians tell us that the giant Ymir having

been slain, there flowed from his wide and deep wounds so great aa

abundance of blood that the human race was drowned in it. A

man, whom they name Belgemer, and his family, were the only

persons saved; and their good fortune arose from the kindness of the

Divinity, which directed them to take refuge in a large boat. The

traditions of the Celts seem even more explicit on this great histori

cal event. According to them, as according to the most ancient

nations, the deluge destroyed the whole human race, excepting, how

ever, Dwvan and Dwivach. These alone escaped the danger, having

built beforehand a vessel without sails, and placed in it a couple of

animals, male and female, of every species that existed. Even the

poor Laplanders have their traditions about the deluge.1

To complete our tour of the world, let us now pass to America.

The ancient Incas, from the time of their conquest of Peru, sought

to persuade the people, whose absolute masters they had become,

that since the universal deluge, of which a tradition was preserved

among the Indians, the world had been repeopled by their ancestors.

According to their account, their ancestors, to the number of seven,

coming forth from the cave of Pacaritambo, had alone perpetuated

the human race. Thenceforward all men owed them homage and

obedience ; and these ideas, in no small degree, favoured the estab

lishment of their empire.

The remembrance of the deluge was so deeply imprinted on the

Indians of Cuba thus addressed Gabriel de Cabrera : " Why do

you scold me ? Are we not all brothers ? Do not you, as well as

I, descend from him who constructed the great vessel that saved

our race?" The same ideas prevailed among the savages of

North America.*

Thus, we may say that the recordof the deluge, and of the crimes

that occasioned it, is familiar to every people. The memory of

mankind is accordingly a new book, in which appears a sketch of

the great events related by Moses.

The other book is the surface of our globe. Indeed, we every

where find on mountains, as well as in the bowels of the earth,

even at a considerable distance from the sea, a vast quantity of

shells, fishes' teeth, and the remains of marine animals quite

foreign to our countries. It is evident that these bodies came from

1 CosmogonU de Mo'ise, pp. 184-191.
•Ibid., p. 186-188; Bible de Yence, t. i, p. 420; Jehan, Nouveau UaiU dts

textneu gtoloyiques, p. 293.
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the sea, and that they were transported so far inland by a sudden

inundation and by a violent motion of the waters over the whole

surface of the earth.' It is only to the period of the deluge

1 See Cuvier, Discours sur les revolutions de la surface du globe.—In the

following remarks, wo present an abridgment of the physical proofs of the

deluge, such as they are found in the most advanced treatises of modern geolo

gists. Let us first remark that if the surface of the globe was ever subjected

to a cataclysm, as Genesis and the traditions of peoples say, there must exist on

the earth some traces of this tremendous inundation. For the ancient world

should have scattered here and there its relics over the whole extent disturbed

by the waters. Moreover, according to Genesis, the waters of the sea and of

the rain united in producing the flood. There is nothing further wanted

to explain certain facts, which reciprocally serve as a stand-point for the in

ductions by which we find their causes.

80 much being settled, we say that the first diluvian fact, or, according to the

beautiful expression of Buckland, the Cuvier of England, the First Medal of

the Deluge, is, the existence of sea sand and shells in the alluvia of our pre

sent continents. These immense beds of sea sand and shells exist even on the

summits of mountains. If the sand and the shells were found in stony beds,

this would not indicate a connexion with the deluge ; but it is in movable soils,

in alluvial clays, in precisely what geologists term diluvian formation, that we

find this sand and these shells. Although, according to some geologists, the dilu

vian deposits are not found on the ridges of the highest mountains, their

absence, if it is real, does not militate against the universality of the deluge.

Indeed the deposits, resulting from the impetuous action of running waters,

might perhaps not appear towards the points of their departure, and ruiglit

only cover the lowest accidental points of the surface of the globe ; very much

as at the present time we often observe hardly a trace of the most violent in

undations on the very mountains from which they took their rise.

Second Medal of the Deluge : the valleys of denudation. In the absence of

sea sand and shells on the tops of the highest mountains, the valleys of denu

dation come to attest the passage of the terrible scourge over these lofty sum

mits. We term " valleys of denudation" those valleys which have been

scooped through the solid mass of the loftiest plains. They are easily recog

nised, inasmuch as, on the doclivitics of the hills, we may observe, as on the sides

of a railway-cutting, the exact correspondence of the layers, which, before the

separation, were evidently continuous, since they are to day of the same height

and structure, and in the same order of position on both sides of the valley.

We cannot attributo tho formation of these valleys to currents of water now

actually flowing, for the greater number of them are dry valleys ; some of

them may even be seen, in which the strata composing the soil are vertical,

and thus carry off in their seams all pluvial waters. De Saussure refers also to

a violent action of the waters, the denudation of enormous masses of granite,

three thousand two hundred feet higher than the highest Alps.

Third Medal of the Deluge, which, like the two preceding ones, is found

on the surface of the globe : erratic blocks or boulders. These scattered

fragments of rocks, measuring over 2,500 cubic feet, and weighing

as much as three hundred tons, are found lying on sand or buried in

movable deposits, sometimes isolated, more frequently accumulated on extensive

plains or spread out in long rows over the declivities, and even along the

crests of mountains, to whose material they are quite foreign. What u
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indicated by Moses that all our geological facts bear homage. If we

examine in the Alps the results of the action which must have

begun when these mountains assumed their present shape, such as the

formation of debris or slopes of mountains or glaciers ; if we study the

alluvial deposits formed by our present rivers; and if we take into

consideration that the slopes and deposits ought to have been made

very remarkable, is, that they are generally found at an immense distance

from the chains of mountains which alone could furnish them, and from which

they are separated by deep valleys, and even by extensive bays or arms of

the sea.

Such are the blocks that may be seen in Denmark, in Prussia, in the North-

of European Russia, and that belong to the mountains of Norway, Sweden,

Finland, &c., from which they have teen transported across the Baltic Sea.

Blocks of this kind may be met with in nearly all parts of Europe, and in North

and South America. The transport of these enormous blocks is inexplicable

without the deluge, whose prodigious violence alone could detach granite masses

of many tons weight from the summits of mountains, and hurl them over the

crests of other mountains.

Fourth Medal of the Deluge : the existence of the remains of many land

animals, heaped together into light soil formations, with sand and other sea pro

ductions. This indisputable fact is repeated in every quarter of the globe, even

in Australia, so recently discovered. On which phenomenon it is necessary to

remark : (a) That the species, whose remains are contained in these formations,

are like species still extant ; only a small number show a slight variation ; for

the rest, the dimensions are generally larger. (6) These remains are found in

climates very different from those in which species much the same now live,

(c) These races, fossilised in one mass, are very frequently races of strong an

tipathies, incapable of dwelling together ; and, nevertheless, the state of the for

mations proves that they were mixed into one company by the general catastrophe

which befell them, and, moreover, that they were crusted into a very narrow

space. From the observation of these facts, admitted by all geologists, we

ought to conclude :—

1. That since there is a mixture of terrestrial and marine productions, the

marine deposits cannot have resulted from a sediment gradually formed in the

water, while it tranquilly covered the surface of our present continents. The

carcasses of the animals belonging to the land cannot nave mingled with those

of the inhabitants of the sea, except in consequence of the sudden irruption of

the latter on their domain. This precisely corresponds with the account given

in the Bible.

2. That the vast proportions of some of the buried species agree very well

with the ideas whichMoses gives us of the vigour of organic nature at the epoch

of the deluge.

3. That the difference between the climates where the fossilised species live

and where their remains are now found, can only be explained by an accidental,

but powerful, cause, which must have transported these animals from their

ordinary latitudes to very remote places, where the species subsequently

perished. Ask Cuvier how it is that he could meet the reindeer and the

rhinoceros together in our climates. Perfectly in accord with us, the great

naturalist will tell you that, on the hypothesis of the deluge, this phenomenon

is explained either by the efforts of the animals to flee towards points still un-

visited by the inundation, or by the violent removal of their carcasses tossed
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much more rapidly when the falls were much more abrupt than

they are to-day, we shall be inclined to conclude with Deluc,

Cuvier, Buckland, and others, that the revolutions which gave our

mountains their present form, and our rivers their present course,

do not ascend to periods exceedingly remote. Hence, the distance of

four thousand years from the present time, as assigned by Genesis

about on the waves. Without our deluge, any attempt at an explanation

utterly fails.

4. That from the assemblage of the remains of races that are averse one to

another, such as tigers and hyenas with horses, it follows that many individuals

of the different inimical species found themselves driven forcibly into very con

fined limits, where all perished alike. This forced assemblage would be the

natural consequence of a gradual invasion of the waters, such as Moses pictures

the deluge. Without this cause, everything is inexplicable. It is the same

with bone caverns, in which are found mingled together the remains of a great

number of animals remarkable for their antipathies, and which, it is easy to

imagine, became, according to the instincts of the beasts themselves, their com

mon shelter before the danger that threatened them.

The deluge being established, there remains only one question yet to solve :

it is asked why we do not find among the abundance of diluvian remains any

thing to prove that man existed during the period immediately anterior, any

human bones, any articles of human industry, any manufactured metals, any

cut stones, any monuments whatever of the civilisation natural to man. Before

returning an answer, we shall moke some observations:—

1. The account in Genesis is so well supported by itself, that it may dis

pense with any proof drawn from the scientiflo order. Accordingly, when one

only exercises a negative criticism in regard to geological facts, snowing that

none of them oppose insoluble difficulties to the Mosaic narrative, one does all

that an intelligent man can require to reconcile faith and reason in a satis

factory manner.

2. Geology is a science yet in its cradle : as even the most learned geologists

admit. Sixty years ago, the science did not exist. Now, the onward march of

the sciences, and especially of geology, is only accomplished gradually, labo

riously, with repeated, often ineffectual attempts; ana therefore we ought at

present to be content that, after so much labour and so many vicissitudes,

geology has come to an agreement on a few points with Genesis, that divine

book, which, according to the testimony of an illustrious geologist, is the most

magnificent summary of geological systems, the fountain of eternal truth, the

centre of unity in which the various branches of human knowledge shall one

day meet.

Answering the question directly, we say :—

1. It is false that no fossil of man or of human civilisation has been met

with in the diluvian deposits. In the grotto of Beze, near Narbonne, M.

Tournol discovered human bones mixed with remains of pottery and bones of

animals whose species no longer exist ; and the materials that covered them ore

regarded by all geologists as belonging to the deluge. {Bulletin de la Soc. giol.

de France, 1830.)

Another geologist, M. Schmerling, who took the greatest care in examining

the caverns of Maastricht, found some heads there, which recalled to his

mind the African shaves. These skull? ware mixed with fragments of pottery.
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to the deluge, may very well agree with all the results that aro

announced to us by nature's chronometers.1

Meanwhile, the Lord was not content with saving Noe; He

made the holy patriarch the third figure of the Messias. Noe sig

nifies consoler; Jesus means Saviour. Of all men, Noe alone

found grace before God ; of all men, our Lord alone found grace

before God His Father. Noe was chosen to people the earth a second

time ; our Lord was chosen to people the earth with the just, and

heaven with saints. Noe received an order to construct a vessel ;

our Lord received an order to establish the Church. During a

hundred and twenty years, Noe laboured at the construction of the

ark, and preached penance to men, though they would not hear

him ; our Lord laboured during His whole life to construct the

Church, and preached penance by Himself, by His Apostles, and

by their successors, but wicked men would not listen to tbem.

Noe, by building the ark, prepared a means of escape from the

general destruction; our Lord, by establishing the Church, prepared

for men a means of salvation from the deluge of fire that will

eternally consume sinners.

Noe and the others who entered with him into the ark were

bone needles, &c. Some years ago, the remarkable discovery of human bones

ind flint hatchets seemed to solve the difficulty.

2. Though we might find no human remains in our Western regions, yet

.re could draw no adverse conclusion hence. As a matter of fact, it is most

reasonable to suppose that the human species was not widely diffused at the

period of the deluge, and consequently, that its remains should hardly be found

in more than one country. Now, this country, where every tradition places the

cradle of the human race—Central Asia—is still geologically unknown.

3. Even though in this country we should not discover any vestige of an

tediluvian man, yet we could not hence conclude that the Mosaic narrative is

false. On the contrary, we may well admit the hypothesis of Cuvier, that the

places which mau used to occupy were swallowed up, and his bones lost in

the depths of our present seas, witu the exception of the few individuals who

:ontinued the species.

4. Another cause, which ought to make the finding of the remains of ante

diluvian humanity very rare, is the universal and instinctive custom that exists

even among the most savage tribes, of burning or burying the dead : and every

one knows how much the latter practice accelerates decomposition. (See Cuvier,

Discours, &c. ; Marcel de Serres, Cosmogonie de Moise ; Desdouits, Soiries de

Mmtlhery ; Jehan, Nouveau traiti des sciences giologiques ; Forichon, Examen

da questions scientifiqties.)

* See also Biot, Beudant, Elie de Beaumont.—To these authorities, let- us

add the testimony of a man whose word is a proof in these matters :— " None

of the ancient monuments of profane history still subsisting," says M. Cbain-

pollion, " and reaching back to a certain epoch, dispute the date assigned to

the deluge according to the Greek text of the Septuagint Bible." {B(tum6 com-

plet de chronologic, n. 60.)
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saved; out of the Church of Jesus Christ, there is no salvation for

those who, knowing it, refuse to enter into it, or leave it to join

some strange sect. The ark was full of creatures of every kind ;

the Church encloses in her bosom the inhabitants of every nation.

The higher the waters of the deluge rose, the nearer the ark reached

heaven ; the more severely the Church is tried by afflictions, the

more perfect she becomes, and the more dear to Almighty God.

The ark, which bore Noe and his children, was the only hope of

the human race ; the Church, which possesses Jesus Christ and His

children, is now the only hope of the human race. On leaving the

ark, Noe offered a sacrifice, with which the Lord was well pleased ;

on the cross, our Lord offers a sacrifice a thousand times more

pleasing to God than that of Noe. God made a covenant with

Noe ; God makes an eternal covenant with our Lord, and through

Him with all men. Noe received full power over the earth and

over animals ; our Lord receives from God His Father all power in

heaven and on earth. By Noe, God restored the world, which He

had destroyed ; by our Lord, God restores to the world the good

things of which sin had robbed it.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for the patience with

which Thou dost await the return of sinners. I thank Thee for

having bo long waited for me to do penance. I return to Thee ;

receive me in Thy mercy. I thank Thee for having given me birth

in the bosom of Thy Church, out of which there is no salvation.

Grant mo the grace to observe and practise to the end whatever it

teaches me.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I shall

every month renew my baptismal vows.

LESSON XXIII.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS (continued).

Shortening of Human Life. Curse on Chanaan. Tower of Babel. Bcgii>

ning of Idolatry. Vocation of Abraham. Second Promise of the Meaeiaa.

Melckisedech, the fourth Figure of the Messias.

Afteb the deluge, there appeared a new world, a new earth, so to

speak ; but this earth, already stricken with malediction after the
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sin of the first man, lost again, by the natural consequence of a

long inundation, a portion of its vitality and frnitfulness. Before

the deluge, nature was very fertile and vigorous. By the immense

quantity of water that covered the surface of the earth for such a

long period, plants, deprived of light and saturated with rain and

vapour, lost much of their energy. The air, overcharged with heavy

moisture, the eating of the flesh of animals, and the drinking of

wine to excess, gradually strengthened the principles of corruption ;

and human life, which previously had lasted for almost a thou

sand years, declined little by little to the term of a hundred years

or even less. Thus was executed the decree of the divine justice

against man, who had so often offended.'

Noe transmitted to his three sons, Sem, Cham, and Japhet, the

holy truths of Religion, and particularly the tradition of the divine

promise of a future Liberator.2 The holy patriarch also planted the

vine, which was undoubtedly known before that time; but, instead of

being content as previously with eating its fruit, he discovered the

use that could be made of grapes by pressing out and preserving their

juice. Wine was a benefit intended to give a little joy to the

heart of man, saddened by the shortening of his days and tho

enfeeblement of all nature. Why is it that so great a number

abuse this new present of their Heavenly Father ?

One day Noe, having drunk of the liquor, the effects of which

he was not yet acquainted with, fell involuntarily into a state of

inebriety, and lay asleep in his tent. During his sleep, he

chanced to be very negligently covered, which Cham perceived.

Despite what filial respect or shame would suggest on such an occa

sion, he immediately went to tell his brothers of it. Sem and

Japhet were more mindful of their duty. Taking a cloak, they

carried it, walking backwards, and threw it over the venerable old

man. Noe, on awaking, learned in what manner he had been

treated by Cham. Suddenly inspired, he uttered his curse, not

against Cham, through respect for the blessing which God had

1 Gen., vi. 3.

' During our stay at Rorne, we had the advantage of coming frequently

into contact with Cardinal Mezzofanti. This man, unique in the annals of

the world, speaks thirty-three languages and fifteen dialects, without counting

patois. One day, we asked him whether philology could assist in demonstrating

the unity of species, and the trinity of race, in humanity. " It not only

assists," he said, " but it gives this demonstration. The human language, one

in its essence, is divided into three branches, of which all other known

languages are the boughs. These three branches are the Japhetic language,

the Semitic language, and the Chomite language." What can be placed in

opposition to such a testimony ? We shall see in the next note that physiology

confirms these assertions.
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given him on quitting the ark, but against Chanaan, the son of

Cham. " Let Chanaan be cursed on the earth; let him become the

slave of the slaves of his brethren," said the holy patriarch." A

1 We have seen (Lesson XVII, Note) how actual science has done justice to

the truth against the impious systems and gratuitous suppositions of anticatholic

philosophy regarding the multiplicity of the human species : thanks to the

labours of modern geologists, the unity of the human species is scientifically

demonstrated. Let us now establish two other facts, equally supported by

science. The first is the existence of three races in the human species ; the

second is the superiority of two of the races over the third. You will find that

science is obliged to come and seek an explanation of the matter from Faith :

in other words, that science, not to remain imperfect, is induced on this, as on

every other point, to become religious ; for in Religion alone it finds the solu

tion of its latest problems.

First Fact: the existence of three races in the human species. The illus

trious Cuvier, at the bead of the brilliant rank of learned men who glory in

bein g called his disciples, recognises three distinct races: the Caucasian, the

Mongolian, and the Ethiopian. These three races appear with characteristics

of organisation that do not permit them to be confounded.

The Caucasian race, so named because one of its first homes was the

Western slope of the Caucasus, is recognised by the following characteristics.

The colour is white, the face oval, the nose prominent ; the facial angle, which

seems to indicate the degree of mental superiority over sensual appetite, is

from 85° to 90°. This race has peopled Europe- and portions of Asia and

America.

The Mongolian race, so named from the country which is the principal seat

of its sojourn, presents a yellow colour, a flat face, a small nose, and a facial

angle more acute than that of the Caucasian race. It occupies that portion of

the globe which extends from the East of the Caspian Sea to the Indian Ocean,

China, Turkestan, Siberia, and Japan.

The Ethiopian race, so named from Ethiopia, the principal place of its

habitation, occupies that part of Africa which reaches from the southern base

of the Atlas Mountains to the Cape of Good Hope. With it the colour is

black, the forehead low and receding ; the skull, of smaller size, contains from

four to nine ounces of water less than that of a European ; the facial angle

varies from 80° to 82".

Three distinct races, and only three : this is a fact admitted by science at

the present day. But where shall we seek the reason for this fact? 8cience

confounded thereat continues dumb, so long as it interrogates merely natural

causes. It finds it necessary to address itself to the science of sciences, to

revelation, which points out to it the three sons of Noe, the fathers of these

three races. Science bows its head; it possesses the solution of its new prob

lem : it is complete, because it is religious.

Second Fact : the superiority of two of the races over the third. Here

nftain both history and a profound examination of their physical conformation

bear witness to the incontestable superiority of the Caucasian and Mongolian

races over the Ethiopian race. It is, indeed, amongst these two races

that all great events have been and still are accomplished. The Ethi

opian race plays only a very inferior part : throughout the whole extent

of its duration, it appears as the servant—let us say the word, as the slave—of

the other two. It bears, as Cuvier notices, all the marks of a physical and a
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terrible malediction, which is verified later on, when the Chanaanites

are exterminated and reduced to slavery by the Israelites, the

descendants of Sem. A malediction ever subsisting in the race of

Cham, and teaching children the respect which they ought to have

for their parents.'

By an admirable counsel of Providence, Noe lived yet

three hundred and fifty years after the deluge. God prolonged

his _ days and was pleased that his descendants should remain

during this long period under the eyes of their common father

that they might learn in detail and preserve among mankind the

moral degradation. Here is another fact. If you ask ofpurely human science the

reason for this disorderly freak of nature, it will tell you that the reason lies in

the climate, in the air, m the peculiarities of the land and the water, in the

long continuance and the intensity of cold and heat, &c. But all these atmos

pherical, geological, and other circumstances will not satisfy a sincere and

earnest mind ; for, if you admit them as the causes of this physical and moral

degradation, the Ethiopian race Ought to be much more degraded to-day than

it was a thousand, or two thousand years ago. What do I say ? It ought to

be completely destroyed by this time.

Let us suppose for a moment a permanent cause acting in a perverse

direction for ages ; you arrive at such a degree of degradation that there is no

further distance to go, there is nothing left to be done, since it is the property

of an active principle, good or evil, to develop itself continually, and to pro

duce effects more and more intense. Yet the Ethiopian race subsists, neither

more nor less degraded, physically or morally, to-day, than during the earliest

epochs of its history. Here again it is necessary that science, unless it would

become an object of ridicule, should have recourse to its divine Mother, and

recognise in this degradation the action of • divine chastisement, the long

punishment of an original crime.

In the terrible curse of Noe, it finds the solution of the problem : Cursed

be Chanaan ; let him be the servant of the servants of his brethren. (Gen., iz.)

Observe how the severity of the anathema is tempered by the word brethren,

which, indicating an equality of origin, directs in regard to this unfortunate

race the conduct of those races which enjoy the twofold prerogative of organisa

tion and moral power. They should act towards it as tender nurses or

mothers towards a fallen sister. O Catholic Church ! how admirably do th)

missionaries fulfil this sacred duty! (See Be la Physiologic humainc, &c.,

oy Dr. Devay.)

' Africa, peopled by the descendants of Cham, is the classic land of slavery.

As far hack as one can travel in history, the negroes are found slaves, not only

in their own country but among foreign nations. And neither the powerful

voice of the Roman Pont iffs, the successors of Him who became a slave to pro

cure for all men the liberty of the children of God, the source of poli

tical liberty, nor the progress of civilisation, with the remonstrances of the

friends of humanity, has yet been able to remove the curse that weighs on thii

unfortunate race. It has lately been proved that, during a period of fourteen

years, that is, from 1814 to 1828, there were seven hundred thousand slaves

exported from Africa! (See the conscientious work entitled De VAutoritt

patcrnellc et maternelle, by M. Narduel. Canon of Paris.)
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chief truths of Religion, as well as the account of ancient facts,

regarding which Noe alone was well instructed.

The children of the patriarch were now so numerous, that they

eagerly desired to separate. But before doing so, they wished to

execute a project which clearly manifested their folly and their

vanity, " Come," they said to one another, " let us build a city

and a tower whose top may reach even to heaven." This extrava

gant design had two equally ridiculous motives: one, to immortalise

their name by a splendid building ; the other, to defend themselves

Against God in case He should again desire to punish the world by a

deluge. Herein, they rendered themselves guilty not only of folly

but of unbelief; for the Lord had promised never again to sub

merge the earth by a general inundation. They immediately set to

work. Hut, at the moment when they urged the work forward

with the greatest eagerness, God raised among the workmen such a

confusion of languages that they no longer understood one another.

Being unable thenceforward either to command or to obey, they

were obliged to abandon their enterprise. The city and the tower

remaining unfinished were called Babel, that is, confusion, because

God confounded there the language of men, who previously had

spoken but one and the same language, and thence He scattered

them abroad inio all the countries of the world.'

In their dispersion, the children of Noe carried with them the

remembrance of the principal truths of Religion, which they had

learned from their common father. This is the reason why a know

ledge of the greatest events, such as the creation of man, his inno

cence, his fall, the promise of a Redeemer, the deluge, &c., has been

preserved more or less distinctly among every people in the world.

But what has happened since the time of the dispersion of men, no

matter how wonderful or extraordinary it may have been, is not so

generally known: a manifest proof that the bond of communi

cation, which had previously existed among all mankind, was

then broken.

Meanwhile the devil, the father of lies, was not slow to resume

his sway over the human race. The primitive traditions were

s0on altered by fables, and men abandoned themselves to excesses

still more frightful than those which had formerly raised the aveng

ing arm of the Almighty. In vain did the world still wet with

the waters of the deluge, in vain did the striking decline of human

life, in vain did the general revolution throughout all nature present

] All these Biblical facts hare been confirmed bv the recent discovery of

the ruins of the Tower of Babel. (See Annates de pail, chrlt. an 1862 et suiv.,

and our TraiU du Saint-Esprit, t. 1.)
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to the eyes of all the sad monuments of the Creator's justice :

the knowledge of the true God was effaced from the memory of

mankind. Corruption became universal, and idolatry, at once

the daughter and the mother of the passions, began her dismal

reign.

Lamentable blindness I The Almighty is refused the tribute of

adoration which all things that breathe owe Him, and a sacri

legious incense is offered to demons, who render themselves actually

present in creatures. Gold, silver, stone, wood, the vilest animals,

lifeless statues behold man, the high priest of the universe, prostrate

before them, and addressing to them his timid prayers. After this

shameful act, the guilty prodigal son squanders away, one by one,

the valuables that form his rich patrimony, and walks with incre

dible folly in the path of shame and disorder, which stretches oat

broader and broader each day before him. He has been adorned by

the Lord with an exquisite crowu of knowledge and innocence, but

he now takes delight in snatching from his brow its diamonds and

its flowers, in tarnishing and sullying them. Let him do so, and

very soon you will see him degraded, overwhelmed with weariness

$nd disgust at the sad effects of debauchery, and believing in

nothing but fate, annihilation, and despair. Great and terrible

lesson ! of which Christian nations have not always known how to

profit.

There was scarcely a family remaining faithful to the God of

Adam and Noe ; and it was necessary that the Most High, weary

of threatening, waiting, and punishing, should reject anew the

human race and abandon it to its perversity. In the midst of this

deluge of crimes, what will become of the true religion ? Has God

resolved to deprive men of it ? No ; the word of the Eternal is

irrevocable. If He had only consulted the misdeeds of our fore

fathers, He would undoubtedly have destroyed our criminal race ;

but, even at the moment when He punishes, His mercy tempers

the strokes of his justice : God never forgets that He is a Father.

The sight of the future merits of the expiatory victim, whom He

bad announced to the human race, moved Him to clemency. Thus,

without entirely abandoning the nations, which could only atttri-

bute their blindness to their own fault, God resolved to choose one

people, appointed to preserve intact the deposit of primitive reve

lation, and particularly the great promise of the Redeemer.

Abraham, a descendant of Sem, was chosen to be the father of

this new people, from whom the Messias should spring. Now,

from all eternity, God had decided that the Messias should be born

in Judea, at that time called the Land of Chanaan. Hence, He

drew into this country the holy man, of whom the Messias should
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he the Son according to the flesh. Abraham dwelt far from the

Land of Chanaan, in a country called Chaldea : it was thence the

Lord brought him. " Leave the country in which thou dwellest,"

said God to him, " and come into the land which I will show thee.

I will give the country to thy descendants, whom I will multiply

as the stars of heaven and as the sands by the sea- shore." To this

magnificent promise God added another, much more magnificent :

the promise of the Messias. " I will bless thee," said the Lord to

him, "and all the nations of the earth shall be blessed in thee,"

that is, in Him who shall be born of thee, as God Himself explained

afterwards.

The second promise of a Redeemer made to Abraham, is a great

deal clearer than the first. The first did not say among what

people the Messias should be born ; the second affords us this in

formation in precise terms: He shall be bom in the family of

A.braham. All other nations are set aside ; it is no longer among

them that we are to seek the Redeemer. The first promise told

us that He would crush the serpent's head ; the second explains the

meaning of these words : it tells us that the Messias shall over

throw the empire of the devil, by recalling all nations to the know

ledge of the true God, in which alone a true blessing is to be found.

Hence, (a) the blessed germ promised to Eve will also be the germ

and offspring of Abraham ; (b) the victory, which the Messias must

gain over the devil, will consist in recalling men to the knowledge

and worship of the Creator; and (c) the son of Eve and of Abra

ham will overthrow the empire of the devil throughout the universe

by destroying idolatry, which is nothing else than the reign of the

icvil, and by restoring the worship of the true God. The conver

sion of the Gentiles, that is, of Pagans, is always indicated in the

Divine Scriptures as the special work of the Messias.

Pull of faith in the words of God, Abraham quitted his country,

accompanied by Sara his wife and Lot his nephew, and arrived in

the Land of Chanaan. His flocks and those of Lot were so nume

rous that the district in which they were residing at the time

could not contain them. The holy man proposed to his nephew

that they should separate. Lot accordingly withdrew to Sodom.

This separation did not cool Abraham's charity, of which he soon

gave a remarkable proof.

The king of Sodom, and four other kings, his allies, were

attacked and vanquished by a prince to whom they had been tribu

tary: in the affray Lot was taken prisoner. Abraham quickly

learned it. At the head of three hundred and eighteen of his

bravest servants, and full of confidence in God who protected him,

the patriarch fell with this handful of warriors on the victorious
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troops, put them to flight, recovered the booty, and delivered his

nephew and all the other captives out of the hands of their oppressors.

Transported with gratitude, the king of Sodom came to his liberator,

and, as a slight reward for the kindness he had displayed, besought

him to accept the whole of the riches taken from the enemy.

Abraham would not accept anything. Only, he gave a tithe of

the spoils to ilelchisedech, king of Salem, priest of the Lord,

who blessed Abraham, after having offered to the Lord bread and

wine.

Abraham honoured in the person of this Royal Priest the

future Messias, whom this great Priest represented ; for, of the

Messias it is written : Thou art a priest for ever according to the

order of Melchisedech.

Thus Melchisedech is the fourth figure of the Messias. In

effect, Melchisedech means king of justice ; our Lord is justice

itself. Melchisedech is both a king and a high priest ; our Lord is

both a King and a High Priest. Melchisedech is a priest of the

Most High; our Lord is the Priest of Priests. Melchisedech

appears alone—we have no account of his father, or mother, or

genealogy, or predecessor, or successor ; our Lord has no father on

earth or mother in heaven, no predecessor or successor in the priest

hood—for priests are only His ministers. Melchisedech blesses

Abraham ; our Lord blesses the Church, represented by Abraham.

Melchisedech offers a sacrifice of bread and wine; our Lord offers

Himself as a sacrifice every day under the appearances of bread

and wine.

This figure adds some new touches to the portrait of the Messias.

The preceding ones represent Him to us (a) as the Father of a new

world, (4) as a Just Man suffering and persecuted, (c) as the Saviour

of the world from the deluge. Here, He appears to us as an

Eternal Priest, offering bread and wine in sacrifice. The succeed

ing figures will add other strokes to the picture ; for, with these

living prophecies, as with the promises and predictions, their

development is continual.

Prayer

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for not having

abandoned men after the deluge, and for having preserved to them

the benefit of Religion, notwithstanding so much ingratitude. 1

thank Thee for having chosen a particular people, among whom to

preserve the remembrance of the great promise of the Liberator.

Preserve me from pride. Grant me, in regard to my parents, tho

respect of Sem and Japhet, and in regard to Thee, the faith of

Abraham and the piety of Melchisedech.
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I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I

will on all occasions respect myfather and mother.

LESSON XXIV.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS (continued).

Visit of Angels. Birth of Isaac promised. Abraham's Interview with the

Lord. Destruction of Sodom. Abraham's Sacrifice. Isaac, the fifth

Figure of the Messias.

Abbaham had no children who might be the heirs of his great pos

sessions, and still more of his exalted virtues. God therefore

appeared to him anew; and, after having entered into a closer alli

ance with him, prescribed for him and all his posterity the law ol

circumcision. God also declared to him plainly that Sara, hi;

wife, should soon give him a son, one who would be the object

of heaven's choicest blessings and the heir of all the divine

promises.

The matter happened thus. One day as Abraham was seated at

the door of his tent about noon, he saw approaching him three

young men, whom he took to be travellers. It was the Lord, who

appeared to him under the figure of three angels, a symbol of the

Mo9t Holy Trinity. Charity is ever on the alert, and the very

appearance of want suffices to excite its tender sympathies. Abra

ham arose on the moment, and advanced to meet the three strangers.

Then, bowing to the ground : " Whoever you are," ho said, " do

not pain me so much as to pass by, without condescending to stay

a moment and receive the kind offices of your servant. I will

bring water that you may wash your feet. Rest yourselves here,

under the shadow of these trees; you will eat a morsel with me,

and then you may continue your journey." The travellers accepted

the invitation.

After having shared the generous hospitality of Abraham, one

of them said to him : "In a year's time from this date, I will

return to see you; and Sara, your wife, will then have given you a

son." Humanly speaking, the promise of the traveller was outside

the limits of all probability. Sara was very old, and Abraham was

at that time ninety-nine years of age. Yet the holy patriarch did

not entertain the least doubt on the matter.

Thus did God prepare men to one day believe both in the
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maternity of a virgin, by making fruitful a woman who was ninety

years of age and barren, and in the dogma of the Holy Trinity, by

giving an image of it in this apparition to Abraham. Three angels

present themselves before the holy patriarch, and the Scripture gives

them, in the singular number, the great, the incommunicable name

of Jehovah. Abraham, who sees three of them, adores only one,

speaks only to one. This great mystery, which has since been

manifested in the Gospel, was only shown under veils in the Old

Testament, and could only be known by those who had, at that

time, the spirit of Christianity.

The three travellers took leave of their host. Abraham desired,

as an act of respect, to accompany and guide them on a part of their

way. This new display of charity procured him a new favour, in

which the Lord, his God, speaking to him with incredible fami

liarity, made him the confidant of the most secret designs of Provi

dence. They walked in company along the road to Sodom, when

the Lord, under the figure of one of the three angels, said to Abra

ham: " The cry of the sins of Sodom and Gomorrha has been heard

by Ale, and demands vengeance of Me. I am going to see whether

the measure of their iniquities is full, and if it is time to strike."

Abraham drew near to Him respectfully, such courage does

charity and zeal sometimes inspire, and said: "But what! Lord,

wouldst Thou confound the innocent and the guilty in the same

punishment? If one of these wicked cities should contain fifty

just men, mixed up among the crowd of sinners, wouldst Thou

destroy them altogether, or wouldst Thou not rather forgive the

multitude of sinners for the sake of the fifty just men ?" The can

dour and simplicity of this touching prayer won the heart of

God. " If Sodom present fifty just men to Mine eyes," said the

Lord, " I will not destroy the city : the fifty just men shall obtain

pardon for all the guilty." " Since I have begun to speak to

Thee," rejoined Abraham, "I, who am but dust and ashes, I will

add another word: If there should be forty-five just men in it,

wouldst Thou destroy a city for which forty-five of Thy servants

asked forgiveness ?" " I do not wish to afflict Thee," answered

the Lord; "I will forgive all for the sake of the forty-five."

"But, my God," continued Abraham, "if unfortunately there

should be only forty found, what wouldst Thou do ?" " I would

still forgive them," said the Lord.

Abraham had already done much; but the innocence ot the

friends of God gives them rights, with which other men are unac

quainted. Accordingly, Abraham, who at first made his petitions

only from five to five, next passed on to ten, and, taking this number

at once from forty, said ; " I beseech Thee, 0 Lord ! be not angry
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if I speak again ; what if there should be only thirty ?" " I will

not strike," answered the Lord. " Since I have done so much,"

rejoined the holy patriarch, " I will go a little further still ; what

if there should be only twenty ?" " These twenty would disarm My

wrath," answered the Lord. " I conjure Thee, 0 Lord !" added

Abraham, " be not angry if I speak once more ; if there should be

only ten just men found in the city, what wouldst Thou do ? "

" For the sake of these ten just men I would pardon all," replied

the Lord.

Here ended this admirable conversation, which reveals to us at

the same time the infinite goodness of God, who punishes only with

regret, and the extraordinary power of prayer, the power of the

intercession of the saints. The ten just men were not found, and

five whole cities were consumed by fire from heaven. At the place

there may be seen to-day an unclean pool, called the Dead Sea. Lot

and his family were the only persons saved from the disaster;

yet Lot's wife, turning round to behold the conflagration, was

changed into a pillar of salt, which was still seen in the times ot

the Apostles.'

Meanwhile, Abraham returned to his tent. At the time fixed

by the Lord, Isaac was born. The holy patriarch had nothing

more to desire ; but God had resolved to subject the faith of His

servant to a last and terrible trial. Not content with having pro

mised him that the Redeemer of the world should spring from his

race, God wished to place before his eyes an image of the manner

in which the Redemption should be accomplished. In the middle

of the night, the holy patriarch heard a voice : " Abraham ! Abra

ham !" " Here I am," answered the venerable old man. " Take,"

said the lord to him, " take thy only son Isaac, who is so dear to

thee, and go and offer him to Mc as a holocaust on a mountain that

I will show thee."

The only answer that Abraham returned to an order so likely

to make nature rebel was prompt obedience. During three days,

he prepared everything for the great sacrifice and travelled with

his dear son to fulfil the command of the Lord. After a weari-

some journey, he reached the foot of the mountain of sacrifice: this

mountain was Calvary.* " Remain here," my children, he said to

his servants ; " my son and I will go up to yon height to offer a sacri

fice to the Lord.'' There did not appear the slightest change in the

ordinary manner of the holy patriarch. With the same calmness,

he laid the wood for the holocaust on his son's shoulders, took a

' See Huzarelli's dissertation on the destruction of Pentapolis.

' See our Histoire du boa Lamm.
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sword with which to pierce Isaac's heart, and carried the fire that

should consume his beloved victim.

The father and the son went on thus together, engaged in very

different thoughts, but both resigned to accomplish cheerfully the

Divine will, when God, who arranged the various degrees of merit

for His servant, permitted the occurrence of one of those little

incidents which, not being considered worth any notice in such

great trials, often disconcert even the best regulated affection,

unless supported with an heroic courage. "My father!" said

Isaac, with amiable simplicity. " What dost thou desire, my

son '?" replied Abraham. " I see in thy hands," continued Isaac,

" fire for a holocaust, and I myself carry the wood; but where is

the victim ?" " My son," answered Abraham, without uttering a

word that in the least betrayed him, " the Lord will provide one."

Isaac asked no more questions.

Arrived at the top of the mountain, Abraham fitted out the

altar, arranged the wood, prepared the sword: it was at length

necessary to explain. A glance, a turn, a sigh sufficed to show

Isaac the victim : he perceived it without being astonished. He

adored the will of God, ascended the funeral pile, and allowed him

self to be fastened there by his father'shand. Abraham, alwaysfull of

faith and obedience, seized the sword, raised his arm above his victim's

head, and was ready to strike the fatal blow. The time of trial was

ended: that of reward began. "Stay, Abraham," said the Lord; "it

is enough ; I now know thy faith. Because thou hast obeyed my

voice, 1 will bless thee ; I will multiply thy race : it will triumph

over its enemies; and all the nations of the earth will be blessed

in Him who shall spring from thee." At the same time, the holy

patriarch observed a ram caught by the horns in a neighbouring

bush; he took it, and immolated it instead of his son. 0 Jesus!

crowned with thorns, how easily I recognise Thee herel

In effect, the sacrifice of Isaac was a lively figure of the future

sacrifice ofJesus Christ. The figure and the reality have such a close

resemblance that we cannot consider the one without remembering

the other. Accordingly, Isaac is the fifth figure of the Messias.

Isaac is the well-beloved son of his father ; our Lord is the well-

beloved Son of God the Father, whose delights are placed

in Him. Isaac, all innocence, is condemned to die ; our Lord,

innocence itself, is condemned to die. It is Abraham, the

father of Isaac, who must execute the sentence; it is God the

Father, who, by the hand of the Jews, must Himself execute the

sentence of death against His Son. Isaac, laden with the wood on

which he shall be consumed, ascends the hill of Calvary ; our

Lord, laden with the wood of the cross, ascends the same hill of

VOL. J. 25
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Calvary. Isaac allows himself to be laid on the pile, and meekly

bows his head to the sword that is to sacrifice him ; our Lord

suffers Himself to be fastened to the cross, and, as a tender lamb,

to be pitilessly slaughtered. Isaac is not put to death, because He

is only a figure; our Lord is put to death, because He is the reality.

Isaac descends from the mountain full of life, and laden with bene

dictions—a numerous posterity is promised him ; our Lord issues

from the tomb full of life, and laden with glory—as a reward foi

His obedience, He receives all nations for an inheritance.

This figure adds two particulars to the preceding ones : it tells

us the place on which the Saviour shall be immolated, and that He

shall die by the command of His Father. Thus, the great portrait of

the Redeemer is drawn little by little. Have not these two scenes,

so touching and so similar, the sacrifice of Isaac and the sacrifice of

our Lord, a manifest relation to each other ? Can one doubt, in

reading them, that the first was appointed to prepare for the

second ? Can one reject the striking truth that the Old Testament

is only a prediction of the New ? The firet is undoubtedly veiled

in the beginning; but the veil rises gradually, and at length allows

the object to be seen openly, when the time of its appearance has

come.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for the graces Thou

didst grant to Thy faithful servant Abraham, as a reward for his

faith and charity. Grant me charity towards my neighbour,

confidence in prayer, and perfect obedience to the will of my

superiors.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and in testimony of this love, / will

resign myself entirely to the disposal of Providence.

LESSON XXV.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAs (continued).

Marriage of Isaac. Death of Abraham ; his Burial. Third Promise of the

Messias made to Isaac. Birth of Jacob and Esau. Esau sells his Birth

right. Isaac blesses Jacob. Jacob goes into Mesopotamia. Fourth Pro

mise of the Messias made to Jacob. Jacob marries Rachel, and returns

to Isaac. Jacob, the sixth Figure of the Messias.

Isaac had now attained his fortieth year. Abraham, his father,

thought of giving him a wife ; but he wished to receive her from
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the hand of God. He comported himself in this affair with that

faith, piety, and trust in Providence which merited for him, even

to the end of his days, the happiest success in all his undertakings:

giving a precious example, which parents ought always to imitate,

when there is question of providing for their children.

The holy patriarch called his old servant, the faithful Eliezer,

and said to him: " Go into Mesopotamia, where I left my brother

Nachor ; there, in my own country, among my own kindred, thou

shalt seek a wife for my son Isaac." Eliezer chose ten camels from

his master's herd ; he loaded them with magnificent presents, with

specimens of all the riches that filled to superabundance the

opulent house of his master. He was accompanied by a number of

slaves, in keeping with the importance of his embassy. The splen

dour of this equipage would do honour to the holy patriarch, and

gain credit for his envoy. The journey was happy, and tho troop

arrived in Mesopotamia, within sight of the city where Nachor

dwelt.

Eliezer unloaded his camels, and made them lie down in the

neighbourhood of a well, where it was customary to water flocks

and beasts of burden. It was in the evening, when the women of

the city, without distinction of birth, came forth to draw water

from the well. Eliezer then addressed this humble and fervent

prayer to the God of his master: " 0 Lord, the God of my master

Abraham, come, I beseech Thee, to mine aid this day, and let Thy

mercy shine forth over Abraham, my lord ! Behold I stand near

the well, when the daughters of the city come out to draw water;

I cannot discern in the multitude her whom Thou dost destine for

Isaac. I will regard, as the object of Thy choice, her to whom I

shall say : Lower thy pitcher, and allow mo to drink ; and she

shall answer : Drink, and I will also give thy camels to drink."

In a man less replenished with that simple faith which works

miracles, and less accustomed to prodigies, such a course of proce

dure might have appeared rash : but what cannot the confidence of

the saints obtain from the heart of God ?

Eliezer had not finished his prayer when he saw a young maiden

approaching, whose modesty added new charms to her natural

beauty: this was Rebecca, the daughter of Bathuel and grand-

niece of Abraham. She drew up the water, filled the pitcher which

she had brought on her shoulder, and was returning with it. The

old servant beheld her with attention. Charmed with her manners

and her air of innocence, he respectfully said to her : " Wouldst

thou give me a little water from thy pitcher to relieve my thirst ?"

" Drink, my lord," said she ; and, immediately resting her pitcher

on her arm, she held it in this convenient position and allowed
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him to drink as much as he desired. Then she added : " I will

also draw water for thy camels, until they all drink." Without

waiting for a reply, she cast into the troughs what water remained

in her pitcher, returned to the well, and began to draw more water,

with which to refresh the camels.

The servant of Abraham admired her in silence, and, when the

camels had done drinking, addressed himself to the young unknown,

presenting bracelets and ear-rings to her, and saying : " Whose

daughter art thou ? Are there any lodgings in thy father's house ?''

She answered: " I am the daughter of Bathuel, the son of Nachor;

we have plenty of hay and straw, and room to lodge in." Eliezer

bowed profoundly, and adored the Lord. Rebecca, on her side, ran

to tell her mother all that had happened to her. Laban, Rebecca's

brother, came to invite the stranger to a lodging in his father's

house. The envoy of Abraham did not require to be entreated.

But, before accepting the repast which was placed before him, he

sought Rebecca in marriage for Isaac: his request was granted

Then Eliezer made magnificent presents to all the family, and next

morning begged leave to depart.

Having set out with his numerous train, he reached home in

safety. The accomplished spouse, Rebecca, could alone alleviate the

sorrow which Isaac felt for the loss of Sara, his mother, whom he

had been mourning for three years.

Abraham, full of days and merits, had reached a glorious old

age: he had now seen 175 years. The time had come for termi

nating this long life, rendered remarkable by the constant exercise

of all the virtues that should adorn a man chosen by heaven to be

the head of a new people, the founder of a holy nation, and the

ancestor of the Messias ; worthy by his faith to be called the father

of thefaithful, and so esteemed by the Almighty, that the Sovereign

of all men gloried in being known as the God of Abraham.

His two eldest sons, Isaac and Ismael, rendered him the last

services. According to his own wish he was buried beside Sara,

his wife, in a double cave, in the field of Ephron, the son of Seor,

the Hethite. Abraham had purchased it thirty-eight years pre

viously : he had chosen it for the place of his burial, because it was

in a valley at the foot of a mountain, where he had raised an altar to

the Lord his God, and where he awaits a glorious resurrection and

the consummation of felicity as the crown of all his hopes in the

Lord his God. He had received, as we have seen, a promise from

the Lord that the Messias should be born of his posterity, and that

one day they should possess the Land of Chanaan, in which country

the Messias was to be born. This promise dispenses us from the

necessity of seeking for the Messias in any other country than
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Chanaan, or among any other people than the descendants of Abra

ham. Still this light appears to be obscure—or rather this pro

mise requires a new explanation.

Abraham has seven children, of whom the eldest are Isaac and

Ismael. Which of them will be the father of the Messias ? A

new illumination becomes necessary : we are not kept long in sus

pense waiting for it. A general famine takes place in the Land of

Chanaan, where Isaac dwells. He has a mind, therefore, to go into

another country. At this moment he is visited by the Lord, and

informed that he is the heir of the great promise, and that the Mes-

sias shall be born of him. "Go no farther, Isaac," said the God

of Abraham to him; "remain in the country that I will show

thee. Thou shalt abide in this land, and I will be with thee. All

these vast and beautiful regions I give thee, and I will put thy

descendants in possession of them. I will make thy posterity as

numerous as the stars of heaven. All the nations of the earth shall

be blessed in Him who shall be born of thee."

The preceding promise informed us that the Messias should be

born in the family of Abraham. Among all the children of the

holy patriarch, Isaac is now designated by this third promise as the

father of the future Deliverer. Accordingly, the descendants of

Ismael and of the other children of Abraham are set aside : this is

a new light. But fresh clouds will soon require a further explana

tion. For Isaac has two sons, Esau and Jacob. Which of the two

shall be the father of the Messias? The sequel will let us know.

After twenty years of barrenness, Rebecca, Isaac's wife, brings

forth two sons into the world. While she was still bearing them,

the children struggled with each other in her womb. Affrighted,

she consulted the Lord, who answered her : " Thou carriest in thy

womb two children, of whom one shall be the head of a great people.

They will be enemies to each other: the elder will be subject to

the younger, and the posterity of the latter will be over that of the

former." By this answer, God made known to Rebecca that Abra

ham's blessing, to which the promise of the Messias was attached,

should rest on the younger in preference to the elder.

When the twins were grown, Esau became an expert hunter:

he was always in the field. Jacob, on the contrary, a mild and

gentle character, remained at home; Esau was the elder. Now,

among the rights of his primogeniture might be regarded that of a

spiritual alliance with God and that of transmitting to his descen*

dants the blessing promised to Abraham and Isaac : this blessing

chiefly regarded the Messias. But the Lord, who is the Master of

His gifts, had resolved to bestow this honour on the younger.

Jacob was informed of theso matters by his mother. Full of
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gratitude, he neglected no occasion to correspond with the will of

the First of Fathers, and to secure for himself the possession of a

title which already belonged to him. ,

One day, Esau having gone a-hunting, Jacob had prepared a mess

of pottage for his evening meal. Late in the day Esau arrived

exceedingly faint, at the moment when the food was ready. " I

am worn out," he said to his brother ; " give me speedily this dish

which thou hast prepared." " I will not give it to thee," said

Jacob ; " but, if thou art willing, I will sell it to thee for thy

birthright."

There appeared little proportion between a dish of lentils and a

right of this kind ; but Jacob sought to promote his own welfare by

it. He did not think it was taking an advantage of the necessities

of his brother, but seizing an occasion of executing the designs of

God. The bargain was made, however unexpectedly. "I shall

die," replied Esau, " if I do not this moment obtain what I ask,

and what will my birthright avail me?" And he sold it, ate his

dish of lentils, and went his way, thinking little of what he had done.

And I, who read these lines, have not I sometimes like another

new Esau sold my right to heaven for less than a dish of lentils,

and, after this shameful sale, have I not slept tranquilly, thinking

little of what I have done ?

God had promised to Abraham that the Redeemer should be

born of the der.bend.ints of Isaac; and it was supposed, as we have

seen, that this honour was reserved for the eldest of the family.

Accordingly, in selling his birthright, Esau renounced the inesti

mable happiness of giving the Messias to the world. Hence it

happens that St. Paul terms him profane, for having sold, and at

such a vile price, a thing so holy as the privilege peculiar to the

first-born.

Meanwhile Isaac attained the age of 137 years. His great age,

and the almost total loss of his sight, admonished him that the day

of his death was not far distant. He desired, in accordance with

the practice observed in families where God was known, to give hia

last blessing to his children.

Rebecca was not ignorant of the importance of this action : she

took care not to let the moment of rendering it favourable to Jacob

escape. She knew, moreover, the will of God, who was pleased

that the privileges of the elder should fall to the younger. The

matter was begun by the voluntary renunciation of Esau himself ;

but it should be confirmed by the blessing of Isaac.

Isaac then commanded Esau to go a-hunting, and to bring him

something to eat, that, having taken his repast, he might bless hia

first-born son. Esau set out. Unfortunately for him there was one
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person too many present at the conversation : Rebecca heard it,

and profited of it without loss of time. She called Jacob. " Run,

my son," she said, " to the nock, and bring me two of the best

kids; I will prepare them for thy father as I know that he likes

them; and thou wilt present them to him, in order that having

eaten of them he may bless thee." The matter seemed to present

no difficulty to Rebecca; not so with Jacob. " Dost thou forget,"

he said to his mother, " that my brother is covered with hair, and

I am not so ? If my father, to make sure who is near him, should

chance to touch me, be will not fail to know me ; he will imagine

that I have been mocking him, and, instead of his blessing, I shall

draw his curse upon me." "No, my son," answered Rebecca,

" thou hast nothing to fear ; I will take all the danger on myself."

Jacob obeyed her.

When all was ready, she put tho garments of Esau on Jacob, and

covered his hands and neck with the skins of the kids, so that, with

the exception of the voice, he was the image of his brother. In

this condition, Jacob carried what had been prepared to his father.

Disguising himself at first as well as he could, he said only these

two words : " My father." "I hear," said Isaac ; "it is one ol

my sons, but which of the two ?" " It is thine elder son Esau,"

said Jacob ;' " eat of my venison." Isaac appeared not to be fully

satisfied about the matter. "Come near," he said, "that I may

touch thee, and be certain that thou art my son Esau." This was

a critical moment ; and, if the Lord had not shortened the lime of

trial, Jacob could not have escaped. He drew nigh, and Isaac

touched him. "Asforthe voice," said the holy old man, "itisindeed

the voice of Jacob, but the hands are the hands of Esau. Art thou

truly my son Esau ?" " Yes, I am," replied Jacob. Then the

holy old man embraced him, and blessed him. Jacob immediately

withdrew.1

t 8t. Augustine shows in an admirable manner that the conduct of Jacob

it altogether mysterious, and exempt from lying. The saint further observes

that Isaac knew what he was doing, because he acted under the inspiration of

the Holy Ghost, who revealed to him the mysterious figure of which he was

the instrument. " If he had been deceived," says the great doctor, " why

would he not, recovering from his error, have cursed the disrespectful son

who had sported with him ? And yet he confirms tho blessing which he has

given."

He adds: "That no one might accuse Jacob of a lie, the Scripture is

careful to inform us of his simplicity and artlcssncss. Moreover, he could say

in all truth that he was Esau, that is, the elder son, since he had the rights of

the first-born, both by the election of God and the contract made between him

and his brother. Finallv, we must take the word dolus in the sense of figure.
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Scarcely had ho gone out from his father's presence, when Esau

arrived. Learning what had passed, he became furious, and swore

to take his brother's life. Isaac adored the designs of God, and did

not revoke his blessing. Rebecca made Jacob set out for Mesopo

tamia, in order to be secure from his brother's vengeance. Isaac

gave him the same advice as Rebecca, with a renewal of the bless

ing, and recommended him to choose a wife in the country to which

ho was going.

Jacob departed at once. He walked alone. One day, as he

advanced with all speed, darkness overtook him. The weather was

beautiful : he resolved to pass the night in the open air. The son

of Isaac was not delicate. The bare earth served him for a bed ;

he placed a stone under his head for a pillow, and slept tranquilly.

This was the moment which the Lord had selected to invest him in

a certain manner with the dignity of patriarch, as his father Isaac

and grandfather Abraham had been invested before him. Suddenly

he was visited by a mysterious dream and the most consoling reve

lation. He saw a ladder, the foot of which rested on the earth,

while its top reached to heaven. Angels ascended and descended

on it ; the God of angels and of men was seen leaning on its top.

"Jacob," said the Lord, '' I am the God of thy fathers, the God of

Abraham and Isaac. The land on which thou restest I will give

to thee and to thy descendants."

In order to show the immutability of His word, it is always at

the moment when the patriarchs are leaving the Land of Chanaan

that God promises to fix them and their posterity in it. It is

necessary that in this land the forefathers of the Messias should

dwell, for it is here that the Messias shall be born. " The number

of thy descendants," adds the Lord, " shall be as countless as the

sands of the earth. All nations shall be blessed in thee, and in the

Son who shall be born of thee. Thou art travelling towards a

strange country ; but I will bring thee back into this land which

Dolus in proprietate fraus ; in flgura, ipsa figura. Omnia enim figurata et

ullezorica lectio vel locutio, aliud videtur sonare carnnliter, aliud insimmrc

ppirituulitcr. Hanc ergo figuram doli nomine, appellavit. Quid est ergo

venit cum dolo ct abstulit benedictvmem tttam ! Quia figuratum erat quod

as ebatur, ideo dictum est, irnit aim dolo. Nam ille doloso homini benedic-

sionein non confirmaret, cui debebatur justa maledictio. Non ergo erat rerus

ille dolus? maxima quia non est mentitus dicendo, ego aum filiut tmu major

Esau. Jam enim pact us erat ille cum fratre suo, et vendiderat primogenita

tua. Hoc se dixit habere patri quod emerat a fratre : quod ille perdiderat, in

latum transierut. Ideo eciens hoc in mysterio Isaac, con6rmarit benedic-

tionem." (Serm. iv, n. 22; De Civ. Dei, 1. xri, c. xxxrii ; Quest, ad Gen.

zxrr.)
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I have promised to thy fathers, and which I reserve for thy

children."

Such was the fourth promise of the Messias. It teaches us that

we must look for Him in the family of Jacob. Esau and his de

scendants are put aside : the search, accordingly, becomes easier

and easier. The veil, which hides the great mystery, rises little

by little, and we walk confidently towards the term whither God

conducts us.

Jacob awakes, and, full of fear and gratitude, prostrates himself

on the earth. " How terrible," he says, "is this place I This is

no other than the house of God and the gate of heaven." Then,

taking his staff, he continues his journey.

Arrived in Mesopotamia, he drew near the city of Haran, the

abode of his uncle Laban. The manners of the inhabitants of

Haran had not changed during the hundred years since Rebecca

left it to become the wife of Isaac. The young maidens of the

most respectable families in the place still guided the flocks.

The condition of a shepherd or shepherdess presenting nothing but

innocence to these people, it was regarded as exceedingly honour

able. Jacob, having reached the neighbourhood of Haran, saw a

well, near which three flocks of sheep rested themselves during the

great heat of the day. This well was a kind of chief reservoir,

from which the water was distributed by little canals ; it was care-

fully covered with a largo stone. Jacob approached some shep

herds, and said to them: "Brethren, whence are you?" "We

are of Haran," they answered. " Do you know Laban, tho son of

Nachor ?" " We do indeed." " Is he well ?" " Yes, he is well ;

and here is Bachel, his daughter, coming with his flock."

The conversation continued, till Rachel arrived with her father's

flocks. Jacob, who knew that she was his cousin, hastened to

remove the stone from the well. When the sheep had drunk, Jacob

saluted Rachel, and tears flowed from his eyes. " I am," said he

to her, " the son of Rebecca, thy father's sister." Rachel wished

to hear nothing more. She ran home, and, almost out of breath,

told her father of the meeting that had taken place. Laban, at the

name of Jacob, his sister's son, came out to meet the traveller.

Embracing him tenderly, he held him a long time in his arms, and

then led him into his house.

In accordance with the directions of Isaac, Jacob asked his

cousin in marriage. The proposal was accepted : Rachel was pro

mised. But it cost Jacob fourteen years of painful labour, spent in

the service of Laban, to obtain her. He then returned to Isaac,

bringing with him his numerous and wealthy family. It was during

this journey that, in a mysterious conflict with an angel, Jacob
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received the name of Israel, which means prevailing with God.

Hence, his descendants are termed Israelites, or the children of

Israel. Isaac died soon afterwards ; and his two sons, Jacob and

Esau, buried him in the double cave in the valley of Mambre,

beside his wife Rebecca, his mother Sara, and his father

Abraham.

God led Jacob through many adventures, in order to represent

to us in ample detail the life of the Messias, of whom this patriarch

is a most admirable figure. Thus, by the order of his father, Jacob

goes into a distant country to seek a spouse ; our Lord, by the order

of His Father, passes over the immense distance that separates

heaven from earth, to form the Church, His Spouse. Jacob, the

son of a most wealthy father, and most wealthy himself, takes the

road alone and on foot ; our Lord, the Son of God, and God Hirrv

self, and Lord of all things, descends from heaven with no other

companion than the most perfect poverty. Jacob, surprised by

nightfall, is obliged to sleep in the open air in a desert place, with

i stone for his pillow; our Lord is so poor that He has not whereon

to rest His head. The land, nevertheless, belongs to Jacob ; so als«

the whole world belongs to our Lord. Jacob, having arrived

among his friends, must undergo many painful labours to obtain

his spouse ; our Lord comes unto His own, and they know Hun

not—He must pass His life in lowly toil to form the Church, His

Spouse. Jacob sees his union blessed by the Lord—Rachel gives

him children, the future fathers of a great people ; our Lord sees

His union with the Church blessed by God the Father—the Church

gives Him innumerable children. Jacob, overcoming all diffi

culties, returns to his country and his father, bringing with him

his riches and his children ; our Lord, conquering all His enemies,

and laden with their spoils, returns to His Father in heaven, lead

ing with Him the saints of the Old Law, and opening His kingdom

to all Christians—His children. Jacob, on reaching Isaac, receives

again his father's blessing ; our Lord, on His arrival in heaven,

is welcomed by His Father with every tribute of honour and

glory.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given

me in the patriarchs such perfect models of all virtues. I thauk

Thee for the promises and the figures by which Thou didst announce

so long beforehand the Redeemer of the world. Happier than Isaac

and Jacob, we possess that which they expected. Grant that we

.•may be, if possible, more grateful and faithful than they; but we
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especially beseech Thee to revive among Christians the amiable

simplicity of manners which characterised those early times.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and* in testimony of this love, I

ahull often say, God is here

LESSON XXVI.

PROMISES AND FIGUEES OP THE MESSIAS (continued).

A Word more on the Life of the Patriarchs. The Twelve Children of Jacob.

Joseph sold by his Brothers ; taken to Egypt; raised to Glory; found

again by his Brothers. Arrival of Jacob in Egypt. Joseph, the seventh

Figure of the Atessias.

Jacob had twelve sons, who were the fathers of the twelve tribes of

the Hebrew people. The following are their names: Ruben,

Simeon, Levi, Juda, Issachar, Zabulon, Gad, Aser, Dan, Nephtali,

Joseph, and Benjamin. Jacob, like his fathers, led a pastoral life.

In order to complete the preceding explanations, let us add another

word on a life so beautiful, the account of which has so many

charms for the young. The patriarchs were free from all subjection;

and we may regard each of their families as a little state, of which the

father was the sovereign, or as a little church, of which the father was

the high priest. We see, in effect, the patriarchs offering sacrifices to

the Lord. Their riches consisted chiefly of flocks ; that is, goats,

sheep, camels, oxen, and asses; they kept neither horses nor swine.

Their wealth was very great. But, in the midst of all their

opulence, they led a most laborious life.

As they were still strangers in the Land of Chanaan, which

God reserved for their descendants, they built no houses there.

They dwelt in tents, which they raised in whatever locality they

selected to feed their flocks; on quitting the place, they took down

their tents to set them up again in some other quarter. They cou Id

undoubtedly have built cities like other people, but they preferreda

pastoral life as the most simple, and the most proper to detach men

from earth and make them look forward to a more perfect country.

Thus did God vouchsafe to teach us that the life of a Christian in this

world is only a pilgrimage.

Their repast was frugal : witness the pottage which Jacob had

prepared, andwhich so strongly tempted Esau; also, the repast which

Abraham served up to the angels, and which consisted of roast
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kid, fresh bread (baked under 4he ashes), milk, and butter. One

of their leading virtues was hospitality towards strangers. Some

times their generous persistence amounted to importunity; it became

necessary to yield to their invitations. Then the whole family

hastened to do honour to their guests, whom they looked upon as

visitors from heaven. The master washed their feet, gave his

orders, selected meats, and waited on the strangers himself.

The women did not appear on these occasions, or were only

seen with a veil, so great was the modesty that existed in those

happy times. What were the fruits of a life so little conformable to

the manners of the voluptuous and effeminate age in which we live?

Detachment from the earth, fraternal charity, exemption from

infirmities, old age, and a peaceful death. Such were the lives of

Jacob and his family : we see the same more fully exemplified in

the history of Joseph.

This most deservedly beloved son, was, with the exception of

Benjamin, the youngest of Jacob's children. Modesty, candour,

sincerity, and innocence seemed born with him. It was impossible

for Jacob not to give the preference in his heart to a child so ami

able. But, however attentive a father is to conceal his feelings,

the eyes of many brothers are too sharp not to discover the favourite.

Without intending it, Jacob roused the jealousy of his elder sons

against Joseph. A great and terrible lesson, which parents ought

never to forget ! A coat of various colours, which he had procured

for Joseph, sufficed to put them all into ill humour.

The conscientious obligation which Joseph felt of acquainting

his father with a great crime they had committed, further embit

tered their feelings. At length, what crowned their envy against

him, was the narration of two dreams that indicated his future

greatness. "It seemed to me," he said to them, "that we were

binding sheaves in a field, and that my sheaf arose and stood, while

yours bowed down before it." " What!" said his brothers, " dost

thou mean to be one day our king, and to have us subject to thy

dominion ? *' Joseph made no reply.

" A little while afterwards, he said to them again with the

same simplicity : " I saw in a dream the sun, the moon, and eleven

stars worshipping me." Jacob was a wise old man ; foreseeing the

consequences of such language, he reprimanded Joseph, and said :

" What is the meaning of this dream ? Is it that thy mother, thy

brothers, and I shall worship thee on the earth?" Joseph's

brothers were out of themselves with envy ; but Jacob, who could

not fail to perceive something mysterious in these dreams, con

sidered the affair in silence.

In a short time, the sons of the holy patriarch led their flocks
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to the pasture-lands around Sichem. Joseph was not one of the

eompany. But, in a few days, Jacob called him, and said : " Go,

and see whether thy brothers conduct themselves well, and whether

the flocks are in good condition, and return and let me know."

Joseph immediately prepared for the journey, embraced his father-

taking farewell of each other for a much longer time than either

imagined—and safely arrived at his destination. His brothers

observed him coming; the sight of him aroused their hatred.

" This is the dreamer coming," they said to one another ; " let us

kill him, and cast him into an old well: we can say that a wild

beast devoured him, and wo shall see what will become of his

dreams ? "

It would be very strange if, among so many sons of a saint,

this criminal project should pass without opposition. Ruben, the

eldest, undertook to save the innocent victim. " Ifo, do not kill

him," he said; "cast him if you will into . this well, but do not

stain your hands with his blood." He made this remark with a

view to deliver him out of their hands, and to restore him to his

father. The advice of Ruben was accepted. "While they thus dis

posed of the innocent Joseph's life, the amiable youth, full of joy

to see his brothers again, came forward with haste, running to

cast himself, without knowing it, into the arms of his murderers.

He had no sooner arrived than they seized him, pitilessly stripped

him of his long and beautiful coat, the old object of their jealousy,

and lowered him into a dry well, where he might perish of

hunger.

Then having coolly seated themselves to eat, they beheld a cara

van of Ismaelite merchants approaching them, on the way from

Galaad : 1 the travellers had their camels laden with aromatic

spices to sell in Egypt. Juda said to his brothers: "What shall

we gain by destroying this child ? After all, he is our brother, and

our own blood. Let us rather sell him to these merchants." The

others relished the proposal. Joseph was drawn up from the well,

and delivered for twenty pieces of silver to the Ismaelites, who led

him off with them into Egypt. The brothers now took his coat,

and, having dipped it in the blood of a kid, sent it to Jacob, with

the following message : " This is a coat we found; see whether it

is thy son's."

Jacob, on seeing it, exclaimed with tears: " It is my son's coat,

a cruel beast hath devoured him, a wild beast hath eaten Joseph."

He rent his garments, put on sackcloth, and for a long time be

wailed his dear Joseph. His children were not ignorant that

1 A neighbouring district of Arabia, remarkable for its ipices,
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they had wounded their father in his tenderest affections,

They gathered around him to soothe his sorrow ; but he would

admit no consolation. " I will continue to deplore his loss," he

said, " until I go to rejoin my son in the grave."

Meanwhile, the Ismaelites, having arrived in Egypt, sold Joseph

to a lord of the country, named Putiphar, the general of Pharao's

army. The modesty and comely appearance of the young slave ren

dered him very pleasing to his master. God was with him and

prospered all things in his hands. Putiphar, who was not slow to

perceive it, placed the utmost confidence in him, and surrendered to

him the superintendance of his household.

Yet these were only a sample of the favours which the God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob was preparing for Joseph, who had still to

be exposed to many trials, in which his virtue should always

triumph. The wife of Putiphar wished to make him offend God ;

but he had a horror of doing so. One day she took hold of his

mantle. Joseph, to be rid of her solicitations, fled, leaving the

garment in her hands. Mad with rage, this guilty woman accused

the innocent Joseph to her husband. Putiphar, too credulous, had

him cast into the prison destined for state criminals. The Lord

accompanied Joseph into this dark abode, and made him find grace

with the governor, who placed him over all the other prisoners.

Among these were the king's chief butler and chief baker.

Both had similar dreams one night, with which they were much

troubled. Joseph interpreted the dreams for them : informing the

first that in three days he should be restored to his office, when, it

was fondly to be hoped, he would not forget his friend ; and the

second, that in three days he should be put to death. Everything

came to pass as Joseph had foretold.

If gratitude were a virtue common among the favourites of for

tune and the great ones of the world, Joseph might have flattered

himself with the prospect of a speedy deliverance from his bondage ;

but the chief butler, elated with prosperity, forgot the benefactor

who had inspired him with hope in his abandonment. The vir

tuous prisoner had yet to wait two years for the end of his disgrace.

At length, the moment of his delivery arrived.

The king of Egypt saw in a dream seven lean kine consume

seven fat kine, and seven thin and blasted ears of corn consume

seven full and fair ears. This vision disturbed the mind of the

monarch. When morning was come, he ordered all the seers of

Egypt to be brought into his palace. He detailed to them his

dreams, but the diviners were utterly unable to give him any

explanation. Then it was that the chief butler remembered Joseph,

and told Pharaoh of him. The king sent for him immediately. The
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young interpreter listened to the narrative of the dreams. " The

two dreams," answered Joseph, " mean the same thing. The seven

fat kine and the seven full ears denote seven years of plenty ; the

seven lean kine and the seven thin ears denote, on the contrary,

seven years of scarcity that are to follow. Let the king, then,

choose a wise and able man, to whom he may confide his authority

for the general welfare of the country during the approaching

crisis. Let this principal minister have other officers under him,

who may establish granaries in all the cities of the kingdom.

Let them purchase and store, for the benefit and by the authority

of the king, the fifth part of all the corn that may be gathered in

abundance. This will be a safe resource during the seven years

of famine that will afterwards desolate the country. If thou

neglectest these precautions, the corn will be sold to thy neigh

bours, and wasted, and thy subjects will die of starvation."

"Where can we find a man wiser or more skilful than thyself?

exclaimed Pharao ; " I appoint thee therefore over my kingdom :

all my subjects shall be subject to thee : I alone shall be above

thee." Saying these words, the king took his ring from his finger

and placed it on Joseph's. He also ordered a robe of fine linen

to be brought to him ; put a chain of gold round his neck ; and

made him occupy the chariot that immediately followed his own .

A herald went before, exclaiming with a loud voice : "L J every

one bend the knee to Joseph, and know that Pharaoh has mauo him

governor throughout the whole land of EgyptJ" Pharao also

changed Joseph's name to another, which meant Saviour of the

world. Joseph was only thirty years of age when he was presented

to Pharaoh, and, from being an unfortunate captive, he became the

favourite of the king and the ruler of the kingdom. No sooner was

he in possession of his dignities than with a suitable equipage he

travelled through the provinces, and established granaries in every

city. Thanks to his prudent economy, Egypt became the nurse of

innumerable unfortunates, who, otherwise, must have perished of

hunger and misery.

Among the number of families who suffered from the general

dearth, was that of Jacob particularly. They still dwelt in the land

of Chanaan, where the famine began to be severely felt even from

the very first year. Jacob called his children and told them to go

into Egypt and buy corn. They all set out except Benjamin, the

youngest, whom Jacob kept near himself.

Arrived at the capital, it was necessary to present themselves

before the viceroy, who desired to be informed of everything. They

were admitted in their turn to an audience with him. The ten

strangers humbly prostrated themselves at his feet ; Joseph recognised
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them. He was then thirty-eight years old ; and, during tne

twenty-two years that had elapsed since his separation from his

family, he had changed very much in his appearance. His brothers,

therefore, did not know him. Joseph assumed a stern look of

authority, and, addressing them as suspicious characters, put two

questions to them : " Whence do you come and what do you want ?"

" We come," they said, " from the land of Chanaan to buy corn."

As Joseph mused on them in the most submissive posture at his

feet, he remembered the dreams that he had had long ago, and

interiorly adored the wondrous ways of Providence. "You are far

from being what you pretend to be," he said to them ; " you are

spies, sent out to view the unprotected parts of the kingdom."

"No, my lord," they answered, trembling ; "it is not so. Thy

servants are come hither to buy corn ; we are all the children of

one father ; we have no evil intention."

Joseph, who wished to know whether his father Jacob and his

young brother Benjamin were still alive, continued to exhibit

towards them the same suspicions. " You are deceiving me," he

said ; " you are spies." The suspicion of the minister threw the

brothers into a state of strange embarrassment : they did not know

how to act in order to satisfy him. One among them, taking up

the word, said, with every appearance of candour: "We thy

servants are twelve brothers, all the children of one man, who

dwells in the land of Chanaan ; the youngest is at home with our

father, another is dead, and thou beholdest the remaining tea at

thy feet."

Joseph was satisfied ; but he had his mind made up not to

appear so. "That is just what I say," he answered; "you are

spies. I wish to be quite sure of the matter; so, by the health of

Pharaoh, you shall not depart hence until I see the young brother of

whom you have told me, and who, if he were here, as he is

assuredly more sincere, would acquaint me with the intrigues

of your journey. Choose one of yourselves to go for this boy.

As for the rest, they can remain in chains until I am fully en

lightened as to the truth or falsehood of your assertions." Joseph,

however, was content with detaining one of the ten as a hostage :

this was Simeon. He allowed the other nine to depart.

For the first time, perhaps, during twenty years they made

serious reflections on the cause of their misfortune. "We well

deserve," they said, "the evils that have befallen us. They are

the just punishment of the cruelty that we exercised towards

our brother. He wept at our feet ; he besought our compassion ; we

would not hear him, and now Heaven takes vengeance on us ''

" T warned you of it" added Ruben ; " did I not say to yon :
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do no evil to the boy? you would not listen to me; and now

God demands his blood."

This conversation took place in the presence of Joseph. As

he had previously spoken to them by an interpreter, they did

not suppose that he understood them. They set out at length

and returned to Jacob. They informed him of all that had taken

place. " The chief minister," they added, "commanded us to bring

Benjamin to him ; if we do not, he will regard us all as traitors,

put Simeon to death, and give us no more corn." " I am truly un

fortunate," said the holy old man ; " if I am to believe you, I shall

soon see myself without any children. I have already lost Joseph ;

Simeon is a prisoner in Egypt ; and now you wish me to abandon

Benjamin to you."

Still the famine continued ; it was therefore necessary, unless

they were to perish of starvation, to let Benjamin go. But

Juda promised to answer for his life. They started on their

journey with the boy and arrived in Egypt. Their first care

was to visit the minister and to request an audience. Joseph

granted it in due course, and brought forth Simeon from prison,

that all might be witnesses of the scene that should ensue. At the

appointed hour, Joseph entered the hall, and the strangers were

admitted. He saluted them, saying : " How is your father, of

whom you told me ? Is he still alive and well P" They answered

him : " Our father is still alive and well."

Uttering these words, they made a profound bow, and awaited a

new question. Joseph sought out Benjamin, for this was the be

loved child, a son of Rachel like himself, who held the first place

in his affections. Having singled him out among the rest : "Is

not this," he said, pointing to him, " the young brother of whom

you told me ?" Without waiting for an answer, he added : " May

God bless thee, my son !" He could no longer refrain from an

expression of his feelings ; his whole soul was moved ; his tears

began to flow and in a little while his secret should escape with them.

He retired quickly into another apartment and allowed his tears to

flow abundantly.

His heart being relieved thus, he washed his face and re

appeared with so much ease of manner that no one observed his

emotion : he then ordered dinner to be served up. But his brothers

had not yet reached the end of the trials to which he had resolved

to subject them. He directed his steward to fill their sacks with

corn, and to place in the mouth of each sack the money which they

had brought for it. "Another thing thou shalt do," he added, "is

this : thou shalt hide in the sack of the youngest, along with the price

vol. i. 26
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of the corn, the silver cup which I am accustomed to use."

Joseph's order was executed.

Next morning the travellers set out joyfully on their way home

to Jacob. Already they were out of the city when Joseph called

his steward, and said to him: "Go quickly after the strangers;

stop them, and ask : Why have you returned good for evil ? The

cup which you have stolen is that which is specially used by my

master." The messenger speedily overtook the travellers. Their

surprise was extraordinary, when they heard him accusing them ot

stealing a silver cup. " If anyone among us," they exclaimed,

" be found guilty of such a crime, we agree that he shall be put

to death, and that the others shall remain thy slaves for the rest

of their days." With these words, everyone opened his sack. The

officer inspected them all, beginning with that of the eldest; and he

found the cup in Benjamin's sack.

Hereupon, they rent their garments, and reloading their beasts

of burden, determined to return and cast themselves at the feet of

the viceroy. He awaited them in the same apartment where

they had bidden him farewell. They prostrated themselves, with

their faces to the ground, to hear in this humble posture the

sentence which their judge should pass upon them. Joseph ap

peared with an air of authority calculated to terrify the guilty

and even to disconcert the innocent. He addressed them some

severe reproaches, and concluded by resolving to hold Benjamin

in prison. Juda, speaking in the name of the brothers, be

sought him to let the youth go; otherwise, their father should

die of sorrow.

This was too much for the heart of Joseph. He directed all the

Egyptians to withdraw. When he found himself alone with hia

brothers, he allowed his tears to flow freely. Then, raising his voice,

he said : "I am Joseph your brother; is my father yet living ?"

At these words, Joseph's brothers, struck with terror, remained

dumb. With a gentleness that might calm their fears, Joseph

added : " Come nearer to me. I am Joseph, your brother, whom

you sold, and who was led into Egypt ; fear nothing. It was for

your sake that the Lord sent me before you into Egypt. Return

in all haste to my father, and say to him : Thus saith thy son

Joseph : The Lord hath made me master of all Egypt : come

down to me, linger not." With these words, Joseph cast his arms

round Benjamin's neck. They remained a long time in each

other's embraces, shedding sweet tears. Joseph next em

braced his other brothers. He presented them with waggons and

provisions for their journey, adding rich presents for themselves

and Jacob.
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They reached the holy old man in safety. " Thy son Joseph is

not dead," they said to him ; " it is he who governs the whole laud

of Egypt." At these words, Jacob appeared like a man suddenly

awaking from a profound sleep : he could hardly believe what he

had heard. However, when he saw the waggons that had arrived,

and the magnificent presents that his son had sent to him, he

exclaimed : " It is enough ! Since Joseph my son is still alive, I

will go and see him before I die."

Joseph has always been regarded, and with much reason, as one

of the most beautiful figures of the Messias. In effect, Joseph is

the well-beloved son of his father; our Lord is the well-beloved

Son of God, His Father. Jacob is clad with a garment of various

colours : he has dreams which prefigure his future greatness, and

on this account becomes an object of jealousy to his brethren ; our

Lord is adorned with all kinds of virtues: to the Jews, His

brethren, He announces His future greatness, and on this account

He becomes the object of their hatred and persecution. Joseph is

sent to his brethren; our Lord is sent to men, His brethren.

Joseph, having reached his brethren, is ill-treated by them—they

resolve to put him to death—they sell him to foreign merchants;

our Lord having come to the Jews, His brethren, is ill-treated by

them—is sold by Judas—is delivered to the Romans, who put Him to

death. Joseph, being sold, is led into Egypt, and becomes the master

of the kingdom ; our Lord, being sold and humiliated, receives as a

reward all power in heaven and on earth. Joseph, condemned for

a crime which he has not committed, is cast into prison; our Lord,

condemned for crimes which He has not committed, is cast into

chains and led away to death. The imprisoned Joseph is found in

company with two State criminals—he announces deliverance to

one and death to the other; our Lord is found on the cross between

two malefactors—He promises the glory of paradise to one and

leaves the other in a state of damnation. Joseph passes from the

depths of a prison to the height of glory, even to the steps of

Pharao's throne ; our Lord passes from the cross to the summit of

the highest heavens. Joseph saves Egypt from a great famine;

our Lord saves the world dying from ignorance of the truth.

Joseph is proclaimed the Saviour of Egypt, and received with the

utmost honour from one end of the kingdom to the other; our Lord

is proclaimed the Saviour of the World, and adored, blessed, and

glorified from one end of the earth to the other. Joseph is called

Saviour of the world by strangers, before being acknowledged such

by his own brethren ; our Lord is acknowledged Saviour of the

World by the Gentiles, before being so by the Jews, His own

brethren. As long as Joseph's brethren do not come to ask him for
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corn, they are exposed to the danger of perishing of hunger; while

the Jews delay to be converted to Jesus Christ they must endure a

famine of truth, they must remain the slaves of error. Joseph's

brethren at length decide on visiting Egypt ; towards the end of

time the Jews will decide on returning to Jesus Christ, by embracing

Christianity. In fine, Joseph recognised by his brethren, pardons

them, embraces them, and makes them happy; our Lord, acknow

ledged by the Jews as their Saviour, will forgive them, and load

them with blessings.

This figure confirms a preceding one in which we saw that the

Saviour should be persecuted by His brethren. It tells us, besides,

that He will be condemned for a crime which He has not com

mitted ; it traces for us the order in which nations will be con

verted—first the Gentiles, and then the Jews—and it shows us the

goodness with which the Saviour will pardon His enemies.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee with my whole heart

for having revealed to the world its Redeemer under so touching a

figure. I adore that infinite wisdom which, according to the

necessities of times, added some touches to the divine picture of the

Saviour Grant me, 0 my God ! the innocence, the meekness, and

the humility of Joseph, and a charity like his for those who

injure me.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

banish every sentiment ofjealousy from my heart.

LESSON XXVII.

raosnsEs aitd eigubes of the messias (continued).

Jacob goes to Egypt. Fifth Promise of the Messias made to Juda. Burial

of Jacob in the sepulchre of Abraham. Death of Joseph. Birth of

Moses; he is saved and educated by the daughter of Pharao; he retires

into the desert of Madian ; he is ordered by God to deliver His people.

Vocation of Aaron. Plagues of Egypt, l'he Paschal Lamb, the eighth

Figure of the Messias.

The family of Jacob, consisting of thirty persons, assembled under

the command of the holy patriarch, and departed from the Valley



of Mambre for Betbsabee, or the "Well of the Oath, situated not far

from the river that separated Egypt from the Land of Chanaan.

Jacob rested here to consult the Lord. A touching example!

which shows us how we ought never to undertake anything of

importance without invoking the light of heaven. " Fear not,"

said the God of his fathers to him ; "go down into Egypt ; I will

multiply thy posterity there, and I will recall them thence to

establish them with glory in the land which I have promised

thee !" Strengthened by this revelation, the patriarch advanced

towards the capital of Egypt. When he was within a few leagues

of it, he directed his son Juda to go before, and acquaint Joseph

of his arrival. Joseph was no sooner informed of his father's

arrival, than he procured his chariot and went forth to meet him.

He cast his arms round the holy old man's neck, and bedewed him

with his tears. He then conducted him with all his brothers, to

Pharao.

Jacob honoured the kings of the earth as men invested with the

authority of God, though his single title of patriarch and head of

the holy family placed him far above them. The holy man, having

therefore saluted the king, said to him with a dignity becoming

his advanced age and his glorious destiny : " May the Lord m y

God enrich thee with His blessings and grant thee many happv

years I" The king, in his turn, inquired the old man's age

" The days of my pilgrimage on the earth are a hundred and thirty

years," said Jacob : "short and evil days, which are little in com»

parison with the long lives of my forefathers." After this brief

interview Joseph took leave of the king, who presented to Jacob

and his family the rich province of Gessen, one of the most fertile

in Egypt. It was here that the children of Israel dwelt, and mul

tiplied so rapidly.

Jacob lived for seventeen years more. Having nothing further

to desire on earth since his discovery of Joseph, he beheld the

approach of his last hour with tranquillity. When he could no

longer move from his bed he was visited by Joseph, from whom he

obtained a promise that he should not be buried in Egypt but be

carried to the Land of Chanaan and laid in the tomb of Isaac and

Abraham. Joseph besought him to rest assured of the fulfilment

of his last wishes.

Jacob, seeing the end of his life at hand, did not delay to conse*

crate his last moments with one of the most memorable prophecies

that ever the Lord inspired. Having assembled his twelve sons

around his bed, he announced to them what should happen to their

descendants, the different conditions in which they should find

themselves after their establishment in the Promised Land, and the
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peculiar characteristics that should distinguish each of the twelve

tribes of which they were to be the roots.

He soon came to Juda. Suddenly the holy patriarch appeared

quite changed. Congratulating Juda with a holy delight on the

future greatness of his tribe, he spoke to him in this manner :

" Juda ! thy brethren shall praise thee; thy hand shall be on the

necks of thine enemies ; the children of thy father shall prostrate

themselves before thee I The sceptre shall not depart from Juda

until He comes, who is to be sent, and who shall be called the

Expectation of Nations."

(a.) This prophetical promise confirms what preceding ones

told us of the Redeemer, foreshadowed from the beginning of the

world. It informs us that He shall be the expectation and the

salvation of all nations : the conversion of the Gentiles is the grand

characteristic by which He shall be especially recognised. (>.)

This celebrated oracle of Jacob is not limited, like preceding ones,

to a mere prediction of the Saviour, the expectation of nations : it

also determines the time in which He shall appear. It will be when

the Sovereign Power, denoted by the sceptre, shall have ceased in

the house of Juda.1 Precious words I which enable us to see so

1 The ChaldawParaphrases, the most ancient Jewish doctors, the most learned

rabbins of every period, have alwajs applied and still unanimously apply this

oracle of Jacob to the Messias. (See itummm Fidci,jp. 1, c. xiv.) It is the

same with all tbe Fathers of the Church in both the Bast and the West. To

comprehend well its meaning and to remove thereby all the difficulties of un

believers, it is necessary to remark that the word sceptre does not always refer

to royalty in the strict sense of the term. It only expresses a pre-eminence, an

authority corresponding to that of the various states of the nation. All

interpreters agree on this point.

Consequently, Jacob predicts to Juda : (a) a superiority of strength over

his brethren, comparing him to a lion ; (6) a larger and richer share in tbe

Promised Land than any of his brethren, denoted by the abundance of milk and

wine ; (c) authority, represented by the sceptre or baton of command ; (d) the

privilege of giving birth to the Messias ; (e) the supplying of chiefs or magis

trates from his tribe, until the Envoy of God Should com* to gather the peoples)

together again.

The Jews do not deny any one of these circumstances, and all have been

exactly fulfilled.

1. The tribe of Juda was always the most numerous : we see it by the enu

merations that were made in the desert, and by the pre-eminence that was

assigned to this tribe at various epochs. (Num., f, 27—nvi. 22 ; Dent., zxziii.

2. In the division of the Promised Land, it had the largest share, and was

placed in the middle ; it contained in its portion, the city of Jerusalem, the

capital of the nation—the vineyards of whose environs were celebrated.

3. Always the most powerful, even under Saul, it took, after his death,

David for its king and formed a separate state. Under Roboam, it continued

a kingdom apart under its own name of Juda ; it often coped with the ten
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clearly at the present day that Jesus, the Son of Mary, is the Divine

Messias promised hy the dying Jacob, (c.) This promise delivers us

from another matter of considerable embarrassment. We know ac

cording to the preceding promises, that the Messias should be born of

Jacob; but Jacob has twelve sons: which of them shall be the

ancestor of the Redeemer ? The prophecy of the good old man

removes our doubts : it sets eleven of the tribes aside and instructs

ua to look for the Messias in the tribe of Juda.

Jacob does not stop here. To prove to his children the truth of

this wonderful prophecy, he adds a second regarding Juda, that

should be accomplished a long time before the first. " 0 Juda, my

son!" he says, " how fertile and well chosen will be thy portion in

the promised land ! Vines will be its riches, and wine, as common

as water, may be used for the washing of thy garments!" All is

verified to the letter. Henceforward, the tribe of Juda is always,

even before it gives kings to its people, the richest, the most

numerous, and the most powerful of all the tribes.

Having given these excellent instructions to his children, Jacob

died peacefully in their midst, absorbed in the thought and the

tribes. During the captivity of Babylon it preserved its own government, its

own administration ; as is proved by the histories of Susanna and Daniel, and

the book of Esther, c. xvi. where it is expressly stated that the Jews had retained

their own laws. After the captivity it continued to uphold in the body of the

nation its own laws and magistrates; its authority is so well established and

clearly admitted that the residue of the tribes Levi and Benjamin are incor-

5orated with it, and all become so amalgamated that henceforward the name of

evu, or children of Juda, becomes the common title of the whole race of

Jacob.

4. Still later, under the Machabees or Asmonean kings, so called from As-

moneus, their grandfather, of the tribe of Levi, the tribe of Juda still preserved

its authority and pre-eminence. For this tribe included with itself alone nearly

the whole Jewish nation: and the nation willingly selected chiefs from it, and

from it issued all acts of authority. The government next rested in the hands

of the Jewish senate and people, in whose name the kings acted. This is

proved by the First Book of Machabees, xii. 16; the writings of Josephus, the

Jewish historian, 1. xi. c. iv ; and the letter of Antiochus to the Jews (2 Mack.,

xi.) : " King Antiochus to the Senate of the Jews, and to the rest of the Jews,

greeting."

5. Under the Romans the power of Juda was greatly shaken ; it received

an additional check on the nomination of Herod ; finally, it was annihilated at

the destruction of Jerusalem. Therefore, at this epoch, the Messias was come.

Up to this point the tribe had preserved its genealogies, its possessions, its pre

eminence ; but now the Messias was come, and His gospel gathered the peoples

of Juda together again into a new church, of which the tribe of Juda was only

a figure.

Therefore, the oracle of Jacob has been fulfilled to the letter. (See Liber-

mann, t. i. ; Bergier, art. Juda ; C )rnel. a Lap., in Gen., cxlix.)
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desire of that Redeemer whom God had promised to him, and of

whom he was both a figure and a prophet. Accordingly, he

exclaimed in his last moments: "I will expect, 0 Lord, the Messias,

whom Thou art to send ! " Joseph had the body of the holy

patriarch embalmed, and conveyed with great pomp into the Land

of Chanaan, where it was buried by the side of Abraham and

Isaac.

Joseph himself did not long survive his father. The eminent

services that he had rendered to Egypt were quickly forgotten :

so little can we rely on the gratitude of men ! A new king ascended

the throne. Alarmed on beholding the rapid multiplication of

Jacob's children, and the formation of a distinct people within his

realm, he resolved to enfeeble them by laying upon them the

heaviest burdens. This means did not succeed to a degree com

mensurate with his desires. He then formed a resolution well

worthy of a tyrant. He ordered all the sons of the Hebrews to be

put to death immediately after their birth. But what can the

malice of men accomplish against the Lord or against those whom

He protects ? We shall see by-and-by that this cruelty shall turn

to Pharao's ruin.

One day, the daughter of this king went down to the banks of the

river to bathe. She noticed among the sedges a basket covered

with pitch and carefully concealed. She told one of her waiting-

maids to bring it to her. On opening it, she found a little infant

weeping. She had compassion on it. " This," said she, "is one

of the babes of the Hebrews." Mary, the infant's sister, who bad

remained at some distance awaiting the result, heard the words of

the princess. " If thou desirest it," said she, drawing nigh, " I

will go and call one of the Hebrew women to come and take care of

this child." " Go," answered the princess. The little girl ran and

called her mother. The daughter of Pharao said to her : " Nurse

this child for me, and I will reward thee." She thus adopted him:

and named him Moses, that is, savedfrom the wattrs. When well

grown, he was sent to the princess, and brought up even in the

midst of Pharao's court.

After a time, Moses, who was not ignorant of the circumstances

of his birth, began to groan within himself on beholding bis

brethren in a state of slavery : he resolved to deliver them. The

Lord Himself, who had chosen Moses for the accomplishment of

this memorable deliverance, inspired him with the design of

quitting the court of Pharao and retiring into the land of Madian.

Moses spent here forty years, employed, like the patriarchs,

in the care of numerous flocks, which belonged to Gethro, his

father-in-law. One day, having advanced a considerable distance
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Into the desert, he came to the foot of a high but fertile mountain,

named Horeb. Here the Lord suddenly appeared to him in the

midst of a burning bush. The Almighty assumed the figure of a

bright flame, shining with a soft brilliancy, and apparently not con

suming either the branches or the leaves. Moses, astonished, said to

himself: " I will go and see this wonder; I will examine how it is

that the bush, all on fire as it seems, is not consumed."

He was drawing nigh, when the Lord, who wished to make

him regard this apparition with all that profound respect which

his awful Majesty demands, began to speak ; " Moses, Moses,'' He

said, " beware of approaching too near this bush ! Take off thy

shoes from thy feet, for the ground on which thou treadest is holy. I

am the God of Abraham and of Jacob.'' Moses, trembling, covered

hie face. "I have beheld the affliction of my people," continued

the Lord ; " the time to deliver them from slavery and to lead

them into the rich land which I promised to their fathers is come.

Prepare thyself, for thou art the man whom I have chosen to set

My people free from the slavery of Egypt."

Moses excused himself for a long time: modesty and humility

are always the virtues, that distinguish the greatest men as well

as the greatest saints. " The Hebrews will not believe me,"

he observed, "but will say it ia not true: ' The Lord hath not

appeared to thee.'" "Well I" said the Lord, "I will give thee

something to convince the incredulous. What is it that thou

holdest in thy hand ?" " It is a rod," answered Moses. " Throw

it on the ground," said the Lord. Moses obeyed, and immediately

the rod was changed into a frightful serpent, from which he fled

alarmed. " Fear not," said God to his servant; "take hold of it

by the end of the tail." Moses did so, and found that he held in his

hand the rod now in its natural state which he had just let fall.

That which has been wrought before thee," added the Lord,

" thou shalt work again in presence of the Hebrews, and they shall

know by this sign that the God who hath appeared to thee is the

God of their fathers, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. If

this miracle be not sufficient, here is another that will convince

them. Thou shalt take before them the water of the river, and

they shall see it forthwith changed into blood. Aaron, thy

brother, will assist thee in the ministry which I have confided to

thee."

The Lord also spoke to Aaron, who was in Egypt. " Depart,"

He said, " from this country without delay ; go into the desert

and meet thy brother Moses : he will acquaint thee with my de

signs over both thee and him." Aaron set out immediately, and

reached his brother. The meeting of these two (treat men was the

s
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salvation of Israel They came into the land of Gessen, where the

Israelites dwelt. Moses performed in the presence of the people

the miracles that confirmed his mission. The people acknow

ledged the truth, and Messed the Lord for being mindful of Israel.

Thence the brothers went together to Pharao, to whom they said

with an air of authority becoming their dignity : " This is the

message of the Lord, the God of Israel, to thee : ' Grant My people

liberty to offer Me a sacrifice in the desert.' " The tyrant, enraged

at the utterance of language to which his ears were unaccustomed,

refused their petition with scorn, but he became the victim of his

obstinacy.

The Lord struck Egypt with ten great plagues.' At each new

calamity, Pharao promised to grant liberty to the children of Israel.

But no sooner had Moses caused the punishment to cease, than the

stiff-necked prince withdrew his promise. At length the tenth

plague was so severe that Pharao hastened to implore the Hebrews

to depart as speedily as possible. The tenth plague was this. At

midnight, when nature was calm and silent, the Almighty sent His

exterminating angel, who put to death all the first-born of the

Egyptians, from the eldest son of the monarch on the throne to the

eldest son of the slave whose days were spent in the toils of

the field and his nights in the miseries of a prison. The

first-born of beasts perished in like manner. When morning came,

there was nothing but one cry of desolation throughout the land

of Egypt : not a house but contained a corpse. Pharao sent im

mediately for Moses and Aaron. "Depart," he said, "from my

kingdom, you and the children of Israel !"

' Here are some of the plagues or scourges with which the Lord struck

Egypt by the ministry of Moses : (a) the water of the Nile changed into blood ;

(6) a countless multitude of frogs, coming forth from marshy places, and

wandering about everywhere, even into the houses and over meats ; (c) a cloud

of flies, whose stings were painful in the highest degree to men and beasts ;

(d) tumours and ulcers, with which men and beasts were equally tormented.

The Scripture says that the magicians of Pharao did the same things,

fecerunt similitev. On which it will be well to make a few remarks, (a.) God

undoubtedly permitted these wonderful performances of the magicians to

punish Pharao and his people, by hardemng the king in his obstinacy in not

letting the Hebrews depart, in spite of the express command of the Lord. These

enchantments, which seemed to equal the miracles of Moses, and to make the

power of the gods of Egypt keep pace with that of the God of Israel, entered into

the terrible counsels of the justice of God, and served for the accomplishment of

this word : / will harden Pharao't heart—Indurabo cor Pharasmis. (A.) Yet

God, who always leaves sufficient light to sinners to enable them to recover

themselves, knew how to impress on the miracles of Moses such a character as

would render it impossible not to behold in them the work of the Almighty. In.

affect, the magicians could not do that which Moses did ; they could not even
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Some days before thia bloody execution, Moses had warned the

Hebrews of it. " To protect yourselves from the scourge of the

destroying angel," he said, " hear what the Lord the God of

our fathers commands you. On the tenth day of this month,

every father of a family shall put aside a lamb without blemish, a

male of one year old. Should the family not be sufficiently

numerous to consume the lamb at one meal, some of the neigh

bours shall be called in. The lamb, put thus aside on the tenth,

shall be kept till the fourteenth day. On the evening of this day,

all the children of Israel shall sacrifice the lamb. The blood of

the victim is to be preserved ; and with it you shall sprinkle the.

posts and the lintel of the door of euch house, in which the repast

is made. The lamb must be roasted, and eaten with unleavened

bread and wild lettuces.

" As for the manner in which you shall make this repast, yon.

shall have your loins girt, shoes on your feet, and staves in your

hands ; you shall eat it standing, and in haste, like travellers : for it

is the Pasch, that is, the passage of the Lord. The blood that you

will place on the doors of the houses shall be a preservative for the

children of Israel. I shall behold this blood, saith the Lord, and

I will not enter with my avenging sword into the houses that shall

be marked with it."

Still further, God forbade, and not without a mysterious reason,

that any of the bones of the lamb should be broken : for the Paschal

Lamb is the eighth figure of the Messias.

Srotect their own persons from the plagues with which Moses struck the

Igyptians. While Moses extended the scourges to all the Egyptians and to

everything belonging to them, the magicians were powerless to do any injury

to the Israelites or to their cattle. In fine, there was such a difference between

the wonders of the magicians and the miracles of Moses, that Fharao himself

was obliged to exclaim in reference to the latter ; The finger of God is really

ken! It has been the same at all times, and is the same to-day. Despite all the

subtleties of incredulity, the true miracle has characteristics so exclusive and

so evident that every man of earnestness knows and shall always know, how to

recognise it.

For the rest, if we go back to the remote times in which Moses lived, and

consider the state of the nations, the state of Egypt in particular, buried in

the darkness of idolatry, and in that materialism which is its consequence, we

shall readily conceive the reason for the numerous prodigies narrated in the

Old Testament. God, unknown, would cause Himself to be recognised as tho

sole Master of nature. There was a necessity for astounding prodigies, to

strike those people who were yet but children, and who were ever disposed to

adore the creature instead of the Creator. It is thus that Providence alwavs

proportions the remedy to the disease, opposes the light of truth to the dark

ness of falsehood, and justifies HimaeU in the eyes o£ the learned as well is

of the simple
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We shall now illustrate this point. The Paschal Lamh should

be without blemish ; Our Lord is the Lamb of God, a Lamb

without spot, Purity itself. The Pashal Lamb should be eaten in

one house ; our Lord cannot be received in any house but the

Catholic Church. None of the bones of the Paschal Lamb should

be broken ; on the cross, none of our Lord's bones were broken,

though the case was different with the two thieves. The Paschal

Lamb should be eaten with azymes or unleavened bread; our

Lord must be received with the greatest purity of heart and

without the leaven of sin. The Paschal Lamb should be eaten

with bitter lettuces; the Blessed Eucharist must be received

with the bitter lettuces of mortification and penance. Those who

partook of the Paschal Lamb should have their loins girt, a staff

in their hand, and shoes on their feet, like travellers ready for

a journey ; those who eat the flesh of our Lord must have theii

loins girt, which is an emblem of chastity, have a staff in their

hand, that is, be armed against the attacks of the devil, and

have shoes on their feet, that is, be careful to avoid the defile

ments of the earth and to appear in all respects as travellers

who seek a heavenly country.

It was at the moment of quitting Egypt, on their way to

the Promised Land, that the Hebrews ate the Paschal Lamb ; it

is when we have decided on quitting sin, and are travelling towards

heaven, the true land of promise, that we are permitted to receive

the Body of our Lord. The blood of the Paschal Lamb was

sprinkled on the doors of the houses, and every house marked

with it was spared by the destroying angel; the Blood of our

Lord is shed on our souls, and every soul devoutly marked with

it will be spared by the Lord when He shall come to punish the

wicked.

This figure adds considerably to our knowledge : (a) it shows

us one of the most brilliant characteristics of the Messias, His

wonderful meekness—He will be as meek as a lamb ; (i) it reveals

to us that the Messias will unite Himself to men as food is

united to the body ; and (c) it teaches us that none will be saved

except those who unite themselves to the New Adam in the manner

appointed by Him.

Prayer*

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having delivered

me from the slavery of sin, as Thou didst deliver Thy people from

the slavery of Egypt ; I thank Thee especially for having nourished

my soul with the adorable Flesh of thy Son, the true Lamb
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prefigured by that of the Hebrews. Grant me the dispositions of

purity, fervour, and detachment, always necessary to receive Him

worthily.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself, for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

will neglect nothing to be able to communicate frequently.

LESSON XXVIII.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAH (continued).

Departure of the Israelites. The Pillar of Cloud. Passage of the Eed Sea.

The Manna, the ninth Figure of the Messias. The Bock of Horeb.

Victory gained over the Amalekites. Arrival at the foot of Mount

Sinai. Promulgation of the Law.

We approach that solemn moment in which the people of God

should quit the scenes of their long and bitter slavery. At the

beginning of the account of this miraculousjourney, let us remember

that the train of prodigies, of which we shall be witnesses, entered

into the general designs of Providence, whether to confirm the

faith of the Hebrews, or to enlighten idolatrous nations, by giving

them innumerable and splendid proofs that the God of Israel

was the only true God, the supreme Lord of nature and of the

elements, as well as of kings and nations.

While the Egyptians were engaged in burying their dead,

Moses issued the order of departure. To the number of about six

hundred thousand men, not counting women and children, the

descendants of Jacob directed their steps towards the Red Sea.

From the very commencement, the Lord displayed his special

protection over His new people. To instruct them as to the direc

tion which they should take, the time to move and to halt, and

the places of their encampment during their sojourn, He formed

a great pillar, whose base corresponded to the size of the future

tabernacle, and whose top reached very high. During the day, it

had the appearance of a beautiful cloud, but during the night, it

seemed all on fire and luminous like the sun. An angel was placed

in charge of this pillar, which was designed to serve as a guide to

the Hebrews.

When it was time to move from any place, the pillar aroset

and settled over the tents of the tribe that was to depart first.
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The march continued as long as the pillar advanced, being regu

lated by its movements. When it was time to stop, the pillar

rested at the place appointed by the Lord. Here it remained

until the will of heaven directed a new change. Its top was in

clined in such a manner, that it overshadowed the people, and

served as a great veil protecting them from the scorching rays

of the sun, which would otherwise have been wholly unsupportable

in the burning sands of the desert.

After a few encampments, they reached the shores of the Bed

Sea. The Israelites found themselves enclosed on all sides : before

them, the sea ; behind them, their enemies. For Pharao, repenting

of his permission to the Hebrews to depart, had assembled his

army and pursued them. But Moses, full of confidence in the

Lord, reassured them, saying: "Fear not, but patiently await

the miracle which the Lord shall work in your favour." Imme

diately the pillar, which was at the head of the Israelite multi

tude, changed its place. It took up a position between their camp

and that of the Egyptians. On the side towards the Israelites, the

cloud was luminous ; on the other, it presented nothing but dark

ness, which hindered the enemy from advancing. Moses now

stretched forth his hand over the sea, which opened, and the

Israelites marched through with dry foot, having the waters on

their right hand and their left, like high walls. This- miraculous

passage was effected during the night.1

At break of day, the Egyptians noticed the escape of their prey.

They rushed precipitately into the extraordinary road that had not

been opened for them. The Lord awaited them in it. Suddenly a

horrible confusion takes place in the army. The chariots are

broken. A shout of alarm is heard above the din : " Let us flee

from the Hebrews : the Lord fights for them against us I" But it

was too late. The Lord said to Moses : " Stretch forth thy hand

over the sea, that the waters may resume their wonted course and

engulf the Egyptians, chariots and horsemen." Moses stretched

forth his hand; the depths closed in, and the pursuing host

disappeared among the waters. There did not escape a single man,

to carry to Egypt the news of this terrible disaster. At the sight

of the miracle, Moses and all the people gave expression to their

joy and gratitude in a canticle of thanksgiving. Never was there

a miracle better attested, since it took place under the very eyes of

far more than six hundred thousand witnesses.

1 On tbe passage of the Red Sea and the journey in the desert, see the

letters of the learned Father Sicord, Egyptian missionary, in the Secueil da

lettres idifiaata.
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Having crossed the Red Sea, the Israelites entered an immense

desert, which lay on their way to tho Promised Land. Soon the

provisions began to fail, and the people began to murmur against

Moses and Aaron. The holy leader had recourse to God, who ordered

him to inform the people that they should be furnished with food

from heaven. They were to go out in the morning, and everyone

to gather as much as would suffice for the nourishment of one day.

On the sixth day they were to gather twice the usual complement,

that they might sanctify the seventh or Sabbath day. Moses

hastended to communicate this intelligence to the children of

Israel. " From to-morrow morning," he said to them, " the Lord

will send you out of heaven a food that henceforward shall never

fail you." In point of fact, the manna never ceased to fall daily,

except on the Sabbath, during the forty years that the Israelites

spent in the desert.

Next morning, at an early hour, the promise of the Lord was

fulfilled. The neighbourhood of the camp was covered with a

dew, on which appeared a multitude of little white grains, so

closely fastened to one another that they resembled a hoar frost

extending over the plains. Never had such a sight been seen

before. The Israelites, astounded, asked one another in their own

language, Man-hu f that is, What t'« this 9 Whence comes the

name of Manna. No one dared at first to touch it : they went to

consult Moses. "This," said he, "is the bread which the Lord

promised you." Being once informed of the matter, they set to

work. Every Israelite gathered in his harvest. Some among them

wished to amass a supply for many days, but that which was not

used the first day corrupted ; God desiring that henceforward men

should learn to be solicitous only about the present, and to leave

the care of the morrow—that is the future—to Providence. In

preparing the grains for nourishment, they were pounded under

a stone. Being thus reduced to the form of a white paste or

dough, they were baked into bread of exquisite taste. Still

more, those who, by their faith, were particularly pleasing to

God, found in them something unusually delicious. The manna

assumed every variety of sweetness in accordance with their desires.

The manna should be gathered at daybreak, for it melted with the

rays of the sun.

This was one of the most signal miracles that the Lord

wrought in favour of His people, and, as we shall just see, was one

of the most admirable figures of the Messias. The manna was a

food that fell from heaven; our Lord, in the Holy Eucharist, is

the Living Bread that came down from heaven. The manna fell

every day ; the Holy Eucharist is our daily bread. The manna
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was only for the Israelites ; the Holy Eucharist is only for Chris

tians. The manna was given to the Israelites only after their

passage through the Red Sea; the Holy Eucharist is given to

Christians only after baptism, which is signified by the passage

through the Red Sea. The manna was a substitute for every

other kind of aliment ; the Holy Eucharist is the Bread by ex

cellence, the Bread that suffices for all our wants.

The manna had every kind of agreeable taste; the Holy

Eucharist has the same—it strengthens the weak and comforts the

afflioted, enlightens the mind and inflames the heart. Neverthe

less, the manna did not ward off death ; the Holy Eucharist is a

pledge of eternal life. The manna fell as long as the people remained

in the desert; the Holy Eucharist will be given to the human race

as long as men remain in the desert of this world. The manna

ceased as soon as the Hebrews entered the Promised Land ; the

Holy Eucharist will cease when we enter heaven, that is, when we

behold without a cloud that God whom we receive under the sacra

mental veils.

This figure adds several new touohcs to the picture: (a)

while the Paschal Lamb was to be eaten only once a year, the

manna, a figure of the Holy Eucharist, should be eaten every day ;

(4) the food that the Saviour reserves for our souls will be a

heavenly food ; and (c) this food will be given us as long as we

shall remain pilgrims on earth.

The Israelites, supported by a heavenly food, continue their

journey through the desert. Very soon the supply of water is

exhausted : the people, according to their custom, begin to murmur.

The Lord, out of the depths of His inexhaustible goodness, only

answers their complaints with a new prodigy. He says to Moses ;

" Take the rod with which you struck the river of Egypt, strike

the rock of Horeb, and you shall see a stream of water spring

forth in such abundance that all the men and beasts may drink

plentifully of it, and so quench their thirst." Moses obeyed : at the

first stroke of the miraculous rod, there sprang from the hard rock

such a rich and rapid stream that the whole valley was watered by

it as by a beautiful river.

In a short time another danger threatened the pilgrim multitude.

The Amalekites, a brave and numerous people, attacked them.

While the children of Israel fought in the plain, Moses was stationed

on the summit of a neighbouring mountain. His hands were raised

towards heaven. While his hands were lifted up, Israel had the

advantage, but when they fell, the Amalekites recovered their lost

ground. On perceiving this change of fortune, Aaron and another

Israelite, who were in the company of Moses, supported his arms
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till sonset, and the victory was won. A striking example of the

efficacy of prayer when animated by faith !

After this new wonder, the Israelites continued their journey

towards the interior of the desert. On the forty-sixth day after

the passage of the Red Sea, the pillar rested at the foot of Mount

Sinai. Of all the halting places made by the Hebrew people in

the desert, this was assuredly the most celebrated, on acoount

of the promulgation of the Law. Let us speak of the cause

and the manner of this occurrence.

The truths which God had taught to Adam, and of which a

knowledge had descended from parents to children by tradition,

had become corrupted : it was to be feared that these truths should

soon disappear altogether from the memoryof man. To preserve them,

and especially to preserve the great promise of the Messias, God

resolved to give them in writing. He called Moses up to the

mountain, and told him to say in His name to the Israelites : " You

have seen the manner in which I have brought you out of Egypt,

and how I have chosen you to be My people. If you hear My

voice, and observe My covenant, I Myself will govern you : you

shall be the holy nation." Moses came down from the mountain

and faithfully repeated to the Israelites what he had heard from

the Lord. He required a precise answer from them. The whole

nation replied as with one voice : " We will do all that the Lord

commands."

- Moses returned with this answer to his God, who said to him :

,: Go and purify your Hebrews, and let them be ready on the third

day ; I will then descend on Mount Sinai before all the people.

Place a barrier round the mountain : no one shall pass it under

penalty of death." These preparations were necessary in order to

give solemnity to the promulgation of the Law, and to move the

hearts of the multitude to receive it with sentiments of religious

veneration.

As the morning of the third day broke, thunder began to roll

and lightning to flash. A thick cloud overspread the mountain.

From the midst of the cloud rang out the piercing sound of a trumpet,

which summoned the people to attend ; but the people, terrified,

shrank back into their tents. Moses, however, encouraged them,

and, having induced them to come forth, arranged them in a space

that lay unoccupied between the camp and the boundary at the

foot of the mountain. Then was heard the voice of God from the

midst of the flaming cloud, publishing the ten Commandments of the

Law, which were likewise written on two tables of stone : this is

what is called the Decalogue.

When the Lord had ceased to speak, the sounds of the thunder

VOL. I. 27
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and the trumpet began again with the same dreadful grandeur at

before. The mountain, all the while smoking, covered with a cloud,

and sparkling with flames, shook. The Hebrews, in a state of

indescribable alarm, fled to their tents, whither Moses followed

them. The ancients said to Moses : " Speak for us thyself hence

forward ; if the Lord speak to us, we shall die. How can a mortal

man hear the voice of the living God, speaking from the midst of

flames ?" Moses returned ; and, lost in the awful darkness that

enveloped the mountain, represented to the Lord the alarm of His

people. " I know their petition," answered the Lord; " it has not

displeased Me."

Of His infinite goodness the Lord chose this moment to renew to

the whole nation, and in the most affecting manner, the great

promise of the Messias. " Return to the people," He said to Moses,

" and say to them : The Lord promises to give you a prophet of your

own nation, taken from among your brethren, one like to me, who

am commissioned to make the announcement to you. Your God

shall place words in His mouth : you shall be submissive to His

orders. If any one will not hear that prophet, let him expect the

avenging stroke of God."

These words indicate the Messias. St. Peter, speaking to the

Jews, applies them to our Lord, of whom he preaches. This

promise acquaints us with a new characteristic of the Redeemer. It

teaches us that He will one day accomplish, in an easy and familiar

manner, that which has been wrought in the midst of such awful

splendour. It will not be with a display of formidable power, but

with mildness and gentleness, that He will manifest to us the will of

God. It also teaches us that He will be, like Moses, a mediator

between God and man, a leader, a liberator, and a legislator,

though in a more perfect manner. Ifow, all this has been literally

fulfilled in our Lord, the true and only Son of God ; born of the

royal blood of Juda ; the Mediator, the Leader, the Legislator, and

the Saviour of a new people.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having confirmed

the truths of my holy faith by so many resplendent miracles. May

Thy light conduct me during life, as the pillar conducted Thy

people during their pilgrimage in the desert ! I thank Thee for

having so often nourished me with the true bread that descended

from heaven, and for having given me, through our Lord Jesus

Christ, the law of grace, so much superior to the old law.

Grant that I may say with more sincerity than the Israelites : '* I

will do all that the Lord commands."



I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

will teek an opportunity of instructing the ignorant.

LESSON XXIX.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS {continued).

Confirmation of the Covenant. Blood of Victims sprinkled on the People.

Sacrifices—the tenth Figure of the Messias. Idolatry of the Israelites.

The Golden Calf. The Lord appeased by Moses. Description of the Ark

and the Tabernacle. Journey or the People through the Desert. Revolt

at Cadesbarne. The Brazen Serpent—the eleventh Figure of the

Messias. \

Besides the two tables of stone, on which the Decalogue was

written, the Lord gave Moses a great many other infinitely wise

laws, relating to the ceremonies of religion as well as to the ordinary

duties of everyday life.1 Moses wrote them out, and next

morning had an altar made at the foot of the mountain that

seemed to be the very throne of God. Around the altar were twelve

pillars, which represented the twelve tribes of Israel. This work

being finished, Moses summoned the multitude to the ceremony of

confirming the covenant.

All came forth, and ranged themselves around the altar. Vic

tims were offered. Moses read the Book of the Law. The people

answered: "We will do all that the Lord commands." Then

Moses, standing near the altar, and taking a bunch of hyssop, with

some scarlet wool, mixed a little pure water with the blood of the

victims, and sprinkled the Book of the Law with the mysterious

fluid. He next sprinkled each of the twelve tribes in succession,

saying : " This is the blood of the covenant, which the Lord hath

made with you."

By this aspersion the Lord, in the person of Moses, ratified the

alliance, and engaged to fulfil His part of it. The people, wet with

the blood of victims, renewed their oaths, and submitted them-

selves to punishment if they should transgress. In virtue of this

contract, the children of Israel from that very time acquired a

1 See, on the laws of the Hebrews, the work of M. Frere, THomme

connv par la rtvtlation; the excellent Critique dee legislations patemui

et Defense de la Ugislation mosaiqtie, by J. Brunati, Professor in the Seminary

of Brescia ; Dissertation stir le VeuUronome, Bible deVence, t. IF, p. 8 ; and the

admirable work of M. Tripart, Barrister, Besancon.
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particular title to the denomination of the " people of God ;" and

God declared Himself to be in a special manner the God, the Father,

and the King of the children of Israel. Never had a more august

or imposing ceremony been witnessed. Nevertheless, it was

only the shadow of that which, more than fifteen centuries

later on, should confirm the new alliance of the Lord with mankind

in general, when the Messias, the Son of God, and God Himself,

would ratify it by the effusion of His own blood, and become at once

the Victim and the Mediator of the covenant. Moses on this occa

sion was a figure of our Lord.

To confirm the old alliance, Moses erected an altar, surrounded

with twelve pillars ; our Lord, to confirm the new alliance, also

prepared an altar, surrounded by His twelve apostles. The twelve

pillars represented all the people of Israel ; the twelve apostles

represented the whole Church. It was after descending from the

mountain, whence he bore to the Israelites the Law of God, that Moses

offered his sacrifice ; it was after descending from heaven, whence

He brought us a Divine Law, that our Lord offered His sacrifice.

Moses immolated victims and poured out the blood on the people ;

our Lord immolated Himself and gave His blood to His apostles to

drink. Moses, when pouring out the blood of victims, said : " This

is the blood of the alliance which the Lord makes with you ;" Our

Lord, when giving His blood to His apostles, said : " This is the

blood of the new alliance which the Lord makes with mankind."

The people, sprinkled with the blood of victims, became the

people of God, who promised to protect them in the desert and to

lead them into the Promised Land ; in like manner, we^

being washed and purified with the blood of our Lord, became the

true people of God, who promises to protect us in the desert of this

life and to lead us to the joys of heaven. From the time of the con

firmation of the alliance there existed among the Hebrews two kinds

of sacrifices, bloody and unbloody ; 1 since our Lord confirmed the

new alliance, we observe among Christians the bloody sacrifice ol

Calvary and the unbloody sacrifice of our altars. In the bloody

sacrifices of the Old Law the victim was put to death; in the

bloody sacrifice of the New Law the victim is also put to

death.

In the unbloody sacrifice of the Old Law the victim was not

put to death ; in the unbloody sacrifice of the New Law the victim

is not put to death as on Calvary : it is mystically immolated. For

our Lord, having once risen from the dead, dieth now no more.

The matter of the unbloody sacrifices of the Old Law was flour and

1 We do not mean t ) say that they did not exist
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wine ; the matter of the unbloody sacrifice of the New Law is

bread and wine, which are changed into the body and blood of our

Lord. The various sacrifices of the Old Law were offered for four

principal ends: to adore, to thank, to impetrate, and to expiate;

the sacrifice of the New Law includes in itself alone all these

excellences : it is a sacrifice of adoration, of thanksgiving, of impe-

tration, and of expiation. In the Old Law a lamb, without blemish,

was sacrificed every morning and evening, as a substitute for all

other kinds of sacrifices ; to perpetuate the sacrifice of Calvary,

which has taken the place of all the ancient sacrifices, the Lamb of

God ia sacrificed every day, nay, at every hour of the day and the

night, on our altars—for during eighteen centuries there have

always been priests in some part of the world celebrating the Holy

Mass.

Thus you see that every sacrifice of the Old Law was only a figure

of the sacrifice of our Lord, as the Old Law itself was only a figure of

the New. Hence, we reckon the ancient sacrifices as the tenth

figure of our Lord.

In dictating His law to the Israelite people and entering into

an alliance with them, the Lord had given them a wonderful proof

of His goodness. Perhaps He gave them a still greater one in pardon

ing them the horrible crime of which they shortly afterwards became

guilty, even at the very foot of Mount Sinai. After the confir

mation of the alliance, Moses had gone up into the mountain, which

was still covered with a thick cloud. The people supposed that his

absence would continue only for a few days, or a few weeks at

most; but a month having passed away, without receiving any in

telligence of him, they began to murmur. "The Lord hath

undoubtedly abandoned us," they said; "let us make gods to go

before us and lead us out of these deserts in which we are lost I "

Who would believe it, if he did not know the inconstancy of the

human heart ? This mad language found a response. The Israel

ites made a golden calf, and worshipped it with abominable sacrifices.

Having done so, they began to eat, and drink, and dance round the

idol.

At this sight, the Lord said to Moses: "Get thee down; thy

people, whom thou hast brought out of Egypt, have sinned against

Me. They have made a golden calf, which they adore in My stead.

Leave me, that Mine anger may rise against this people and that

I may destroy them." Moses was too well acquainted with the

heart of his Master, to abandon his opportunity. He fell ou his

knees before the Lord, and besought Him thus : " No, Lord !

Thou wilt not strike Thy people, whom Thou hast delivered from the

slavery of Egypt. Wouldst Thou have the Egyptians insult Thy
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holy name, saying that Thou hadst cruelly led Thy people into this

desert in order to destroy them ? Remember the promises that

Thou didst make to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Thou didst swear

to multiply their descendants as the stars of heaven, and to estab

lish them in the Land of Chanaan."

0 wonderful power of prayer! At the voice of Moses, the

anger of the Lord is appeased, and the sentence, which condemned

the Israelites to total ruin, is revoked. The most guilty alone were

punished as they deserved.

The Lord next ordered Moses to construct the ark of the cove

nant. It was a chest intended to receive, besides some other things,

the Book of the Law, and the two tables of stone on which the

Decalogue was written. The ark was made of incorruptible wood,

covered inside and outside with the purest gold, decorated round

about with a golden cornice, shut with a lid covered with gold,

and surmounted with two cherubs of massive gold. It was from

the ark that the Lord desired henceforward to make known His will,

and to hear the petitions of His people. The ark was two and a half

cubits long, one and a half broad, and one and a half deep : it was

to be placed in the tabernacle;

The tabernacle was a tent of rich and elegantly embroidered

stuffs : it was thirty cubits long and ten broad. This portable

temple was a figure of the Church in its state of instability and

motion on earth, as later on the temple of Solomon should be a

figure of the Church in its state of stability and rest in heaven.

The tabernacle was borne by the tribe of Levi, who were all conse

crated to the service of the Lord. Aaron, who belonged to this

tribe, was chosen to be the high priest.

The Lord appointed three great feasts, in memory of the three

great favours which He had granted to His people : first, the feast

of the Pasch, to commemorate their deliverance from Egypt by

passing through the Red Sea ; secondly, the feast of Pentecost, to

commemorate the promulgation of the Law on Mount Sinai—it was

celebrated seven weeks after that of the Pasch 5 and thirdly, the feast

of Tabernacles or Tents, to commemorate their miraculous journey

in the desert, during the period they had dwelt under tents.

Each of these solemnities continued for seven days. During the

celebration of the last- mentioned, the Israelites dwelt under tents,

or huts constructed of twigs. When they entered into possession

of the Promised Land, they were obliged to visit Jerusalem on these

three great occasions : women were permitted to come thither

also.

The Israelites assisted at the prayers and sacrifices, which were

always accompanied with music. Then followed some innocent plea
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sures. Those were considered fortunate who were able to be present ;

but those who were hindered from attending were looked upon as

very unfortunate. Such ought to be the conduct and the sentiments

of Christians on those solemn days when they celebrate the far

higher spiritual benefits which they have received from God.

At length, these various matters being regulated, the pillar

arose, and the people departed from the ever celebrated mountain

of Sinai. The following was the order of their march. The multi

tude divided themselves into four great bodies, each composed of

three tribes, and all forming a square, in the midst of which was

the Tabernacle, borne by the Levites. These four great bodies, as

well as the particular tribes, were never allowed to intermix, either

during a time of rest or when on the march. Accordingly, the

people were always prepared to meet their enemies on whatever

side they should be threatened. . Every tribe had a chief and a

standard. In the centre of each tribe were placed the women, the

children, the old men, the waggons, and the flocks. Thus, the

journey was made not only without confusion but in the most

admirable order that we can imagine.

The journey towards the Promised Land was therefore begun in

this heavenly order, presenting to the world a spectacle the most mag

nificent and most formidable ever seen. It was an army of more

than six hundred thousand fighting men, not to mention a vast

multitude of women, children, and old men, guided by the Lord

their God, ranged under their banners and leaders, advancing to

the conquest of a beautiful country, which had been promised to

their forefathers, and in which they might establish, on the ruins

of the ancient oooupants, their homes, their religion, and their

authority. This grand project was yet to be accomplished ; but its

success depended on the fidelity of those very men who had, it

might be supposed, the deepest interest in it.

About two months after their departure from Sinai, the Israel

ites arrived within sight of the Land of Chanaan. The pillar stood;

and the multitude encamped at a place called Cadesbarne. This

pause was intended by Almighty God to afford them an opportunity

of taking their final resolution to attack the enemies whom they

had come to eDgage,and thus to enter into the long-promised Land.

Moses, therefore, assembled the children of Israel. " This Land,"

he said, "on whose border you stand, is that into which the Lord

promised your fathers to lead you ; the time has come to undertake

its conquest, with His protection ; fear not, but be assured of a suc

cess which the promise and the assistance of the Almighty render

certain!"

Nevertheless, before passing the frontiers, it was decided to
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send a number of men to reconnoitre the country. Twelve deputies

were chosen : one for each tribe. Among the number were Caleb

and Josue. The deputies set out, and acquitted themselves success

fully of their commission. On their way back, they brought with

them some samples of fruit, including figs, pomegranates, and

grapes. The grapes were of such extraordinary size that it was

found necessary to hang a branch of them on a pole, which was

carried by two men.' The tour was one of forty days, at the end

of which the deputies reached again the camp of Cadesbarne.

As soon as they made their appearance, there was a general

gathering round Moses and Aaron, to whom the twelve travellers

rendered publicly an account of their commission. First of all,

they allowed the beautiful fruits that they had brought with

them to speak for them. " Judge," they said to the people, " by

the enormous size of these fruits, what is the fertility of the country

that we have explored. It was no deception to tell you that it was a

land flowing with milk and honey." Moses was delighted at these

words. But what was his surprise, what was his grief, when he

heard the spies continue their story ? " The country, however,"

they said, " abounds in large, well-walled cities. It is inhabited

by men of extraordinary strength and stature. We saw some giants

there, by the side of whom we should be only grasshoppers. The

land itself, fertile as it is, devours its inhabitants. It would be

impossible for us to live there."

You may imagine the strange impressions that such an

account, supported by the authority of numerous envoys, made on

the minds of a people generally ill-disposed, and at present on the

verge of rebellion. Discouragement was pictured on every counte

nance, and murmurs began to spread forth through every rank.

Still there were two faithful deputies, Caleb and Josue. These

endeavoured immediately to undeceive the people. " You are being

grossly deceived," they exclaimed, "only let us have courage to

move forward and every difficulty will vanish !"

Night drew on. The people retired to their tents. But time

only increased the evil. Next morning, there was a frightful

1 The amazing fertility and the vigorous vegetation of the Promised

Land are facts too well established and too generally known to require a

proof. (See the Lcttrcs dc quclquea guifs, &c, by the Abbe Guene.) We shall

only add a single incident, related by a learned archbishop, a missionary in

Syria. " Being at Aleppo," he says, " such a prodigious bunch of grapes was

brought to us from the neighbourhood that my companions and I, in all seven

persons, partook abundantly of them, and yet were unable to finish our supply.

I was curious enough to have the remainder pressed, and it produced a bottle

of wine."
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tumult throughout the camp. All the blame was thrown on

Moses and Aaron. " Would that we had died in Egypt," said the

people openly, " or that we might perish in this desert I No, we

will not enter into that land to be sacrificed by the swords of our

enemies!" Moses, afflicted beyond anything that can be ex

pressed, exhorted, wept, and entreated. But no one would listen

to him; his words were lost upon the excited multitude: the

sedition spread wider and wider.

It was time that the Lord should take in hand the cause of

His servants. Just as the multitude were ready to stone them, the

pillar of cloud, which had rested on the roof of the tabernacle, was

changed into a drcadfu1 're, and the furious crowds were enabled

to perceive clearly that weir outrageous conduct had awakened the

just indignation of God. Moses, trembling for their danger, ran

to implore pardon for them.

The Lord answered Moses with a goodness beyond all expecta

tion. " I pardon them," He said, " as thou dost desire : they

shall not all perish in one day by a pestilence, as I had resolved

on; but, as I am the living God, I swear by Myself that My

glory shall not suffer by the pardon which I grant them. This is

the sentence which thou shalt announce to them : ' You shall be

treated as you have desired ; all of you, from the age of twenty

upwards, who have murmured against Me, shall die in this desert

—here shall your carcasses rot—you shall not enter into the land

which I swore to your forefathers to give in possession to

their descendants. I except only Caleb and Josue. The children

shall wander in the desert for forty years, until the carcasses of

their fathers are consumed.' "

At the very same time the ten unfaithful deputies fell dead,

stricken by the hand of God, in presence of the multitude. The

Lord remained inflexible ; and the multitude were obliged to wan

der about through the desert, there to see a million of doomed men

perish, there to fulfil during more than eight-and-thirty years the

irrevocable decree pronounced by a just Judge, in the day of His

wrath, against His rebellious people.

Many years afterwards, the Israelites revolted again. To

punish their continual murmurs, the Lord sent against them some

serpents, whose bite, burning like a fire, caused death. In this

extremity, they ran to the tent of Moses. "We have sinned,"

they said, " by speaking against the Lord and against thee. Fray

for us, that we may be delivered from these serpents."

God chose this occasion to exhibit to mankind a new figure of

the Messias. Moses prayed for them ; and the Lord said to him :

" Make thee a brazen serpent, and place it on an eminence ;
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whosoever looks upon it shall be cured of his wounds." Moses

obeyed ; and, as soon as anyone turned his ghastly eyes towards

the serpent, fastened to the saving wood, he was restored to health.

This is the eleventh figure of the Messias. The Hebrews are bitten

by serpents, whose wound is mortal ; the human race, in the per

son of Adam, is bitten by the infernal serpent, whose wound brings

death into the world. The Lord is touched by the miseries which

the serpents bring upon His people ; the Lord is touched by the

evils which the infernal serpent brings upon mankind. God

orders a brazen serpent to be made, and placed on an eminence ;

Our Lord, by the appointment of His Father, becomes Man, and is

raised on the cross.

All those who looked on the brazen serpent, were healed of

their corporal wounds ; all those who turn their eyes with faith

and love to our Lord on the cross, are healed of their spiritual

wounds. The brazen serpent was shown only to one people ; our

Lord is shown to the whole world. The brazen serpent did not

remain long exposed to the view of the people ; our Lord will con

tinue to appear exposed on the cross even to the end of the world,

to heal the wounds inflicted by the infernal serpent on mankind.

The wounds could not be cured but by looking on the brazen ser

pent ; it is only by faith in our Lord that the wounds inflicted on

our soul by the devil can be cured.

This figure adds to our preceding knowledge of the Messias.

It teaches us (a) that He will cure the diseases of our souls;

(b) that, to be cured, we must look upon Him, that is, believe in

Him and love Him; and (c) that He will be the only Physician of

mankind.

Prayer.

0 my God I who art all love, I thank Thee for the innumerable

prodigies which Thou didst work in favour of Thy people. Make

me grateful for those which Thou hast wrought in my favour, espe

cially that of immolating Thyself upon the cross as a tender lamb.

Grant me the faith and charity which are necessary in order that

I may profit of Thy death.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of tbift love, /

will always carry a crucifix about with me.
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LESSON XXX.

PBOMISKS AND FIGURES OF THE MES8IAS. (OOtttUUUd),

New Murmurs of the Israelites. The Waters of Contradiction. Death of

Aaron. Election of Josue, Last farewell of Moses ; his Death. Moses, the

twelfth Figure of the Messias.

Dubing more than thirty-nine years, the Israelites had now

wandered in the desert. After many journeys and encampments,

the Lord led them back again to the borders of the Promised Land:

the moment of entering it drew nigh. But the want of water to

allay their thirst at present caused the ungrateful Israelites to

renew their murmurs once more. Accordingly, the people gathered

in a tumult around Moses and Aaron. It was nothing short of a

rebellion. They sighed for death to take them—lamenting that

they themselves had not perished in the desert like so many others.

To the shame of the human heart, we must acknowledge that this

was the ordinary language of Israel. Their usual manner of asking

a favour was to insult those from whom they expected it. Moses

and Aaron hastened to the tabernacle. There, prostrate on the

ground, they exclaimed: " 0 Lord, the God of Israel, hear the cries

of Thy people ; grant them a plentiful stream of fresh water,

that they may appease their thirst."

God was moved by the earnest prayer of His servants. " Take

thy rod," He said to Moses: "assemble the multitude; thou and

thy brother shall approach the rock, and do nothing else than

simply command it, in My name, to yield water. The rock will

obey, the water will flow, and the multitude will have an abun

dance with which to satisfy their thirst and that of their flocks."

Moses did as the Lord commanded.

He assembled the multitude around the rock; but a slight feel

ing of distrust came over him. He did not doubt that the Lord

could perform a miracle ; but he doubted whether He would

perform it on this occasion. Aaron shared the uneasiness of his

brother. Both trembled for their success ; and, in the moment of

their alarm, Moses struck the rock. It did not obey at first—

Moses perceived his fault. He struck it a second time with that

lively faith and humble repentance by which bo many wonders are

wrought. The water flowed plentifully, and men and animals were

speedily refreshed.

The Lord was offended at the hesitation of Moses and Aaron.
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Such is the nature of our God that He cannot endure the appear

ance of any distrust in His goodness from those on whom He has

bestowed signal favours. Before this sad event, Moses and Aaron

had not been condemned, like the murmurers, to end their days in the

desert. Their fault, though pardonable in men of less exalted

position, drew them now into the general proscription list : and the

Lord their God did not wish that they should be ignorant of the

sentence which they had incurred. " You have not believed in

Me,'' He said to them; "you have hesitated; you have dis

honoured Me before the children of Israel : you shall not lead My

people into the land which I reserve for them."

This wonderful exclusion conceals a mystery. It shows us that

Moses and his law should not lead anything to perfection—that,

unable to bring us the fulfilment of the promises, they could only

show us our reward from afar off, or conduct us at most to the gate

of our inheritance.

The mournful spot was soon quitted, but not before it had

received the name of Waters of Contradiction ; and an encampment

was formed at the foot of Mount Hor. It was during this encamp

ment that Moses was called by the Lord to receive the most

painful order that had ever fallen to his lot since his investment

with the leadership of God's chosen people. "Let thy brother

Aaron," said the Lord, "prepare to die; thou shalt inform him

that this is his last day. He shall not enter into the land whither

I am about to conduct the children of Israel. Thou shalt arrange

the matter thus : Take Aaron and his eldest son Eleazar to MountHor ;

divest the father there of his pontifical garments and of all other

emblems of his sacerdotal dignity, and place them on his son, to

initiate him in the high-priesthood. After this ceremony, Aaron

shall pass away in thy arms and be gathered to his fathers."

Such a commission may well have appeared painful to a brother.

We are not informed in what manner Moses acquitted himselfof it ;

but we may easily imagine the courage with which these two great

men, so closely united together and so dear to God, assured more

over of meeting each other again before the close of the year in the

bosom of Abraham, submitted to the orders of the Lord.

Accompanied by Eleazar, they ascended the mountain, in sight

of all the children of Israel. Moses, with his own hands, took away

the pontifical robes from his brother and clothed Eleazar with them.

Aaron, meanwhile, without illness, without weakness, without any

Dther indication of approaching death than his simple belief in the

word of God, prepared himself in peace for his last moment.

Scarcely was the sad ceremony over, when he tranquilly expired in

the arms of his brother and his son. -
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Thus died, in punishment of a momentary sin, and for the in

struction of all succeeding pontiffs, the first high-priest of the holy

nation, after a period of thirty-three years spent in a glorious hut

difficult ministry. He was a hundred and twenty-three years old.

The people sincerely lamented his loss, and the mourning continued

•or thirty days.

This death was the prelude to another, much more sorrowful:

Moses should follow his brother. The holy man was not unaware

of it. Humbly submissive to the will of God, and always full of

tenderness for the people committed to his care, he addressed himself

thus to the Lord : " 0 Lord God ! who knowest the hearts of all

men, vouchsafe to give a leader to the children of Israel, that they

may not be like sheep without a shepherd, but may have a guide to

lead them into the lands of their enemies and to command them in

the day of battle." " Take," said the Lord to him, " Josue, the

son of Nun ; to him I have communicated, as to you, the plentitude

of My spirit ; present him to the high-priest Eleazar, before all the

multitude; and lay thy hands upon him, as a sign of the choice

which I have made of him."

No choice could have been more in accordance with the views

of Moses, nor any man better suited to the holy nation. During

forty years, Josue had been the disciple and the friend of the

holy legislator. Being now ninety-three years of age, he had had

ample opportunities of studying in the school of his great master.

His uprightness, his bravery, his advanced years, all recommended

his selection to the approval of the children of Israel. Moses

fulfilled the orders of the Lord, laid his hands upon Josue, and

began to share those duties of government with him which he

should soon surrender entirely to him.

Like a father who is about to die, and whose heart overflows

with tenderness for the beloved family whom he must soon leave

for ever, Moses desired, as a last consolation, to secure for the

children of Israel a long and prosperous future. Accordingly, he

made them renew the oft-repeated promise of being faithful to the

Lord. He then assembled the multitude around him, and addressed

them thus : " Hear me, O children of Israel ! and choose one of

the two portions which the Lord directs me to lay before you. If

you observe the law of your God, you shall be the greatest, the

happiest, the most illustrious of all the nations of the earth—you

shall be laden with the choicest blessings ; the rest of the world

shall tremble before you ; the treasures of heaven shall be open to

you ; gentle dews and abundant rains shall fertilise your

fields in their season ; and all mankind shall learn from your

prosperity that you are the dearly beloved of the Most High.
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M If, on the other hand, yon fail in your promises, yon shall he

the disgraoe and the mocking-stock of the world; the heavens above

you shall be turned into brass, the earth beneath you into iron ;

instead of the dew and the rain, you shall behold your lands covered

with a dry and scorching sand ; you shall be exiled, banished,

scattered through every region of the world. You would not choose

to serve the God of your fathers in joy and abundance : yon shall

serve both His and your enemies. But you shall serve them in

hunger, and thirst, and nakedness ; having cast away a light yoke

that was your honour, you shall bear a yoke of iron that shall

crush you. I call heaven and earth to witness what occurs this

day : I have concealed nothing, I have dissembled nothing from

you ; I have placed life and death before you. Ah ! choose, then,

blessings for yourselves, your children, and your children's chil

dren." Such were the parting words of Moses to his people.

"While the assembled Israelites remained as they were in silence

and consternation, the holy old man withdrew from the multitude,

and, taking with him Eleazar and Josue, whom he wished to be

witnesses of his death, as he himself had been a witness of his

brother's, he ascended the mountain of Nebo. There, from the

highest point, called Phasga, the Lord ordered him to cast his eyes

over the Land of Chanaan. He considered it all, on each side of

the Jordan. " This," said the Lord to him, " is the beautiful

country which I swore to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to

bestow on their postperity: I am about to fulfil My promises.

Thou hast seen the land with thine eyes, but thou shalt not enter

into it."

When the Lord had concluded these words, Moses, a hundred

and twenty years old, but still so strong and healthy that he felt

none of the infirmities of age—his eyes were not dimmed

and his teeth were not loosened—yielded up his soul to God,

and delivered over his body to his two faithful friends, Eleazar

and Josue.

This great man is one of the most perfect figures of the Mcssias.

Thus, when Moses was born, a cruel king was causing all the

children of the Hebrews to be put to death ; when our Lord was

born, Herod ordered all the children in Bethlehem and its neighbour

hood to be put to death. Moses escaped the fury of Pharao ; our Lord

escaped the fury of Herod. Moses was brought from his family to

the court of the king of Egypt; our Lord was reared for a time in

Egypt, a foreign land. Moses, having attained man's estate, re

turned to the Israelites, his brethren; our Lord returned to the

Jews, His brethren, in Palestine. Moses was chosen by God to

deliver the Israelites from the slavery of Pharao ; our Lord was
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chosen by God, His father, to deliver all men from the slavery of the

devil. Before making Himself known to his brethren, Moses passed

forty years in the desert ; before manifesting Himself to the world,

our Lord spent thirty years of His life in obscurity and forty days

in the desert.

Moses wrought great miracles, to prove that he was the envoy

of God ; our Lord wrought great miracles, to show that He was

not only the envoy, but the true Son of God. Moses commanded

the sacrifice of the pasohal lamb ; our Lord, the true Paschal Lamb,

sacrificed Himself, and commanded His apostles and their successors

to continue this saoriflce to the end of time. Moses leads the

Hebrews through the Red Sea, and thus separates them from the

Egyptians; our Lord leads His people through the salutary waters

of baptism, which separates Christians from infidels. Moses leads

the Hebrews through an immense desert towards a country flowing

with milk and honey ; our Lord leads Christians through the

desert of this life towards the true Land of Promise—Heaven.

Moses supplies his people with food from heaven ; our Lord

nourishes Christians with a Living Bread oome down from heaven.

Moses gives his people a law ; our Lord gives Christians a more

perfect law. Prodigies of power, which strike fear into the hearts

of the people, accompany the publication of the Mosaic I n t ; prodi

gies of sweetness and mercy, strongly inviting the heart u 'ove so

good a Redeemer, accompany the publication of the Christian law.

Moses frequently appeases the anger of God raised against the Jews ;

our Lord continually appeases the anger of His Father raised

against mankind. Moses offers the blood of victims, to ratify the

old covenant ; our Lord offers His own blood, to ratify the new

covenant. The law of Moses is intended only for a time ; the law

of our Lord shall endure to the end of ages. Moses has not the

happiness of leading the Hebrews into the Promised Land ; our

Lord, greater than Moses, opens Heaven for mankind, leading

thither with Him all the just of the Old Law, and preparing places

for all the just who shall live after Him till the end of time.

This twelfth figure of the Messias leaves us nothing to de

sire ; it reveals our Lord to us in the clearest manner.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having so often

pardoned my disobedience to Thy holy law—and pardoned me, too,

with a mercy greater than that with which Thou didst formerly

pardon the transgressions of the Israelites. Grant me henceforward

a more steadfast fidelity in the observance of Thy holy command

ments !

-
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I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, IxciU

never deliberately commit a venial tin.

LESSON XXXI.

PEOMISES AND FIGURES OF THE ME6sIA.S {continued).

The Promised Land : various Names given to it. Passage of the Jordan.

Taking of Jericho. Punishment of Achan. Renewalof the Covenant. Stra

tagem of the Q-abaonites. Victory of Josue. Death of Josue. Josue, the

thirteenth Figure of the Messias.

Moses being dead, the people mourned for him thirty days. At

the end of this time, Josue, the successor of Moses, undertook, by

the order of God, that wonderful invasion which should make the

Jews masters of a land promised to Abraham and his posterity,

five hundred years before. But it will be useful, before entering

into the history of this remarkable event, to say a few words on the

country itself, a country so celebrated in the annals of the world.

The territory which the Israelites were about to enter is

situated in Asia, and has borne many names. It was called (a)

the Land of Chanaan, because it was ocoupied by the descendants of

Chanaan, grandson of Noe—we count seven different tribes in it,

who were vanquished by the Hebrews under the command of Josue:

(b) the Promised Land, because Almighty God had promised Abra

ham, Isaac, and Jacob, to bestow it on their posterity; (c) Judta,

after the captivity of Babylon, because the greater number of those

who returned to settle in it belonged to the tribe of Juda; (d)

Palestine, from the Palestines or Philistines, with whom, through

commerce, the Greeks and Romans were acquainted before they

knew the Jews ; («) finally, the Holy Land, a name given it by Chris

tians, and which it bears to the present day, on account of the

mysteries wrought there by our Lord for the salvation of the

human race. Its extent is about a hundred and eighty miles from

north to south, and two hundred and forty from east to west. The

only river that flows through it is the Jordan.

The Israelites, to the number of nearly six hundred thousand

fighting men, had encamped on the banks of this river. From

their position they could see the walls of Jericho, the first of their

enemy's cities that lay in their way. Josue selected from among

his bravest men two of especial ability and devotedness, and directed

them to cross the Jordan secretly, to approach Jericho, to examine

the whole neighbourhood, and to return as soon as possible with a
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full account of the situation. The envoys found a fording-place, and

reached the gates of the city at evening. They entered : hut the

difficulty was to find a place to pass the night. They spoke to a

woman, whose name was llahab : she received them. Important as

was their secret, they thought that they might safely confide it to

her. Their confidence was not misplaced, llahab answered all

their questions, and supplied them with all the information that they

could desire. But lo ! during their conversation, the gates of the

city were shut.

In a short time, the noise of a tumultuous crowd approaching

Rahab's house was heard. These were messengers, whom the king

had sent to arrest the two Israelites. The latter could not enter

the city bo quietly, nor retire to their lodgings so cautiously, but

the news soon reached the ears of the king. Rahab hastened to

make them ascend to the roof of her house, where she covered them

with stalks of flax. The king's messengers having entered, she

answered them that there had, indeed, been two strangers in the

house, but that they merely paid a passing visit." Her words

were believed.

Next morning, she went up to them, and asked, as a reward

for her services, that when the Israelites should take Jericho, they

would spare her and her family. The envoys promised it. She

then fastened some long ropes to one of the windows of her house

that looked out on the country, and the two Israelites descended

with but little trouble to the foot of the wall. A couple of days

afterwards they reached the camp. They gave an accurate account

of their adventures to Josue, and an order was immediately issued

to the people to be in readiness to move the camp next morning.

'* Sanctify yourselves," said Josue ; " for, to-morrow, the Lord will

do wonderful things for you."

At break of day the people advanced. The priests, bearing the

ark of the covenant, marched first. The army, ranged in two columns,

followed in admirable order. Having reached the banks of the

Jordan, the priests, though alarmed at the depth of the river,

advanced until their feet were dipped in the water. But God had

spoken. At this moment the upper waters of the river stopped in

their course, and began to swell up like a great mountain, while

the lower waters swept off out of sight. An immense passage was

thus made free. The ark was kept in the midst of the bed of the

river, and the multitude passed over to the opposite bank.

1 Observe that the Scripture records the falschood of Rahab without

approving of it. If tbis woman and her family were saved in the destruction of

Jericho, it was on account of the generous hospitality that she had displayed

towards the messengers of the Israelite genarai.

vol. i. 28

y
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Then the Lord said to Josue : " Choose twelve men out of the

twelve tribes of Israel, and say to them : ' Go to the place where

the feet of the priest stand in the bed of the river, and take twelve

large stones, which you shall carry to your first place of encamp

ment. There you shall pile them in a heap ; and, when your

children shall one day ask you : What is the meaning of this monu

ment in your fields ? you shall answer them : When we were

passing the Jordan to take possession of the land that we now inhabit,

the ark of the Lord, borne on the shoulders of the priests, stood in

the river ; and the waters, stopped by its presence, gave us an

open way.' "

The order of the Lord was executed, and the river, on the

departure of the ark, at once resumed its ordinary course. Soon

the multitude came in sight of Jericho. It was one of the largest

and best fortified cities in Chanaan. The Lord said to Josue : " I

have delivered Jericho, its king, and all its inhabitants to you.

To gain the victory will cost you nothing but obedience. This is

what you shall do. Place your soldiers in battle array : let them

march before the ark of My covenant, which shall be borne by four

priests of the tribe of Levi. Seven other priests, each with u

trumpet, shall also precede the ark ; and the multitude shall follow

it. In this order, you shall march for seven successive days around

the walls of Jericho : every one shall observe strict silence—no

other sound shall be heard but that of the trumpets ; the seventh

and last time that you shall make the circuit of the city, the whole

multitude of the children of Israel, when they hear the trumpets

sounding with a longer and shriller tone, shall raise a loud shout ;

at that moment, the walls of the city shall fall, even to their foun

dations, and every one shall enter opposite the place where he

stands."

Josue acquainted the army with the orders of the Almighty.

"Remember," he added, "that the city is anathematised. No

person must take anything for himself. The least prevarication on

this point will bring misfortune on us all." These precautions

having been taken, the people began their task ; and, on the seventh

day, as the Lord had announced, the walls of Jericho fell with a

frightful crash. The city was sacked, burnt, and wasted to its very

foundations. There was no one spared except the hospitable liahab

and her family.

After a few days' rest, Josue resolved to proceed to a new con

quest. He sent three thousand men to lay siege to a little city,

named Ilai. The Israelites were defeated. The holy general

understood that the Lord was displeased with them. Immediately

ho hastened to prostrate himself before the ark of the covenant, and
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there he remained during the whole day. At length the Lord

heard his prayer, and said to him : " Israel hath sinned. The con

ditions of My covenant have heen violated. Some of the spoils of

Jericho have heen carried away and hidden in the haggage.

Assemble the people : casting lots will acquaint thee with the guilty.

Thou shalt condemn him to the stake, and all that belongs to him

shall be cast into the fire along with him." The lot fell upon Achan,

of the tribe of Juda. " My son," said Josue, in the mildest manner,

"what hast thou done? "I have sinned," answered Achan:

" among the spoils that came in my way I noticed a scarlet cloak

that looked very fine, and I found two hundred sides of silver,

and a bar of gold weighing fifty sides : these riches tempted me ;

I took them away secretly, and, having dug a hole in the midst of

my tent, hid them there."

Josue informed him of the sentence that the Lord had pro

nounced against him ; and, on the spot, it was executed. This is

an exumple which teaches us that we are all sharers in the same

responsibility—that if the good works of the just are most powerful

in drawing upon their brethren the benedictions of heaven, the crimes

of the wicked are no less so in provoking its chastisements. The

glory of the Lord having been repaired, Josue did not hesitate to

advance against the enemy. The little city of Hai was taken, and

treated as Jericho had been. It was then that this holy leader

renewed the covenant of his people with God. This renovation was

accompanied with ceremonies that were well calculated to strike

the multitude with awe, and to render them steadfast ever after

wards in their allegiance.

The nation was divided into two equal parts. One occupied the

mountain of Garizim; the other, the mountain of Hebal. In the

valley that separated them, stood the priests, with the ark of the

covenant. The tribes that were placed on one of the mountains pro

nounced, in a loud tone of voice, twelve formulas of blessing in favour

of the faithful observers of the Law, and as many formulas of

cursing against its violators. The tribes placed on the opposite

mountain answered Amen—that is to say, May those who are

devoted to the Law be rewarded ! May those who are rebellious to the

Lord be punished ! Thus, the first six tribes, raising their voice,

exclaimed : Cursed is the man who shall make idols, and adore them

in his tent ! And the six other tribes raising their voice, replied :

Amen, so be it! The same order was observed to the end of tho

twelve formulas of blessing and cursing. The Lord, represented by

the ark, which was placed between the two camps, attended to

receive and to confirm these terrible oaths.

Meanwhile, the kings and the people of Chanaan, alarmed at
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the progress of the Israelites, had made a league to engage them

with their united forces. The only persons that took a different

resolution were the inhabitants of the city of Gabaon. Feeling no

confidence in their strength, they had recourse to a stratagem, to

defend themselves from the arms of the Israelites. They sent

ambassadors to Josue in an equipage that might well make it sup

posed that such way-worn travellers came from a very distant

country. They gave these messengers asses to carry provisions;

enclosed some hard and broken loaves for them in sacks that were

old and torn ; and added a few leather wine-bottles that were rent

and sewed up again, and shoes that were covered with patches. In

this condition the ambassadors set out. After a few hours, they

reached the Israelite camp, and were admitted to an audience with

the general and his officers.

"Wo come," said they, with every appearance of sincerity,

" from a country that is very remote, to enter into an alliance with

you. It is in the name of your God that we come. The account

of the wonders of His omnipotence, of the great things that He

did for you in Egypt, has reached even to us, notwithstanding the

distance. Our ancients have commissioned us to come to you. They

said to us : ' Take abundance of provisions, for the way is long.'

You may judge of the length of the journey by the state in which

you behold us. When we left home, the loaves that we brought

were just baked and still warm. See ! what remain to us to-day

are broken into little pieces as hard as stones. These bottles, in

which we placed our wine, were then quite new, and now, as you

perceive, they are useless. Our clothes, our shoes, are so very much

worn by the journey that we are ashamed to appear in your

presence."

There was such an appearance of candour in the language of

the Gabaonites that it seemed a cruelty to suspect them of the

least fraud. The Lord was not consulted. The matter was not

evon thought worthy of deliberation. The general granted them

peace. The treaty of alliance expressly declared that they should

not be put to death. This was all that the Gabaonites desired.

Congratulating themselves on their success, they returned to

acquaint their fellow-citizens with the news of their happy

negotiation.

The petition of the inhabitants of Gabaon displeased the kings

of Chanaan. It was resolved that they should be made repent of

their singularity. Accordingly, their city was besieged. Josue,

though he had discovered the fraud that had been practised on him,

hastened to assist his allies, and gained a brilliant victory over the

five attacking kings ; the Lord fought for him, by casting on the
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enemy a shower of hailstones, which killed an immense number.

Meanwhile night approached ; and it grieved Josue exceedingly to

see so many of his opponents escaping. Seized with a sudden

inspiration, he addressed himself to the Lord, in the presence of his

soldiers ; then, turning his eyes towards the sun, he exclaimed :

"Move not, 0 sun, towards Gabaon ! " The sun, or rather God,

was pleased to obey the voice of a man, whom He had invested

with His own authority. However wonderful such a miracle may

appear, it need not disturb our faith. Nothing is difficult to the

Almighty. It costs no more to Him who launched the heavenly

bodies into the wide ocean of space, to stop them than to move

them. All creatures are in the divine hands like playthings in

the hands of a child. The sun stood still for twelve hours. Josue

profited of these precious moments, and completed the defeat of his

enemies.

After six years of conflict, the illustrious general saw himself

master of the Land of Chanaan, which he divided among the twelve

tribes of Israel. The holy old man had now accomplished his

mission. Feeling himself about to die, he caused the covenant with

the Lord to be renewed, gave the wisest advice to his people, and

slept in peace, being a hundred and ten years old.

This great man, the worthy successor of Moses, deserved the

praise of the Lord ; but his chief glory, as indicated by his name,

was to have been a figure of Him who should one day be the Saviour

of mankind.

Josue is the thirteenth figure of the Messias. The word Josue

means Saviour; the word Jesus means Saviour. Josue succeeds

Moses, who cannot lead the Hebrews into the Promised Land ; our

Lord also succeeds Moses—His New Law replaces the Old Law—

He alone can lead men into Heaven. Josue triumphs in a mira

culous manner over the enemies of his people ; our Lord, by His

miracles, triumphs over the world, which is opposed to the estab

lishment of Christianity. Josue arrests the sun on the point of

setting ; our Lord arrests the torch of truth on the point of being

extinguished, and illumines the world with the bright rays of the

Gospel. Josue is obliged to contend for several years against

idolaters, the enemies of his people; our Lord is obliged to contend

for several years against paganism, the enemy of His doctrine.

After six years of struggles, of battles, and of victories, Josue

establishes his people in the Promised Land ; after three years of

struggles, our Lord establishes His Church, which reigns over the

worloL Josue dies after having given the wisest counsels to the

Hebrews; our Lord ascends to Heaven after having given the most

admirable lessons of wisdom to His disciples and the world. As
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long as the children of Israel are faithful to the words of Josue,

they are happy ; while Christians are faithful to the words of our

Lord, they are happy. As soon as the Israelites abandon the direc

tions of Josue, they become the slaves of their enemies ; when we

renounce the precepts of our Lord, we become the slaves of the

devil and of our own passions.

This figure unveils a new characteristic of the Messias. It

teaches us that He will lead the human race into Heaven, repre

sented by the Promised Land.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having established

Thy people in the Land of Chanaan, and for having caused me to

be born in the bosom of the Catholic Church. Lead me to HeaveD,

the true Promised Land, where I may praise and love Thee, with

out fear of ever losing Thee, for all eternity !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I trill

never do anything from a merely human motive.

LESSON XXXII.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OP THE MESSIAS (Continued).

Division of the Promised Land. Government of the Judges. Israel falls into

idolatry. Punishment. Gedeon is raised up by God for the deliverance

of Israel from the Madianites. Double Miracle of the Fleece. Victory

of Gedeon. Gedeon, the fourteenth Figure of the Messias.

Afteb a war of six years, nearly the whole of the Promised Land

was taken from its ancient inhabitants. Possessed by the Israelites

under a title of absolute sovereignty, it was divided into twelve

little provinces or counties, which formed henceforward the patri

mony of the people of God. Each tribe had its own portion, the

tribe of Levi excepted. This tribe, being consecrated to the service

of the altar, had no share in the division. God was pleased that the

Levites should be scattered through all the districts, in order that,

by their example and discourse, they might move their brethren to

the worship of the Most High, and preserve among all classes

the knowledge of the true religion, together with a remembrance of

its benefits.

Caleb and the ancients governed after Josue ; but neither the

wisdom of their administration nor the lustre of their example
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could prevent the disorders into which the ungrateful Israelites soon

plunged. Forgetful of the benefits of the Lord, the chosen

people made alliances with the neighbouring nations, and joined

in their idolatry. The Lord speedily avenged this violation of a

covenant so frequently ratified.

When we reflect on the astounding miracles of which the Israel

ites had been witnesses, on the wonderful benefits with which they

had been favoured, and on their oft-renewed promises of fidelity to

God and His holy law, their reiterated revolts against the Loid seem

almost incredible. But let us reflect a while on our own resistance

to the lights of faith and the strongest inspirations of grace—let

us consider the scenes of stubbornness or weakness, sometime

whimsical, sometimes scandalous, that even in the present day are

continually repeated before our own eyes—and we shall learn

not to be surprised at the obduracy of the human heart.

Josue had not destroyed all the Chanaanites. A very large

number of them still dwelt in various parts of the Promised Land.

God was pleased that it should be so, in order to keep the Israelites

exercised ; to make them, by their fidelity in the midst of idola

ters, deserve the favours which He desired to bestow upon them ;

and, also, that He might employ these same Chanaanites as a

scourge to punish His people in case they should prevari

cate. This is the manner in which God allows us to struggle with

temptations, that our virtue may be proved, and that we may

meet with opportunities of increasing our merits.

The Israelites did not long resist the trial to which the Lord

subjected them. They fell into idolatry: and one of the chief

persons in setting them the example was a woman. She belonged

to the tribe of Ephraim, and was advanced in years, a widow, and

apparently of comfortable circumstances, but superstitious. Shu

had put aside a considerable sum to supply herself with false gods,

after the manner of the Chanaanites. She had a son called Michas.

as superstitious as herself. They both had recourse to a skilful

artificer, and he made them idols, which they placed in one of their

rooms. It only remained to find a priest somewhere, who should

burn incense and offer sacrifice before these idols. Michas was not

long in finding one out. The artificer that could make good

could well supply a minister for them : his eldest sen became the

priest.

It was indeed a great misfortune for Israel that a single family

should dare to raise the standard of idolatry ; for, though it was but

a spark, it gradually enkindled a flame, which, in the course of a

few years, spread over, and included in its range, the greater portion

of the nution. Idolatry soon led the way to new crimes. To punish

A
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a people so frequently rebellious, the Lord summoned against them

a number of Chanaanite kings, who still existed in the Promised

Land : Israel became their slave. Misfortune opened the hearts of

the Israelites to repentance, and the Lord, ever merciful, raised up

some eminent personages, 'whom Ho invested with a divine com

mission to break the fetters of His wayward people. Such is the

history, in a few words, of the Hebrews under the government of

the judges, that is to say, from the death of Josue till the appoint

ment of Saul, their first king. One of these extraordinary men,

whom God raised up for the deliverance of His people, was

Gedeon.

During seven years, the Israelites had been oppressed, in punish

mcnt of their idolatry, by the Madianites and Amalekites. Thesi

people plundered and desolated the country, so that the misery

which ensued was extreme. The Israelites then returned to the

Lord. He was moved by their tears, and despatched one of His

angels to choose a liberator for them. The angel assumed the

appearance of a traveller, and took his seat under an oak-tree, not

far from the place where Gedeon, a man of mature age, was

working.

In expectation of an approaching irruption of the enemy, he was

arranging, like every one else, for flight, and preparing provisions

for his family. He was at the moment engaged in thrashing and

cleaning wheat. The angel saluted him, saying : " The Lord is with

thee, 0 most valiant of the children of Israel!" "If, my lord,"

answered Gedeon, " the Lord is with us, why are we a prey to all

the evils that overwhelm us ? "

The angel, with a very sweet look, then said : " No, the Lord

hath not abandoned you ; He hath chosen thee to deliver His people

from the persecution of Madian." " If that is the case," replied

Gedeon, " grant me, 0 my God ! some sign, by which I may know

that it is Thou that speakest to me. Whoever thou art, my lord,

wait here until I bring thee something to eat." Gedeon soon

returned with a kid and some loaves of unleavened oread. " Take

the flesh and the bread," said the angel of the Lord, " and lay them

on the rock before thee." Gedeon obeyed. The angel, with the

tip of the rod that he held in his hand, touched 1 te flesh and the

bread ; and a firo sprang forth from the rock am 1 consumed the

holocaust. At the same time, the angel vanishel. Gedeon no

longer doubted of his vocation.

Meanwhile a host of Madianites and Amalekites were ready to

burst in upon the territories of the Israelites. More than a hundred

and thirty-five thousand men, accompanied with innumerable flocks,

bad passed the Jordan, and were quietly settled in the beautiful
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valley of Jezrael. The spirit of God took possession of Gedeon. This

man summoned around his person all the heroes of Israel. He was

instantly obeyed ; and, in a few days, found himself at the head of

thirty-two thousand men. To fill themwith confidence, he besought

the Lord to favour him with some miraculous signs, which might

prove to his army that he was a general commissioned by Heaven.

" 0 Lord ! " said he, in a loud voice, before his officers and soldiers,

" if it is true that Thou hast resolved by my means to save Israel,

grant me the proof that I have chosen regarding the source of my

mission ! I will stretch out here a fleece of wool. If the fleece

alone be wet with dew, and the ground around it remain dry, I

shall know that Thou hast selected me." .

The thing was done. The fleece was stretched out ; and, next

morning, Gedeon, rising before day, found the ground perfectly dry,

but the wool so wet that he wrung a large quantity of water out of

it. Gedeon was not content with this first miracle. " 0 Lord ! "

he said, " let not Thine anger be enkindled against me if I ask of

Thee another prodigy, the reverse of the first, in regard to the fleece :

I desire that the earth should be covered with dew and the fleece

remain dry." The Lord again complied with the wishes of His

general : the fleece remained dry, while the earth around it was

covered with dew.

The Lord, who had honoured Gedeon with such evidences of

almighty power, presently required of him some similar prodigies of

confidence, and was satisfied. By the divine command, Gedeon

set out during the night to encamp at the head of his thirty-

two thousand men near the valley of Jezrael. The Madianites

were scattered through the valley, to the number of a hundred

and thirty-five thousand, as already stated. Even thus there was

a very great disproportion between the two armies ; but God con

sidered that Gedeon had still too many men.

"Thou hast too numerous an army," said the Lord to him;

"Madian shall not be delivered into thy hands; Israel would attri

bute to itself the honour of its deliverance, and My glory would

suffer in consequence. Assemble thine army, and, according to the

ordinance of the Law,1 proclaim aloud, through all the ranks, that

thou dost not only permit, but command, every man who feels

afraid to return to his house." More than two-thirds of the men

quitted the army ; in other words, there remained only ten thousand

troops with Gedeon.

" There are still too many," said the Lord to him; " lead thy

ten thousand men to the banks of a stream : I wish to try them

1 Deut., n. 1-9.
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there." The general obeyed. The soldiers marched for a portion

of the day ; and all were at length weary with the trouble of the

journey, and especially with thirst. "When they had reached the

river, the Lord said to Gedeon : " Among thy soldiers, there are

some who will go down on their knees to drink the water at their

ease, and others who will only carry a few drops of it to their

mouths in the hollow of their hands : separate these two classes

from each other."

Of the ten thousand men on whom the general had counted,

there were only three hundred who did not stoop to drink, and who

contented themselves with swallowing, as they marched along, the

small quantity of water that they could lap up in their hands.

Gedeon put them aside. " By these three hundred men," said the

Lord, " I will deliver My people : send the others away." The

nine thousand seven hundred disbanded men departed under the

shadow of night.

Gedeon, with the three hundred brave men who remained to

him, encamped on a rising-ground near the stream, and above the

army of Madian, which occupied the valley. In the middle of the

night, the Lord called the general, and said to him : " I wish to

inform thee that thy enemies look upon themselves as men already

conquered, whom I have delivered into thy hands. Go down

quietly with one of thy servants, and thou shalt hear their dis

course." Gedeon, accompanied by Phara, crept along, without

being perceived, as far as the advanced guard of the enemy, where

he could hear the conversation of the sentinels. One of them

addressed his comrade thus: "I dreamt that I saw a barley-loaf

baked under ashes : it seemed to me to roll from the top of the hill

into our camp ; I saw it pass even to the general's camp, which it

threw to the ground." " That is a serious dream," answered the

Madianite soldier ; " this is undoubtedly its meaning : the barley-

loaf is Gedeon, the Israelite; the God, whom he adores, hath delivered

Madian to him : we are lost men."

Gedeon, having heard this dream and its explanation, thanked

the Lord, and took his way back to the camp. " Arise," he said

to the soldiers, " it is time to act; the Madianites are ours! Let

every man take in one hand a trumpet, and in the other a pitcher,

with a lighted lamp inside. The sound of my trumpet shall be

your signal. When you hear me sound it, you shall all sound your

trumpets too ; we shall then strike, with a loud noise, our earthen

pitchers one against another; afterwards, holding the lamps aloft in

uur left hands, we shall keep steadily sounding the trumpets held

in our right, and from time to time shout together : The sword ofthe

Lord and the sword of Gedeon ! "
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Thereupon they set out and reached the enemy's camp from

three different points. On the signal being given, all the trumpets

sounded, the pitchers were broken, and the lamps were held up

high. Loud above the confusion, was heard at interval the war-

cry : The sword of the Lord and the sword of Gedeon ! They did not

move ; they merely continued to sound their trumpets and to cry

out alternately.

A panic spread through the enemy's camp. All was tumult

and disorder ; every one fled whithersoever he could ; in the dark

ness of the night they encountered and slew one another, without

knowing what they did; and, in a few hours, the valley of Jezrael

was red with the blood of Madian, of which Israel had not shed a

single drop. Whoever escaped the slaughter made haste to recross

the Jordan.

After having delivered his people from their enemies, Gedeon

thought of uprooting idolatry, which had drawn so many calamities

on Israel. If he did not entirely succeed, he at least made crimo

hide its head, and deprived it during the rest of his days of that

scandalous liberty which so surely provokes the vengeance of God.

Gedeon ruled over the people for forty years, after which he slept

in peace, full of days and merits. Though glorious in his exploits,

he was still more glorious in his resemblance to the Messias, of

whom he is the fourteenth figure.

Thus. Gedeon is the youngest brother of the family ; our Lord

is pleased to become the last of men. Gedeon, notwithstanding his

weakness, is chosen by God to deliver the Hebrews from the tyranny

of the Madianites ; our Lord, notwithstanding His apparent weak

ness, is chosen by God to deliver the world from the slavery of the

devil. Gedeon, before delivering his people, offers a sacrifice ; it is

only after having offered Himself in sacrifice on the cross that our

Lord delivers mankind. Two great miracles prove that the Lord

has chosen Gedeon ; more stupendous miracles prove that our Lord

is- the Liberator of the human race. By the first miracle performed

in favour of Gedeon, the fleece alone is wet with dew, while the

ground around it remains dry ; the Jewish people alone are

bedewed by our Lord wilh the special benedictions of Heaven. By

the second miracle performed in favour of Gedeon, the fleece alone

remains dry, while all the ground about it is wet with dew ; in

punishment of their ingratitude, the Jews are deprived of the

heavenly dew, while all other nations receive it, through the minis

try of the apostles, commissioned by our Lord.

Gedeon marches with three hundred men against a host of

enemies ; our Lord marches with twelve poor fishermen to the

conquest of the world. The soldiers of Gedeon do not stop to drink ;
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the apostles of our Lord, desirous to convert the world, forget even

the ordinary wants of life, and despise all earthly comforts. The

soldiers of Gedeon advance without arms ; the soldiers of our Lord

are unacquainted with weapons. The soldiers of Gedeon carry only

trumpets and torches ; the apostles of our Lord carry the trumpet of

preaching and the torch of charity. The soldiers of Gedeon triumph

over the Madianites ; the apostles of our Lord triumph over all men.

Idolatry is much weakened hy Gedeon; it is destroyed by our

Lord.

This figure, adding to our previous knowledge, teaches us

that our Lord shall employ the weakest instruments for the

Ralvation of the world, and that the Gentiles shall take the place of

the Jews.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for the gTeat

mercy which Thou didst so many times display towards Thy

people, notwithstanding their infidelities! I owe Thee no less

gratitude for the great mercy which Thou hast displayed

towards myself. How many times hast Thou forgiven me!

I purpose henceforward to be faithful to Thee at all costs, as

the soldiers of Gedeon remained faithful to their leader in spite

of thirst and fatigue.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

us myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

mil every day deprive myself of something or other in expiation of

my tins.

LESSON XXXIII.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS (continued).

Tho Israelites relapse into idolatry. They are reduced to slavery by the Phi

listines. They hare recourse to the Lord. Samson is sent to deliver them.

He burns the crops of their Enemies. He carries away the gates of Qaza.

His capture and death. Samson, the fifteenth Figure of the Measiaa.

The faithful Israelites bewailed the death of Gedeon when he was

taken from amongst them. They did not feel the greatness of their

loss until their miserable relapse into idolatry awakened them to a

lively sense thereof, by the calamities that were its just conse

quences. They offered incense to their idols. They renounced

their alliance with the God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob,

to make sacrilegious treaties with Baal, whom they swore to

recognise as their God. The revolution was so sudden and rapid
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that we could scarcely believe it possible, if our acquaintance with

the previous inconstancy of the Hebrews did not teach us that we

should never again be astonished at their perfidy.

The punishment of their prevarications was not long delayed.

The Philistines, an idolatrous nation, who occupied a little canton,

of the Promised Land, reduced them to a state of the most humili

ating dependence. The Hebrews were deprived of arms. Not an

iron or steel tool was left in their possession. If any one desired

to have his ploughshare sharpened, he should have recourse to the

Philistines, no matter in what part of Israel he dwelt. Such

was the new kind of slavery that the Israelites had to endure for

twenty years. They then cried to the Lord. But their past fickle

ness required a long proof ; the Lord should put their sincerity

to a severe test : accordingly, their slavery continued for twenty

years longer. Yet, during this period a new judge, whom God

gave them for their comfort, greatly sweetened the bitterness of

their sufferings, and, towards the close of his days, so terrified tho

enemies of his people that the yoke of the Philistines seemed en

tirely broken and the liberty of Israel restored.

This new judge—so different from all preceding saviours of

Israel—this powerful warrior, who, without companions, and with

out arms or soldiers, could alone engage in deadly struggle with a

whole people, was the celebrated Samson, so famous in the history of

the people of God. He was miraculously granted to the prayers of

his father and mother. The Lord blessed the child, by giving him

prodigious strength of body, and by revealing to him the great

deeds that he should afterwards perform as liberator of the

Israelites from the yoke of the Philistines. Samson knew that he

was born to be their scourge, that he possessed over them all the

rights of the great Master who sent him, that he was in no ways

bound to follow the usual formalities of a declaration of war against

these people, and that whatever he should do for the ruin of such

idolaters would be acceptable to the Lord. Full of these high

thoughts, he had no sooner attained the age of twenty years than

he set himself earnestly to work.

He made a journey to the Philistines, and, that he might have

an opportunity of inflicting on them the injuries which they de

served, he resolved to marry among them. His father and mother

gave their consent, for they were not ignorant that it was the Lord

who brought this matter about. Yet they accompanied their son,

to regulate the terrns of the contract. As they approached the

city, they entered a vineyard, where Samson wandered a little out

of his way. It was here that the first trial of his prodigious strength

took place.
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He perceived a young lion, which came bounding towards him

with fury in its eyes, raging and roaring. Samson had no weapons,

not even a staff, at hand ; but, animated by the Spirit of God, he

seized the animal, and tore it to pieces with as much ease as if it

were only a kid. He did not say one word afterwards regarding

this affair to his father or mother.

The marringe arrangements having been concluded, Samson was

returning to his own country; and, passing by the vineyard, he was

anxious to see the carcass of the lion that he had slain. What

was his surprise to find in the dead lion's mouth a swarm of bees

and a honeycomb ! The day of his nuptials soon came round : thirty

young Philistines attended him on the occasion. " I wish," said he

to them, according to the custom of the time,1 " to propose a riddle to

you, and I will allow you seven days to answer it. If you succeed,

I will give you thirty suits of clothes ; but if you fail, you will

give me the same number." The spirit of the young Philistines

would not allow them to decline the challenge : they agreed to the

wager. " This, then," said Samson, "is the riddle: He who hath

eaten hath supplied meat; and sweetness hath come forth from

strength." The riddle would have been easy to anyone who knew

of Samson's encounter with the lion, and of the honey found after

wards in its mouth ; but no person had heard of this occurrence.

The Philistines put themselves in a fret ; but it was to no pur

pose, for they could not make out the riddle. They then had re

course to Samson's wife. She could not at first overcome her hus

band's silence. At length, however, on the seventh day, she so

wearied Samson by her importunities that he allowed himself to

be conquered. Having explained the riddle to her, she, contrary

to good faith, hastened to inform her countrymen of it. They

immediately came to Samson, and, with an air of triumph, told him

the secret of the riddle. " You are right," he said ; " I have lost

the wager ; I will pay you." At that moment the Spirit of God came

upon him : he rushed out of the city, slew thirty Philistines, and

returned with their garments. After this frightful slaughter, he

indignantly left his wife without bidding her farewell, and with

drew to his father's house. Some time afterwards he learned that

the woman, thinking herself despised, had married one of the young

Philistines who had assisted at her nuptials. Samson felt that the

insult was too keen to be allowed to pass unpunished ; he therefore

declared war against the Philistines in general.

It was then harvest-time ; and the ripened grain only awaited

' Profane history offers us many examplbs of this custom. See Life of
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the hand of the reaper. Samson was musing on a species of

revenge the like of which, perhaps, no one hefore had ever thought

ot The land of Israel was infested with foxes; and travellers

attest that, even at the present day, the inhabitants are often

obliged to assemble in multitudes for the destruction of these rave

nous creatures : otherwise the country would be ruined. Samson

pursued the foxes, and captured three hundred of them. He fas

tened them in pairs by the tail, and placed a lighted torch in the

knot. Thus arrayed, ho set them free over the beautiful fields of

the Philistines, which were ready to shed their grain. The mad

dened foxes ran everywhere, and set fire to such a variety of things

in different places that it was impossible to extinguish the flames.

The grain-fields were completely burnt ; and the fire spread through

the vineyards and olive-fields. The loss could not be repaired, and

famine was its consequence.

After this, Samson retired into a rocky cavern, in the territory

of the tribe of Juda. The Philistines were not slow to suspect the

author of their misfortune, or to discover the place of his retreat.

They assembled an army, and encamped at a short distance from the

civem. Many of the tribe of Juda joined them. Three thousand

men belonging to this tribe were despatched with an order to

seize Samson. They found him in the cavern, and reproached him

bitterly with the rashness of his revenge. " Of what do the Philis

tines complain ?" he answered, coldly: "I treated them as they

deserved." " Be that as it may," answered the soldiers, " we have

come to arrest thee, and to deliver thee into their hands.'' " Swear

to me," said Samson, "that you will not kill me, und I will at

once surrender to you." The assurance that Samson asked was

given him. They bound him with two new cords, brought him

out from his fortress, and led him along to the camp of the enemy.

As soon as the Philistines saw him coming, they set up shouts

of joy. They ran to seize their prisoner; but, although he was

bound, he was by no means captured. The Spirit of the Lord seized

on him ; he burst his bonds, and, snatching up the jaw-bone of an

ass, which was on the ground near him, he attacked the Philistines

with such strength that in a short time he killed a thousand of

them. The others took to flight, and their only trouble was to see

who should first reach a place of safety.

Samson, the conqueror of his enemies, rested himself tranquilly

under the shadow of the wings of the Lord. He had no sooner

recovered his strength than he thought of continuing his exploits

against the enemies of his people. It is believed that during the

twenty years which saw him a judge in Israel, he performed

many valorous deeds that are not now known, and thereby rendered
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the Philistines much more tractable. What is certain is that the very

sound of his name made them tremble.

One day he entered a city of the Philistines called Gaza ; he

was recognised and betrayed by the person into whose house he

had retired. She gave notice to the citizens that she had captured

the prey which they had so long endeavoured in vain to destroy.

The Philistines turned their information to account. They did not,

however, dare to attack him, fearing lest at the first sound they

should make the lion would awake and fill their city with blood

shed before they could lay hands on him. They contented them

selves with closing fast the gates of the city, at which they placed

guards during the night, with instructions to kill him, as he should

be departing in the morning. Samson slept till midnight ; he then

arose and went to the gate of the city. It was on this occasion

more than on any previous one that the superhuman strength of

the hero of Israel appeared : he took the two sides of the gate,

with its bolts and locks, laid them on his shoulders, and carried

them away to the summit of a neighbouring hill. Awakened by

the noise, the sentinels did not feel any inclination to pursue him.

These actions appear very extraordinary to us ; but they should

necessarily be so, to strike the minds of a sensual, stupid

people. In order to confound the pride of the Madianites, God had

vanquished their army of one hundred and thirty-five thousand

men with Gedeon's little band of three hundred, armed only with

trumpets and torches ; now, in order to punish the pride of the

Philistines, He judges it proper to oppose against the whole nation

only a single man ; at a later period, the prodigy will be still more

astounding, when He shall bring about the conquest of the world

by twelve poor fishermen.

Moreover, if we examine the matter minutely, we shall find

that these prodigies entered admirably into the general plan oi

Divine Providence. To preserve from idolatry a people living in

the midst of idolatrous nations, inclined as that people was, from

its own corrupt feelings, to join in the seductive worship of idols ;

and, to recall pagan nations to the knowledge of the one only

God : such was, from the time of Noe to that of Moses, the great

object and aim of God, the Creator and Father, who watches over

all the children of men. Now, to attain this end, what means

could be more efficacious than that of miracles ? And what miracles

could be better calculated to strike a gross ignorant people—mere

children, in fact, who lived only by the senses—than prodigies

that were wrought in the natural order, and that proved so clearly

that the creatures which were adored as gods were only playthings

in the hand of the one true God, and that that one only God wu

to be found in Israel?
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The Philistines, in despair of overcoming Samson by open force,

had recourse to stratagem. They engaged a woman of their nation

called Dalila, at whose house Samson frequently stayed, to draw

the secret from him, and to find out from him whence his wonder

ful strength proceeded. "If thou discover it," they said to her,

" we will give thee every one of us eleven hundred sides of silver."

Dalila agreed. The next time she saw Samson she said very ear

nestly to him, " Tell me, I pray, whence does thy amazing strength

come, and what are the fetters that would hold thee captive ?"

Such a question coming from a Philistine woman was not likely to

surprise a sensible man. Samson was sufficiently wise not to

betray himself. "If I should be bound," he said, "with seven

good cords made of sinews not yet dry, my strength would vanish,

and I could no more defend myself than other men could."

He had no sooner departed than she acquainted the Philistines

with her discovery. A considerable number of them came to her

house, bringing the cords that she had asked, for she had concealed

her friends in a room adjoining that in which she received Samson.

He came on the expected day, and had the condescension to permit

the woman to bind him with the cords that he had mentioned. Im

mediately she began to cry out: " Save thyself, Samson; the Phil

istines are upon thee."

At the words of Dalila, the hero of Israel broke his bonds with

the same ease as fire consumes a thread of tow. Dalila complained

that he had deceived her. " To-day, at least," she said to him,

" tell me thy secret." Samson again set her astray. Dalila, how

ever, continued to importune, without allowing him a moment's

rest. Overcome by the entreaties and the tears of this perfidious

woman, Samson at length yielded to the deplorable indiscretion

that ruined him. "I am a Nazarite," he said, "consecrated

to God from my youth. One of the engagements of my consecration

is, never to have my hair cut ; a razor hath never touched my

head. Ifmy head were once shaved, my strength would forsake me."

Dalila immediately conveyed this important news to the princes

of the Philistines. They assembled on an appointed day in the

apartment adjoining that ofSamson. He was asleep. Dalilahadthe

seven locks of hair, in which his strength lay, removed. The opera

tion having been performed, the wretch cried out: "Awake, Sam

son ; the Philistines are upon thee!" Samson awoke; but, alas!

the Spirit of the Lord had abandoned him : his strength was gone.

The Philistines came forth from their hiding-place, loaded him with

strong chains, tore out his eyes, and led him away to Gaza. There

they cast him into a prison, where he was forced to turn a mill

stone.

vol. r. 29
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After some time, the princes of the Philistines ordered a

solemn feast in thanksgiving to their god, whose name was Dagon,

for having delivered them from the scourge of the nation. All the

great lords of the country came to Gaza. The temple was crowded

for the sacrifice. The victims were very numerous. When the

idolatrous rites had terminated, all classes set to work in preparing

a banquet in the temple, which rang with the praises of Dagon.

There was only one thing wanting to the feast to end it with general

satisfaction. This was the presence of Samson, bound in chains and

abandoned to insults. An order was immediately issued for his

appearance.

A child led the poor blind man in his chains, and placed him

between two pillars in the middle of the building. There he served

as a pastime for the multitude. Samson, whose hair had begun to

grow, felt his strength return ; he did not appear to be offended

at anything; the amusement, which delighted the spectators,

continued for a long time ; it even attracted new visitors, who

occupied the recesses and the roof of the building, to share in the

barbarous sport that was going on below. The number of new

comers alone, independently of the nobility and citizens that were

at the tables in the temple of the idol, amounted to about three

thousand persons, male and female.

It was a grand occasion to deliver Israel from its persecutors,

and to strike such a mighty blow that all Palestine would be terri

fied. The Lord inspired Samson with this design, after having

given him the strength to accomplish it. The generous hero was

not dismayed at the thought of sacrificing his own life. Two prin

cipal pillars supported the roof of the temple. Samson, who was

acquainted with the nature of the structure, said to the little boy

appointed to guide him : " Allow me to touch the two large pillars

upholding the temple, that I may lean against them and rest myself

a little." Here he invoked the Lord his God. " Remember me, 0

my God!" ho said; " grant me strength that I may requite with

one blow the twofold injury that they have inflicted on me, in

tearing out my eyes ; it is time that, avenging Thy glory, I should

punish their cruelty." Then, seizing the two pillars, he exclaimed :

" Let me die with the Philistines."

At that moment he vigorously shook the pillars ; and the temple,

with a fearful noise, tumbled to the ground, crushing to pieces

the princes of the Philistines and the rest of the multitude assem

bled in it. Samson perished beneath the ruins ; but he had slain

a greater number of the enemies of God at his death than during

his whole lifo. His death completed the great work of the deliver

ance of Israel ; and the day on which he buried with himself the
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tyrants of his people was properly that on which he merited the

beautiful titlo of Saviour of his brethren and Avenger of their

wrongs. Accordingly, Samson has ever been regarded as a figure

of the Messias.

Samson was born in a miraculous manner ; our Lord is born in

a miraculous manner. Samson spends twenty years with his

father and mother, without making himself known as the saviour

of his people ; our Lord spends thirty years with Mary His mother

and Joseph His foster-father, without making Himself known as

the saviour of mankind. Samson takes a wife among the Philis

tines ; our Lord chooses the Church, His spouse, among the pagan

nations. Samson kills a lion which draws near to devour him ;

our Lord destroys the pagan world, which, like a lion, seeks for

three centuries to devour the infant Church. Samson finds a honey

comb in the lion's mouth ; our Lord now finds men of a oharity

and sweetness wholly celestial among pagans who were formerly

the enemies of Christianity. Samson slays a thousand Philistines

with the jaw-bone of an ass ; our Lord overthrows the world with

on instrument the weakest in appearance, namely, His cross.

Samson is imprisoned by his enemies in the city of Gaza ; our

Lord is imprisoned by His enemies in the tomb. Samson awakes

at midnight, tears up the gate with its fixtures, and, in spite of the

guards, marches away a conqueror out of the city in which he has

been a captive ; our Lord, after descending into Limbo, where He

brenks the gates of hell and death, comes forth full of life from the

tomb in spite of the guards that surround it. Samson when

dying overthrows the temple of Dagon ; our Lord when dying over

throws the temple of the devil, that is, idolatry. Samson in his

death does more harm to the Philistines than he has previously

done them during his whole life; our Lord when dying does more

harm to the wicked spirits and draws to Himself a greater numbei

of disciples than lie has previously done during His whole life.

This figure adds three new touches to the picture of the Messias.

It reveals to us (a) that the Messias will be born in a miraculous

manner; (i) that He will choose the Church, His spouse, from

among the Gentiles ; and (c) that by His death He will gain so

complete a victory over the devil as thereby to crown all His works

Prayer

0 my God, who art all love, I thank Thee for having bestowed

Thy spirit of strength on Samson to effect the overthrow of the

enemies of Thy people ; grant me the same spirit of strength to

effect the overthrow of the enemies of my salvation.
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I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I tci'

carefully avoid the occasions of sin.

LESSON XXXIV.

PROMISES AND PIGTTEES OP THE MESSIAS (cOntitUUi).

Heli, Judge of Israel. Succeeded by Samuel. Choice of Kings. Saul, the first

King of Israel. He proves himself unworthy; and David, a young shep

herd, is selected in his stead. David appeases Saul's anger. Combat

between David and Goliath. Death of Saul. David captures the fortress

of Sion. Removal of the Ark. Oza is struck dead. David dances before

the Ark. The sixth Promise of the Messias is made to David.

Afteb, the death of Samson, the high-priest Heli was Judge over

Israel. Heli was a man of irreproachable manners : but, by

neglecting to correct the disorders of his two sons, Ophni and

Phinees, he drew down upon himself, upon his family, and upon

the people the most terrible vengeance of the Lord. In a battle

with the Philistines, the Israelites were defeated ; thirty thousand

men were left dead upon the field; the holy ark of the covenant

was taken by the enemy ; the two sons of Heli were numbered

among the slain, and their unfortunate father on hearing the sad

intelligence fell back from his seat, broke his neck, and died.

Samuel was called by God to succeed Heli. After having

gained a blood)- victory over the Philistines, this great man restored

the divine worship to its original purity, banishing out of Israel all

the dumb divinities of the nations. We find in the government of

the Israelites at this period an occurrence that furnishes us with a

new proof of the ingratitude of this inconstant people. As we

have already said, the judges were magistrates only in a republic of

which the Lord was the Head; but Samuel becoming old, the

Israelites were dissatisfied with his mode of administration, and de

sired, after the example of the neighbouring nations, to have a king

to rule over them.

The first was Saul. Two years after ascending the throne, he

had the audacity to disobey God and to despise the laws of Reli

gion. For this conduct he was rejected and his crown placed on a

more worthy brow. In the lifetime of Saul, David, a young shep

herd of the tribe of Juda, was secretly elected his successor by

Samuel, and, though only sixteen years of age, was consecrated

king. The event took place in this wise :—

One day the Lord spoke to Samuel. "Take," he said, "thy

vessel of oil, and go to tbe old man Jesse at Bethlehem ; itia for
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one of his sons that I intend the crown." Samuel went to Bethle

hem, and there invited Jesse and his family to eat with him. " Bring

thy sons before me," said he to Jesse. Jesse presented seven of

them. "Are there no others?" said Samuel. "There is one

more," said Jesse, "but he is a boy of fifteen or sixteen years,

whom I have employed in guarding the flocks." " Send for him

immediately," said the prophet; " we will not sit down to table

till he comes." The little David arrived.

He was a handsome boy, of ruddy countenance and grace

ful figure. Scarcely had he appeared, when the Lord said to

Samuel: "This is the King of Israel; consecrate him without

delay." Immediately Samuel poured out on David's head the

little vessel of oil that he had brought. From that day forth the

Spirit of the Lord rested on David, having abandoned the unhappy

Saul. The latter was about the same time attacked by a wicked

spirit, which, by God's permission, violently tormented him.

David's consecration remained a secret throughout the kingdom.

Assured of a crown, which he should not wear till he was thirty

years of age, David awaited it for fourteen years from the hands of

God, without giving during that long period the least sign that he

aspired to it.

Meanwhile, some of the officers in Saul's service, seeing their

master cruelly troubled by the evil spirit, advised him to try the

effect of music, as a solace for his melancholy. An order was issued

to procure the finest harper in the kingdom. Saul quickly learned

that David, one of the sons of Jesse, understood perfectly how to

play the harp. He thereupon commanded the youth to be sent

lor. David arrived at court. The moment Saul beheld him,

he felt a lively affection for him, and made him his armour-bearer.

As often as the evil spirit molested Saul, David took his harp, and

woke from its strings such exquisite sounds that the sufferer

immediately grew better.

A few months after this, the Philistines declared war against

the Israelites. The two armies came within sight of each other,

and encamped on opposite mountains, which were separated by a

deep valley. They spent a considerable time in preparations and

threats of defiance. At length an event occurred that engaged the

attention of both camps.

A man, belonging to the Philistines, came forth towards the

Israelites and made a sign that he desired to speak to them : his

name was Goliath. He was a giant of great height, and enormous

strength, in proportion to his size. His very appearance might

well strike terror into a whole army. He wore a helmet of brass

and a breast-plate of the same material. His legs were covered
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with brazen greaves, and on his shoulders lay a buckler of brass.

The lance that he carried was of almost incredible weight : the

iron alone in it weighed about three hundred pounds.

Thus arrayed, the giant, preceded by his armour-bearer, came

within earshot of the troops of Israel, drawn up in battle array on

the opposite mountain, and addressed his challenge to them. "Choose

out among you a champion," he said, " and let him come down and

fight me : if I be overcome, the Philistines shall be the slaves of the

Israelites ; but if I gain the victory, the Israelites shall be the

slaves of the Philistines." Saul's army trembled with fear. They

had to endure these insults for forty days, during which, every

morning and evening, the hideous giant continued to hurl his defiant

challenge amongst them.

David had not accompanied the army, having returned to the

care of his father's flocks. He came, however, at last ; and, on

hearing of Goliath's insults, was indignant. ""What reward will

be given to him, who shall slay the Philistine?" asked the young

shepherd. He was told that Saul had promised a magnificent

reward. Full of confidence in the Lord, David appeared befere

Saul, and said, " I am ready to go and fight this Philistine." "Thou

koowest not what thou sayest," answered Saul; " thou couldst do

nothing against this monster : thou art only a boy, fit for tending

tne flo iks, and he is a giant, who has had no other study from his

youth than the use of arms.'' David insisted, saying, "I do not

rely on my own strength or valour, but on the protection of the Lord."

So much courage and piety in a boy moved Saul. " Go, my

son," said he, " and may the Lord be with thee I " He then placed

his own helmet on David's head, clothed him with a coat of mail,

and gilded on him his own sword. David made a few steps, to see

whether he might not be too much embarrassed by his armour. " I

cannot walk in this coat of mail," he said to Saul; "I am not

accustomed to it." Hereupon, he laid aside his olumsy dress,

lifted his crook, picked up five smooth pebbles out of the bed of the

stream, secured his sling, took leave of the king, and marched to

an encounter with the Philistine.

Goliath saw him advancing; but, when he perceived that his

adversary was a mere boy, a youth of delicate complexion, remark

able, not for his soldierlike appearance, but for his great beauty, he

imagined himself insulted. Provoked at the sight of such a feeble

opponent, he cried out in a voice of thunder: "Am I a dog, that

thou comest forth to attack me with a staff? Draw nigh then, till

I give thy body for food to the birds of the air and the beasts of

the earth."

" I come in the name of the Lord of hosts," answered David,
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" in the name of the God of the armies of Israel, whom thou hast not

been afraid to insult : it is He who will deliver thee into my hands,

that all the earth may know that there is a God in Israel." David

was still speaking, when the giant advanced to the combat. David,

on his side, went forward to meet him. The two armies awaited iu

silence the issue of this wonderful engagement.

Instantly, David put his hand into his scrip, took out a pebble,

placed it in his sling, and sent it flying against his enemy. It

struck the giant in the middle of the forehead. The whirl was so

vigorously made, that the stone went far into Goliath's head :

the monster fell without a struggle on the ground. David ran up to

him, pulled out his sword, and cut off his head.

The Philistines, terrified at the result of the conflict, took to

flight; the Israelites pursued them with loud cries and made a

frightful slaughter of them. David, on his return, was presented

to Saul. He carried Goliath's head in his hand, as a trophy of his

victory. Saul, accompanied by David and the army, returned to

the interior of the kingdom. In all the cities through which they

passed, the women came forth before the conqueror, and, dancing

to the sound of musical instruments, exclaimed : " Saul has slain a

thousand, but David has slain ten thousand Philistines ! " This

praise so much excited the jealousy of Saul that he endeavoured to

put David to death ; but David escaped by flight. Some years

afterwards, Saul perished in battle. David was acknowledged king,

first by the tribe of Juda, and afterwards by the other eleven tribes

of Israel. He began his reign by a glorious expedition.

Jerusalem, the most beautiful, extensive, and powerful city in

the Promised Land, had long been in the hands of the children of

Israel. They had exterminated its inhabitants ; but a portion of

the latter had taken refuge in the " upper city," as it might be

termed, situated on Mount Sion, of which mention is so frequently

made in Scripture. There they occupied a fortress so strong that

their position was deemed impregnable. For nearly four hundred

years, the Hebrews had in vain endeavoured to obtain possession of

it. David now laid siege to it, and summoned its inhabitants to

surrender.

They answered him with raillery : " No, David, thou shalt not

enter the citadel of Sion; we are so little afraid of thine efforts that

we shall only oppose to thee the blind and the lame." David was

not surprised at this insolent reply. He announced to his army

that whosoever should be the first to scale tho wall of Sion and

slay those blind and lame men that were opposed to him, would be

rewarded with the dignity of general of the whole army. Joah *i

nephew of David, was the hero that merited this honour. The
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fortress was carried by storm ; and David converted it into his

palace. Accordingly, Jerusalem became the capital of the kingdom,

the abode of royalty, and shortly afterwards the seat of Religion,

the ark of the covenant having been solemnly removed to it.

David, who was still more remarkable for his piety than for his

bravery, formed a design of placing the ark of the Lord in tho

citadel that he had just captured. When he made the proposal

to his people, it was received with the utmost applause. He speedily

caused a magnificent pavilion to be erected in his palace for the

reception of the sacred deposit. Through every quarter of Palestine

the people were invited to the ceremony at Jerusalem. The various

tribes of Israel deputed thirty thousand chosen men to represent

them on the occasion. David placed himself at their head, and was

followed by almost the whole tribe of Juda. They ascended the

hill on which was built the house of Abinadab, to whom the care

of the ark had been confided. A new chariot, drawn by oxen

that had never yet been yoked, was brought, and the holy ark was

placed on it.

An immense concourse accompanied the procession. The king

himself, surrounded by musicians, who played on various kinds of

instruments, marched at their head, and from time to time caused

the most beautiful canticles, composed by himself, to be sung. In

this manner they drew nigh to Jerusalem, filled with such sentiments

ofjoyous and devout enthusiasm as cannot well be expressed. But

their happiness was soon disturbed by a very painful occurrence.

The oxen yoked in the car became restless and pulled with violence ;

the ark leaned over to one side and appeared in danger of falling : a

Levite named Oza stretched out his hand to support it. Now the

law forbade simple Levites, under pain of death, to touch the ark

of the Lord. To inspire the vast assembly with a due sense of the

respect that the divine presence merits, Almighty God struck the

rash man dead.

Seized with fear at the sight of this punishment, the king did

not dare to bring the ark into his palace, according to his first

intention. He resolved to leave it at the house of a virtuous man

named Obedcdom. It remained there for three months, and was a

source of many blessings to the good Israelite. David, encouraged

by the account of the favours that accompanied the ark, resumed

his former resolution of conveying it to his palace. But he took

care that no precaution should be forgotten to render suitable

honour to the holy deposit left in his charge.

On an appointed day, the king arrived at the house of Obede-

dom, with the ancients of Israel and the ollicirs of the army.

The priestB took the ark oa their shoulders, and, at every six
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steps, a victim was immolated. The king had laid aside his royal

ornaments. He was clothed, like the Levites, in an ephod of

fine linen. Leading the procession as before, and carrying

his harp in his hand, he gladdened the multitude by his

songs, in which he was assisted by seven choirs of musicians. All

the voices and instruments joined in the responses. He himself

danced before the ark, to express the joy of his heart. When at

length it was deposited in the place prepared for it, the king ter

minated the event with costly sacrifices to the Lord. He likewise

made presents to all the people.

These lively demonstrations of David's piety were not according

to the taste of Michol, his wife. This princess had witnessed the

procession from the window of her room. She considered that the

royal dignity was degraded by the singing, playing, and dancing of

the king, her husband, and especially by his laying aside the royal

robes. David had believed that there should be no display of luxury

in a religious assembly. She said to him sarcastically : " The king

of Israel has done himself much honour to-day, by dancing like a

buffoon before his subjects." David answered her: " Yes, I have

danced before the Lord, who chose me to be the leader of His

people; I will abase myself still more, and I will become contemp

tible in my own eyes, to honour Him who is the Sovereign Master

of kings and subjects." Such was the language of this great man,

who understood Letter than any other earthly king, how to unite tho

humility of a saint with the nobility of a monarch. For having

mocked him, Michol was deprived of children the rest of her days.

So many honours, rendered to the ark of the covenant, did not

yet satisfy the piety of the holy king. " I have a splendid palace,"

he said, " I dwell under ceilings of cedar, and the ark of the Lord

is lodged under skins ! " He then formed a resolution to build a

temple worthy of the majesty of the God of Israel.

As he was one day profoundly occupied with this design, the

Lord spoke to him by the mouth of the prophet Nathan. It was

the moment selected by the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to

renew the promise of the Messias. "Thou knowest," He said to

David, "that since the day on which I delivered the children ofIsrael

jut of their captivity in Egypt, I have been a pilgrim like My people.

I have accompanied them everywhere, and I have had no other

abode than a tabernacle and a tent. Yet it will not be by thee that

a temple shall be built for Me : I reserve that honour for thy son.

I will place upon thy throne a son that shall come forth from thee.

I will establish his throne for ever. I will be His Father, and He

shall be My Son. Thy house shall subsist for ever, and thy throne

shall be eternal."
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Who is this Son, promised by the Lord in such magnificent

terms ? Is it Solomon ? No, since Solomon is not the son of God

and the son of David at the same time ; nor does eternity coincide

with a mortal man or a temporal kingdom. Who, then, is the Son of

David, here promised by the Lord ? Evidently the Messias, our

Lord. Our Lord alone is the Son of God and the Son of David at

the same time. He alone is eternal. He alone is to sit for ever on

the throne of David, since it is as a God-Man, the Son of God and

the Son of Man, that He reigns, and shall for ever reign, in heaven

ind on earth.

This promise assists us very much in discovering the Messias.

The first promise, made to Adam, announces a Redeemer, without

mentioning the time or place of His birth, or the people from whom

He shall spring; the second, made to Abraham, informs us that He

shall be born of the race of Abraham ; the third, made to Isaac,

teaches us that He shall be born of Isaac ; the fourth tells us that

He shall be born, not of Esau, but of Jacob; the fifth, uttered by

the dying Jacob, warns us that He shall come of the tribe of Juda ;

and the sixtlureveals to us that He shall belong to the family of

David. Henceforward, all the nations of the world but the Jewish,

all the tribes of Israel, and even all the families of the tribe of

Juda, with the single exception of the family of David, are set

aside : we need no longer seek the Saviour of the human race any

where but in the family of the holy king. This is the manner in

which we gradually advance, until we lay our hand, s0 to speak, on

the Babe of Bethlehem.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for the graces with

which Thou didst load the holy King David, and especially for the

promise which Thou didst make to him regarding tho Messias.

Grant that I may resemble him in humility, in devotion, in grati

tude for Thy benefits, and in zeal against the enemies of my salva

tion I

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1

will bend my knee when passing before the Blessed Sacrament.
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LESSON XXXV.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OP THE MESSIAS (continued).

David silis. Nathan is sent to him. Absalom rebels. David quits Jerusa

lem. Defeat and Death of Absalom. A new Fault committed bv David.

Death of David. David, the sixteenth Figure of the Messias.

Whilst David was rendering himself illustrious by his exploits

and his virtues, this wise and virtuous ruler forgot himself for

some time, and showed by his example how much reason all men

have to distrust their own weakness, and how carefully they should

guard against the occasion of offending God towhich they are exposed.

David committed two enormous crimes. He remained at enmity

with God for the space of a year, so profound is the darkness that sin

casts over even the holiest soul. But, while living in forgetfulness of

God and of his duty, the Lord had compassion on him, and sent

him the prophet Nathan to admonish him, that he might at length

open his eyes and enter into himself.

The prophet discharged his commission fearlessly. " In punish

ment of thy double crime," he said to David, "the sword shall

never depart from thy house ; it is from thine own family that the

Lord will choose the instruments of His vengeance: innumerable

evils await thee."

David, struck by the words of the prophet, entered into himself

and acknowledged his offence. Forgetting that he was a king, to re

member only that he was a sinner, he condemned himself without any

excuse. "I have sinned against the Lord," he exclaimed in senti

ments of bitter and heartrending sorrow. He humbly accepted the

misfortunes that Nathan foretold him should fall upon his family.

The Lord, who never rejects a humble and contrite heart, informed

him, by the mouth of the same prophet, that He had received

him again to His friendship; but still, in the interests of the divine

glory, and even, in those of the penitent's salvation, David should

make atonement for the crimes that had been pardoned him.

Absalom, one of David's sons, rebelled against his father. By

his efforts to render himself popular, he had succeeded in gaining

the affection of a considerable number of his father's subjects.

Every morning he was to be found at the gate of the palace, and

when any Israelite made his appearance, to lay some business affairs

before David, Absalom drew nigh to him and tendered him a

thousand civilities. " Tell me," he would say, "what hath brought

thee to the court ?" Having satisfied his curiosity, he would con
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tinue : " Indeed, there is nothing in the world more just or rea

sonable than what thou art seeking. But what means hast thou of

obtaining justice ? The king hath not appointed anyone to hear the

petitions of his subjects. If I had any authority in Israel to judge

the cases of the king's subjects, all persons should have free access

to me. I would listen to everyone. I would sacrifice my own ease

for the general welfare. I would deliver just judgments." If any

one saluted Absalom, the latter would give him his hand and em

brace him. In short, he conversed so familiarly with all classes

that no one left his presence without being charmed by the affability

of his manners.

By this deceitful conduct, Absalom gained many partisans.

When he thought that a favourable moment had arrived, he with

drew from Jerusalem, under pretext of making a journey to fulfil

a vow : his followers accompanied him, and he had himself pro

claimed king. When the news spread, a multitude of persons

rallied to his standard, and he immediately marched on Jerusalem.

To avoid greater evils, David resolved to seek safety in flight.

Surrounded by his bravest soldiers, he bade adieu to his capital.

He was then more than sixty years of age. He crossed the brook

Cedron, and ascended the mountain of Olives, his head veiled, and

his eyes bathed in tears. Meanwhile Absalom entered Jerusalem in

triumph: nothing opposed his progress. David travelled on farther

and farther. In this mournful journey, he drank the chalice of

humiliation to the very dregs. One of Saul's descendants, a man

named Semei, beholding the miserable condition to which the king

was reduced by the Lord, wished to enjoy the cowardly pleasure of

insulting him with impunity. He came out after David, and, as

he followed, step by step, hurled the basest insults against him ; he

even had the audacity to fling stones at the king and his attendants.

An oflicer in the service of David begged permission to return for a

little to chastise such impudence. The holy king was content with

this answer, "Let the man curse the poor culprit that the Lord

punishes; it is God that employs Semei's malice against me ; and

who are we, that we should call the Sovereign Master to account

for what He does?"

Meanwhile, the sojourn of Absalom at Jerusalem gave David

time to recover from his surprise and to recruit his strength. The

rebels began at length to move and encamped at a short distancs

from the royal troops. Both sides prepared ibr the conflict. David

intended to command in person, but the necessity of providing for

the security of his life was strongly represented to him. A piece of

intelligence that had arrived in David's camp served to raise his

hopes of success. Achitophel, the very soul of the conspiracv, ti e
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counsellor of Absalom, the man that had delivered to the son the

*„'ather's crown, seeing himself despised, had gone and hanged him-

:elf in his own house.

Before sending his army to battle, David called his three gene

rals together and said to them publicly : " Above all things, sparo

my son Absalom." The combatants immediately engaged. The

army of the rebels was routed. Absalom himself urged on by the

fugitives, took refuge in a neighbouring forest. He was met by the

soldiers of David's army, who, remembering the injunctions of the

king, deliberately allowed him to escape. He was mounted on a

splendid mule, and rushed along at full speed. As he was passing

under a large thick oak, his head caught in one of the spreading

branches : either his neck fastened between two of the branches,

or his hair, exceedingly strong, became so entwined among them as

to attach him to the tree. The mule went on, and left its master

hanging between heaven and earth.

He was seen in this condition by one of David's soldiers. The

man ran quickly to Joab. " I have seen," said he to the general,

" the king's son hanging from an oak in the forest." " Thou hast

seen him," answered Joab, "and thou hast not run thy sword

through his body ! I would have given thee ten sides of silver and

a belt." " Though thou shouldst have given me a thousand," re

plied the soldier, " I would not raise my hand against the king's

son. We were all present when the king gave the order, above all

things to save his son Absalom." " Since thou wilt not do it,"

said Joab, " I will do it myself." With these words, he took up

three lances, and ran towards the place pointed out. There he

found the miserable Absalom, drove the three lances into his heart,

and, before the victim had yet expired or fallen from the oak, ten

young men, armour-bearers of Joab, rushed to the scene, and com

pleted the task with their swords. A terrible but just punishment

on a son that had rebelled against his father !

The general immediately despatched a courier to David with the

news of the victory. On his arrival, the courier cast himself on his

knees before the king and exclaimed : " Blessed be the Lord God

of David, who hath confounded all the rebels !" " But my son,

Absalom," answered the king ; "is my son alive ?" While the first

messenger awaited a reply, a second arrived confirming tho news of

the victory. " But thou sayest nothing of Absalom," remarked the

king; " hath any evil befallen him?" " May all the enemies of

the king, my lord," answered the courier, "be treated like that

rebellious son!"

David understood the meaning of these expressive words.

Heedless of victory, and thinking only of the death e£ his son, he
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made no inquiry as to the circumstances or the authors of the sad

occurrence, but retired alone to his apartment. " My son, Absalom,"

he cried out; " Absalom, my son, would that I could die for thee !"

Not a word fell from his lips but the name of his son. Distracted

in mind, and with hood drawn over his head, he continued to re

peat : " Absalom, my son ; my son, Absalom!" 0 my soul ! these

touching words of David ought to remind thee of the much more

tender lamentations of thy Saviour, when thou hadst had the mis

fortune to lose the life of grace by sin. Canst thou again consent

to sadden the heart of so good a Father ?

Joab, offended at the little share that the king took in the joy

of the recent victory, entered David's house, and dared to reproach

him with loving those who hated him, and hating those who loved

him. He obliged him to show himself in public, in order to receive

the congratulations of his people on the victory that had just been

won. David was merciful : but mercy has its limits. He forgave

those who had taken part with his son. As for Joab, who had so

insolently violated his commands, he gave an order, when dying,

to Solomon, to put him to death. This order was duly executed.

David, having regained his throne, restored subordination

throughout the districts that had been the scene of the rebellion.

The peace that he now eDjoyed made him fall into a new fault,

less grievous, indeed, than those which God had so severely pun

ished, but such, nevertheless, as drew upon his people a very great

scourge. This memorable example teaches us that man, however

just or penitent he may be, is always man, always exposed to temp

tation, always liable to fall. From a motive of vanity, David now

wished to number his people. It was represented to him that this

pompous numbering of the people would assuredly offend the Lord,

and draw down new chastisements on Israel. The vanity of the great

rarely permits them to give ear to counsel. David gave his orders,

and the census was made. His vanity was scarcely satisfied, when

he recognised his fault. The Lord forgave him, but upon condi

tions that He directed one of His prophets to announce to him.

" 0 king I" said the prophet, " these are the words of the Lord

to thee. Thou shalt not escape the chastisement which thou

deservest, but of the three scourges which I present to thee, thou

mayst choose whichever thou pleasest. For three years thy king

dom shall be afflicted with a famine, or for three months thou shalt

flee before thine enemies, or for three days a pestilence shall reign

throughout Israel."

" I am cruelly perplexed," answered David; "but since neces

sity compels us, let us select that scourge with which the malice of

men shall have least to do. for it is better to fall into the hands of
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God than into the hands of men." And David chose the pestilence.

Immediately this terrible calamity burst out over the whole kingdom.

Before the end of the third day, seventy thousand men had already

perished. David, pierced with sorrow, lay prostrate c n the ground,

saying to the Lord : "It is I, 0 Lord, that have si 1 net; it is I

that have done the evil. What mischief hath been dona by these

innocent sheep ? Let Thy blows fall upon me and upon my father's

house ; but, I beseech Thee, spare Thy people."

David's prayer was sincere : God could not resist it. The des

troying angel was commanded to restore his sword to its sheath.

Thus, for the fault of one man a whole nation was punished : so true

it is, as we have already said, that if the just are all-powerful to

draw upon their brethren the blessings of heaven, the wicked are no

less so to provoke its punishments.

David was now approaching his seventieth year. His great

labours had exhausted his strength ; and his weakness warned him

that his end drew nigh. He sent for Solomon, his son and successor,

to give him his last instructions. "I am about to die, my son," he

said; "take courage, and act as becomes a generous prince.

Observe the commandments of the Lord thy God, that thou mayst

deserve His blessings and strengthen thy throne."

After some further advice respecting the manner of government,

David slept his last sleep, and was gathered to his fathers. He died

full of days and merits, honoured and beloved by his pt'We, whom

he had governed more as a father than as a king; and cIk. '. -hed by

his God, whom he had had the misfortune to offend in thu most

prosperous periods of his life, notwithstanding a youth spent in toil

and innocence, but with whom he had the happiness to be re

conciled by the fervour of his repentance and the humility of his

submission. He was a king according to God's own heart. He was

not only an ancestor, but a prophet and a figure of the Messias.

David was born at Bethlehem ; our Lord was also born at Beth

lehem. David pleased God, who chose him to be the king and the

liberator of His people ; our Lord was well pleasing to His heavenly

Father, who chose Him to be the King and the Liberator of mankind.

David was appointed to calm the fury of Saul, when the evil spirit

took possession of him ; our Lord was appointed to banish the evil

spirits and to destroy their empire. David, armed with only a

staff and a sling, marches against the giant Goliath, who for forty

days has been insulting the army of Israel ; our Lord, armed with

His cross, marches against Satan, who, for four thousand years, has

been insulting the human race. Goliath receives David with ridi

cule and scorn; the world and the devil contemn the apparent

weakness of Jesus Christ, whose cross they regard as folly. Not
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withstanding the disproportion between the physical powers of the

combatants, David kills Goliath ; notwithstanding the apparent dis

parity of forces, our Lord overcomes the world and the devil.

David is persecuted by Saul, to whom he nevertheless returns

only good ; our Lord is persecuted by the Jews and the world, to

whom He likewise returns nothing but good. David opposes

to Saul only meekness and patience ; our Lord opposes to

those who persecute Him only meekness and patience. David

twice spares Saul ; our Lord continually spares His ene

mies. After more than thirty years of struggle and persecution,

David is at length acknowledged king by all the children of

Jacob ; after thirty-three years of humiliation, labour, and pain,

aur Lord is at length acknowledged King of kings—after three

centuries of suffering, His Church triumphs over the world—and,

;o the end of time, the Jews themselves will be gradually embracing

His holy law.

David sins, and, to expiate his crime, he is obliged to flee

from Jerusalem ; our Lord is innocent, but, to expiate the crime;

of the world, with which he charges Himself, He is led out ol

Jerusalem. David, with tears flowing from his eyes, passes the

brook Cedron ; our Lord, with a heart brimful of sorrow, passes

over the same brook. David ascends the mountain of Olives bare

footed; our Lord ascends the mountain of Calvary as a criminal.

David is accompanied by a small band of faithful servants ; our

Lord is accompanied by His holy Mother, St. John, and a few

other pious persons. David, in his affliction, is iusulted by Semei ;

our Lord, on the cross, is insulted by the Jews. David forbids

any evil to be done to the man that curses him ; our Lord im

plores forgiveness for His murderers. Achitophel, who betrays

David, hangs himself in despair, because he is despised; Judas,

who betrays our Lord, hangs himself in despair, because he is

despised by the priests of Jerusalem. David is inconsolable for

the death of his son Absalom; our Lord is full of compassion

for the sinner. David returns victorious, and receives the homage

of his subjects ; our Lord arises victorious from the tomb, and

receives the worship of the whole world.

This figure supplies us with two new characteristics of the

Messias : (a) He shall be a king, but a king full of meekness ; and

(A) it will only be through many tribulations, that He shall finally

establish His kingdom.

Prayer.

O my Godl who art all love, I thank Thee for having with so

much goodness pardoned the loly king David ; vouchsafe to pardon
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me in like manner, and to grant me, with a heart ever contrite and

humble, a great sincerity in the acknowledgment of my faults.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

will never indulge in idleness.

LESSON XXXVI.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE HESSIAS {continued).

Solomon, King. His Prayer to the Lord. He obtains Wisdom. He begins

the erection of the Temple. Description of the Temple. Its Dedication.

Miraculous Cloud. Fire descends from Heaven. The Queen of Saba.

Solomon's Fall. Solomon, the seventeenth Figure of the Messias.

When David died, the first care of Solomon was to render, with

all magnificence, the last tribute of respect to a father who had

left him as an inheritance one of the fairest kingdoms on the

earth. He buried him in the city of Sion, which has ever since

borne the name of the City of David. Instructed by the lessons

and the example of his virtuous father, Solomon began his reign with

the faithful fulfilment of all the duties of a prince. Clemency towards

bis subjects, piety towards God, a wise distrust of himself, and an

ardent love of justice raised the highest hopes regarding his admi

nistration. After the example of David, he considered it his glory to

do honour to the Lord, from whom he held both his crown and his life.

He one day went to Mount Gabaon, where the tent, which

Hoses had made in the desert to cover the Ark of the Covenant,

was still preserved. After a solemn sacrifice, offered in presence

of all his court, Solomon withdrew to take a little repose. The

Lord, moved by the tender piety of the young king, was not slow

to recompense him. Appearing to him that night in a dream, He

said : " What dost thou desire of Me ? Ask, and thou shalt be

heard." "Ah, Lord !" answered Solomon, " Thou hast seated me

on the throne of David, my father ; but I am only a child, without

experience, one that understands not how to guide or govern a great

people : I ask of Thee a docile heart, an upright mind, in a word,

the wisdom necessary for government."

Desires so pure could not fail to be very pleasing. " Because

thou hast asked this thing of Me," said the Lord, " and not the

goods that flatter the ambition and cupidity of kings, such as long

life, riches, and glory, I grant thee what thou hast solicited,

namely, wisdom, the like of which no one hath ever had before thre,

and no one shall ever have after thee. To this favour, 1 will add

what thou hast not asked, richer and glory."

VOL. j. 30
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At these words Solomon awoke. Animated with new fervour,

he returned to Jerusalem, where he offered many sacrifices to testify

his lively gratitude to the Lord. After a short time, he married

the daughter of the king of Egypt, and built a magnificent palace.

In the meantime, abundance and peace reigned throughout the

kingdom. While the neighbouring nations purchased the friend

ship of the king by their embassies, tributes, and presents, the

Israelites, protected from insults, enjoyed a happy tranquillity.

Every family assembled without fear under its own vine or fig-tree,

to celebrate its innocent feasts with joy. From one end of the

kingdom to the other not a word was to be heard of troubles, of

quarrels, of sterility, of indigence. The king had found sown the

seeds of so many fruits of benediction on his elevation to the throne;

it only remained for him to cultivate them in peace, to increase the

splendour of a rich inheritance, and especially to carry into execu

tion the great idea of the erection of a temple.

He knew that it was to accomplish this mighty work, the Lord

had placed the crown upon his head : he was, therefore, careful not

to lose sight of it for a moment. One of his first acts was to address

himself to the king of Tyre, whose name was Hiram, an old friend

and ally of David's. " Thou knowest," he wrote, " that the king,

my father, had formed the design of building a temple to the glory

of his God, and that the continual wars in which he was engaged,

during his reign, prevented him from carrying out his intention. I

have taken up my father's resolution ; but I stand in need of thy

assistance in this great enterprise. 1 shall require excellent work

men, as well as a large quantity of cedar wood from Mount Libanus.

I rely upon thee to furnish me with the same. For the rest, I do

not at all mean that thou shouldst oblige me at thine own cost.

Arrange the terms according to thine own desire : I will pay thee

whatsoever thou pleasest." Hiram received the letter with much

delight, and hastened to offer Solomon as many cedars and workmen

as might be required. Solomon immediately put his hand to the

work.

He employed thirty thousand men to cut down trees, and

prepare them for the carpenter. He sent them in turns of ten

thousand men a month to Mount Libanus. Eighty thousand men

were employed to hew stones, seventy thousand to carry burdens,

and three thousand six hundred to superintend the works. All

the stones were cut aud polished before being removed from the

quarries : there was nothing afterwards to be done but to set them

in their places, so that the sound of a hammer was never heard

in the temple during the time of its erection.

The foundations of this magnificent building were laid in the
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fourth year of Solomon's reign, four hundred and eighty years after

the departure from Egypt, and a thousand years before the birth of

our Lord. The temple was constructed on the model of the taber

nacle, which Moses had raised in the desert, and whose, plan had

been supplied by the Lord Himself. But the various parts of which

it was composed were much larger and richer.

The temple consisted of four parts :—

1. The Court of Israel. This was a vast court, surrounded with

galleries and buildings, which, besides affording lodgings to the

priests, contained the treasures of the temple and the vessels in

tended for the divine worship. All Israelites were allowed to enter

this first enclosure. <

2. The Interior Court. This was smaller than the first, but sur

rounded in like manner with galleries and buildings. Admission was

usually allowed to none but priests. In the middle stood the altar

of holocausts, and a large brazen basin, in which the priests purified

themselves before performing their sacred functions. Here, the

flesh and fat of victims were consumed by fire.

8. The Sanctuary. Within the Interior Court was the part

called the Sanctuary, or Holy Place. In the middle of this new

enclosure, was a golden altar, or, as it was termed, the Altar of

Perfumes, on which the sweetest perfumes were burnt every morn

ing and evening. This altar bore ten golden candlesticks with

several branches, having golden lamps, which the high-priest him

self should keep continually lighted. There were also in this place

ten golden tables, to receive the loaves of proposition. The twelve

loaves of proposition were made of unleavened bread, and renewed

weekly. It was not permitted any persons but the priests to eat

of those which were removed.

4. The Holy of Holies. This part of the temple, the most

venerable of all, contained the Ark of the Covenant. It was all

covered inside and outside with the purest gold. No one dare

enter it but the high-priest, and he but once a year. All these

vast structures, forming together one great citadel, as it were, bore

the name of the Temple.

The erection of this august pile, one of the wonders of the world,

occupied a period of seven years. Its dedication was celebrated with

unparalleled magnificense. Let us collect our thoughts and listen

to the interesting history thereof. All the ancients of Israel, all

the chiefs of tribes, and an innumerable multitude of people came

to Jerusalem on a day appointed by the king. The first thing done

was to convey the Ark of the Covenant from the place where it had

been deposited. It was borne by priests. At their head moved

the high-priest Sadoc, preceded by a hundred and fifty other
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priests, the children of Aaron, who, to the pound of their sacred

trumpets, led the procession, and announced the triumph of the

God of Israel. The king followed, accompanied by all the chief

members of his court. Then came, but arranged in the most ad

mirable order, the countless multitude of the common people.

This triumphal procession made regular halts, during which the

air re-echoed with the sounds of the trumpets and all other

kinds of musical instruments, to which the singing choirs answered

together : How great, how adorable, how amiable, how good is the

God of Israel! His mercy endureth from age to age, and continueth

even to the end of time! Whenever the ark stopped, which oc

curred at intervals, according to a certain number of steps, victims

were immolated.
At length, having reached the temple, where the harmony of

the instruments, the chant of the psalms, and the immolation of

victims were renewed, the ark was placed in the Holy of Holies,

and the priests came forth. Then appeared one of those prodigies

by which the God of Israel was pleased to manifest, not only His

power, but the pleasure that His people had afforded Him. A mira

culous cloud issued from the Holy of Holies, in which it had been

formed, and filled all parts of the temple, so that the priests could

not continue their functions. It was the Lord, who filled this new

dwelling-place with His glory and consecrated it by His presence.

On beholding this wonderful manifestation of the divine favour,

Solomon cast himself on his knees, blessed his people after tho

example of Moses and David, and, addressing himself to the Lord,

prayed thus: " 0 Lord, the God of Israel, there is no other God in

heaven nor on earth besides Thee ! And is it credible, then, that

Thou shouldst deign to dwell amongst men ? If the whole extent ol

the heavens cannot contain Thee, how much less can this house,

which I have built, receive Thy Majesty ? Ah ! it is destined only

to be the place where Thou shalt favourably hear the prayers of

Thy servant and Thy people. Let Thine eyes be open, 0 Lord,

let Thine ears be attentive, to the most humble supplications that

we shall address to Thee in this place ! Hear them from Thy

throne in the highest heavens, and grant us thy mercy."

The Lord did not delay to show how agreeable this prayer was

to Him. Victims were on all sides prepared and laid upon the

altar to he immolated, when on a sudden a sacred fire descended

from heaven and consumed in an instant the holocausts. The most

evident testimony that could be desired was now given, that God

was well pleased with the solemn services of this day. Another

prodigy followed shortly afterwards, which crowned the joy and

grutitude of Israel. The majesty of the Lord, symbolised by a
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luminous cloud, filled the different portions of the temple a second

time. Struck by this twofold prodigy, the children of Israel pros

trated themselves with their faces on the ground. They then began

to praise and bless the God of their fathers, singing canticles in

honour of His infinite goodness and eternal mercy.

The solemnity of the dedication continued for seven days, to

which seven others were added, on account of the Feast of Taber

nacles. On the fifteenth day, the people returned home, full of

joy and fervour.

Solomon's renown soon spread through all the East. A famous

princess, delighted at the wonderful things that rumour announced

to the world, desired to satisfy herself of their truth: this was the

Queen of Saba. She visited Jerusalem, with a suite worthy of her

royal dignity, as well as of the majesty of the king whom she had

come to see. Solomon received the distinguished lady with a

splendour that astounded and enchanted her. But she was par

ticularly anxious to know something of the mental qualities of the

king of Israel. She proposed a number of most difficult questions

to him. The king solved them for her with the utmost ease. So

many wonders and so much wisdom had such an effect on the queen's

mind, that she was out of herself with admiration and could not

say a word.

The height of glory to which Solomon saw himself elevated by

the pomp of this flattering visit, appeared to be the term of his wis

dom and the shipwreck of his innocence. Flattered on all sides, at

peace with the ancient enemiesof his people, respected by other nations,

venerated by his own subjects, and without any special occupation

at home, since he had completed all his great undertakings, he

gradually approached the precipice where he at length perished by

the seduction of pleasure, from which a youth spent in virtue and

chastity does not always secure the closing years of old age. Solo

mon, the king of kings, the sage of sages, the beloved of heaven, is

overcome by shameful passions ! After having built the first temple

to the true God, he adores as many false gods as strange women

make known to him! Astounding fall, which freezes the very

blood in our veins I

Justly provoked by the disorders of the king, the Lord sent a

prophet to him with the following message: "Because thou hast

not observed the fidelity which thou owest to Me, I will divide thy

kingdom, and I will give a portion of it to one of thy servants. In

consideration of David, however, I will not do so during thy life

time. But, under the reign of thy son, I will accomplish My threat;

I will not take away the whole kingdom; I will reserve one tribe

for the sake of David, My servant, and of Jerusalem, which I have
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chosen, that My holy name may be adored therein. I reserve one

tribe, that there may always remain to my servant David a lamp

to shine before him, that is, a child of his race."

Solomon died after a reign of forty years, whose wise and glorious

beginning had promised the happiest end. We do not know whether

he repented of his faults before appearing at the dread tribunal of God.

Be that as it may, Solomon, like his father David, was an illustri

ous figure of the Messias, but the Messias glorious and triumphant.

Thus, Solomon, rejoicing in the victories of David, his father,

ascends the throne, and reigns in peace over his vanquished enemies;

our Lord, rejoicing in His own labours and victories, ascends in the

highest heavens the throne of His Father, and reigns in peace over

His vanquished enemies. Solomon espouses the daughter of a

foreign king ; our Lord chooses the Church, His spouse, among the

Gentiles, who are strangers to the Jews and to the true Religion.

Solomon, by this alliance, associates a foreign princess to his people,

and crowns her with honours ; our Lord, by his alliance with the

Church. sanctifies it, associates it to His angels, and loads it with graces

on earth and with crowns ofglory in heaven. Solomon builds a magni

ficent temple to the true God ; our Lord changes the world, which was

previously but a vast temple of idols, into a temple of the true God.

The Jews and Tyrians unite for the construction of the temple ol

Solomon ; the Jews and Gentiles unite for the establishment of the

Church, the temple of the. true God.

It is Solomon that invites strangers to take part with his people

in this great work ; it is our Lord that calls the Gentiles to form

with the Jews the grand edifice of the Church. It is Solomon that

communicates to the workmen the plan of the work ; it is our Lord

that reveals to the Jews and the Gentiles the plan of His Church.

Solomon employs far more strangers than Jews in the erection of the

temple ; our Lord employs far more strangers than Jews in the for

mation of His Church.

Solomon lays large stones of great value in the foundations of

the temple ; our Lord is Himself called the corner-stone, the foun

dation-stone of the Church. Solomon has all the stones that should

enter into the construction of the temple prepared at a considerable

distance from it ; our Lord has all the stones that must one day

enter as spiritual stones into the construction of the heavenly Jeru

salem prepared for it on earth, where the faithful are purified by

sufferings. The chisel and mallet take away from stones what

ever is rough and superfluous ; mortification and penance take away

from our souls, here on earth, whatever is rough and superfluous,

that is to say, all irregular affections.

At the fame of the wisdom of Solomon, the Queen of Saba
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leaves her kingdom ; at the name of our Lord, the nations quit the

empire of the devil. The Queen of Saba admires the wisdom of

Solomon and the happiness of his people ; the world admires the

wisdom of our Lord and of His Gospel, and acknowledges the hap

piness of those who live as Christians, though it has not always the

courage to imitate them. The Queen of Saba makes rich presents

to Solomon ; the nations offer, as a present to our Lord, their hearts

as well as their riches.

All the preceding figures showed us the Redemer persecuted,

struggling with His enemies, or dying as a sacrifice ; in this, He

appears glorious and triumphant that the figures, in their

entirety, present us with a complete life of the Redeemer : a life of

labour on earth, and a life of glory and happiness in heaven.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having chosen an

abode among men : inspire me with a profound reverence for Thy

Church, and also for myself, who am thy living temple !

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

contribute according to mypower for the ornamentation ofour churches.

LESSON XXXVII.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS {continued).

Schism of the Ten Tribes. Their Idolatry. Jonas exhorts them to be con

verted. He receives an order to preach Penance to the Ninivites. He

wishes to avoid this commission. He is cast into the sea, and swallowed up

by a fish, which afterwards casts him out on the shore. He preaches at

Ninive. Penance of the Ninivites. Complaints of Jonas regarding some

withered ivy. Remonstrances of the Lord. Jonas, the eighteenth Figure

of the Messias.

Is the preceding figures we have seen the Saviour, after a series of

persecutions, humiliations, and other sufferings, elevated to the

summit of glory, and reigning tranquilly over His defeated enemies.

To complete our magnificent picture, it only remains for us to show

how the Saviour should thus pass from the depth of humiliation

and shame to the height of glory. Providence has been careful to

instruct us regarding this matter by the eighteenth figure, the last

in our Catechism.

Solomon had burdened his subjects with many taxes in the

latter years of his reign. After his death they ecdeavoured to
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lighten the yoke under which they groaned. For this purpose

they addressed themselves to Roboam; the son and successor of

Solomon. Their petition ran thus : " Thy father laid an exceed

ing heavy burden upon us ; we beseech thee to relent somewhat

from the severity with which he treated us, and we will not only

submit willingly to thy authority, but thou shalt always find in

us the most perfect obedience."

Roboam first consulted the old men that had been members

of Solomon's council : they were of opinion that the people's re

quest should be granted. Roboam did not relish such an advice :

he summoned around him a number of young men that had been

brought up with him in the gaieties and delicacies of the court,

and proposed the same question to them. They counselled him to

establish his authority in the beginning by one vigorous and

telling stroke. He accordingly determined to answer the people

with a stern refusal. " My father," he said, " laid a heavy burden

upon you, but I will make it much heavier ; my father beat you

with whips, but I will beat you with scorpions." God permitted

that the evil advice should prevail.

The king's answer excited general discontent among the people.

Ten tribes withdrew from Roboam ; and there only remained under

his obedience the two tribes of Juda and Benjamin. Thus was ac

complished the threat which the Lord had made to Solomon.

The Jewish nation became thus divided into two portions. That

of the ten tribes took the name of the Kingdom of Israel ; the other

was called the Kingdom of Juda. Jeroboam, the head of the former,

established his abode in a city named Sichem. Amri, one of his

successors, built the city of Samaria, which became the capital of

the kingdom of Israel, as Jerusalem was the capital of the kingdom

of Juda.

Afraid lest the ten tribes should unite again with their brethren

of Juda, Jeroboam forbade his subjects to go to sacrifice at the

temple of Jerusalem. He raised two golden calves, which he named

the gods of Israel, and commanded that they should be adored. He

preserved, nevertheless, the law of Moses, which he interpreted

according to his fancy. He caused nearly all its external regula

tions to be observed, so that the Pentateuch ever remained in vene

ration among the separated tribes. It was in the midst of this

schismatical kingdom that the Lord, whose mercy is infinite, raised

up one of the most admirable figures of the Messias: we mean

Jonas. At once a prophet and a figure, Jonas forms the transition,

bo to speak, from figures to prophecies.

After having for a long time exhorted the kingdom of Israel to

renounce its false gods, he was sent by the Lord to preach penance

I
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to the inhabitants of the city of Ninive. " Go, 0 prophet," said the

Lord, "and speak to the great city of Ninive ; announce to its in

habitants that the voice of their iniquities has come up even to My

throne, and cries out for vengeance."

The commission appeared dangerous to Jonas. Knowing the

infinite goodness of his Master, it came unto his mind that the

inhabitants of Ninive, touched by his discourses, as well as by the

evils with which he should threaten them, would have recourse

to penance ; that the Lord, naturally inclined to mercy, would not

decide on their destruction ; that his own language and character

would consequently become contemptible; and that he should,

perhaps, run the risk of his life. Instead of going to Ninive he

went to Joppe, a seaport on the Philistine coast ; there, having

found a ship ready to set sail for the city of Tharsis, he paid

his passage and embarked.

It is in vain, 0 prophet, that thou callest the sea and the winds

to thine aid : no one can avoid the presence of God by flight !

Scarcely had the voyagers left port, when the Lord raised a violent

wind : the storm raged with such fury that the vessel was well

nigh swallowed up by the waves. Every one imagined her on

the point of foundering. The alarm was so great, even among the

sailors, that they cast out the merchandise on board into the sea, in

order to lighten the vessel.

During this danger Jonas was fast asleep in the hold of the

ship. The pilot went down to find him, and said : " How canst thou

sleep in the midst of the dangers that surround us ? Arise, invoke

thy God, and perhaps He will have pity on us." Jonas set himself

to prayer, but the Lord was inflexible. There seemed hardly any

resource left, when the passengers began to say to one another :

" There must be among us some person whose crime provokes the

anger of heaven ; let us have recourse to lots, and discover who is

the guilty one." The lot fell on Jonas. He was asked whence he

came, whither he went, what was his nation, and particularly what

he had done that could be the cause of such a fearful storm.

" I am a Hebrew," answered Jonas ; " I serve the God of heaven,

who made both the sea and the land ; I am guilty before Him, be

cause I fled from His presence, not to execute the orders that He

had given me."

These words terrified all on board. " What shall we do with

thee," they said to the prophet, " to appease the wrath of heaven,

and to calm the fury of the storm ?" For the waves continued to

rise. "Take me," said Jonas, " and cast me into the sea; and the

Lord will still the storm." The counsel of the prophet did not

please them. On the point, as they were, of perishing all together,
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the passengers could not determine on the death of a stranger who

had entrusted his life to them. They endeavoured to regain the

land with the help of oars ; but they could not succeed. They then

took the resolution which the culprit himself continued to recom

mend to them. Jonas was cast into the sea, and immediately the

storm ceased.

The Lord did not forget His prophet : He brought near the

vessel a fish of monstrous size, which swallowed up Jonas, and pre

served him from being drowned. Jonas remained safe in the whale's

belly for three days and three nights.' This was a miracle like that

of the preservation of the three children in the furnace of Babylon ;

but miracles cost nothing to Him who created the universe, and

who disposes of all creatures according to His good pleasure."

Although it is not permitted us to scrutinise the deep counsels

of the Most High, and although good sense teaches us that God does

nothing without reasons worthy of His infinite wisdom, even when

we least understand them, still it is only natural that we should behold

two principal motives in the miracle of Jonas. The Lord sends His

prophet among a pagan people, into a city of great extent, aban

doned to the abominations of voluptuousness. But how will the

pleasure-seeking inhabitants receive a stranger, who appears in

their midst without character or mission ? How will they listen to

the severe sermons of a mourning prophet, who commands them the

most painful of all mortifications, that of their passions ? Will they

not have a right to ask for his credentials ; and, as long as he

cannot show them, will they be guilty, if they look upon him as an

impostor ?

1 It is believed that this fish was not a whale properly so-called, but one of

those large cetaceous animals whose cesophagus would permit the passage of

a living man.

' From the moment you attack one Scripture miracle, you must attack them

all, and attack the Scripture itself. Otherwise you must receive them all, with

the books that contain them. Aut omnia divina miracula credenda sunt, aut hat

cur eredatur, causa nulla est. (S. Aug., Epist. cii, in quest, vi, de Jonas, n. 31.)

Will you say that the miracle of Jonas is more extraordinary than the others?

I will answer you, first, that one ought not to deny a fact because it is extra

ordinary, but because it is not well proved. 1 will ask you, next, is tbe pre

servation of Jonas in the belly of a sea-monster more extraordinary than the

resurrection of Lazarus four days after his death, or that of Jesus Christ three

days after His crucifixion ? And yet you cannot deny these facts, a thousand

times better proved than those relating to Socrates, of which no person

doubts, or can doubt, without destroying all historical certainty. No longer

say that the miracle of Jonas is impossible, for I will ask you who has given

Jou the right to fix the limits of the power of the Creator, and to say to tbe

tost High : " Thus far shalt Thou come, but no farther." Modern science

denies all those pretended impossibilities, and defies you to prove anything im

possible in the occurrence with regard to Jonas.
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On the other hand, when they see in Jonas the man whose

miraculous history has been made known to (iiem by fame—the pro

phet who, to evade the declaration of approaching ruin to their

city, wishes to escape by flight from the all-powerful will of the God

that sends him, but whom tempests and sea-monsters force to a

fulfilment of duty ; what, I ask, ought to be the impressions made on

their minds by the preaching of such a man, a man preserved

miraculously during three days and three nights in the belly of a

sea-monster, and delivered by God from this dreadful prison, only

to preach penance to Ninive? Thus, it appears to us that to

authorise or confirm the divine mission of Jonas by a splendid act

of supernatural power was the first motive of the miracle.

To give all succeeding ages a striking prophecy in regard to a

fundamental article of our faith, the resurrection of Jesus Christ,

was the second motive. This new motive, by attaching the de

liverance of Jonas to the general plan of Providence, which

arranged that all the circumstances of the life and death of the

Messias should be prefigured and predicted, gives it a high degree

of importance, and points out, so to speak, its necessity.

Meanwhile, from the depths of his living tomb, Jonas addressed

a fervent prayer to the Lord, who heard him, and commanded

the fish to deliver up the deposit that was confided to it. The

obedient animal accordingly cast up the prophet on the shore.

" Go," said the Lord immediately to him, " go to the great city

of Ninive, and announce to its inhabitants their approaching ruin

in punishment of their iniquities."

Jonas set out without reply, and entered Ninive. It was a

city of three days' journey.1 Invested with authority from God,

Jonas appeared in the streets and public places, crying out with a

loud voice : " Yet forty days and Ninive shall be destroyed !"

These few words, uttered by a stranger whom no one knew, but

whose commission every one knew to be ratified by a splendid

miracle, made a deep impression on the minds of the idolaters.

They believed in God ; their hearts were moved to penance ; and,

from the highest to the lowest, they clothed themselves in garments

of mourning. The king himself descended from his throne, laid

aside the emblems of his royalty, covered himself with sackcloth,

seated himself in ashes, and commanded a general fast. " Let us

forsake our iniquities," he said to his subjects; " let us humble our

selves; let us do penance; let us cry to the Lordl Who knows but,

1 That is, about sixty miles in diameter, and a hundred and eighty in cir

cumference. The recent excavations made by Mr. Layard have led to the dis

covery of the ruins of Ninive, and demonstrated the perfect accuracy of the

dimensions given to the city by the sacred text.
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touched by our repentance, He may again sheathe the sword, which

lie holds drawn over our heads?" Every one obeyed. The conver

sion was sincere. The Lord, being appeased, revoked His sentence.

Such is the character of the great Master, or rather of the

tender Father, whom we serve : He punishes only with regret. It

is by the traits of His clemency, much more than by those of His

justice, that He delights to make Himself known. Men, who

cannot fathom the abyss of His charity, sometimes grow angry at

His patience.

Jonas was one of those men who are a little too severe, who

have no great compassion for the guilty. He was troubled, and

even displeased, to see that to all appearance his prediction was

not likely to be fulfilled. He withdrew to the country, on the

east of the city, and took up his abode for the time under a tent

of foliage, to await the result. When the forty days had rolled by,

and he saw nothing of what he had foretold accomplished, he

felt much chagrin, and could not refrain from expressing his disap

pointment. Addressing himself to the Lord, he spoke thus: " h

not this exactly what I foresaw, while yet in my own country ?

I was acquainted with Thy goodness, Thy mercy, Thy clemency.

I knew that Thy patience is not easily exhausted, that Thou canst

not resolve to punish until after long delays. At the least sign o^

repentance given by the guilty, Thine anger is disarmed. This i«

what induced me to seek a retreat at Tharsis : I did not wish to be

constrained to make, in Thy name, prophecies which Thou wonldst

not verify. After this disgrace, I ask death of Thee as a favour."

" Dost thou think,'' answered the Lord mildly, " that thou hast

reason to complain ?" Jonas made no reply. Piqued at the turn of

events, he was not in a condition to profit of the remonstrances of

his God. This, however, was only the first salve that the Lord

applied to his wound ; after a few moments allowed for grief, He

prepared a more efficacious remedy.

The foliage that covered Jonas was almost entirely withered,

and the prophet suffered much from the heat. God caused a thick

ivy plant to spring up over his head in a single night : this defended

him from the scorching rays of the sun. Jonas, perceiving in the

morning the paternal attention of the Lord, was full of joy and

gratitude. Next day, about dawn, God ordered a worm to cut the root

of the little bush. In a little while, it dried up, and its leaves fell off.

With the morning the Lord sent a burning wind. In addition,

the rays of the sun fell right on Jonas's head. The heat that the

prophet had to endure seemed insupportable. " 0 Lord !" he cried

out, "Thou art always loading me with new afflictions; I have

already besought Thee to send me death, and I ask it of Thee again."
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""What!" answered the Lord, " dost thou think that thou hast

reason to be angry because thou hast lost the shade of the ivy ?"

" Yes, I have reason," answered the prophet, with a degree of

brusqueness; " I do not know what will become of me : I am

longing for death."

" Hear Me,'' said the Lord, " and learn to profit of thy faults.

Thou art angry, thou art impatient, thou murmurest for the loss of

an ivy bush, which thou didst not plant, which cost thee neither care

nor labour, which grew up over thy head without thine interference,

and which one night saw bom, as another night saw it die. I

ought, according to thee, to have preserved this plant as a shade

against the heat that broils thee : and, because thou didst fore

tell the destruction of Ninive, thou art unwilling that I should

pardon that great city, in which there are more than a hundred and

twenty thousand children that cannot distinguish their right hand

from their left ! Thou wishest that I should sweep them all away,

men, women, children ; even the beasts of the field and the birds

of the air I"

At these words of the Lord, Jonas awoke as it were from a

deep sleep, and recognised his fault. The Lord, who only desired

to instruct him, kindly forgave him, when He saw him confounded.

Jonas directed his course again to Israel, and, convinced by this

sensible proof that God threatens only to be appeased, he made

public an account of the recent events at Ninive, and did not forget

a single circumstance that could rouse the hopes of sinners cr

encourage them to conversion.

On the Day of Judgment, the example of the Ninivites will

be set forth in condemnation of a great many Christians, because

the former were converted from their errors at the voice of Jonas,

who was only a prophet, while the latter look with disdain on the

advances and warnings of the Master of the prophets.

For the rest, Jonas was not only a prophet, but has always been

regarded as one of the most striking figures of the Messias.

Jonas, in effect, was a prophet appointed to recall men to penance ;

our Lord is more than a prophet, and is sent by His Father to re

call men to penance. Jonas is not listened to by the Israelites, his

brethren ; our Lord is not attended to by the Jews, His brethren.

Jonas receives a command to preach penance to the Ninivites, who

are idolaters, and the Ninivites are converted ; our Lord, by the

instrumentality of His apostles, preaches penance to the idolatrous

nations, and those idolatrous nations are converted. The guilty

disobedience of Jonas causes a violent storm, and he is cast into

the sea; our Lord, innocent, but laden with the crimes of the

world, provokes agaiust Himself all the justice of His Father,
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and is put to death. Jonas is no sooner cast into the sea, than

heaven is appeased and the storm ceases; our Lord is no sooner

put to death, than the divine anger is appeased and justice is

turned into mercy.

Jonas remains three days and three nights in the hclly ofa whale,

and comes forth full of life ; our Lord remains part of three days

and three nights in the tomb, and comes forth full of life. Jonas,

after his deliverance, preaches penance to the Ninivites; our tard,

after His resurrection, commissions His apostles to preach the Gos

pel to all nations. Our Lord said several times : "I am sent only to

bring back the lost sheep of the house of Israel," that is, the Jews;

and, accordingly, it was only to the Jews that He preached the

Gospel during His mortal life. But as He was the Saviour of all

mankind. He commanded His apostles, after His resurrection, to

scatter themselves over the earth, and to announce to all mankind

the glad tidings of salvation.

This figure teaches us (a) that the Jews will refuse to be con

verted and that the Gentiles will be called in their stead ; (4) that

the Messias will be put to death ; (c) that the Messias will remain

some three days and three nights in the grave ; and (d) that the Mes

sias will rise again and after His resurrection convert the nations.

Prayer.

0 my God I who art all love, I thank Thee for having given us

in the pardon granted to the Ninivites such a touching proof of

Thine infinite mercy : bestow on me the grace ever to hope in Thee,

no matter what may be the number or the enormity of my faults I

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

never be discouraged, whatever my faulls may be.

LESSON XXXVIII.

PREDICTIONS REGARDING THE MESSIAS.

Jesus Christ, the Object of Prophecy. What the Prophecies prove. Detail*

regarding the Prophets. David, a Prophet of the Messias.

Fbom the time of the fall of our first parents, God never ceased, as

we have seen, to promise a Redeemer to mankind. He showed Him

from afar in numerous figures, which became clearer and clearer

with the progress of ages. As images and figures are only the books

of children, God did not heretofore present the most sublime truth
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He spoke to the human family in language suitable to children, in

order to prepare them for the understanding of the language of

men.1

Accordingly, we must admit that the different traits of the

Messias which we have just studied, do not suffice: the rough

draught is not the portrait, and it is the portrait that we want.

Scattered here and there, and obscured by clouds more or less

dense, these raya of light form only a sort of twilight: they convey,

after all, but a faint knowledge of the future Liberator. Now, God

desires that the description should be so full and circumstantial,

that it should be impossible for man, unless voluntarily blind, to

mistake his Redeemer.

He proceeds, therefore, to scatter the dark clouds, to give the

finishing touches to the portrait, and to put an and to all uncer

tainties. How, then, does He act? In His infinite wisdom, He

raises up the prophets. Associating their intelligence to His infinite

intelligence, He communicates to them the secrets of the future.

Before their eyes He places the Desired of Nations, and commands

them to depict Him with so much accuracy that nothing can be

easier than to distinguish from all others that son of David who

is to save the world. What, then, are the prophecies ? They are

the complete description of the Redeemer, promised from the be

ginning of time, and prefigured in a thousand different ways.

"Thus," says one of our most celebrated Orientalists, " we clearly

see, by an attentive examination of the sacred text, that all the

prophecies during the four thousand years which precede the coming

of the Messias form, if I may venture so to express myself, only

one great circle, whose radii meet in a common centre, which is and

can be no other than our Lord Jesus Christ Himself, the Redeemer

of the human race involved in guilt since the sin of Adam. Such

is the object and the only object of all the prophecies, which agree

in describing Him to us in such a manner that we cannot be

deceived. They form altogether a most perfect picture. The more

ancient prophets trace the outline. As others follow, they complete

the parts left unfinished by their predecessors. The nearer we ap

proach the term, the brighter the colours glow ; and, when the

picture is finished, the artists disappear. The last, as he retires, is

careful to announce the personage that will lift the veil. Behold,

I send you, he says,' in the name of the Eternal, Eliot the prophet

(John the Baptist) before the great and terrible day of the Lord.'"

The prophecies, then, are the description of the Redeemer : their

1 See M. Drach, Dit divorce, &c., p. 17. • Malach., iv, 4,

s Drach, PtemUre lettre aux Israelites, p. 41.
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end is to acquaint us with His various characteristics. What one

begins, another finishes, and, taken altogether, they form a complete

portrait of the Redeemer, a portrait that corresponds perfectly and

solely with the Babe of Bethlehem. Whence it follows that the

Messias predicted by the prophets is truly our Lord Jesus Christ.

Yes, all the circumstances of the birth, life, death, and triumph

ant resurrection and ascension of our Lord were manifested in pre

dictions clearer than the son. A full and precise history of the Son of

Mary was given to the world by men that lived a thousand years,

seven hundred years, four hundred years, before His appearance in it.

Now, it is certain (1) that all these prophecies preceded the

coming of the Messias, since we find them in the hands of the Jews,

a nation existing long anterior to the coming of the Messias ; a nation

the sworn enemy of Christianity ; a nation that, far from receiv

ing these prophecies from us, had the greatest interest in suppressing

them, because they contain its condemnation and bear invincible

testimony to our faith.

It is certain (2) that the prophecies prove unanswerably the

truth of that religion in whose favour they were made. God alone

knows the future—that future which, depending on the free concur

rence of human wills and passions, escapes all our calculations. God

alone then can give a knowledge of it to man. Tho gift of this

knowledge, which makes the created intelligence participate in the

lights of the infinite intelligence of God, is one of the greatest

miracles that God can work. But - God cannot work miracles in

favour of deceit. Oar Lord is therefore truly the Son of God. His

religion is, therefore, the true religion : since Jesus Christ and His

religion are announced long beforehand by prophecies that cannot be

called in question.

It is certain (3) that all the prophecies that announce the

Messias relate to our Lord Jesus Christ, for they agree perfectly

with Him and with no other. Accordingly, our choice lies between

two extremes : either the prophecies of the Redeemer mean nothing,

or they desoribe Jesus Christ ; for in Him alone they are all fulfilled

to the letter. Before showing the admirable conformity between

the prophecies and our Lord, let us say a few words on the number

and the lives of the prophets.

"We call a man that foretells the future by divine inspiration a

prophet. God, who knows all things, past, present, and future, can

communicate to whomsoever He pleases a knowledge of certain

future events, which all the ingenuity of man can never discover.

He has given this knowledge of the future to many persons, under

both the Old and the New Testament. We speak here only of the

prophets of the old covenant. They are divided into two classes:
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those who did not write their prophecies, as Nathan, Gad, Elias,

and Eliseus ; and those who wrote their prophecies.

Among the latter, there are some termed the greater prophets,

because we have a greater number of their writings; such are

David, Isaias, Jeremias, Ezechiel, and Daniel. Others are termed

the minor prophets, because we have a less number of their writings;

they are twelve in number : Osee, Joel, Amos, Abdias, Micheas, Jonas,

Nahum, Habacuc, Sophonias, Aggeus, Zacharias, and Malachias.

Let us speak of the manner of life adopted in general by these

inspired men. They usually lived like religious, apart from the peo

ple, in some country retreat. With their disciples they formed

communities, and occupied themselves in labour, instruction, and

study. They built their own cells, cutting down whatever wood

they required for this purpose. Their habit was sackcloth or hair

cloth, that is, a mourning dress, in order to show that they continu

ally did penance for the sins of all the people. Their whole life

was spent in the hardships of poverty. They received presents of

bread and first-fruits of the harvest like the poor.

They were not always prophesying. But when the Spirit of

the Lord descended on them, they came forth from their retirement,

and announced to kings and peoples the will of heaven. They

spoke with great freedom, as became men that were inspired and

sent by God. As the preachers of the truth have always had the

same lot, they were often exposed to the violence of princes whose

impiety they reproved, and to the insults and railleries of multitudes

whose irregularities they condemned. Several of the prophets, as

we shall see later on, died by a violent death.

The prophets are numbered among those holy men, whose suffer

ings and virtues the apostle St. Paul so highly praises. Some among

them, he says, were racked, not wishing to save their present life, that

they might find a better in the resurrection. Others suffered mockeries

and stripes, chains and prisons : they were stoned, they were cut asunder,

they were tried in every manner. They wereput to death by the sword,

they wandered about in sheep-skins, abandoned, persecuted, afflicted : of

whom the world was not worthy. They passed their lives in deserts,

and in mountains, and in dens, and in the caves of the earth.1

In the midst of these opprobriums and persecutions we always

see them despising, with a holy liberty, every danger, every torment,

and even death itself ; attacking, with wonderful courage, whatever

was opposed to God ; and contemning riches, favours, and honours,

with a disinterestedness that astonished those who endeavoured to

shake their constancy or to tempt their ambition. The houses of

the prophets and their communities wore so many asylums against

1 Heb., n. 35.

VOL. I. 31
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impiety. Persons went thither to consult the Lord, or to hear the

reading of the law. They were schools of virtue and homes of

nnocence.

Although prophecy was not a thing which depended on the

industry, study, or will of men, the Lord usually communicated His

spirit to the children or disciples of the prophets, either on account

of the purity of their manners and the sanctity of their lives, or be

cause the vocation to the study of wisdom and the company of the

prophets was a preliminary step, in the designs of God, to the grace

of prophecy.

When the Spirit of the Lord descended on them, they were not

so much transported out of themselves with enthusiasm that they

could not resist it: they were very diiferent men, indeed, from

the priests of the false gods, who, possessed by the evil spirit,

lost the use of their senses and reason, and could not control their

agitations. The Spirit which animated the prophets was subject to

the prophets, says St. Paul(l Cor., xiv.), and the Church con

demned the error of the Montanists, who attributed to the pro

phets of the Old and the New Testament that which pertained only to

the priests of the idols, who spoke in spite of themselves by the in

spiration of the evil spirit. Our prophets were calm and recollected;

they possessed their souls in peace, and spoke only from a desire to

obey the command of the Lord. They always knew what they

were saying : they understood perfectly well the meaning of their

discourses.

To give authority to their words, the prophets were accustomed

to foretell two classes of events : one, near ; the other, remote. The

accomplishment of the first prophecy was an excellent guarantee

of the accomplishment of the second.1 Thus, Isaias predicted to

Achaz, king of Juda, that he should be delivered from the kings of

Samaria and Damascus, his enemies: the realisation of these words

was a proof that other words uttered by Isaias at the same time—

namely, that the Messias should be born of a Virgin Mother—would

be realised too. The first object is clear and near; the second is

obscure and remote. The latter has a kind of dependence on the

former. In a word, by this twofold prediction, the prophets seemed

to say: " We announce to you distant events, whose accomplish

ment you will never see ; but, to prove to you that we speak the

truth, here is something close at hand, and within reach of your

senses, that you will see fulfilled to the letter before your eyea."

'"The words of the prophets," says Pascal, "are intermingled with pri

vate prophecies and with prophecies of the Messias, in order that the prophe

cies of the Messias should not be without proof, and that the private pro

phecies should not be without fruit." (Penslea, c. xv, n. 13.)
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As if I myself should say : " In a hundred years there shall be

horn in this city, in such a family, on such a day, of such a

month, a child, who shall bear such a name, who shall perform

such an act, who shall live such a number of years, and who

shall die in such a manner; yes, everything shall happen precisely

as I say ; and, to prove to you that I speak the truth, I will now

inform you of an event which shall take place one month hence,

and which no person in the world except myself foresees. It is

this: in one month from this date, on such a day of the week, we

shall have rain in this place, from such a minute of such an hour

till such a minute of such another hour, not a second more or less.

The rain shall be preceded and followed by thunder, and shall

fall only within such and such limits." It is quite certain that,

after having seen the fulfilment of the latter prophecy in a man

ner that no amount of human knowledge could ever forecast, one

would be obliged to believe unhesitatingly in the birth to occur a

hundred years afterwards.

At other times, to prove a distant and less striking fact, the pro

phets announced along with it another which should happen sooner

and be so evident that all the world might see it, and could no more

doubt it than doubt the existence of the sun. For example, Isaias

announces, seven hundred years before the coming of our Lord, that

the Jews shall despise the Messias, that they shall load Him with

injuries and spittle ; this is the distant and less striking fact. As

a proof of it, Isaias announces another fact, which no man has ever

dared or can ever dare to deny : this fact is the destruction of the

city of Tyre.

At the time of Isaias, the city of Tyre was one of the most

beautiful, powerful, and opulent cities in the world : Isaias foretold

that it should one day be no more than a miserable village.

And behold ! haughty Tyre, which afforded an anchorage to the

mariners of every nation, and which sent its vessels, laden with

beautiful stuffs, precious stones, and riches of every other descrip

tion, to all parts of the world; haughty Tyre, ruined by Alex

ander, is to-day no more than a miserable village, inhabited by

fifty or sixty poor families, barely sheltered under their mean cabins,

and living by the culture of a few fields and a little fishing. This

is a fact which every one can verify for himself. Not long since, a

celebrated infidel visited the ruins of Tyre, and, seeing what

Isaias had predicted, could not avoid exclaiming: The oracle is

fulfilled!

Let us now show how the prophecies that announce the Re

deemer correspond with the Babe of Bethlehem. David is the

first prophet that describes at length the characteristics of the
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Messias.1 As a proof of his predictions regarding the Liberator of

the world, the holy king informs the Jews of approaching events,

whose occurrence should lead them to entertain no doubt that his

other predictions would also be fulfilled. Among the events pre

dicted by David are the captivity of Babylon, which should not

happen for four hundred years later, and the magnificent reign of

Solomon, which should be witnessed by the Jews within a very brief

period. It is in the Psalms that David anticipates for us the history

of our Lord.

The royal prophet begins with the grand characteristic of the

Messias, that Ho should convert the nations and bring them back

to the knowledge of the true God. All peoples, he says, shall know

the Lord and shall glorify Him ; all the kings of the earth shall adore

Him ; all nations shall be submissive to Him ; no country shall with

draw itselffrom His power.3 It was by our Lord and His apostles

that the world was converted. Our Lord is therefore the Messias

announced by David.

He predicts that foreign kings should come to adore the Messias,

and to offer Him presents. The kings of Tharsis, as well as those of

Arabia and Saba, shall bring Him precious gifts.3 Our Lord was

adored by the Magi, who, as a constant tradition informs us, were

kings ; and they offered Him presents of gold, frankincense, and

myrrh. Our Lord is therefore the Messias announced by David.

He predicts that the Jews should despise the Messias, that they

should cease to be His beloved people, and that the Gentiles should

be chosen in their stead. He makes the Messias express Himself

to His Father thus : Thou wilt deliver Mefrom the contradictions of

the people: Thou wilt make Me the head of the Gentiles. A people

whom I knew not hath served Me : at the hearing of the ear it hath

obeyed Me. The children that are strangers have adhered to Me;

My own children, on the contrary, have ceased to follow Me.1 Our

Lord was despised by the Jews. From the moment of their treating

Him in this manner, the Jews lost the knowledge of the true reli

gion, and the Gentiles received the light of the Gospel. Our Lord

is therefore the Messias announced by David.

He predicts that the Messias should be a priest according to the

order of Melchisedech. This means that the Messias should have

neither predecessor nor successor in the priesthood, and that He

should offer a sacrifice of bread and wine. The Lord, he says, hath

sworn it, and will not repent : Thou art a priestfor ever, according to

the order of Melchisedech. 5 Our Lord had neither predecessor nor

successor in the priesthood. He is an eternal Priest, and offers, like

1 See Bible de Vence, Dissertation on the Prophets, t. XIII, p. 12.

3 Psal., lnxv. i lb., lxxi. * lb., xvii. s Ptal,, ax.
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Melchieedech, a sacrifice of bread and wine. Our Lord is therefore

the Messias announced by David. ' . i

He sees kings and peoples form leagues against the Messias.

The nations raged, he says , the peoples devised vain things ; the kings

of the earth stood up, and the princes met together, against the Lord,

and against His Christ. But the Lord shall laugh at them. For

Iam appointed king by Him over Sion.' It is only against our Lord

that kings and peoples have formed such leagues; but their efforts

have been vain. Our Lord has triumphed over them ; and they

have been obliged to submit to His law. Our Lord is therefore the

Messias announced by David.

He describes, more than a thousand years beforehand, the kind

of death, and all the particulars of the punishments, to which the

Messias should be condemned. Listen to the complaints which he

makes our Saviour utter: He that used to sit atMy table hath shown

his perfidy towards Me. I looked for one that would grieve together

with Me, but there was none.1 Mine enemies have insulted Me ; they

have wagged their heads at Me, and said : " Since Heplaces His con

fidence in God, let God come and deliver Him." They have dug My

hands and My feet; they havt divided My garments amongst them, and

upon My vesture they have cast lots? In my thirst theygave Me vinegar

to drink.* Our Lord was betrayed by Judas, who used to sit at His

table. He was abandoned by all His disciples. His countenance

was covered with spittle. The Jews, on Calvary, wagged their heads,

saying : " Since He hoped in God, let God come and deliver Him."

His hands and feet were pierced. The soldiers divided His gar

ments amongst them, cast lots for His robe, and gave Him vinegar

to drink. All these things have been accomplished only in regard

to our Lord. Our Lord is therefore the Messias announced by

David.

In fine, he predicts that the Messias should arise again after

death, without experiencing the corruption of the tomb. Here are

the terms in which the Messias is supposed to express Himself :

Myflesh shall rest in hope ; Thou wilt not leave My soul in hell ;

Thou wilt not permit Thy Holy One to see corruptions Our Lord

died; He descended into Limbo; butHe did notexperience corruption,

for He arose again triumphant from the tomb on the third day after

His death. Our Lord is therefore the Messias announced by David.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having caused

the mysteries connected with the Messias to be foretold so long a

' Peal., ii. i lb., xL 3 lb., ixi. * lb., Ixviii. • lb., sr.
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time beforehand, and for having thus given me an infallible proof

of the truth of my faith.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

WtS read the Goipel with the mostprofound respect.

LESSON XXXIX.

PEEDICTIONS REGAEDINS TEE MEsSIAS {continued).

State of the Kingdom of Israel. State of the Kingdom of Juda. tsaios, a

Prophet. Approaching events, which he foretells as a proof of his Mis

sion. What he announces concerning the Messias.

"Whilst the ten rebellious and schismalioal tribes abandoned their

God and their king, the other two tribes, under the name of the

Kingdom of Juda, continued in the covenant and faith of Abraham.

Faithful to God and to David, they observed the law of Moses in all

its extent. Thus began the celebrated division in the empire of

the Hebrews. The crime of a single prince caused the first schism

that afflicted the bosom of the true church. Hereby, God shows

to fathers that He makes their rewards or punishments continue

after their death, and that He desires to keep them submissive to

His laws by the dearest of their interests, that of their families.

The kingdom of Israel lasted two hundred and fifty-four years.

During this time the Lord sent a great many prophets, among whom

were Elias and Eliseus, to recall the Israelites from their idolatry.

A small number of persons had regard to their words. At length,

the Lord, irritated by their perversity, summoned against them

Salmanazar, king of Assyria, who took Samaria, after a siege of

three years, and led away the ten tribes captive to Ninive. So

ended the kingdom of Israel.

As for the kingdom of Juda, the Lord neglected no means to

maintain it in the practice of the true religion. But the example of

the ten schismatical tribes soon made it fall into idolatry. Roboam

was the first to lead the way. The Lord, to avenge the insults offered

His holy name, brought against Jerusalem Sesac, king of Egypt,

who carried away the treasures of the temple. Instructed by this

misfortune, the Jews renounced the worship of those stone and

wood divinities which could afford them no protection. But,

after a few years of fidelity, this inconstant people again returned to

their idols. New chastisements recalled them to their duty. This

alternation of conversions to the Lord and relapses to the service of
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strange gods forms the chief part of the history of the kingdom of

Juda till the time of its fall, that is, till the captivity of Babylon.

Still, warnings were not wanting to the unfaithful Jews. A long

succession of prophets, sent by God during the space of two hundred

years, continually predicted to them the evils that awaited them if

they persevered in their idolatry, as well as the blessings that should

be the reward of those who should remain faithful to the God of

Abraham and ot David. It was not the only object of the prophets to

maintain the true religion in the kingdom of Juda ; they were also

charged with the duty of announcing the Messias, and of describing

gradually the great traits by which He should be known. The

first and most admirable of these extraordinary men was Isaias.

This prophet was the son of Amos, of the royal family of David.

He prophesied during the reigns of four kings of Juda, namely,

Ozias, Joathan, Achaz, and Ezechias, who flourished about seven

hundred years before Christ. The Lord chose him from his child

hood to recall the Jews to penance, and to announce anew the great

mystery of the Messias. A seraph took a burning coal from an

altar, and touched his lips with it to purify them. Isaias spoke, not

only with incomparable eloquence, but with all the authority of a

divine mission. Manasses, the successor of Ezechias, was offended

at the reproaches which the holy prophet addressed to him on

account of his impieties. This heartless and wicked king, to avenge

himself, ordered Isaias, then about a hundred and thirty years old,

to be cut in two with a wooden saw. The prophet's writings weio

deposited in the temple of Jerusalem, and preserved with religious

care.

To show the Jews that he was really the messenger of God,

and that everything he announced regarding the Messias would cer

tainly come to pass, Isaias foretold three important events, of which

the Jews were witnesses.

He announced to them (1) that Phacce, king of Israel, and Rasin,

king of Syria, who were leagued together for the destruction of the

kingdom of Juda, should not succeed.1 Yet everything at the

1 It seems necessary that we should give a few details on this fundamental

prophecy. We abridge the dissertation of M. Drach, cited before.

Achaz, king of Juda, a cruel and unbelieving prince, had much to suffer from

the arms of Rasin and Phacee, tings of the schismatical tribes of Israel.

These two princes were at the foot of the ramparts of Jerusalem, with the

intention, not only of ravaging the country and the canital of their common

enemy, but even of annihilating the royal race of David, to substitute a new

dynasty in its place. It was then that the Lord sent the prophet Isaias, to

Bay to the king of Juda: " Fear not ; the design of thine enemies shall come

to nought."* A sceptical silence was the only reply given to the consoling

•iiai., vii.4.
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time seemed to promise victory to these allies. With a formidable

army, they were already seated before the very walls of Jerusalem.

The king and the people were exceedingly alarmed. This was the

critical moment which Isaias chose to come and say to the king, on

the part of God : " Be in peace, fear nothing, the project of thine

enemies shall not succeed, the house of David shall subsist. On

the other hand, the kingdom of Israel shall in a few years be des

troyed, and Israel shall no longer be a people." The word of the

prophet was fulfilled : the hostile kings could not take Jerusalem,

and a few years afterwards the kingdom of Israel was destroyed.

He announced (2) that Sennacherib should fail in his projects

against Jerusalem. Sennacherib was a king of Assyria, who sent a

declaration of war to Ezechias, king of Juda, and marched against

him at the head of an army of two hundred thousand men. Every

one fled before him. Ezechias was in no condition to meet him.

It was in this extremity that Isaias came and said to Ezechias, in

opposition to all human foresight: "Have confidence; the king

of Assyria shall not enter the city nor take it—he shall be

words of the prophet. To overcome the obstinacy of Achaz, Isaias said to

him: "As a proof of that which I announce to thee, do thou thyself ask a

sign of the Lord thy God."* "I will not ask a sign," answered Achat, with

a sacrilegious disdain ; " I do not wish to tempt the Lord." t

At these words, the man of God, filled with a holy indignation, turned

aside from the incredulous king, and, addressing himself to all the princes

of the royal family, said : " Since it is so, hear then you, O house of David !

The Lord Himself shall give you a sign, which will be a certain pledge of

the preservation of the Royal line, namely, a Virgin conceiving and bearing

a Son, whom she shall name Emmanuel, God with us. This God with us

shall be at the same time true Man, for He shall be nourished, as other

children, with butter and honey, until He arrives at the age when one knows

how to choose the good and to reject the evil."

As this event was remote, the prophet took care to establish its certainty,

by the announcement of an approaching occurrence. He had brought with

him his young son, named Scheer-Yaschub. Then, addressing Achaz himself, he

said : " This little child will not yet know how to distinguish good from evil,

when the two kings, thine enemies, shall disappear from their own lands."

It is at the age of seven years that one can hardly distinguish between

good and evil. The son of Isaias being yet probably very young, the term

indicated might appear too distant to the incredulous monarch. Isaias again

takes care to reassure him. He says to the king : " I am about to be the

father of a son, whom I shall name Hasten to take away the spoils. Well,

before this future child is able to sayfather or mother (which children can gene

rally do about the age of two years), thine enemies shall be no more."f

In fact, about two years after this prediction, Theglathphalasar put Basin

to death. At the same time, Phacee perished by the hands of Osoe, son of Ela,

who had conspired against kim.§

•Isai., vii. 11. f Jd, vii. 12. lid., viii.4. |« Seg.,xr.SO; rri B.
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obliged to return home disgracefully by the way he came."1 A few

days afterwards the oracle of the prophet was fulfilled. The

Lord sent an angel, who, during the night, slew a hundred and

eighty-five thousand men in Sennacherib's camp. This prince, on

awaking in the morning, was wonderfully struck to behold so great a

carnage. He thought of nothing but of fleeing to his capital, where

he was murdered by his two sons.

He announced (3) that Jerusalem should be taken by Nabucho-

donosor, and that the Jews, led captive to Babylon, should after

wards return to the land of their fathers. We shall see, at a later

period, the fulfilment of this prophecy.

Let us now examine what Isaias predicted regarding the

Messias.

Like David and the other prophets, he predicts that the grand

characteristic of the Messias, the distinctive mark by which He

shall be known, is the conversion of the Gentiles. There shall come

forth a rod out ofthe root of Jesse, the father of David. This rod

shall be exhibited as a standard to the view of all peoples. The

Gentiles shall come to offer Him their prayers: He shall be the

leader and the teacher of the Gentiles. The Gentiles shall see this Just

Man : all the kings of the earth shall know Him, who is so celebrated

in the prophecies of Sion. He shall teach justice to the Gentiles.

Men shall then cast farfrom them their idols of gold and silver, and

shall adore the Lord alone? Who converted the nations, and des

troyed the worship of idols ? Was it not our Lord, and our Lord

alone? Our Lord is therefore the Messias predicted by Isaias,]

He says that the Messias shall be born of a mother who will

remain ever a virgin. Behold a virgin shall conceive and bear a Son,

and His name shall be called Emmanuel,3 that is, a God-Man, or God

with us. Our Lord was born of the ever glorious Virgin Mary.

No other than He has been born of a virgin. Our Lord is therefore

the Redeemer predicted by Isaias.*

He sees the various characteristics of this Sacred Child, who

shall be adored by kings, and who shall have a precursor. A Child

is born to us, he says ; a Son is given to us, and the government is upon

His shoulder, and His name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, God

the Mighty, the Father of the world to come, the Prince of Peace.

' ha., xxrrii. a lb., ii. 20. 3 lb., vii. 14.

4 See the magnificent explanation of thisprophecy by M. Drach, Troisi&me

Lettre aux Israelites, chap. I, p. 45 et suiv. How remarkable !—the expectation

of a Virgin, who should bring forth a God, was spread throughout the whole

pagan world. See Christ devant le siecle, and Harmonie entre VEglise et la

Synagogue, t. ii, p. 259 et suiv. A few years ago there was an ancient stone found

at Chalons, with this inscription : Virgini Scum paritura Druidca (The Druids,

to the Virgin who shall bear a God}.
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The incommunicable name of God nhall be His name. He shall tit

upon the throne of David : kings shall come to honour His cradle, and

to offer Him presents. A mice shall be heard crying in the desert:

" Prepare ye the ways of the Lord.rn Our Lord bore on His shoul

ders the instrument of His power—His cross—for by it He over

came the world ; our Lord was adored in His cradle by the Magi,

who also offered Him presents; our Lord had St. John the Baptist

as a precursor, who repeated the very words of Isaias : " The voice

of one crying in the desert—Prepare ye the ways of the Lord f" To

no other than our Lord can all these circumstances be applied. Oar

Lord is therefore the Messias predicted by Isaias.

He foretells that the Messias shall be meekness itself, and shall

perform a multitude of miracles in favour of mankind. The Messias

shall be full of meekness, says the prophet. He shall feed His flocks

like a shepherd. He shall gather together the little lambs, and shall

take them up in His bosom. He shall not be troublesome: the bruised

reed He shall not break, and smokingflax He shall not quench. His

power shall equal His goodness. The eyes of the blind shall see

the light ; the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped; the lame shall bound

like the roe ; and the tongue of the dumb shall be set free.3 Our Lord

was meekness itself. He was the Good Shepherd. He healed all

the sick that had recourse to His goodness. No other person has

borne such characteristics or wrought such miracles. Our Lord is

therefore the Messias predicted by Isaias.

He beholds the Messias establishing a new priesthood, and taking

priests, not from the race of Aaron, but from among the Gentile*.

I will select, says the Messias, by the mouth of the prophet, among

those who shall escape from the general unbelief of the Jews, men whom

I will mark with a particular sign; I will send them to the nations,

from whom they shall draw others, who will become your brethren.

They shall offer those whom they conxert as a holy oblation to God ; and

among these converts I will choose priests and levites.3 Our Lord

alone established a new priesthood. He selected priests who were

not of the race of Aaron ; He sent them to the Gentiles ; and, from

among the Gentiles converted to the Gospel, He chose priests. AU

the Jewish doctors who preceded the birth of Jesus Christ apply to

the Messias, as we do, the texts just quoted. Now, all these texts

were verified in our Lord. Our Lord is therefore the Messias pre

dicted by Isaias.

He describes the ignominies and death of the Messias so minutely

that we might imagine we were reading one of the evangelists

rather than one of the prophets. Let us hear him : And He shall

i In., ix. 6. * lb., xl. 3, i 3., Ixri,

f
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grow up "before Him as a tender plant, and as a root out of a thirsty

ground. There is no beauty in Him, nor comeliness. We have seen Him,

and there was no sightliness in Him. He was despised, and the most

abject of men—a Man of Sorrows, and acquainted with infirmity ; and

His look was, as it were, hidden and despised : whereupon we esteemed

Him not. Surely He hath borne our infirmities and carried our sor

rows ; and we have tlwught Him, as it were, a leper, and as one struck

by God and afflicted He was offered because it was His

own will. He shall be led as a sheep to the slaughter, and shall be

dumb as a lamb before His shearer ; and He shall not open His mouth.

He was taken away from distress andfrom judgment.1

Our Lord, on the day of His passion, lost all His comeliness. His

beautiful countenance could hardly be recognised. He was a Man of

Sorrows. He was set up in comparison with the criminal Barabbas ;

and was crucified between two thieves, after having been condemned

by Pilate. He died in the midst of torments. He did not open His

mouth to complain ; but He prayed for His murderers. He was

innocent ; but He was charged with the expiation of the sins of all

men. He delivered Himself voluntarily to death, and the prodigies

which accompanied His last breath proved that it depended on Him

self alone to surrender Himself into the hands of His enemies. Our

Lord is therefore the Messias predicted by Isaius.

He informs us that the Messias, in recompense for His sufferings

and death, shall become the conqueror of the devil and the world,

and that His sepulchre shall be glorious. But because He suffered

death, continues the prophet, a long posterity shall be born to Him.

His sepulchre shall be glorious. He hath acquired dominion ; He shall

divide the spoils of the strong. He shall gather the fruits for which

His soul suffered ; He shall be satisfied with them, and shall sanctify,

by His doctrine, an immense number of men.'- Our Lord saw all

peoples flock to Him after His death. For eighteen centuries His

tomb has been an object of veneration to the whole world. The

East and the West have contended for its possession ; they have sent

rich offerings to it ; their deputies watch day and night over its

preservation. The doctrine of our Lord has procured the salvation

of millions of men in every age and clime. Our Lord is therefore

the Messias predicted by Isaias.

Finally, he witnesses the astounding fruitfulness of the Church.

This Church, formed originally in the terrestial paradise, had been

a long time barren, giving only a few adorers to God. But, become

fruitful by the blood of the Saviour, it begins, says the prophet

Isaias, to extend itself overall nations, and to people the earth with

believers and saints. .Nothing can surpass the magnificent picture

'Jsa., liii.fi. • VS., liii, 10.
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that he draws of the propagation of the Gospel. Rejoice, thou barren

one! that didst not bear: sing canticles ofgladness; raise shouts ofjoy!

For she that was forsaken, that is, the world of Gentiles, hath now a

greater number of children than she that had a husband, that is, the

Jewish nation, united to the Lord hy the covenant of Abraham.

Raise thine eyes, and behold the immense multitude that come tojoin My

people : all these new children shall be to thee as a beautiful garment,

with which thou shalt be clothed. Thy deserts and solitudes will be too

narrow to receive the multitude coming to thee. I will stretch out My

hand towards the nations ; and I will raise My standard before all

peoples. They shall bring thee sons and daughters ; and allflesh shall

then know that I am the Lord.1

Our Lord established His Church. This Holy Spouse gave Him

speedily such an immense number of Christians, His faithful chil

dren, that, ten years after the death of the Saviour, St. Paul wrote

that the Gospel was preached and believed throughout the whole

world; and, a century later, Tertullian said to the pagans: "We

are but of yesterday, and yet we fill your cities, your villages, your

armies, the senate, the forum, the palace ; we leave you only the

temples and the theatres."2

Thus all the traits of the Redeemer, alluded to by the prophet

Isaias, agree with our Lord, and with none but Him. Our Lord is

therefore the Messias predicted by Isaias.

Prayer.

0 my God I who art all love, I thank thee for having sent so many

prophets to Thy people, in order to recall them to penance, and to in

struct them regarding the Messias. Render me docile to the voice

of the prophets of the New Law, Thy ministers, who recall me on

Thy behalf to penance, and who promise me Heaven as the reward

of my docility.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, 1

will attend respectfully to the Catechism.

1 Isa., xlix, * Ajaol., c. xxxriil.
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LESSON XL.

FEEDICTIONS REOARDINO THE MESSIAs {continued).

Osee, a Prophet ; he foretells approaching events ; what he announces con

cerning the Messias. Micheas, a Prophet ; approaching events ; what he

announces concerning the Messias. Joel, a Prophet. Jeremias, a Prophet ;

his life ; his prophecies.

The two kingdoms of Israel and Juda fell, after their division, into

strange disorders. Never had such a number of crimes, or such a

propensity to idolatry, been witnessed. God, on His side, as He

never ceases to love men, never showed Himself more attentive in

watching over the sacred deposit of religion, in preserving the tra

dition of the great promise, and in proclaiming solemnly the coming

of the Messias. These evil times were an epoch of numerous and

detailed prophecies.

Isaias was still living when the voice of a new prophet was

heard in Juda : this new envoy of God was Osee, the son of Beeri,

born about seven hundred years before our Lord. We have no par

ticulars concerning his life or his death. To prove to the Jews that

his prophecies regarding the Redeemer, and the timea subsequent to

the Incarnation, are true, he announces to them two events which

should be accomplished in a very short time : the first, the ruin of

Samaria ; the second, the ruin of the kingdom of Juda.

He predicts that the Messias, while yet a Child, shall go into

Egypt, and that His Father shall recall Him from it. The Lord

Himself, speaking figuratively by the mouth of His prophet, thus

expresses Himself Israel was but a child when I loved Him,

and 1 called My Son out of Egypt. Our Lord, while yet a

Child, was led into Egypt, along with His Mother, by St. Joseph,

who had received an order to this effect from heaven ; and He re

mained there until the death of Herod, that the word, says St.

Matthew, which the Lord had uttered by the mouth of His prophet,

Out ofEgypt I have called my Son,* might be fulfilled. Our Lord is

therefore the Messias predicted by Osee.

The grand characteristic of the Messias, the conversion of the

idolatrons nations, who were not the people of God, astonishes the

prophet, and he exclaims: I will say to that which is not My people

Thou art My people, and they shall say, Thou art My God. And it

shall happen that where it was said, " You are not my people," it shall

be said, " You are the sons of the living God.'"*

1 Osee, xi. 1. • Matthn ii. 15. ' Osee, ij. 23-26, and i. 10.
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It was our Lord that converted the nations, and made idolaters

His well-beloved people and the children of God. lie is therefore

the Messias predicted by Osee.1

The same prophet also beholds the reprobation of the Jews, the

state of desolation in which they are plunged at the present day,

aud their conversion towards the end of the world : The children of

Israel shall sit many days without king, and without prince, and

without sacrifice, and without altar, and without ephod, and without

theraphim. And after this the children of Israel shall return, and

they shall seek the Lord their God; and they shallfear the Lord and

experience His goodness in the last days.2

Our Lord was despised by the Jews; they are to-day wanderers

without an altar or a sacrifice. This first part of the prophecy,

whose accomplishment we behold before our eyes, assures us that

the second part shall be accomplished in like manner, and that the

Jews shall be converted towards the end of time. Accordingly, it

is with our Lord alone that all the traits ot this prophecy agree :

they suit no other. Our Lord is therefore the Messias predicted by

Osee.

About the same period there appeared another prophet, who left

us one of the most striking predictions regarding the Redeemer:

this prophet was Micheas. He first announces two events close at

hand : the woes and the destruction of the kingdom of Israel, and

the woes and the destruction of the kingdom of Juda. Then, pass

ing on to the Messias, he expresses himself thus: And thou, Bethle

hem Ephrata (Ephrata was the ancient name of Bethlehem) thou

art a little one among tlte thousands of Juda ; out of thee shall He come

forth unto me who is to be the ruler of Israel, and His going forth is

from the beginning, from the days of eternity.3

In consequence of this prophecy the Jews were perfectly aware

that the Messias should be born in Bethlehem. When the Magi

afterwards arrived at Jerusalem, Herod assembled all the chief

priests and the doctors of the law, and asked them where Christ,

the Messias, should be born. They answered him without hesita

tion : " In Bethlehem of Juda, according to the prediction of the

prophet." And they cited for him the words of Micheas. The

Messias, therefore, should be born in Bethlehem. Now, it was at

Bethlehem that Jesus Christ was born, when the time and the circum

stances marked out for the coming of the Messias bad arrived. Our

Lord is therefore the Redeemer predicted by Micheas.

The prophet announces that the generation of the Redeemer is

1 St. Paul himself applies to our Lord the words of this prophecy in his

Epistle to the Romans, (is. 25^

• Osee, ui. 4, b. i Mieh, v. 2,

I
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eternal ; that He shall convert the nations ; that His empire shall

have no end ; and that He shall be our peace. His empire shall

subsist. He shall stand andfeed Hisfloek in the strength of the Lord,

in the height of the name of the Lord His God ; and they shall be con

verted, for now shall He be magnified even to the ends of the earth. And

this Man shall be our peace.1 Our Lord, who is both God and Man,

is begotten in the bosom of His Father from eternity ; He is born

in Bethlehem, in time, of the purest of Virgins ; He alone possesses

an eternal empire; He alone has converted the nations ; He alone

enjoys a sovereign power ; He alone is our peace, our reconciliation

by the blood w hich He shed for us on the cross. You see, then,

that it is to our Lord alone that all the lines drawn in this pro

phecy exactly refer. Our Lord is therefore the Messias predicted

by Micheas.

Joel, another prophet, and a contemporary of the preceding one,

gives two great traits in connexion with the Redeemer : the

descent of the Holy Ghost, and the Last Judgment. To confirm his

words, Joel announces a fact, of which the Jews then living should

behold the accomplishment, namely, a dreadful famine, which should

desolate the whole country. These are the terms in which he ex ■

presses himself : Hear this, ye old men ; and all ye inhabitants of the

land, give ear. Did this ever happen in your days, or in the days of

your fathers f That which the palmer-worm hath left, the locust hath

eaten; that which the locust hath left, the bruchus hath eaten; that

which the bruchus hath left, the mildew hath destroyed. The whole

country is desolate : the ground hath mourned, for the corn is wasted;

the wine is confounded; the oil hath languished. Why did the beasts

groan f Why did the herds of cattle low but because there is no pasture

for them f Yea, and theflocks of sheep are perished.2

Passing then to the Messias, the prophet shows Him to us pour

ing out His Spirit on the Church, and coming in the most formid

able manner to judge the world. And it shall come to past after

this, that J willpour out My spirit upon allflesh ; your sons and your

daughters shall prophesy, and your old men shall dream dreams ; your

young men shall have visions. In those days I will pour out My spirit

on My servants and My handmaids.3 Our Lord, according to His

promise, sent His Holy Spirit on the apostles, and they prophesied ;

and this Divine Spirit bestowed the gift of prophecy on many of

the faithful in succeeding ages. St. Peter himself gives the expla

nation of this prediction.

The occupants of the Upper Chamber are filled with the Holy

Ghost, and the Jews of Jerusalem, struck with astonishment, say to

one another: " What is the meaning of thisf" But others, mocking,

i Mich., v. 4, 6. a Joel, i, i Joel, ii. 28.
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iay: " These persons arefull ofnew wine." Then Peter, presenting

himself with the eleven, says to them : " These persons are not drunk,

as you suppose ; but this is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel:

J will pour out my spirit,"' fyc., relating the prophecy of Joel, as

we have quoted it.

The prophet announces, secondly, that the Messias shall come in

a most formidable manner to judge the world. It is the Messias

Himself who speaks : I will show prodigies in heaven and on earth,

blood, fire, and whirlwinds of smoke. The sun and the moon are

darkened, and the stars have withdrawn their shining, and the heavens

and the earth shall be moved before the great and terrible day of the.

Lord. I will gather together all nations, and will bring them down

into the valley of Josaphat, for there I will sit tojudge all nations

round about.

Our Lord shall come to judge the world. He announces it

Himself in the Gospel, and He pictures for us the signs going before

this terrible day in language like that of the prophet. Our Lord

sent the Holy Ghost on His apostles, as Joel had predicted ; our

Lord, then, shall also come to judge the world at the end of time.

The accomplishment of the first prophecy assures us of the accom

plishment of the second. Our Lord is therefore the Messias pre

dicted by Joel.

About fifty years after the time of the inspired men concerning

whom we have just spoken, God raised up Jeremias—the Prophet of

Sorrows. He excused himself a long time from accepting the sad

mission that the Lord wished to entrust to him. Ah! ah! ah!

he said, my Lord God ! I know not how to speak : lam only a child.

The Lord answered him: Do not say " I am only a child;'" but go

wherever I shall send thee, and whatever I command thee thou shalt

speak. Be not afraid at their presence, for I am with thee to deliver

thee, saith the Lord. The Lord put forth His hand and touched the

mouth of Jeremias, saying : Behold, I have given My words in thy

mouth ; I have set thee this day over the nations, Sfc. Jeremias at

length obeyed.

The misfortunes with which he threatened the Jews, and the

holy liberty with which he rebuked them on account of their dis

orders, irritated them to such a degree against him that they cast

1 Act., ii. 15.
3 Joel, ii-iii. The Valley of Josaphat means simply, according to the Hebrew,

the Valley of Judgment, some persons have amused themselves with the fol

lowing calculation : Suppose the world to have existed for six thousand yean,

ns densely populated as at the present day, it would require, allowing one square

foot for each individual, about fifty square leagues in Prance, or twenty-five in

Germany, to contain all the generations of mankind. (See Cattch. Phil, de

Feller, p. 662.)
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him into a deep, miry dungeon, from which an officer belonging to

the court of king Sedecias extricated him. After the capture of

Jerusalem, a number of the Jews remaining in Judea took refuge in

Egypt, being afraid of the king of Babylon. Jeremias did every

thing in his power to oppose this project; but he was obliged to

follow them with his disciple Baruch. There he continued with

his accustomed zeal to reproach them for their crimes. He pro

phesied against them, and against the Egyptians. The Scripture

does not inform us of his death ; but it is believed that the Jews,

provoked by his repeated threats, stoned him in the year 590 before

Jesus Christ

To accredit his prophecies regarding the Redeemer and remote

events, he announced to the Jews some facts that should happen in

a very short time, that should be seen by every one, and that no

amount of human foresight could discover. Let us here cite, from

among their number, the terrible destruction of Jerusalem by Nabu-

chodonosor and the captivity of Babylon. Consider the manner in

which he foretells these catastrophes. " Go," says the Lord to

him, " and take an earthen vessel, made by a potter." The prophet

takes the vessel, and departs from the city.

Coming to the ancients of the people and the ancients among

the priests, he pauses in a valley not far from the gates of Jeru

salem. King of Juda and inhabitants of Jerusalem ! he says to

them, thus saith the Lord of Hosts : " I will bring an affliction

upon this place, so that whosoever shall hear of it, his ears shall tingle.'*

Then raising his earthen vessel before all the people, he adds :

Thus saith the Lord of Hosts: "I will break this people and

this city, even as this potter's vessel is broken.''' At these words, he

dashes the vessel to pieces. A few years afterwards the proud

Nabuchodonosor comes to fulfil this prophecy to the letter : he

destroys the city from end to end, and leads away the people captive

to Babylon.

Passing then to remote events, Jeremias announces that at the

time of the birth of the Messias all the little children in the neigh

bourhood of Bethlehem shall be put to death, and that their mothers

shall be inconsolable. A loud voice, he exclaims, was heard of

lamentation, of mourning and weeping, of Rachel bewailing her chil

dren, and refusing to be comforted because they are not.3

Our Lord was born at Bethlehem ; Herod, to have Him put to

death, ordered a general massacre of the children of Bethlehem and

its environs, from the age of two years downwards. Then were

heard the sorrowful shrieks of mothers; and St. Matthew tells us

that this was the accomplishment of the words of Jeremias, which

1 Jtr., xii. * Jer., mi. 15.

VOL. L 32
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we have just quoted. Our Lord is therefore the Redeemer predicted

by Jeremias.

The prophet is careful not to forget the grand characteristic of

the Liberator, who, ho says, will teach the truth to the nations, and

make with men a new alliance, more perfect than the old. / have

made thee a prophet unto the nations,1 says the Lord to him ; and the

Messias Himself adds, by the mouth of Jeremias: Behold, the days

shall come, when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel,

and with the house of Juda; Iwill give My law in their bowels, and I

will write it in their hearts, and they shall all know Me, from the least

of them even to the greatest.' Our Lord alone has taught the truth to

idolatrous nations; He has converted the world; He has made with

men a new alliance, more perfect than the old. Our Lord is there

fore the Messias predicted by Jeremias. St. Paul expressly states

that it is our Lord who is referred to in this prophecy of Jeremias.'

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for sending us the

Messias, so often predicted by the prophets. Grant that we may listen

to Him with the same docility as sheep to their shepherd ; and that,

on the day of His terrible judgment, we may deserve to hear these

consoling words: "Come, ye blessed of My Father, possess the

kingdom prepared for you from the beginning of the world."

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and in testimony of this love, I will

often say to myself: Ood willjudge what lam now saying, what lam

now reading, what I am now doing.

LESSON XLI.

PREDICTIONS REGARDING THE MESSIAS {continued).

Ezechiel, a Prophet ; approaching Events, which he foretells ; what he an

nounces concerning the Messias. Daniel, a Prophet; his history; hit

explanation of Nabuchodonoeor's dream. The Children in the Furnace.

The terrible predictions of Isaias, Jeremias, and the other prophets

against Jerusalem were at length verified. This opulent city

was utterly destroyed ; its noble temple, one of the wonders of the

world, was left a heap of smoking ruins ; and its inhabitants, led

away captive by Kabuchodonosor to Babylon, groaned there under

the chains of their slavery. It was then that a new prophet ap

peared. He was raised up by God to chide and to console the unfor-

1 Jcrcm., i. 10. ' Id., xxa. 31. > Heb., x. 14.
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tun&te exiles, and especially to announce to them the Messias, the

Liberator of all mankind.

Ezechiel, the great prophet to whom we refer, was himself led

away in captivity to Babylon, where he uttered a number of his

predictions. In order, like his predecessors, to prove to the Jews

the truth of that which he announced concerning the Messias, he

informed them of several approaching events which they should see

with their own eyes, and of others whose accomplishment is borne

witness to by the whole world at the present day.

The first thing he predicts to his brethren is their return to

Judea, with the rebuilding of the Temple of Jerusalem.' These two

facts are accomplished about forty years afterwards. The second,

which proves with what divine penetration Ezechiel reads even the

most distant future, is that from the time of Nabuchodonosor, a

contemporary of the prophet, Egypt should no longer have a native

king. Here are the words of this astonishing prediction : 1 will

make the multitude of Egypt to cease by the hand of Nabuchodonosor,

king of Babylon: he shall be brought to destroy the land; and there

shall no more be a prince of the land of Egypt? Who would have

thought that Egypt, the mother of sciences, the foundress of nations,

should be deprived of a king of her own race, and should bow her head

throughout all future ages to a foreign sceptre ? And, nevertheless,

during the last twenty-three centuries, the oracle of Ezechiel has

been fulfilled. As an infidel writer of our day remarks,8 Egypt,

taken away from its natural owners, has been subjected without

interruption to the yoke of strangers.

Coming to the Messias, Ezechiel announces that He shall spring

from the race of David, that He shall be a Shepherd who shall save

His flock and gather all His sheep into one fold. Let us hear the

Lord Himself announcing this consoling event by the mouth of the

prophet : / will save my flock : it shall no more be a spoil ; I will

judge between sheep and sheep ; I will set up one shepherd, David My

servant, over them, to feed them. And I, the Lord, will be their God,

and My servant David the prince in the midst of them.*

Our Lord Himself acquaints us with the meaning of this pre

diction, when, speaking to the Jews, He says: "I am the Good

Shepherd. The Good Shepherd giveth His life for His sheep. I

have yet other sheep that are not of this fold; them also I must

bring, and there shall be one Fold and one Shepherd." Our Lord

guided these other sheep, that is, the idolatrous nations ; He asso

ciated them to the sheep of the house of Israel : and to-day there

is but one fold, which is the Church, and one Shepherd, who is our

1 Etech., xxxir. and xlii. * Ezech., xxx. 13.

• Volney, Voyage en Syrie, 1. 1, c. vi. * Esech., xaij. 22.
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Lord. Moreover, that nothing might be wanting to the accomplish

ment of the prophecy, this Shepherd should belong to the race of

David, or rather be the true David : now, our Lord belonged to the

race of David, and, if we may so speak, was the real David, that

is, the Well-beloved.

Ezechiel adds that the Messias shall establish a new covenant

more perfect than the old. I will make with my sheep a covenant of

peace, says the Messias, by the mouth of the prophet. It shall be an

everlasting covenant. I will multiply them, and establish for ever My

sanctuary in the midst of them. My tabernacle shall be with them;

I will be their God : they shall be My people, and the nations shall

know that 1 am the Lord and the Sanctifier of Israel, when My sanctu

ary shall be in the midst of them for ever.' It was our Lord that

established a new covenant more perfect than the old—an eternal

covenant. It was He that assembled the Jews and the Gentiles in

one fold. He was, moreover, of the race of David, and truly the

"Well-beloved. Our Lord is therefore the Messias predicted by

Ezechiel.

About the same time, and in the same city of Babylon, prophe

sied the last of the greater prophets : this was Daniel, whose inte

resting history we shall now consider.

Nabuchodonosor desired to have at his court some children be

longing to the Jewish nation, whom he had led into captivity. His

intention was to have them taught the language and the sciences of

the Babylonians. He accordingly gave orders on the matter to the

master of his palace. The choice of this officer, guided by the

Lord, fell on Daniel and his three companions, Ananias, Misael, and

Azarias. They were lodged in apartments suited for their studies.

The king directed, as a mark of his favour, that they should be

fed with the same meats as those served up at his own table, and

should be offered no other description of wine than that which

he himself used. They were to be brought up thus for three years,

at the end of which time the king should rank them among his at

tendants, and they should always appear in his presence.

One thing alone disturbed the minds of these virtuous children :

the Bort of food and drink ordered them from the king's table. It

might easily happen that among the dishes presented to them, there

would be something forbidden to the Jews or that had even been

offered to idols : they resolved not to touch any of them. Daniel

spoke to the master of the palace, appointed to provide for their

nourishment. This man replied that the king, desiring none but

beautiful youths, well formed, and of good mien, for his service,

had given express directions on the manner in which they should

1Eeech., xxxrii.
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be treated. He added that if, by not using the wine and meats from

the king's table, they should grow sickly in their appearance, the

cause would soon be known, and it would cost him his position,

perhaps his life.

Daniel was not discouraged. He addressed himself to Malassar,

an inferior officer, specially appointed over him and his three com

panions. " Give us," he said, " as we desire, some pulse to eat and

water to drink. We only ask thee for a ten days' trial. Examine

then our looks ; compare us with the other young persons that eat

of the king's table. If thou have any reason to repent of thy kind

ness, we will submit to whatever thou shalt say." Malassar agreed

to this proposal. Daniel and his companions lived for ten days on

simple pulse, and, at the end of this time, they looked fairer and

stronger than those who were nourished from the king's table.

Malasser then continued to treat them in the same manner, and with

the same happy results.

The three years of their instruction drawing to a close, the day

of presenting the four young Israelites to the king arrived. Nabu-

chodonosor was delighted with their charming manners and healthy

appearance. He was much more so with their intelligence. "I

have not in all my kingdom," he exclaimed, "any wise men to be

compared with the four young Hebrews." He did not hesitate to

retain them near himself : he gave them employments in his court,

and desired that they should always serve in his presence. Such

was the beginning of the great elevation of the prophet Daniel. The

Lord, ever infinitely good, was thus preparing a resource for the

captive Israelites.

After a few years, Nabuchodonosor had a dream that troubled

him very much. On awaking, he sent for all the sorcerers, diviners,

and magicians of Babylon. " Last night," said the king to them,

" I had a dream that terrified me ; but the anxiety that followed

it has made me quite forget it. If you recall the dream to my

mind, and give me its explanation, I promise you a reward worthy

of me ; but, if you disappoint my expectations, I will put you all to

death, even to the last man."

" That which thou demandest, 0 king !" they answered, " is an

impossibility to mortals." The king, in a fury, ordered them to be

put to death. This order was being pitilessly executed, when

Daniel, full of confidence in God, and suddenly inspired, ran to the

apartment of the king, whom he found plunged in the deepest

melancholy. He begged a short respite, that he might be fully able

to explain the dream. " Be it so, Daniel," said the king to him;

" take the time of which thou hast need."

Daniel withdrew, and spent the night in prayer. Morning having
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come, one of the court officers accompanied him into the presence o*

the king, saying: "Here, my lord, is one of the captives from

Jerusalem, who will give the king, my lord, the information that

he desires." " Art thou able," says the king to Daniel, " to remind

me of my dream, and to give me its explanation ?" " The dream

that thou hast had," answers Daniel modestly, " surpasses the

comprehension of all the magicians. But there is a God in heaven,

the one only God, whom I adore, from whom nothing is concealed,

and who reveals, whensoever and to whomsoever He pleases, the

most hidden things. It was He, 0 great prince, that showed

thee in the darkness of the night the events that will happen in the

last times.' '

The king and all his court had their eyes filed on the young

prophet, who continued thus : " This, my lord, is the dream that

thou hadst. There was presented before thee a great statue. This

great statue stood before thine eyes, and its looks were terrible.

Its head was of fine gold, the breast and the arms of silver, the

belly and the thighs of brass, the legs of iron, and the feet partly

of iron and partly of clay. Thou wast very attentive to the vision,

when a stone, detaching itself from a mountain, struck the feet of

the statue, and broke them. Then did the statue itself fall to pieces,

as small as the dust that the wind blows about in summer. But the

stone that struck the statue became a great mountain, and filled the

whole earth. This was thy dream, 0 great king 1

" And this is its explanation : Thou, O king, art the greatest of

kings ; thou art represented by the head of gold. After thine em

pire, there shall arise another, figured by the silver, less than thine.

Then shall follow a third, figured by the brass, and extending over

all the earth. The fourth empire, like iron, which breaks all other

metals, shall break and overthrow everything opposed to its estab

lishment. Yet, this fourth empire shall be weakened by its divi

sions, represented by the mixture of iron and clay in the feet of the

statue. In fine, at a time when these empires are still subsisting,

the God of heaven shall raise up a new empire that shall never be

destroyed, and that shall overthrow all the others : it was signified

to thee by the stone, which, detaching itself from a mountain,

reduced to dust the clay, the iron, the brass, the silver, and tlffi

gold."

As for us, who live after the event, it is easy to distinguish the

empires whose succession is announced by Daniel, The first, repre

sented by the gold, is the empire of the Babylonians. The second,

represented by the silver, is that of the Medes and Persians. The

third, represented by the brass, is that of the Greeks, under Alex

ander the Great. This empire, the prophet tells us, should extend
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over the whole earth, As a matter of fact, Alexander carried his

conquests to every quarter of the world. The fourth empire,

represented by the iron, is evidently that of the Romans. As

iron breaks all other metals, so this empire reduced to powder all

the kingdoms that existed before it in the known world.

As for the stone which detaches itself from the mountain with

out the aid of any human being, which breaks the statue, which

becomes so large, which covers the whole extent of the earth, and

which forms an empire whose duration shall be eternal, it clearly

denotes the spiritual empire of our Lord, an empire formed without

the help of any man, an empire overcoming all others, an empire

which shall not pass to another people, an empire as extensive as

the world and whose duration shall be eternal. To what other

empire than that of Jesus Christ do these characteristics agree ?

At the conclusion of the prophet's discourse, Nabuchodonosor,

seized with an astonishment beyond anything that can be expressed,

and regarding Daniel as a god hidden under the form of a man, fell

on his face to the ground, in sentiments of the most profound

adoration. He also commanded that incense should be forthwith

offered, and victims sacrificed to Daniel. Daniel prevented all this

impious worship, and hastened to refer the praise to God, who had

inspired him. Nabuchodonosor acknowledged that the God of

Daniel was the God of gods, and the Master of kings. He then

raised Daniel and his companions to the highest dignities in the

empire.

The young Hebrews soon found, as so many others have done,

that to be hated, it is not necessary to be wicked: it suffices to be

happy. The kindness with which they were treated drew around

them some jealous enemies, who resolved on their destruction.

These zealots persuaded Nabuchodonosor to forbid his subjects to

adore any god that was not ranked among the gods of Babylon.

The king then commanded that a great statue of gold, sixty cubits

high, should be made, and placed in the centre of a vast plain, near

Babylon. At the same time an order was issued to the officers of

the army, the magistrates, the judges, the rulers, the governors of

provinces, and all the chief men of the realm, to appear on a cer

tain day in the plain : there to offer to the statue that religious

worship which the king intended for it, under pain ofbeing instantly

cast into a burning furnace.

Ananias, Misael, and Azarias, the three companions of Daniel,

came with every one else to the plain. But, at the moment when

the signal was given to all present to cast themselves on their

faces to the ground, the three Israelites remained standing, with

out showing the least sign of adoration. Their enemies ran to
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inform the king of it. Fired with wrath, Nabuchodonosor ordered

that they should be immediately cast into the furnace, heated

seven times more than usual. The generous youths were seized

by some of the strongest of his guards, and, their hands and feet

having been tied, were cast into the midst of the flames. But the

God of Israel accompanied them : the fire, respecting their persons,

consumed their fetters ; and they walked about undisturbed in the

flaming gulf. After a little while, they began to sing the praises

of the Lord.

At the sight of this miracle, Nabuchodonsor drew nigh to the

furnace, and, calling them, said: "Ye servants of the Most High

God, come to me." He proclaimed that the God of Israel was the

only true God, and published an edict by which he forbade anyone,

under pain of death, to blaspheme the living God. This solemn

homage is a new proof of that merciful watchfulness of our Heavenly

Father which only permits the persecution of His servants and the

mixture of His people with the infidel nations in order to display

His glory, to confirm the Israelites in the faith of their fathers,

and to prepare the Gentiles gradually for the worship of the truf

God.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for preserving Thy

servants in the midst of flames. Grant me an inviolable fidelity to

Thy holy law, and courage to brave all human respect, in order that

I may save myself from eternal flames.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I will

never violate thefasts and abstinences prescribed by the Church.

LESSON XLII.

PEEDICTIONS HEOAEDINO THE HESSIAS (continued).

Continuation of the History of Daniel. Baltassar s Vision ; Daniel explains it !

Baltassar is slain. Daniel in the Lions' Den. The Idol of Bel. Daniel

predicts the Epoch of the Birth of the Messias.

"We can easily understand that the miraole wrought in the fiery fur

nace confirmed the reputation of Daniel's three young companions.

These virtuous Israelites profited of their authority only to make

known that powerful God who had preserved them, and to sweeten

the lot of their captive brethren throughout the whole extent of the

empire.
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Meanwhile, Nabuchodonosor died, and, under the reign of his

successor, Daniel was forgotten. Advanced in age, he thought only

of serving the Lord his God in silence, and of praying for his poor

captives ; but the Master had very different views from those of the

servant. It was this Daniel, aged and forgotten as he was, that

Providence chose to employ for the consummation of the great work

of the deliverance of the Jews, His chosen people.

Baltassar, the grandson of Nabuchodonosor, had ascended the

throne of his grandfather. Much more devoted to his pleasures

than to the care of his kingdom, he one day decided on giving a

most sumptuous feast, to which he invited a thousand of the greatest

lords in his kingdom. Abandoned without restraint to a foolish

mirth, the king drank freely, and in his carouse commanded

the officers to bring into the festive hall the gold and silver vessels

which Nabuchodonosor had carried away from the Temple of Jeru

salem, in order that the lords and ladies present might drink out of

them with him. The king gave the example, and everyone gloried

in following it. Their only concern was to see who should profane

with the greatest insolence the sacred vessels. They drank their

flowing cups, and sang hymns in honour of their false divinities.

The unfortunate Baltassar, coming thus to the height of his crimes,

filled up the fatal measure for which God was waiting in order to

destroy his monarchy.

Suddenly there appeared, as it were, the fingers of a man on

the wall, opposite the chandelier that illumined the banquet hall,

and the king could see distinctly the motion of the hand that wrote.

Then he changed colour, his spirit was troubled, his strength forsook

him, and his knees struck against each other; and he was only able

to exclaim: "Let the diviners, the soothsayers, the magicians, be

called immediately!"

He was promptly obeyed. " If there is anyone among you,"

said the king to them, " who shall read this writing, and explain

its meaning for me, I will order him to be clothed with purple, I

will give him a collar of gold, and I will make him the third person

in my kingdom." All his impostors set to work ; but their efforts

were vain. The king's despair increased : he relapsed into his first

dejection, and his terrified court knew not whom to have recourse to :

this was the moment for which the Lord was waiting.

The queen, informed of what had taken place, descended to the

hall of the feast. " My lord," said she to the king, " reassure thy

self. There is a man in thy kingdom to whom the holy gods com

municate their spirit : he is named Daniel. Send for him, and he

will relieve thee of thy anxiety." The king ordered Daniel to be

called, and, when he saw him coming, said : "Art thou Daniel, one
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of the children of Juda, whom my father led away into captivity ?

If thou wilt explain this writing, traced on the wall by an unknown

hand, thou shalt be clothed with purple, thou shalt wear a collar of

gold, and thou shalt be, after the queen and me, the first person in

my kingdom."

Daniel perceived the danger of the commission ; but it was now

nearly eighty years since he had learned not to tremble before the

princes of the earth. " 0 great king," he said to Baltassar, " I will

not accept thy presents, but I will read for thee the words written

on the wall, and give thee their explanation. This writing consisteth

of three words : Mane, Thecel, Phares. And this is their meaning:

Mane, the Lord hath counted the days of thy reign, and they

draw to a close; Thecel, thou hast been weighed in the balance, and

found too light ; Pharee, thy kingdom hath been divided between

the Medea and Persians." Notwithstanding the trouble and terror

that such an explanation must have cast into his soul, the king

obliged the prophet to accept the honours that he had promised.

The execution of this terrible sentence was nearer than Baltas

sar imagined. That very night, Cyrus, the king of the Medes and

Persians, entered Babylon. His troops penetrated even to the palace

of the king, where Baltassar was slain in the midst of a general car

nage—on a night made ever memorable by a sacrilegious feast, by a

miracle from the hand of God, by the death of a powerful ruler, by

the end of a great monarchy, and by the fulfilment of the prophecies

of three prophets : of Daniel, who had announced, a few years be

forehand, the destruction of the empire of the Assyrians ; and of

Isaias and Jeremias, who had—one, two hundred years, the other,

seventy years, previously—predicted, with the fullest details, the

taking of Babylon by the Medes and Persians.'

Under the new dynasty Daniel enjoyed the same favour as under

the Babylonian kings. Jealous of his merit and his fortune, the

lords of the court resolved on his destruction. They persuaded the

king to forbid, by a solemn edict, any petitions or prayers to be

offered during the space of thirty days to any man or divinity,

throughout the whole extent of the kingdom : this under pain, if

any person should be found violating it, of being cast headlong into

the lions' den, there to be devoured.

Nothing could be more unjust or absurd than this proposal.

But the king feared the great ones of his court : he considered

them necessary to him, and the decree was published. Daniel

might have eluded the prince's edict : it would have sufficed for

him not to appear publicly to offer his petitions to God ; but he

knew that, on an occasion of this kind, to keep secret the worship

1 Ita., aii., xiv., xri. ; Jerem., xxtu. 6, 7 ; 1. and'li.
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which he rendered to the Lord would be to disown it. He there

fore changed none of his practices. Three times a day he opened,

according to his custom, the windows of his chamber on the side

that turned towards Jerusalem ; he fell on his knees, he prayed, he

adored his God. There were spies in watch for him, and he 'was not

ignorant of it. When they had found him actually in prayer, hie

triumphant enemies ran to give an account to the king of the con

tempt that he had shown for the royal orders. " Daniel," they

said, " that Jewish slave, become thy dearest favourite, is the first

to violate thy command."

At the name of Daniel, the king was inwardly grieved. He

loved the great man, respected his virtue, honoured his old age, and

understood the full value of his services. He made no reply to the

accusers beyond desiring them to leave him alone, until he should

declare his intentions.

His design was to save Daniel : the informers suspected it.

They returned boldly to the king, and said to him in a very threat

ening manner : " We know not, 0 king, what stayeth thy justice ;

but know thou that thou art not above the laws, and that it is a

fundamental law among the Medes and Persians that no prince can

revoke his own edicts." The king, alarmed, sent for the prophet.

Moved by the presence of the venerable old man, he said only these

few words: "Go, Daniel, whither thine enemies lead thee; thy

God, whom thou hast never ceased to adore, will deliver thee."

He ww so convinced of it, that he chose to follow closely the men

that had taken on themselves the execution of the sentence. Ac

companied by all his court, he advanced to the brink of the pit;

and, Daniel having been precipitated into it, he caused its mouth to be

covered with a stone, which he sealed with his own seal and with

the seal of the nobles of his suite, that the malice of men might add

nothing to the ferocity of the beasts.

The king returned to his palace a prey to deadly fears : he could

take neither food nor rest. At break of day he arose to visit

the den of the lions. He drew nigh, trembling; and, his eyes

wet with tears, he cried out in a sorrowful voice : " Daniel, faith

ful servant of the living God, hath thy God been able to deliver thee

from the fury of the lions ?" " Yes, 0 king," answered Daniel,

calmly ; " my God sent his angel, who closed the mouths of the

lions, and they have not done me any harm."

His heart full of joy, the king ordered that Daniel should be

immediately drawn up from the den. There was not a single wound

to be found on his body, and the infidel monarch, seeing most

plainly what faith in the true God can do for the salvation of

those who place their confidence in Him, could no longer resist so

striking a miracle. He adored the Sovereign God with all the sin
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cerity of his heart, and cast Daniel's accusers into the den.

The wretches had scarcely reached the bottom of the pit be

fore the lions had torn their flesh into pieces and broken their bones.

Daniel, more powerful than ever, employed all the resources

of his wisdom to draw from idolatry the new king that had just

ascended the throne of Babylon : this was the great king Cyrus.

On his arrival in the state, the prince had found an idol, named Bel,

in great reverence among the Babylonians : he declared himself

one of its adorers, and every day regularly went to offer it bis

homage. Nothing could induce Daniel to follow him into the

temple of the false god. The king remarked the absence of his

minister. "Why," he said to him, "dost thou not adore Bel?"

" Because," answered the holy old man, " I do not adore

idols made by the hands of men. There is one living God, who

created heaven and earth, and who is the absolute Master of all

creatures. It is He whom I have adored from my childhood,

and whom I will always adore." " What !" replied Cyrus, " is not

Bel a living God ? Dost thou not see how much he eats and drinks

everyday?"

In effect, the idol of Bel was an enormous statue to which there

were supplied every day, without fail, twelve great measures ofmost

pure flour, forty sheep, and sixty vessels of the best wine. This

was intended only for one of its repasts, and nothing was ever left

the next day. " Sire," said Daniel, with a sigh, " do not deceive

thyself. This pretended god is only a statue of clay, covered with

brass. I assure thee that it never eats or drinks."

Cyrus, astonished, sent for the priests of Bel, and said to them

with a tone of authority : " If you do not tell me who it is that

consumes the meats and the wine every day supplied before Bel, I

will put you all to death. But if you can show that it is the god

that nourishes himself with these things, I will put Daniel to

death, in order to avenge the blasphemies that he has uttered

against Bel." " I am willing," said Daniel; "I accept the condi

tions."

The priests of the idol enjoyed an anticipated triumph, imagin

ing that they already beheld the blood of their enemy flow. They

numbered seventy altogether, without counting their wives, children,

and grandchildren. They had placed under the table of the altar a

secret entrance, of which they never feared that anyone would form

the least suspicion. By this passage they were accustomed to visit

the temple every night, and to carry off the meats, the flour, and

the wine : their policy seemed infallible to them.

They besought the king to come, with Daniel, to their temple,

adding: "We shall go out; and do thou, 0 prince, cause the
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ordinary meats, flour, and wine to be laid. Thou mayest close the

door of the temple ; thou mayest seal it with thy royal ring. If,

returning next morning, thou find that Bel hath not consumed

everything during the night, thou mayest put us all to death. If,

on the contrary, he hath consumed everything, thou wilt put Daniel

to death for having blasphemed our god and calumniated his

ministers." When, therefore, they had gone out, the king caused

the usual refreshments to be placed before Bel. Daniel, on his side,

ordered some of his servants to bring him ashes and a sieve. He

sprinkled the ashes over the pavement of the temple in presence of

the king, who was much astonished at this strange manoeuvre, of

he which did not penetrate the meaning. The king, accompanied by

Daniel, then came forth from the temple, and, having closed the

door, sealed it with his ring.

About midnight, the priests of Bel, with their wives and

children, entered the temple, according to their custom, by the pri

vate passage that they had constructed. They carried away

everything that the king had left there. They made a great feast

together, and their joy seemed to outdo itself in evil railleries on the

simplicity of the good king, and in bitter insults against the enter

prises of his old minister ; but they little knew what was prepared

forthem.

The king, rising at dawn, and taking Daniel with him, proceeded

to the temple. When he drew nigh to it, he said to his minister:

" Are the seals whole?" " 0 prince," answered Daniel, " they are

whole." The door being opened, the king looked in, and, seeing

that nothing remained on the table of the altar, exclaimed in a

transport of delight : " How great art thou, 0 Bel ! Thou justifiest

in a glorious manner the sincerity of thy priests." Daniel began to

laugh, and, holding the king to prevent him from entering, said:

"Just examine the pavement of the temple, and tell me whose foot

steps are these." " I have been deceived," exclaimed the prince,

indignantly ; " I perceive the marks of the feet of men, women, and

children." He instantly commanded the priests of Bel and their

families to be brought to him, and ordered them to tell him what

were the prints that he perceived. Trembling with fear, they

showed him the hidden openings by which they had entered, and

carried off everything placed before the idol. The king put them

all to death, and abandoned the idol to the discretion of Daniel, who

overthrew it on the spot, broke it in pieces, and destroyed the

temple that had been consecrated to it. It was thus that Daniel led

Cyrus to know the God of Israel, and to restore liberty to the Jews.

Daniel is, as we have said, the last of the greater prophets. As

a proof of the truth of his predictions regarding the Messias, he
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announced many events that were realised under the eyes of the

Jews and the Babylonians themselves. The first was the succession

of four great empires. He predicted that the empire of the As

syrians, of which Nabuchodonosor was king, should pass to the

Medes and Persians ; that the empire of the Medes and Persians

should pass to the Greeks, under the command of Alexander ; and,

in fine, that the empire of the Greeks should pass to the Romans.'

The second was the precise epoch at which Jerusalem, destroyed by

Nabuchodonosor, should be rebuilt." These things were accom

plished to the very letter : even the Jews and profane historians

admit it.8

Passing to the Redeemer, Daniel announces that the Messias, so

much desired, shall come in 490 years ; that He shall be put to

death ; that the Jews shall deny Him, and cease to be His people ;

that the temple and the city of Jerusalem shall be destroyed ; that

the Messias shall establish a new covenant ; that the sacrifices of

the Old Law shall cease ; and that then shall begin that desolation

in which we behold the deicide people at this day. To understand

properly the words of Daniel, it must be remarked that, among the

Jews, as among other people, there were two sorts of weeks : weeks

of days, like ours, and weeks of years, or periods of seven years.

There is question of the latter only in the celebrated prophecy of

Daniel, of which we shall now give the text.

The archangel Gabriel speaks to Daniel, and says to him :

Seventy weeks (that is 490 years) are shortened upon thy people and

upon thy holy city, that transgression may be finished, and, sin may

have an end, and iniquity may be expiated, and eternaljustice may be

brought, and vision and prophecy may be fulfilled, and the Saint of

Saints may be anointed Christ shall be slain, and the

people that will deny Him shall no longer be His people. Another

people with their leader that shall come, shall utterly destroy the city

and the sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be waste, and after the

end of the war the appointed desolation. Christ shall confirm His

covenant with the world. Sacrifices shall be abolished, and there shall

be in the temple the abomination of desolation, and the desolation shall

continue even to the end.*

By this prophecy it is made as clear as the sun (1) that the

Messias has come. Daniel announces that the ruin of the temple

and the city of Jerusalem should follow the death of Christ. " The

Christ shall be put to death," he says, " and the city and the

sanctuary shall be destroyed." Jerusalem was taken and destroyed,

and its temple burnt, by the Romans, in the year 70 of the Christian

1 Ban. ii. 30 et seq. 1 Id., ix. 25. i Bosauet, Bitt. Univ., part I.

4 Dan., fx.
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era. The Christ or Messias, foretold by Daniel, had therefore come,

and had therefore been put to death, before this epoch. It is there

in vain that the Jews still look for the coming of the Messiaa.

It is demonstrated by the same prophecy (2) that the Christ or

Messias foretold by Daniel is our Lord Jesus Christ.

The Messias announced by Daniel should expiate the iniquities

of the world. It was our Lord who expiated the iniquities of the

world; it was He of whom St. John the Baptist said: Behold the

Lamb of God, behold Him who taketh away the sins of the world !

The Messias predicted by Daniel should bring back to the earth the

Teign of all virtues. It was our Lord who brought back to the

earth the reign of all virtues, by abolishing idolatry and reoalling

all people to the knowledge of the true God. The Messias fore

told by Daniel should fulfil in Himself all the prophecies. Our

Lord literally fulfilled all the prophecies in His birth, His life,

His death, and His resurrection.

The Messias should be the Saint of Saints—in a word, God

Our Lord was the Saint of Saints, so holy that He defied His mor

tal enemies to find any sin in Him. To prove that He was God,

He performed a multitude of miracles, which the Jews could never

question— that, for example, of the resurrection of Lazarus. The

Messias predicted by Daniel should establish a new covenant. Our

Lord alone established a new covenant with the world. The Mes

sias predicted by Daniel should be put to death, and, on account of

this death, the Jewish people should cease to be the people of God,

while Jerusalem and the temple should be destroyed. Our Lord

was put to death by the Jews, who refused to receive Him ; it was

after this death, and on account of this death, even according to the

prediction of our Lord, that the Jews fell into that state of desola

tion in which we to-day behold them, and that the city and the

temple of Jerusalem were utterly ruined. Our Lord united in Him

self all the characteristics of the Messias predicted by Daniel ; these

characteristics agree with no one else : our Lord is therefore the

Messias predicted by Daniel.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank thee for having announced

with so much accuracy the characteristics, and the time of the birth,

of the Messias : it is with a transport of delight that I recognise

this Divine Messias in our Lord Jesus Christ, who alone unites in

Himself all the characteristics of the Messias predicted by Daniel.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I

will pray for the conversion of the Jew*.
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LESSON XLIII.

pbedictions begabding the hessiab (continued.)

Edict of Cyrus. Return of the Jews to Judea. Aggeus, a Prophet. Zacha-

rias, a Prophet. The City and the Temple of Jerusalem are rebuilt

Malachias, the last of the Prophets.

Daniel's efforts to promote the deliverance of the Jews and theii

return into their own country, were at length crowned with the

happiest success. Cyrus issued the famous edict in which he granted

liberty to the Jews that were captives in the empire of Babylon to

return toJudea, to rebuild the temple, and to repeople the city of Jeru

salem. Everyone immediately hastened to avail himself of the royal

permission. As it was impossible for all the Jews to return at onot

into an uncultivated country, which had lain idle for nearly seventy

years, a portion only of the captives set out under the guidance ol

the high-priest, Josue, and of Zorobabel, a young prince of the family

of David. Cyrus surrendered to them all the sacred vessels of the

temple of Jerusalem. He caused these vessels to be counted in his

presence, and, between gold and silver ones, their number amounted

to five thousand four hundred.

The departure took place in the tenth month of the seventieth

and last year of the captivity. The journey occupied a considerable

time ; for Jerusalem was about nine hundred miles distant from

Babylon, and the pilgrims included whole families, aged men,

women, and children. After a wearisome march of four months,

they at length set foot on the soil of Judea. On their arrival the

party were numbered, and were found to consist of forty-two thou

sand three hundred and sixty persons. The first care of the exiles

on returning to their country was to raise an alter to the Lord,

which might serve until such times as their resources would permit

them to build a temple to Him. A year later, they laid the foun

dations of this temple; but, great difficulties arising, in accordance

with the prophecy of Daniel, the work was interrupted for several

years.

While Josue, Zorobabel, and especially the old men that had

seen the temple of Solomon, were very much downcast, and wept

to think how far inferior the new temple would be to the former

one, the Lord was pleased to console some and to encourage others.

With this view He called the prophet Aggeus, and said to him :

" Speak to Zorobabel, the chief of Juda, and to Josue, the high
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priest, and to all the people, saying : " Who is left among yon,

that saw this house in its first glory? and how do you see it

now ? is it not in comparison with that as nothing in your eyes ?

Yet now take courage, 0 Zorobabel, and take courage, saith the

Lord, 0 Josue, the son of Josedecthe high-priest, and take courage,

all ye, O My people, take courage : and perform (for I am with you,

saith the Lord of hosts) the word that I covenanted with you. Yet

a little while, and I will move heaven, earth, the sea, and the dry land;

and I will move all nations : and the desired of all nations shall

come : and I willJiU this house with glory. Great shall be the glory

of this last house, more than of the first ; for, in this place, I will give

Pjsact."'

Both Jews and Christians have always maintained that this pre

diction regards the Messias. Now, it proves two things. The first

i» that the Messias has come. The prophet announces that the

Messias shall come in person into the second temple, and it is on

this account that the glory of the second temple shall infinitely

surpass that of the first. As the second temple was burned by the

Romans, in the year 70 of the Christian era, the Messias had

therefore come before this epoch, and it is in vain for the Jews

to continue to expect Him.

The second is that Our Lord Jeeus Christ is truly the Messias

predicted by Aggeus. The prophet announces that, at the coming

of the Messias, God shall move heaven, earth, the sea, the whole

world. Now, at the coming of our Lord, heaven, earth, and sea

were moved by prodigies. The concert of the angels who an

nounced His birth ; the star which pointed Him out to the Magi ;

heaven opened at His baptism ; the darkness which covered the earth

at His death : all were so many prodigies wrought in the heavens.

The earth was astonished at the splendour of His works. The sea

felt the strength of His omnipotence : He calmed its angry billows,

and obliged its troubled waves to serve as a solid support for the

feet of St. Peter. The whole world was set in motion by the fall

of the great monarchies of the Persians and the Greeks, overthrown

by the Komans.

Moreover, the prophet designates the Messias as the Desired of

Nations ; it was thus that Jacob himself, when dying, pointed Him

out to his children. Now, it is certain that, at the time of the

coming of our Lord, the various nations of the earth were in a state

of anxious expectation regarding some mysterious personage, who

was to appear in Judea, and was to become the Master of the world.

This expectation, say two pagan historians, Tacitus and Suetonius,

was founded on ancient traditions scattered throughout all the East,

vol. i. 33
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Since the time of the coming of Our Lord, the nations have ceased

to expect this mysterious personage, who should appear in Judea,

and become the Master of the world. Our Lord was therefore

truly the Desired of Nations; and since, as we have seen, the

Desired of Nations is the Messias, it necessarily follows that Our

Lord is truly the Messias.

The prophet announces that it is in the second temple the Lord

thall give peace. This peace is not a peace limited to a certain

people or a certain time. It is peace, simply so-called—an

eternal, constant peace—comprising all goods and embracing all

peoples. It is the peace of heaven with earth—the reconciliation

of all creatures with the Creator, of the human race with God.

Such was the work reserved for the Messias predicted by Aggeus.

And now, who but Our Lord ever gave peace to the world : the

peace of God ; a peace comprising all goods and embracing all

peoples; that peace which is the reconciliation of heaven with

earth? Was it not He whose coming the angels announced in the

hymn: " Peace to men of good will?" Was it not He who be

queathed to the world, as His only legacy, peace ? " My peace I

give you," He said, " My peace I leave you : not the peace which

the world giveth." Did not the Divine Saviour, the Minister of

that peace, announce it even in the temple of Jerusalem ? Was it

not in the very temple that this peace was concluded, when the

Saviour shed there the first drops of His blood under the knife of

circumeision ? Our Lord is therefore undoubtedly the Messias pre

dicted by Aggeus.

To prove to the Jews the truth of his predictions regarding the

Messias, the prophet at the same time announces to them some

events of which they were to be the witnesses. The first was the

cessation of that sterility which had now lasted for nearly ten years,

and the return of abundance. The second was the fall of foreign

kingdoms, such as the overthrow of the monarchy of the Persians

by the Greeks, and of that of the Greeks by the Romans, and

especially the preservation of the royal race of Juda until the birth

of the Messias, who, by the descendants of Zorobabel, should come

of David, Jacob, Isaac, and Abraham. These two events were

verified. Aggeus prophesied about five hundred and twenty years

before the coming of Our Lord.

Scarcely had Aggeus made these consoling promises to the

people of God, when Zacharias, another prophet of the Lord, came

to confirm them, and to add new ones. Following the unvarying

course of the prophets, he begins to establish his divine mission

by predicting events close at hand, whose accomplishment should

prove the truth of his predictions regarding the Messias,
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He announces : (a) that Jerusalem, so often unfaithful, shall

no more relapse into idolatry, and that she shall be called the city

of truth : this prophecy was fulfilled to the letter—after the return

from captivity Jerusalem no more abandoned herself to the worship

of idols ; (6) that, notwithstanding all the appearances to the con

trary, Jerusalem should be rebuilt and reinhabited : old men, says

the prophet, shall yet be seen in the public places of Jerusalem,

supporting themselves with staffs, on account of their great age,

and the streets of the city shall be filled with little boys and girls,

who shall play in the public places ; (c) that the land of the Phi

listines, those ancient enemies of the people of God, should be

abandoned to desolation: this last prediction was accomplished

under Alexander the Great," as the preceding one had been accom

plished under the king of Persia.

Passing on to the Messias, the prophet enters into the most in

teresting details, telling us that He shall blot out the iniquities of

the world ; that He shall be a king ; that He shall be just ; that

He shall be the Saviour ; that He shall be meek and humble ; that

He shall enter Jerusalem on an ass, and the foal of an ass ; that He

shall be struck, and that, at this sight. His disciples shall abandon

Him ; that He shall be sold for thirty pieces of silver—that this

silver shall be brought into the temple, and given to a potter; that

He shall have His hands pierced ; in fine, that He shall convert

the nations, that those who put Him to death shall end by re

cognising Him, and that there shall be great mourning in Jeru

salem.'

Our Lord blotted out the iniquities of the world ; Our Lord was a

king—He boldly declared it to Pilate, and He still reigns over the

world, whose ideas and manners He has reformed ; He was just—

so just that His enemies could not make Him the least reproach ;

He was the true Saviour ; He was meek and humble : Learn of Me,

He said, because I am meek and humble of heart;* He entered Jeru

salem on an ass, followed by its foal ; He was seized in the Garden

of Olives, and abandoned by His apostles ; He, and He alone, was

sold for thirty pieces of silver, and this silver, the price of a God,

Judas returned to the priests, who purchased with it a potter's

field ; He, and He alone, converted the nations ; for Him, and for

Him alone, the Jews wept bitterly when they found, after His re

surrection, that they had crucified the Son of God. Our Lord is

therefore truly the Messias predicted by Zacharias.

Encouraged by the words of Aggeus and Zacharias regarding

the future greatness of the temple, the Jews were disheartened no

more. They laboured with great earnestness at the erection ot

' Zaeiar., viii.-ix. * Jb* iii., viii., ii., xii., xiii. 3 Matth., xi. 89.
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the edifice, without being discouraged by fatigues or by the evil

designs of their enemies.

A few years afterwards, Esdras, who was still in Babylon,

where he held a distinguished rank, obtained permission from the

king to conduct into Palestine a second colony of the Jews that re

mained in his states. Having assembled all the travellers, he

spoke to them in this manner : " We are alone, my brethren, with

out arms, without any means of defence in a vast country, which

we are about to traverse, and where we are surrounded by

enemies whose delight would be to ensnare us. I might have

asked the king for troops to accompany us, but I confess to you

that I was ashamed to do so» You know what I said to this

prince before you on the powerful protection with which the Lord

our God honours all those who seek Him in the simplicity of their

hearts, and who place their confidence in Him. But, to render

yoinselves worthy of H» protection, let us spend one day in fasting

and prayer: let us ask of God, by fervent supplications, that He

may vouchsafe to be our Guide and oar Protector during out

5ourney."

Esdras had the consolation of seeing all the travellers share hit

sentiments. There was not one among them who did not look on

fasting and prayer as a far better means of defence than any escorts

that might be given them : and their hope was not vain. Arrived

happily in their country, they joined their brethren in removing

the ruins of Jerusalem, and pushing forward to the comple

tion of the temple. Esdras had the happiness of finishing this

august work ; and the Lord chose Nehemias to rebuild the walls of

Jerusalem, and to replace the Jewish nation in a state which might

make it respected among the numerous and jealous enemies that

surrounded it.

At this time appears Malachias, the last of the prophets, himself

authorised by the other prophets, and having no need to announce

approaching events as a proof of his mission.' God sent him to in

form the Jews that the sacrifices which they were beginning to

offer in the new temple of Jerusalem should not be always agree

able to the Lord ; that a holier sacrifice should succeed them ; and

that thus their religion was only a preparation for, and, as it were,

an outline of, a more perfect covenant, which the Lord had resolved

to make, no longer with a single people, but with the whole human

race.

Transported into the future, he seems to behold the accomplish

ment of the great wonder whereof the world is to-day the witness:

instead of the ancient sacrifices, the August Victim of our altars

1 See Bible de Vence, Dissertation sur le$ Prophites and Prifacenr Malachie.
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offered up in every region of the globe. Addressing himself to the

priests of the law, the prophet speaks thus: " These are the words

of the Lord of Hosts : I have no pleasure in you, saith the Lord of

hosts: and I will not receive a gift ofyour hand. For from the rising

of the sun even to the going down thereof, My name is great among the

Gentiles, and in every place there is sacrifice, and there is offered to Me a

clean oblation : for My name is great among the Gentiles, saith the Lord

ofmsts."'

Malachias also announces that the Messias shall have a precur

sor, who will prepare men to hear Him. Behold, I send My angel,

saith the Lord, and he shall prepare the way before My face; and

presently the Lord whom you seek, and the angel of the testament whom

you desire, shall come into His temple. To make this precusor

known, the prophet says that he shall be another Elias, and that he

shall turn th6 hearts of the fathers towards the children, and the

hearts of the children towards the fathers.2

Our Lord had John the Baptist for a precursor. The angel

that announced the birth of this miraculous child had said: "He

shall walk before the Lord in the spirit and power of Elias, to unite

the hearts of the fathers with those of the children, and to prepare

a perfect and well-disposed people for the Lord."* John the Bap

tist is therefore the precursor predicted by Malachias. Now, John

the Baptist walked only before Our Lord, whose ways he prepared.

Our Lord is therefore the Ruler, the Angel of the covenant, the

Messias desired by the Jews and announced by Malachias.

And what is the great sacrifice of which the same prophet

speaks ? Evidently the august sacrifice of the new covenant. In

point of fact, Malachias announces that the Jewish sacrifices shall

cease, that God will accept them no more. He announces in their

stead a sacrifice which shall be offered from the rising to the setting

of the sun : the one only sacrifice of the New Law is offered from the

rising to the setting of the sun. The prophet announces a pure sacri

fice, which shall render the name of the Lord great among the na

tions : the one only sacrifice of the New Covenant is a pure sacri

fice, which renders the name of the Lord great, infinitely great,

among the nations. The sacrifice of the New Covenant is therefore

the sacrifice predicted by Malachias. Therefore the Old Law was

abolished from the day on which the new sacrifice, destined to

replace all others and to seal the New Covenant, was established.

Therefore the Messias, the Mediator of this New Covenant, had

come from the day on which the ancient sacrifices were abolished.

It only remains to inquire of the Jews how long it is since they

lost the altar and the temple, where their fathers were permitted to

1 Malach., i. ' lb., iv. 8 Lu., i. 16.
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offer sacrifice. It is eighteen centuries ago: such is the answer

of history. It is therefore eighteen centuries since the Messias

came, and Our Lord Jesus Christ is truly this Messias, since it was

He alone that instituted the sacrifice of the New Covenant. It

must therefore necessarily follow that all things are accomplished,

and that the hope of the Jews cannot he anything henceforward

hut hlindness and illusion.

Prayer.

0 my G-od ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having watched

with so much solicitude over Thy people during their abode in the

midst of infidel nations, and for having drawn them out of their

captivity and led them back to the land of their fathers. "Watch

also, I beseech Thee, over me, while I dwell in the midst of a

world that knows Thee not. Deliver mo from my exile, and

guide me to Thee in my heavenly country.

I am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour as

myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, luiU

assist piously at the holy sacrifice of the Mass.

LESSON XLIV.

GENERAL RECAPITULATION: APPLICATION OF THE PEOMISES, FIGURES,

AND PR0PHECIES TO OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST.

To have a correct idea of what we are about to say, represent to

yourselves a powerful and happy monarch—occupying a palace

radiant with gold and diamonds, and surrounded by a brilliant

court—suddenly deprived of his throne, stripped of his purple robes

and sparkling crown, torn with scourges, clothed in rags, and con

signed to the recesses of some dark dungeon : such was Adam, such

was man after the fall.

God, moved with compassion for the king of creation, for that

being whom He so much loved, desired to draw him out of the

abyss, and to restore him to his throne, giving back to him his lost

goods : such was the end of the Incarnation and Redemption, such

was the object of all Religion.

A Repairer, a Saviour should therefore be sent to this fallen

monarch. If this Redeemer should not come immediately, we can

conceive that God owed it to His goodness to announce Him to the

human family in order to console them, to give them a description

of Him, and to prepare the world for His reception and for the

success of His mission.

In fact, man has no sooner fallen, than God announces a
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Saviour to him. This first promise is vague and general. " One

shall be born of you that shall save you," He says to the father of

the human race : but when shall this Saviour be born? In what

country shall He appear ? From what people shall He spring ?

The promise does not mention any of these things : all that it

announces is that He shall come.

Centuries roll on. A new promise comes to throw light

on the first. This second promise is made to Abraham : God tells

him that it is from his race the Messias shall be born. Thus, all

peoples that are foreign to the race of Abraham are at once set

aside. It is no longer among nations in the aggregate that we are

to look for the Messias ; it is only in the posterity of Abraham.

Now, here arises a new difficulty. Abraham has seven children:

which among them shall be the father of the Messias ? A third

promise will inform us.

The third promise is made to Isaac. Hereby the other children

of Abraham are set aside, and all the nations descending from them.

Truth becomes clearer and clearer; but suddenly a new cloud ap

pears to obscure it. Isaac has two sons : Esau and Jacob. Which

of the two shall give birth to the Messias ? The fourth promise

teaches us : Jacob.

The fourth promise is made to Jacob: it dispenses us from

henceforward concerning ourselves with the posterity of Esau, and

fixes our attention exclusively on the descendants of his brother.

This is another step made, but scarcely have we made it, when we

encounter a new obstacle. Jacob has twelve sons, who shall be

the fathers of the twelve tribes of Israel. Shall it be Ruben, the

eldest, or shall it be the innocent and virtuous Joseph, who will

behold the Messias spring from his race ? A new promise becomes

necessary ; it is not delayed.

God makes this fifth promise to Juda'by the lips of the dying Jacob.

To one side, therefore, pass the eleven other children of the holy

patriarch, and the eleven tribes of Israel, who should spring from

their blood. But in the tribe of Juda there are many families.

Now, which shall be the fortunate family that shall one day give

birth to the Redeemer of the world ? It shall be the family of

Jesse.' But in the family of Jesse, which shall be the house ap

pointed to give the Christ, the Saviour, to the world ? The last

promise will inform us.

This last promise of the Messias is made to David. It is there

fore in the house of David that we must seek the Saviour so many

times announced.

In parallel lines to the promises run the figures. While the

1 2 Kings, vii. 12 et «eq 3 Kings, xi. 34, 30.
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former give us the genealogy of the Messias, and conduot us, step by

step, from the whole human race to a particular people, from this

people to one of its tribes, from this tribe to one family, from this

family to one house, the latter give us the outlines of the portrait

of that Son of David who shall save the world.

By them He is represented to us in Adam, the father of a lost

world, giving existence during his sleep to a spouse, bone of his

bone, flesh of his flesh ; in the innocent Abel, put to death by his

own brother ; in Noe saving the world from universal ruin, and

repeopling the earth with the children of God ; in Melchisedech

without predecessor or successor in the priesthood, offering a sacri

fice of bread and wine to the Most High. We see Him in Isaac,

offering a sacrifice on Mount Calvary, immolated by the hand of

his father; in Jacob, labouring through long years to obtain a

spouse worthy of him ; in Joseph, sold by his brethren, delivered

to foreigners, condemned for a crime of which he is innocent,

placed between two criminals, to one of whom he announces life, to

the other, death—finally, loading his cruel brethren with favours.

We find Him in the Paschal Lamb offered as a sacrifice, and

preserving the people from the destroying angel ; in the Manna,

miraculously feeding the pilgrim nation with food from heaven;

in the Sacrifices, offering atonement, adoration, supplication, and

thanksgiving to the Lord ; in the Brazen Serpent, elevated on

a cross, and healing by its presence the wounds of the fiery serpents.

He appears to us in Moses delivering his people from captivity, and

giving them a law that makes them the beloved people of God ; in

Josue, leading his people into a land of blessings; in Gedeon,

triumphing over the enemies of his people with a handful of soldiers

and the weakest weapons.

We behold Him in Samson taking a spouse among the Gentiles,

and waging war single-handed against a whole nation ; in David,

striking to the earth a huge giant notwithstanding the dispropor

tion between the strength of the combatants, maltreated by a jealous

prince, persecuted by an unnatural son, ascending barefooted and

weeping the mountain of Olives, insulted by a man to whom he

forbids any injury to be returned; in Solomon, seated on a magni

ficent throne, surrounded with power and honour, endowed with a

divine wisdom, and raising a wondrous temple to the glory of God;

finally, in Jonas, preaching penance to the Jews, who do not

listen to him, and, after remaining three days and nights in the

bowels of a whale, coming forth full of life and preaching penance

to the Gentiles, who are converted at his words.

These various characters, as you perceive, agree so perfectly

and exclusively with the Messias, that is, with Our Lord Jesus
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Christ, that it is impossible not to recognise in Him the type of so

many figures, the model of so many sketches.

At the same time, these scattered indications, as 'we have re

marked, do not suffice. Veiled under shadows more or less dense,

they give but a hazy picture ; they present only an imperfect descrip

tion of the Redeemer. Now, it is the complete description that

we require : God gives it to us by means of the prophets.

Let us read. The Messias, they say—some a thousand, some

seven hundred, some five hundred, some four hundred years before

the event—shall be both God and Man, the Son of God and the

Son of David ; He shall be born at Bethlehem in Judea, of a

Mother ever a Virgin : His birth shall take place when the sceptre

of David shall have passed into the hands of a stranger. He shall

be adored in His cradle by kings, who shall offer Him a present of

gold and perfumes. On the occasion of His birth the children of

Bethlehem and its neighbourhood shall be put to death : the weep

ing mothers shall make the hills resound with their cries. As

for Him, He shall retire into Egypt, whence, at a later period, God

His Father shall cause Him to return. He shall be poor. Humi

lity, goodness, and justice shall be His characteristics. Ho shall

be so meek that He shall not break the reed already bruised, or

extinguish the yet smoking flax.

Before Him shall go a precursor, who, raising his voice in the

desert, shall preach penance, shall announce Him as about to ap

pear, and shall dispose men to recognise Him and to attach them

selves to Him. This precursor shall have so much of the spirit and

virtue of Elias, that he shall be himself another Elias. The Mes

sias shall preach salvation to the poor and the little. Numerous

prodigies in heaven, on earth, and on sea shall render testimony to

Him. He shall heal the lepers, deliver the possessed, and restore

sight to the blind, hearing to the deaf, and life to the dead.

Yet His people shall despise Him : He shall be persecuted, con

tradicted, slandered. Seated on an ass, followed by its foal, He

shall enter Jerusalem in the midst of acclamations ; He shall visit

in person the new temple, which shall thus become more glorious

than the first ; He shall announce the reconciliation of heaven with

earth, of men with God. One of His disciples, accustomed to eat

at His table, shall betray Him, and sell Him for thirty pieces of

silver : this silver shall be brought back into the temple, and given

to a potter in exchange for a field. His enemies shall lay hands on

his person; all His disciples shall forsake Him; He shall be out

raged, torn with scourges, covered with spittle, treated as a worm

of the earth. His hands and feet shall be pierced : as a lamb that

is led to the slaughter, He shall not open His mouth to complain.
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He shall be placed between two malefactors ; vinegar shall be given

Him to drink, His garments shall be divided, lots shall be cast on

His coat. Finally, He shall be put to death, and this, says Daniel,

shall happen after the lapse of four hundred and ninety years.

By His death He shall atone for all the iniquities of the world,

with which He shall voluntarily charge Himself. He shall remain

three days in the tomb ; He shall come forth from it full of life,

shall ascend to heaven, and shall send down the Holy Ghost on His

disciples. He shall make a new covenant, more perfect than that

of Moses. He shall convert the nations, who shall hasten on all

sides to abandon their idols and to attach themselves to Him : from

one end of the world to the other, peoples, the most dissimilar in

language and in manners, shall come together to adore Him. He

shall establish a new sacrifice, which shall alone replace all the

sacrifices of the Old Law, and which shall be offered, not in one

country or in one temple, but in every region of the earth, from

the East to the West: this sacrifice shall be holy, and shall magnify

the name of the Lord.

As for His people, who shall deny Him, they shall cease to be

His people ; and, to punish them for putting the Messias to

death, the city and the temple of Jerusalem shall be wrecked and

burned by a strange people under the command of their prince, and

the children of Israel, wandering and despised, shall remain with

out altars, without sacrifices, without priests, in a state of desola

tion that shall continue till towards the close of time.

Then shall Elias descend from heaven to convert them, and

shortly afterwards there shall be fearful signs in the sun, in the

moon, and in the stars. The various elements shall be in confa-

sion ; and the Messias, assembling all the generations of mankind

in the Valley of Josaphat, shall come with great power and majesty

to judge them.1

This is the description of the Messias, such as it is traced by

the prophets. The Descendant of David, who shall unite in Him

self all these various characteristics, shall therefore be the Messias

bo often promised, so ardently desired, and so necessary to the

human race that there cannot possibly be any salvation but in Him

and by Him.

With this description at hand, search, among the children of

David that lived before the destruction of Jerusalem and of the

temple, for Him to whom this description corresponds in every

1 Gen., xliv. 8 et aeq. ;-2 Kings, vii. 12 ; Bud., lxxi- zzi. cix. ; 7m., vii. 14,

and xi. 1 ; Jerem., xxiii., xxxii. ; Ktcch., xxxiv., xxxvii. ; Dan., ii. 44, rii. 13-14,

and ix. 24 et seq. ; Osee, iii. 5; Joel, ii. 24; Amos, xix. 11 ; Mick., v. 2

Agg., ii 8 ; Zac/i., iii- 8, and vi. 12; Malach., iii. 4c.
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particular : He is no other than the Messias. Thou oughtest, then,

to attach thyself to Him, and to do all that He shall say to thee,

under penalty, 0 fallen king, of nerer being rescued from the

abyss and restored to the heavenly throne which thou hast lost !

Begin thy search. Ah ! I hear thee : the search is neither long

nor difficult. Thou knowest, we all know, a Child of David to

whom this description corresponds perfectly, corresponds exclu

sively; and, in the most profound sentiments of admiration, reve

rence, and love, we pronounce the adorable name of OUK LORD

JESUS CHRIST.

The accuracy with which, so long a time beforehand, the pro

phets traced the portrait of the Messias, is therefore worthy

of admiration. But that which is perhaps still more so is the

means chosen by God to preserve, and to place before the eyes of

all peoples, these astonishing prophecies. Who would ever imagine

that it was precisely to the Jewish people, to the people most inte

rested in vilifying and annihilating the prophecies, as branding them

with dishonour and condemning them to infamy, that God confided

their guardianship ?

The Jews do not preserve them as a worthless thing : they pre

serve them religiously, love them, render testimony to them before

and against all, and, in their wandering career, bear them through

out the earth and cause them to be read by all nations. Admirable

Providence ! which makes the very incredulity of the Jews one of

the strongest proofs of Religion. If all the Jews were converted,

impiety would not fail to say that we had only witnesses long sus

pected regarding their prophecies, and we should be less disposed

to believe them. If all the Jews had been exterminated, we might

have none of the prophecies at all. It is not so : and, during

eighteen centuries, the people least suspected of favouring us have

been seen giving evidence in our favour, carrying about every

where and preserving with a jealous and incorruptible vigilance

the proofs of their own condemnation and our justification.

Another miracle. To fulfil his providential mission, the Jew,

unlike any other inhabitant of the globe, enjoys a double privilege :

immortality and cosmopolitanism.

Immortal : all the ancient peoples have disappeared, have be

come by lapse of time completely changed, or, in fine, have been

blended with other races—the Jew alone has everywhere remained

what he was, guarding his traditions, his rites, his characteristics,

his nationality, his type, like those rivers which, passing through

lakes, mark their onward course, and preserve the original qualities

of their waters.

A cosmopolitan, the Jew is to be found everywhere, and yet he
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can claim no country as his own. While other men cannot be

acclimatised to certain zones, the Jew can accommodate him

self to every region. Born in the valley of the Jordan, which by a

singular phenomenon is more than a hundred feet below the level

of the sea, the Jew lives on the summit of the highest mountains,

and in the frozen countries of the North, as well as in the temperate

regions of Central Europe, and under the scorching fires of the

tropical zones, without any excess of deaths appearing over births

against him in the mortuary tables.1 So true it is that the Jewish

people are visibly and expressly appointed to serve as everlasting

witnesses to the Messias !

Prayer.

0 my God! who art all love, I thank Thee for having not only

promised us a Saviour, but given us His portrait in a long suc

cession of figures and prophecies. I fall at Thy knees, 0 my Lord

Jesus ! and recognise in Thee the Son of David, the Redeemer of

the world. I thank Thee, moreover, 0 my God, for having chosen

such admirable means of preserving Thy holy Scriptures, and of

bringing them to the knowledge of all peoples.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

will pronounce respectfully the adorable name of our Lord Jesus Christ.

LESSON XLV.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE MESSIAS.

What we are to understand by Preparations for the Messias. All Events

Srior to the Coming of the Messias lead to the Establishment of His

iingdom. The four Great Monarchies predicted by Daniel. Mission of

the Assyrians. History of Holofernes.

We have seen in the preceding lessons that everything which God

was pleased to reveal to men regarding the birth, the actions, and

the characteristics of the Messias, was promised, prefigured,

and predicted with the fullest particulars during a long course of

ages. The books of Moses and the prophets, which contain these

precious teachings, were preserved with care in the temple of Jeru-

salem. Copies of them were to be found in the various families.

They were the assiduous study of all Israelites, whether in private

1 See the learned Traiti de giographie et de statistique medicaUs, by Dr.

Boudin, 1. 11, p. 128.
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or in public, on the Sabbath day, or at Jerusalem, where the

whole nation congregated thrice a year, on the great feasts of the

Pasch, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. Thus, it was impossible for

these books to be lost or altered. Everything remarkable concern

ing the Messias, as well as the time and the place of His coming,

was therefore fixed and known. Henceforth, what remains to be

done by Providence ?

We shall see. When a great king, tenderly loved and im

patiently expected, is about to make his entrance into a city, every

person of importance hastens to prepare the way, to open the gates,

to arouse the public attention for his reception. Thus, the Son of

God, the Eternal Word, the immortal King of Ages, the Desired of

Nations, being about to make His entrance into the world, God the

Father smoothed the way for Him, opened the gates for Him, dis

posed men's minds to receive Him, and made all events concur to

the establishment of His eternal kingdom. These admirable pre

parations it is now time to develop.

And, first, what is meant by the preparations for the Messias ?

The preparations for the Messias are the direction and concurrence

of all events to the glory of the Messias. Some have for their end

to preserve on earth the true Religion, that is, the Religion of the

Messias ; others to bring about the birth of the Messias in Bethle

hem ; others, in fine, to facilitate the propagation of the Gospel, or

the reign of the Messias, throughout the whole earth. So that all

the events which took place among the Jews and among infidel

nations before the coming of the Messias, the whole government of

the world, may be summed up in three lines:—

All for the Messias,

The Messias for Man,

Man for God.

It is thus that Religion is the centre in which everything terminates,

and that the whole creation returns to God, from whom it came.

Now, from all eternity, it was settled in the decrees of the

Almighty: (a) that the Jewish people should give birth to the

Messias—that they should be the acknowledged depositary of the

great promise—consequently the faithful guardian of the true

Religion; (b) that the Messias should be born in Judea, of the

family of David ; (e) that the kingdom of the Messias, or the Gos

pel, should spread rapidly from one end of the world to the other;

(d) that the Messias should assemble under one sceptre all the

peoples of the East and the West, become, by a community of faith

and love, one family of brethren ; and (e) that the Messias should

be born at Bethlehem, when the sovereign power would have

departed from the tribe ofJuda. The proof of these truths is found
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in every page of the prophets, whose oracles we have just narrated.

It therefore remains for us to show how all the events of the world

anterior to the Messias, concurred to the accomplishment of these

eternal decrees of Providence.

They first established the Jewish people as the depositary of

the great promise of the Messias—consequently as the guardian

of the true Religion. It was therefore necessary that the Jewish

people should know and preserve this sacred promise with much

more fidelity than other peoples. Hence, the renewal of it,

which was so frequently made to the prophets ; hence, the endless

variety of figures, which repeated it, according to their manner,

during four thousand years ; hence, in fine, the prophets, who,

during more than a thousand years, never ceased to recall the

idea and to depict the character of the Messias. It was

especially necessary that the Jewish people should be surrounded

with innumerable barriers that might prevent them from falling

into idolatry. Hence, those countless laws, regulations, and prac

tices, established by Moses, their legislator ; hence those terrible

threats, those magnificent promises, those grand ceremonies, which,

isolating them from the nations, formed around them, as it were,

an adamantine wall impassable to error. Hence, also, the ark

of the covenant, the awful monument of the continual and sensible

presence of God in the midst of Israel.1

It was necessary, moreover, that if, notwithstanding all these

things, they should ever fall into idolatry, they should not perse

vere in it, but should be forcibly brought back by public chastise

ments, humiliations, and calamities to the worship of the true God.

Hence, the long chain of bloody defeats and disgraceful slaveries

which formed the great body of their history, which were renewed

as often as they prevaricated, and which continued until such times

as, recognising their fault, they amended it, and returned to the

true God. Hence, especially, the elevation and power of the em

pire of the Assyrians or Babylonians.

This was, according to the prophecy of Daniel, the first of the

four great empires, which should succeed one another till the

coming of the Messias, and magnificently prepare the way for TTig

eternal kingdom.1 Now, this formidable monarchy was employed

by God to chastise the Jewish people as often as they fell into

1 To preserve the great promise of the Messias : this is the idea which ex

plains and j ustifles the legislation of Moses ; this is what bestows, on observances

which to shallow minds appear mere trifles, the highest importance.

* The four great monarchies of which we are about to speak, composed the

City of Evil, of which Satan was the king. His constant endeayour was to

raise these monarchies to such a degree of power that Our Lord should not be
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idolatry, and by means of this salutary chastisement, to lead them

hack to the true Religion. Such was the providential mission of

the empire of the Assyrians. Isaias informs us of it in express

terms. The Lord, says the prophet, shall call, by a whistle, for a

swarm of Assyrians. . . . because the Assyrian is the rod and

the staff of My fury ; I have made his hand the instrument of my

wrath. . . . But, adds the prophet, when the Lord shall purify

Jerusalem, He shall visit the insolence of the king of Assyria and the

glory of the haughtiness of his eyes . . . for he hath said: By the

strength of my own hand I have done it, and by my own wisdom I have

understood. . . . Shall the axe boast itself against him that

cutteth with it f'

0 my God ! how great Thou art, and by how just a title art Thou

styled the King of kings and the Lord of lords ! The king of

Assyria, the haughty Nabuchodonosor, the terror of the East, was

only a subordinate minister, a servant commanded by his Master

—he was only a rod and a staff in the hands of the Almighty.

To prevent the Jewish people from forgetting the great pro

mise of the Liberator, by abandoning themselves to the worship

of idols, and to chastise them severely as often as they proved

unfaithful to their noble duty, was, as we have just shown, the

mission of the great monarchy of the Assyrians. History attests

it. As soon as the Jews became prevaricators, the Assyrian, ever

in readiness, ever in arms, passed the frontiers of Judea, and obliged

the guilty inhabitants to have recourse to the God of their fathers,

and to break their idols.

But the Assyrian wished to exceed the orders of the Master

that had sent him : not content merely to punish, he desired to ex

terminate the Jewish people. Still more, instead of preserving them

faithful to the true God and to the great promise, he wished to one

day render them prevaricators, and to abolish among them, together

with the true Religion, the remembrance of the promise, the only

hope of the world. Thou dost not therefore know, O Assur I that

there is no power or wisdom against the Lordl Wait awhile:

thou shalt soon see one that will teach thee and humble thy pride,

making use of the feeblest means to do so.

able to destroy them, should not be able to establish the kingdom of the Gospel

on their ruins. God permitted him to act ; and, when Rome had become the

mistress of the world, the capital of Satan, God sent thither St. Peter, armed

with a wooden cross, which overthrew the citadel of the wicked one, destroyed

his power, and made the miracle of the establishment of Christianity shine

forth with incomparable splendour. In the meanwhile, God, who always draws

good from evil, employed the four great monarchies to prepare the way for

this immortal victory. See our Traitt du Saint-Esprit, 1. 1,

* Int., vii. et x.
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The seat of the empire of Assyria, which was afterwards fixed

at Babylon, was yet at Ninive. Nabuchodonosor I, successor of

the king that had done penance at the preaching of Jonas, intoxi

cated with his victories, resolved to subject the whole East to his

sway. He even thought that it would be a small matter to acquire

subjects for himself, if he did not make them his adorers. With

this sacrilegious design he sent his ambassadors to all the neigh

bouring peoples, and even to the nations established beyond the

Jordan, as far as Jerusalem. They were ordered to require an ab

solute obedience to the commands of the king of Assyria. The

astonished peoples received these ambassadors with the contempt

that the pretensions of the monarch seemed to deserve ; and the

ambassadors returned to Ninive, laden, not with the submission

that they had expected, but with the scorn of all reasonable men.

Nabuchodonsor, his pride being wounded to the quick, fell

into a furious rage against all the countries in which his am

bassadors had been so grossly insulted. He swore by his throne

and by his empire that he would take a vengeance worthy of his

majesty. He therefore held, in his palace at Ninive, a great

council, in which he publicly declared his resolution of avenging

himself. This council consisted of all the ancient nobles of his

court, and all the generals and other officers of his army. "I

wish," he distinctly announced to them, "to bring the whole earth

under my dominion." His words were universally applauded, and

his project, incensed by so many flatterers, was confirmed on the

spot by a fixed and unalterable resolution.

He called Holofernes, commander-in-chief of his troops, and

said to him : " Go, Holofernes, and subject to me all the kingdoms

of the West; punish those especially who have despised my

orders." He then recommended the general to exterminate all the

gods of the nations, and to abolish every species of worship, that no

other god than himself might any longer be adored throughout the

whole extent of his conquests.

Holofernes undertook the duty of accomplishing the commis

sion which his master had just confided to him. In a short time

his army numbered a hundred and twenty thousand men on foot,

and twelve thousand archers on horseback. He sent beforehand

the baggage, whose appearance everywhere spread terror. What

else could be expected from an innumerable multitude of camels,

laden with all the provisions necessary, not only for the wants, but

for the luxuries of the army ? These were followed by countless

herds of oxen and flocks of sheep, and by an immense number of

chariots, filled with gold and silver, which the general had taken

at discretion out of the coffers of his master. As for com, he
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• ordered that supplies of it should be raised in Syria, and delivered

to his soldiers during their passage through the country.

Holofernes followed close to the commissariat. He marched at

the head of his army, with his chariots, his horsemen, his archers.

The face of the land was covered with this mighty host. They

seemed like one of those clouds of locusts that darken the air.

"Whatever dared to resist them was annihilated ; the strong cities

were taken by assault, and the inhabitants put to the sword.

Soon the terrible conqueror descended on the beautiful plains of

Damascus. It was the harvest-time : he ordered the crops to be

set on fire, and the vines and other trees to be cut down, so thai

the country should be wholly deprived of its means of subsistence.

After having caused rivers of tears and blood to flow, and filled

all the neighbouring countries with terror, he paused for a few

days to gather in repose the fruits of so many victories.

There was no delay in presenting them to him. The conster

nation was so general that the princes and governors- of provinces

sent ambassadors to him, asking his forgiveness, and offering him

both their crowns and their services. Holofernes chose out of

these various peoples such young persons as he found capable of

bearing arms, and obliged them to follow him during the remainder

of the expedition. In proportion as he advanced, his army in

creased like a torrent that overflows its banks and spreads its

ravages far and wide.

The fear of the name of Holofernes was so deeply impressed on

the minds of all the inhabitants of these countries that, when the

conqueror drew nigh to any city, the princes, the magistrates, the

whole population came forth to meet him. They gave him a

magnificent ovation. They welcomed him with timbrels and flutes.

They prepared Dominations for him. Everyone was crowned with

flowers as a sign of joy. To see so much eagerness, it might be

supposed that all these honours were tendered to the best of mas

ters. But Holofernes had no sooner entered than the multitude

learned from his most odious acts that they had greeted a tyrant.

Nothing was capable of appeasing his ferocity. The cities were

destroyed, and the altars especially were overthrown ; for the im

pious man did not forget that it was against the gods, even more

than against men, that he had been commanded to wage war.

Continuing his cruelties, and violently forcing the consciences

of men, he at length reached the land of Gabaa, inhabited by Idu-

means. Here, as elsewhere, every place was immediately carried.

Holofernes now gave a rest of thirty days to his troops, sending

threats from his unassailable position to Samaria and Judea.

At these tidings the Jews were greatly alarmed. They feared

vol. i. 31
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that the fate of other capitals was in store for Jerusalem, and that

the temple would be sacrilegiously profaned : all the people cried to

the Lord. Men and women humbled their souls by a rigorous

fast. The priests clothed themselves with sackcloth and hair

cloth. All persons, even the children—worthy objects by their

innocence of the compassion of Heaven—prostrated themselves be

fore the temple of the Lord. The altar of the living God was

covered with hair-cloth. On all sides was heard the cry of humble

and contrite hearts : " O Lord, deliver as not into the hands of our

enemies!" The high-priest Eliachim, delighted at the holy dis

positions that he found in Jerusalem, visited the other cities to

excite in them a similar fervour. Everywhere his exhortations

produced their desired effect : prayer was incessant.

To so much piety the high-priest joined vigilance. He sent

directions that all the heights of the mountains should be occupied

without delay, and that everyone should hold himself in readiness

for a vigorous resistance. The children of Israel attended with

docility to the orders of Eliachim, and, full of confidence in the

Lord, prepared to defend themselves bravely at every point of

attack.

Holofernes, having received information of these preparations,

became furious: he sent for the princes of Moab and the chieftains

of Ammon, whom he had brought to the war. " Who then are

these people," he inquired, "that beset the mountains? What

are their cities ? What is their strength ? Who is their leader ?

Why do they alone, among all the peoples of the East, dare to resist

us?" Achior, the commander of the Ammonites, answered him:

"My lord, I will tell yon the truth. The people that prepare to resist

you adore one only God, who is the God of heaven. This God pro

tects the Jews while they are faithful to Him. Before attacking

them, inform yourself with care whether they have committed any

fault against their God, which might draw down His anger upon

them. In case they have, let us go forward: the Lord will

deliver them into our hands. But if they are guiltless, if their God

has not been offended, let us beware of measuring our strength with

them : we cannot resist them."

The discourse of Achior was sensible, but it was not flattering.

Scarcely had he done speaking, when a universal murmur rose

against him throughout the camp of Holofernes, in which the

great officers were assembled. Holofernes himself burst out into

fierce threats against Achior and blasphemies against the God of

the Jews. Still more, he ordered that Achior should be immedi

ately delivered to the Israelites, so as to perish with them when

they should all in a short time be undoubtedly slain by the
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Assyrians. The guards in waiting on Holofernes arrested the

Ammonite general and led him away towards Bethulia. This was

the first city to be sacked.

It was not so easy to approach the city as the Assyrian gene

ral imagined. His soldiers accompanied their prisoner along the

plain; but, coming near the mountain, they met with a de

tachment of slingers, who soon made them change their ideas.

They turned out of the way, and, passing along the side of the

mountain, fastened Achior hand and foot to a tree. Here they

left him, and fled precipitately. The Israelites, witnesses of the

occurrence, came down from the city to the prisoner. Having

released him, they brought him back with them. All the people of

the place assembled around him, beseeching him to relate in detail

the circumstances of his adventure.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for the innumerable

miracles by which Thine infinite power and wisdom made all the

events of the world concur to the glory of the Messias, Thy Son and

ray Redeemer, as Thy prophets had predicted, and Thou Thyself

hadst decided from all eternity.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, / will

submit without a murmur to the decrees of Providence.

LESSON XLVI.

PKEPARATIONS FOR THE MESSIAH {continued).

Mission of the Assyrians. History of Judith : her connexion with the Prepa

rations for the Messias. Holofernes besieges Bethulia. Judith: her

piety. She arrives in the camp of Holofernes. Death of this General.

Ow the morning of the day that followed the departure of Achior,

Holofernes gave the command to his army to advance against

Bethulia and to invest it on all sides. He was at the head of a

hundred and twenty thousand infantry, and twenty-two thousand

cavalry—regular troops—without counting an innumerable multi

tude of strangers, whom he had chosen out of the newly subjected

nations and compelled to follow him.

Bethulia was a small place, situated on a mountain, the natural

defences of which constituted its whole strength. For this very

reason, however, it could easily be reduced by starvation, when one

had a sufficient army to surround it completely. From an early
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hour the inhabitants of the city could perceive the grand army of

around Bethulia. At this sight they redoubled their prayers and

supplications ; all the people, with their faces to the ground, besought

the God of Israel to let His mercy shine forth.

It was indeed solely on the assistance of Heaven that they cal

culated, and that they should calculate in a contest so unequal ;

but it was necessary that they should await the time of the Lord,

without tempting Him, and that they should make at least some

efforts on their own part, until the time came which He had

marked out for assisting their weakness. They armed themselves

in His presence; they took possession of every pass in the moun

tain which could serve as a road to reach them ; and, relieving one

another, they kept guard continually day and night.

Before attempting an attack, Holofernes made a circuit of the

mountain in the neighbourhood of Bethulia ; he perceived that the

waters of a spring belonging to this mountain were conveyed into

the city by an aqueduct ; he ordered the aqueduct to be cut off

immediately, in the hope that, after a few days, thirst would oblige

the inhabitants to surrender at discretion. The conjectures of Holo

fernes were only too well founded : the city was soon brought to a

state of extreme distress. The elders of the city were summoned

to deliberate on what was to be done, and it was agreed that if,

after five days, the Lord did not display His mercy, any further

resistance would be useless : meanwhile, it was resolved to spend

these five days in works of penance.

God, who had permitted the trial to proceed as far as it could

go, at length allowed a ray of hope to shine on His servants. He

was preparing a miracle, but, according to His custom, He desired

to work it by a feeble hand, the more certain to attribute to His

omnipotent arm the glory of its success. Accordingly, as there was

question of humbling the proudest of men, He chose a woman to be

the instrument of His wonders.

This heroine was called Judith, of the tribe of Simeon. She

had married, when a little more than twenty years of age, an

Israelite of the tribe of Zabulon, named Manasses, dwelling like

herself at Bethulia. Becoming a widow after three years and a

half of married life, she had determined never again to form an

alliance with man. She was young, rich, childless, and endowed

with every quality of mind and body that could be desired in an

accomplished lady.

Resolved to make public profession ofthe retirement and modesty

becoming the state of widowhood, which she had promised never to

quit, she occupied in the upper part of her house a private chamber,

Assyria deploying over the heights.
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in which she remained shut up with the maids who served her.

Notwithstanding the innocence and the regularity of her life, she

condemned herself to the severities of penance. She was clothed

with a rude hair-cloth, and she fasted every day except on feast

days, which she solemnised by holy rejoicings. Her character for

sanctity was so well known, that there was not a single person

found to say an ill word of her. Such was the liberates whom the

Lord had destined for His people.

Judith heard of the resolution that had been taken to sur

render Bethulia after five days, in case the place should not be in

the meanwhile succoured by some extraordinary manifestation of

divine power. She sent for two of the ancients of the people.

" What is this I have just heard?" she said to them; " is it that

you have resolved to deliver the city to the Assyrians, if the relief

which you expect from Heaven should not appear before the lapse

of this time ? Who are you, then, thus to tempt the Lord ? You

venture to give Him laws, and to prescribe, according to your

liking, the time for His mercies ! This is not the way to merit His

protection, but rather to provoke His just indignation. Neverthe

less, since His patience is infinite, let us humble ourselves before

Him, let us do penance anew, and await with confidence His con

solation."

The ancients and the priests, who had gathered round the virtuous

widow, moved by her words, said to her : " Your words are true.

Pray therefore to God for us, because you are a holy woman."

" Since you recognise the Spirit of God in my words," replied

Judith, " go and prostrate yourselves in His presence, to know

whether it is He who has inspired me with the resolutions that I have

taken, and to obtain for me the courage to execute them. Let all

of you stand this night at the gate of the city, from which I will

go forth with one of my maids. You shall pray to the Lord that,

within the space of five days, He may vouchsafe to have compassion

on His people. Ask me nothing more : I do not wish to make

anyone the confidant of my secret." " Go in peace," answered

Ozias, the commander of the city; " we repose in you the hope of

our deliverance."

The grand preparation of Judith was prayer and penance. She

entered her oratory, resumed her hair-cloth, covered her head with

ashes, prostrated herself at the feet of the Lord, and poured out her

soul before Him. After her fervent prayer, she arose, and called

one of her maids ; they descended to the apartment that she had

previously occupied. Here she laid aside her hair-cloth, put away

her sad mourning garments, and perfumed herself with exquisite

essences. She plaited her hair, put on a gorgeous headdress,
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arrayed herself in her richest garments, and ornamented her feet

with sparkling sandals ; she took her bracelets, her necklaces, her

earlets, and her rings : she wished that nothing should be wanting

to her adornment.

This was not all. As the love of God and the purest virtue

were the motives of these cares, which ordinarily are suggested to

persons of her sex by vanity, the Lord was pleased to add new

charms to the gifts of nature which His servant already possessed,

so that she shone with incomparable beauty in the eyes of every

one who saw her. Her preparations being now complete, Judith said

to the maid who was to accompany her: "Bring a bottle of wine, a

vessel of oil, some bread, some figs, and some cheese; and follow me."

They soon arrived at the gate of the city. Ozias and the

ancients were waiting there, as had been arranged. Without

daring to propose any question to her, they contented themselves

with saying: "May the God of our fathers accompany you, and

support by the power of His arm the generosity of your heart ; may

your name, made illustrious by the deliverance of your people, be

written for ever with those of the just and the holy I"

Judith continued her course, accompanied by her servant ; and,

always united to the Lord by fervent prayer, she descended the

mountain. At break of day she found herself close to the outposts

of the Assyrians: the men perceived and arrested her. " "Who are

you," they said to her, " and where are you going ?" " I am," she

answered, without appearing in the least surprised, "a daughter

of the Hebrews. I have fled from their city, because I foresee

that they will not for long resist you ; and I have said to my

self, I will go and find the great Holofernes, and I will let

him know a secret by means of which he may at once achieve his

victory, without the loss of a single man.'" "You have acted

wisely," they said to her, " in providing for your safety by coming

to our general ; you shall find favour before him. Follow us with

confidence : we will introduce you to him."

1 We know by tho Scripture that Judith was a most virtuous woman, and

that, before executing her perilous design, she consulted the Lord by fer

vent prayer. We see that her action is praised by the Holy Ghost ; that a solemn

feast was established among tho Jews to perpetuate the remembrance of it, and

to render glory to God for it ; that all the Fathers of the Church haye emu

lated one another in exalting her courage and her yirtue to the highest. We

know only imperfectly the customs of ancient nations : on which account we

consider strange the ruses and stratagems that might be admitted among them

as lawful. Finally, we have only the substance of the fact: if the details

had reached us, they might have justified, even in our eyes, and without any

additional proof, that which it would seem difficult to explain. These remarks

sufflce to defend against unreasonable criticism the conduct of the holy widow

of Bethulio.
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In a short time Judith was conducted to the tent of Holofernes.

He was enchanted with her beauty. Judith, having cast a respect

ful look on the haughty general, prostrated herself on the ground,

and remained in a state of profound abasement before him. Holo

fernes ordered his attendants to raise her up. " Pear nothing," he

said to her ; " only explain to us why you have quitted Bethulia,

and what urged you to commit yourself to my discretion." Judith

answered everything with confidence.

Holofernes was charmed with all the words that fell from the

month of Judith ; they were as so many oracles to him and his

officers, who could not but admire their wisdom. Matters took the

best direction possible for the execution of Judith's project. Holo

fernes ordered that an apartment should be prepared for her in the

cabinet of his treasures, that she should be left at liberty, and that

meats should be brought her every day from his own table. Judith

accepted everything but the food destined for her. " I cannot,"

she said, " partake of dishes of your table ; it is a point forbidden

by my law ; I have been careful to secure provisions for myself, and

what I require has been brought.

Before entering the tent that had been prepared for her, Judith

asked that she might be allowed to go out during the night, and

before day, to make her accustomed prayer to the Lord. This

freedom was essential to her project : she easily obtained it. Holo

fernes commanded the officers of his chamber not to contradict her

in anything, but, at whatever hour she might please, to permit her

to enter and depart, during three days, to adore her God.

The holy widow turned the permission to good account. Every

night she descended into the valley of Bethulia, where she washed

herself in a fountain, to purify herself from the contamination of

infidel society. She returned immediately to her tent, where, thus

purified, she spent the day in prayer and fasting until evening :

taking then only a frugal repast. The evening of the fourth day,

Holofernes prepared a great feast for all his officers : Judith was

invited to it. Sure of the protection of her God, she accepted the

invitation without reluctance. Arrayed in her most splendid orna

ments, she appeared before Holofernes, who said to her : " Eat and

drink, for you have found favour before me." " I will do so,"

answered Judith ; " but you know, my lord, that all meats are

not permitted to me : I have brought what suits me." She ate

and drank in his presence that which her companion had pre

pared.

Holofernes, who was closely approaching the moment ofhis death,

abandoned himself, like so many sinners, to a foolish and beastly

joy. He drank so freely that, having carried the debauch further
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than he had ever done in his life before, and being overcome with

drowsiness through the fumes of wine, he had to be carried away

from the table, and laid in his bed, where he immediately fell into

a most profound sleep. A few moments afterwards his officers

withdrew, every one by himself, in a condition little better than

that of their general. Judith alone remained in the tent of Holo-

fernes, but she had been careful to warn the maid that attended

her not to be far distant, and to have an eye to everything that

passed outside.

The decisive moment was come : she should either perish her

self, or make her enemy perish. Judith, standing before the bed of

Holofernes, addressed her petition with tears to the Lord, saying

very gently : "0 Lord, the God of Israel, assist me at this moment !"

With these words she went up to the pillar that was at the head

of the bed, and took down the general's sword, which was sus

pended from it. Then, seizing Holofernes by the hair, and ex

claiming : " 0 Lord, my God, help me V she struck him twice on

the neck with all her strength, and cut off his head. She then un

fastened the canopy from the pillars, and covered the mutilated

body.

Immediately she went out, and handed to her servant the head

of Holofernes, saying : " Put it in the bag that you have

brought." They forthwith moved off, without any sign of agita

tion. The guards allowed them to pass, imagining that they went

to pray according to their custom. They crossed file whole camp;

and, walking along the valley, arrived safely at the gate of Be*

thulia.

It was time for them to arrive. The day destined for the

surrender of the place was about to dawn, and the patience of

the inhabitants was almost exhausted. Prom as great a distance as

Judith was able to make herself heard by the watchmen on the

walls, she cried out to them : " Open the gates : the Lord is with

us; He hath extended the power of His arm over Israel !" The

guards, recognising her voice, hastened to let her in ; soon all the

people were assembled around her. Then Judith, ascending a little

eminence, explained herself thus: "Praise ye the Lord our God,

who hath not abandoned those that put their trust in Him ! Be

hold," she added, opening the bag, "the head of Holofernes!"

When the multitude had gazed on it, they were intoxicated as it

were with joy, and united their voices with that of Judith in

blessing the Lord.

While this was passing in Bethulia, the camp of the Assyrians

was buried in a profound sleep. Judith ordered that an attack

should be made on them at break of day, and that the head) of
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Holofernes should be placed on the highest part of the walls. The

Assyrians, seeing the Israelites advance in battle order, ran to the

tent of the general; but no one dared to enter it, for it was for

bidden to disturb him in his sleep. At length a valet took the

risk of going in. Hearing no noise, he turned aside the curtain,

and found only a headless corpse. At this sight he raised a loud

cry, and, returning to the officers, said to them: " Come and see !"

A spirit of frenzy seized on the leaders, and soon on the whole

army : no one thought of anything but flight. The Israelites

arrived, and drove their swords into the backs of their enemies : the

victory was complete. Thirty days scarcely sufficed to gather up

the spoils. Judith, proclaimed the liberatrix of her people, a living

figure of Mary, speedily returned to her obscurity, and continued

until death her life of prayer and penance.

By this brilliant stroke the Assyrians learned to respect the

people of God, a people whom it was their mission to correct, not

to destroy. Thus, the history of Judith, so beautiful in itself, be

comes magnificent when we see that it enters as an essential part

into the general plan of Providence for the preservation of the

great promise of the Liberator, confided to the keeping of the

Jewish people. Moreover, attaching them by bonds so close to

the preparations for the Messias, it is a splendid proof of this

fundamental truth, that all occurrences previous to the birth of

our Lord are explained in three lines :—

All for Chrut,

Chriat for Man,

Man for God.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having preserved

with so much care the thought of a Redeemer : grant us the grace

to profit of His merits.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

will recommend myself to God in every danger.
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LESSON XLYII.

PBEPABATI0H8 FOB THE HESSIAS (cOtlttntud).

Divine Object of Providence in the dispersion of the Ten Tribes, and in their

sojourn among Infidel Nations. History of Tobias: his birth ; he is led

away captive ; hie manner of life at Ninive ; he loses his sight ; he ima

gines himself at the point of death ; he gives advice to his son. Joornrv

of the young Tobias : he marries Sara ; he returns to his father. Desta

of the elder Tobias. Blessings of God on the Family.

" Assuk," says the Lord, " is the rod of my anger." We have,

as a matter of fact, seen that the great monarchy of the Assyrians

was an instrument in the hand of the Lord to speedily chastise

the kingdom of Juda, as often as it sought to forget the great pro

mise of the Redeemer and to abandon itself to the worship of idols.

To punish the kingdom of Israel, God employed the same power.

Salmanasar led away into captivity the ten tribes guilty of idolatry;

but the Lord, who knows how to draw good from evil, made

their punishment contribute to the accomplishment of His great

design.

True, it was not to the ten separated tribes that the guardian

ship of the promises had been confided. Nevertheless, they should

concur in preparing the way for the reign of the Messias ; and the

Assyrians, without knowing it, should aid them in this Provi

dential mission. The latter thought only of leading to Ninive a

host of captives, but they led thither a host of missionaries ; for

it was either to diffuse or to renew, among the nations of the East,

the knowledge of the Future Liberator, that God permitted the

dispersion of the ten tribes among the Assyrians.

This object of Providence is expressly mentioned in the holy

books. One of the captives of Ninive, inspired by God, says to

his brethren : Children of Israel/ praise the Lord, and render plorf

to Him inpresence of the nations ; Me hath scattered you among uWt-

dels, who know Him not, that you may relate His wonders, and make

them know that there is no other God than He.1

The prophet that so clearly reveals the design of the Lord to

us is the holy man Tobias: He was himself one of the most

zealous preachers of the glory of God among the Assyrians. A

kind of evangelist, he contributed by the splendour of his virtues,

still more than by the eloquence of his words, to make known the

i Tob., siii.
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trtie Religion, of which the first article was the expectation of the

Messias. Let us listen to his interesting history with a great desire

to reap fruit therefrom.

Tobias was a descendant of the tribe of Nephthali, and a native

of the city of the same name, situated in the north of "Upper

Galilee. He lost his virtuous parents at an early period of life ;

but, although the youngest head of a family in his whole tribe, he

was the only one that the general infection could not corrupt.

"While his fellow-countrymen rushed in crowds to adore the golden

calves that Jeroboam had set up at Dan and Bethel, he went to

Jerusalem to adore the God of his fathers. His boyhood and youth

"were passed in the constant exercise of all virtues. Having arrived

at a mature age, he married a young maiden of his own tribe, named

Anna. She bore him a son, to whom he gave his own name,

and who, while becoming the object of his tender affection, be

came still more the object of his care and vigilance. He taught

him from his infancy to fear God, and to avoid every kind of sin.

After some time, the army of Salmanasar, king of Assyria,

attacked Israel, and laid waste the kingdom of Samaria. The holy

man, involved in the misfortunes of his nation, was led away

captive, with his wife and son, to Ninive. He was the same in

Assyria as he had been in Israel. The example of his own

brethren had not seduced him ; that of strangers could not do it.

The other Israelites, accustomed for a long time to violate the law of

God, partook indifferently of all the meats that the Gentiles used.

The faithful Tobias never wished to sully his soul with such a

crime. As charitable towards his unhappy brethren as he was

observant of his religious duties, he distributed among his fel

low-exiles the little property that he had been able to bring with

him.

In reward for his fidelity, the Lord made him find favour before

Salmanasar. Touched with the charity of his captive, this prince

gave him ten talents of silver, and, what Tobias valued much more,

permission to go whithersoever he desired, and to do whatsoever

seemed good to him. Tobias availed himself of his liberty to visit

his brethren, and to carry them assistance and consolation.

Having gone to Rages, a city of the Medes, whither a number

of the captives had been conveyed, he performed there an heroic

act of generosity, which became for him, if not the source, at least

the occasion of the wonders by which the Lord chose to recom

pense his virtue. He found in this city a great many Israelites of his

tribe—among others, a relative of his own, named Gabelus, poor and

virtuous at the same time, having need of immediate help, and not

knowing to whom to have recourse. Tobias lent him the ten

s
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talents that he had received from the king, and took an acknowledg

ment by which Gabelus engaged to repay the amount.

Meanwhile, Salmanasar died. His son, Sennacherib, the inheri

tor of his crown, had little kindness for the Hebrews. He hated

them. Tobias regarded this disposition of the king as a new motive

for redoubling his exertions and attentions. Every day he visited

those of his kindred who languished in Ninive. He consoled them,

shared with them whatever goods remained to him, and buried

such of them as died or were slain ; for Sennacherib, overcome in

a bloody battle, had turned his fury against the Israelites, of whom

he destroyed an immense multitude, with an order to leave their

bodies unburied.

Tobias was acquainted with this prohibition. He foresaw all

the danger that he should run. But nothing could daunt his pious

courage ; and he continued to inter the bodies of those who had

been slaughtered. It was not long before Sennacherib was informed

of this : the head of Tobias was marked out for death, and all his

goods confiscated. The holy man was obliged to flee, and to con

ceal himself, with his wife and child. Meanwhile, the royal per

secutor was slain. Tobias returned to Ninive, and received from

the new king both his confiscated goods and his former liberty.

Forthwith, hia charities were resumed.

More than fifty years of a life spent in virtue and good works

demanded, one would think, some great reward : but the views

of the Lord over His saints are very different from those of men.

After a thousand trials, generously supported, He destines for

them, instead of the favours that we might expect, only new com

bats that will enrich their crown by perfecting their virtue.

Tobias had been stricken in his goods and in his liberty ; he had

not been stricken in his person. There was a necessity for this

last trait of resemblance with the ancient patriarchs, of whom he

was the faithful imitator.

It was the practice of the holy man, according to the spirit of

the law, to have a feast at his house on great solemnities. The

guests on these occasions testified their gratitude to the Lord with

a joy wholly religious, and the poor of the nation always benefited

most by them. It was on one of these days that Tobias, having pre

pared his table as usual, called his son, and said to him: " Go, my

son, and invite some of our brethren that fear God to come and

dine with us." The young Tobias executed his father's orders :

on his return, he announced that one of the children of Israel had

just been put to death.

Tobias, on hearing this news, rose from table, ran to the place

where the body lay, lifted it on his shoulders, and carried it away
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as cautiously as possible to his house, that he might bury it when

the sun had set. He then rejoined his friends, and ate a few mor

sels of bread, which were moistened with tears.

The dangers that he ran were represented to him; but the

charitable Tobias, fearing God more than the king, still pursued his

work of mercy. One day the venerable old man, being exceedingly

tired after burying the bodies of Israelites, returned home so ex

hausted that he cast himself down for a little rest at the foot of a

wall, where he soon fell asleep without the least protection. This

was the place at which Divine Providence was waiting for him. From

a swallow's nest there dropped upon him some fresh dung, whose

heat and acidity deprived him almost instantly of sight. Tobias

had been a model of piety from his childhood ; he now became a

model of patience in his adversity.

Like those kings, the friends of Job, who added insults to the

miseries of the illustrious unfortunate, the kinsmen of Tobias were

so cruel as to upbraid him with the regularity ofhis life and to declare

that his hopes were vain. But. following the example ofJob, Tobias

sought consolation in the noble teachings of faith. He contented

himself with saying to his relatives: "Speak not to me in this

manner; for we are the children of saints, and expect that blessed

life which the Lord hath promised to those who continue faithful

to Him."

Poor, forsaken, blind, he lived henceforward on the little that

Anna, his wife, could earn by the labour of her hands. Once, as

the price of her work, she received a kid, which she brought to her

house. Tobias hearing the little creature bleat, and not knowing

to whom it belonged, said to his wife: " See whether this kid has

not come wrongfully into our house, and restore it to its ownere."

The wife of Tobias was indignant at the scrupulous delicacy of her

husband. She burst out into a tirade of abuse, not only against To

bias, but against Providence. After the example ofJob, subjected to

the same trial, the good man addressed himself with tears to the God

of all consolation, saying : " Thou art just, 0 Lord, and Thy judg

ments are right !"

Tobias, imagining that he should no longer be of any use to his

brethren, implored the Lord to call him to Himself, and hoped to be

heard. In anticipation ofthe event, he called his son, and spoke to him

as all Christian parents should speak to their children before dying.

" Hear, my son," he said, " the last words of your father : let them

be the rule of your whole conduct When God receives my soul,

bury my body. Honour your mother all the days of your life.

Never forget what pains and dangers you cost her. When she

finishes her course on the earth, bury her beside me. Have God
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present to your mind all the days of yonr life ; take care never to

consent to sin. Give alms out of your goods ; do not turn away

your eyes from any poor person, and thereby you shall merit that

the eyes of the Lord will never be turned away from you. If you

have much, give much ; if you have only a little, give willingly

even of that little. To employ it thus, is to lay up a treasure foi

the time of need, because almsgiving atones for sin and deliver?

from death. Watch over your heart : fear even the beginning ol

an inclination that leads to crime. Never suffer pride to reign in

you, for it was the source of all perdition. Do not to another that

which you would not wish another to do to you. Always take

counsel of a wise man. Bless the Lord on every occasion, and be

seech Him to direct you in all your ways."

Thus the holy man placed in the front rank all the great duties,

as being the great interests of his son. It was only at the end

that he said : " When you were yet in your cradle, I lent ten

talents of silver to Gabelus. He dwells in Rages, a city of the

Medes: I have his receipt. Look about and see how you can

make this journey, to receive the amount from him, and to return

him his note. Fear nothing, my son; we are poor, but we shall

always have enough, if we fear God, avoid sin, and practise good

works."

" Father," answered the young Tobias, "I will do all that you

have commanded me ; only I do not know how to recover this

money. Gabelus does not know me ; neither do I know him : I

do not even know the way that leads to Rages." " My son,'' said

the father, "I have his acknowledgment; when you show it

to him, I am sure that he will give you the ten talents. Seek

among your brethren for a faithful guide to accompany you, and we

shall reward him for his trouble."

The son of the good old man went out immediately, and just at

the moment met a handsome youth, with a noble, grave, mild air,

dressed as a traveller, and ready to set forth. Not knowing that

this was an angel of God, Tobias saluted him, and said : "Who are

you, excellent young man ?" "I am one of the children of IsraeL"

"Do you know the way to Rages, a city of the Medes?' "I

know it perfectly ; I have stayed with Gabelus, our brother, who

dwells at Rages." "Wait a moment till I tell this news to

my father." Tobias, informed of all, told his son to make the

young stranger come in. It was agreed that he should accompany

the young Tobias, and that, on their return, he should be given his

reward. The venerable patriarch invoked a blessing on the two

travellers; and the son, having bidden adieu to his father and

mother, set out with his guide.
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Until the moment of separation, the constanoy of the mother

had been pretty well supported ; but, immediately afterwards,

maternal love overcoming her, she began to weep, and to say to her

husband : ' ' You have taken away from us the staff of our old age ;

would to God that you had never possessed that money which you

have sent him to obtain I"

The young Tobias, conducted by the angel, went on farther

and farther : his dog followed him. At the close of the first day

they reached the banks of the Tigris, in which Tobias desired to

wash his feet ; but suddenly a monstrous fish sprang up to devour

him. The young traveller, terrified, exclaimed : " Sir, he is going

to swallow me I" The angel reassured him, and told him to seize

the fish by the gill, and to draw it out on the bank. Tobias drew

the fish to land, and it lay palpitating at his feet. " Open it," said

the angel, "and take out the heart, the gall, and the liver; they

will one day serve you to work a cure." Then roasting a portion

of the animal's flesh on coals, and salting the rest, they carried away

as much food as sufficed them to the end of their journey.

After a long march they drew nigh to a city of Media. " Where

do you wish,'' asked Tobias, "that we should go and lodge?"

The angel answered : " Here is a near relative of your own, named

Raguel. He has an only daughter, named Sara, whom the Lord

destines for you, with all her fortune. Ask her of her father ; she

will not be refused you." Tobias said: "I have heard that she

has been married seven times, and that all her husbands have

been killed by the devil; I am afraid lest the same misfortune

should befall me, and that my parents, whose only support I am,

should die of grief." " Fear not," said the angel to him; " those

husbands were killed by the devil because their sentiments were

not holy. As for you, fear not. Live in innocence and prayer,

and the devil will have no power over you."

The angel ceased to speak as they entered the house of Raguel.

This man was an Israelite—the soul of honour, piety, and can

dour—and a near and dear friend of the elder Tobias, whom he

had known intimately in his youth. He received his guests with

joy, without yet knowing them otherwise than as travellers of his

own nation. But, having fixed his eyes on Tobias, he said in a

low tone to his wife: " How like this young man is to my cousin

Tobias!" Then, turning to the travellers, he said: "Whence

are you, my brethren ?" " Of the tribe of Nephthali, of the

number of the captives." " Do you know Tobias, my cousin ?"

" We know him." Raguel immediately began to praise him

"This is his only son," said the angel. Raguel cast himself on

the neck of his young relation, bedewed him with his tears, and,
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holding him in a tender embrace, exclaimed : " May God bless you,

my son, because you are the son of a good and most virtuous man!"

On their side, Anna and Sara, witnesses of this sight, shed tears of

tenderness in abundance.

After these first transports of loving friendship, Raguel ordered

a feast to be prepared. When all things were ready, he invited

them to sit down to table. " I will accept nothing," said the

young Tobias to him, 11 unless you first grant me in marriage your

daughter Sara."

A marriage arranged in heaven, and brought about by an angel,

is soon concluded on earth. Raguel, however, was seized with fear:

he hesitated. The angel reassured him, and he gave his consent.

The guests then took their places at table. It was an innocent

feast, in which all continually blessed the mercies of the Lord, who

bestowed on them so many sensible marks of His kindness.

Next day, Raguel signed a deed, by which he then and there

transferred to the young Tobias one half of all his goods, stipulating

moreover that, after his death and that of his wife, the remaining

half should also revert to him, as his sole heir. So many evidences

of affection and generosity seemed to place the young Tobias in a

position of utter inability to resist the earnest solicitations of his

father-in-law not to depart for a couple of weeks longer. But, on

the other hand, if he owed much to Raguel, he owed still more to

his father and mother, whom the least delay would cast into a

state of the most painful uneasiness. To obey their orders, it was

necessary that he should pursue his journey as far as Rages of

Media, in order to receive back the ten talents lent to Gabelus.

Uncertain of what was best to be done, he besought his guide to

go himself to Rages, to hand the note to Gabelus, and to beg him

to come and share in the rejoicings of his wedding. The angel de

parted, received the money, and brought Gabelus back with him.

At the sight of the son of his benefactor, Gabelus, moved to tears,

exclaimed: " May the God of Israel load you with His blessings,

for you are the son of a most worthy man ! May you see your

children, and your children's children, to the third and fourth gene

rations ! May your race be specially favoured by the God of Israel,

who reigns for ever and ever !" All those present answered

" Amen." Due honour was rendered to Gabelus. The joy of the

marriage feast was renewed—a joy always regulated by the fear

of God, of whom all the guests were faithful adorers.

At length, the moment of departure having arrived, the same

desire as before was manifested to detain the young Tobias; but he

answered : "I know that my father and mother count the days,

and that they are in the greatest anxiety." Then Raguel delivered
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to him his daughter, and with her the half of all that he possessed

in men-servants, women-servants, flocks, kiue, and camels, besides

a very large sum of money. The father and mother of Sara tenderly

embraced her, and said to- her : " Honour your father and mother-

in-law, love your husband, take care of your family, govern your

house well, and behave yourself without fault."

The journey was long. The numerous beasts could only ad

vance slowly. The angel then said to Tobias: "You know how

you left your father and mother ; if you choose, let us go on before

hand ; your wife, the servants, the cattle, the baggage, will follow

us, and we shall announce their approach. Bring with you what

remains of the gall of the fish, for you shall have need of it."

Tobias yielded without hesitation to the advice of his guide, and

they set out.

The diligence of the two travellers could not prevent the repin-

ings of old Tobias and his wife, who spoke of nothing but the absent

object of their affections. According to their calculations, their son

should now have returned. Ever submissive to the orders of Provi

dence, Tobias would say from time to time to Anna, his wife : "Why,

do you think, does my son tarry so long ?" And the old pair would

begin to weep. But nothing could calm the solicitude of the

mother of Tobias. " Alas ! alas I" she would say, shedding tears,

" why did we send you so far away from us—you, the light of our

eyes, the staff of our old age, the consolation of our life ?" Sad

beyond measure, she went forth every day from her house, looked

about on all sides, and visited all the ways by which there seemed

any hope that he might return, so as, if possible, to see him coming

from afar.

Meanwhile, the young Tobias was speeding onward with his

companion, who pointed out to him the means that he should

adopt to restore sight to his father. Anna was as usual making

her search : she was on the top of a hill that overlooked the whole

country. The eyes of a mother recognise a son at a greater distance

than the eyes of another. She saw him, she knew him, and, run

ning to the house, she said to her husband : " Your son is coming."

Then the dog, which had followed them throughout the journey, ran

before, and, as if it brought the news of their arrival, testified

its joy by wagging its tail and fawning. The father of Tobias,

though blind, arose and began to run, stumbling at every step ; and,

reaching his hand to a servant, hurried forward to meet his son.

Receiving him into his arms, he embraced him affectionately, as did

also his wife : and the two began to weep for joy.

After having adored and thanked the Lord, they sat down

together. Then the young Tobias, taking the gall of the fish

VOL. L 85
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rubbed it on his father's eyes. In the course of half an hour there

fell from them a little white skin, and Tobias recovered his sight.

He returned the liveliest thanks to the Lord. The young Tobias

related to him, as well as to his mother, all the favours that he had

received from the Lord during his journey.

Seven days afterwards, Sara arrived in good health with all her

troop. There was no fear that this virtuous family should ever

fail in the sacred duty of gratitude. After the holy rejoicings by

which so many happy events were celebrated, Tobias called his son

to him, and said : What can we offer this young man who has

served you as a guide ?" " All that we could give him,'' answered

the young Tobias, " would be as nothing in comparison with the

services that he has rendered to me ; but I beg you, father, to ask

him if he will condescend to accept the half of all the things that

I have brought."

They took the angel aside, and made their proposal with a most

generous heart. It was then that the angel made himself known

to them, and said to the old Tobias : *1 When thou didst pray with

tears, and didst bury the dead—when, for this purpose, thou didst

leave thy repast, and didst hide the bodies during the day so as to

inter them during the night, I offered thy prayer to the Lord ; for

I am the angel Raphael, one of the seven angels who always

stand before the Lord." At these words, the father and son fell

upon the ground on their face. " Peace be to yon," said the

angel ; " fear not ; it is time that I should return to Him who sent

me ; as for you, bless the Lord, and publish all His wonderful

works." Immediately he disappeared.

Tobias lived yet a long time, and saw his children and his

grandchildren walk in the way of justice. The young Tobias, after

the death of his father and mother, returned to Ragnel and Anna,

and he was their comfort in their declining days. At the age

of ninety, ho went himself to rejoin his father, leaving after him a

numerous posterity, beloved by God and man for the virtues of

which they continually set the brightest example.

The history of Tobias, like that of Judith, is undoubtedly

taken by itself—one of the most interesting episodes in our holy

books. But if we regard it in its relations with the preparations

for the Messias, it suddenly assumes a grander bearing ; we under

stand it better, we admire it more, for we see that it ocenpies an

important place in the general plan of Providence. Such is the

point of view from which wo have considered it, as well as that

of Judith : it will be the same with that of Esther, of which we

shall next speak.
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Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having drawn

good out of evil, by making the punishment of the Israelites, and

their dispersion among the Gentiles, serve to prepare the way for

the kingdom of the Messias.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

will have the greatest respectfor myfather and mother.

LESSON XLVIII.

PBePAEATIONS FOE THE MESSIAS (continued).

Mission of the Persians. History of Esther. Mardochai discovers a conspi

racy. Aman, the favourite of Assuerus, wishes to receive divine honours.

Mardochai refuses him this tribute. Aman swears to destroy Mardochai,

and all the other Jews along with him. Mardochai gives information of

this design to Esther. She goes to the king. Triumph of Mardochai.

Humiliation and Death of Aman. Deliverance of the Jews.

We have alluded to four great decrees of Providence in reference to

the preparations for the Messias. The first establishes that the

Jewish people, destined to give birth to the Redeemer of the world,

should be the special depositary of the great promise—conse

quently, the faithful guardian of the true Religion. The preceding

lesson has rendered the literal execution of this first decree palpable

to ns.

The second establishes that the Messias should be born in

Judea, and of the family of David. Let us again show Providence

making all events in the history of the Jews and other nations

concur to the accomplishment of this new design. It is for this

object that, two thousand years before the coming of the Messias,

God calls Abraham from the distant regions of Mesopotamia, and

directs him to fix his abode in Judea, then called the Land of

Chanaan. It is for this that He engages with an oath to give the

country to Abraham and his posterity. It is for this that, four

hundred years later on, He moves heaven and earth, to deliver the

descendants of the holy patriarch out of the land of Egypt, and to

lead them into their own land.

It is for this that He exterminates the seven powerful nations

who occupy it ; that He steadily maintains His people in it during

fifteen hundred years, notwithstanding the continual efforts of the

neighbouring nations to deprive them of it ; that He wishes, if the
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Israelites are led into captivity, to retain a small number who may

guard the sacred land, without ever permitting any strange people

to succeed in establishing themselves in it. It is for this also that,

in the midst of so many cities destroyed during these incessant

wars, the little city of Bethlehem subsists. It is for this, in fine,

that the little city of Bethlehem falls as a portion to the tribe of

Juda, and becomes later on the inheritance of the family of David,

from which the Messias should spring. So much for events having

particular reference to the Jewish people.

Outside, we have the same design and the same concurrences.

It is for the execution of this same decree that the powerful

monarchy of the Persians, the second of the four great empires pre

dicted by Daniel, takes the place of the empire of Babylon. In

effect, according to the prophets, the Messias should be born in

Judea, of the race of Abraham, and of the tribe of Juda. It was

therefore necessary to preserve the Jews in Judea, or to lead them

back into it in case they should be removed from it. Moreover,

the Messias should be born not only in Judea, but in Bethle

hem, of a Virgin of the family of David. His origin was one of

the marks by which on a future day He should be recognised. It

was therefore necessary to maintain among the Jews the various

distinctions of tribes and families.

Now, as we have remarked, the Assyrians entertained quite

opposite views ; they desired nothing more earnestly than to extermi

nate a people who were odious to them. For seventy years they

held them prisoners in Babylon. A longer captivity, if it should

not have destroyed the Jews altogether, would have exposed

them to the danger of being confounded with those among whom

they lived. To preserve them, to prevent their being blended with

a foreign nation, and to provide for their return into Judea, God

raised them up a liberator. As He had employed the princes of

Assyria for the execution of His vengeance, He rendered the kings

of Persia the ministers of His bounty towards the holy nation, and

destined Cyrus, the founder of this second empire, to set free the

children of Israel.

It is Isaias that again instructs us regarding the designs of God

over this second monarchy. How admirable !—the prophet men

tions Cyrus by name, two hundred years before this prince's birth ;

represents the Almighty taking him by the hand, leading him from

province to province, making the ramparts of cities fall at his ap

proach, and abandoning to him the riches and treasures of every

place. All these things were to happen in order to punish Babylon,

and to liberate Juda.

Let us recollect ourselves, and hear these magnificent oracles.
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Thus saith the Lord to my anointed Cyrus, whose right hand I

have taken hold of, to subdue nations before his face, and to turn the

backs of kings, and to open the doors before him, and the gates shall not

be shut. I will go before thee, and will humble the great ones of the

earth: I will break in pieces the gates of brass, and will burst the

bars of iron. I will give thee hidden treasures, and the concealed

riches of secret places : that thou mayest know that lam the Lord who

call thee by thy name, the God of Israel. For the sake of My servant

Jacob, and Israel My elect, I have even called thee by thy name : Ihave

made a likeness of thee, and thou hast not known Me. 1 am the Lord,

and there is none else : there is no God besides Me : I girded thee, and

thou hast not known Me .... I have raised him up to do justice, and

I will direct all his ways : he shall build My city, and let go My cap

tives, not for ransom, nor for presents, saith the Lord the God of

hosts.'

As we see, the mission of the Persians is one of protection and

benevolence in regard to the Jews. The chiefs of this new mon

archy, it must be said to their praise, acquitted themselves faith

fully of their commission. Thanks to them, the city and the temple

of Jerusalem were rebuilt, and the Jews were removed to and

maintained in Judea, with the distinctions of tribes and families,

until the coming of the Messias. There were found at that time,

nevertheless, some ambitious and short-sighted men, such as are

found in every court, who leave not a stone unturned to direct

their masters in a wrong course, and thus hasten the fall of their

empires, by placing their leaders in opposition to the designs of

the Most High. From being protectors of the Jews—the proper

character of those powerful Eastern monarchs—some perverse

courtiers endeavoured to make them the most cruel persecutors,

the most heartless exterminators : at the head of these imprudent

and guilty men appears Aman, the favourite of Assuerus.

But the Supreme Ruler of the world, who holds in His hands

the reins of empires, and who makes the wills and wickednesses of

men serve for the accomplishment of His eternal purposes, turned

to the advantage of His great design the machinations of this

haughty minister. God had employed the services of a weak

woman to break the power of the proud Holofernes ; by similar

means He is now about to overthrow the projects of Aman. The

history of Esther, therefore, like that of Judith, , is admirably con

nected with the general plan for the redemption of the human race :

these two heroines, figures of her who was to crush the serpent's

head, save the Jewish people, to whose keeping is confided the

great promise of the Liberator.

' lea., xlv.
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Among the captive Jews at Babylon was Mardochai, of the

tribe of Benjamin. He had a niece named Esther, who had lost in

her childhood both her parents. Adopted by her uncle, the young

orphan lived in innocence and in the faithful observance of the Law

of God. Assuerus, who was at that time reigning in Babylon,

having gained some splendid victories, desired to hold, on his return

to his capital, a succession of feasts that might seem worthy of the

most powerful monarch in the East. He invited thither all the

officers of the army, and all the satraps or governors of the hundred

and twenty-seven provinces into which his vast empire was divided.

On the seventh day of these feaets, he took a fancy to bring

Queen Vasthi, his wife, before the eyes of all the court, that every

one might render homage to her extraordinary beauty. Vasthi re

fused to present herself. Assuerus, enraged beyond measure, at

once repudiated her. He immediately ordered that the most

accomplished young virgins in his kingdom should be brought to

him, that he might select a wife from amongst them. Esther

was one of their number. The humble daughter of Juda asked

little for her adornment ; she was content with what it was

judged proper to give her. She appeared before the king with that

air of modesty and simplicity which never abandoned her. The

king preferred her to all the others, placed the diadem on her head,

and made her reign instead of Vasthi.

Having become a queen, an all-powerful queen, Esther did not

swerve from the simplicity of her conduct or the innocence of her

life. She was still the same in her palace, and in the midst

of a crowded and pompous court, as she had been in the house of

her uncle, and in the society of the other young Israelite maidens

of her age. She spent her time in holy prayer and in meditation on

the Divine Law. As docile as ever to the instructions of Mardochai,

whom she honoured as a father, she observed with fidelity whatever

he directed her to do in the various circumstances in which she

found herself. The principal care of this virtuous man was to moke

the young queen remember that it was not for herself, but for her

people, that she had been raised to the throne.

All that passed at the court of the king of Persia entered into

the plan of Divine Providence. There was nothing, even to the

assiduity of Mardochai at the gates of the palace, which proceeded

only from his tenderness for Esther, that did not tend directly

towards the welfare of the Jewish people—consequently, towards

the preservation of the great promise of the Liberator : a matter of

the first importance, in which the lordly Assuerus bore only an

inferior part.

Ono day as Mardochai, according to his custom, was alone, he
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heard the two commandants of the gate whispering to each other

of murdering the king. Having lent a more attentive ear, he

discovered the whole plot of the conspiracy. When he was fully

convinced of it, ho found means of secretly informing Esther

regarding the affair ; and the queen, without delay, acquainted

the king, her hushand, with the danger that threatened him, adding

that it was from Mardochai she had received the particulars of

this cruel design. The officers were arrested : they acknowledged

their crime, and were condemned to death.

Following the example of his royal predecessors, Assuerus had

the record of this event laid up in the archives of his kingdom ; but

God permitted that he should forget his deliverer. Mardochai

received a few trifling presents, with an invitation however to re

main always within the precincts of the palace.

While Assuerus treated with so much indifference a faithful

servant to whom he owed his life, the same prince, by a second

permission of Providence, placed his empire at the disposal of a

man whom he discovered at a later period to be the most dangerous

of his enemies.

This traitor was called Aman. By his wily artifices, he man

aged little by little to become the favourite of the monarch and the

master of the court : AssUerus had elevated him to a throne little

inferior to his own. Whenever Aman appeared at the gates of the

palace, it was necessary, by the express orders of the king, to bow be

fore him, to bend the knee to the earth, to prostrate profoundly. He

was the idol of the master : everyone was compelled to adore him.

Aman pretended that these honours were rendered to him as a

god. The creatures of the court and the people generally complied

with whatever he desired; but their prevarication was no rule for

Mardochai. Aman had frequent occasion to pass before this intre

pid adorer of the true God, and, from the moment that he claimed

such marks of respect as the Jews rendered to God alone, received

no notice from him whatsoever. The officers and guards of the

palace, surprised at the hardihood of Mardochai, often asked him

whether he did not fear to draw upon himself the indignation of

Aman. He told them in reply that he was a Jew, and that his

religion forbade him to render to man the honours that were duo

to God alone.

They represented the matter to the haughty minister, who did

not delay to prove, by personal experience, the truth of their

report. More than once he remarked that, as he passed, this

Jew still stood upright, and did not bend the knee to him :

stung to the quick, he resolved to be revenged. Mardochai was

doubly guilty in the eyes of the traitor—for having refused him
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divine honours, and for having discovered the late conspiracy

against the king. The sacrifice of his life would be too little to

expiate this twofold crime : the whole Jewish nation should wash

it away in their blood.

Aman went in search of the king, and, describing the Jews

scattered through his kingdom as a turbulent race, enemies of the

gods, censurers of immemorial practices, and rebels to the commands

of their sovereign, he added that the public peace demanded that

the land should be freed as soon as possible from such a hated race.

He begged an order to exterminate them all in one day. Assuerus,

jealous of his authority, signed the sentence of death. While

couriers bore the proclamation to the governors of all the provinces,

it was hung up publicly in the capital.

We may judge how great was the consternation of the Jews on

reoeiving this news. They shed torrents of tears ; they raised the

most piteous cries. Happily they did not confine themselves to

these fruitless lamentations : they had recourse with one accord to

prayer, to fasting, to the most sincere repentance.

Mardochai himself, having seen the edict, rent his garments,

put on sackcloth, and covered his head with ashes. In this melan

choly costume he ran to the gates of the palace, where he was

obliged to stop ; for it was a crime to enter with mourning dress

into the house ot the prince. He desired, by his demonstrations,

to make known to Esther something of what was occurring : God

did not permit him to be disappointed. The waiting-maids of the

queen, aware indeed that she took some interest in Mardochai, but

not having the slightest suspicion that she was a Jewess, or a

niece of the stranger, informed her of the condition in which he

had appeared.

Esther immediately called one of her officers, and ordered him

to go and ask Mardochai what was the meaning of his sorrow.

Mardochai gave the officer a copy of the edict, and told him to de

liver it to the queen, conjuring her in his name to see the king at

once, and to implore its revocation. The officer returns to Esther,

hands her the edict, and faithfully repeats all that Mardochai has

charged him to say. " Does not Mardochai then know," exclaims

Esther, " that no person, unless specially called by name, can ap

pear in the king's chamber, under penalty of instant death ? Be-

turn," she adds, " and acquaint Mardochai with the law of which

he is not aware." " Tell the queen from me," says Mardochai to

the officer, " to visit the king. Who knows whether the Lord has

not crowned her in order to make her the instrument of His

mercy ?"

Esther, having received this answer, sent a message to Mardo
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chai : " Assemble all the Jews that are in the capital, and pray yo

for me." On her side, she had recourse to prayer, fasted three days,

and, recommending herself with tears to God, offered herself up as

a victim for the salvation of her people.

After three days she takes her most splendid apparel, and calls

two of her maids: one follows her, bearing up her train; she

leans on the arm of the other. Arrived in the hall adjoining the

apartments of the king, she pauses. In a little while the door

opens : Assuerus appears on his throne, clad in his royal robes, and

radiant with gold and diamonds. At the approach of Esther,

whom he beholds entering without his orders, his fiery eyes reveal

the deep anger of his soul. Esther falls to the ground in a faint ;

the bright tints of her countenance are changed to a death-like

pallor, and her head, motionless, rests on one of her handmaids.

God permitted this accident, to draw His glory from it: the

Master of the hearts of kings, He suddenly changed that of Assu

erus. This prince, trembling with fear at the sight of the queen's sad

condition, rose quickly from his throne, ran towards Esther, took

her in his arms, and spared no pains to restore her. " What is the

matter, Esther?" he said to her; "I am your brother, fear not.

No, you shall not die ; the law made for others does not concern

you ; come near, and touch the sceptre." Esther not having yet

quite come to herself, the king placed his golden sceptre on her

neck, and said to her : " Speak to me." The queen at these words

recovered consciousness a little, drew near, and kissed the end of the

golden sceptre ; then, raising her eyes to Assuerus, she said with

difficulty : " My lord, you appeared to me as an angel of God ; I

was not able to endure your glance."

At these words, she fainted away again in the arms of her

attendant. The king's trouble was excessive : he neglected nothing

that could afford solace to his wife, until she had perfectly regained

her senses. Assuerus, now at the summit of his desires, said to

her: "Esther, what do you desire of me? Though it should bo

the half of my kingdom, I wiE give it to you." She contented

herself with answering : " If it please the king, I beg him to come

to-day, with Aman, to a banquet that I have prepared." The

invitation was accepted willingly, and the king went with his

minister. In the midst of the feast, which was magnificent, Assu

erus asked the queen anew whether she had anything to desire of

him. Esther answered him : " I beseech the king to come again

to-morrow with Aman to take part in my banquet, and I will tell

him what I desire."

Intoxicated with the honour that he had just received, Aman

returned home ; and, as he was passing through the gates of the
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palace, he again saw Mardochai sitting in his accustomed pla;e, and

not making the slightest motion. The minister of state hastened

to inform his wife and friends of what had just happened to him.

" The queen," he said, " has invited me alone, with the king, to

her banquet, and to-morrow I must dine with them ; but all these

things are as nothing to me so long as I see Mardochai the Jew

not taking the trouble even to rise when I pass." His wife and

friends said to him ; "Order a gibbet fifty cubits high to be pre

pared, and have him hanged upon it." The advice pleased Aman:

the gibbet was prepared, and next day Mardochai was to be hanged

upon it.

Meanwhile Assuerus, not being able to close an eye the whole

night, occupied himself in the perusal of the annals of the latter

years of his reign. He came to the place in which it was narrated

how Mardochai the Jew had discovered the plot against the king's

life : he inquired what reward this faithful stranger had received

for such an important service. " Sire," answered his officers, "you

made him a few little presents at the moment of the public alarm ;

but they were so trivial that it was not thought necessary to record

them."

The officers had scarcely finished speaking when the king,

hearing a noise, asked : " Is there not some one in the ante-cham

ber ?" There was indeed some one : it was Aman, who had come

to beg permission to hang Mardochai. " It is Aman," answer the

officers. "Tell him to come in," says the king. On his entrance,

Assuerus says to him : " What ought to be done for a man whom

the king wishes to honour in a special manner f" Aman, quite

certain that it is himself whom the king wishes to honour, answers:

"My lord, the man whom the king wishes to honour should be

clothed in your royal robes, should be set on the horse that the

king himself rides on days ofceremony, should have the crown placed

upon his head, and should be led thus through the city, the first

of all the king's princes and nobles holding the horse's bridle, and

crying out in a loud voice : Thus shall he be honoured whom the

king wishes to honour." " Very well," says Assuerus to him,

" make haste : take my royal garments and my horse of state, and

do these things for Mardochai the Jew, who sits at the gate of the

palace. Omit nothing of what you have advised."

Death would have been less painful than such an order. It

was necessary, however, to approve of it, to bury his vexation in

the depths of his soul, and to obey without reply. Aman took the

royal robe, clothed Mardochai with it in the public street, helped

him on the king's horse, and, holding the bridle, marched along,

proclaiming in a loud voice: "Thus shall he be honoured whom
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the king wishes to honour." When Mardochai had returned to the

gate of the palace, Aman hastened to reach his house with tears in

his eyes and his head covered. He related to his wife and friends

all that had just happened to him. His account was not ended,

when the officers of the king came to request his immediate attend

ance at the feast that the queen had prepared. He arrived in

all haste, and entered with the king into the hanquet-hall of the

queen.

The entertainment, like that of the day before, was magnificent.

At the close of the repast, Assuerus, addressing Esther, said : "What

do you desire of me ? Though it be the half of my kingdom, you

shall obtain it." Esther answered : " If I have found favour be

fore you, 0 king, I only ask of you my own life and the lives of my

people. For we are, I and my people, given over to death, pro

scribed and condemned. Would to God that it were enough to sell

us, men and women, as slaves ! The evil would be endurable, and

I should be content to mourn in silence. But so much cruelty

on the part of our enemy reflects upon the king's name." " Who

is this enemy," answered Assuerus, struck with astonishment,

"and what is his power, that he should dare attempt such things?"

Esther answered: "This enemy is Aman!" At these words,

Aman was stupified. Assuerus, scarcely able to repress his in

dignation, went out for a moment. Aman fell at the feet of the

queen, beseeching her to obtain his life. The king returned; and

his officers cast a cloth over Aman's face to hide this odious ob

ject from the eyes of their master. One of them exclaimed aloud :

" In the house of Aman there is a gibbet, fifty cubits high, which

he had prepared for Mardochai, who saved the king's life." " Go

and hang him upon it," said Assuerus. The order was executed,

and the king's anger was appeased.

Behold the well-merited fate of an impious man, who had

become so intoxicated with his greatness as to imagine himself

a deity I The death of Aman is also a terrible example of the

justice of God in regard to the persecutors of innocence, and an

illustrious monument of His goodness towards His adorers, when,

in the midst of dangers, they remember that He is their Father,

and rely upon His protection.

This was only the beginning of the favours of God. The

gratitude of His people, who publicly sang His praises in the

midst of an idolatrous city, joined with the virtue of Esther, who

referred all the glory of so many wonders to Him, attributing

nothing to herself, obliged Him to put the finishing stroke to

His work by the most signal benefits. Assuerus gave the queen

all the possessions of Aman, and made Mardochai his favourite
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and his prime minister. Esther, on her side, confided to her uncle

the superintendence of her house. Then, casting herself at the feet

of the king, she besought him with tears to revoke the edict of

proscription issued against the Jews : this favour was promised to

her on the spot. Thanks to a new edict, published throughout all

the provinces, the Jews were not only delivered from obloquy, but

treated with the utmost respect, on account of Esther and Mar-

doohai.

It was thus that Providence watched over His chosen people,

and conducted the monarchy of the Persians towards its true mis

sion, which was to protect the Jewish nation. All these things

were done in consideration of the Messias, who should be born of

it. How often do events, apparently trivial, become of great im

portance, when viewed in their relations with the general plan of

the Most High for the redemption of the human race !

Penetrated with gratitude for so many benefits, the Jews con

secrated by a perpetual feast the remembrance of their deliverance.

The eve of this feast was a day of general fasting, to remind them

of the destruction with which they had been threatened. The feast

itself was spent in psalmody, and in innocent rejoicings. On these

occasions they sent to one another presents of dishes that they

had prepared. They were especially careful not to forget the poor

of their nation, that all might have a share in the general jubilation.

A touching example of that charity which the Christians of the

early ages followed to the letter, but which their children nowa

days do not so often imitate !

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having miracu

lously preserved Thy people, and thereby prepared the way for the

kingdom of the Messias ; grant us the grace to be, like Esther and

Mardochai, full of confidence towards Thee in adversity, and of

gratitude towards Thee in prosperity.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, luili

often repeat this little prayer : 0 Jems, meek and humble of heart,

have mercy on me !
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LESSON XLIX.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE MESSIAS (continued).

Third Monarchy predicted by Daniel ; that of the Greeks. Its Mission : to

spread everywhere a knowledge of the Greek Language. Visit of

Alexander to the East : he swears to exterminate the Jews : God changes

his heart. The Monarchy of the Greeks draws the Jews into all parts of

the world ; it makes known the Holy Books, tad certifies to their authen

ticity. Mission of the Romans.

The preceding lessons have enabled us to behold the accomplish

ment of the first two decrees of Providence relative to the prepara

tions for the Messias, namely, that the Jewish nation should be the

privileged guardian of the great promise of the Liberator, as well

as of the true Religion ; and that the Messias should be born of this

race in Judea, and of the family of David.

It was likewise decided in the counsels of the Most High that

the kingdom of the Messias, that is, the Gospel, should he spread

with rapidity from one end of the world to the other. We now

proceed to show in what manner events limited to the Jewish

people, as well as the third empire predicted by Daniel, concurred

to the accomplishment of this third decree of the Almighty.

God had raised up the empire of the Persians to deliver His

people from the captivity of Babylon and to restore to them the

possession of Judea. The kings of Persia had acquitted themselves

faithfully, perhaps unwittingly, of the commission that they had

received from the Sovereign Master. Judea was repeopled by its

ancient inhabitants ; the city and the temple of Jerusalem were re

built. Under the protecting shadow of the monarchy of the

Persians, the Jews had multiplied: they were now a compact

people ; they were become a strong, rich, and flourishing nation.

allowed it to pass into the hands of the Greeks. This new revolu

tion was intended to serve the future work of the Messias, and to

make remote preparations for the promulgation of the GospeL

The proof of this is to be found in the prophecy of Daniel, and

in the history of Alexander and his successors. The distinctive

characteristics of the third monarchy are, in the eyes of the prophet,

its rapid rise and its amazing extent. After that, he says, as 1

looked, I taw another beast like a leopard ; and it had upon it four

wings as ofafowl. And this beast hadfour heads, and power was given

 

accomplished its mission, God
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to it.1 Further on, Daniel again describes Alexander, and expresses

himself thus :—Iwas attentive to what Isaw, and behold! a furious

he-goat came from the West over theface of the whole earth, and he

did not touch the ground. And this he-goat became exceeding great and

grown, and his great Iwrn was broken, and there came up four horns

under it, towards the four winds of heaven.*

In this double characteristic of rapidity and extent, is shown

the nature of the Providential mission assigned to the empire of the

Greeks. History will explain the matter clearly to us, and confirm

1. The monarchy of the Greeks prepared the way for the

spread of the Gospel by rendering the Greek language popular

throughout the whole East, that is, the language in which the

Gospel should be announced. Thereby, God secured a free course

for the preaohing of the Apostles and a rapid circulation for the

doctrine of the Messias.

See how manifestly the action of Providence appears here. The

progress of Alexander in the East ought, according to human calcu

lations, to overthrow the design of the Lord. But He who makes

kings, who elevates and depresses empires at His pleasure, knew

how to turn the power of this fierce conqueror to the glory of the

Great Liberator and to the establishment of His eternal kingdom.

Alexander, who, in his victorious career, scarcely touched the

ground, so surprising was the rapidity of his conquests, had laid

siege to Tyre. This powerful city held him at bay for seven

months. From the foot of its walls, the terrible conqueror sent

commissioners to summon the Jews to submit to his authority and

to furnish him with supplies. The Jews excused themselves on the

plea that they had already sworn fidelity to Darius, the king of

Persia. Irritated at this answer, Alexander had no sooner reduced

Tyre than he marched against Jerusalem, determined to make this

city another example of his severity.

As he was advancing to exterminate the holy nation, the high-

priest, who was named Jaddus, had recourse to God. He com

manded public prayers and offered sacrifices to implore the assist

ance of Heaven. God watched over the preservation of His people,

and the accomplishment of His promise regarding the Messias, who

should be born of them. He appeared in a dream to the high-

priest, told him to scatter flowers through the city, to open all the

1 Dan. vii. & "

2 Dan. viii. 5, 8. We should see in the Fathers and interpreters with

what admirable precision all these characteristics agree with Alexander and

the Empire of the Greeks, of which he was the founder. (Corn, a Lapide,

in £an.\
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gates, and to go himself, clad in his pontifical garments, to meet Alex

ander, without fearing anything from this prince, for He Himself

should protect him. Jaddus, full of joy, related to the people the

vision with which ho had been favoured. Everything was prepared

as had been prescribed in the revelation. The high-priest, accompa

nied by various other ministers, robed in linen, proceeded out of

the city to an elevated spot from which a distinct view might be

had of the city and the temple of Jerusalem. Here they awaited

the arrival of Alexander.

When it was known that he was coming, the multitude went

forward to meet him in the pompous manner that has been

described. Alexander was struck at the sight of the high-priest,

clothed in his ephod, with his tiara on his head, and a plate of gold

on his brow, having the name of God written on it. Seized with

respect, he bowed before the pontiff, and saluted him with a reli

gious veneration. The surprise of all present cannot be expressed :

they scarcely believed their eyes ; they could not imagine anything

like a change so unexpected.

Parmenion, one of the confidential attendants on the prince,

could not recover from his astonishment. He asked why the king

adored the high-priest—the king, who was himself adored by all

the world. "It is not the high-priest that I adoro," answered

Alexander, " but God, whose minister he is. When 1 v. :i<< yet in

Macedon, meditating the conquest of Persia, this same mau, in the

same dress, appeared to me in a dream, and assured me that his God

would accompany me and make me victorious over the Persians.

The moment I perceived this priest, I immediately recognised him

by his garments and his features: it is impossible for me to doubt

that this war has been begun by the command and under the guid

ance of the God whom he adores. It is on this account that I

render homage to Him in the person of His minister."

Alexander then embraced Jaddus and came to Jerusalem. He

went up to the temple, and there offered sacrifices to God in the

manner pointed out to him by the high-priest. He was shown the

prophecies of Daniel, which announced that the empire of the

Persians should be destroyed by a king of Greece. Alexander,

transported with delight and admiration, granted the Jews whatever

they desired.

The empire of Alexander, of which the devil made use to en

large his city, but which, in the counsels of Providence, was

intended to facilitate the preaching of the Gospel, by spreading far

and wide a knowledge of the Greek tongue, extended itself much

more than that of the Persians. Besides a great part of Africa, it

comprised the vast territory lying between the River Ganges and
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the Adriatic Sea. Providence, which had chosen Alexander to be

the instrument of its designs, withdrew him from the world when

he had accomplished his task. It was predicted that his empire

should he divided, and that four new monarchies should be formed

of its ruins : all this was accomplished point by point.

2. The monarchy of the Greeks prepared the way for the Gospel

by drawing the Jews into most parts of the known world. At first,

there were some who enrolled themselves in the armies of

Alexander, and followed him throughout his expeditions. After

wards, under the reign of his successors, that is, during a space of

about two hundred years, the Jews spread themselves through all

the East. Attracted by the promises, favours, and advantages

that the Greek princes held out to them on all sides, on account

of their inviolable fidelity to their sovereign, they came eventually

to establish themselves in every region of the immense empire of

Alexander.

It was not without a special design of Providence that the Jews,

isolated as they were in their own country, spread themselves over

the other countries of the East. New missionaries, they made

known the true God to these different peoples, and thereby prepared

them remotely to one day receive the light of the Gospel. What is

very surprising is that this intercourse with the nations, which had

previously been so dangerous to them, only rendered them hence-

forth more zealous for the worship of the one true God and more

attached to His holy law. Thus, Providence was arranging every

thing to facilitate the execution of the great work of the

Redemption.

3. The monarchy of the Greeks prepared the way for the

Gospel by rendering celebrated and making known to distant regions

the sacred books of the Jews, that is, Moses and the Prophets. Let

us give a history of this important fact. Ptolemy Philadelphus,

ruler of one of the four kingdoms formed out of the vast empire of

Alexander, had just ascended the throne. Among other provinces

under his sway was that of Egypt, whose capital was Alexandria.

This prince, a lover of science and literature, established in the city

a splendid library ; here were assembled, from all parts of the world,

the rarest and most interesting books. This library soon became

the resort of the learned both of East and West. Ptolemy

having heard that the Jews had a book that contained the laws

of Moses and the history of the Israelite nation, conceived the

design of enriching his library by having it translated from Hebrew

into Greek. For this purpose, he addressed himself to tho high-

priest Eleazar, who had succeeded Jaddus. Ambassadors were

despatched with a very courteous letter and magnificent presents.
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They were received with every demonstration of respect, and ob

tained without difficulty what the king asked.

Eleazar gave them an exact copy of the law of Moses, written

in letters of gold, and appointed six old men of every tribe to

accompany it, in order to translate it into Greek. Ptolemy

loaded with tokens of his friendship these seventy-two interpre

ters. He prepared a house for them, and directed that they

should be supplied with everything they might require. They

began their work without loss of time, and it was speedily com

pleted : this is what we term the Septuagint Version. It; was read in

presence of the king, who highly approved of it, admired especially

the profound wisdom of the laws of Moses, and sent back the interpre

ters with rich presents for themselves and for the temple of Jerusalem.

4. The monarchy of the Greeks prepared the way for the Gos

pel by rendering unquestionable the antiquity and the authenticity

of the prophecies and the other sacred books. The truth of this

proposition appears from the very translation whose history we

have just related. In point of fact, it is certain that, under the

reign of Ptolemy, a long time before the birth of Jesus Christ,

there was made in Egypt a Greek version of the holy books.,

this version we still have. All the prophecies that it contains and

that we have quoted in reference to the Messias, are therefore in-

contestably anterior to the Gospel. Not only their existence, but

their publicity itself, preceded by several centuries the events that are

therein recorded. Moreover, this translation being found in the hands

of pagan nations, it became impossible for the Jews to alter the Old

Testament, or to expunge from it what referred to the Messias.

Thus, to render unassailable the authenticity and to popu

larise the knowledge of the divine book, every page of which

announces the Desired of Nations, was the result of the Septuagint

Version, as well as the greatest benefit bestowed by the third

monarchy foretold by Daniel. Who does not clearly see that

such was the principal design of God in delivering the whole East

over to the power of the Greeks, and in maintaining them there in

spite of their divisions? Henceforward, we understand without

difficulty why He caused the empire of the Persians to be suc

ceeded by that of the Greeks, whose language was eagerly adopted

by all the peoples whom they subjugated. Evidently He

desired to prepare an easy way for the preaching of the Gos

pel, "which was now near at hand, and to facilitate by that universal

language the reunion of so many distinct peoples in one and the

same society, doctrine, and worship.'

1 St, John Chrysostom* regards it as one of the greatest miracles of Divine

• Eomil. IV. in Oenet.

vol. i. 36
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When the monarchy of the Greeks had accomplished its mission,

God allowed it to be absorbed into the vast ocean of the Roman

Empire. Behold the last and most terrible of the four great

empires, pointed out to Daniel in the vista of ages ! What shall be

its mission ? To raise itself to the highest degree ofpower, so as to

become invincible—to subject the whole earth to its authority in

order that, at the command of Imperial Caesar, the blood of Apostles

and the blood of Christians may flow in every clime, and thus ren

der humanly impossible the establishment of the Gospel. Such

was the desire of Satan. The views of the Sovereign Master were

very different.

It was predicted that the kingdom of the Messias should be

established with rapidity throughout the whole earth, and that He

Himselfshould be born inBethlehem when the supreme power should

have Anally departed from the tribe of Juda. The Roman empire

is charged with the accomplishment of this decree in its two parts.

It shall fulfil its duty ; and all the efforts, and even all the success

of Satan, shall be turned against himself.

As for the first part, it was not enough that the Jews, evangeli

cal pioneers as they were, should, after the visit of Alexander, be

scattered over the East and the West, and that Europe, Asia, and

Africa, understanding the Greek language, might easily be instructed

by one company of men ; it was also necessary to facilitate for the

bearers of good tidings their passage from one end of the world to

the other, and in fine it was necessary that the whole human race

should form only one body, so as to be promptly animated by one

and the same spirit.

Providence that a barbarous king, a stranger to the true Religion, an enemy

of the truth and of the people of God, should hare had the Scripture trans

lated into Greek, and should by this means have spread a knowledge of the

truth among all the nations of the world. St. Augustine expresses himself to

the same effect.* " The Jews," he says, " whether from jealousy or from scrupu

losity, did not wish to acquaint strangers with the holy books. God employ*!

an idolatrous king to procure this advantage for the Gentiles." Libri qea

gens jud&a cateris populis vel rcligione, vel invidia, proiere nolebat creditarii

per Vominum gentibus, ministra regis Piolemaipotentate tanto ante prodiii siat,

" What can be wanting to the authority of this version," says St. Hilary,*

" which was made before the coming of Jesus Christ, and at a time when no

one could suspect those who accomplished the work of desiring to flatter Hira

who is announced therein, or accuse them of ignorance, since they were the

leaders and doctors of the Synagogue, instructed in the mOst secret doctrines

of the Messias, and invested with all the authority that pertained to the doctors

of Israel ?" JVVft potuerunt non probabiles esse arbitri interpretandi, qui certit-

eimi el gravissimi erant auctores docendi.

* De Doct. christ., lib. 2, c. xv, tt Serm. xlviii, in Joan.
t Hilar., in tialm. U j vide et Euteb., Praparat, lib, xiii, e. i.
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Now, to trace out on all sides immense roads, to sweep away

nationalities, to overthrow the walls of separation that divided

peoples, to level and cultivate the soil, to form out of so many

countries one great compact society, united under a common

sceptre—finally, to establish a universal peace, which would reign

over land and sea, from East to West: such were even in the eyes

of reason the means most proper for the accomplishment of this

wonderful and gigantic design. Are they not also the distinctive

characteristics of the Roman empire and the first objects of its

mission ?

Daniel had predicted these things with surprising energy, while

Rome was yet in its cradle. The fourth empire, says the prophet,

like iron, which breaks and subdues all other metals, shall overturn and

crush all others.1 And elsewhere he represents it as a ferocious

beast, whose nature is a mixture of the wonderful and the terrible.

It was armed, he tells us, with iron teeth : eating and breaking in

pieces, and treading down the rest with its feet.' The same prophet,

who beheld in the future the formidable power of the Roman

empire, shows it also to us as preparing the way for the everlasting

reign of Our Lord Jesus Christ. It shall be replaced, he tells us,

by another kingdom that sJuill never be destroyed ; which, formed

without any human aid, shall break in pieces and shall consume all

these kingdoms : and itself shall standfar ever.3

These few words of the prophet contain the whole philosophy

of Roman history, as the preceding oracles explain to us the secret

of the rise, progress, and decline of the other monarchies. We now

know the reason why the Romans, acting differently from the

other peoples of antiquity, made it a part of their glory to cover

the earth with that immense network of roads whose solidity

still excites the wonder of modern science; why they were always

the conquerors of their enemies ; why their empire, extending every

day its limits during eight centuries, finished by absorbing nearly

all other nations in its capacious bosom, and by admitting no other

boundaries to its sway than those of the world; why, also, after

the most protracted and sanguinary wars of which history has pre

served a record, the triumphant Roman legions all at once stopped

their march at every point of the globe, folded up their colours, and

allowed their arms to rest ; why, in fine, towards the year 4000

from the creation, the world enjoyed a universal peace. It was at

this time that the Messias, the Prince of Peace, should make His

entrance into the world at the little city of Bethlehem.

There remains the second part of the divine decree, in virtue of

which the Messias should be born at Bethlehem, and should be

1 Dan., ii. 40. Id., vii. 7. Id., u. 4±
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authoritatively recognised as the Son of David. For the Roman

empire—the glory of procuring its accomplishment ! We have not

forgotten that Jacoh, on his death-bed, announced that the Mesiiae

would come when a foreign king should he seated on the throne of Juda.

Now, after the defeat of Pompey, Antony, the Roman consul, passed

into Asia, and confirmed Herod, an Iduuiean by descent, in the

government of Galilee. Behold the act that publicly took away the

sovereign power from the house of Juda!

Antony was not content with this. Having returned to Rome,

he was able to conciliate in regard to Herod the favour of Augustus,

who shortly afterwards became emperor. The new master of the

world had no difficulty in moving the Roman Senate to bestow on

Herod by a solemn decree the title of King of the Jews. In this

character, Herod was conducted to the capitol and crowned with

the usual ceremonies. Now this very epoch, at which the ancient

sceptre of David and Juda passed into the hands of a stranger, had

been fixed by Jacob eighteen centuries before for the coming of the

Messias. Then, in fact, the times assigned by the prophet being

fulfilled, Our Lord Jesus Christ did come into the world : it was on

the fall of the kingdom of Juda, under the fourth monarchy, towards

the end of the seventy weeks marked out by Daniel, before the

destruction of the second temple, which the Messias should

honour with His presence, and at the moment when a general

expectation prevailed in every region of the immediate arrival of a

Deliverer.

' If Jacob announces that the Desired of Nations shall come when

the sceptre has departed from Juda, the prophet Micheas adds that

He shall be born in Bethlehem. The Roman empire shall also be

charged with the verification of this latter circumstance. Joseph

and Mary dwell at Nazareth. Their poverty, the severity of the

season, the state of the Holy Virgin, all these things forbid her to

undertake a journey. Notwithstanding this, the Messias must be

born at Bethlehem. God, who makes the passions of men serve

for the accomplishment of His designs, avails Himself of tiie

caprice, the vanity, or the cupidity of Augustus, to verify the pro

phecies.

This prince issues the famous edict that obliges all the heads

of families throughout the whole extent of the empire to repair to

their original family residence, here to be enrolled in the public

registers. Joseph and Mary set out for Bethlehem, the city of

David, to whose family they belong; the oracles are accom

plished; and Augustus, without knowing it, has only been like

Nabuchodonosor, like Cyrus, like Alexander, tho servant of the

Almighty. Behold in what manner God mado events and em
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pires concur to the glory of the Messias and to the establishment

of His eternal kingdom!1

Let us terminate this grand and majestic history of events that

prepared the way for the promulgation of the Gospel with a reflec

tion very proper to fill our minds and hearts with religious senti

ments. The old profane authors, and too great a number of mo

dern writers, have attributed the rise and fall of these monarchies,

the most powerful that the world ever knew, to the personal abili

ties or defects of their emperors. They have only perceived the

apparent cause. The prophets extended their views much further#

They beheld the great God, who dwells in the highest heavens

holding in His hands the reins of empires, and making the virtues

and vices of kings and peoples serve for the accomplishment of His

great design, the salvation of the human race, by the establishment

of the kingdom of His Christ. Now, God has not abdicated His

throne. It is He who still directs all the events that bring joy or

sorrow to the world, and who exalts or abases conquerors, for the

accomplishment of His great design, the salvation of the human

race, by the preservation and extension of the kingdom of His Christ.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for all that Thou

hast done for my salvation. It is therefore true, O my God ! that,

since the beginning of the world, everything has been for Jesus

Christ, my Saviour ; but this Saviour Himself has been for me, and

I am for Thee.

1 am .resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God; and, in testimony of this love, I will

adore Tlty Providence, 0 my God, in all events !

LESSON L.

pbepabations FOR the messias {continued).

.Trials destined to purify the Jews, and to make them desire the Messias, ns

well as to enable them to recogniso Him. Hcliodorus beaten with rods :

ho announces the power of tbe true God. The holy old man Eleazar : his

martyrdom. Sufferings of the Machabees.

The preparations for the Gospel were made in the East byvarious dis

persions of the Jews from Ninive and Babylon ; afterwards, through -

1 On the formation and mission of the four great monarchies, see muci

more complete details in our Traiti du Saint-Esprit, t. I.
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out the whole world by the conquests of Alexander. By means of

these events, the knowledge of the expected Messias was become

general. Lest it should grow weak among the nations, or rather

t hat it might become clearer and more general, Providence

permitted that, during the last three centuries preceding the

coming of the Messias, the Gentiles of all parts of the earth

should come into perpetual contact with the Jews of Palestine.

Hence the wars undertaken against the latter, first by the successors

of Alexander and then by the Romans.

In the views of Providence, these wars had yet another end :

they prepared the Jews themselves for the immediate coming of the

Messias. These wars, so often renewed, and nearly always unjust,

were severe trials destined to purify the Jewish people more and

more, training them, by the practice of patience and other virtues, to

the sanctity with which they should welcome the Messias, and afford

ing them the light necessary to preserve them from failing to recog

nise the Desired of Nations. Pure hearts see the truth more clearly

than others : this glorious privilege forms, even in this life, a portion

of their reward.

Moreover, these uninterrupted vexations were marvellously well

suited to excite in their hearts a lively desire of the Liberator. The

true Solomon, bringing truth and justice to the earth, should at

length banish tyranny and make all men brethren. The misfortune

was that the Pharisees, blinded by pride, gave a false interpretation

to these prophecies according to the desires of their corrupt heart?,

and could only understand the glory, the power, and the triumph

of Christ in a gross and material sense. Providence had neglected

nothing to prevent this fatal error, and humble and docile Jews

were not the victims of it. Giving the proper meaning to the pro

phecies, they recognised the little Babe of Bethlehem as the Messias

promised to the human race : and the Lord was justified.

Not being able to relate fully the history of these last centuries

of the ancient world, we shall confine ourselves to a few facts that

render evident the continuance of the divine action over Jews and

Gentiles, to prepare them for the approaching arrival of the Re

deemer.

The first of these facts is that connected with Heliodorus. "What

could be more proper than the exemplary punishment inflicted on

this sacrilegious profaner, as well as his own personal testimony, to

remind the nations ofthe existence of the God of the Jews and of

the truth of His Religion, of which the belief in the Messias was a

fundamental article.

Seleucus, king of Syria, had resolved to pillage the treasures of

the temple of Jerusalem To execute this sacrilegious scheme, he
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chose Heliodorus, the comptroller of all his finances. Heliodonif,

setting out to ohey the orders of his master, seemed to have no other

design than that of visiting the government of Judea. He arrives

at Jerusalem, where the high-priest Onias, no less respectful to his

king than faithful to his God, receives him with all kinds of honour.

The minister scarcely delays to explain himself on the commission

with which he is charged : he declares that he is come in the king's

name to take possession of the treasures of the temple.

Onias represents to him that the money, kept in the house of

the Lord, consists of sacred deposits left there for the support of

widows and orphans. Heliodorus is little moved hy the remarks of

the pontiff, and, the will of the king taking the place of reason,

selects a day to enter the temple. The news of this sacrilegious

attempt being spread throughout Jerusalem, the city is one scene

of terrors and alarms. The priests, clothed in their sacerdotal robes,

prostrate themselves at the foot of the altar, and, in this humble

posture, implore the God of heaven to come to the assistance of

His temple.

The afflicted inhabitants, on their side, flock in crowds from

their houses, and, animated by the same religious feelings, conjure

the Lord not to permit His holy abode to be exposed to a sacrilegious

contempt. The women, covered with rough hair-cloths, move in

crowds along the streets. Even the virgins, retired within the pre

cincts of the temple, consider it their duty to come forth. Some

rush to the high-priest, others to the walls ; a few, more timid than

the rest, eagerly watch from the place of their retreat the issue

of the event. All together, with hands raised towards heaven,

address their prayers and sighs to the Lord. In the midst of the

general confusion, the sovereign pontiff manifests such a degree of

consternation that no one can behold him without being penetrated

with the deepest sorrow.

Meanwhile, Heliodorus was earnestly urging forward his design.

He was now at the gate of the treasury, surrounded by a troop of

guards, who were ready to force an entrance ; but, at the very

moment when all seemed lost, the Lord gloriously manifested His

omnipotence. Suddenly the wretched slaves, who had dared to lend

their services to the enterprise of their leader, found themselves

struck by the hand of God, thrown into disorder, and put to flight.

They had seen a horse magnificently caparisoned, with a rider of

terrible mien, whose armour seemed of gold, so refulgent was its

brightness. This horse, rushing fiercely on Heliodorus, strikes

him with his fore-feet, and casts him to the ground. At the same

time, two young men, full of majesty, radiant with glory, and

elegantly attired, approach the profaner, and, being armed will)
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rods, beat him severely and cover him with stripes. Heliodorus,

chastised so roughly and wrapped in darkness, is laid half dead on

a litter and carried outside the enclosure of the temple, where he

remains for a long time motionless, speechless, and almost lifeless.

An admirable effect of the justice of God, which ordains that a

man, so rash as to dare to enter His holy house with all the pomp of

a triumph, should be taken away from it covered with confusion,

without any one being able to defend him from the avenging

strokes of the Almighty Master whom he has sacrilegiously in

sulted ; but, at the same time, a very important lesson for pro-

faners and the favourites of princes, which teaches the former the

reverence that is due to holy things, and the latter that it is always

their bounden duty to resist iniquitous commands with an inflexible

firmness and a respectful freedom !

"While Heliodorus pined in the sad state to which his impiety

had reduced him, the Jews passed suddenly from an excess of grid

to joy : the temple rang with canticles of thanksgiving. The friends

of Heliodorus were engaged with very different cares. Not finding

on earth any remedies for an evil that came from heaven, they had

recourse to Onias himself, beseeching him to entreat the Lord to

spare the life of the unfortunate culprit, who seemed ready to ex

pire.

Onias, considering that if Heliodorus should die, the king would

not fail to suspect some malice on the part of the Jews and to

attribute to them the death of his envoy, offered a propitiatory

sacrifice to the Lord for the recoveiy of the dying man. It was

necessary, too, in the designs of Providence, that the Gentiles

should know more and more fully the God of Israel, the truth of

His threats, and the certainty of His promises, of which the first

was that of the Great Liberator. "What could be more conformable

to this divine plan than that Heliodorus himself should bear testi

mony to all these things and to the power of the God of Israel,

after having experienced two unquestionable miracles in Lis

chastisement and recovery ?

The Lord heard the petitions of the high-priest; bat He

did not wish that the guilty man should be ignorant of his

benefactor. " Thank the pontiff Onias," say the same angels to

Heliodorus; "it is for his sake that the Lord has granted you the

favour of life. As for you, punished by the command of a true God,

be careful to announce His power, His truth, all His wonderful

works, in the midst of idolatrous nations." Luminous words !

which show us, clearly that the judgments on Heliodorus entered

into the general plan of the preparations for the future preaching

of the Gospel.
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Having spoken thus, the angels disappeared. Heliodorus, on

his side, profited of this terrible lesson. He offered a sacrifice

of thanksgiving, accompanied -with great vows, to the Supreme

God, of whose justice and mercy he had just had experience.

After having thanked the sovereign pontiff, he hastened to return

with his attendants to the king-, his master. Not blushing to

become an apostle of the true Religion, he everywhere published

the wonders of the great God, which he had seen with his own eyes,

and which had been wrought in regard to his own person.

One day, the king said to him : " Who do you think might

he a fit man to send on another expedition against Jerusalem ?"

"If," said he, "you have any enemy or traitor, charge him with

the commission. I will engage that he shall return to you torn

with stripes, if perchance he escape death. It is the simple truth:

the temple of the Jews is filled with the divine power. He

who dwells in heaven makes His abode there : He declares

Himself its Guardian and Protector. And whosoever enters that

holy place with the design of profaning it, must expect either a

heavy chastisement or death."

If God took so much care to prepare the Gentiles for the king

dom of the Messias, by taking advantage of every occasion to give

them a knowledge of the true Religion, He was no less solicitous

regarding the Jews. Nothing was omitted by Him to purify them

and to detach them from earthly things. Never had there been

seen among them so many or such beautiful examples of a virtue

already Christian. It seemed as if the Sun of Justice, about to rise

on the world, made its powerful influence more deeply felt. Not

only did Judea adore no idols : it even had its martyrs of every age

and sex.

Antiochus Epiphanius, king of Syria, was the instrument of

which the Lord made use to prove His people. This impious

and cruel prince undertook to abolish the worship of the true God

in Judea. In a short time, the blood of the faithful flowed through

out the whole extent of Palestine. In the height of the persecution,

there lived at Jerusalem a holy man named Eleazar, who occupied a

leading rank among the Doctors of the Law. He was a venerable old

man, whose appearance, full of gentleness and majesty, inspired con

fidence and commanded respect. He became the chief object of the

furious rage of the persecutors. Having arrested him, they opened

his mouth by force, and endeavoured to make him eatin spite of him

self some meats that were forbidden. His generous resistance imme-

d ntely merited his condemnation. Preferring a glorious death to a

dishonourable life, he took his place at the head of his executioners,

and went forward of hia own will to the tortures.
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While he thus walked cheerfully to death, some of his friends,

moved by a criminal pity, drew near to him and whispered : "Allow

us to bring you some meats that may be lawfully eaten, and you can

pretend to be tasting them, so that it may be believed that you

have obeyed. This is a sure and, at the same time, a very innocent

means of saving yourself from punishment." While Eleazar was

listening to these base suggestions, a thousand noble and encourag

ing thoughts passed through his mind : he represented to himself

the untarnished honour of his old age and his gray hairs, and the

wise and virtuous life that he had led since he was a child, and the

majesty and the justice of the holy laws promulgated by the Lord.

Full of these high ideas, he exclaimed: " Suffer me to be led

to torments I It does not become our age to dissemble. It would

be to deceive our young people, who might hence suppose that

Eleazar, at the age of four-score and ten years, had passed from the

religion of his fathers to the superstition of foreigners, and so they,

through my dissimulation, and out of love for a few additional days

of a perishable life, would be seduced. I should hereby shamefully

sully my name and merit for my old age the execration of centuries.

Moreover, though I might save myself from the torments of

men, could I hope to escape during my life or after my death from

the hand of the Almighty ? On the contrary, by quitting life

courageously, I shall show myself worthy of my great age, and I

shall leave an admirable example for the young."

These few words, pronounced with dignity, were received as the

expression of arrogance and pride, and drew upon him an increase

of cruelty. The venerable old man was stripped, laid on the ground,

and bound ; the executioners beat him unmercifully for a long

time. In the midst of so many torments, the martyr, groaning,

cried out : "Thou knowest well, 0 Lord, that being able to avoid

such a cruel death, I have preferred the torments that I endure.

Thou also knowest that I endure them most willingly, through fear

of displeasing Thee." These were the last words of the martyr.

Leaving in his death a rare example of courage and fidelity, not

only to the Jewish youth, but to the whole Jewish nation, he went

to await in the bosom of Abraham the reward of his faith.

The rumour of this death, far from causing the zeal of true Is

raelites to relent, only served to animate it the more : the blood of

Eleazar became the seed of martyrs. After the struggle of the

venerable old man, there might be seen entering the lists, on

one side a mother, with her seven sons, in the flower of their youth ;

and on the other, Antiochus himself, with all the pomp of the per

secutors of the faith. What a worthy employment for a great

prince, to try the hardness of his heart against a woman and her
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children ! He causes to be brought to them, and commands them

to eat upon the spot and without reply, some meats forbidden by

the law. On their refusal, he causes them to be stripped before

him and to be torn with whips and scourges. The eldest of

the seven brothers, without being astonished at this treatment,

says to the tyrant : " What do you desire of us, or what answer

do you expect ? We are ready to die rather than violate the laws

that God gave our fathers."

This intrepidity set Antiochus in a rage. He commanded that

frying-pans and brazen caldrons should be made red hot : he was

promptly obeyed. In the meantime he directs the tongue of the

young martyr to be cut out, the skin to be torn from his head, and

the extremities of his hands and feet to be chopped off, in presence

of his mother and his brothers. Thus mutilated, he causes the fire

to be applied to him ; and, alter this cruel trial, has him cast alive

into the burning frying-pan, where he pitilessly beholds him fried.

The mother and brothers of the martyr, instead of bewailing his lot,

think only of encouraging one another. " The Lord," they say,

" will have regard to the justice of the cause that we defend; He

will console us according to His promises."

While they fortified themselves in this manner, the eldest bro

ther died, without mollifying by his death the cruel heart of the

tyrant. On the contrary, he attacks the second, and brings him for

ward to insult him bitterly. The executioners tear away the skin

with the hair from the young man's head, and ask him whether he

will obey before they deprive him of all the members of his body.

"I will not obey," the youthful martyr replies; and he is con

demned to the same punishment as his brother. Before expiring,

he says to the king with a strength that God alone could give :

" Wicked prince ! you torment us now ; but the King of the World

will restore us to life with everlasting glory."

This one being dead, they came to the third brother. The exe

cutioners ask him for his tongue—he puts it forth; for his hands—

he presents them without hesitation. " It was from heaven that I

received these members," he says confidently; "I surrender them

with pleasure, for my God knows well how to restore them to me

hereafter." The tyrant and his satellites cannot contain their sur

prise, on beholding in one so young so much contempt for the most

frightful torments. Nevertheless, more irritated than surprised,

Antiochus continues the barbarous execution. The fourth, the

fifth, the sixth of these generous children, worthy imitators of their

brothers, expire with courage in the midst of the same dreadful

torments.

During their martyrdom, the mother, infinitely above all praise,
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and worthy of being eternally remembered by all virtuous persons,

beheld, without emotion, her seven children pass away one after

another by the most horrible tortures. Instead of shedding tears

over their fate, which might have endangered their faith, she lavished

on them the encouragements most proper to secure their victory ;

her anxieties, however, were not all calmed yet.

There still remained the last and youngest. The tyrant endea

voured to seduce him, promising even with an oath to make him rich

and happy, and to take him for his own friend. These base flat

teries were ill-becoming in the mouth of a barbarian by whose orders

the child had just seen his six brothers burned to death. The youth

ful martyr repaid them with a just contempt, not condescending so

much as to answer them. Seeing his promises unheeded, Antiochus

had recourse to the mother, and recommended her to save her son

from death : she promised to advise him. In effect, she began to

exhort with all her strength this last precious fruit of her blood,

but in a very different manner from that which the king had in

tended. Mocking the tyrant, and bending towards her son, she

spoke to him in her own language, that Antiochus might not be

able to understand it : " My son have pity on me, who bore you

nine months in my womb. Look, I beseech you, upon heaven and

earth—they are the works of the God whom you adore. He created

them all out of nothing, and mankind also. Let this sight encour

age you, and teach you not to fear our cruel tormentor. Worthy

of your brothers, receive death with constancy, that I may meet

you all again in everlasting rest."

The mother had scarcely finished, when the courageous child

exclaimed : " Why do you wait ? I will not obey the orders of

the king, but the law that God gave Us by Moses." At these

words, the tyrant is beside himself. Ashamed to see himself thus

vanquished by a child, he pours out on his innocent victim all the

vials of his wrath. The young martyr experiences more than his

brothers the ingenious cruelty of his tormentors ; but, as faithful as

his elders, he preserves to the end the purity of his faith and con

fidence in the promises of the Almighty.

The mother, left alone in the midst of the lacerated remains of

her children, was triumphant. She also aspired to the palm of mar

tyrdom and expected a share in the glory of her sons. Antiochus,

always the same, unwilling to yield, unable to pardon, ordered that

the mother should be numbered with the children ; after which he

retired, covered with disgrace and abandoned to despair.

Thus became extinct in their own blood an illustrious family,

destined by the Lord to reconcile Him with Israel, and to prepare the

Gentiles for the near approach of the Messias, by making known to
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them the truth and the power of the God of Abraham : a family whose

members, by devoting themselves to death, left a name that has

been more honourably enshrined in the memory of men than if they

had all borne sceptres and crowns.

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having by so

many admirable means prepared the world for the coming of the

Messias; grant us the grace to suffer everything rather than lose

Thy grace.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, I

will have the greatest respect for holy things.

LESSON LI.

UNITY OP RELIGION AND OF THE CHURCH.

Beligion one in its Author, in its Dogmas, in its Morality, in its Worship, and

in its Object. The Church one in its Foundation and Destiny, in its Con

stitution, in its Trials, and in its Victories.

On the eve of quitting the ancient world, let us pause a moment to

sketch in a few plain simple strokes the history of Religion before

Jesus Christ and of that Society which was its depositary. You

behold on the immortal brow of each, shining like two bright

rubies, its unity and perpetuity ; two grand characteristics, which

distinguish the Religion and the Church of God from the thousand

religions and the thousand sects begotten by the passions of men and

swept away by the breath of time. Religion is like a magnificent

picture, which God began with the origin of the world, filled in

under the patriarchs, toned down under Moses, and completed under

Jesus Christ. Thus, though Religion has not always had the same

degree of clearness and development, it has always been one and

the same in itself.'

I. One and the same in its Author. Revealed by God on the first

day of the world, and founded on the necessary and unchangeable

relations that exist between God, the Creator, Father, and Last

End of man, and man, the creature and child of God, destined to

1 See the texts cited in the Introduction, and at Lessons xix. and zz. of this

First Part.
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behold Him face to face in heaven, Religion, in the Old Testament,

referred entirely to Jesus Christ to come—the mysterious and in

dispensable bond of alliance between God and man—as, in the New-

Testament, it refers entirely to Jesus Christ already come.1 Faith

in Jesus Christ has been the foundation of Religion in all ages. The

.Tew, to be justified, should believe in Jesus Christ promised, as the

Christian must believe in Jesus Christ now come. The only differ

ence is that, in the order of Religion, the Jew was a child, ac

quainted with mere elements and taught but the first principles on

account of the weakness of his age, while the Christian is a grown

up man, who penetrates the substance and possesses a full know

ledge of what the Jews believed without a clear comprehension

thereof, as the saints in heaven see what we believe."

II. One and the same in its Dogmas. It has believed and taught

from the origin of time what it believes and teaches at the

present day, and what it will believe and teach to the consumma

tion of ages. Under the patriarchs and Moses it believed:—

Regarding God. 1. In the existence of one eternal, omnipo

tent God, who created the world byHis will and governs it by His

wisdom. It believed confusedly what it knows to-day in a clear

manner, viz., that in God there are three Persons equally adorable.

This profound mystery of the Trinity had begun to be declared by

the ancient expression of the Divinity, Let us make man ; in which

God speaks to Some One like Himself, to another Self. The Tri

nity was shown to Abraham under the figure of three angels, to

whom the Scripture applies the great name of God, and to whom

the patriarch, although he sees three, speaks as to one alone, and

renders adoration in the singular number.3

2. It believed in the mystery of the Incarnation, signified to

1 Nec inter Jucbeos et Christianos, ullum aliud esse certamen nisi hoc : ut cum

illinosque credamus Christum DeiFilium repromissum, et ea qute sunt futura

sub Cbristo, a nobis explcta, ab illis erplenda, dicantur. (Hier., Prafat. «'» lib.

vi. Jerem.)

2 Status nova: legis medius est inter statum veteris legis . . . et inter statum

glorias. Lex vetus est via ad legem novam, sicut lex nova ad ccelestem Eccle-

siam, seu ad coolestem hierarchiam. (S. Tho., passim.)

' The doctrine of the Trinity was already an article of belief in the ancient

synagogue, which named God the Mysterious Unity. Some rabbins express

themselves in so orthodox a manner regarding this great religious truth, that the

most scrupulous Catholic theologian can find nothing to reprehend in their

terms. Others speak of it less clearly nnd less pra isely ; yet it finds its way

through their obscure and perplexing language. (Uu Divorce dans la ti/vat/.,

byM. Drach, p. 12.) The Fathers of the Church speak to the same effect.

These are the words, for example, of St. Kpiphanius : "Una Trinitos semper

nuntiata, creditaque ab illis est qui caetcris antecelluerunt, cujusmodi Prophetic

atque eximia sanctitate prrcditi homines fuere." {Adv., hares., lib. 1, Mares, v.)
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the patriarchs in the different apparitions of God under human

form. By these, the Son of God preluded, if we may be allowed

so to speak, His future Incarnation. This same mystery was

afterwards announced more clearly by the prophets. They tell us

in express terms that the Messias shall be called Emmanuel, that

is, God with us, a God-Man ; that He shall be at once the Son of

God and the Son of David.1

3. It believed in the mystery of the Redemption. This was

shown to Abraham in the sacrifice of Isaac, a touching figure of the

Son of God, delivered up by His Father, and immolated for us on

the same mountain. This mystery was indicated by all the differ

ent sacrifices of the Old Law, which were only representations of

the one great sacrifice of the New Law. The prophets afterwards

proclaimed it aloud, saying that the Messias should efface by

His death the sins of the world.

4. It believed in the Spirit of the Lord : an omnipotent Spirit ;

the Searcher of the secrets of the future and of hearts ; the Spirit

of light, of charity, of truth, and of life. The proofs of this belief

are written in every page of our holy books. We must remember,

however, that these mysteries have been revealed to us with a

complete evidence by Jesus Christ alone, for whom alone it

was reserved to raise the veil that hid them before His coming.

It was lie who, in the institution of Baptism, taught us clearly

that the true God, one and indivisible by His essence, is neverthe

less Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Thus, the mystery or the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, one only God in three

Persons, shown obscurely to the patriarchs and to the disciples of

Moses, is revealed clearly under the Gospel : such, under this head,

is the whole difference between the Old and the New Testament.

The one places in broad daylight that which the other hides

under veils.

Regarding man. 1. It believed that he is made to the image

and likeness of God ; that he is composed of a body and a soul ;

that his soul is spiritual, like a breath from the mouth of God,

and free to do either good or evil : the threats and the promises,

the punishments and the rewards, of which the holy books speak

continually, are so many proofs of the liberty of the soul. It

believed that the soul is immortal. The ancient patriarchs called

death a sleep. Now, sleep is not annihilation : it supposes an

awaking. Bury me, says Jacob when dying, in the tomb of Abra

ham and Isaac ; then, addressing himself to God, he adds : I will

expect, 0 Lord, the Messias whom thou shalt send.' Thus, the

1 See the Introduction, p. 12. * Gen. xlix. 13, 30.
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dogma of immortality is stamped on the tomb of the patriarchs.

We find it written in every page of the hooks of the prophets.

Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth, says Solomon, before

the dust returns to the earth from which it was taken, and the spirit

returns to God who gave it. 1 Elias, wishing to restore life to a

child, says to God : 0 Lord, grant that the soul of this child may

return into its body. The Scripture adds that the soul of the child

did return, and the child was restored to life.'

2. It taught that man, created in a state of innocence and hap

piness, lost himself through disobedience to God; hence came all

the evils that afflict humanity: for the first man transmitted his sin

to his posterity, and we are all born guilty. Who is pure before

Thee, 0 Lordf asks the holy man Job—and he answers : No one,

not even the child of a day old.1 Religion also taught that God had

not abandoned man, but had promised him a Redeemer : this pro

mise, and this expectation, pervaded all the ancient Covenant.

It added that man had need of grace to work out his salvation ; that

grace was to be obtained by prayer, sacrifice, and good works ; and

that this heavenly succour did not destroy but perfected free will.

There is not a book of the Old . Testament that does not bear

testimony to these truths.

3. It taught that man should rise again after his death. /

know, says the patriarch of sorrow, that my Redeemer liveth, and that

on the last day I shall come forth from the tomb. I shall take back

my flesh, and in this state I shall behold my God. This, my hope, is

laid up in my bosom.*

4. It taught that, at the end of time, God would come to

judge all mankind, and that there should be eternal rewards for the

good and eternal punishments for the wicked. I will gather together

all peoples in the valley of Josaphat, says the Lord, by the mouth of

the prophet Joel, and there 1 will sit upon My throne to judge the

assembled nations.' He speaks of the signs that shall be the fore

runners of this last day in the same terms as our Lord Himself.

After the judgment, what shall become of the wicked ? / have

kindled, says the lord to Moses, a fire in My wrath : it shall burn

even o the lowest hell.' To that place of torments shall be consigned

the sinners that rebel against Me : their worm shall never die, their

1 Eceli., xii. * 3 Reg., xvii. i Job., iiy. 4.

* Job, xix. 25. The ancient Synagogue, like the modern, did that which the

Church docs ; it not only prayed lor the dead, but it begged the intercession of

those among them whom it regarded as saints. It sought favours too from

the angels. (Dissert, sur Vlnvoc des Saints dans la Hynag., par M. Drach -

Annates dephil. chrit., t. XIV. p. 422.)
• Joel, ii. iu. • Deut, xxxii. 22,
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fire shall never be extinguished.1 The Saviour, speaking in the Gos

pel of the reprobate, applies the same words to them. What shall

become of the just ? They shall live eternally ; their reward shall be

with God.3 They shall be inebriated with a torrent of delights and

enlightened with the light of God Himself? Such was the answer of

Religion before the coming of Jesus Christ.

Regarding the World. Religion taught that the world was

drawn from nothingness by the power of the Lord, that it is governed

by the divine wisdom, that it has been given to men that they may

derive benefit from creatures and may learn to recognise their God

in the wonders that surround them ; moreover, that this world

shall pass away, and that then there shall be a new heaven and a new

earth.* Such were the dogmas of Religion before Jesus Christ :

such are also the dogmas of Religion after Jesus Christ. Religion,

therefore, has always been one and the same in its Creed or in its

Dogmas.

III. One and the same in its Morality. It commanded

the same virtues : towards God—faith, hope, charity, adoration ;

towards the neighbour—justice, charity, truth ; towards ourselves

—humility, detachment, chastity. The Old Testament is full of

passages in which these virtues are prescribed. But, to show by

one solitary stroke that Religion before was the same as Religion

after Jesus Christ, it suffices to say that the Decalogue given to

Moses is that which Religion teaches to-day, and this Decalogue is

only a development of the Law given to the father of the human

race.*

IV. One and the same in its Worship. Acts of faith, hope, and

charity, adoration, prayer, ceremonies, rites, sacrifices, public

festivals : such were the fundamental works of the internal and the

external worship of Religion before Jesus Christ. All the patriarchs

believed, hoped, loved, prayed, and sacrificed. From Moses to

Jesus Christ, prayers and sacrifices, feasts, sacred rites, holy cere

monies, were not interrupted for a single moment.

Now, all these things, but especially a prayer and a sacrifice

infinitely more perfect than the former, are still the fundamental

works of the internal and the external worship of Religion. For the

figurative and feeble rites of the Old Law, Our Lord has substituted

the Sacraments, august signs, full of efficacy : and this is what

1 Ita., lxri. 24. i Bap., v. 16. ' Psal, xxxv. 9. 4 ha., lxv. 17.

5 Hence these words of Tertullian : " In hae lege Adae data, omnia pra-

cepta condita recognoscimus, quas postea pullulaverunt data per Moysen.

Primordialis lex est enim data Aix et Eva.' in Paradiso, quasi matrix omnium

praeceptorum Dei." (Adv. Judaos, c. ii. See also Dn Divorce dans la Hunag.,

p. 11.)

37VOL. i,
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gives the worship of the Catholic Church an immense superiority

over the worship of the Judaic Church.

This superiority of the Catholic Church is manifested every

where, as well in dogmas as in morality and worship. Hence, when

saying that lleligion has always been the same, we did not mean

to convey that it was as perfect under the Law as under the Gospel,

but only that it did not teach one thing under the Law and another

under the Gospel. It could well teach us truths unknown to the

ancients : but it never could teach us contradictory dogmas.

V. One and the same in its Object. What was the object of Reli-

gion before Jesus Christ ? To unite man with God in time, so as to

do so still more closely in eternity ; to re-establish the primi

tive order, which had been disturbed by original sin ; to liberate man

from the consequences of sin. And all this by means of the Re

deemer, the mysterious Mediator, who should be of the nature of

God on the one hand and of the nature of man on the other : in

such a way that God and man should meet in Him, and that He

should form for ever a new and indissoluble society. Now, is not

this still the object of Religion after Jesus Christ ? Is not its only

end to unite us in such a manner with our Redeemer, that we may

be new embodiments of Him, as it were ? Does it not continually

repeat to us, and to all generations, with the Apostle : My little

children, I continually feel for you the pains of childbirth, until

Christ is formed in you.1

Hence, to summarise all the precedingremarks, Religion has always

been, since the fall of man, one and the same in its Author, in its Me

diator, in its dogmas, in its morality, in its worship, and in its object

Therefore, there never has been any but one Religion. Therefore,

the Christian Religion goes hack to tho first days of the world, as

it will continue to the end of ages. Like a magnificent tree,

planted at the beginning of time by the hand of God Himself, it

has gradually developed its mighty trunk and stretched out its

protecting branches : nourishing with its salutary fruit and

sheltering with its immortal foliage all the generations that have

passed, that are now passing, and that shall ever pass over the face

of the earth.

Since Religion has always been one and the same from the

beginning of the world, it necessarily follows that the Society or

the Church which is the guardian, interpreter, and embodiment

of Religion has always been one and the same ; bo that there never

has been, ana there never shall be, any but one true Church,

as there never has been, and there never shall be, any but

1 Galat. iv, 19,
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one true Religion. Like Religion, the Church is catholic, embracing

all times and places: this is one of the marks of her divinity.

Hence, Religion and the Church are two sisters, who have been

born, who have grown, who have lived together, and who have

experience d the same vicissitudes on all occasions. Let us trace a

hurried outline of the admirable relations that exist between the

Church before and the Church after Jesus Christ.

Perpetuated before the deluge in the posterity of Seth, repre

sented after the deluge by the patriarchal families of Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob, she travels as a stranger into a country the

possession of which is promised to her, and in which she shall

secure a permanent establishment. A tender and enlightened mother,

she then offers only milk to her children, in order to prepare them

for a more substantial nourishment at a later period. Her teaching

is veiled under the forms of images and symbols : the simple lan

guage of mothers to their children. Cruelly persecuted in Egypt

during several centuries, she departs at length triumphant after her

long trial. Under the direction of Moses, and proceeding onward

in the midst of prodigies, she destroys pagan nations, with their

temples and their idols, as she advances, until at length she

rests in the land that she conquers. Then she develops her magni

ficent constitution.

She has her books, in which are contained her laws given from

heaven, and written by the hand of God Himself. She has a

sovereign pontiff and a council of elders, or the Synagogue, charged

with the duty of explaining them : all her children are obliged to

submit to the decision of this august tribunal. She has her sacer

dotal hierarchy—a high-priest, invested with supreme power; then,

her priests, levites, and inferior ministers. Scattered through every

tribe, these priests are like salt, destined to preserve the whole

body from corruption ; or like torches, which, placed at regular

distances, should dissipate the darkness of error and ignorance.

In the midst of all is her God, almost visible in the ark of the

covenant. She has her sacrifices, which she presents exclusively

to the Lord, to adore, to thank, to appease, and to impetrate. She

has her holy day every week ; she has her great solemnities, that

of the Pasch, that of Pentecost, that of Tabernacles, on which all hei

children come with gladness to Jerusalem to offer up prayer and praise

Though mistress of the Promised Land after the destruc

tion of the idolatrous nations, yet she only enjoys short in

tervals of peace and tranquillity. . Sometimes it is strangers

who attack her; sometimes it is her own children who, by

their scandals, force her to shed bitter tears, or, by their divisions,

pierce her maternal heart with the sword of sorrow. Finally, a
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great schism comes to overwhelm her with grief : ten tribes abandon

her, and renounce her authority. But, if the Lord afflicts her, He

does not forsake her : though she he ever assailed, she shall never

be destroyed. Great prophets are sent to her, whose office it is to

console her and to preserve the truth in her bosom. All the events

that occur around her, powerful empires rising and falling in turn,

contribute to her welfare, to her glory, and to the accomplishment

of the great design for which she has been raised up, namely, the

establishment of the kingdom of Christ, which should repair the sad

consequences of sin, reconcile man with God, and restore primeval

order in the full vigour of its perfection.

Such are the leading traits in the historical picture of the

Church or that society to whose care the true Religion was confided

before Our Lord Jesus Christ came on earth. Now, all these

traits, but shining with far more splendour, we shall find again in

the Church to which is confided the true Religion after Jesus Christ

has come.

After the ascension of Jesus Christ, we find the Christian

Church, represented by the Apostles and a small number of the

faithful, coming forth from the Upper Chamber. She is at first a

stranger and a traveller on earth, the possession of which is, never

theless, promised to her, and in which she shall enjoy a never-end

ing establishment. The world becomes for her another Egypt, in

which, during several centuries, she is the object of the most cruel

persecution. She comes forth at length triumphant from the

catacombs, and, under the guidance of her Divine Leader, ascends

through struggles and miracles to the throne of the Caesars.

Then, victorious over an idolatrous world, she rests tranquilly

in the land that she has conquered, and develops in the sight of the

world her magnificent constitution. To the ancient books, written

by the hand of God Himself on the summit of Sinai, she adds

another, more perfect, written in the blood of the Messias on the

summit of Calvary. Her pontiffs, as well as her councils, are

charged with the duty of explaining the divine code, and constitute

an august tribunal to whose decisions all her children are bound

to submit.

She has her sacerdotal hierarchy—a high-priest, invested with

supreme power; then her bishops, priests, and inferior ministers.

Scattered everywhere among her children, these priests are like

salt, destined to preserve the whole body from corruption ; or like

torches, which, placed at regular distances, should dissipate the

darkness of error and ignorance ; or like vigilant shepherds, who

should feed the flock and drive the wolves far away from the

fold,
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In the midst of all is her God, really present in the tabernacle.

She has her sacrifice, which, from the rising to the setting sun, she

is continually offering up, to adore, to thank, to appease, and to im-

petrate. Every week she has her holy day ; she has her great

solemnities—Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, and others—on which

her children flock with gladness to the temple to offer up prayer

and praise.

Though mistress of the world after the overthrow of idolatry,

yet she only enjoys short intervals of peace and tranquillity.

Sometimes it is strangers who attack her ; sometimes it is her own

children who, by their scandals, force her to shed bitter tears, or,

by their divisions, pierce her maternal heart with the sword of sor

row. Finally, a great schism comes to wrap her in mourning-

weeds : the East withdraws from her, and refuses to recognise her

authority, and, like the ten schismatical tribes, the haughty East

falls under a yoke of iron.

If the Lord afflicts the Church, He does not forsake her ;

though constantly assailed, she shall never be destroyed. Great

saints, powerful intellects, are sent to her, to console her and to

preserve the truth in her bosom. All the events that occur around

her, mighty empires rising and falling, contribute to her welfare,

to her glory, and to the accomplishment of the great design in

consideration of which she has been formed, namely, the preserva

tion and extension of the kingdom of Christ, which should repair

the consequences of sin, reconcile man with God, and restore

primeval order in the full vigour of its perfection.

Such are the leading strokes in the historical picture of the

Church or that society to which the true Religion was confided after

Jesus Christ. Such are the striking congruities that cause the

Church to be recognised throughout the course of ages as the im

mortal and immutable guardian of Religion from the origin of the

world.

Thus, the daughter of heaven, the well-beloved sponse of Christ,

uniting to the incorruptible modesty of a virgin the courageous

tenderness of a mother, the Church has seated herself, from the be

ginning of time, under the venerable tree of Religion. A faithful

guardian, with one hand she presents her fruit of life to all the

generations of men that march onward to death ; with the other,

she wields a terrible sword against all the rash adventurers that

would dare to strike the majestic trunk or to cut off any

of the spreading branches of her tree. A guardian unchanging

in her conduct, she has seen the centuries glide by her feet, she her

self remaining still the same; and when the last hour of the

world is tolled, this salutary tree raising its head towards heaven,
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the immortal virgin shall rise like it, and the chaste spouse ofChrist,

accompanied by all the generations that have been vivified by her

tender cares, shall ascend, never more to leave, the eternal throne

of her celestial Bridegroom.
What admirable characteristics of nnity, perpetuity, and divi

nity shine everywhere in the Church and in the Christinn Religion !

What a majesty appears in this holy Religion, whose children we

have the happiness to be ! As old as the world, all that precedes,

accompanies, and follows the coming of its Divine Author,

tends to demonstrate its excellence. Its history is found writter

beforehand in a book open to all eyes, a book revered equally by

two inimical peoples, among whom there could not be the

slightest collusion.
No, 0 my God, the best of Fathers—whom all languages name

the Good God—it is not possible that Thou shouldst leave to erroi

all the characteristics of truth ! If that which we believe, after

so many convincing proofs, were an error, ah ! Thou wouldst no

longer be the Good God, since we might justly say that it was

by Thee we had been deceived.

Prayer.

0 my God I who art all love, I thank Thee with my whole

heart for having given us Religion, and for having caused ub to

be born in the bosom of the true Church. Grant us the grace

ever to be docile and faithful children.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighbour

us myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love, /

will oftenpray for the wants of the Church.

LESSON LH.

INFLUENCE OF ItELIGIOS

The ancient People of God owed all their Superiority to the Influence of He-

ligion : in the Family ; in Civil and Political Society ; in Religious Society.

Wf. might justly be reproached if, after presenting Religion to

the mind, by sketching the grand characteristics of truth that dis

tinguish it, we did not also present it to the heart, by showing its

salutary influence on the nation that lived according to its teach

ings. Moreover, the benefits of Religion are by no means the least

proof of its truth It is therefore our duty to explain the beneficent

uction of Religion on the ancient people of God.
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There can be no society without Religion. We must add thut

society is so much the more tranquil, flourishing, and content, as

Religion is better known and observed by it : the Jewish nation

offers a memorable example of this truth.

If, since the coming of the Messias, Christians have been the

model people, the Israelites were also, among the nations of anti

quity, the model people, that is, the most moral and enlightened

people, and, taking them altogether, the happiest. Now,

this glorious privilege they owed to Religion. As a matter of

fact, the greater number of the ancient nations were more consider

able, more opulent, more powerful than the Jewish nation. Never

theless, these nations were much less moral ; their legislation was

much less wise and less complete; their ideas were much less noble ;

their manners were much less pure. With them, children, women,

slaves, the poor, in other words, three-fourths of the population were

buried in deep abjection. Why this depth of inferiority ? Because

one thing was wanting to them, the knowledge of the true Religion.

These people enjoyed only some faint glimmers of the primitive

truths, and the happiness of a people is always proportioned to the

number of the truths that it believes.

The Jews, who possessed a more complete revelation of the truth,

ought to be, and really were, superior to the idolatrous nations; a

few simple details will suffice to prove it. To observe order in this

examination, let Us consider the Jews with reference to their do

mestic society, their political society, and their religious society.

I. In the Family. The family is the basis of States, which are

only a collection of families. But there can be no family without

parental authority. Now, it is necessary that this authority should

be firm, wise, and prudent. Such was parental authority among

the Jews. Among the pagans, parents arrogated to themselves the

right of life and death over their children, and they exercised it

without pity or control. According to their caprices or their in

terests, they killed, sold, or abandoned their sons and daughters ;

and their barbarity was not regarded as a crime in the eyes of their

civil or religious laws. This was despotism exalted into a prin

ciple.

Among the Jews, fathers and mothers had not the right either

to abandon or to sell their children. Truly, they could put them

to death, but it was only for just reasons, and never without the

interference of the magistrate. After having tried every kind of

domestic correction in vain, the father and mother went to the

senate of the city, and denounced to it their disobedient and

debauched son. On this complaint, he was sentenced to death and

stoned. Thus, on the one hand, the necessity of having recourse to

the public authorities moderated the parental authority, while, ou
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other, the fear of incurring the anger of parents kept a child in

perfect submission. This excellent constitution of the family helped

powerfully to consolidate society.

We could scarcely believe the number of evils that the enfeeble-

ment, or rather the annihilation, of parental authority has pro

duced in States. See what happens among us ! However young

a son may be, as soon as he is married or is able to subsist withoul

the aid of his father, he pretends that he fulfils all his filial

obligations by merely showing his parents some little re

spect. Hence, that multitude of little families who lead an

isolated life, or who are bound to one another only by the weakest

ties, which the slightest discord suffices to break. Besides, the de

pravity of manners that this independence fosters is likewise very

dangerous to the State itself, as half a century of revolutions has

but too clearly proved.

From the paternal power is derived the influence of the aged : it

was great among the Israelites. It was especially from among the old

that the judges and counsellors of State were chosen. When the

Hebrews first began to form themselves into a people, they wert

governed by old men. Throughout the whole course of the Scrip

ture, as often as there is mention made of assemblies and public

affairs, the ancients are placed in the front rank : sometimes they

are even named alone.

Nothing more useful than this power of venerable old age to

maintain peace in families and order in the State. Youth is fit only

for action and motion ; age is able to counsel, to instruct, and to

command. Youth has neither patience nor foresight ; it is unwil

ling to submit to rule and is eager for change. Age takes

advantage of times and occasions, considers things well before

hand, walks with caution, acts on sound principles, and avoids

every rash innovation.

Accordingly, the Lord takes special care to ensure respect for

old men : it is one of those things that He recommends most fre

quently in Scripture. Severe punishments avenged any injury

offered to age : witness the two-and-forty children torn in pieces by

two bears, for having mocked the prophet Eliseus because he was bald.

Far from fearing the care of a large number of children, fathers

and mothers asked them with earnestness of the Lord : they regarded

them as a signal honour. He was considered happy who saw him

self surrounded by a crowd of children and grandchildren, ever

ready to execute his orders and to receive his instructions. The

education of children was regarded as the first and most agreeable of

the duties imposed on man. It began in some manner with the birth

of the child, since mothers did not dispense themselves, as with us,

from the duty of nourishing the fruit of their own womb.
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As soon as the child could walk and articulate some words, its

body was developed by labour and sports, and its mind by letters

and music. The father accustomed his growing son to run, to lift

burdens, to draw the bow, to whirl the sling ; he joined military

exercises to all these. He also taught him everything connected

with agriculture, illustrating his lessons by continual practice ; so

that a young man, on quitting the paternal roof, knew how to pro

cure for himself all things necessary to life.

The mother taught her daughter to fulfil all the duties of house

keeping, to knead the dough with skill, to do everything connected

with cookery, to spin, to use the needle, to manufacture stuffs on

the loom. While training her body to labour, she formed her heart

to virtue, by lessons to which -we find nothing comparable among

pagan nations. When we recollect that it is on the good education

of the young that the happiness of the family depends, how can we

doubt of the peace that must have reigned in innumerable Israelite

families?

"A wise woman," the mother would say to her daughter,

" given to labour, and attentive to the care of her household, is the

joy of her husband ; she is more precious than gold and diamonds

that are brought from the ends of the earth. The heart of her hus

band places confidence in her, and her house shall be blessed with

abundance.

" She seeks for wool and flax, and sets them in motion with her

quick hands. She rises before day, and distributes food to her

domestics. She puts a hand to the heaviest undertakings, and,

when she leaves them, her fingers return to the spindle.

" She opens her hand to the needy, and stretches it out to assist

the poor. She fears neither cold nor snow for her house, because all

her domestics are well clothed. She makes herself excellent

tapestry, and she is covered with linen and purple. She utters only

words of wisdom : her tongue is guided by the law of sweetness

and clemency.

" She has her eyes on everything that passes in her house, and

she does not eat her bread in idleness. Her children declare that

she is happy, and her husband never ceases to praise her."

Such were the wise maxims by which the mothers formed the

minds and hearts of their daughters, and these lessons had so much

the more weight as they themselves gave an example of them to

their cherished pupils.

The maxims that the fathers repeated continually to their

sons were no less solid. "My son," they would say, "love from

your youth to be instructed, and you shall acquire a wisdom that

will preserve you even to the grave. The fear of the Lord is the
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beginning of wisdom. Fear, therefore, the Lord with your whole

soul, and venerate His priests. Do not say : ' I have sinned, and

what evil hath befallen me ?' My son, the Most High is slow to

punish.

" "When you enter the house of the Lord, consider where you

place your foot, and draw nigh to hear that which God commands

you ; for obedience is worth more than sacrifice. Remember always

that the blessing of the Lord is on the head of the just man.

" Let your mouth never be accustomed to oaths, for by swearing

God is offended in many ways.

" If you know a wise man, go in search of him from the break

of day, and let your foot often mark the threshold of his door. Do

not consult an irreligious man on what relates to piety; an unjust

man, on what relates to justice; a timorous man, on what relates

to war ; a merchant, on what concerns his business ; but address

yourself to a good man, whose views are in accordance with your

own. Consult your own conscience ; for you have no more faithful

counsellor.

" Do not say : ' I will treat this man as he has treated me ;' and

beware of ever doing to others that which you would not wish them

to do to you. If your enemy be hungry, give him to eat ; if thirsty,

give him to drink.

" Dispense alms according to your power. If you have much,

give much ; if you have little, give with a generous heart out of

the little that you have. He who has pity on the poor lends at

interest to the Lord. Do not turn away your eyes from the poor,

though they importune you ; and do not give occasion to those who

ask of you, to curse you behind your back. Lend an ear willingly

to the poor man ; answer him kindly and mildly.

" Be not like a lion in your house, by rendering yourself terri

ble to your servants and ill-treating those who are subject to you.

" Listen to your father, who gave you life, and despise not your

mother when she is old. He who honours his father and his mother

shall receive consolation from his own children. Comfort your

father in his old age ; do not grieve him during his life. If his

mind become weak, bear with him, and do not despise him on ac

count of the advantages that you shall have over him. For tie

charity that you exercise towards your father will not be forgot

ten ; and God will reward you for enduring patiently the defects

and failings of your mother."

Such was the morality of the Israelites. Let any one search as

much as he pleases among the other nations of the time, never—

we delight in repeating it—never shall he find anything so sublime.

Besides these instructions, fathers and mothers were obliged to
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give their children lessons on the great things that God had done

for them and their ancestors ; and the Law commanded that they

should explain to the young the origin of the different feasts that

were celebrated and the different ceremonies that were observed.

The Israelites had no public schools : instruction was derived

for the most part from the wise conversations of parents &nd

aged persons. The better to make themselves understood by theii

pupils, they employed not only the simplest stories, but also pro

verbs, riddles, and parables. The chief use of this figurative dis

course was to convey the maxims of morality under natural and

agreeable forms, so that children might more easily remember them.

The soul of education consisted in learning by heart the canticles of

Moses and the other prophets, as well as the psalms of David. In

these admirable writings, youth found a national history, poetry,

eloquence, and as much knowledgeasitrequired, without ever having

recourse to foreign authors. As the national poems were sung,

everyone acquired some tincture of music as a matter of course.

Thus, while among the pagans, mothers and nurses taught chil

dren from their cradles the fables of the gods, that is, obscene and

ridiculous adventures, which tended only to a contempt of the Divi

nity and a corruption of morals,1 the Israelites alone taught their

children such truths as were proper to inspire them with the fear

and love of God and to excite them to virtue. All their traditions

were true, noble, and useful. On which side, then, was the superi

ority ?

II. In Civil and Political Society. This superiority of the Jews

over other nations is no less marked in theircivil and political society.

On opening the books of Moses, we find there a code of laws that

tend, not only to preserve Religion and the worship of the true God,

hut also to form the manners of the people and to maintain a happy

and tranquil state. Idolatry, luxury, intemperance, debauchery,

in a word, all the vices that disturb social order, are severely pro

scribed. The duties of fathers and mothers, of masters and servants,

are wisely laid down. We behold many sumptuary regulations in

favour of modesty and frugality. All is foreseen, all is adjusted by

the Supreme Legislator, of whom Moses was only the minister and

interpreter.

In this admirable code are found, among others, two laws so

touching that it would be a pity not to make them known : we refer

to the law of the sabbatical year and the law of the jubilee. Every

Israelite had his own land to cultivate : the same land that had been

allotted to his ancestors in the time of Josue. He could not change

1 FUory, Manners of t\e Israelites.
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his place; neither could he ruin or enrich himself exclusively. The

law of the sabbatical year and the law of the jubilee provided for it.

By the first, it was ordained that the land should be allowed to

rest every seventh year, in honour of the Lord. During this year,

no one could sow his field or prune his vineyard or orchard. There

was no mowing or reaping; there was no vintage ; there was no

gathering of fruits or grains : everything that the land produced of

itself was abandoned to the poor and to strangers. The proprietor!

made provision for themselves during the sixth year; and, if they

stood in need of any new fruits, they could take some of the spon

taneous productions of their lands, but with moderation, and without

doing injury to those who, by the right of indigence, were entitled

to them.

By the law of the jubilee, every fiftieth year was sanctified in the

same manner. A general liberty was then proclaimed, in virtue of

which those Hebrews whom miseryhad compelled to becomethe slaves

of their brethren recovered all the privileges of citizens. Everyone

came again, by a full right, into possession of the property that

he had alienated. During the year of the jubilee, as during all the

sabbatical years, it was forbidden to require the payment of debts,

and often they were entirely remitted in favour of the poor. This

difficulty of securing payment, joined with the impossibility of

making permanent acquisitions, rendered loans very objectionable

and sales rather infrequent, and consequently cut away the root of

ambition, while it diminished the occasions of impoverishment : this

was the object of the law. Everyone limited himself to his inhe

ritance, and endeavoured to make it as valuable as possible, know

ing that it should never depart from his family,

When a man desired to sell his property, a valuation was made

according to the number of years that remained till the next

jubilee. The greater the number was, the higher the price. No

one ever sold without the condition of ransom. The seller could

recover his property two, three, or four years after alienating it,

by returning to the purchaser the money that he had received for

it : if he had not the means to do so, he waited for the year of the

j ubilee.

Thus, the Hebrews were only the usufructuaries of their lands :

they were the farmers of God, who was the true Proprietor of

them. Hence it came to pass that, before the period of the election

of kings, they were not burdened with any rent, except the tithes

and first-fruits reserved by the Lord.

Another law, no less admirable, was the law of hospitality:

did any other nation observe it so religiously ? While among the

old Romans, of whose civilisation we hear so many boasts, every
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stranger was an enemy, a suspected man, who was often immolated

to the gods of the country,1 the Jews received their guests with

the utmost eagerness ; they rendered to them all the good offices in

their power ; in a word, they fulfilled with joy, in regard to their

unknown friends, all the duties of humanity.

Accordingly, no matter what the pretended sages of the last

century have said, there never was a people more humane. Let

them be judged by this law of Deuteronomy : If when walking

along a road, says the Lord, you find a bird's nest in a tree or on the

ground, and the dam sitting upon her young or upon her eggs, you

shall not take away the dam with her young ; but, taking the young,

you shall let her go, that you may be happy, and may live a long

time? If they comported themselves thus in regard to weak,

irrational creatures, how then did they act in regard to human

beings?

But, says some one, the Israelites slaughtered the Chanaanites.

First, the people of God are not the only people in whose history

we see the vanquished immolated without mercy by the victors.

Open the annals of the Greeks and Romans, those nations so much

lauded, and what a scene of carnage and ferocity will meet your

eyes ! Besides, if the Israelites slaughtered the Chanaanites, it was

to obey the formal command of the Most High, who bad reprobated

these idolaters. Why had He reprobated them ? Because they

had not profited by the severe chastisement of the Sodomites nor

by the exemplary conduct of the patriarchs ; because they had not

opened their eyes to the wonders wrought on their frontiers,

during the space of forty years, in favour of the children of Jacob ;

because, in fine, they had defied and wearied the divine justice,

for nearly ten centuries, by the unheard-of crimes and disorders

in which they lived. Who has a right to say to God : " Thou

hast not the power to punish the guilty?" How, the people of

Israel were the instruments of His vengeance.

If we experience a feeling of regret at this moment, it is on

account of our inability to enter into a more extensive examination of

the legislation of the Hebrews. It would have been as agreeable

as easy to us to show the evident superiority of the people of God

over all other nations. But this attentive examination has been

already made by learned men,3 and their labour fills us with the

highest admiration for the Mosaic Code, on which the blind and

' Hostis apud majores dicitur quern nunc peregrinum vocamus. (Cicero.)

* Deut., xxii. 6.

3 See the Defense de la legislation mosaique, by Professor Brunati of

Brescia ; I'Homme connu par la revilat., by M. Frere ; Pre/, du Deutir., in the

Jiible de Vence.
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senseless impiety of the last century dared to make such unbecom

ing criticisms.

III. In Religious Society. Who would venture without blush

ing to place the Religion of the Jews on a level with the

idolatry that formerly reigned everywhere ? As well might one

compare day with night, virtue with crime, God with the devil.

In this fundamental point, the superiority of the Jews over the

pagans was never a subject of any difficulty : for whatever truth

or goodness existed in paganism was only a slight reflex of the

revelation that the Jews possessed in all its plenitude.

They had only one temple and one altar at which it was per

mitted to offer sacrifices to God : this was a sensible mark of the

unity of God. To represent His sovereign Majesty, the sacred

edifice was not only the most magnificent in the whole country,

but it was one of the wonders of the world.

Besides tho temple of Jerusalem, there were in the other cities

places consecrated to the divine service and called synagogues, that

is, houses of assembly. The service in the synagogue consisted of

prayers, readings from the Holy Scripture, and sermons. The

people met there three times a week, without counting feast or fast

days. In every synagogue there was a certain number of ministers

appointed to take charge of the religious exercises performed there:

the majority were Priests or Levites. In default of them, the old

men most venerable by their years and virtues were chosen.

Three times a year, on the solemnities of the Pasch, Pentecost,

and Tabernacles, all the men were obliged to visit Jerusalem, and it

was permitted the women to go thither also. We speak elsewhere

of these feasts and of the manner in which they were celebrated;1

let us here add only a few details. These great solemnities con

tinued for seven days. On the second day of the feast of the

Pasch, a sheaf of new corn, the first-fruits of the harvest, was

brought to the temple.

The ceremonies that accompanied this offering were full of

mystery. The judges depujted three men to go and gather the

sheaf in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. The deputies asked the

multitude present three times if the sun had set, and three times

they were answered that it had. Then they three times asked

permission to cut the sheaf, and three times it was granted them.

They cut it down at length in three different fields, with three

different sickles, and placed the ears in three little caskets to carry

them to the temple. When the sheaf was come, it was threshed in

front of the porch ; and of the grain that it yielded, about three

''First Part, Lesson xxix.
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pints were taken. After having winnowed, roasted, and ground

this quantity well, some oil was poured over it, and a handful of

incense added. The priest that received this offering shook it

before the Lord towards the four ends of the world : he cast a

portion of it on the altar, and the remainder belonged to himself.

After this, everyone might begiu the harvest.

We see in the offering of the sheaf a striking picture of the

unbloody sacrifice of the altar, a sacrifice that sanctifies the four

quarters of the world. This salutary offering began only when the

Sun of Justice had set, that is, after the death of the Saviour, and

its object is to preserve a holy remembrance thereof . In line, the

number three, a mysterious number, so often repeated, visibly

indicates the operation of the three Persons of the Holy Trinity in

the great work of the Redemption of the human raoe.

Seven weeks after the offering of the new sheaf, the festival of

Pentecost was celebrated, on which occasion two loaves, first-fruits

of the loaves of the new harvest, were offered to the Lord.

On the fifteenth day of the seventh month, after the gathering

in of all the fruits of the year, the festival of Tabernacles was cele

brated, continuing for seven days, like the two preceding ones.

Five days before this festival, that of Expiations was celebrated

by a general fast. This was the only day of the year on which the

high-priest could enter the sanctuary, to make atonemrit for the

sins of tho people. Here are the details of the ceremony .

The high-priest, after immolating a calf for his own sins and

those of his family, entered the sanctuary, carrying a censer, per

fumes, and the blood of the calf. He placed the perfumes on the

fire of the censer, so that the smoke rising from them might hide

the sight of the ark of the covenant from him; then, dipping the

end of his finger into the blood of the calf, he seven times made an

aspersion with it towards the propitiatory that covered the ark.

He next sacrificed for the sins of the people one of the two goats

that had been brought to him in the name of the whole nation.

The selection of the goat was made by lot : the one on which the

lot fell was immolated. The Pontiff took the blood of this goat,

and made an aspersion with it in the sanctuary, through all the

tabernacle, and on the altar of holocausts, to purify the holy place

and the altar from all the impurities of the children of Israel. He

presented the other goat alive to God ; and, placing his hands on

its head, he confessed the people's sins, which he laid with a curse

on the mysterious animal. After this, he caused it to be driven out

into the desert, so that it should never more re-appear : it was

called the scape-goat.
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These two goats represented the one sacrifice of the Saviour;

who, like the emissary goat laden with the sins of the people, wtf

led out of Jerusalem, and, like the other goat, was immolated, to

purify us by the sprinkling of His blood.

The Israelites, as we have seen, were only the tenants of

God : He alone was the real Lord of Palestine. To acknow

ledge His sovereign dominion, they were obliged to offer Him a

portion of their crops. These offerings were made in the name of

the whole people, before they gathered in the harvests. The

offering consisted of the sheaf and the loaf already mentioned.

After the harvests, these same offerings were repeated by indivi

duals, before beginning to use the new fruits, and were termed

first-fruits.

There was no special time marked out for the presentation of

the first-fruits by individuals ; neither was the quantity precisely

determined. Troops of eighty persons would gather together to

bear in pomp their offerings to the temple of the Lord. Each

troop was preceded by an ox destined for sacrifice : the animal

was crowned with olives and its horns were gilt. Every person

Dore in a basket the first-fruits of his lands : the rich had gold or

silver baskets; the poor, osier ones. They advanced in ceremonial

order to the temple, singing canticles. As soon as they reached the

mount of the temple, all, not excepting even the king, if he was

present, took their baskets on their shoulders, and bore them to the

enclosure of the priests, who, on receiving them, offered up prayers

in keeping with this pious act.

He who made an offering said: I acknowledge this day before the

Lord that I have entered into the land that He promised to our

forefathers; on this account, I offer the first-fruits of the land that

the Lord has given me.1

The law also ordained that the Hebrews should consecrate to

the Lord the first-born of their sons and the first-born among their

animals. The first-born children were redeemed with silver. The

first-born of unclean animals could also be redeemed. As for clean

animals, they were sacrificed, and their blood was poured out

around the altar. Their fat was burned, and the flesh belonged to

the priests, as well as all the other offerings. So the Lord had

ordained.

If the Israelites had feast clays, they had also fast days. The

law had appointed only one day of general fasting: it was the

tenthof the seventh month, the f estival of Expiations ; but there were

extraordinary ones, some in times of public calamity, others in times

I Dent., xxvi. 10.
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of private affliction. There was also fasting through simple

devotion.

Their fast did not consist merely in eating at a later hour, but

in afflicting themselves in every manner. They passed the whole

day without eating or drinking anything until night. This has been

the practice, not only among the Jews, but among the Mahometans,

who on this matter imitate both the Jews and the Early Christians.

Public fasts were announced with sound of trumpet, like

feasts. All the people at Jerusalem assembled in the temple; else

where, in the public places. Headings were made from the law,

and the most venerable old men exhorted the people to acknowledge

their sins and to do penance for them. No nuptials were cele

brated on this day. All remained in silence under ashes and hair

cloth.

They wore dirty and torn garments, or sacks, that is, garments

narrow and unplaited, and consequently disagreeable. They also

called them hair-cloths, on account of their being made from coarse

camlet or some similar stuff, rough and heavy. They had their

feet as well as their head bare, but the face was covered : some

times it was so wrapped in a cloak that they could not see tho

light. The prophets were very careful to remind them that all

these external marks of repentance would not suffice unless accom

panied with a true conversion of heart.

Compare now the cruel, ridiculous, and obscene festivals of the

Greeks and Romans with this worship of the Hebrews, at once so

touching, so varied, and so magnificent; contrast the teachings of the

mysteries of Ceres or the Good Goddess with the lessons given by

the great solemnities of the Pasch, Pentecost, and Tabernacles;

remember that it is Religion which communicates to nations their

lights and their manners; and then, with your hand on your

breast, say whether you know in antiquity a people comparable to

the Jewish people. Yet this people had nothing in its character,

in its instruction, in its riches, or in its power, to place it in tho

front rank of nations.

Render homage, therefore, to Religion, and say: "Thanks to

it, the Jews were of all ancient peoples the most enlightened, the

most moral, the most happy. But Religion procured all these

advantages only because it was good; it was good only because

it was true ; it was true only because it came from God. Let

the homage, therefore, of my love and my faith be given to

this Judaic Religion, the most beautiful present that Heaven ever

made to earth, except the Christian Religion, of which I have

the happiness to be a child ; or rather, let the whole homage of my

soul be given to the one only Religion, which existed under the

vol. i 38
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Patriarchs, which existed under Moses, which exists under the

Gospel, and which shall exist for ever and ever ! "l

Prayer.

0 my God ! who art all love, I thank Thee for having given

Religion to the world, and for all the benefits of which it has been

the continual source : grant us the grace to be ever faithful to its

salutary laws.

1 am resolved to love God above all things, and my neighboui

as myself for the love of God ; and, in testimony of this love,

1 will have the greatest respectfor all the ceremonies of the Church.

' Bee Fleury, Manners of the Israelites, and Filassier, Eraste, 1. 1.



SMALL CATECHISM.

FIRST LESSON.

VOCAL TEACHING OF BELIGION. THE CATECHISM.

Q. What is the object of the Catechism of Perseverance ?

A. The object of the Catechism of Perseverance is to enable children

that have made their First Communion to persevere in the study and

practice of Religion.

Q. Why is it necessary to persevere in the study of Religion after

First Communion?

A. It is necessary to persevere in the study of Religion after First

Communion (1) because the instructions that go before First Communion

are very short and easily forgotten ; (2) because the salvation of a great

many persons will, perhaps, depend on our advice and instruction ; and

(3) because our life is exposed to many trials that Religion alone, well

understood and truly loved, can sweeten.

Q. Why is it necessary to persevere in the practice of Religion after

First Communion ?

A. It is necessary to persevere in the practice of Religion after First

Communion because he alone, says our Lord, that perseveres to the end

thali be saved.

Q. How does the Catechism of Perseverance procure us these two

advantages?

A. The Catechism of Perseverance procures us these two advantages

by the sound instruction that it affords, and by the pious example of those

who attend to it.

Q. What is the meaning of the word Catechism ?

A. The word Catechism means vocal instruction, or teaching by word

of mouth.

Q. Why is the elementary teaching of Religion so called ?

A . The elementary teaching of Religion is so called because Religion

was taught by word of mouth, and not by writing, from the beginning of

the 'world till the time of Moses, and during the early ages of the Church.
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Q. What should the word Catechism remind us of ?

A. The word Catechism should remind us of the pure manners of the

Patriarchs, and the sufferings and evangelical virtues of the Early Chris

tians, and also lead us to imitate them.

Q. What is the first truth that the Catechism teaches us ?

A. The first truth that the Catechism teaches us is that there is but

one God.

Prayer, p. 83.

V- SECOND LESSON.

WRITTEN INSTRUCTION. 8CHIPTTJRE AND TRADITION.

Q. How can we know God ?

A. We can know God by His word and by His works.

Q. Where is the word of God to be found ?

A. The word of God is to be found in the Holy Scripture and in tra

ditions.

Q. Why did God write His law ?

A. God wrote His law to prevent men from forgetting or changing it.

Q. What is the Holy Scripture ?

A. The Holy Scripture, or the Bible, is the book that contains the word

of God, written by inspired authors.

Q. Into how many parts is the Bible divided ?

A. The Bible is divided into two parts: the Old Testament and the

New Testament.

Q. Which are the principal books of the Old Testament ?

A. The principal books of the Old Testament are: (1) the books of

Moses, which are five in number, namely, Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,

Numbers, and Deuteronomy : they are also called the Pentateuch, or the

Law, because they contain the covenant ; (2) the historical books, which

contain the histon/ of the people of God in general—such as the book of

Josue, the book of Judges, the four bocks of Kings, the two books called

Paralipomenon, the book of Esdras, the book of Nehemias, and the two

books of the Machabees : or the history of some saints and other illustrious

personages—such as the books of Job, Kuth, Tobias, Judith, and Esther.

Q. What else does the Old Testament contain ?

A. The Old Testament also contains (3) books of instruction, teaching

how to live well—such are the Psalms of David, which are a hundred and

fifty in number, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the Canticle of Canticles, Wis

dom, and Ecclesiasticus ; (4) prophetical hooks, namely, the books of the

four great prophets : Isaias, Jeremias, Ezechiel, and Daniel, to whom we

mav ndd David, and the books of the twelve minor prophets, who are so

cn;led because thev wrote less than the former.
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Q. Why are all these books called the Old Testament ?

A. All these books are called the Old Testament because thev con

tain the covenant that God made with the Jews by the ministry of Moses;

jn the one side, we see the wishes und promises of God, and, on the other,

the engagements of the Jewish people.

Q. Which are the books of the New Testament ?

A. The books of the New Testament are (1) historical books, namely,

the Gospels of St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, and St. John, and the

Acts of the Apostles, written by St. Luke ; (2) books of instruction—

such are the letters that the Apostles wrote to their disciples or to

churches that they had founded : we count fourteen of St. Paul, one of

St James, two of St. Peter, three of St. John, and one of St. Jude;

and (3) a prophetical book, namely, the Apocalypse of St John.

Q. Why are these books called the New Testament ?

A. These books are called the New Testament because they contain

the covenant that God made with men by the ministry of Our Lord Jesus

Christ. This covenant is much more perfect than the old.

Q. What do you mean by the inspiration, authenticity, and genuine

ness of the Holy Books ?

A. A book is inspired when God Himself has revealed the things

which it contains, and which the author could not know by any natural

means—when God directs him in the choice of things already known to

him, and preserves him from error in writing thereof ; it is authentic

when it is truly the work of the author to whom it is attributed ; and it

is genuine when it comes to us such as it left the author's hands, with

out any essential change.

Q. How do we know that the books of the Old and the New Testa

ment are inspired, authentic, and genuine ?

A. We know that the books of the Old and the New Testament are

inspired, authentic, and genuine by the testimony of Jews and Christians ;

by the testimony of martyrs: and lastly, by the teaching of the Church,

whose infallibility is proved by unquestionable miracles.

Q. Are all the truths of Religion to be found in the Holy Scripture ?

A. All the truths of Religion are not to be found in the Holy Scrip

ture : several have been transmitted by tradition.

Q. What is tradition ?

A. Tradition is the word of God not written in the Holy Books, but

transmitted by word of mouth from parents to children.

Q. How many traditions are there ?

A. There are two traditions : the Jewish and the Christian.

Q. What is the Jewish tradition ?

A. The Jewish tradition is the word of God not written in the Old

Testament, preserved among the Jews either by word of mouth or by

writing.

Q. What is the Christian tradition ?

A. The Ch istiau tradition is the word of God not written in the New
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Testament, which the Apostles received from the lips of Jesus Christ,

-which they transmitted by word of mouth to their disciples, and which

has come down to us by the teaching or the writing of the Fathers of the

Church and our pastors.

Q. What belief do we owe to Scripture and tradition ?

A. We owe a full belief to Scripture and the general tradition of the

Church, because they are alike the word of God.

Prayer, p. 98.

THIRD LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF OOD, CONSIDEKED IN HIMSELF.

Q. What is God in Himself ?

A. God in Himself is Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, three distinct

Persons in one and the same divine nature.

Q. What is God in His nature and in His works ?

A. God, in His nature and iu His works, is a pure Spirit, infinitely

perfect : the Creator and Preserver of the heavens and the earth.

Q. What proofs have you of the existence of God ?

A. Wo have many proofs of the existence of God. Here are three :

(1) the necessity of a First Cause, for, as a painting supposes a painter,

and a house supposes a builder, so the universe supposes One that created

it ; (2) the testimony of all people, who have always believed in the

existence of God, so that any person daring to say that this belief is false

should be regarded as a fool; and (3) the absurdity of atheism, for to

deny the existence of God is to admit effects without causes, the identity

of good and evil, &c.

Q. What are the chief perfections of God ?

A. The chief perfections of God are (1) eternity—as God is an In

finite Being, He had no beginning and shall have no end ; (2) indepen

dence—as God is an Infimte Being, He depends on no one, all things

depend on Him, nothing happens but by His permission or His will ;

(3) unity—as God is an Infimte Being, He is necessarily one ; and (4)

spirituality—as God is an Infinite Being, He has no body, because every

body is limited, imperfect, and subject to change and dissolution.

Q. What is meant by the hands, the arms, the ears, the eyes of God ?

A. By the hands of God, we mean that He made all things ; by His

arms, that He can do all things ; by His ears, that He hears all things ;

by His eyes, that He sees all things. This is a manner of speaking by

which God is pleased to bring Himself down to our level. Likewise, by

the anger of God, we mean the justice with which He punishes sin :

though God is never angry.
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Q. What are the other perfections of God ?

A. The other perfections of God are intelligence, goodness, holiness,

mercy; in a word, God possesses all perfections, 'without the least mix

ture of imperfection.

Q. Why do you call God the Creator?

A. We call God the Creator because He drew the heavens cmd the

earth, with all that they contain, from nothingness.

Q. Why do you call Him the Preserver ?

A. We call Him the Preserver, because He preserves to all creatures

the life that He has given them, and because He guides them to their end.

Q. How do you call that action by which God preserves and guides

creatures ?

A. The action by which God preserves and guides creatures is called

Providence.

Q. Have you any proofs of Providence ?

A. Here are some proofs of Providence : (1) the sight of the universe;

(2) the testimony of all people ; and (3) the absurdity of deism.

Prayer, p. 113.

FOURTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD BY HIS WOBKS. FIHST DAY OF THE CBEATION.

Q. What are the works of God ?

A. The works of God are the heavens and the earth, with all that they

contain.

Q. How did God create the world ?

A. God created the world by His word. He spoke, and all things

vcere made ; for He who can do all things does whatever He pleases by

speaking.

Q. In how many days did He create it ?

A. He created it in six days, in order to teach us that He is free to

act as He pleases ; for He could have created it in an instant.

Q. In what state was the earth when God created it ?

A. When God created the earth it was bare, without ornaments, with

out inhabitants, and surrounded by deep waters, and these waters were

covered with a thick mist.

Q. What did God make on the first day ?

A. On the first day God made light.

Q. What is light?

A. It is impossible to know what light is. We know very well that

it exists, but we cannot understand it. It is a mystery of nature that

te icbes us to believe with docility the mysteries of faith.
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Q. Why did God create light ?

A. God created light in order that we might enjoy the sight of the

universe, admiring all its beauties, and that we might be able to attend

to our business.

Q. Does light come to us with much speed ?

A. Light spreads with incomprehensible speed: in seven or eight

minutes one of its rays travels many millions of miles.

Q. Why did God wish that light should spread with so much speed

and in all directions ?

A. God wished that light should spread with so much speed and in '

all directions in order that an infinity of objects might be seen at the

same moment by a great many persons, and that night might be promptly

dispelled.

Q. What are the other benefits of light ?

A. The other benefits of light are: (1) to colour objects so that we

may be able to distinguish them ; (2) to contribute to our use and plea

sure ; and (3) to maintain us in life and health. Thus God has mada all

things for us.

Prayer, p. 129.

FIFTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OP GOD BY HIS WORKS. SECOND DAY OP THE CBKATION*.

Q. What did God do on the second day ?

A. On the second day God made the firmament, and separated the

waters that surrounded the earth : some He ruised up above the firma

ment, and these are called the waters above; others He left below, and

these are called the waters below.

Q. What is the firmament ?

A. The firmament is all that space which extends from the earth to

the fixed stars.1

Q. What is the extent of the firmament ?

A. To judge of the amazing extent of the firmament, it is enough to

know (1) that the sun, which appears to occupy so small a space, is more

than a million times larger than the earth, whose circumference is about

twenty-five thousand miles ; (2) that the sun is nearly a hundred million

miles distant from the earth ; and C3) that the fixed stars, of which there

are thousands, are so many suns. It is thus that the firmament declares

the glory of God.

i If the learned author be sometimes considered a shade unscientific, he Trill he readily
forgiven. See his declaration at the close of the hut volume. (Tr.)
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Q. What must we conclude hence ?

A. We must conclude hence : (1) that we are very insignificant crea

tures, if we regard only the place that we hold in the world, but very

great, if we reflect that it was for us the firmament with all its wonders

was made ; and (2) that we ought to reverence and love God very much,

since, being so great and powerful, He has deigned to become a child for

us, and to give Himself to us in the Holy Communion.

Q. What do you remark on the colour of the sky ?

A. The colour of the sky, which is azure, is the most proper to delight

our eyes. This colour changes sometimes, for example, morning and

evening, in order to soothe our sight and to prepare it for the brightness

of the day and the darkness of the night.

Q. Is there anything in the space that separates the earth from the

heavens r

A. In the space that separates the earth from the heavens there is

air. Air surrounds the earth and presses on us with' great force : every

one bears on his head a column of air that weighs at least twenty-one

thousand pounds. We are not crushed because the air within us pro

duces an equilibrium. If this equilibrium once failed, we should instantly

perish.

Q. What does all this show us ?

A. All this shows us how our life is always in the hands of God, and

how much afraid we should be to offend Him.

Q. Why is the air invisible ?

A. The air that touches us so closely is invisible, because if it were

visible the view of objects would not be distinct.

Q. What is the use of the air ?

A. The air (1) is a messenger that brings us various odours, and makes

known to us the good or bad qualities sf food ; it also brings us sounds,

and makes known to us what is happening at a distance, as well as the

thoughts of those who speak. The air (2) is like a pump that raises

water from the sea for the fertility of the earth, and afterwards distri

butes it wherever the Creator ordains. Lastly, the air (3) enables us to

live by breathing. It is a great benefit, for which many persons forget

to thank the Lord

Prayer, p. 137.

SIXTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OP GOD BY HIS WORKS. THIRD DAY OF THE CREATION.

Q. What did God do on the third day ?

A. On the third day God placed the sea in the bed that He had pre

pared for it; He commanded the earth to appear, and to bring forth the

green herbs, the plants, and the trees.
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Q. What do you remark on the extent of the sea ?

A. On the extent of the sea, we must remark that it is neither too

great nor too little. If it were greater the earth would be an uninhabit

able marsh, because we should have far too much rain ; if it were less we

should not have enough rain, the earth would be barren, and we should

die of hunger.

Q. How has God prevented the water of the sea from corrupting ?

A. God has prevented the water of the sea from corrupting by two

means. The first is the ebb and flow. The sea is always in motion. For

six hours its waters rush from the middle to the sides, and for the next

six they rush from the sides to the middle. The second is the salt with

which the ocean is penetrated. This salt has also the advantage of mak

ing the water heavier and preventing the sun from taking up too great a

quantity of it.

Q. For what are we indebted to the sea ?

A. We are indebted to the sea for many benefits: (1) it supplies us

with rain, fish, and pearls ; (2) it brings us, by means of navigation, the

riches of foreign countries ; and (3) it facilitates the rapid propagation

of the faith among all nations.

Q. What did God do after placing the sea in the bed that He had

prepared for it ?

A. After placing the sea in the bed that He had prepared for it, God

made the earth appear, to which He gave the name of dry land, in order

to show us that its productions do not originate from itself.

Q. What did He cover it with ?

A. He covered it with green herbs, because green is the colour best

suited to our eyes. H Ho had tinged it red, or white, or black, we could

not have endured the sight of it.

Q. What property did God give the herbs ?

A. God gave the herbs the property of bearing seeds, so as to propa

gate and multiply, and thus provide for our subsistence and the subsist'

ence of animals that serve us.

Q. How many parts do we find in plants ?

A. We find four parts in plants: (1) the root, which fixes and

nourishes the plant ; (2) the stalk, which is destined to bear seed and

fruit; (3) the leaf, which adorns, warms, and nourishes the plant; and

(4) the seed or fruit, which serves for our wants and pleasures, and also

perpetuates the plant.

Q. What must we conclude hence ?

A. We must conclude hence that we have only to study the smallest

flower in order to be filled with tiust in God and love of Him, and to

exclaim with Our Lord : Not even Solomon, in all hit glory, wae arrayed at

one of t/iete. Men oflittle faith ! if God doth to clothe the herb of thefield,

which livet but a day, what care will He not take of you, who are Hit

children f

Prayer, p. 148.
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SEVENTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD BY HIS WORKS. END OF THF, THIRD AND EEGIN

NING OF THE FOURTH DAY OF THE CREATION.

Q. What else did God do on tho third day ?

A. On the third day God also created trees of every kind. The earth,

which had previously been only a meadow, suddenly became an immense

orchard, planted with all kinds of trees, laden with a thousand different

kinds of fruit.

Q. Why did God create fruit-trees?

A. God created fruit-trees for our wants and our pleasures. He shows

us His tenderness by offering us in fruits a food as wholesome as it is

pleasant and cheap, and He shows us His solicitude by sending them to

us at the season when we are most in need of them.

Q. Did not God also create other trees ?

A. God also created other trees, whose fruits do not serve us as food.

These trees are very useful : it is with their wood that houses, ships, and

furniture are made, and that our ordinary food is cooked ; they afford us

shelter, purify the air, and charm our eyes by the nobleness of their size

and the beauty of their foliage.

Q. Do we see all the riches of the earth ?

A. We do not see all the riches of the earth : its bowels are full of

precious and most useful metals, such as gold and iron. God has givtif

us these metals to use, and not to abuse by attaching our hearts to them.

Q. What did God do on the fourth day ?

A. On the fourth day God made the sun, the moon, and the stars :

the sun to preside over the day, and the moon to preside over the night.

Q. Why were the sun, moon, and stars not created before the fourth

day ?

A. The sun, moon, and stars were not created before the fourth day

in order to teach man that they are not the source of the productions of

the earth. God wished hereby to prevent idolatry.

Q. Why is the sun so far away from the earth ?

A. The sun is so far away from the earth that it may give us light

without dazzling our eyes, and that it may warm without burning us

If it were nearer, the earth would be scorched ; if it were farther away,

the earth would be frozen. The same would be the case if the sun were

larger or smaller.

Q. What else do you remark regarding the sun ?

A. I also remark regarding the sun that, if we may so speak, it rises

every day, that it runs its course with great speed, and that it enlightens

and vivifies all nature. Herein, it is an imago of Our Lord, who came

forth from the bosom of His Father and returned to Heaven after
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enlightening all men by His doctrines and sanctifying them by His merits

and His example.

Q. Does the sun rise every day at the same point ?

A. The sun does not rise every day at the same point : this is the

reason why the days are unequal. Every day God marks the point

where the sun is to rise and the point where it is to set, that it may

dispense its heat and light to men, to the unjust as well as the just.

Our Heavenly Father wished hereby to teach us that we ought to love

all men without exception, because they are all our brethren.

Prayer, p. 159.

EIGHTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD BY HIS WORKS. FOURTH DAY OF THE CH.KATCON.

( Continued.)

Q. What else did God make on the fourth day besides the sun ?

A. On the fourth day God also made the moon to preside over the

night. It lessens the great darkness that the sun leaves on retiring ; it

regulates the labours of the field ; it gives light to the traveller by night ;

and it every moment reveals to us the wisdom of the Creator—for, like

the sun, the moon daily changes the time of its rising and setting.

Q. What else did He make ?

A. God also made the stars, whose number, magnitude, and constant

and regular motion show forth the glory of our Heavenly Father and

invite us to gratitude.

Q. How so?

A. Because the stars render ns great services. The pole-star) for

example, directs our journeys by sea and land. The others lessen the

darkness of the night in the absence of the moon.

Q. Why did God create the sun and moon ?

A. God created the sun and moon to separate day and night, and to

regulate the order of the seasons.

Q. What are the benefits of the day ?

A. Light, heat, and an opportunity of attending without fear to our

occupations, are some of the benefits of the day.

Q. What are the benefits of the night ?

A. The night (1), by depriving us of the sight and use of creatures,

reminds us of that nothingness from which we came forth, and of the

darkness of idolatry from which we have been set free by the Gospel ;

(2) it procures us rest and sleep, but it does so gradually and respectfully

in order to teach us that all creatures have been made for us, and we our

selves for God ; (8) it cools the air, and preserves the herbs and plants,

which would perish if the sun were always above the horizon.
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Q. What other service do the sun and moon render us ?

A. Another service that the sun and moon render us is to regulate

the order of the seasons, without which we could not live ; for spring

prepares the productions that we need, summer ripens them, and

autumn lavishes them on us, while winter gives rest to the weary earth.

Q. What are the benefits and instructions of each season ?

A. Spring revives all nature, and preaches to us the shortness of life

and the future resurrection. Summer gives us a portion of those things

which are necessary for us, and teaches us that, when we come to a

mature age, our greatest care must be to labour for Heaven. Autumn

fills our houses with good things, but warns us at the same time not to

attach oui hearts to them. Winter, in fine, enables us to enjoy what the

other seasons have given us, sets before our eyes an image of death, and

tells us to be charitable towards those who are cold and hungry

Prayer, p. 170.

I

NINTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD BY HIS WORKS. FIFTH DAT OF THE CREATION,

Q. What did God do on the fifth day ?

A. On the fifth day God made the fishes and the birds.

Q. What do you remark regarding the fishes ?

A. I remark regarding the fishes that it is a wonder how they con

live in the sea, which is salt, and a wonder that their race has not betn

long since destroyed.

Q. How so ?

A. Because the large fishes continually pursue the small ones, which

no rampart can defend. To secure themselves they draw near the shore,

where large fishes cannot swim. But, in saving the small fishes, the

large ones, it would seem, are condemned to perish, by being deprived of

their prey. Such would certainly be the case if God had not taken care

to send them hosts of animalcules, which they swallow by thousands.

Q. What else do you remark regarding fishes ?

A. I also remark that fishes, which apparently should perish of cold,

are kept very warm by the scales and the oil with which they are covered.

Q. What use are fishes to us ?

A. Fishes are of great use to us. Their flesh nourishes us, and their

bones answer for many purposes. Some come every year to be taken

along our coasts ; others ascend rivers even to their source, so as to carry

to all men the benefits of the Creator.

Q. What else did God make on the fifth day besides the fishes?

A. On the fifth day God also made the birds. Like the fishes, they

were born of the sea ; and it was a great miracle that this element should,
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in the twinkling of an eye, have produced two kinds of beings so differ

ent.

Q. How do the birds prove the wisdom of God ?

A. The birds prove the wisdom of God to us (1) by the structure of

their bodies, which are admirably adapted to cleave the air ; (2) by their

preservation, for they are provided not only with all that they need to be

secure from the air and rain, but with all the tools that they require to

procure a livelihood ; and (3) by their nests, for they know that they will

want nests, and they know the time when they ought to make them, as

well as the size and shape that they ought to give them.

Q. How else are the birds a proof of the wisdom of God ?

A.. The birds are also a proof of the wisdom of God by their instinct,

for they change their temper and character the moment that they have

eggs to hatch or young ones to feed. These little creatures, previously so

restless, greedy, and timid, become quiet, sober, and courageous.

Prayer, p. 182.

TENTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OP GOD BY HIS WORKS. SIXTH DAY OP THE CBEATTOrT.

Q. What do you further remark regarding the birds ?

A. I further remark regarding the birds that many of them pass from

one country to another every year. At the approach of winter they go

off to regions where they will find the heat and food that would be want

ing elsewhere. They make these journeys at the proper time, without

guide, without map, without provisions, and, nevertheless, they all arrive

safe.

Q. What is the use of birds ?

A. Birds are of great use. Their flesh is food for us, their feathers

are employed by us in a thousand ways, their songs delight us, and they

deliver us from a multitude of insects that, being too numerous, would

devour our fruits and crops.

Q. What does the goodness of God towards the birds remind us of?

A. The goodness of God towards the birds reminds ue of this saying

of Our Lord : Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing ? Andyet not one

of tltem falls to the ground without the leave of your Heavenly Father!

How much more care will He not take ofyou, O men oflittle faith .'

Q. What did God do on the sixth day ?

A. On the sixth day God made first the domestic animals, that is to

say, all those beasts of service intended to obey man, to lighten hia

labours, and to supply him with food and clothing. It was in considera

tion of man, become a sinner, that they were created.
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Q. M hat are their chief qualities ?

A. The chief qualities of domestic animals are: (1) docility—they

obey the voice of a child ; (2) sobriety—they eat little, and are satisfied

with what is least useful in the productions of the earth ; and (3) a kind

of friendship—they know their master, and are always ready to serve

him.

Q. "What are their chief services ?

A. Their chief services are : (1) to convey our goods or ourselves

quickly from one place to another ; (2) to till our fields ; (3) to nourish

us with their milk ; and (4) to clothe us with their fleece.

Q. What else did God make on the sixth day ?

A. On the sixth day God also made the insects and reptiles, in which

the wisdom and power of the Creator shine with no less splendour than

in the firmament.

Q. How is that shown ?

A. It is shown (1) by the rich garments in which He has arrayed the

insects—they are covered with purple, gold, diamonds, and the most

beautiful colours ; (2) by the weapons that He has given them for their

defence ; and (3) by the instruments that He has supplied them to work

with—for every insect has its trade or profession.

Q. Will you let us hear some examples ?

A. Some insects are weavers, as the spider. Others are distillers, as

the bee. All are chemists and mathematicians, that is to say, they know

right well how to distinguish the plants that suit them, and how to con

struct their abodes, so as to have them warm, comfortable, pleasant, and

sufficiently large to accommodate themselves and their families.

Prayer, p. 199.

ELEVENTH LESSON

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD BY EOS WORKS. SIXTH DAT OP THE CREATION.

(Continued.)

Q. What do the ants teach us ?

.A The ants, like all other creatures, teach us to glorify God, to look

before us, and to be earnest in labour. They also show us the tenderness

that parents ought to have for their children, and the care that they

should take in educating them.

Q. What do the bees teach us ?

A. The bees teach us to respect our superiors, and to love and assist

our neighbour in general. They_ also invite us to thank Him who is both .

their Creator and ours : since it is by His orders and for our use that they

make their honey.
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Q. What do the silkworms teach us ?

A. The silkworms teach us (1) how great is the power of God, who

makes a mere worm a source of wealth to immense provinces ; (2) how

pleasing is humility to God, since in religion as well as in nature He em

ploys the poor and little to work the greatest things ; and (3) how foolish

we are to lie vain of our dress, since the most costly robes are only the

cast-off clothes of a worm.

Q. What services do the reptiles and wild animals render us ?

A. The reptiles and wild a S.mals render us a great many services.

They (1) teach us to respect and fear God, whose power created so many

dreadful animals, and whose paternal hand, which confines them in deserts

and among rocks, could let them loose, if it so pleased Him ; they (2)

supply us with precious furs; and they (3) devour the carcasses of other

ammals, which, if left on the ground, would corrupt the air.

Q. What should we think of those things which we cannot under

stand in nature ?

A. We should think of those things which we cannot understand in

nature (1) that they are, like the others, the work of an infinitely wise

and good God ; (2) that they are useful to us, because they are con

nected with the rest of creation ; (3) that they let us see our ignorance

and teach us to believe the mysteries of religion; and (4) that very

many of them help to exercise our virtue or to expiate our sins, ana

thus contribute to our sanctification, which is the end that God proposed

to Himself in creating the world.

Q. What is meant by saying that all the world is in harmony ?

A. By saying that all the world is in harmony, we mean that all the

parts of the universe have reference to one another ; that they suppose one

another ; that, if we may so speak, they are caught in one another like the

wheels of a clock ; that if the least thing were added to or taken from

it, the equilibrium would be destroyed: there would be no more order or

beauty.

Q. How ought we to look at the world ?

A. We ought to look at the world as a book, in which God has written

His existence, His goodness, His wisdom, and His power, and our duties

towards Him, towards our neighbour, and towards ourselves. If we

know how to read this beautiful book, we shall see God present every

where ; and the thought of His presence will sanctify us, by filling us

with respect, confidence, and love.

Prayer, p. 211.

TWELFTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF MAN, CONSIDERED IN HIMSELF.

Q. What else did God do on the sixth day ?

A. Ou the sixth day God also made man, saying : Let us make mem
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to our image and likeness. The world existed as a magnificent book iu

which God had written His adorable perfections, but there was no reader

to turn over its leaves ; the world stood as a grand palace, but there was

no king to occupy and enjoy it: accordingly, God made man.

Q. Why did God make man last ?
• A. God made man last, because he is the king of all creatures, and it

was proper that all things should be prepared to receive him.

Q. Why did God say Let us make man f

A. God said Let us make man, and not Let man be made, in order to

show the greatness of the work that He was about to perform.

Q. What is man?

A. Man is an incarnate spirit, or a rational creature consisting of a

body and a soul.

Q. What is the body ?

A. The body is that part of us which pertains to the senses, and

which is composed of various members. In the eyes of reason, our body

is a masterpiece, worthy of admiration, and in the eyes of faith, the

living temple of the Holy Ghost, worthy of the most profound respect.

Q. What is the soul ?

A. The soul is that part of us which docs not pertain to the senses,

or which we cannot see or touch.

Q. What are the qualities of our soul ?

A. Our soul is spiritual, free, and immortal.

Q. What is meant by saying that our soul is spiritual ?

A. When we say that our soul is spiritual, we mean that it has no

length, or breadth, or depth ; that it cannot be seen with our eyes or

touched with our hands.

Q. What is meant by saying that our soul is free ?

A. When we say that our soul is free, we mean that it can will or

not will, act or not act. We feel that we are free, because we experience

joy whenever we do well, and remorse whenever we do wrong.

Q. What is meant by saying that our soul is immortal ?

A. When we say that our soul is immortal, we mean that it will

never die : it cannot be dissolved, like the body, because it has no parts.

God alone could annihilate it, and He has declared that He will never

annihilate it, but will reward or punish it for all eternity.

Q. How is man the image of God ?

A. Man is the image of God chiefly by the qualities of his soul and by

his power over creatures. God is a pure spirit ; man, by his soul, is a

pure spirit. God is free and eternal ; man, by his soul, is free and im

mortal. God is the King of the Universe ; man is God's vicegerent and

the monarch of all that surrounds him. All things have reference to

God, and also reference to man ; but man should refer himself to God.

Trayer, p. 223.

VOL. i. 30
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THIRTEENTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF MAN, CONSIDERED IN HIS RELATIONS WITH CREATURE?.

Q. What do the relations of man with creatures show us ?

A, The relations of man with creatures show us the goodness of God

and the dignity of our nature ; for man was created to be the king, the

usufructuary, and the high-priest of the universe.

Q. What is meant by saying that man is the king of the universe F

A. Man is the king of the universe, that is, God gave him command

over all creatures, which freely submitted to his will as long as he re

mained innocont, but rebelled against him as soon as he rebelled against

God.

Q. What is meant by saying that man is the usufructuary of the

universe ?

A. Man is the usufructuary of the universe, that is, he enjoys all crea

tures and they all have reference to him.

Q. How so?

A. By means of his five senses—the sight, the hearing, the smell, the

taste, and the touch—he draws all creatures to him, and makes them

serve for his use and pleasure. It is thus that in eating a piece of bread

we enjoy the whole universe ; for, to produce a piece of bread and to raise

it to our mouth, we require the help of all the elements, of men, and of

God Himself.

Q. What is meant by saying that man is the high-priest of the uni

verse ?

A. Man is the high-priest of the universe, that is, he is bound to refer

and to offer all creatures to God : they cannot glorify God in a manner

worthy of Him, since they have no mind to know Him, no heart to love

Him, no mouth to praise Him. It is man that must discharge for them

all these duties towards their Creator.

Q. What did God do after creating man ?

A. After creating man, God crowned him king of the universe, and

led him into the palace that He had prepared for him. This palace was

a delightful garden, planted with all kinds of trees, laden with the most

exquisite fruits. We call it the terrestrial paradise.

Q. How was man to have ruled the world?

A. Man was to have ruled the world with wisdom and equity ; that

is, he was to have made all creatures serve for the glory of God and his

own sanctification. Adam did so as long as he remained innocent. We

ought to imitate him, and not to follow the example of most people, who,

instead of using creatures to glorify God, abuse them to offend Him.

Q. Will men always abuse creatures ?

A. Men will not always abuse creatures. Creatures will one day be
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lelivered. Until then, they lament being obliged to take part in our

iniquities, and, as St. Paul says, await the last judgment with im

patience.

Prayer, p. 232.

FOURTEENTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF MAN, CONSIDERED IN HIS RELATIONS WITH OOD.

Q. In what state was man created ?

A. Man was created, not only with all the qualities and all the pri

vileges of a perfect nature, but also in a state of supernatural innocence,

justice, happiness, and immortality.

Q. What was the end of this state ?

A. The end of this state was to procure for man the happiness of see

ing God face to face in heaven, after having loved Him here on earth,

without passing to his reward by the way of sufferings and death.

Q. Why is this state called supernatural ?

A. This state is called supernatural because God did not owe it to

man, and man could not attain to it by the mere strength of nature.

Q. How can man attain to it ?

A. Man can attain to it by grace, that is, by those supernatural lights

and helps which God communicates to him, and which do not destroy,

but perfect, nature.

Q. Why then did God create man and place him in the world ?

A. Man was created and placed in the world to know, love, and serve

God, and by this means to gain eternal life ; in other words, to see God,

not only in creatures, as in a mirror, but face to face in heaven, for ever

and ever.

Q. Was innocent man happy P

A. Innocent man was most happy. His mind knew all that it ought

to know ; his heart loved all that it ought to love ; his bgdy was free

from infirmities and was immortal.

Q. How is the first man called ?

A. The first man is called Adam.

Q. How is the first woman called ?

A. The first woman is called Eve.

Q. How was she formed ?

A. God sent a mysterious sleep on Adam, during which He took frorr

him, without pain, one of his ribs, and formed of it a body, to which He

gave a rational soul : thus was the first woman made. On seeing her,

Adam cried out : This is lone of my bone, andJlesh of myflesh !
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Q. "What did God do after creating Adam and Eve?

A. After creating Adam and Eve, God blessed them, and instituted

the holy society of marriage, from which all the rest of mankind have

been born.

Q. What command did God give our first parents?

A. Hitherto, God had spoken to our first parents only of their autho

rity and their happiness. It was very just that He should ask the homage

of their gratitude, and He told them that they might eat of all the fruits

in the terrestrial paradise except the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil.

Q. Ought our first parents to have obeyed God ?

A. Our first parents had all kinds of "reasons to obey God: (1) the

command was most just ; (2) it was most easy ; (3) they had all the

graces necessary to keep it ; and (4) they had every motive imaginable

not to break it : their happiness in time and eternity was to be the reward

of their obedience.

Q. By whom were they tempted ?

A. They were tempted by the devil, that is, by a wicked angel. God,

whose wisdom and power are infinite, had formed some creatures purely

material, as plants and animals ; others, material and spiritual, as man";

and others again, purely spiritual, as the angels.

Q. What are the angels?

A. The angels are purely spiritual creatures, superior to man. Some

of them rebelled against God ; but they were immediately punished—

they were changed into devils.

Prayer, p. 246.

FIFTEENTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OP THE ANGELS.

Q. In what are the angels superior to man ?

A. The angels are superior to man in knowledge and strength. They

know much better than we the things that we know ; they know other

things that are hidden from us ; and they can do many things that are

impossible to us.

Q. In what state were the angels created ?

A. All the angels were created in a state of holiness and innocence ;

but this happy state did not render them impeccable : the eternal enjoy

ment of God was to be the reward of their fidelity.

Q. Who are the good angels ?

A. The good angels are those who remained faithful to God. Their

chief is St Michael the Archangel.
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Q. Who are the bad angels?

A. The bad angels are those who rebelled against God. Their chief

is named Lucifer, or Satan. They were cast out of heaven and condemned

to hell.

Q. What is the occupation of the devils or bad angels'?

A. The occupation of the devils or bad angels, jealous of our happi

ness, is to tempt men on earth and to torment the reprobate in hell. But

they cannot do us any harm without the permission of God, who permits

them to tempt us in order to try our virtue, and who gives us all the

graces necessary to triumph over their attacks.

Q. How are the good angels divided ?

A. The good angels are divided into three hierarchies, each of which

contains three orders. These nine orders are called the Nine Choirs of

Angels. The first hierarchy contains the Seraphim, the Cherubim, and

the Thrones ; the second, the Dominations, the Principalities, and the

Powers ; and the third, the Virtues, the Archangels, and the Angels.

Q. What is the first duty of the good angels ?

A. The first duty of the good angels is to adore and praise God. St.

John represents them to us as prostrate in profound awe before the throne

of the Divine Majesty, and continually repeating this canticle : Holy, holy,

holy is God Almighty, who was, who is, mid who shall ever be.

Q. What is the second duty of the good angels ?

A. The second duty of tlie'good angels is to preside over the govern

ment of the visible and the invisible world, and to execute the orders of

God in regard to man. It was by the ministry of angels that all the great

events recorded in the Old and the New Testament were accomplished.

Q. What is the third duty of the good angels ?

A. The third duty of the good angels is to keep watch over the Uni

versal Church, over kingdoms, and over cities. The Holy Fathers teach

us that millions of angels surround the fold of Jesus Christ, to defend it

in the ceaseless war that it has to maintain against the bad angels ; and the

Scripture tells us of the Guardian Angel of the Persians and of the Greeks,

that is, of empires.

Q. What is the fourth duty of the good angels ?

A. The fourth duty of the good angels is to keep watch over each one

of us. At the first moment of our existence an angel takes his place at

our side, in order to defend us and to guide us to heaven. He presents our

prayers and good works to God, and prays for us.

Q. What are we to conclude from the work of the six days ?

A. We are to conclude from the work of the six days : (1) that God

is all-powerful, all-wise, and all-good ; (2) that man is very great, since

inferior creatures have reference to him, and the angels themselves continu

ally labour for him ; (3) that we ought to love God very much, to turn all

things to His glory, and to have a great respect for ourselves ; and (4)

that we ought to observe Sunday with special fidelity.

Troyer, p. 266.
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SIXTEENTH LESSON.

FALL OF MAN.

Q. With what punishment had God threatened our first parents ?

A. The punishment with which God had threatened our first parents

was death of body and soul. He had said to them : On what day soever

you eat oftheforbiddenfruit, you shall die.

Q. How did the devil tempt our first parents ?

A. The devil, under the form of a serpent, deceived the woman by

telling her that, if they ate of the forbidden fruit, they should become as

gods. The woman, deceived, ate thereof, and offered some to her hus

band. Adam was not deceived ; but, out of a desire to please his wife,

also ate of the forbidden fruit.

Q. In what state did they find themselves after their sin ?

A. After their sin, remorse and shame took possession of their con

science, and they ran away to hide themselves among the trees of the

garden.

Q. What punishment did God pronounce against the serpent ?

A. God condemned the serpent to creep on the ground and to eat

the dust. He would show us how hateful the devil isto Him by punish

ing what had been the instrument of his crime.

Q. What punishment did He pronounce against our first parents ?

A. He condemned the woman to bring forth her children in pain, and

to be subject to man. He condemned the man to eat his bread in the

sweat of his brow.

Q. How did God console Adam and Eve ?

A. God consoled Adam and Eve by promising them a Saviour, whc

should restore them all the goods that they had lost, and even greaiei

ones.

Q. Did Adam do penance ?

A. Adam did penance, and he bad the happiness of recovering the

friendship of God and of dying in His love.

Prayer, p. 275*

SEVENTEENTH LESSON.

nARMONY BETWEEN THE DIVINE JUSTICE AND MERCY IN THE PUNISH

MENT AND TRANSMISSION OF ADAM'S SIN.

Q. How is the justice of God shown in the punishment of the sin of

»ur first parents?
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A. The justice of God in the punishment of the sin of our first parents

is shown in the effects of this sin.

Q. What were the effects of this sin in our first parents ?

A. The effects of this sin in our first parents were the loss of all

supernatural privileges, the enmity of God, the slavery of the devil,

ignorance, concupiscence, death, and condemnation to the pains of hell.

Q. Have we inherited their sin ?

A. We have inherited their sin, as the Holy Scripture, the belief of

all nations, and our own experience teach us : we call it original sin.

Q. What are the effects of original sin in our regard ?

A. The effects of original sin in our regard are to be born children of

wrath ; to be subject to ignorance, concupiscence, and death ; and to be

deprived of the happiness of seeing God face to face in heaven.

Q. How is the mercy of God in the punishment of original sin shown ?

A. The mercy of God in the punishment of original sin is shown in

that, instead of putting our first parents to death immediately after their

offence, as He had a right to do, He gave them time to expiate it, and

supplied them with all the means of doing so.

Q. What was the cause of this great mercy ?

A. The cause of this great mercy was the offer that the only Son of

God made to His Father to take on Himself the expiation of the sin of

our first parents.

Q. How did God reconcile the rights of His justice with those of His

mercy in the punishment of original sin ?

A. In the punishment of original sin God reconciled the rights of His

justice, which sought to punish man, with those of His mercy, which

sought to pardon him, by being content with the death of one man in

stead of all other men, whom He should spare in consideration of this one

man sacrificed.

Q. What shall this man hs ?

A. This man shall be the object of all the severity of God's justice,

since He shall bear the sins of all mankind. He shall also be the object

of all the tenderness of God's love, since, in consideration of Him, God

will forgive all mankind. He shall therefore be a Man-God: Man, to be

able to suffer ; God, to give an infinite value to His sufferings.

Q. Can men be saved otherwise than by this Mediator ?

A. Men never can and never could be saved otherwise than by this

Mediator, because He alone, being a Man-God, was able to expiate sin,

and to restore that supernatural union between God and man which sin

had destroyed.

Prayer, p, 289.
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EIGHTEENTH LESSON.

NECESSITY AND PERPETUITY OP FAITH IN THE MYSTERY OF

REDEMPTION. HISTORY OF JOB.

Q. Did Out Lord become incarnate for all mankind without excep

tion ?

A. Our Lord became incarnato for all mankind without exception.

He is the Saviour of all men, says the Apostle, but especially of the

faithful.

Q. What are we to conclude hence?

A. We are to conclude hence that, in all ages, God has given to all

men the graces necessary to arrive at a sufficient knowledge of the mys

tery of Redemption and to work out their salvation.

Q. How do you show this truth ?

A. It is certain that the Jews always expected a Redeemer : this ex

pectation was the first article of their creed. As for the Pagans, they

were, like the Jews, children of Adam and Noe ; and, departing from a

common cradle, they bore with them the remembrance of the fall of man

and the first promises of a Redeemer.

Q. Were not these traditions changed ?

A. These traditions were changed by gross fables. Nevertheless, we

find sufficiently marked remains of them in the history of all Pagan no

tions, among whom God raised up personages to foretell the Redeemer,

and to be, as it were, the prophets of heathenism.

Q. Who was the most celebrated of these prophets ?

A. The most celebrated of these prophets of the Messias among the

Gentiles was the holy man Job.

Q. What is his history ?

A. Job was an Eastern prince, exceedingly rich ; a man that served

God in all the uprightness of his heart. God permitted the devil to put

his virtue to the test. In one day the devil deprived Job of all his riches

and caused the death of all his children. Job, on hearing the sad news,

exclaimed with much resignation : The Lord gave me all, the Lord hath

taken all away, blessed be His holy name !

Q. How did the devil act now ?

A. The devil, provoked at being unable to make Job murmur against

God, asked permission to strike him iu his person. He obtained it; and

Job was immediately covered from head to foot with a frightful ulcer.

Q. Had Job any other trial yet to undergo ?

A. Job had yet to endure the railleries of his wife, who told him to

curse God. Job answered her : You speak like a foolish woman. If we

have received good things from the hand of the Lord, why should we not alto

receive evil?
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Q. What happened next ?

A. Three princes, the friends of Job, came to see him, and declared

that he was certainly fjuilty of some sin, since God treated him so. Job

answered that he was innocent, and appealed to the justice of God regard

ing it, saying : Yes, I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that on the last

day I shall rise out of the earth ; and in my ownflesh I shall see my God,

the Witness of my innocence.

Q. Did God abandon the holy man Job ?

A. God did not abandon the holy man Job, but made known his inno

cence, restored him as many children as he had lost, doubled his riches,

and granted him a long life and a happy death.

Prayer, p. 298.

NINETEENTH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OP RELIGION. NATURE AND DEFINITION OP RELIGION,

Q. Is there such a thing as Religion ?

A. There is such a thing as Religion, because, God being the Creator

of man and man the creature of God, there are unchangeable relations

existing between them, like those which exist between parents and

children.

Q. Are these relations very sacred ?

A. These relations are much more sacred than those which unite

parents and children, because God is our Creator, our Redeemer, and our

Last End : which parents aro not.

Q. In what do these relations consist?

A. These relations consist in this, that God has a right to command

us, and we hare an obligation to adore, love, and serve Him.

Q. Have all peoples believed in Religion ?

A. All peoples have believed in Religion, and regarded as a fool and

a wretch any one denying or despising Religion.

Q. What is Religion ?

A. Religion is the bond that unites man with God ; or rather Religion

is the society of man with God.

Q. What is the meaning of the word Religion t

A. The word Religion means the bond of bonds, or the second bond :

the bond ef bonds, because Religion unites us in a supernatural manner

with God, who is the most perfect of beings ; the second bond, because

Our Lord, by offering Himself to His Father as our victim, re-established

that supernatural union which existed between God and man before

•riginal sin.
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Q. Can there be many Religions ?

A. There cannot be many Religions, because there cannot be many

Gods, and yes and no cannot be true at the same time. Hence the Primi

tive Religion, the Mosaic Religion, and the Christian Religion are only

one and the same Religion in three different states.

Q. Whence does Religion come ?

A. Religion comes from God and from Him alone ; for He alone

could make known to man his origin, his duties, and his last end.

Q. Has God then spoken to men ?

A. Yes, God has spoken to men : this is what we call revelation.

Q; Which are the ehief revelations ?

A. The chief revelations are three in number : tho Primitive revela

tion, which was made to Adam and the Patriarchs; the Mosaic revela-'

tion, which was made to Moses and the Prophets ; and the Christian

revelation, which was made to the whole world by Our Lord Jesus Christ,

the Son of God.

Q. Which is the true Religion ?

A. The true Religion is that Religion which comes from God, and

which is called the Christian Religion.

Q. How do you know that the Christian Religion is the true Re

ligion ?

A. We know that the Christian Religion is the true Religion by

miracles wrought and prophecies given in its favour, and because it alone

reaches back even to God.

Q. How do you show that the Christian Religion reaches back even

to God?

A. The Christian Religion reaches back even to God, since it reaches

back even to the day when the Eternal Word offered Himself to His

Father in order to redeem our first parents, and since it has always had

as the objects of its faith and hope the same Mediator, the same troths,

and the same rewards.

Q. Can the true Religion change'

A. The true Religion cannot change, because it rests on the natures

of God and man, on the order established by God, and on the word of

God, which is unchangeable.

Prayer^ p. 311.

TWENTIETH LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF EELIGION. RELIGION IS A LAW.

Q. How ought we to regard Religion ?

A. We ought to regard Religion as a great law and a great benefit.
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Q. Why do you say that Religion is a law ?

A. I say that Religion is a law : (1) because it is a rule that guides

our thoughts, words, and actions ; (2) because whatever it says is just

and true ; and (3) because it comes from God, who has a right to com

mand us.

Q. Why do you say that Religion is a great law ?

A. I say that Religion is a great law, and the most sacred of all laws,

because of the Legislator who established it, the importance of the duties

that it imposes, and the greatness of the rewards and punishments that

confirm it.

Q. Is Religion a universal law?

A. Religion is a universal law; that is to say, all the members of the

human family, without a single exception, are bound to observe it, be

cause they all are the creatures and subjects of God.

Q. How ought we to regard those who show themselves indifferent

about Religion?

A. We ought to regard those who show themselves indifferent about

Religion as the most senseless, the most guilty, and the most wretched

of men.

Q. Why so?

A. Because there is no folly greater than not to make sure whether

we have any duties to fulfil towards God, and whether we have anything

to expect or to fear after death ; because there is no crime greater than

habitually to despise the commands of God, when we know them ; and,

lastly, because there is no misfortune greater than to live like beasts, and,

at the hour of death, to have no other prospect than nothingness or hell.

Q. What do you think of the maxim that Religion is all very well for

the people ?

A. The maxim that Religion is all very well for the people is an im

piety, a falsehood, and a cruelty.

Q. Why do you say that it is an impiety ?

A. It is an impiety because it conveys that God obliges only the

common people to serve Him, while fie leaves the rich free to disobey

Tfim and to indulge their passions.

Q. Why do you say that it is a falsehood ?

A. It is a falsehood because the great and powerful have as much

need of Religion as the little and weak.

Q. Why do you say that it is a cruelty ?

A. It is a cruelty because it tends to rob the people of Religion, Which

is the greatest of all treasures.

Q. Can anything be substituted for Religion?

A. Nothing can be substituted for Religion : neither honour nor inte

rest, because Religion alone supplies us with motives and helps by which

we may overcome ourselves on all occasions.

Prayer, p. 828.
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TWENTY-FIRST LESSON.

KNOWLEDGE OF RELIGION. RELIGION IS A GREAT BENEFIT. HISTORY

OF RELIGION. PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THB MESSIAS. TCBST

PROMISE OF THE MESSIAS. ADAM AND ABEL, THE FIRST AND SECOND

FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS.

Q. Why do you say that Religion is a benefit?

A. Religion is a benefit (1) because, by uniting us with God, it be

comes the source of our intelligence, our virtue, and our glory ; (2) be

cause it consoles us in the trials of life, and leads us to a supernatural

happiness not due to us; and (3) because it procures for us, in considera

tion of the redemption through Our Lord Jesus Christ, much greater

blessings than those of which Adam deprived us.

Q. How does Religion unite God with man ?

A. Religion unites God with man by the truths that God teaches us,

and by the duties that He imposes on us, as well as by graces that He

communicates to us in order to believe the former and to practise the

latter.

Q. How does Religion unite man with God?

A. Religion unites man with God by co-operation with the graces

that God gives us in order to believe what He has revealed and to do

what He has commanded—in a word, to love Him with our whole heart

and soul.

Q. What is the end of Religion ?

A. The end of Religion is the glory of God and the happiness of man

in this world and the next.

Q. Has Religion been always as much developed as it is now?

A. Religion has not been always as much developed as it is now ; but,

for all that, it has not ceased to be always the same, as a man, while pass

ing through the various stages of life, never ceases to be the same man.

Q. What difference is there between the faithful before and those

after the coming of the Messias ?

A. The difference is that the ancient just believed in Jesus Christ

promised, while we believe in Jesus Christ come. Our faith, our hope,

our Keligion is the same as that of the Patriarchs and the Prophets.

Q. Why did God make known only by degrees the mystery of Re

demption ?

A. Gcd made known only by degrees the mystery of Redemption in

order to adapt Himself to the weakness of man, and to prepare him by a

multitude of miracles to believe the greatest of all miracles.

Q. now did God make the Redeemer known to the first men?

A. God made the Redeemer known to the first men by promise?!

figures, and prophecies.
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Q. What is meant by figures of the Messias ?

A. By figures of the Messias, we mean certain actions, events, and

personages that represented beforehand the character and conduct of the -

Messias.

Q. What did the figures show ?

A. The figures showed, in the lives of the Patriarchs and in sacrifices,

the deeds and death of the Messias.

Q. What did the promises point out ?

A. The promises pointed out the people, tribe, and family from which

the Messias would come.

Q. What did the prophecies declare ?

A. The prophecies declared the time, place, and circumstances of the

birth, life, death, and resurrection of the Messias.

Q. How did God prepare the way for the reign of the Messias?

A. God prepared the way for the reign of the Messias by all the

events that occurred among the Jews and among foroign nations.

Q. What is the first promise of the Messias ?

A. The first promise of the Messias is that which God made to our

first parents in the terrestrial paradise, saying that the woman should

crush the serpent's head.

Q. What is the first figure of the Messias ?

A. The first figure of the Messias is Adam. Adam is the father of

all mankind according to the flesh ; Our Lord is the Father of all man

kind according to the spirit. Adam falls asleep, and from one of his ribs

God makes him a companion, to whom he will be always united, and

who will give him a numerous posterity ; Our Lord dies on the cross,

and from His opened side God draws the Church, to which He will be

united till the end of ages, and which will give Him many children.

Adam, a sinner, is driven out of paradise and condemned to labour, pain,

and death ; Our Lord, laden with the sins of the world, comes down from

Leaven—is condemned to labour, pain, and death—and saves all mankind

by His obedience, as Adam ruined them by disobedience.

Q. What is the second figure of the Messias ?

A. The second figure of the Messias is Abel, the son of Adam and

brother of Cain. Abel offers a sacrifice from his flocks; Our Lord offers

the sacrifice of His blood, which is infinitely more pleasing to God, His

Father. Abel, innocent, is led out into the fields and put to death by

Cain, his brother ; Our Lord, innocence itself, is led out of Jerusalem and

put to death by the Jews, His brethren. The blood of Abel cries for

vengeance against Cain; the blood of Our Lord cries for mercy towards

us. Cain, the murderer of Abel, is condemned to wander a vagabond on

the earth ; the Jews, the murderers of Our Lord, are condemned to roam

over the whole earth without a priest, without a king, without a sacri

fice.

Prayer, p. 347.
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TWENTY-SECOND LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OP THE MKSSIA8. NOE, THE THIED FIQUPJB

OF THE ME8SIAS. (B.C. 2348.)

Q. What was the name of the son that God gave our first parents

instead of Abel ?

A. The name of the son that God gave our first parents instead of

A.bel and to preserve Religion on earth, was Seth.

Q. How are the descendants of Seth called ?

A. The descendants of Seth are called children of God, because they

lived according to the spirit of Religion ; on the contrary, the descendants

of Cain are called children of men, because they abandoned themselves to

all the corrupt desires of their hearts.

Q. Did God send any one to recall the children of men to penance ?

A. To recall the children of men to penance, God sent Enoch, who

nevpr ceased exhorting them to be converted, but they would not listen

to him.

Q. Did the children of God always remain faithful to the Lord ?

A. The children of God did not always remain faithful to the Lord.

They intermarried with the children of men, who corrupted them, and

nearly all gave themselves up to sin.

Q. How did God punish mankind ?

A. God punished mankind by the deluge, which covered the earth

and even the highest mountains with water for a hundred and forty

days.

Q. Were any persons saved from the deluge ?

A. Noe and his family, in all eight persons, were saved from the

deluge, together with animals of every kind, to repeople the earth.

Q. How were they saved?

A. They were saved in an ark, that is, in a large vessel, which Noe

had built by the command of God, and at which he had worked for a

hundred and twenty years, so as to give sinners time to do penance.

Q. What did Noe do on leaving the ark ?

A. On leaving the ark, Noe showed his gratitude to the Lord by offei-

ing Him a sacrifice, and the Lord promised him that He would never

again destroy the world by a deluge.

Q. IsNoe a figure of Our Lord ?

A. Noe is the third figure of Our Lord. Noe means Comforter ; Jesus

means Saviour. Noe alone finds favour with God; Our Lord alone finds

favour with His Father. Noe builds an ark, which saves him and his

family from a universal deluge ; Our Lord builds His Church, to save

from everlasting death all those who choose to enter it The higher the

waters rise, the nearer the ark mounts to heaven ; the more the Church
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suffers tribulation, the more she is lifted up towards God. Noe was

chosen to be the father of a new world ; Our Lord was chosen to repeople

the earth with just souls and heaven with saints.

Prayer, p. 358.

TWENTY-THIRD LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGUBES OF THE MBSSIAS. SECOND PBOMISE AND FOUBTH

FIGUBE OF THE MESSIA8 : MELCHISEDECH. (B.C. 2247-1921.)

Q. What happened after the deluge ?

A. After the deluge, the life of man was greatly shortened ; for the

long stay of the waters on the earth had weakened the virtue of plants,

corrupted the air, and made nature lose its primitive vigour.

Q. By whom was the world repeopled ?

A. The world was repeopled by the three sons of Noe : Sem, Cham,

and Japhet.

Q. Were they all three blessed by their father ?

A. Cham having failed in respect to Noe, the holy Patriarch cursed

him in the person of Chanaan, his son, and this curse has never lost its

effect.

Q. What design did the descendants of Noe form ?

A. The descendants of Noe, having become very numerous and being

about to separate, formed a design of building a city and a towur whose

top should reach the heavens, that they might thus immortalise their

name and secure themselves against any future deluge.

Q. How did God prevent the execution of their design ?

A. God prevented the execution of their design by confounding the

language of men, who, no longer able to understand one another, were

obliged to desist from the work. This is the reason why the tower was

called Babel, which means confusion.

Q. What became of men after the confusion of speech?

A. After the confusion of speech, men separated in large families,

carrying with them a knowledge of the principal truths of .Religion and

the remembrance of great events that had occurred before the deluge.

Hence it is that we find traditions of these things among all the peoples

of the world.

Q. Did they preserve the true Religion long ?

A. They did not preserve the true Religion long: blinded by passion,

they fell into idolatry.

Q. What is idolatry ?

A. Idolatry is the adoration of creatures, or rather of devils, under a

thousand different forms. All the gods of the nations, sayi the Prophet,

are devils.
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Q. What did God do in order to preserve on earth the true Religion,

and especially the remembrance of the great promise of the Redeemer ?

A. To preserve the true Religion, and especially the remembrance of

the great promise of the Redeemer, God chose Abraham, with whom He

made a covenant, and who was blessed by Melchisedech.

Q. What did God promise Abraham ?

A. God promised Abraham that He would give him the land of

Ohanaan and make him the father of a great people, that is, the Jewish

people, or the people of God.

Q. What else did God promise Abraham ?

A. God also promised Abraham that of his race should be born the

Messias: so that it is in the posterity of Abraham alone that we art

henceforth to look for the Liberator.

Q. Which is the fourth figure of the Messias ?

A. The fourth figure of the Messias is Melchisedech. Melchisedech

means king of justice ; Our Lord is justice itself. Melchisedech is priest of

the Most High ; Our Lord is the Priest of Priests. Melchisedech blesses

Abraham ; Our Lord blesses the Church, represented by Abraham. Mel

chisedech offers bread and wine in sacrifice ; Our Lord offers Himself in

sacrifice under the appearances of bread and wine.

Prayer, p. 365.

TWENTY-FOURTH LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS. ISAAC, THE FIFTH FIGURE OF

THE MESSIAS. (B.C. 1871-1836.)

Q. What promise did God make to Abraham after the deliverance

of Lot, his nephew ?

A. After the deliverance of Lot, God promised Abraham a son ?

Q. What was the sign of the covenant that God made with Abra

ham ?

A. The sign of the covenant that God made with Abraham was the

ceremony of circumcision.

Q. On what occasion did God renew to Abraham the promise of a

son?

A. God renewed to the holy Patriarch the promise of a son after he

had given hospitality to three angels under the guise of three travellers.

Q. What does the interview between Abraham and the Lord under tie

guise of these three angels teach us ?

A. The interview between Abraham and the Lord teaches us (1) with

what holy familiarity God permits us to speak to Him in prayer ; and (2)

that the prayers and merits of a few just may save many guilty, since,
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for the sake of ten just, God would have pardoned Sodom and four other

cities.

Q. Was any person saved from the burning of Sodom ?

A. Lot, his wife, and his two daughters were the only persons saved

from the burning of Sodom. But Lot's wife, in punishment for her

curiosity, was turned into a pillar of salt, which was still to be seen

in the time of the Apostles.

Q. "What command did God give to Abraham ?

A. Many years after the burning of Sodom, God commanded Abra

ham to sacrifice his son Isaac.

Q. How did Abraham obey the command of God ?

A. Abraham obeyed the command of God with promptitude and

without a murmur. He led his son to a mountain that God had shown

him, fastened this dear victim to the pile, and was about to strike the

fatal blow, when God, satisfied with his obedience, told him to stop.

Q. What does this sacrifice of Isaac represent ?

A. The sacrifice of Isaac represents that of Our Lord. Isaac is the

beloved son of his father ; it is in Our Lord alone that God the Father is

well pleased. Isaac, innocent, is condemned to death ; Our Lord, inno

cence itself, is condemned to death. It is Isaac's father who must immo

late him ; it is God the Father who, by the hands of the Jews, immolates

Our Lord. Isaac himself bears the wood on which he is to be consumed ;

Our Lord Himself hears the wood of the cross on which He is to die.

Isaac, without a murmur, lets himself be fastened to the pile ; Our Lord,

dumb as a lamb, lets Himself be fastened to the cross. It is on Calvary

that Isaac offers his sacrifice ; it is also on Calvary that Our Lord offers

His sacrifice. Isaac is blessed by God in reward for his obedience ; Our

Lord is blessed by God in reward for His obedience, and receives as an

inheritance all the nations of the earth.

Prayer, p. 370.

TWENTY-FIFTH LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGTTRF.S OF THE MESSIAS. THIRD AND FOITRTH PROMISES.

SIXTH FIQURE OF THE MESSIAH : JACOB. (B.C. 1739.)

Q. How did Abraham die ?

A. Abraham, full of days and morits, died a holy death at the age of

one hundred and seventy-five years, and was buried Dy his two sons, Isaac

and Ismael.

Q. To which of Abraham's children was the third promi se of the

Messias made ?

A. The third promise of the Messias was made to Isaac, and it teaches

us that it is in his family, and not in that of Ismael, his brother, that we

are to look for the Messias.

vol. i. 40
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Q. How many children had Isaac ?

A. Isaac had two children, Esau and Jacob, and Jacob was chosen to

he the ancestor of the Messias.

Q. On what occasion ?

A. Jacob, on his way into Mesopotamia to seek a wife, was overtaken

by night in the midst of a desert. While he slept, he had a dream, in

which the Lord appeared to him and said : I am the God of thy fathers :

the land wherein thou steepest, I will give to thee. All the nations of the

earth shall be blessed in Him who shall be born of thee.

Q. What do you remark regarding this promise ?

A. I remark regarding this promise that it puts aside Esau and all the

nations descending from him, and that we must henceforth look for the

Messias in the posterity of Jacob.

Q. What did Jacob do on his arrival in Mesopotamia ?

A. Un his arrival in Mesopotamia, Jacob asked his cousin Rachel in

marriage ; but it was only after fourteen years of the hardest labour that

he obtained the consent of his uncle Laban. After this he returned with

his family to his father, and rendered him the last services.

Q. Is Jacob a figure of Our Lord ?

A. Jacob is the sixth figure of Our Lord. Jacob, to obey his father,

goes into a distant land to seek a spouse ; Our Lord, to obey His Father,

comes down from Heaven on earth to be united to the Church, His

Spouse. Jacob, though very rich, sets out alone, and, to rest his head,

has nothing but a stone that he finds in a desert ; Our Lord, the Master

of all things, has not even a stoue whereon to lay His head. Jacob is

obliged to labour a long time in order to obtain a spouse ; Our Lord is

obliged to undergo the most painful labours in order to form the Church,

His Spouse. Jacob returns with his family to his father ; Our Lord re

turns to His Father with all the saints of the Old Law, and opens Heaven

to all Christians, His children.

Prayer, p. 378.

TWENTY-SIXTH LESSON.

pbomises and figubes of the messias. seventh figube of the

messias: Joseph, (B.c. 1729-1689.)

Q. Did the Patriarchs possess great wealth ?

A. The Patriarchs possessed great wealth, which consisted chiefly is

flocks. They built no houses, but dwelt in tents, changing their place of

abode according to the convenience of pastures. God wished it to be so,

in order to teach us that the life of man here below is only a pilgrimage.

Q. What were the chief virtues of the Patriarchs?

A. The chief virtues of the Patriarchs were faith, which made them

continually sigh for a better country ; charity towards the neighbour,
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which made them treat strangers with a generous hospitality ; and tem

perance and sobriety, which secured for them a long life, free from in

firmities.

Q. How many sons had the Patriarch Jacob ?

\. The Patriarch Jacob had twelve sons, who were the fathers of the

twelve tribes of Israel. The most celebrated of them was Joseph, who

was sold by his brothers to some merchants, by whom he was led away

to Egypt, where he became very powerful.

Q. What did he do to his brothers ?

A. He forgave his brothers. They and their father Jacob came and

settled in Egypt. But their descendants were persecuted by the Egyp

tians.

Q. Is Joseph a figure of the Messias ?

A. Joseph is one of the most admirable figures of the Messias. Joseph

is the beloved son of Jacob, his father ; Our Lord is also the Beloved Son

of God, His Father. Joseph is ill-treated by his brethren and sold by

them to foreign merchants; Our Lord is ill-treated by the Jews, His

brethren—is sold by Judas—and is delivered up to the Romans, who put

Him to death. Joseph is condemned for a crime of which he is innocent;

Our Lord is condemned for crimes of which He is innocent. Joseph is

thrown into prison with two criminals—he announces deliverance to one

and death to the other ; Our Lord is laid on the cross between two male

factors—He promises Heaven to one and leaves the other to perdition.

Joseph passes from a prison even to the throne of Pharao; Our Lord

passes from the cross even to the throne of God. Joseph is obeyed by

foreigners before being so by his own brethren ; Our Lord is obeyed by

infidel nations before being so by the Jewish people. Joseph saved his

brethren from death when they came to him ; Our Lord will save the

Jews from error when they embrace Christianity.

Prayer, p. 888.

TWENTY-SEVENTH LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OP THE MESSIAS. FIFTH PROMISE. EIGHTH

FIGURE OF THE MESSIAS: THE PASCHAL LAMB. (B.C. 1491.)

Q. Did Jacob live long in Egypt ?

A. Jacob, a hundred and thirty years old when he weni into Egypt,

lived there seventeen years, enjoying the respect and affection of his son

Joseph.

Q. To whom was the fifth promise of the Messias made ?

A. The fifth promise of the Messias was made by Jacob to Juda, one

of Joseph's brothers.

Q. On what occasion?

A. Jacob, seeing his last hour at hand, assembled his twelve sons
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around his bed, and foretold to them what should happen to their des

cendants. When he came to Juda, he spoke thus: Juda, thee shall thy

brethren praise. The sceptre shall not departfrom thy race until the arrival

of Sim who is to be sent and who shall be tlte expectation of nations.

Q. What was the meaning of this promise ?

A. The meaning of this promise was that the sovereign authority

should reside in the tribe of Juda until the arrival of the Messias, who

would be expected by the nations, and who would come of this tribe.

Q. What happened to the children of Jacob after their father's

death?

A. After their father's death, the children of Jacob multiplied

rapidly. But a new king ascended the throne of Egypt and oppressed

the Hebrews.

Q. By whom were the Jews delivered from the slavery of Egypt ?

A. The Jews were delivered from the slavery of Egypt by Moses and

his brother Aaron. They went together to King Pharao, and overcame

hia obstinacy by striking Egypt with ten great calamities, which are

called the ten plagues of Egypt.

Q. What did the Hebrew people do before their departure?

A. Before their departure, the Hebrew people sacrificed the Paschal

Lamb, which is the eighth figure of the Messias. This Paschal Lamb

should be without blemish ; Our Lord is the true spotless Lamb. Those

who ate of the Paschal Lamb should have their loins girt, a staff in their

hand, and shoes on their feet, like travellers ready to set out ; those who

communicate must have their loins girt, that is, must be chaste—must

have a staff in their hand, that is, must have strength to resist evil—and

must have shoes on their feet, that is, must be luce travellers ready to

undertake anything in order to reach Heaven.

Prayer, p. 306.

TWENTY-EIGHTH LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OP THK MESSIAS. NINTH FIGURE OF THE

MESSIAS : THE MANNA. (B.C. 1491.)

Q. What was the first miracle that the Lord wrought in favour of

His people, when Ho drew them out of Egypt ?

A. The first miracle that the Lord wrought in favour of His people

when He drew them out of Egypt, was the pillar of cloud. This pillar,

bright during the night and dark during the day, guided the people on

their journey and showed them where to halt

Q. Did this miracle last for a long time ?

A. This miracle lasted for about forty years, as long as the Israelites

were in the desert.
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Q. What was the second miracle that the Lord wrought in favour of

His people ?

A. The second miracle that the Lord wrought in favour of His people

was the passage of the Red Sea. Its waters divided at the word of

Moses, and left a free way for the children of Israel, while they swal

lowed up all the Egyptians that pursued them.

Q. What was the third miracle that the Lord wrought in favour of

His people ?

A. The third miracle that the Lord wrought in favour of His people

was the manna.

Q. What was the manna ?

A. The manna was a miraculous food that the Lord caused to fall

every morning around the camp of the Hebrews. It consisted of small

white close grains, with a delicious taste, and should be gathered at an

early hour.

Q. Why all these miracles ?

A. All these miracles were intended to keep the Jews in the true

Religion, by showing them, as well as infidel nations, that the Lord was

the only true God, the Master of nature.

Q. Was the manna a figure of the Messias ?

A. The manna is the ninth figure of the Messias. The manna was a

food that fell from Heaven ; Our Lord, in the Holy Eucharist, is a Living

Bread come down from Heaven. The manna was a substitute for all

other kinds of food; the Holy Eucharist is the Bread of Breads—it

suffices for all the wants of our soul. The manna continued till the

Hebrews entered the Promised Land ; the Holy Eucharist will be given

us till we enter Paradise, where we shall behold without a cloud that

God whom we here receive under the sacramental veils.

Prayer, p. 402.

TWENTY-NINTH LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OP THE MESSIAS. TENTH AND ELEVENTH

FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS : SACRIFICES AND THE BRAZEN SERPENT.

(B.C. 1461.)

Q. What else did God do in order to preserve Religion among the

Jews ?

A. To preserve Religion among the Jews, God alio gave them His

Law in writing.

Q. Where did He give them His Law ?

A. He gave them His Law on Mount Sinai, and did bo in the midst of

thunder and lightning, because it was a law of fear.

Q. How is this Law called ?

A. It is called the Written Law. The Law itself existed before being

written ; for the first men believed the truths that it contained and knew

the duties that it imposed.
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Q. On what did God write His Law ?

A. God wrote His Law—also named the Decalogue, or Ten Com

mandments—on two tables of stone. These tables were deposited in the

ark of the covenant, which was entrusted to the care of priests appointed

to explain the Law.

Q, What did Moses do after bringing the Law of the Lord to the

Israelites ?

A. After bringing the Law of the Lord to the Israelites, Moses con

firmed it by sacrifices, which were, like all others of the Old Covenant, a

figure of the sacrifice of Our Lord.

Q. How do you show this truth ?

A. After publishing the Law, Moses sprinkled the blood of victims

over all the people, saying : This is the blood of the covenant that the Lord

has made with you ; Our Lord, after preaching His Law, gave His ador

able blood to His Apostles, saying : Thu it the blood of the new covenant

that the Lord makes with men. The sacrifices of the Old Law were bloody

and unbloody; the sacrifice of Our Lord was offered in a bloody manner

on Calvary, and is offered in an unbloody manner on our altars. The

sacrifices of the Old Law were offered for four ends—to adore, to thank,

to impetrate, and to expiate ; the sacrifice of Our Lord is offered for the

same four ends. Thus, the sacrifices of the Old Law are the tenth figure

of Our Lord.

Q. What did the Jews promise after the promulgation of the Law ?

A. After the promulgation of the Law, the Jews promised to be

always faithful to the commandments of the Lord. But they did not

keep their promise : and they were attacked by serpents, whose bite could

not be cured but by looking at a brazen serpent, the eleventh figure of

the Messias.

Q. How do you explain this figure ?

A. The guilty Hebrews were Tbitten by serpents, which caused their

death ; the human race, guilty in the person of Adam, had been bittenby

the infernal serpent, which caused their death. Moses had a brazen ser

pent made and placed on an eminence ; Our Lord becomes man and is

lifted up on the cross. Those who looked at the brazen serpent were

cured of their wounds ; those only who look with, faith and love at Our

Lord are cured of their wounds.

Prayer, p. 410.

THIRTIETH LESSON.

PBOMXSKS AMD FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS. TWELFTH FIGBBE OF THE

MESSIAS: MOSES. (B.C. 1451.)

Q. Why did not Moses and Aaron enter the Promised Land ?

A. Moses and Aaron were not allowed to enter the Promised Land

in punishment for a slight feeling of distrust regarding the goodness of

God.
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Q. What did Moses do before dying ?

A. Before dying, Moses assembled all the children of Israel and made

them renew their covenant with the Lord, on whose part he promised

them all kinds of blessings if they continued faithful, and threatened

them with the greatest misfortunes if they proved unfaithful.

Q. Where did Moses die?

A. Having taken his last leave of the Israelites, Moses ascended

Mount Nebo, and the Lord said to him : Cast thine eyes upon the Pro

mised Land ; but thou shalt not enter it. After these words, the holy

legislator, aged a hundred and twenty years, yielded up his soul to God.

Q. Is Moses a figure of the Messias ?

A. Moses is the twelfth figure of the Messias. When Moses was

born, a cruel king was putting to death the children of the Hebrews ;

when Our Lord was born, a cruel king put to death the children of Beth

lehem and its neighbourhood. Moses escapes from the fury of Pharao ;

Our Lord escapes from the fury of Herod. Moses is sent by God to de

liver His people from the slavery of Egypt ; Our Lord is sent by God to

deliver all mankind from the slavery of sin. Moses works great miracles

to prove that he is the messenger of God ; Our Lord works great miracles

to prove that He is the Son of God. Moses feeds his people with bread

that fell from Heaven ; Our Lord feeds mankind with a Living Bread that

came down from Heaven. Moses gives his people a Law ; Our Lord gives

His people a Law. Moses had not the consolation of leading his people

into the Promised Land ; Our Lord, greater than Moses, opened to all

mankind the true Promised Land, that is, Heaven, leading with Him all

the just of th« Old Law and preparing places for those of the New.

Prayer, p. 416.

THIRTY-FIRST LESSON.

promises and figttctes of the messias. thibteenth pigube op the

messias: josue. (B.c. 1460-1426.)

Q. Who was the successor of Moses ?

A. The successor of Moses was Josue, who led the children of Israel

into the Promised Land.

Q. What are the different names of the Promised Land ?

A. The Promised Land has borne different names : (1) the Land of

Chanaan, because it was inhabited by Chanaan, the grandson of Noe ; (2)

the Promised Land, because the Lord had promised it to Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob, and their posterity ; (8) Judea, because those who settled there

after the captivity of Babylon were mostly of the tribe of Juda ; (4)

Palestine, from the Palestines or Philistines, who occupied one of its

provinces; and (S) the Holy Land, on account of the great things that

Our Lord wrought there for our salvation.
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Q. Which was the first city that the Hehrews took?

A. The first city that the Hebrews took after crossing the Jordan was

Jericho, whose walls fell at the sound of the trumpets and the shouts of

the army of Israel.

Q. What did Josue do after the taking of Jericho ?

A. After the taking of Jericho, Josue caused the covenant to be re

newed, and again encountered the enemies of the Lord.

Q. What happened during the battle ?

A. During the battle, Josue, fearing that the day would close before

the total defeat of his enemies, commanded the sun to stand still, and the

sun did so. For nothing is difficult to God : it costs Him no more to

make the sun stand than to make it move.

Q. Is Josue a figure of the Messias ?

A. Josuo is the thirteenth figure of the Messias. Josue means Saviour;

Our Lord is the true Saviour. Josue succeeds Moses, who could not lead

the Hebrews into the Promised Land ; Our Lord also succeeds Moses,

whose Law could not lead men into Heaven. Josue leads the Israelites

into the Promised Land ; Our Lord leads mankind into Heaven. After

ten years of battles and victories, Josue sees his people ruling over the

Promised Land ; after three hundred years of battles and victories, Our

Lord sees His Church ruling over the world. As long as the Israelites

are faithful to the advice of Josue, they are happy ; as long as Christians

are faithful to the lessons of Our Lord, they are happy.

Prayer, p. 422.

THIRTY-SECOND LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS. FOUXtTEENTH FIGURE OF THE

MESSIAS : GEDEON. (B.C. 1406.)

Q. By whom were the Hebrews governed after the death of Josue?

A. After the death of Josue, the Hebrews were governed by judges,

who were magistrates chosen by God. They administered justice, and led

the people to battle. There was only one of them at a time.

Q. What sin did the Jews commit after the death of Josue?

A. After the death of Josue, the Jews fell into idolatry, of which a

woman, and her son, named Michas, gave the first example.

Q. How did God punish them ?

A. God punished them by subjecting them to strange nations ; among

others, to the Madianites, who laid waste the country.

Q. By whom were the Hebrews delivered from the Madianites ?

A. The Hebrews were delivered from the Madianites by Gedeon, to

whom the Lord granted two great miracles for his encouragement.
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Q. What did the Lord do next?

A. The Lord next told him to take only three hundred men to fight

the Madianites, who had an army of a hundred and thirty-five thousand.

Thus, added the Lord, shall Israel know that I alone have delivered them.

Q. How did Gedeon win the victory ?

A. Night having come, Gedeon and his three hundred soldiers, armed

only with trumpets and lighted lamps, the latter concealed in earthen

pitchers, advanced silently towards their enemies. All at once they began

to sound their trumpets, to break their pitchers, and to hold aloft their

lamps. Their enemies, panic-stricken, took to flight, throwing down and

hilling one another without knowing what they were doing.

Q. Is Gedeon a figure of the Messias ?

A. Gedeon is the fourteenth figure of the Messias. Gedeon is the last

of several brothers ; Our Lord was pleased to appear the last of men.

Gedeon, notwithstanding his weakness, is chosen to deliver his people

from the tyranny of the Madianites; Our Lord, notwithstanding His

apparent weakness, is chosen to deliver the world from the tyranny of the

devil. Two great miracles prove that God has chosen Gedeon to deliver

His people ; many greater miracles prove that Our Lord is the Liberator

of mankind. Gedeon, with only three hundred men, marches against a

host of enemies; Our Lord, with twelve poor fishermen, marches to the

conquest of the world. The soldiers of Gedeon have no weapons ; the

Apostles of Our Lord have no weapons. The soldiers of Gedeon take

nothing with them but trumpets and lamps ; the Apostles of Our Lord

take nothing with them but the trumpet of preaching and the lamp of

charity. Gedeon and his soldiers triumph over the Madianites; Our

Lord and His Apostles triumph over the whole world.

Prayer, p. 428.

THIRTY-THIRD LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGUBES OF THE MESSIAS. FIFTEENTH FIGUBE OF THE

MESSIAS : SAMSON. (B.C. 1245-1117.)

Q. After the death of Gedeon, did the Israelites remain faithful to

the Lord ?

A After the death of Gedeon, the Israelites did not remain faithful

to the Lord. They returned to idolatry ; but their infidelity brought

them under the yoke of the Philistines.

Q. By whom were they delivered from the yoke of the Philistines ?

A. They were delivered from the yoke of the Philistines by Samson,

whose birth was miraculous and strength extraordinary.

Q. What was his first exploit ?

A. His first exploit was to kill a young lion that met him as he was on

his way to choose a wife among the Philistines.
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Q. What were the other exploits of Samson ?

A. To punish the Philistines, Samson performed a great many ex

ploits. Among others, he burnt their fields and vineyards, by letting

loose on them three hundred foxes that he had fastened together in pairs

by the tail, with a lighted torch in the knot. He afterwards carried off

the gates of the city of Gaza, in which he had been shut up.

Q. What was the end of Samson?

A. Samson was betrayed by a woman named Dalila. She cut off his

hair, in which all his strength lay, and delivered him to the Philistines,

who plucked out his eyes and threw him into a prison. Here they em

ployed him in turning a millstone, until he at length pulled down on their

chief personages and himself a temple in which they had assembled :

about three thousand persons were killed.

Q. Is Samson a figure of the Messias ?

A. Samson is the fifteenth figure of the Messias. The birth of Sam

son was miraculous-, the birth or Our Lord wasalso miraculous. Samson

takes a spouse among the Philistines ; Our Lord chooses the Church, His

spouse, among the Gentiles. Samson kills a lion that was going to de

vour him ; Our Lord strikes down the pagan world, which, for three

centuries, strove like a lion to devour the Infant Church. Samson is

shut up by his enemies in the city of Gaza ; Our Lord is shut up by His

enemies in the tomb. Samson awakes at midnight, tears off the gates

and bolts, and, in spite of the guards, leaves the city wheTein he has been

confined ; Our Lord, after descending into Limbo, where He breaks the

gates of hell and deatb, comes forth full of life from the tomb, in spite of

His guards.

Q. Are there any other points of resemblance between Samson and

Our Lord?

A. Samson is delivered to his enemies; Our Lord is delivered to His

enemies. Samson, dying, kills more of his enemies than he has killed

during his life ; Our Lord, dying, does more injury to the devil and

draws more disciples to Himself than He has done during the whole

course of His life.

Prayer, p. 435.

THTRTY-FOURTH LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGUBES OF THE MESSIAS. SIXTH PHOMTPE OF THE

MESSIAS. (B.C. 1116-1022.)

Q. Who was thejudge of Israel after Samson 1

A. The judge of Israel after Samson was the high-priest Heli, whose

negligence in correcting his children drew great punishments on himself,

his family, and all the people.

I
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Q. Who was the successor of Heli?

A. The successor of Heli was Samuel, who restored religion and

abolished idolatry. It was he that anointed Saul first King of Israel,

-whose disobedience obliged the Lord to choose instead of him a king

according to His own heart.

Q. Who was this king according to God's own heart ?

A. This king according to ( iod s own heart was David, the son of

Jesse, of the tribe of Juda and the city of Bethlehem, in whose neigh

bourhood he was keeping his father's flocks when Samuel sent for him to

make him king.

Q. What was David's first exploit ?

A. David's first exploit was his victory over Goliah, a Philistine of

amazing height and strength. David killed him with a stone from his

sling.

Q. What effect had this victory on Saul ?

A. This victory excited the jealousy of Saul, who several times tried

to Mil David ; but the Lord preserved him, and, after Saul's death, caused

Tiinn to be recognised as king by the whole nation.

Q. What were David's other exploits ?

A. David defeated the enemies of his people, and took the citadel of

Sion, which was built on a mountain near Jerusalem. He established

his residence in this citadel, and hence it was called the City of David.

Q. What promise did the Lord make to David ?

A. While David was thinking of building a temple in which to place

the holy ark, the Lord promised him that the Messias should be born of

his race, saying : Iwill put on thy throne a Son that shall comeforthfrom

thee. I will establish Em thronefor ever. I will be Sis Father : He shall

be My Son.

Q. What do you remark on these words ?

A. I remark on these words that they cannot be applied to anyone but

Our Lord Jesus Christ. For He alone is the Son of God and the Son of

David at the same time, and to Him alone belongs an eternal kingdom:

characteristics that are not united in the person of Solomon, the son and

successor of David.

Q. What does this sixth promise teach us?

A. This sixth promise teaches us that the Redeemer will spring from

the family of David, and that He will be both the Son of God and the

Son of David, that is, both God and Man.

Prayer, p. 442.

THIRTY-FIFTH LESSON.

PBOiaSES AND FIGTTBES OF TBS MESSIAS. SIXTEENTH FIGUBE OF TBB

messias: DAVID. (B.C. 1022-1015.)

Q. Did David always remain faithful to the Lord ?
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A. David did not always remain faithful to the Lord. He committed

two great sins, and continued for about a year at enmity with God : such

is the great darkness that sin spreads over even the holiest souls. He

afterwards acknowledged his fault and bewailed it all the rest of his days.

Q. Did the Lord forgive David ?

A. The Lord forgave David: but He sent him many afflictions, of

which the greatest was the rebellion of his son Absalom. This obliged

David to betake himself to flight : weeping and on foot he departed from

the city of Jerusalem.

Q. How did David die?

A. David, inconsolable at the death of Absalom, returned to Jeru

salem, where he lived yet many years, and at length died, full of days

and merits.

Q. Is David a figure of the Messias ?

A. David is the sixteenth figure of the Messias. David is born at

Bethlehem ; Our Lord is born at Bethlehem. David, armed only with

a staff and a sling, kills the giant Goliah ; Our Lord, armed only with

His cross, vanquishes the devil. David sins, and, to expiate his guilt, he

is obliged to leave Jerusalem ; Our Lord is innocent, but, to expiate the

sins of the world, He is led out of Jerusalem. David passes the brook of

Oedron weeping ; Our Lord, full of grief, passes the same brook of Ced-

ron. David ascends the Mountain of Olives barefooted ; Our Lord

ascends the same Mountain of Olives. David is accompanied by a small

number of faithful servants ; Our Lord is followed by Ilis holy Mother,

St. John, and a few other pious souls; David, in his affliction, is insulted

by Semei, to whom he forbids any evil to be done; Our Lord, on the

cross, is insulted by the Jews, for whom He asks pardon. David returns

triumphant and receives the homage of his subjects ; Our Lord comes

forth triumphant from the tomb, and receives the worship of the 'whole

world.

Prayer, p. 448.

THIRTY-SIXTH LESSON.

PROMISES AND FIGURES OF THE MESSIAS. SEVENTEENTH FIGURE OP

THE MESSIAS : SOLOMON. (B.C. 1016-982.)

Q. Who was the successor of David?

A. The successor of David was his son Solomon. Solomon obtained

wisdom as his portion, married the daughter of the king of Egypt built

the Temple of Jerusalem, and was visited by the Queen of Saba.

Q. How long did the building of the Temple take ?

A. The building of the Temple took seven years, though there were

more than a hundred thousand men continually working at it.
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Q. Can you give us some particulars of this Temple ?

A. This Temple was one of the wonders of the world. Gold, silver,

cedar, and the most elegant stones were employed in its construction.

It had four principal parts.

Q. Which was the first ?

A. The first was the Court of Israel. It was an immense space, sur

rounded with buildings and galleries, into which all Israelites might

enter.

Q. Which was the second?

A. The second was the Interior Court. It was a smaller court than

the first, but surrounded in like manner with buildings and galleries, and

in the midst of it rose the altar of holocausts. Generally speaking, priests

alone could enter it.

Q. Which was the third ?

A. The third was the Sanctuary, or Holy Place. Here stood the altar

of perfumes ; the ten golden candlesticks with several branches, from

which hung lamps that burned night and day; and, lastly, the golden

tables to receive the loaves of proposition.

Q. And the fourth part?

A. The fourth part was the Holy of Holies, which contained the ark

of the covenant, and into which the high-priest alone could enter only

once a year.

Q. Did Solomon persevere to the end in virtue ?

A. Solomon did not persevere to the end in virtue. He gave himself

up to his passions and ended by adoring idols : a terrible example, which

should make us tremble for our own weakness.

Q. Is Solomon a figure of the Messias ?

A. Solomon is the seventeenth figure of the Messias: but of the

Messias glorious and triumphant. Solomon, enjoying the fruits of his

father's labours and victories, ascends the throne and reigns in peace over

his vanquished enemies; Our Lord, enjoying the fruits of His own

labours and victories, ascends His Father s throne in the highest heavens

and reigns in peace over His vanquished enemies. Solomon takes a

foreign princess as his spouse ; Our Lord chooses the Church, His spouse,

chiefly among the Gentiles, strangers to the Jewish people and the true

Religion. Solomon builds a magnificent temple to the true God ; Our

Lord changes the world, which was a vast temple of idols, into a temple

of the true God. At the fame of the wisdom of Solomon, the Queen of

Saba leaves her kingdom and is astounded ; at the name of Our Lord,

kings, queens, idolatrous nations quit their idols and stand amazed at the

wisdom of the Christian law. The Queen of Saba offers rich presents to

Solomon ; infidel nations offer as presents to Our Lord their nearts and

their riches.

Prayer, p. 466.
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THIRTY-SEVENTH LESSON.

pbomises and fiouhes op the messias. eighteenth figub.e of the

messias: jonas. (B.c. 075-826.)

Q. What happened after the death of Solomon ?

A. After the death of Solomon, his kingdom was divided. There

remained to his son Rohoam only two tribes, those of Juda and Benjamin,

which were called the Kingdom of Juda. The other ten tribes made

Jeroboam their king, and took the name of the Kingdom of Israel.

Q. What was the capital of the kingdom of Juda ?

A, The capital of the kingdom of Juda was Jerusalem.

Q. And the capital of the kingdom of Israel ?

A. The capital of the kingdom of Israel was Samaria.

Q. Did God abandon the ten tribes ?

A. Far from abandoning the ten tribes, the Lord sent them a great

many Prophets, to withdraw them from the idolatry into which Jeroboam

had plunged them. One of these Prophets was Jonas.

Q. What command did God give Jonas ?

A. God commanded Jonas to go and announce to the city of Ninive

that the iniquities of its inhabitants had reached their height and that He

was about to punish them.

Q. Did Jonas obey the command of God ?

A. Jonas, foreseeing that his threats against Ninive would not be

accomplished, did not immediately obey the command of God, but

embarked for the city of Tharsis.

Q. What happened while Jonas was on board the ship ?

A. While Jonas was on board the ship, a violent storm arose. The

crew, terrified, cast lots to know who had angered Heaven, and the lot

fell on Jonas.

Q. What was done with Jonas ?

A. Jonas was thrown into the sea. But the Lord sent a large fish

to swallow him up. Jonas lived miraculously for three days and three

nights in the fish, which afterwards vomited him out on the shore. He

now went to Ninive, and passed through its streets, crying out in a loud

voice : Yetforty days, and Ninive shall be destroyed !

Q. What did the Ninivites do ?

A. At the voice of Jonas the Ninivites were converted, and the Lord

revoked the sentence that He had pronounced against them. But Jonas

complained of this matter to the Lord, saying that he had foreseen very

clearly what would happen.

Q. How did the Lord pacify Jonas ?

A. The Lord pacified Jonas by causing an ivy-bush thatprotected

him from the ravs of the sun to die, and saying to him : " Thou corn-

plainest of the loss of an ivy-bush, which cost thee nothing, and thou
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•wouldst have Me destroy a large city, which has done penance, and in

which there are multitudes of children still innocent ! "

Q. Is Jonas a figure of the Messias ?

A. Jonas is the eighteenth figure. Jonas, who is not heard by the

Israelites, his brethren, is sent to preach penance to the Ninivites, who

are idolaters ; Our Lord, who is sent to preach the Gospel to the Jews,

His brethren, is not heard by them, and He then preaches to the Gentiles

by the instrumentality of His Apostles. Jonas, guilty of disobedience,

causes a violent storm, and is thrown into the sea ; Our Lord, innocent,

but laden with all the sins of the world, arms against Himself the justice

of God, and is put to death. Jonas remains three days and three nights in

the belly of a whale ; Our Lord remains a great part of three days and

three nights in the tomb. Jonas, delivered, converts the Ninivites ; Our

Lord, after His resurrection, converts the infidel nations.

Prayer, p. 462.

THIRTY-EIGHTH LESSON.

PREDICTIONS REGARDING THE MESSIAS : DAVID.

Q. What is a Prophet ?

A. A Prophet is an inspired man who foretells things which God alone

can know.

Q. Can there be Prophets?

A. There can be Prophets, since God knows all things and He can

reveal a knowledge of the future to whomsoever He pleases, as He can

give the power of performing miracles to whomsoever He pleases.

Q. Into how many classes are the Prophets divided ?

A. The Prophets are divided into two classes : the Greater Prophets

and the Minor Prophets.

Q. Who are the Greater Prophets ?

A. The Greater Prophets are those who wrote more than the others,

or from whom we have a greater number of writings. They are usually

counted four—Isaias, Jeremias, Ezechiel, and Daniel ; but David may be

added.

Q. Who are the Minor Prophets ?

A. The Minor Prophets are those who wrote less than the Greater

Prophets, or from whom we have a smaller number of writings. They

are twelve in number : Osee, Joel, Amos, Abdias, Micbeas, Jonas, Nahum,

Habacuc, Sophonias, Aggeus, Zacharias, and Halachias.

Q. Are prophecies a certain proof of the religion in favour of which

they are made?
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A. Prophecies are a certain proof of the religion in favonr of which

they are made, since God alone can inspire them, and, as He is truth itself,

He cannot do so to authorise what is false.

Q. Are the prophecies that announce the Messias quite certain ?

A. The prophecies that announce the Messias and are accomplished in

Our Lord Jesus Christ are quite certain, since they preceded His coming

and have been preserved Tby the Jews, the mortal enemies of Christianity.

Q. What do you remark on the prophecies ?

A. I remark on the prophecies that they usually announce two events:

one to be accomplished soon, and the other at a later period.

Q. Why did the Prophets thus announce two events ?

A. The Prophets announced two events that the first being accom

plished, there might be no doubt of tbe accomplishment of the second.

Q. Did both Greater and Minor Prophets announce the Messias?

A. Both Greater and Minor Prophets announced the Messias : some

so clearly that they would be taken for Historians rather than Prophets.

Q. How many Prophets of the Messias are there?

A. We count eleven principal Prophets of the Messias.

CJ. Who is the first ?

A. The first is David, whose prophecies are contained in canticles

called Psalmt, and date from a thousand years before Our Lord.

Q. What does David announce ?

A. David announces that the Messias shall be disowned by the Jews;

that He shall be betrayed by one of His friends ; that His face shall be

spitten on ; that He shall be mocked in His sorrows ; that His hands and

feet shall be pierced ; that lots shall be cast for His robe ; that vinegar

shall be given Him to drink ; that He shall rise again from the dead,

without seeing the corruption of the tomb; and that He shall convert

the nations. All these things were accomplished in Our Lord, and in

Him alone. Our Lord is therefore the Messias foretold by David.

Prayer, p. 469.

THIRTY-NINTH LESSON.

PREDICTIONS" REGARDING THE MESSIAS. ISAIAS. (B.C. 721.)

Q. What became of the Kingdom of Israel after the separation ?

A. After the separation, the Kingdom of Israel, with the exception

of a small number of persons, fell into idolatry. It was destroyed by

Salmanazar, King of Assyria, who led away the ten tribes captive to

Ninive : it had lasted two hundred and fifty-four years.
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Q. What had God done to prevent ite ruin f

A. To prevent its ruin, God had sent it Prophets—among others,

Elias and Eliseus—who preserved a number of Israelites in the true

Religion.

Q. What became of the Kingdom of Juda ?

A. The Kingdom of Juda remained more faithful to the Lord. Yet

it also fell into idolatry. But it did not persevere therein, thanks to the

Prophets whom God sent it, and among whose number was Isaias.

Q. Who was Isaias ?

A. Isaias, the second Prophet of the Messias, was of the royal race of

David. He prophesied about seven hundred years before Our Lord ; and

he was sawed in two by the command of King Manasses, whom he had

reproached for his impieties.

Q. What approaching events does he announce ?

A. To prove to the Jews the truth of hi? prophecies regarding the

Redeemer, he announces three events close at hand : (1) the deliverance

of Jerusalem, besieged by two kings ; (2) the defeat of Sennacherib ; and

(3) the destruction of Jerusalem by Nabuchodonosor.

Q. What does Isaias announce of the Messias ?

A. Isaias announces that the Messias shall convert the idolatrous

nations ; that He shall be born of a Mother ever a Virgin ; that He shall

be adored in His cradle by kings ; and that He shall have a precursor,

who will prepare the people to receive Him.

Q. What «ilse does Isaias announce ?

A. Isaias also announces that the Messias shall miraculously cure a

multitude of sick persons: that He shall die between two criminals, with

out so much as opening His mouth to complain ; that He shall freely lay

down His life to atone for our sins ; that He shall reign over the world ;

that His sepulchre shall be glorious ; and that the Church, His Spouse,

shall give Him innumerable children. All these marks of the Messias,

pointed out by Isaias, agree with Our Lord, and with no one else.

Our Lord is therefore the Messias foretold by Isaias.

Prayer, p. 476.

FORTIETH LESSON.

PREDICTIONS REGARDING THE MESSIAS. 0SEE, M1CHEAS, JOEL, AND

JKBEMIAS. (B.C. 600.)

Q. Who is the third Prophet of the Messias ?

A. The third prophet of the Messias is Osee, who lived in the time of

Isaias. He proved the truths of his predictions regarding the Messias by

announcing two events close at hand, namely, the destruction of Samaria

and the destruction of the kingdom of Juda.

vol. r. 4*
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(J. What does Osee say of the Mesaias ?

A. Osee says that the Messias, while yet a Child, shall be taken into

t ; that He shall return by the command of His Father ; that He

convert the nations ; and that the Jews shall, for having disowned

Him, bocome wanderers over the whole earth. All this ia accomplished

in Our Lord, and in Him alone. Our Lord is therefore the Messias fore

told by Osee.

Q. Who is the fourth Prophet of the Messias ?

A. The fourth Prophet of the Messias is Micheas, a contemporary of

Osee. He proved his mission by foretelling the misfortunes that were

about to befall the kingdoms of Israel and Juda.

Q. What does Micheas announce regarding the Messias ?

A. Micheas announces that the Messias shall be born at Bethlehem;

that He shall be both Qod and man ; that He shall convert the nations ;

that His kingdom shall be eternal ; and that He shall be our reconcilia

tion. All these characteristics meet in Our Lord, and in Him alone.

Our Lord is therefore the Messias foretold by Micheas.

Q. Who is the fifth Prophet of the Messias?

A. Tlie fifth Prophet or the Messias is Joel, born in the time of the

Prophets j ust mentioned. He proved the truth of what he announced

regarding the Messias by foretelling an event very soon to happen, namely,

a dreadful famine that would lay waste the whole country.

Q. What does Joel announce regarding the Messias 1

A. Joel announces that the Messias shall send down the Holy Spirit

on His Church ; that His followers shall prophesy; and that He shall

come with great power and majesty to judge the world. The first parts

of this prophecy, already accomplished in Our Lord, assure us of the

accomplishment of the last part. Our Lord is therefore the Messias fore

told by Joel.

Q. Who is the sixth Prophet of the Messias ?

A. The sixth Prophet of the Messias is Jeremias, whom God raised

up about fifty years after those of whom we have been speaking. To

prove his predictions regarding the Messias, he announces, among other

events, the taking of Jerusalem by Nabuchodonosor and the captivity of

Babylon.

Q. What does Jeremias announce regarding the Messias?

A. Jeremias announces that, at the birth of the Messias, the little

children of Bethlehem and its neighbourhood shall be put to death, and

their mothers shall be inconsolable ; and that the Messias shall convert

the nations, and establish a new covenant more perfect than the first.

All this corresponds with Our Lord, and with no one else. Our Lord is

therefore the Messias foretold by Jeremias.

 

Prayer, p. 482.



FORTY-FERST LESSON.

PBEDICTIONS BEQABDING THE MESSIAS. EZECHIEL. (B.C. 580.)

Q. Who is the seventh Prophet of the Messias ?

A. The seventh Prophet of the Messias is Ezechiel, sent bv the Lord

to reprove, encourage, and console the Jewish people, captive in Babylon.

Q. What approaching events does Ezechiel announce ?

A. In proof of his predictions regarding the Messias, Ezechiel an

nounces to the Jews that they shall be delivered from their captivity and

that the temple of Jerusalem shall be rebuilt. All this took place a few

years afterwards.

Q. Does he aunounr" "ny other event?

A. He announces that, counting from the time of his prediction,

Fgypt shall never more have a prince of her own blood. The greatest

infidels of our own days have themselves acknowledged the fulfilment of

this oracle.

Q. What does Ezechiel say regarding the Messias ?

A. Ezechiel says that the Messias shall be of the race of David j that

He shall be the one Shepherd, who will reunite Jews and Gentiles in one

fold ; and that He shall establish a new law more perfect than the old,

and to last for ever. Our Lord alone agrees with all these character

istics. He is therefore the Messias foretold by Ezechiel.

Q. Who is the eighth Prophet of the Messias ?

A. The eighth Prophet of the Messias is Daniel, who also appeared

during the captivity of Babylon.

Q. Where was Daniel brought up 1

A. Daniel, together with three young Israelites, named Ananias,

Misael, and Azarias, was brought up in the court of Nabuchodonosor,

king of Babylon. But he and his companions always remained faithful

to their Religion, refusing to eat of the meats of the king's table, lest

they should wound their conscience.

Q. How did the Lord reward their fidelity ?

A. The Lord rewarded their fidelity by giving them great knowledge

and making them pleasing to Nabuchodonosor.

Q. What happened to this prince ?

A. It happened that this prince had a mysterious dream, which dis

turbed him very much, and the particulars of which he forgot. Never

theless, he required under pain of death an explanation of it

Q. What did Daniel do ?

A. Daniel, inspired by God, explained the king's dream, which an

nounced four great empires—those of the Babylonians, Persians, Greeks,

and Romans—whose succession should prepare the way for the empire of

the Messias, that is to say, the Church.
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Q. What did Nabuchodonosor do next ?

A. Nabuchodonosor next caused a statue of great height to be made,

and commanded all persons to adore it. But the young Hebrews refused

to obey. On this account the king commanded them to be thrown into

a burning furnace, where the Lord preserved them by a miracle.

Prayer, p. 488.

FORTY-SECOND LESSON:

PREDICTIONS REGARDING THE MESSIAS. DANIEL. (B, C. 661-638.)

Q. In what manner did Daniel live after the miracle of the burning

furnace ?

A. After the miracle of the burning furnace, Daniel lived far away

from the tumult of the court, praying fervently for the deliverance of the

Jews.

Q. How did the Lord draw him forth from his obscurity ?

A. Baltassar, the grandson and successor of Nabuchodonosor, was

profaning in a banquet the sacred vessels taken from the temple of Jeru

salem, when a hand appeared on the wall and wrote three mysterious

words : Mane, Thecel, Phares. These words alarmed the king very much,

and he sent for Daniel to explain them.

Q. "What did these words mean?

A. The first meant : The Lord hath counted the days of thy reign and

they draw to a close. The second: Thou hast been weighed in the balance,

andfound too KgJd. And the third : Thy kingdom hath been divided be

tween the Medes and Persians. That very night the sentence was

executed : Cyrus took possession of Babylon and Baltassar was slain.

Q. Did Daniel enjoy the favour of the new conquerors?

A. Daniel enjoyed the favour of the new conquerors. For this reason

he became an object of jealousy to the nobles of the court, who caused

him to be thrown into a den of lions ; but these animals did him no

harm.

Q. What prophecies does Daniel make ?

A. In proof of his predictions regarding the Messias, Daniel announces

(1) the succession of four great empires, and (2) the precise period when

the city of Jerusalem, destroyed by Nabuchodonosor, shall be rebuilt.

Q. What does Daniel announce regarding the Messias ?

A. Daniel announces that the Messias shall come in 490 years ; that

He shall establish the reign of virtue on earth ; that Be shall be denied

by the Jews ; that He shall be put to death ; that, on account of this

death, the temple and city of Jerusalem shall be destroyed ; and that the

Jews shall be in a state of desolation till the end of time.
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Q. What does this prophecy prove ?

A. This prophecy proves that the Messias has come, since the destruc

tion of the temple and city of Jerusalem, which was to follow the coming

of the Messias, took place more than eighteen hundred years ago. It

also proves that Our Lord is truly the Messias foretold by Daniel, since

He appeared at the moment fixed by the Prophet, brought back the reign

of the true God on earth, and was denied and put to death by the Jews,

who have ever since been scattered over the whole world.

Prayer, j. 495.

FORTY-THIRD LESSON.

PRXDICTIONS REGARDING THE MESSIAS. AGGEUs, ZACHARIAS, AMD

MALACHIAS. (B.C. 538-464.)

Q. Bywhom were the Jews delivered from the captivity of Babylon ?

A. The Jews were delivered from the captivity of Babylon by Cyrus,

who, at the petition of Daniel, let them return to their own country and

rebuild the temple of Jerusalem.

Q. What was their first care on returning to their own country ?

A. Their first care on returning to their own country was to set to

work at the construction of a new temple ; but the old men, who had

seen the temple of Solomon, could not refrain from tears on seeing how

far inferior the new one would be to it.

Q. What did the Lord do in order to console them ?

A. In order to console them, the Lord sent Aggeus, who is the ninth

Prophet of the Messias.

Q. What did Aggeus announce?

A. Aggeus announced that the glory of this new temple should in

finitely exceed that of the old, because the Messias Himself would enter

it and declare therein the reconciliation of all mankind with Qod.

Q. What does this prophecy prove ?

A. This prophecy proves, like that of Daniel, that the Messias came

a long time ago, since He entered the second temple, which was destroyed

in the year 70 of the Christian era, and that Our Lord is truly the

Messias, since He reconciled mankind with Qod by expiating our sins on

the cross and withdrawing us from idolatry.

Q. What approaching event did the Prophet Aggeus announce?

A. To show the Jews that what He said of the Messias was true, the

Prophet Aggeus announced aa approaching event, namely, the sudden

cessation of a sterility that had lasted for nearly ten years.

Q. Who is the tenth Prophet of the Messias ?

A. The tenth Prophet of the Messias is Zacharias, a contemporary of

Aggeus.
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Q. What does Zacharias announce regarding the Messias ?

A. Zacharias announces that the Messias shall be a king full of jus

tice, meekness, and humility ;' that, mounted on an ass, accompanied by

its foal, He shall enter Jerusalem, amid the acclamations of the people ;

that He shall be sold for thirty pieces of silver, and that this silver snail

be brought back into the temple and be given to a potter ; that His

hands shall be pierced ; and that He shall convert the nations. Our Lord

alone verifies this prophecy. He is therefore the Messias foretold by

Zacharias.

Q. What event near at hand was announced by Zacharias?

A. To accredit his predictions regarding the Messias, Zacharias an

nounced an event near at hand, but apparently most improbable, namely,

that Jerusalem should become a most flourishing city.

Q. Who is the eleventh Prophet of the Messias ?

A. The eleventh Prophet of the Messias is Malachias, who prophesied

at the time when Esdras was putting the finishing stroke to the building

of the second temple.

Q. What did Malachias say ?

A. Malachias said that those sacrifices which the Jews had begun to

offer in the new temple would soon cease to be pleasing to the Lord, and

would be replaced by a sacrifice, one and holy, to be offered throughout

the whole world from the rising to the setting of the sun ; and that the

Messias should have a precursor, endued with the spirit and virtue of

Elias, to recall the Jews to the law of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and to

prepare them fox the Desired of Nations.

» Prayer, p. 602.

FORTY-FOURTH LESSON.

GENERAL RECAPITULATION : APPLICATION OF THE PROMISES, FIGURES,

AND PROPHECIE9 TO OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST.

Q. Why did God, from the beginning of the world, promise a Re

deemer to man ?

A. God promised a Redeemer to man from the beginning of the world

in order (1) to prevent him from being discouraged and falling into des

pair, and (2) to teach him to sanctify his actions and prayers by uniting

them with those of the future Redeemer, and hereby to secure his salva

tion.

Q. What do the six promises of the Messias teach us?

A. The six promises of the Messias teach us the particulars of the>

coming and the genealogy of the Messias. The first informs us that He

shall come ; the second, that He shall be born of the Jewish people, and

fit no other ; the third, that He shall be born of Isaac, and not of Iamael;
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the fourth, that He shall be born of Jacob, and not of Esau ; the fifth,

that He shall be born of the tribe of Juda, and of no other; and the

sixth, that He shall be born of the family of David.

Q. Why did God draw beforehand the portrait of the Messias?

A. God drew beforehand the portrait of the Messias that man might

not be exposed to the danger of disowning Him when He should come.

Q. How did God draw the portrait of the Messias ?

A. God drew the portrait of the Messias in two ways : the first was

by figures.

Q. How by figures ?

A. By figures, letting us see the Messias in Adam, the father of a

new world; in Abel, put to death by his brother; in Noe, forming the

Church ; in Isaac, offered as a sacrifice on Calvary by his own father ; in

the Paschal Lamb and the Manna, saving men from the destroying angel

and feeding them with bread from heaven ; in Moses, a leader and legis

lator for the world : in the Brazen Serpent, raised on high and healing

the wounds inflicted by serpents ; in David, striking down a giant, per

secuted by an unnatural son, and, barefooted and weeping, ascending tho

Mountain of Olives ; in Jonas, preaching penance to the Jew?, who refuse

to hear him, remaining three days and three nights in the depths of the

sea, and then coming forth full of life and preaching to the Gentiles, who

are converted.

Q. What was the second way in which God drew the portrait of the

Messias ?

A. The second was by prophecies.

Q. How by prophecies ?

A. By prophecies, removing all vagueness, and completing what the

figures had sketched. The prophecies paint the Messias for us thus: He

shall be born at Bethlehem of a Mother ever a Virgin, when the sceptre

of David shall have passed into the hands of a stranger ; He shall be

adored in His cradle by kings, who shall offer Him presents of gold and

perfumes ; on the occasion of His birth, the little children of Bethlehem

shall be put to death, but He shall retire into Egypt ; He shall be meek

ness itself ; He shall cure the sick and raise the dead to life ; seated on

an ass, followed by its foal, He shall enter Jerusalem in triumph ; He

shall visit the second temple ; the Jews shall disown Him ; He shall be

betrayed by one of those accustomed to eat at His table ; He shall be

sold for thirty pieces of silver, which shall be brought back into the

temple and be given to a potter ; He shall he insulted, and covered with

spittle ; His hands and feet shall be pierced, ami He shall not so much as

open His mouth to complain ; He shall be placed between two malefac

tors ; vinegar shall be given Him to drink ; His parments shall be divided

and lots shall bo cast for His robe; Ho shall be put to death, and thi«,

according to Daniel, shall happen in four hundred and ninety years ; Ho

shall remain three days in the tomb, and shall then come fortli from it

full of life; He shall ascend into Heaven, aid shall send down the Holy

Ghost on His disciples ; and, lastly, He shall convert the nations. To
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punish the Jews for having put Him to death, their temple and their city

shall be destroyed, and thev themselves shall become wanderers and vaga

bonds over the whole earth till near the end of the world.

Q. Who then is the Messias ?

A. The Messias is Our Lord Jesus Christ, since the portrait given by

promises, figures, and prophecies agrees with Him in every particular, and

with no one else.

Q. To whom did God intrust the safe-keeping of all these astonishing

revelations ?

A. It was precisely to the Jews, the sworn enemies of Christianity,

that God intrusted the safe-keeping of all these revelations, with the

task of defending thsm and carrying them everywhere over the earth.

Prayer, p. 508.

FORTY-FIFTH LESSON.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE MESSIAS. MONARCHY OF THE ASSYRIANS.

(B.C. 900-460.)

Q. What do you mean by preparations for the Messias ?_

A. By preparations for the Messias, we mean that Providence mad©

nil the events of the world concur to the glory of the Messias, and the

establishment of His reign, which is the Gospel.

Q. How do you prove this truth ?

A. To prove this truth, we must recall four things that God had re

solved on from all eternity.

Q. What is the first ?

A. The first is that the Messias should come of the Jewish people,

chosen to be the depositary of the promise of the Messias, and the guar

dian of the true Religion till His coming.

Q. What is the second ?

A. The second is that the Messias should be born of the Jewish

people in Judea, of the tribe of Juda, and of the family of David.

Q. What is the third ?

A. The third is that the reign of the Messias, or the Gospel, should

be established with great rapidity throughout the whole earth.

Q. What is the fourth ?

A. The fourth is that the Messias should assemble under one sceptre

all the peoples of the East and the West, become one people of brethren;

and that He should be born in the little city of Bethlehem when the tribe

of J uda should have lost the sovereign power
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Q. What must be done next ?

A. It must next be shown that all the events of the world anterior to

the Messias concurred to the accomplishment of these great designs.

Q. How do you show this ?

A. It is with a view to the Messias that God forms the Jewish people,

that He watches over them as the apple of His eye, that He gives them

Eis Law, that He sends them His Prophets, and that He permits the

establishment of the city of evil, namely, the four great monarchies an

nounced by Daniel.

Q. Which four monarchies are these ?

A. The monarchies of the Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, and Romans.

Q. How did the great monarchy of the Assyrians help to establish the

reign of the Messias ?

A. The great monarchy of the Assyrians helped to establish the reign

of the Messias by obliging the Jews to preserve faithfully the promise of

the Messias and the worship of the true God.

Q. How is this proved ?

A. This is proved by the very words of the Prophet Isaias, who says

that the Assyrians are the rod of which God makes use to correct His

people as often as they fall into idolatry, and to bring them back to the

true Religion.

Q. Was this prophecy accomplished ?

A. This prophecy was accomplished point by point ; for the Assyrians

80 cured the Jewish people of their propensity to idolatry, that, after the

captivity of Babylon, they never again fell into it. The Assyrians wished

even to exceed the orders of God, by destroying the Jewish people, whom

they were only to correct.

Q. What did they do for this purpose ?

A. For this purpose, their king, Nabuchodonosor, sent his general,

Holofernes, at the head of a formidable army to lay Judea waste and to

establish idolatry there.

Praytr, p. 616.

FORTY-SIXTH LESSON.

PREPARATIONS FOE THE MESSIAS. MONARCHY OF THE ASSYRIANS.

HISTORY OF JUDITH.

Q. What did the Jews do on seeing the approach of Holofernes ?

A. On seeing the approach of Holofernes, the Jews had recourse to

the Lord by prayer, penance, and fasting. The small city of Bethulia,

animated by Judith, gave a special example of fervour.
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Q. Who was Judith ?

A. Judith -was a holy -widow, who spent her life in the exercise of

prayer, fasting, and good works. The inhabitants of Bethulia, seeing

themselves besieged, resolved on surrendering after five days unless the

Lord delivered them before that time. But Judith engaged them to

put their trust in God ; and, leaving the city, repaired to the camp of

the Assyrians.

Q. Whither was she led ?

A. She was led by the soldiers to the tent of Holofernes, who ques

tioned her and provided a tent for her, ordering that every mark of re

spect should be shown to her.

Q. What happened next ?

A. Four days after Judith's arrival, Holofernes gave a great banquet

to all his officers. He drank to such an excess that he had to be carried

to bis bed, where he soon fell into a deep sleep. Judith alone remained

with her maid.

Q. What did Judith do ?

A. Judith recommended herself to God, and, approaching the bed

where Holofernes lay, cut off his head.

Q. What did she do with his head ?

A. She gave his head to her maid, who put it into a bag. Both then

departed, and reached the gates of Bethulia.

Q. What did the Israelites do?

A. The Israelites, on seeing the hend of Holofernes, blessed the Lord.

They immediately issued forth from their city, and attacked the Assyrians,

of whom they made great slaughter. They also carried off rich spoils.

Judith, a figure of the Blessed Virgin, returned to her life of prayer and

penance.

Prayer, p. 521.

FORTY-SEVENTH LESSON.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE MESSIAS. HISTORY OF TOBIAS. (B.C. 611.)

Q. How else did the great monarchy of the Assyrians help to estab

lish the reign of the Messias ?

A. The great monarchy of the Assyrians also helped to establish tie

reign of the Messias by leading away the Israelites captive to Ninive.

Q. How so ?

A. By bringing the separated tribes to Ninive, the Assyrians helped

to spread a knowledge of the true Beligion, and consequently of the pro

mise of the Messias, which was its first article.
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Q. Where is the proof of this ?

A. The proof of this is in the Book of Tobias, which says : Children

ofIsrael ! praise the Lord,for He hath scatteredj/ou among the nations that

you may relate to them His wonderful works and let them know that there is

no God besides Him.

Q. What is the history of Tobias?

A. Tobias was of the tribe of Nephthali. He spent his childhood and

youth in perfect innocence, and waa led away captive to Ninive with his

wife and son.

Q. What was his occupation ?

A. His occupation was to do good to the Israelites, his fellow cap

tives. He shared with them the little that remained to him. He buried

those whom the king of Ninive had slaughtered. One day, having re

turned from this work of mercy, he fell asleep at the foot of a wall.

Here, some dung fell from a swallow's nest on his eyes and deprived him

of his' sight.

Q. What did he do some time afterwards ?

A. Believing himself near death, he called his son, the young Tobias,

and, like a Christian father, recommended to him the fear of God and

charity towards the poor.

Q. Whither did he send his son ?

A. He sent his son to Rages, a city of the Medes, in order to obtain a

sum of money that he had lent to one of his relatives, named Gabelus.

The young Tobias, accompanied by an angel, set out. During his travels,

he married Sara, the daughter of Raguel, a near relative of his father's.

Q. What did the young Tobias do next ?

A. Always guided by the angel, the young Tobias returned with his

wife and great wealth to his father, whose sight he restored by rubbing

the gall of a fish on his eyes. The holy old man had the consolation of

seeing his son and his grandsons prosper, which they did by following

the good example and wise lessons that he had given them.

Prayer, f. 631.

FORTY-EIGHTH LESSON.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE MESSIAH. MONARCHY OF THE PERSIANS. HIS

TORY OF ESTHER. (B.C. 460.)

Q. How did the great monarchy of the Persians help to establish the

reign of the Messias ?

A. The great monarchy of the Persians helped to establish the reign

of the Messias by causing the M essias Himself to be born in Judea accord

ing to the oracles of the Prophets
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Q. How do you prove this ?

A. It is proved t>y the very words of the Prophet Isaias, who calls

Cyrus by name two hundred years before this prince's birth, saying that

the Lord will make him a conqueror of all his enemies, that he may set

the Jewish people free from the captivity of Babylon and lead them back

into Judea.

Q. Was this prophecy fulfilled ?

A. This prophecy was fulfilled to the letter. Cyrus and his successors

delivered the Jews from the captivity of Babylon, and gave them liberty

to return into Judea, where they maintained themselves, with distinction

of tribes, in spite of all the efforts of their enemies.

Q. Will you name one of these enemies ?

A. One of these enemies was Aman, the favourite of Assuerus, king

of Persia. He was so proud that he wanted every one to bend the knee

in adoration to him as he passed. Mardochai, of Jewish origin, refused

to do so, because his conscience would not let him render to man those

honours which are due only to God. Aman resolved to have revenge by

destroying all the Jewish people.

Q. Who saved the Jewish people ? -

A. It was Esther, the niece of Mardochai and wife of Assuerus, that

saved the Jewish people.

Q. How did she save them ?

A. She begged the king to come with Aman to a banquet that she

had prepared. During the course of the repast, she said to the king : 1

ask thee for my life andthe life of my people ; for I and my people are con

demned to death.

Q. What did Assuerus do ?

A. Assuerus, astonished, asked her who had dared to do such a thing.

Esther answered : It was this Aman. Instantly, Assuerus ordered him

to be hanged on the same gibbet that he had prepared for Mardochai.

The king's order was executed, and Mardochai became prime minister of

Assuerus.

Q. How did the Jews celebrate their deliverance ?

A. To celebrate their deliverance, the Jews established an everlasting

festival, which they sanctified by prayers, innocent entertainments, and

alms to the poor.

Prayer, p. 540.

FORTY-NINTH LESSON.

pbepabations fob the messias. monabchies of the gbeeks and

bomans. (B.c. 336-170.)

Q. How did the great monarchy of the Greeks help to establish the

reign of the Messias ?
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A. The great monarchy of the Greeks helped to establish the reign of

the Messias by preparing the way for the rapid spread of the Gospel.

Q. In how many ways did the monarchy of the Greeks prepare the

way for the spread of the Gospel ?

A. The monarchy of the Greeks prepared the way for the spread of

the Gospel in three ways.

Q. What was the first?

A. The first : by extending over a great part of the world, it rendered

popular the Greek language, in which the Gospel should be preached

and, above all, written.

Q. What was the second ?

A. The second : by drawing the Jews into a great part of the world,

it made the true God known to various peoples, whom these new mis

sionaries prepared to receive the light of the Gospel.

Q. And the third ?

A. The third : by causing the Bible to be translated into Greek and

preserving this translation in the library of Alexandria, it procured for

infidel nations a knowledge of the holy books, which it also placed be

yond the reach of Jewish changes.

Q. By whom was this translation made ?

A. One of the successors of Alexander, named Ptolemee, king of

Egypt, applied to the high-priest Eleazar, who sent him a copy of the

holy books, written in letters of gold, together with seventy-two learned

old men to make the translation thereof : this is what we call the Sep-

tuagint Version.

Q. How did the great monarchy of the Romans help to establish the

reign of the Messias ?

A. The great monarchy of the Romans helped to establish the reign

of the Messias by causing Our Lord to be born in Bethlehem, at the time

marked out by the Prophets, and by causing the miracle of the establish

ment of Christianity to shine forth with the utmost splendour.

Q. What does the succession of the four great monarchies teach

us ?

A. The succession of the four great monarchies teaches us that God

rules from the highest heavens over all the empires of the earth, and

that He guides all events to the accomplishment of His great design, the

salvation of man through Our Lord Jesus Christ.

Q. How so ?

A. Before the Messias, all the events of the world concur to estab

lish His reign : after the Messias, all concur to preserve and to ex

tend it.

Prayer p. 649
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FIFTIETH LESSON.

PEEPARATIONS FOR THE MESSIAS. B3sT0RY OF THE MACHABEES.

(B.C. 170.)

Q. What is the history of the Machabees ?

A. The history of the Machabees is the history of the Jews in the

times immediately preceding the Messias. As the family of the Machabees

acted the chief part therein, it gave its name to the history of the

people.

Q. What does this history teach us ?

A. This history teaches us that God never ceased for a moment to

prepare both Jews and Gentiles for the coming of the Messias : wishing

that, during the last three centuries which preceded His coming, the

Gentiles should be continually brought into contact with the Jews, and

that they should be witnesses of prodigies well calculated to make them

know the true God.

Q. Will you mention one of these prodigies ?

A. Seleucus, king of Syria, wanted to carry off the treasures of the

temple of Jerusalem, and he sent Heliodorus, the comptroller of Lis

finances, to seize on them. Heliodorus entered the temple, when two

angels, under the appearance of horsemen, overthrew his soldiers and

obliged them to take to flight.

Q. What happened to Heliodorus ?

A. Heliodorus was thrown on the ground and beatenwith rods. He

owed his life to the prayers of the high-priest Onias.

Q. What was the effect of this miracle ?

A. The effect of this miracle was to make the God of Israel more

and moro known and respected ; for Heliodorus, confounded and cor

rected, returned home, publishing everywhere the power of the true

God.

Q. How did God prepare the Jews themselves for the approaching

arrival of the Messias F

A. God prepared tho Jews themselves for the approaching arrival of

the Messias by purifying them in continual trials, intended to detach

them from the earth and make them relish the doctrines of the GospeL

Q. What were these trials ?

A. These trials were wars that the kings of Syria, and afterwards the

Romans, waged against the holy nation, which was so faithful to God as

to give a great many martyrs under Antiochus.

Q. Who were the chief martyrs ?

A. The chief martyrs were Eleazar, and the seven Machabee brothers,

with their mother.
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Q. What did the blood of these martyrs produce ?

A. The blood of these martyrs produced among the Jews a greater

withdrawal from the company of infidels and a warmer lore for their own

Beligion; so that, if the Pharisees had not deceived them by leading

them to expect a Conquering Messias, they would have recognised Our

Lord, and would not have drawn on themselves the punishments with

which they have been overwhelmed during so many ages.

Prayer, p 567.

FIFTY-FIRST LESSON.

TO1TT OF BELIGION AND OF THE CHUBCH.

Q. What must we conclude from the First Part of the Catechism ?

A. We must conclude from the First Part of the Catechism that

Religion, whose children we are, dates its origin from the beginning of

the world, and that it has always been one and the same, though it has

not always had the same degree of development.

Q. Will you show in a few words that Religion has always been one

and the same ?

A. Religion has always been one and the same in its Author, who is

the Messias. Expected or come, Jesus Christ has always been the foun

dation of Religion, and salvation has never been possible but by Him.

Q. Has Religion been always one and the same in its dogmas t

garding God, it has always believed and taught from the beginning of

the world that there is only one God, in three Persons, and that this one

God is the Creator, Preserver, and Redeemer of the world ; but these

truths are known more clearly by Christians than by the Jews.

Q. What has Religion always believed and taught regarding man ?

A. Regarding man, Religion has always believed and taught that he

was created to the image of God ; that lie has an immortal soul ; that he

fell by his own fault ; that all mankind are born in a state of sin and

degradation ; that they shall rise from the dead ; and that there shall be

eternal rewards for the just and eternal punishments for the wicked.

Q. What has Religion always believed and taught regarding the

world ?

A. Regarding the world, Religion has always believed and taught

that it was drawn forth from nothingness ; that it is governed by an in

finitely wise God ; that it shall one day pass away by fire ; and that there

shall then be a new heaven and a new earth.
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Q. Has Religion been always the same in its morality and in ita

worship t

A. Religion has always been the same in its morality and in its wor

ship, since it has always admitted the same distinction between good and

evil, commanded the same virtues, forbidden the same vices, and prac

tised the same two essential acts of worship, namely, prayer and sacri

fice.

Q. And in its object t

A. In its object, it has always striven to remove sin from the world,

so as to procure glory for God and happiness for man.

Q. And in its means f

A. In its means, since it has always believed that man requires grace

in order to be saved, and it has always taught him the manner and fur

nished him with the means of obtaining grace.

Q. Can it also be said that the Church has always been one and the

same? *

A. It can also be said that the Church has always been one and the

same, since there has always been a visible society to preserve Religion

and to teach it to men.

Q. How do you explain this truth ?

A. We find the Church from the beginning of the world. Under the

Patriarchs, it is, like Religion, confined to the family ; under Moses, it

passes, like Religion, to the national state ; and lastly, under the Gospel,

it extends, like Religion, to all peoples, of whom it makes but one

family.

Q. How do you show that, like Religion, the Church is the same

after as before the coming of the Messias ?

A. The Church is the same after as before the coming of the Meseiai

in its Founder, who is Jesus Christ ; in its object, which is the preserva

tion and teaching of Religion ; and in its constitution, which comprises a

Sovereign Pontiff and various orders of sacred ministers, appointed to

watch over the conduct of the faithful. Besides, the Church is the same

in its life after as before the coming of the Messias, since it is nearly

always attacked, sometimes by strangers, sometimes by its own children :

it has even had its great schism, dividing it in two. But all these afflic

tions turn to its glory, as the revolutions of empires, and all other events,

help to strengthen and to extend it.

Prayer, p. 666.

FIFTY-SECOND LESSON.

INFLUENCE OF EELIGION.

Q. What were the effects of Religion among the Jews ?

A. The effects of Religion among the Jews were to render them the

't
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most enlightened, virtuous, and happy of all ancient peoples : as may

easily be seen by studying the state of the family, of society, and of

Religion in the holy nation.

Q. What was the state of the family among the Jews ?

A. The family is the foundation of kingdoms, and the good order of

the family depends on the authority of parents, which was very great and

very much respected among the Jews.

Q. What kind of an education did they give?

A. Their education was simple, but sound. Parents taught their

children whatever was necessary for life, as well as the history of their

nation. Every Israelite should know by heart the canticles of Moses and

the prophecies that recalled the wonders of the Lord.

Q. What was the state of society ?

A. The state of society among the Jews was far superior to that

among the pagans- The Jews had admirable laws, which condemned all

disorders and encouraged all virtues : the case was very different among

the pagans.

Q. Will you mention one of these laws ?

A. Among these laws was that of the jubilee, in virtue of which

every person entered, every fiftieth year, into full possession of the pro

perty that he had sold, so that a great equality reigned among all the

families.

Q. What was the state of Religion ?

A. The Religion of the Jews, being the true Religion, was much

more perfect than that of other nations. Its dogmas were true; its

morality was pure; its worship was holy and magnificent.

Q. Which were the principal festivals of the Jews ?

A. The principal festivals of the Jews were those of the Pasch, Pen

tecost, and Tabernacles, intended to remind them of the supreme

dominion of God over all things, and His chief benefits towards His

people.

Q. And their fasts ?

A. Besides some extraordinary fasts, the Jews had one day of general

fast, which was called the Festival of Expiations. On this day only, the

high-priest entered the Holy of Holies. He also sacrificed one goat, and

drove another out into the desert, after laying on it the sins of all the

Eeople. The latter was called the emissary goat, and it represented Our

,ord, laden with thesins of the world, and led out of Jerusalem to be put

to death.

Q. What fruits do you reap from this First Part of the Cate

chism ?

vol. i. 42
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A. There are several fruits to be reaped from this First Part of the

Catechism : (1) to believe firmly that God has never ceased to work for

our salvation ; (2) to be assured that Religion is the greatest of benefits ;

(3) to love Religion as a good child loves its mother; and (4) to observe

the commandments of Religion with exactness and perseverance.

Prayer, p. 078.

END OP VOL. I.
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